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Somedav all terminals will be smart .•••.•.
• 128 Fu nctions-software controlled
• 7 x 12 matrix, upper/lower case letters
• 50 to 38,400 baud-selectable

• 82 x 16 or 92 x 22 format-plus graphics
• Printer output port
• "CH ERRY" keyboard

CT-82 Intelligent Terminal, assembled and tested $795.00 ppd in Cont. U.S.

SOUTHWEST TECHNICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
219 W. RHAPSODY
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78216
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For your SWTP 6800 Computer ...

PERCOM'sTM
FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM

[Urn:~rnrn
Ready to plug in and run the moment you receive
it. Nothing else to buy, no extra memory. No
"booting" with PerCom MINIDOSTM,the remark-
able disk operating system on EPROM. Expand-
able to either two or three drives. Outstanding
operating, utility and application programs.

•I
••

I

For more
information

see your local
PerCom dealer

or call
toll free

1-800-527-1592

only

$599~
fully assembled and tested

shipping paid

[~EfU]()Mr '"
PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC.
Oept. I{ 318Barnes Garland, Texas 75042

(214) 272-3421

For the low $599.95 price, you not only get the disk drive, drive power
supply, SS-50 bus controller/interface card, and MINIDOS'M, you also
receive:
• an attractive metal enclosure. a fully assembled and tested inter-
connecting cable. a 70-page instruction manual that includes operat-
ing instructions, schematics, service procedures and a complete list-
ing of MINIDOS'M • technical memo updates - helpful hints which
supplement the manual instructions. a 90-day limited warranty.

1
I

.1
1
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SOFTWARE FOR THE LFD-400 SYSTEM
Disk operating and file management systems

INDEX™ The most advanced disk operating and file management
system available for the 6800. INterrupt Driven EXecutive operating
system features file-and-device-independent, queue-buffered
character stream I/O. Linked-file disk architecture, with automatic file
creation and allocation for ASCII and binary files, supports sequential
and semi-random access disk files. Multi-level file name directory
includes name, extension, version, protection and date. Requires 8K
RAM at $AOOO.Diskette includes numerous utilities $99.95
MINIDOS-PLUSX An easy-to-use DOS for the small computing sys-
tem. Supports up to 31 named files. Available on ROM or diskette
complete with source listing $39.95

BASIC Interpreters and Compilers
SUPER BASIC A 10K extended disk BASIC interpreter for the 6800.
Faster than SWTP BASIC. Handles data files. Programs may be
prepared using a text editor described below $49.95
BASIC BANDAID'M Turn SWTP 8K BASIC into a random access data
file disk BASIC. Includes many speed improvements, and program
disk CHAINing $17.95
STRUBAL+'M A STRUctured BAsic Language compiler for the pro-
fessional programmer. 14-digit floating point, strings, scientific func-
tions, 2-dimensional arrays. Requires 16K RAM and Linkage Editor
(see below). Use one of the following text editors to prepare programs.
Complete with RUN-TIME and FLOATING POINT packages $249.95

Text Editors and Processors
EDIT68 Hemenway Associates' powerful disk-based text editor. May
be used to create.programs and data files. Supports MACROS which
perform complex, repetitive editing functions. Permits text files larger
than available RAM to be created and edited $39.95
TOUCHUP'M Modifies TSC's Text Editor and Text Processor for Per-
Com disk operation. ROLL function permits text files larger than
available RAM to be created and edited. Supplied on diskette com-
plete with source listing $17.95

Assemblers
PerCom 6800 SYMBOLIC ASSEMBLER Specify assembly options
at time of assembly with this symbolic assembler. Source listing on
diskette $29.95
MACRO-RELOCATING ASSEMBLER Hemenway Associates'
assembler for the programming professional. Generates relocatable
linking object code. Supports MACROS. Permits conditional
assembly $79.95
LINKAGE EDITOR - for STRUBAL+'M and the MACRO-Relocating
assembler $49.95
CROSS REFERENCE Utility program that produces a cross-
reference listing of an input source listing file $29.95

Business Applications
GENERAL LEDGER SYSTEM Accommodates up to 250 accounts.
Financial information immediately available - no sorting required.
Audit trail information permits tracking from GL record data back to
source document. User defines account numbers $199.95
FULL FUNCTION MAILING LIST 700 addresses per diskette. Power-
ful search, sort, create and update capability $99.95
PER COM FINDER'M General purpose information retrieval system
and data base manager $99.95
,. trademark of PERCOM Data Company. Inc.

Ordering information
To order, call toll free 1-800-527-1592. MC and VISA welcome. COD
orders require 30% deposit plus 5% handling charge. Allow three
weeks for delivery. Allow three extra weeks if payment is by personal
check. Texas residents add 5% sales tax.

PERCOM 'peripherals for personal computing'

V Reader Service-see page 179 3



Considaring a Microcomputer?
Be Sure to Check Out the Product Offerings of the World's Largest
Full Line Microcomputer Company.
All Ohio Scientific machines come with microcomputing's fastest full
feature BASIC-in-ROM or on-Disk for instant use.

Ch II I S . Minimuma enger erles Configuration

Economical computer systems that talk in BASIC.
Ideal for hobbyists, students, education and the home.

Superboard II - World's first complete system on a board 4K RAM
including keyboard, video display, audio
cassette, BASIC-in-ROM and up to 8K RAM

Challenger IP - Fully packaged Superboard II with 4K RAM
power supply

Challenger IP Disk - Complete mini-floppy system 16K RAM
expandable to 32K RAM

Challenger liP Series
Ultra high performance BUS oriented microcomputers for
personal, educational, research and small business use.

C2-4P - The professional portable 4K RAM
C2-8P - The world's most expandable personal machine 4K RAM

for business or research applications
C2-4P Disk - The ultimate portable 16K RAM
C2-8P Single Disk - Ideal for education, advanced 16K RAM

personal users, etc.
C2-8P Dual Disk - Most cost effective small 32K RAM

business system

Challenger II Serial Interface Series
Same great features as Challenger liP Series for those who
have serial terminals: small business, education, industry.

C2-0-Great starter for users with a terminal 4K RAM
C2-1 - Great timeshare user accessory; cuts costs 4K RAM

by running simple BASIC programs locally
C2-8S - Highly expandable serial machine, can 4K RAM

add disks, etc.

Challenger III The Ultimate in Small Computers
The unique three processor system for demanding business,
education, research and industrial development applications.

C3-S1 - World's most popular 8" floppy based 32K RAM $3590
microcomputer dual floppys

C3-0EM - Single package high volume user version 32K RAM $3590
of C3-S1 dual floppys

C3-A - Rack mounted multi-user business system 48K RAM $5090
directly expandabe to C3-B dual floppys

C3-B - 74 million byte Winchester disk based system. 48K RAM $11,090
World's most powerful microcomputer dual floppys

OHIO SCIENTIFIC also offers you the broadest line of expansion
accessories and the largest selection of affordable software!

Compare the closest Ohio Scientific Model to any other unit you are con-
sidering. Compare the performance, real expansion ability, software and
price, and you will see why we have become the world's largest full line
microcomputer company.

Base
Price

$ 279

$ 349

$1190

$ 598
$ 799

$1464
$1738

$2597

$ 298
$ 498

$ 545

I'm interested in OSI Computers. Send me information on:
o Personal Computers 0 Small Business Computers
o Educational Systems 0 Industrial Development Systems
o I'm enclosing $1.00 for your 64-page small computer buyer's guide.
Ohio residents add 4% tax.

Name

Address

City _

State Zip, _

Phone _

IHIIIIIENTlFII
1333 S_Chillicothe Road

Aurora, Ohio 44202
(216) 562-3101
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The
C3·SI
by Ohio Scientific

Possibly the world's
most popular

floppy disk based
microcomputer.

and can make use of the tremendous amount of BASIC
programs offered by independent suppliers and publishers
because it uses Microsoft BASIC, the standard of the industry.
Complete turnkey and custom business packages are
available for the C3 from most OHIO SCIENTIFIC DEALERS.

• The C3 electronics and software are available in alternate
mechanical configurations for special applications including
the C3-0EM for volume users and the C3 letter series (C3-A,
C3-B) which are optimized for use with hard disks.

• C3 systems are always delivered ready to use with 32K
static RAM, dual floppys for 500K bytes of on-line storage and
an RS-232 port strappable from 75 to 19,200 baud all standard
in the minimum configuration.

• C3 systems offer the greatest expansion capability in the
microcomputer industry. The C3 series supports OHIO
SCIENTIFIC'S full line of over 40 expansion accessories. The
maximum configuration is 768K bytes RAM, four 74 million
byte Winchester hard disks (CD-7 4), 16 communications ports,
real time clock, line printer, Word Processing printer and
numerous control interfaces.

• C3 systems have phenomenal performance-to-cost ratios.
The C3-S1 base price with 32K RAM, dual floppys, RS-232 port
complete with 8K BASIC and DOS is under $3600 and expan-
sion accessories are comparably priced. For example, the
CD-74, 74 million byte Winchester disk complete with interface
and OS-65U operating system at about $6000.

The C3 series is quite possibly so successful because it offers
the highest hardware performance, best software support,
most versatility and greatest expandability in the micro-
computer systems market at nearly the lowest price in the
industry.

For more information, contact your local OHIO SCIENTIFIC
DEALER or the factory at (216) 562-3101.

Since its introduction in August, 1977, the Challenger III has
gained tremendous acceptance in small business, educational
and industrial development applications. Thousands of C3-S1's
have been delivered and today hundreds of C3-S1 demonstrator
units are set up at computer retailers around the country.
Why has the Challenger III become so successful in the fiercely
competitive microcomputer industry? Here are just a few of
the possible reasons.

• The Challenger III is the fastest microcomputer in BASIC
(see "BASIC Timing Comparisons," Kilobaud, October, 1977,
where Ohio Scientific out benchmarks all competitors).

• The Challenger" I is the only computer system with a
6502A, 6800 and Z-80 offering the programmer all popular
micros for maximum versatility.

• The C3 is backed by the largest base of systems level
software for any microcomputer system including:

For the 6502A:
Microsoft 6 and 9 Digit BASIC
Assembler Editor
Word Processor
OS-65D Development DOS
OS-65U End User DOS with Extended BASIC

For Floppys
Winchester Hard Disks
Multi-users (Level 2)
Distributed Processing (Level 3)

For the 6800:
Floppy DOS
Assembler Editor

For the Z-80:
Floppy DOS
Microsoft Disk Extended BASIC
Microsoft FORTRAN
Microsoft COBOL
Macro Assembler and Editor
And Much More

• The C3 supports OS-65U, the ultra high performance
"virtual data memory" DOS for floppys and hard disks which
makes complex file structures like multi-key ISAM easy to use.
• The C3 is backed by a large library of applications programs 1333 S. Chillicothe Road. Aurora, Ohio 44202



RBLISHER'8
REMARKS
A Visit To Ohio

Scientific, that is.
With the slacking off of com-

puter shows in July (only one, in
Virginia, near Washington),
Sherry and I had a chance to take
a day off and zip out to Ohio Sci-
entific in Aurora, not very far
from Cleveland.
It was prophetic that we should

pass the Computer Shop display
of an OSI system in the airline
terminal on our way to visit OS!.
I grabbed one of the OSI bro-
chures, which were available at
the little kiosk, so I could read up
on the OSI products during our
trip.
The Ohio Scientific building is

impressive ... over 50,000 feet
of work space ... something to
make me jealous. OSI's new
building houses most of the pro-
duction and test facilities. They
still are doing much of their prod-
uct development and software
work in the old plant in nearby
Hiram, Ohio.

While some in the industry are
concentrating on fighting the
low-end price battle, and others

Wayne Green

are on the high end, OSI is trying
to cover all bases.
Their new Challenger IP weighs

in at $279 and provides a remark-
able amount of computing for
this incredible price. The thought,
obviously, is to provide an alter-
native to the TRS-80 for comput-
er stores to sell.

I think the first public showing
was at the Philly show in August,
where they had it on demonstra-
tion. This new system is even
more amazing than the Challenger
lIP, announced last year in re-
sponse to the TRS-80. When you
take the system out of the cabinet
you see how simple and well de-
signed it is.
With the IP system, OSI has in-

troduced a strong price competi-
tor for the KIM, but with a full
keyboard and output for a video
monitor ... complete with
BASIC in ROM! When a test unit
arrived at my office, I had it run-
ning with a program in about ten
minutes. Oh, I had some trouble
loading the cassette at first, but a
change of recorders fixed that.
Some programs would load and
some wouldn't ... probably due
to the head of my first recorder

busy. It's a b-i-g place. On one
side of the assembly area I came
across a C3-based word-process-
ing system, complete with Diablo
Hy Type printer.

6

OSI's building.

The Challenger IP-outside.

not being cleaned recently.

On the high price end is the
C3B system. The photo shows a
top-of-the-line C3B system used
at OSI for software development.
This outfit, which includes the 74
MB disk, two floppy disks, a pro-
cessor that has three microcom-
puter chips-6502, 6800, Z-80-
so you can use programs devel-
oped for any of the popular mi-
crocomputer systems, a CRT ter-
minal and the OSI operating sys-
tem, sells for under $13,000. If I
didn't already have about $40,000
invested in programs for our
Prime system I'd jump for the
C3B in a minute. That would give
me a lot more computing for
about one-fifth the price.
The IP and C3B are put to-

gether in OSI's assembly area,
which keeps a lot of people very

Business Articles-and Beyond

Obviously many OSI systems
are finding their way into busi-
ness applications. On the off
chance that I may not have made
my intentions clear, I reiterate
that I'm looking for articles for
Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING
on how microcomputers are doing
in business. I'd like to have the
articles written in plain English,
with as few buzzwords as possi-
ble. The articles should tell us
what system was used, what oper-
ating system, where the programs
were obtained or how they were
developed, what problems arose
and how they were surmounted,
how the system works at present
and what expansions are contem-
plated.
The OSI C3 system seems

ideally suited for school use,
where it can not only help the
school keep track of all of its stu-
dents and their grades, but could
also act as a data base for storing
educational programs that could
be used via smart terminals by

OSI's large assembly area.



grammers who have bought sys-
tems seem to have written de-
buggers, disassemblers, utilities
and a rash of forgettable games.
While I'm sure that the utility
programs are great to have, the
demand for them has been rela-
tively small, and, as far as I
know, no one has made anything
more than egg money from such
efforts.

So along comes Instant Soft-
ware and a call for original pro-
grams-and what do we get? A
lot of forgettable games. For-
tunately there are a few diamonds
among the rubble ... and just a
hint of the programs to come for
business, for teaching and for
practical uses of our microcom-
puters.
So far, most of the business-

men who have patiently worked
out programs for their own use
have not really become aware of
the gold mines they have generat-
ed. Once they perceive the value
of their work, they will submit it
to the bigger program publishers.
The only danger in this is that
there is a finite need for each spe-
cific type of program, and if
someone else gets there first, he
gets the bonanza.

When the plan for Instant Soft-
ware was announced, a few sharp
programmers wasted no time in
submitting programs ... and
they are in line for the payoff.
With the dramatic need for hun-
dreds-even thousands-more
programs, it is still very early in
the game. In a few months it is
going to be a whole lot tougher to
sell a program to a publisher be-
cause the large amounts of money
involved are bound to bring in
heavyweight programmers and
even systems houses.

Consider that a first shipment
of programs, even if it goes to
only about half of the computer
stores, say 500 stores, with ten
copies per store, comes to 5000
copies for the initial sale. That
would bring in well over $4000 in
royalties from the first run. We
plan to be the major supplier of
programs for Radio Shack, and
that could bring the initial run up

The IP-inside.

students. If anyone runs into
some applications such as this,
Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING
is most interested in an article.
Programmers might also keep

in mind that any programs devel-
oped for use on business systems
could possibly be of value for
more widespread distribution via
a program publisher such as In-
stant Software, Inc. Programs
will be selling for whatever seems
a reasonable price, with some
being projected to run as high as
$800. At that rate the royalty on a
sale through computer stores
would run to about $8.5 million'
for every 100,000 sold.

Why Most Programs
Are Worthless

Several of the people working
on Instant Software have been

surprised at the third-rate quality
of many programs being submit-
ted for publication. I've heard the
same complaint from most of the
other people who are getting pro-
grams for possible publication
too. How come?

If you mull over the history of
software for microcomputers,
the picture should come into
focus and the quality of most of
the programs written so far should
be understandable.
Although it's true that a few

businessmen have gone out and
bought microcomputers, and
then gone to the trouble to per-
sonally write the programs need-
ed to use their systems, most mi-
crocomputer users have had less
serious plans for their systems
and have made do with what they
could scrounge from magazine
articles or books of programs, or
borrow from friends.
The handful of dedicated pro-

C3B System in operation. C3-based word-processing system.
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another five to ten thousand, at
least. If Radio Shack expands
TRS-80 sales to their entire fleet
of nearly 10,000 stores, the pro-
gram needs will be substantial.

It takes a large organization to
bring about those sales figures.
We're estimating the first-year
costs of running Instant Software
at above $1 million for salaries
alone, and that's just for publish-
ing and distributing programs. If
you horse around with a small
outfit you'll probably be selling
your programs for peanuts.

bigger, more-comprehensive ones
will be selling for higher figures. I
expect that complete sets of pro-
grams for a specific business-
programs that definitely will help
a dealer sell a system that runs
perhaps $12,OOO-will easily sell
for $1000 (with a nice royalty, ob-
viously). We'll try to do the best
we can on program pricing, keep-
ing in mind supply and demand.
Educational programs are just

barely starting. Those submitted
so far have not been outstanding
. .. with but a few exceptions.
You know that a program which
teaches BASIC programming is
going to sell well in this field. I
suspect that programs which
teach the fundamentals of any
other language will also sell brisk-
ly. Then might come programs
for teaching the basics of com-
puter electronics, such as gates
and flip-flops. Eventually I ex-
pect we will carry a catalog of sev-
eral thousand educational pro-
grams.

I expect that Instant Software
will be pioneering in the develop-
ment of video/computer pro-
grams. This will be a marriage of
television and micro computing.
The early systems will probably
be made up of a video recorder

Reader Responsibility

One of your responsibilites, as a reader of Kilobaud MICRO-
COMPUTING, is to aid and abet the increasing of circulation
and advertising, both of which will bring you the same benefit: a
larger and even better magazine. You can help by encouraging
your friends to subscribe to Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING. Re-
member: Subscriptions are guaranteed-money back if not de-
lighted, so no one can lose. You can also help by tearing out
one of the cards just inside the back cover and circling replies
you'd like to see: catalogs, spec sheets, etc. Advertisers put a
lot of trust in reader requests for information. To make it more
worth your while to send in the card, a drawing will be held each
month and the winner will get a lifetime subscription to
Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTlNG!

a program could be used to teach
several million people ... and
used for years. We may even see
budgets of over $1million for sin-
gle teaching programs, and they
would still turn a profit.
For the time being, let's get

cracking on some first-rate pro-
grams to get businesses interested
in buying microcomputers. You

(continued on page 21)

OUTPUTFROMISI
The purpose of this column is

to provide some inside informa-
tion on what has been happening
in software publishing ... and
what is needed.
Now that Instant Software, Inc.

(ISI) has moved into its new office
building there is finally room for
more employees. We have a new
marketing manager, whose job it
will be to get ISI products into
every computer store in the world.
The new project coordinator is
Bill Gollan. He keeps things
moving and coordinates the three
main departments: program edit-
ing, production and marketing.

The new microcomputer lab,
with its 30 systems, is certainly
impressive. This allows the staff
to check submitted programs
quickly for just about any popu-
lar system. It's amazing how
much faster things have been
going now that everyone has
room to work. Look for at least

8

Sherry Smythe

20 new programs to be announced
in the next issue of Kilobaud MI-
CROCOMPUTINO.
We've been receiving requests

from dealers for Apple pro-
grams, but we haven't been get-
ting many Apple programs.
Don't miss the boat on having
your Apple programs published
if you've written anything signifi-
cant. Remember that the first-
come of each type of program
will be the big winner on royal-
ties. Coming in second doesn't
payoff in programming any
more than it does elsewhere.
We need good game programs

for all systems-programs that
will playa tough game of back-
gammon, chess, checkers, crib-
bage, etc. They have to be able to
beat good players.
Good educational programs

are also important. The latest
Radio Shack ad campaign is
aimed at students (or at least at

What Is Needed?

An insatiable need exists in the
business field for programs of
both general and specific nature.
For instance, printers need to be
able to estimate printing costs,
which would be simple to com-
puterize. They need a program
for figuring page impositions.
You'll do better to start writing
programs for a field with which
you are intimately familiar and
work into unfamiliar fields later,
getting help from friends who are
in those fields.

Relatively small programs will
be selling for the usual $7.95. The

This month's winner of a lifetime subscription to Kilobaud
MICROCOMPUTING is Ray Slattery of Saddle Brook NJ.

and computer, with a box be-
tween to do the work. Later we'll
be seeing video teaching systems
with the computer built in, and
possibly even including a small
TV camera so the student will be
able to communicate via cable
with a teacher.

How far off is the day when an
educational program is budgeted
at $500,000 or more? Not that
far, when you consider that such

for Kilobaud MICROCOMPUT-
INO should be kept separate
from ISI submissions. If you do
intend a program for both KM
and ISI, clearly state this in your
cover letter, and don't forget the
stamped self-addressed return en-
velope.

We insist on having a signed
contract before we give a pro-
gram a preliminary review, and
several programmers have won-
dered why. The main purpose of
the contract is a guarantee that
the program is original and not a
thinly disguised Hammurabi or
other old standard. This also
weeds out the user-group officials
who try to sell donated programs
to us ... which has happened.
We really can't afford to spend a
lot of money processing and re-
viewing a stolen program that we
can't publish.
We have other problems to

contend with. For example, our
associate-editor plan has been
held up by a bug in the computer
program for keeping track of as-
sociate editors. Such a business!

If you have any questions about
possible programs, write. Please
don't call, as this brings every-
thing to a halt, often at a key mo-
ment. We haven't yet found any-
one whose exclusive job it will be
to sit and answer questions. The
job is open ... ?

the parents of students). This
means there is going to be a whale
of a market for educational pro-
grams. They should have good
graphics and be fun to use so kids
will want to learn.
If you're interested in making

money at home while having fun
with your microcomputer, what
better way is there than writing
programs and getting royalties
for them. Your equipment and
office constitute business ex-
penses, and those royalty checks
can quickly mount up to more
than many regular salaries. This
can give you a freedom beyond
most people's dreams. You might
want to put your computer in a
van and travel, writing programs
as you go.
lSI is also involved in an invest-

ment opportunity for small (or
large) investors with guaranteed
returns of up to 15percent per an-
num. Programmers interested in
this type of money-making ven-
ture should contact me directly
for more information. We're
talking about cash outlays of
from $250 and up for one to five
years' duration.

ISI Policies

Since ISI now has its own
building, submissions of articles



PEPO
Last month I listed some acces-

sories for the PET, including
printers, floppy disks, keyboards
and extra memory. Of course,
there are many more. Microsig-
nal (Box 161988,Sacto CA 95816)
is marketing a voice-input
module called Compuvox for
$29.95. With this unit your PET
can recognize sound and no
sound. It cannot distinguish be-
tween different words. Thus,
"one" and' "two" are equivalent;
but "go down" and "up" are dif-
ferent. "Go down" is two sounds
and "up" is one sound. So to
have PET recognize four com-
mands you might use: "up," "go
down," "now turn right" and
"go to your left."
Microsignal also markets a

sound-output unit (a speaker)
called Computone for $14.95.
With a speaker attached to your
PET you can add sound effects to
your programs and even have the
PET play songs (i.e., the theme
from Star Wars is available from
the PET Gazette). Computone is
compatible with the proposed
sound conventions, which are ex-
plained in this column. The Music
Box, sold by New England Elec-
tronics (248 Bridge St., Spring-
field MA 01103) for $49.95, is not
compatible with the sound con-
ventions, but is very professional-
ly packaged and comes with pro-
grams allowing you to actually
compose music with your PET.
Joysticks that just plug into

your PET are available from
Coyote Electronics (PO Box 101,
Coyote CA 95013) ... $50 for a
complete package deal. A beauti-
ful connector box, which has no
bare wires and appears to be safe
for use around children, plugs
into your user port. The joysticks
then simply plug into this connec-
tion box. It is very well designed.
Along with the box you get two
Atari joysticks, a test program,
two game tapes and a very com-
plete three-part instruction series
all on cassette, ready to load and
go. Clear and detailed program-
ming instructions make it easy to
add joystick control to all your
games.
A digital plotter for the PET is

available for $195 from X and Y
Enterprises (PO Box 796, Hunts-
ville AL 35804) in kit form ($249

Len Lindsay

assembled). A light pen for the
PET costs only $24.95 from 3 G
Company (Rte. 3, Box 28A, Gas-
ton OR 97119). Your PET can
then recognize which part of the
screen you touch with the light
pen.

If you wish you could use some
of the S-Ioo boards, you will be
interested in Betsi, an S-100
adapter for the PET. It is made
by Forethought Products (87070
Dukhobor Rd., Eugene OR
97402). You may remember Fore-
thought's Kimsi S-I00 adapter
for the KIM. Betsi costs $119 as a
kit or $165 assembled.

POKE 59464,X plays a note
determined by X (X can be from
1-255; 1 is highest, 255 is lowest).
POKE 59466,Y allows you to

change the octave (three octaves
available, Y= 15, 51,85. Y can be
any integer from 1 to 255).
Each note stays on until another

note begins or it is turned off. At
the end of every sound subrou-
tine, make sure to POKE a 0 in
each location (to regain tape
functions). Try this example:
3000 POKE59467,16:REM sound on
3010 POKE59466,51
3020 FOR P~ I TO 255
3030 :POKE59464,P:REM play the note
3040 NEXT P
3050 POKE59467,0: POKE59466,0:

POKE59464,O
3060 REM sound off/tape functional

Software

As you know, the PET comes
with Microsoft BASIC in ROM.
Now you can use other high-level
languages with your PET.

PILOT is an easy language to
learn and use. Invented by John
Starkweather, it is most useful in
teaching children about program-
ming. Programming is easy since
there only are five commands- T:
(type), A: (ask), M: (match), J:
(jump) and C: (compute). The C:
command allows you to use most
BASIC commands if you wish. It
is available from the Peninsula
School Computer Project, Penin-
sula School, Peninsula Way,
Menlo Park CA 94025. For only
$19.95 you get the PILOT inter-
preter on cassette along with five
sample game programs written in
PILOT. The 24-page manual in-
cludes program listings and tips
on how to use PILOT.
FORTH is a language now fre-

quently discussed. Fortunately
there is a version available for the
PET, appropriately called PET-
FORTH. It can be obtained from
Programma Consultants, 3400
Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles CA
90010, for $35. FORTH is a
structured language that can run
faster than its equivalent assembly
code might. PETFORTH works
and will be supported.
Simulations are often the most

exciting and realistic of the com-
puter games. Personal Software
(PO Box 136-L, Cambridge MA
02138) has several well done sim-
ulations for the PET. Kingdom is
one of my favorites. It is a big im-
provement over the varieties of
Hammurabi I've played. You are
the ruler of a kingdom and must
make decisions such as how much
to feed your people, how much
grain to plant and how much land
to buy or sell. Background infor-
mation needed to make your deci-

Add Sound to Your PET

With a speaker/amplifier, all
you need is two wires to add
sound to your PET. Here is how
to do it:
1. Get an edge connector for

the user port (the center connec-
tor in back of your PET).
2. Get a speaker/amplifier

(amplifier is a must). Radio Shack
has one for $10.95 in a small
plastic case with a plug-in jack for
your cord. For simplicity's sake
also get their cord ($1.95), which
plugs into their speaker/amplifier
and has two bare wires on the
other end.
3. Of the two wires coming

into the PET from your amplifi-
er, one is the ground, the other
carries the data for the sound.
The two wires hook to pins M and
N (the two pins on the bottom
right). Ground is hooked to pin N
(the last pin on the bottom), and
the other wire is hooked to pin M
(next to pinN). Solder them onto
your edge connector. Don't solder
onto the PET!
4. With your PET turned off,

plug in the connector. Be sure it
also is plugged into the amplifier.

5. Now turn on your PET and
amplifier, and you're off.

Sound Programming

You have three POKE loca-
tions that together produce sound.
POKE 59467,16 turns on the

sound mode (and turns off your
ability to use your tape units).

sions is given at the beginning.
The game is realistic, with rats
eating part of your grain and at-
tacks by the Huns, killing some of
your people. Kingdom, Poker,
Matador and One Queen are on
one cassette for $14.95. Another
cassette, titled Stimulating Simu-
lations, is also $14.95. It includes
a 64-page instruction book and
ten simulation games.
Mike Richter has developed a

very sophisticated simulation
series. He refers to the games in-
cluded as Hypergames. In these,
you and your party of Goodguys
must find your way through a
computer-generated "world" in
search of treasure. Badguys are
also in this "world" and try to
stop you. You are affected by
your domain as well as by the
Badguys. Most ingenious about
Mike's first Hypergame is that
the program is all variables. A
specific game is created with a
data tape that defines who the
Goodguys and Badguys are, how
they affect each other and the lay-
out of the' 'world," along with its
effects on you.
Firstworld is Mike's first spe-

cific Hypergame. You and a
Fighter, Burglar, Witch and
Priest are the Goodguys. You
meet the Dragon, a Swarm of
Gnats and an Ogre along your
way in search of the treasure.
Each encounter is a battle. Some
of your party may be injured.
Fortunately, injuries heal as time
passes, so with luck you willmake
it through the Rushing River,
Waterfall, Kansas Cyclone and
other treacherous areas of First-
world. But then you must find the
Exit-which is not the same place
that you came in. A wonderful
game.
Mike also has a program called

Hyperwriter, which you use to
create data tapes for specific
games. That data could then be
used with any Hypergame (sever-
al different Hypergame programs
are being devised). With it Mike
created Firstworld, and I have
created a specific game, Test
Island, which works beautifully
with Hypergame 1.
The series is still being docu-

mented and human-engineered,
so it is not yet being marketed.
Further information will be in
next month's column, or feel free
to contact Mike at 2600 Colby
Ave., Los Angeles CA 90064.

Publications

Greg Yob is writing The PET
Manual, which will be published
by Mind's Eye Software (PO Box
354, Palo Alto CA 94301). This

9
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297 REH'*"'*"****'******'*"**
298 REH***** GET DIRECTION **.**
299 REH***************'****'*"*
300 POKE525,0:YAIT525,I:GET DIRECTIN$
310 DIRECTIN=VAL(DIRECTIN.)
320 IF DIRECTIN=O THEN GOTO 300
397 REH**.***e****.**,******.***.**
398 REM***** ON GOSUB SECTION *.**.
399 REH***.***********.* ••••• *•• *.*
400 ON DIRECTIN GOSUS 1000,2000,3000,4000,5000,6000,7000,8000,9000
500 POKE SCREEHOLD,TRAIL
600 O=PEEK(SCREENOLD+ADJUST)
610 IF O=UP OR O=BOTTUH OR O=RIGH OR- O=LEFT THEN GOTO 710
700 SCREENNOY=SCREENOLD+ADJUST
710 POKE SCREENNOY,BALL
720 GOT0300:REH GET NEXT DIRECTION
996 END:REH SUBROUTINES FOLLOY
997 REM**************************
998 REH***'* GOSUB ROUTINES *****
999 REH******************"*'***'
1000 ADJUST= 39:RETURN:REH DIRECTION IS
2000 ADJUST= 40:RETURN:REM DIRECTION IS 2
3000 ADJUST= 41:RETURN:REH DIRECTION IS 3
4000 ADJUST= -1:RETURN:REH DIRECTION IS 4
5000 ADJUST= O:RETURN:REH DIRECTION IS 5
6000 ADJUST= I:RETURN:REH DIRECTION IS 6
7000 ADJUST=-41:RETURN:REH DIRECTION IS 7
8000 ADJUST=-40:RETURN:REH DIRECTION IS 8
9000 ADJUST=-39:RETURN:REH DIRECTION IS 9

REALlY.

comprehensive manual should be
available February 1979 for about
$16. (Kilobaud MICROCOM-
PUTINO plans to preview part of
The PET Manual.)
Another PET manual is being

marketed by PETABLE, whose

ads say: "Ever look at Radio
Shack's 232 pg. owner's manual
and wish Commodore had one?
We have just published PET-
ABLE, an introduction to PET
BASIC, graphics and capabilities.
It includes programs, exercises,

software/hardware sources, a
periodical index and much more.
Send check or money order for
$4.95 to: PETABLE, PO Box 461,
Philipsburg PA 16866."
It is implied that this manual is

as good as Radio Shack's (an ex-
cellent manual). PETABLE is 41
pages (22 sheets of 8 112 by II
paper stapled together) and does
not even have a table of contents.
Some pages have parts of words
going right off the paper's edge.
Furthermore, since the booklet is
stapled down the left side, many
words are hidden in the folds and
not readable. PETABLE's soft-
ware/hardware sources consist of
merely listing Newman Comput-
er Exchange and advising you to
write for their catalog of PET
products.

PETABLE contains many er-
rors and the material is poorly
presented. Important items are
mentioned, but no information is
given. It just says, "Try it and see
what happens." For example,
page 7 reads, "Take a look at the
Boolean operatives AND, NOT,
OR on page 45 of your PET man-
ual and try using them with string
variables." That is a complete
section! It is representative of
PET ABLE. This "manual" will
probably confuse rather than
help. I recommend avoiding it.
An excellent source of technical

information on the PET is the
PET Newsletter (Sphinx). Six
issues cost $4.50 and can be
ordered from: PET Newsletter/
Computer Project, Lawrence Hall
of Science, University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley CA 94720. Make
checks payable to: Regents of the
Univ. of Calif. This newsletter
has contained memory maps, ma-
chine-language programs, expla-
nations of various PET functions
and 110 information. Highly

3 REM********.*~***'******'****.*
4 REM***** ON GOSUB EXAHPLE ••• *.
5 REH**********.***********~**'**
6 REH BY L LINDSAY
7 REH************~*'***************
8 REM***** ASSIGN POKE VALUES *'**'
9 REM*****************************'
10 BALl=81
20 TRAIL=87
30 UPUALL=98
32 BOTTUHUALL=226
34 LEFTUALl=225
36 RIGHTUALL=97
40 SCREENSTART=32768+500
50 POKE59468,12:REH GRAPHICS MODE
60 PRINT".," :REM TYPE 60 ?"[CLR]"
97 REH******************'*****
98 REH***** DRAU BORDERS **e**
99 REH************************
100 FOR 1=1 TO 25
110 :POKE 32767+(I*40),RIGHTUALL
120 :POKE 32767+(I*40)+I,LEFTYALL
130 NEXTI
140 FOR 1=1 TO 40
150 :POKE 32767+I,UPUALL
160 :POKE 32767+960+I,BOTTUHUALL
170 NEXT I
197 REH**"'************'**"'*****'*'
198 REH*"* ILLUSTRATE DIRECTIONS ****
199 REH*******************'*'*****""
200 REM
210 REH
220 REH
230 REH
240 REH
250 REH
260 REH
270 REM
280 REH

789
\ I I
\!I

4---5---6
/1\
I ! \

123

Example program.

recommended.
If you hope to do any machine-

language programming, you will
be interested in these books: Pro-
gramming aMicrocomputer: 6502
by Caxton Foster, $8.95, pub-
lished by Addison-Wesley, Read-
ing MA 01867, and designed es-
pecially for KIM, PET and Apple
users. You will also want the two
manuals from MOS Technology:
6500 Programming Manual and
6500 Hardware Manual. Prices
vary. AB Computers (PO Box
104, Perkasie PA 18944) sells
them for $6.50 each.

Programming Tips

Last month we discussed,
among other things, the GET
command. This month's example
program uses the GET command
differently in line 300. Location
525 tells your PET how many
keys have been pressed and are
stored in the keyboard buffer (lo-
cations 527-536). In line 300 we
first POKE a 0 in the keyboard
buffer counter so the PET thinks
no keys have been pressed. Then
we use the WAIT command to
tell our PET to just WAIT until
its keyboard counter says a key
has been pressed and stored in the
keyboard buffer. It will then con-
tinue executing the program. The
next statement tells it to GET a
character (we are sure there is one
character in the keyboard buffer
now). Thus a sophisticated GET
routine is:
POKE 525,0 :WAIT 525,1 :GET A$

You then have the option of
printing that character or not.
This month the Example pro-

gram illustrates the ON ... GO-
SUB commands. The program
narrative follows.

In PET BASIC, variables can
be up to 255 characters long.
Thus you can name variables with
recognizable titles, making read-
ing the program listing easier.
You must avoid using variables
that contain any of the reserved
BASIC commands such as ON,
TO, OR, AND and LET. This ap-
plies to such commands as:
IF Q = RIGHT OR Q = LEFT THEN GOTO

710

Your PET does not like that
line because RIGHT OR includes
the TO command (PET ignores
spaces so RIGHTOR contains
TO). Thus BOTTOM becomes
BOTTUM (to avoid the TO) and
DIRECTION becomes DIREC-
TIN (to avoid the ON).
This program will allow you to

move a ball around the screen
using your numeric keypad for
directions. There are no PRINT
commands other than line 60,
which clears the screen. Your
PET uses memory locations 32768
to 33767 for the screen display.
Thus by POKEing into those lo-
cations you can write on your
screen. There are 25 lines of 40
characters (1000 total).
First we assign to the variables

the correct numbers to be used in
the. program with POKE state-
ments. Also note that in line 40
we identify the center of the
screen. PET accepts the variable
SCREENSTART but will remem-
ber its value as being SC. (The

(continued on page 21)



DSI OFFERS THE BEST OF TWO 'WORLDS •••
An unprecendented OSI VALUE. '.. in a high
quality, LSIOesign, 550 MHZ frequency counter
kit. And, because it's a 0.,,81 innovation, you know
it obsoletes any competiUye makes •..qp,thJn priCey
& performance. The basic 550'MfiZ counter & time
base are factory assembled, tested and burned-in.
The problems of bad lEOS, IC's, capacitors, are
a thing of the past with 0$1 QUIK-KIT~®. But you
can take pride 1n assembling the pow upply, PC
mounted selector switch, tnputcorme s, andthe'

'final mechanical assembly"'of your 550 MHz
counter, into its' handsome cabinet. GO WITH THE
LEADER .•• BUY A DSI FREQUENCY COUNTE·R
KIT. SAVE TIME & MONI5Y AtfD BI5..ASSUilED'
IT WILL WORK THE FIRS'I':rIME.

VISA'YC
SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER AMERICAN EXPRESS

OR' ~K .IiOc':~ O!lDER

CALL TOLL FREE (800) 854-2049
Calfforna Residents, t (714) 565-84()?;,

DSI INSTRfJ TS, INC.' .
7914 Ronson Road No, G, San DIego, CA 92111

.Batt 6-C Site '
-DC 8.2 To 14.5 VDC
.AC Batt. Eliminator

"$99:'95"
MODEL 3550 KIT

SPECIFICATIONS'
Time Sase TCXO 1PPM 65° to 85° F
Frequency Range 50HZ to 550MHZ
Resolution 1HZ to 55MHZ, 10HZ to 550MHZ
Gate TiPle 1 second t:1110 second;"
Sensitivity, 25MV 150 a. 250MHZ 75M\f:550MHZ
Display Eight 1/2-inch LEDS '...
Input Two S0239 Connectors
Power 6C-Size Batt., 15HR, or 8.2VDC to 14.5VDC
Current 150 Ma standby 300 Ma operational

3550 KIT INCLUDES
-Pre-aS$embled, tested counter b

.....!Case, powersupply •...cannectors"qardware ·······,··.,.@lI'ilP\

-Built-in prescaler & preamp
-Gate Light - Automatic Zero Blanking
-Automatic Decimal Point
-One to two hour,s. . bly time
-One Year warranty all parts
-All new parts - not factory seconds or surplus
3550 Kit ...........................•. $99.95
T-101.TelescopicAntenna............ 3.95
AC-9Battery Eliminator ••.........• ~. 7.95
Cigarett~rlighter DC Adapter •.. "'H 2.95

~, ' ' ._._-" -'. " , ' .,',.,,
TERMS' u.s. and Canada; add 5% to maximum 01$1\1.00 oer oreer
for.hip handling and insurance. To all othercountries,add 15%0ItOI.1
order. ornta Residents add 6% State Sales Tax.



On-board EPROM Capability

Electronic Product Associates,
Inc., 1157 Vega St., San Diego
CA 92110, is offering their
Micro-68 Computer System with
on-board EPROM capability.
The Micro-68 is a low-cost, com-
plete, ready-to-use microproces-
sor offering an economical solu-
tion for both scientific applica-
tions and industrial usage.

Built around the Motorola/
AMIIHitachi 6800 microproces-
sor, the Micro-68 comes with its
own integral power supply, 16
button hexadecimal keyboard,
six-digit LED display, 128 words
of RAM (expandable up to 768
words) and 2K of user program-
mable EPROM. The 512-word
MON-I bus PROM contains all
the service routines necessary to
load programs easily, inspect and
edit them as necessary, insert
breakpoints for debugging and
execute programs. It is ideal for
decreasing the learning curve and
prototyping.

Studio II

Radio Shack has been selling a
video game called Studio II,
which offers computer hobbyists
a potential bonanza. It seems
Radio Shack bought up a large
stock of these RCA units just in
time for the holiday season. What
do you get for your $59.95? Well,
it turns out that the heart of the
Studio II is RCA's 1802 micro-
processor chip. What's more,
we've been promised an article

Edited by Dennis Brisson

showing how to convert the
Studio II into a true-blue micro
with very little hassle. Better grab
one while they last.-Editors.

SWTP Intelligent Terminal

Southwest Technical Products
announces the CT-82 Intelligent
Terminal. It will work with al-
most any modem or computer
system interfaced RS-232 serially
from 50 through 38,400 baud.

The CT-82 features over 100
control functions operable from
either the CT-82's keyboard or
the computer's program. With its
low price and graphics capability,
it's ideal for business or hobby
use.

The unique terminal design uti-
lizes a Motorola 6802 micropro-
cessor and 6845 CRT controller
integrated into a modular system
that is simple, reliable and easy to
service. Other features include
7 x 12 matrix, upper and lower-
case letters, 82 x 16 or 92 x 22 for-
mat-pius graphics and a printer
output port. The CT -82 is offered
in assembled form only and sells
for $795.

SWTP, 219 W. Rhapsody, San
Antonio TX 78216.

S-100 Display-Sense Board

Digital Dynamics has recently
come out with a new S-100 Dis-
play-Sense Board that adds basic
front panel features to front
panel-less computers. It can be
used to augment mainframes al-

The Micro-68 from EPA.
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The Accountant.

ready having front panels by pro-
viding an additional Sense Switch
port and on-card bus displays for
troubleshooting. The board pro-
vides visual readout of Address
lines, Data lines and six of the
more commonly used Status lines.
Optional IC sections and connec-
tor pads allow user access to most
of the remaining S-100 Status and
Control b~s lines.

The Sense Switch feature al-
lows you to input data words to
the CPU via an 110 port. The
Sense Switch may be addressed at
the conventional 377 octal/FF
hex or may be relocated to any of
the remaining 255 locations by
on-board address jumpers.

The Mode and Sense switches
are remotable to the front panel
by adding a 16-pin DIP plug and
ribbon cable. The Display-Sense
Board is ideal for hardware and
software debugging and as a
maintenance and programming
aid. Cost is $89.95.

Digital Dynamics, Inc., PO
Box 27243, San Antonio TX
78227.

CDS Business System

The Accountant is a complete
turn-key system with a Versatile 4
Dual Drive computer, an Impact

The CT-82.

Printer, application business soft-
ware and a Formica table on roll-
away casters for convenient
moving.

The business software includes
General Ledger, which will set up
a chart of accounts and general
journal and will produce a trial
balance, income statement and
balance sheet. It will automatical-
ly post transactions to the Ledger
and produce an audit trail of
transactions. Accounts Payable
programs record statements by
vendor, date or through a range
of dates and make cash projec-
tions. They will also print checks
and mailing stubs and journalize
transactions so they will be pro-
cessed by the Microledger. Ac-
counts Receivable programs pro-
duce statements by customer,
date or range of dates as well as
aged accounts receivable report.
It will report cash projections
from collections and journalize
transactions for processing in the
Microledger.

The Accountant also includes
Inventory programs and Person-
nel/Payroll programs. The entire
package costs $6000.

Computer Data Systems, Inc.,
5460 Fairmont Drive, Wilmington
DE 19808.

CPU and Video Boards

SSM (formerly Solid State Mu-
sic) announces two new boards
for S-100 computers: the CB1
8080 CPU board and the VB2, an
110 controlled video interface
board.

The CBI contains enough RAM
(256 bytes), EPROM (2K of 2708)
and other features to allow a two-
board computer; all you need is
an 110 or video board.

For operation without a front
panel, the CB1 can vector-jump
to the beginning address of the
on-board EPROM on power-up
or reset ... and the board can
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generate an MWRITE signal.
The jump circuit and MWRITE
signal can be disabled if neces-
sary. An 8-bit parallel input port
with separate status is provided
on the CBI, with DIP-switch ad-
dressing up to 31 decimal. The
CBI is available in kit or assem-
bled form; kit price is $144.95.

The VB2 has its own keyboard
input port, so there is no need for
another I/O board for either key-
board or video display. The hard-
ware-controlled cursor for line
feed, carriage return, back space
and clear-screen frees up valuable
memory space.

The display is 64 x 16 with up-
percase letters and is switch-selec-
table for white-an-black or black-
on-white. The board features full
interlace for complete compati-
bility with U.S. TV video stan-
dards; circuitry is provided to
drive an external speaker for
"beep" tone. The VB2 is avail-
able in kit ($149.95) or assembled
form.

SSM, 2116 Walsh Avenue,
Santa Clara CA 95050.

Microprocessor Analyzer

The Model MP A-80 Micropro-
cessor Analyzer is simple but ef- .
fective in solving hardware or
software problems in 8080- or
8085-based microprocessor sys-
tems. It provides real-time exami-
nation of the processor's opera-
tion and can single-step the pro-
gram by instruction or machine
cycle. Hardware breakpoint al-
lows looping on instruction,
memory or I/O.

The Reverse Trace mode can
find how the program got where
it is, as well as who called a sub-
routine or accessed a memory or
I/O location. Hexadecimal dis-
plays provide optimum informa-
tion for each type of instruction
(op code, one or two data bytes,
memory address or the actual
branch address in the case of con-
ditional JMPs, CALLs and
RETs). Processor Status Indica-
tors are extremely helpful.

Interrupts are displayed as they
occur and may be disabled as well
as DMA to facilitate detailed

analysis. Personality modules
(8080 or 8085) provide the inter-
face to your system. Applications
for the Model MPA-80 are in en-
gineering, production, test and
field service. Prices are $845 for
the MPA-80 and $145 for the
8080 or 8085 Personality Module.

Bytek, Box 3026, Burbank CA
91504.

VB2 Video Board.

all existing software. No changes
or modifications are required,
and both internal and external
keyboards may be used simulta-
neously. A plug-in, UL listed
power supply activates the PERK
keyboard and interface, eliminat-
ing any drain on the PET power
supply and protecting the user's
warranty.

In addition to standard upper
and lowercase alpha characters,
with proper shifting the PERK
keyboard "alpha-lock" allows
easy entry of uppercase-only or
"TTY" mode operation. Stan-
dard CRT terminal control func-
tions are implemented for cursor
control, and full screen editing
capabilities are provided. More
than one PERK keyboard may be
attached to a single PET comput-
er for multiple operator data

entry. Wired and tested, the unit
costs $229.95.

George Risk Industries, Inc.,
GRI Plaza, Kimball NB 69145.

TBEEP

Just as larger business comput-
ers come with beepers to save
time by signaling the computer
operator that an error has oc-
curred or that some additional ac-
tion must be taken to continue
processing, TRS-80 business sys-
tems can now be equipped with a
low-cost, easy-to-install and
easy-to-use software-controlled
beeper.

TBEEP produces a clear, dis-
tinct tone similar to that of a
pocket pager and is programmed
by a minimum of two Level II
BASIC instructions or by four
machine-language instructions.
Within some constraints, the
length of the beep is also software
controllable. TBEEP is powered
by a long-life battery (included)
and is simply plugged in line with
the AUX cable to the cassette.

Besides games, TBEEP can be
used to signal when a long sort or
data tape load is complete, or, by
programming the ON ERROR

PERK Up Your PET

PERK, the Professional En-
coded Remote Keyboard for the
Commodore PET, is a plug-in,
typewriter style, alphanumeric
keyboard designed to enhance the
operation of the PET. The non-
standard, block layout of the
PET keyboard, only half the size
of standard typewriter keys,
makes touch-typing virtually im-
possible. The PERK standard
keyboard, however, makes data
entry convenient. It shares the
PET internal keyboard interface,
allowing the two keyboards to be
used interchangeably. Both are
active at all times, allowing the
operator to use the PERK key-
board for normal data entry and
the PET keyboard for numerics
or graphic capabilities.

Housed in a custom steel desk-
top enclosure, the PERK is con-
nected to the PET by means of a
plug-in interface card. Easy in-
stallation requires no tools, sol-
dering or assembly. Once in-
stalled, the PERK remote key-
board is immediately usable on PERK Keyboard plugged into PET.

•••••••••
The MPA-80. TRS-80 beeper.
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Artec's ten-slot shielded mother-
board.

GOTO statement to go to a sub-
routine to activate the beeper,
you can produce a beep even in
the edit mode if, upon hitting RE-
TURN, an error occurs. TBEEP
measures I v.. x I v.. x 2 v.. inches
and is compatible with all TRS-80
Level II configurations, includ-
ing disk. TBEEP sells for $18.95
(Calif. residents, add 6 percent).

Web Associates, PO Box 60-N,
Monrovia CA 91016.

Silent Ten-Slot Motherboard

Artec Electronics, Inc., 605
Old County Rd., San Carlos CA
94070, has introduced a ten-slot
version of its 16-slot, silent, total-
ly shielded motherboard. Intend-
ed for use with the S-IOO bus in
compact systems with large mem-
ories, the ten-slot configuration
allows the processor and periph-
erals to be condensed into a
smaller package, without large
amounts of spurious noise in the
bus lines.

The board features the same
one-eighth-inch FR4 glass epoxy
construction and substantial
ground traces as the 16-slot
model. It also features Artec's
PRC termination technique,
which terminates each S-IOO bus
line in an optimum impedance
without increasing the zero-state
leading of the bus drivers. This

The Beta-i.

technique eliminates the ringing
commonly found on a bus, but
does not limit the number of
boards that can be placed on the
bus.

The 8 x 9.80 inches ten-slot
board features Masterite connec-
tors. It comes drilled to mount in
the Imsai chassis and can be easily
drilled to fit other chassis by the
user. This shorter design means
users do not waste money or space
on unused motherboard capaci-
ty. The ten-slot motherboard is
$115, assembled and tested.

The Switchboard

The latest design innovation by
George Morrow is the Switch-
board, an I/O board for S-IOO
systems. It has four parallel ports
and two RS-2321TTY serial ports
plus strobe and attention ports.
In addition, there are options for
4K of RAM and 4K of EROM.

Every port is switch program-
mable for flexibility in inter-
facing various types of peripher-
als. Each parallel port can be
switched for input or latched out-
put. Both serial ports can be
switched to any of 16 baud rates
from 110 to 19K. Each strobe and
attention port flip-flop can be
switched for positive or negative
pulsing, The eight I/O addresses
of the Switchboard can be located

14

The Switchboard lIO board.

on any boundary divisible by
eight. Price is $199 kit and $259
assembled.

Thinker Toys, 1201 10th St.,
Berkeley CA 94710.

Tape Storage from Meca

A universal tape storage device
that interfaces to most popular
microcomputers, including non-
S-IOO bus systems, has been an-
nounced by Meca, PO Box 696,
7026 Old Woman's Spring Rd.,
Yucca Valley CA 92284. Called
Beta-l , this unit plugs directly
into a standard 8-bit parallel port.
Serial port connection is offered
as an option. The high-speed digi-
tal tape transport features ran-
dom seek at more than 100 inches
per second, with average access
times in 10 seconds or less, and
loading time at 8000 bits per sec-
ond. An option is available to
permit loading speed of 16,000
bits per second.

Employing the industry-stan-
dard phase-encoding technique,
the Beta-I is reported to be highly
reliable. An internal 8035 micro-
processor with a IK byte program
and high-level tape operating sys-
tem assure easy-to-use operation.
Storage capacity and performance
compete favorably with more
costly disk storage systems. Fully
assembled and tested, the Beta-I
is priced at $399.

Darcom Telecommunication
Products

Darcom, Inc., has recently an-
nounced its entry into the small
computer periphery market with
two telecommunication products:
the 0101 Data Coupler and the
0201 Modem.

The 0101 Data Coupler pro-
vides an automatic interface be-
tween a telephone line and cus-
tomer-owned equipment, such as
a modem or data terminal. It fea-
tures standard Bell CBT func-
tions, operates from a single + 5

The DiOi and D20i.

volt power supply and requires no
adjustment. Ring indication, off-
hook control and balanced data
transmission are standard fea-
tures. Price is $149.95.

The 0201 Modem converts
digital data to FSK suitable for
telephone line transmission. It
features automatic answer and
disconnect, originate and answer
modes and standard RS-232 in-
terface. The modem operates fuil
duplex to a 300 baud data rate
and is compatible with the 0101
Data Coupler. Its price is
$249.95.

Darcorn, Inc., 268 N. 115
Street, Omaha NE 68154.

TRS-80 Software

Get more out of your TRS-80
system with software from ACS
Service, 2208 Dear born Dr.,
Donelson TN 37214. The soft-
ware is written for the TRS-80
only and includes company-
backed, easy-to-understand doc-
umentation. Programs are stored
on cassette tape or disk with com-
plete documentation.

Some of the software currently
available includes:

Z-80 Disassembler-Shows
symbolic code for the machine in-
structions stored in memory in
hexadecimal, ASCII representa-
tion and symbolic instructions
with operands. Decodes all of the
Z-80 instructions with Zilog mne-
monics. Code can be reassembled
using the TRS-80 Editor/ Assem-
bler. Will run on Levell with 16K
RAM or Level II BASIC. Costs
$20.

Data Base Manager-Lets you
store any type of information
with your own heading and file
name and allows easy access
later. Just give the computer
some type of description to search
the input string for words that
will match what you have on file.
If there is more than one file fit-
ting your description, it will tell
you so and ask which one you

(continued on page 2i)



lbe Age of Affordable Personal
Computing Has Finally Arrived.
Ohio Scientific has made a major breakthrough in small com-
puter technology which dramatically reduces the cost of per-
sonal computers. By use of custom LSI micro circuits, we have
managed to put a complete ultra high performance computer
and all necessary interfaces, including the keyboard and power
supply, on a single printed circuit board. This new computer
actually has more features and higher performance than some
home or personal computers that are selling today for up to
$2000. It is more powerful than computer systems which cost
over $20,000 in the early 1970' s.

This new machine can entertain your whole family with spec-
tacular video games and cartoons, made possible by its ultra
high resolution graphics and super fast BASIC. It can help you
with your personal finances and budget planning, made possible
by its decimal arithmetic ability and cassette data storage capa-
bilities. It can assist you in school or industry as an ultra powerful
scientific calculator, made possible by its advanced scientific

math functions and built-in "immediate" mode which allows
complex problem solving without programming! This computer
can actually entertain your children while it educates them in
topics ranging from naming the Presidents of the United States
to tutoring trigonometry all possible by its fast extended BASIC,
graphics and data storage ability.

The machine can be economically expanded to assist in your
business, remotely control your home, communicate with other
computers and perform many other tasks via the broadest line of
expansion accessories in the microcomputer industry.

This machine is super easy to use because it communicates
naturally in BASIC, an English-like programming language. So
you can easily instruct it or program it to do whatever you want,
but you don't have to. You don't because it comes with a com-
plete software library on cassette including programs for each
application stated above. Ohio Scientific also offers you
hundreds of inexpensive programs on ready-to-run cassettes.
Program it yourself or just enjoy it; the choice is yours.

Ohio Scientific offers you this remarkable new computer two ways.

Challenger 1P $349
Fully packaged with power
supply. Just plug in a
video monitor or TV
through an RF con-
verter to be up and
running.

Superboard II $279
For electronic buffs. Fully
assembled and tested. Re-
quires + 5V. at 3 Amps
and a video monitor or TV
with RF converter to be up
and running.

Standard Features, ---.

• Uses the ultra powerful 6502 microprocessor
• 8K Microsoft BASIC-in-ROM

Full feature BASIC runs faster than currently available
personal computers and all 8080-based business com-
puters.

• 4K static RAM on board expandable to 8K
• Full 53-key keyboard with upperllower case and user

programmability
• Kansas City standard audio cassette interface for high

reliability
• Full machine code monitor and I/O utilities in ROM
• Direct access video display has 1K of dedicated memory

(besides 4K user memory), features upper case, lower
case, graphics and gaming characters for an effective
screen resolution of up to 256 by 256 points. Normal TV's
with overscan display about 24 rows of 24 characters;
without overscan up to 30 X 30 characters.

Extras
• Available expander board features 24K static RAM (addi-

tional), dual mini-floppy interlace, port adapter for printer
and modem and an OSI 48 line expansion interface.

• Assembler/editor and extended machine code monitor
available.

Interested in a bigger system? Ohio Scientific offers 15
other models of microcomputer systems ranging from
single board units to 74 million byte hard disk systems.

...ORDER FORM _
Order direct or from your local Ohio Scientific dealer.
o I'm interested. Send me information on your:
o Personal Computers 0 Business Systems 1""01

o Send me a Superboard II $279 enclosed
o Send me a Challenger 1P $349 enclosed
o Include 4 more K of RAM (8K Total) $69 more enclosed

Name

Address

City State, Zip, _

Payment by BAC(VISA) __ Master Charge __ MoneyOrder

Credit Card Account # _

Expires Interbank #(Master Charge) _
Ohio Residents add 4 % Sales Tax

TOTAL CHARGED OR ENCLOSED
All orders shipped insured UPS unless otherwise requested FOB Aurora, OHL J

America's Largest Full Line Microcomputer Company
1333S. Chillicothe Road • Aurora, Ohio 44202 (216)562·3101

", Reader Service-see page 147 15
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Applications and Algorithms in

Computer Science
C. William Gear

Science Research Assoc., Inc.
Chicago IL, 180 pages, $4.95

Sometimes, when you are sit-
ting behind your computer termi-
nal, do you feel like you are rein-
venting the wheel? "Surely some-
body somewhere must have done
this' before!" I keep saying to
myself.

How does a hobbyist who is
turned on by the challenge of
creating interesting and useful
software obtain useful knowledge
from the world of computer
science? Do the software academ-
ics and professionals have things
to teach micro-hobbyists with
their little systems, or must hob-
byists make their own way com-
pletely in the dark?

Hobbyist comrades, take heart.
Here is a very readable book writ-
ten by a competent academic
(published by a subsidiary of
IBM) that can teach us a lot about
basic computer-science theory.
Applications and Algorithms

in Computer Science is not a
book for everybody. But if you
are determined to make your
computer useful, and earnestly
want to learn how, this book will
help you avoid a lot of learning
the hard way. Best of all, it will
give you confidence in the cor-
rectness of the problem-solving
techniques you have discovered
and chosen.
From the University of Illinois,

Urbana, C. Wm. Gear has defi-
nitely written a textbook-or
rather, part of one. The publisher
calls it "one component of the
modular text Introduction to
Computers, Structured Program-
ming and Applications." Preced-
ing this volume is a "C" module,
which introduces "Computers
and Systems," and a "P"
module, describing "Program-
ming and Languages."
Three volumes discuss "Ap-

plications and Algorithms" in the
"A" module to which this book
belongs. Along with this one
relating to "Computer Science,"
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the other two cover "Science and
Engineering" and "Business." A
subsequent series of five volumes
in the next module are called
"Language Manuals," covering
the use of FORTRAN, PASCAL,
PLll, BASIC and ALGOL.
The first two modules are con-

sidered prerequisites, but I found
that with Dr. Lance Leventhal's
excellent Kilobaud articles under
my belt (especially "Why Struc-
tured Programming?" p. 84,
Issue No. 14, February 1978), I
was able to adequately under-
stand the concepts presented.
Algorithms are given in structured
form for each new idea. Good
text layout and illustrations clari-
fy concepts, and step-by-step dis-
cussion in the body of the text
makes sure that the reader gets
the point, Nothing but praise is
deserved for the author's
thorough explanation of each
idea presented.
The book is nicely divided into

self-contained chapters, with all
references to previously discussed
subjects noted. As new material is
introduced, a "Prerequisite
Structure" diagram facing the
first page shows what previous
chapters should be mastered be-
forehand. Most moderately ex-
perienced hobbyists should have
no difficulty with this book.
Beginning with a definition of

five common types of computer
algorithms (Direct Computation,
Enumeration, Divide and Con-
quer, Iteration and Trial and Er-
ror), the text discusses the advan-
tages and disadvantages of each
with an example of an ideal appli-
cation. Later chapters elaborate
by starting with examples from
real-world commercial and scien-
tific applications, which helps put
the whole discussion in context.
The author's style is quite ap-
pealing, especially if you are one
of those people who enjoy think-
ing about how complicated things
work.
For example, the discussion

about each of the three sorting
techniques presented in chapter
A3.2 (Selection Sort, Bubble Sort
and Insertion Sort) includes the
information needed to determine

relatively how long each method
will require depending upon the
way the data is organized. This is
the kind of discussion I have
sought to help me gain confidence
in the correctness of the methods
I have chosen. And this. is typical
of the whole book, where the
trade-offs between execution
speed and memory requirements
are candidly described.
Other subjects introduced,

with typical algorithms given, are
pointers, Chained lists, CAI
(computer-aided instruction),
Monte Carlo, Computer Simula-
tion, Trees, Polish notation,
Graphs and Critical-Path Prob-
lems, along with other math-
related algorithms I found less in-
teresting (Horner's Method,
Linear Interpolation, Solution of
Linear Equations and Numerical
Error theory).
The quality of the algorithms

given is shown in the fifth chap-
ter, which discusses "KWIC In-
dexes." A KWIC (key word in
context) Index of all the inter-
esting Kilobaud articles you have
accumulated would certainly fa-
cilitate searching through back
issues. The index would alpha-
betize each "key" word in each
title down the center of the page,
with the rest of the words in the
title all printed properly to the left
and right of that key word. Each
title would thus have as many en-
tries in the index as there are sig-
nificant words in it.
The task of preparing such a

list would be enormous; only a
computer could reasonably be ex-
pected to undertake it. A good ex-
planation of the problem would
be given with an overall algorithm
followed by a very detailed one.
From these, a resourceful pro-
grammer could put the pieces to-
gether given the peculiarities of
his or her own system. Such a
program for a micro should be
highly marketable.
For my purposes as a computer

hobbyist, however, this is where
the weaknesses of this book begin
to appear. Notwithstanding the
string-handling power of 8K
BASIC, implementing "struc-
tured" algorithms in an "un-
structured" language is not easy.
I find I am still a long way from

moving easily between theory and
practice; I suspect that many hob-
byists are in the same boat. Even
when the theory behind a given
routine is clearly understood, I
still get hung up on the mechanics
of making it do that on my ma-
chine! This book is full of mag-
nificent new ideas for doing things
I would like to do. If only, for our
sake, the examples had been
given in BASIC. (See following
review.)

This is a book that can help the
self-taught programmer grasp
some of the basics of computer
and information science, and
make some real strides in techni-
cal capability. If you are good at
moving from concept to applica-
tion on your own, but sometimes
feel your weakness in the basics,
perhaps this is just the book
you've been looking for.

Nelson R. Murphy
Rio Rancho NM

BASIC Language Manual
C. William Gear

Science Research Assoc., Inc.
Chicago IL, 67 pages .

This book should be read along-
sideApplications and Algorithms
(reviewed above) if your needs,
like mine, are for examples given
in BASIC. Dr. Gear has written
this book, a companion manual
in the series, to make it easier for
us to understand how the princi-
ples of the structured program-
ming techniques that he teaches
in the other volume apply to a
BASIC-language environment.
The first ten pages give a cur-

sory overview of BASIC state-
ments for persons familiar with
programming in other languages.
The material in the next section is
good for learning how to imple-
ment in BASIC the important
constructs of the structured pro-
gramming technique. For exam-
ple, on page 14, the author gives a
general template for the WHILE
... DO indefinite iteration loop
that is not built directly into the
syntax of BASIC. Similarly, the
IF ... THEN ... ELSE con-
struct is also demonstrated on
page 17, for those of us not lucky
enough to have that feature in our
version of BASIC.
The material in the second sec-

tion is readable on its own, but it
was intended for college students
working through a course that
might be called "Introduction to
Computers, Structured Program-
ming and Applications." That is
the title of the series that both of
these books come from. An earlier
book in the series, Programming
and Languages, has a much more
complete discussion of the con-
cepts presented, with the exam-
ples and illustrations all given in a
pseudo-language the author has
developed, and which looks a lot
like PASCAL or ALGOL. This
manual then transliterates that
universal non-language into the
syntax of BASIC for several of
the examples, so that the basic
principles can be demonstrated
on computers that use BASIC.
The same is also true for the



final sections of the manual, only
this time the correspondence is
with the Applications and Algo-
rithms volume already reviewed.
And that is where the real value
of this workbook lies.

Starting with the full descrip-
tion in Applications and Algo-
rithms of implementing a binary
search, for example; the reader
can then turn to the BASIC Lan-
guage Manual and find a directly
parallel BASIC version of that al-
gorithm demonstrating how to
apply that technique on his or her
machine.

This manual's BASIC version
of the Insertion Sort algorithm
given in the first book is, alone,
worth the manual's price, but for
the kind of operations I have been
trying to perform on my micro-
computer, the gem is the BASIC
program given for implementing
linked or chained lists. (l didn't
know what a chained list was be-
fore I read the first volume; after
finding out, I became frustrated
trying to figure out a way to im-
plement them in BASIC. Hence,
it was to my utter delight to see
the concept so beautifully illus-
trated in my own "mother
tongue," BASIC.)

Obviously, the purpose of the
manual is not to illustrate every-
thing, but rather to teach the stu-
dent how to move from the con-
cepts presented in the first volume
to the working implementation of

it in a computer running BASIC.
While one might wish that all the
algorithms presented in the first
volume were transliterated in this
companion manual, that would
not serve the learning process as
well as the to do-it-yourself meth-
od. Without question, there is
enough material in this manual to
demonstrate clearly how to go
about making any of the other al-
gorithms work in BASIC, too.
That makes this book an inval-

uable addition to one's knowledge
about good programming tech-
niques.

Nelson R. Murphy
Rio Rancho NM

Low-Cost, Personal Computer-
Based Investment Decision

Systems
Jerry Felsen, PhD
CDS Publishing Co.

New York, 1978, 169 pp.

How would you like a micro-
computer for a business partner?
If so, read on. Jerry Felsen's Low-
Cost, Personal Computer-Based
Investment Decisions Systems is
written as a guide for the person
unfamiliar with computers who is
interested in using a computer as
a partner in trying to buck the
odds playing the stock market.
Felsen explains the role the com-
puter can play in aiding the specu-
lator to make profitable invest-

ments. Felsen advocates the in-
vestor's using his intellect and in-
tuition with the extremely fast
computational powers and per-
fect memory of the computer. In
this respect the computer does
not replace the investor, but aug-
ments his intellect with its own
capabilities.
The book is divided into two

sections. The first is devoted to
explaining the concepts of cyber-
netics, artificial intelligence and
pattern recognition. Also covered
are some of the basic elements of
current market-investment
theory. Only the general role of
the computer and its part in the
"man-computer synergism" are
covered. No specifics of actual
software or computer algorithms
are given. Readers interested in
the actual details of software for
computer-based investment sys-
tems are referred to two of Fel-
sen's earlier books: Cybernetic
Approach to Stock Market Anal-
ysis Versus Efficient Market
Theory and Decision Making
under Uncertainty: an Artificial
Intelligence Approach.

Section two, which comprises
the majority of the book, covers
the hardware end of current mi-
crocomputer systems. Everything
is covered, from CPUs, various
solid-state memories, disk and
tape storage and the necessary in-
put and output devices needed for
a complete system. Everything is

COMPUTER
I ICLINIC I I
This column is designed for readers to present questions and problems
to be answered and solved by readers. If you wish to respond to any of
the questions here, please contact the readers with problems personally
at their respective address(es). Problems and questions sent to
Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING should be typed, double-spaced.
-Editors.

I acquired an Imsai PCS 80/10
locally because I thought buying
locally was safe; however, as it
turns out, my vendor can't, or
won't, supply me with informa-
tion to help me out with the pre-
dicament he got me into.
My machine is the Imsai 8080

with front-panel switches, etc.
My problem is that the seller sold
me a Processor Technology
3P + S board instead of an Imsai
SIO interface, and it appears as
though he has stuck me with it.

I have a Data Set 201 for my
RS 232 1/0 device, and I have a
Teletype Model 33ASR for serial
I/O. I know all the devices are
operating.
The Imsai PCS 80/10 user

manual has a good software pro-
gram listed, but I am unable to
use it because I can't load it from
the paper tape Imsai supplies.
The problem, I believe, is in the

bootstrap loader.
Unless I can get the paper-tape

software into memory from my

33 ASR, I shall remain on zero
ground.

Mike S. Mudray
47 Elviss Cr.

Brandon Manitoba
Canada R7B 2K8

I just purchased a TRS-80 mi-
crocomputer with Level I and 4K
memory and ran into what seemed
an interesting problem. My Level
I BASIC will not handle a dimen-
sion statement: for example,
DIM D(l21) in the October 1978
issue, page 40.
I would like to know if there is

any way to write around this type
of program statement, provided
you have enough program space
to do so. Also, is there any way I
can work around a .PEEK com-
mand such as A =PEEK (5888)
AND I as in the November 1978
issue, page 34?

Edward P. Je\f, Jr.
224 Fairdale Drive

Lexington KY 40505

I have two Sperry Rand Univac
"Uniscope 100" CRT terminals.
However, I have no technical info
on them. Do you have informa-
tion on the identification of pins

explained in a manner suitable
for a person who does not have a
background in computer science.
A detailed plan for designing,

acquiring and implementing a
functional, cost-effective com-
puter system is presented. Felsen
discusses the pros and cons of
buying or leasing a computer sys-
tem, developing or purchasing
software from professional soft-
ware houses, maintenance con-
tracts, etc. He covers the entire
sphere of decisions one must
make when implementing any
computer system. The practical
requirements for any computer
system (in relation to the problem
to be solved) are essentially the
same. Therefore, this portion of
the book is particularly valuable
and recommended to anyone
planning to purchase a computer
system regardless of the end use
in mind.

In summary, this book is an ex-
cellent source of information for
the person who intends to buy a
computer system. It will provide
the experienced computerist with
the philosophies pertaining to de-
signing a computer-based invest-
ment system. Those particularly
interested in the investment-
decision side of the book will no
doubt also be interested in the
two books previously mentioned
in this review.

Richard Dykema
Kilobaud Staff

in the output cable as to function
and voltage levels?

It's my understanding that
there are two types of interface
for this unit. The RS 232-C and a
"multiplexed" type. I have prob-
ably got the multiplexed type as
these units were not connected to
a modem as would be common for
the RS 232-C model.
I hope to be able to obtain suf-

ficient information to enable me
to build an interface compatible
with some other equipment I
have.

Milton E. Miermaster
6030 W. 87th St.

Overland Park KS 66207

I have a very fine SWTP 6800
system with 20K memory, CRT
and two cassettes, neither of
which will accept any of the cur-
rently standard recording for-
mats. I recently tried to order
SWTP's BASIC in punched paper
tape, which I can read, but it is no
longer available from them. One
possible solution would be to get
along with Tom Pittman's Tiny
BASIC (a good starting point),
but after making some revisions
and programming around the
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The way you
check IIne-by-line with
an A P Intra-Switch or
Intra-Connector.
You plug your Intra-Switch in-line
with standard socket connectors,
and instantly you've got a separate,
independent on-off switch for each
and every line in your flat ribbon
cable. Toswitch, you nudge with a
pencil point. It's that quick.
Imagine how much time and

trouble Intra-Switch will save you in
your diagnostic and quality testing,
your programming and selective
line inhibiting.
Or, plug in your Intra-Connector

(see box) the same way, and you
have an extra set of male contacts

at right angles. Instant line-by-line
probeability-and an easy way to
tap your system and daisy chain it
into new areas.
Both Intra-Connectors and Intra-

Switches come in 20, 26, 34, 40 and
50-contact models.
Where? At your nearby A Pdeal-

er. Where's that? Phone (toll-free)
800-321-9668.And ask for the com-
plete A Pcatalog, The Faster and
EaSierBook.

rn
A P PRODUCTS
INCORPORATED i/A22

Box 110 .72 Corwin Drive
Painesville. Ohio 44077
Tel. 216/354-2101
TWX: 810-425-2250

Faster and Easier is what we're all about.
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minor problems of this version of
BASIC, I would like to see how
someone else has done it and ex-
pand my horizons as a pro-
grammer. Please contact me if
you have information about the
price of a copy of the tape and
user's manual or rental of the
same.

Gordon J. Tennyck
667 Shunpike Rd.

Green Village NJ 07935

need some information on
what company has hardware and
software to interface the Apple II
computer to send and receive CW
and RTTY. I have been trying to
find information all over
Houston.

Doyle Hansel
3810 Law ~

Houston TX 77005

For about four years now I
have owned a Mits 8800. For a
long time, I was the only kid on
the block with a computer. I was
happy with my own operating
system and machine-language
programs. But now I would like
to have some compatibility with
the new kids on the block. I
would like to know if anyone puts
out a small BASIC on ROM. I
would rather not have Tiny
BASIC; a small Level II would be
very nice. I have 9K of free mem-
ory to work with.

Dennis Rinaldo
28024 Tracy Rd.

Walbridge OH 43465

I ordered an entire system from
Technico in January 1978 (TMS
9900 CPU. 32Kmemory. chassis.
power supply, super BASIC).
The system is nonoperational,
and I cannot get adequate re-
sponse from Technico. The prod-
uct itself appears to be of high
quality, but the service is
wretched.

I need help badly, and feel that
I am not the only one. If you have
information about any hardware
or software fixes, or where to buy
parts, please contact me.
For those who need help, send

some large, self-addressed
stamped envelopes, and I will
give you all the data I get and will
pass on and/or answer any ques-
tions you may have.

M. B. Kelly
10 Bougainvillea Sumay

U. S. NAVSTA
FPO San Francisco 96630

Can anything be done for us
people who have non-North Star
mini-drive systems? I have re-

(continued on page 21)



Nix to 'Nics

enjoyed Ralph Wells' final
Troubleshooters' Corner (No-
vember 1978). I was also pleased
to catch his supporting comment
about the service technicians of
Tektronix. It may not have been
intended as such, and I'll accept
the plug for all of Tektronix's
field-service technicians. I would
like to mention that the correct
spelling is with IX at the end and
not ICS as most people have the
tendency to write. We are not put
out by this, however, as we know
that our pride and quality precede
us in the enthusiasm our cus-
tomers have and share with
others.

John R. Carter, Sr.
Systems Analyst
Tektronix, Inc.
Beaverton OR

Home Brew Is Where the Heart Is

W. B. Chess of Monsey NY wrote
that ill "Home-Brew Z-80 Sys-
tem" by Norm E. Thagard (July
1978, p. 81), "In Fig. 1, IC3 has
pins 4 and 1 returned to ground.
They should go to Vcc. A 7474
will toggle if set and clear are
logic 1. If set and clear are logic 0,
the chip will not function."
Norm's reply follows. =Editors.

Mr. Chess is correct about the
flip-flop. The pins in question are
tied to Vcc on the prototype. In
checking my original schematic,
the pins are erroneously shown
grounded there, too. Who knows
what gremlin caused me to draw
it that way?

A reader bas pointed out to me
a sin of omission on the front
panel schematic. The 74193
counters, ICs 11-14, need to have
pin 14 (clear pin) grounded. They
are grounded on the prototype,
but the schematic failed to show
it. This is necessary because of the
active high dear feature on the
74193. Thus, the counters will al-
ways be cleared to 0 if pin 14 is al-
lowed to float high.

Finally, let me mention a po-
tential problem that was not man-
ifest with the original4K memory
boards described in the July arti-

cle but which appeared when I
built a 16K circuit. The problem
is caused by the WRITE pulse ar-
riving on out (port) operations
before the SOUT signal can pre-
vent the memory from respond-
ing. Thus an OUT A, ()() can
cause a write to memory at the
address corresponding to the ac-
cumulator contents as high byte
and port address as low byte. If
this is a problem, a simple cure is
to delay PWR at the CPU board
by inserting two inverter-gates or
buffer gates between pin 22 of the
Z-80 chip and pin 12 ofIC7. Note
that pin 22 should still go directly
to pin 9 of IC6.

Anyone needing help or infor-
mation on the circuits in the arti-
cle is welcome to write me at Mail
Code CB, Johnson Space Center,
Houston TX 77058, or, better,
528 E. Castleharbour, Friends-
wood TX 77546.

Norm Thagard
Mission Specialist

Astronaut Candidate

Looking Before Leaping

Recently we received a couple of
letters alleging that the program
in "Computer-Generated Signs"
by Joe Roehrig (August 1978, p.
90) was "full of mistakes. " Joe
Roehrig's reply, which follows,
provides some good food for
thought. -Editors.

Regarding the two letters,
nothing is wrong with the pro-
gram. As you know, and the two
readers apparently don't, there
are many versions of BASIC. My
program used North Star BASIC,
in which L$(l,3) could equal
ABC; L$(2,3) could equal Be.

These two readers have a Radio
Shack and possibly an Altair ver-
sion. Here, subscripts are used as
if the variables were numeric.

Joe Roehrig
Middle Village NY

Conversion

Although it is not my MO to
write to magazines, I make excep-
tion here because of the unusual
quality you produce. In "Univer-

sal Number Converter" (Novem-
ber 1978, p. 67), the program has
one small bug: the accumulator
NO$ will not clear and it will pro-
duce undesired numbers after re-
peat runs. It can be rectified very
easily by inserting a CLR immedi-
ately after line 410.

I like the format of your maga-
zine. Keep up the good work.

W. T. Mallison, Jr.
Rocky Mount NC

Regarding the letter from W.
T. Mallison concerning problems
with my "Universal Number
Converter": The fix that Mr.
Mallison Suggests seems to me to
have no effect on the running of
my program. However, in some
instances errors that are caused
by round-off errors in the BASIC
floating-point routine seem to oc-
cur. The modifications to correct
the accuracy problem being en-
countered are:
10900 DEC~ DEC+ INT(K'Io*BI'IotPWR

'10+ .5)
1l31O XX~ INT(BO'lotJ + .5)
11600 DEC~lNT(DEC-CH'Io'XX+.5)

I hope these patches will fix the
problem. Sorry for any inconve-
nience I have caused you and
your subscribers.

Easton Beymer
Huntsville TX

PETting the Record Straight

I guess it's a reflection of the
effectiveness of Kilobaud MI-
CROCOMPUTING that I'm be-
ing swamped by mail from the
item in Publisher's Remarks, page
7, of the November 1978 issue. By
giving my address, you effectively
credit me with being the publisher
of "PET User Notes," which is
much more than I deserve.

The real publisher of "PET
User Notes", is Gene Beals, who is
doing a great job, essential be-
cause Commodore has been very
slow in supporting their other-
wise fine product with adequate
documentation. Gene's address is
Pet User Group, Box 371, Mont-
gomeryville PA 18936. A sub-
scription is $6 for six issues, and
easily worth twice the price.

My own PETitie is software li-
brarian for the PET user's sub-
group of the Amateur Computer
Group of New Jersey. We have a
rather large club library of cas-
sette tapes available for copying
on our meeting nights (fourth Fri-
days) and a collection of PET
technical bulletins and other use-
ful papers available either at the
meetings or by mail.

The people who write as a re-
sult of your item will get an as-
sortment of our paper, and be re-

ferred to Gene. However, I hope
you'll be able to either print this
letter, or at least a correction, as
the postage alone could break us.

Roy O'Brien
South Bound Brook NJ

For more information on the
PET, see this and last month's
PET-pourri. =Editors.

Kilophile

I hope you will always keep
Kilobaud M1CROCOMPUTING
a multilevel publication as you in-
dicated in your reply to Gary
Koehler (December 1978, pp. 16-
17). What many "advanced"
computerists don't realize is that
ever-increasing numbers of begin-
ners like me are just beginning the
trials and tribulations they went
through long ago. Each issue is
the very first issue for many, many
newcomers, and you are doing us
all a great service by providing a
balanced mix.

To carry the point a bit further,
I urge people such as Mr. Koehler
to make "a useful and unique
contribution" (using his words)
by, putting advanced skills and
techniques (which he seems to
fee! are possessed by everyone)
into short, understandable mod-
ules of information and write ar-
ticles for Kilobaud MICROCOM-
PUT1NG.

I am a stamp dealer and work
with collectors at all levels of un-
derstanding. Sometimes I find it
is through helping the novice that
I learn the most about the limits
of my own knowledge. Now that
I have my own computer, I have
been abandoned by the pro-
grammer I counted on to help me,
so I, for one, am grateful that
Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING
is still there with a balance that
will both help me now-and later.

Jeff Purser
Danbury CT

Good 01' BASIC

I have just finished rereading
the Publisher's Remarks column
in the December 1978 issue of
Kilobaud. (I f there is anyone who
can inspire someone to think to
the future, Wayne Green can.) It
got me so excited, my mind went
into high gear and nearly got
stripped. All the thinking about
education and how to communi-
cate via the video medium that I
have been doing the last ten years
or so Wayne put into a nutshell.

I am very interested in Instant
Software packages, but I have a
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problem there, as probably others
have. My system is a KIM-I,
which now has a graphics board
and nothing else. I program in
machine language. You listed a
lot of systems that use various
high-level languages. Question
number one is, do I, or can I, fit
into your scheme as I am? Num-
ber two: Some day, as the budget
allows, I'll be implementing a
higher-level language. What
language should I get into, 'and
what version should I use that will
best fit into your Instant Soft-
ware program? BASIC does seem
to be a popular language; but is it
the best? It is a most confusing
question. I want to go toward
PASCAL, but it seems to need a
lot of memory and is not now a
hobby language. BASIC seems to
be the most widespread hobby
language, and a lot of small com-
puters use it, but then, what ver-
sion, or does it matter? Other
easy languages seem to be coming
along, but they are not wide-
spread enough. What a mess. We
do indeed need a strong voice.to
lead the way for some kind of
standardization. Can you shed
some light on this for me?

Anthony T. Scarpelli
N. Windham ME

Yes, I can answer your question,
but you'll probably want to argue
with me. The answer is quite sim-
ple. It doesn't make much differ-
ence how good PASCAL or
FORTRAN are-BASIC is what
virtually all microcomputers are
using, so it is really counterpro-
ductive to go any other route.

When one gets down to the
nitty-gritty, the language isn't as
important as many other factors.
Sure, PASCAL can do some
things better ... so can FOR-
TRAN, .. and all other lan-
guages. Until the day arrives
when we can do math with FOR-
TRAN business with CO-
BOL and use each language
for what it does best, with com-
pilers on tap for all popular lan-
guages on all microcomputers,
we're stuck with BASIC.
For now, you'd better accept

this fact of microcomputing life
and stick with BASIC.-Wayne.

Hitting the Spot

Your December issue really hit
the spot. Lewis Tarnopol's "The
Care and Feeding of Cassette
Tapes" really hit a vital need. I
wish that he had been able to
mention in a positive sense more
than two satisfactory brands, but
I could see legal problems if he
had done so.
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The most useful article was
Barry A. Lewis's "Deep, Dark
Secrets of the TRS-80 (Level I)."
I would like to see Radio Shack
(or someone) write an assembly-
language programming textbook
for the TRS-80 as good as and in
the same format as the Level I in-
struction manual. Machine-lan-
guage programming will be even
more necessary if hobbyists at-
tempt to interface exotic periph-
erals to their TRS-80s.

I'd like to see similar articles.
James.H. Sheats
EastPoint GA

Flips Over Reverse-Side Article

The article, "Scratched Disk-
ette," on page 106 of the Decem-
ber issue is great. I've been curious
about using the reverse side of the
diskette. I tried it with a full-size
disk and it works perfectly. I was
also happy to see the letter prais-
ing George Morrow. He is, with-
out a doubt, one of the outstand-
ing gentlemen of personal com-
puting. (I like the term Personal
Computing!)

Rod Hallen
Tombstone AZ

A Rotten Apple?,

If damned with faint praise is
the name of the game, "The Re-
markable Apple II" (November
1978, p. 62) is surely a "winner."
Hopefully, competition in the
marketplace will eliminate prod-
ucts like this that are so bereft of
features offered by lower-priced
and higher-performance machines
such as the Level II TRS-80.
Caveat Emptor!

Robert M. Richardson
Chautaqua, NY

Apple owners-what's your re-
sponse?-Editors.

OSI Owners, Unite!

As a new subscriber I just re-
ceived the December issue of
Kilobaud. Looking through the
index for 1978, I see no articles
about the OSI computer. If you
want me to renew my subscrip-
tion, sometime within the next 11
issues I want to see at least one ar-
ticle about the computer I am
using.

E. Morris
Midland MI

How about it, OSI owners? Are
you going to let all those other

micros hog the glory? If you have
an interesting mod or other useful
information. write it up for Kilo-
baud MICROCOMPUTING. It's
easy, and it might just pay for
that new peripheral=-Editors.

From Guam

I've recently decided to buy a
computer and have been looking
through your back issues to be-
come familiar with systems and
jargon. In the April 1978 issue I
ran across a letter from Ted King,
which reminded me of my experi-
ence in trying to see a computer in
action at a store.
Here on the island of Guam,

only one place sells computers
... a hobby shop that deals with
Radio Shack. After seeing a state-
side-produced TV ad for Radio
Shack's computer (paid for by
the local dealer), I rode my mo-
torcycle down to the store to look
at their demo and to ask some
questions. After finally getting
the attention of the salesman (he
was busy selling a 59<1:part to an-
other customer), I turned on the
computer. However, the sales-
man immediately turned it off
again, explaining that the com-
puter and a radio blaring from
across the room interfered with
each other. When I suggested
turning off the radio instead, he
simply stared at me. I was so
mad, I stalked out of the store,
jumped onto my bike and roared
off. Unfortunately, in my anger I
neglected to unlock the steering
lock on the front tire so I rode
around in a very tight circle until I
fell over.
I'm now planning a trip to Los

Angeles in January so I can look
at some computer stores there;
hope I can find a store that
doesn't have radios that interfere
with computers.
Keep up the good work.

Samuel E. Rhoads
Agana Guam

From Germany

With much interest, I read in
the September 1978 issue the
Troubleshooters' Corner con-
cerning the problem of adding the
PIA 6520 or the VIA 6522 to the
Apple bus.

In our institute, we have been
using a KIM-I (+4K bytes) for a
long time, and we got an Apple II
(with 16K) in March 1978. The
first thing I did was develop a lit-
tle double-sided PC board, which
plugs into the Apple bus and has
a PIA 6520 on it to put the Apple

and the KIM together.
It worked from the beginning.

With a little service routine, I can
send programs from the Apple to
KIM and vice versa. The reason
is, I have a very fine machine-
code editor, running on the KIM,
which allows me to insert, delete
or change program lines with an
automatic correction of the rela-
tive branch instructions. There-
fore, I am writing my programs
with the miniassembler of the
Apple; for correcting I use my
KIM.

Maybe you are interested in
what we are doing with our mi-
cros. The KIM is used to control
stepping motors, time measure-
ment and data handling. The
Apple serves as a desk calculator
for the evaluation of numerical
results from experiments. I am
testing a Fourier analysis pro-
gram and a program for the inte-
gration of differential equations,
both written in BASIC. Finally, I
just began to write a program for
developing the layout of a PC
board, using the HIRES graphic
of the Apple to get all the infor-
mation punched on tape for get-
ting a plot on our large Univac.

Ekkehard Flogel
Universitat Karlsruhe
Institut fur Mechanik
Karlsruhe Germany

S-W-T-P

The October 1978issue of Kilo-
baud contains a letter from Dex-
ter French, on page 21, regarding
a way to trick SWTP 8K BASIC
into using a smaller block of
memory than actually available
on a system. Since I am using
SWTP V2.3 8K BASIC I used the
hint from Mr. French as a start-
ing point to find the place in V2.3
BASIC that would accomplish
the same trick. The information
supplied in his letter applies ex-
actly, except the magic location
to be changed is $OCAC.

I share the appreciation of Mr.
French for the coverage of SWTP
systems. I would like to use this
opportunity to appeal to other
6800 users to consider sharing
their 6800 secrets. As an example
-has anyone found a fix for the
annoying problem of not being
able to begin a variable name with
the letter E if it is immediately
preceded by a line number?

I have two rather simple-
minded solutions: Put any other
statement in front of it and make
it a multiple line statement or,
more simply, don't use variable
names beginning with E.

Joseph J. O'Loughlin III
Huron OH



center to start. If we hit a 2, the
ON ... GOSUB sends us to line
2000. Since 2 means DOWN, we
must add 40 to SCREEN to get
the position I unit down. So we
say ADJUST =40. Note: Since
this is a subroutine we must end it
with a RETURN. If we want to
go left, we hit the 4, which sends
us to line 4000. To go I unit left
we must add a - I to our current
position, so ADJUST = - I.Thus
line 400 with the subroutines in
lines 1000 to 9000 tells us how to
adjust our position.

Lines 500 to 720 move the ball
and leave a trail behind so we can
tell where we have been. First,
line 500 POKEs a trail into where
we are now. Line 710 POKEs a
ball into where we are going.
Lines 600 and 610 check to make
sure we didn't hit a wall. If we
did, we skip line 700, which up-
dates our position, and just go to
line 710 to POKE a ball back in
the old position, which we did not
update. To add sound, we simply
add the three lines in Example I.
Many other things can be added
or modified.

Next month the example pro-
gram will show how to have your
PET actually change your pro-
gram for you while it is running,
so you have something to look
forward to.

Problems

If you have problems loading a
tape without a LOAD ERROR,
and your tape heads have been
cleaned and demagnetized, try
this: Put the cassette inside a plas-
tic bag and store it in your refrig-
erator (not the freezer) for one
hour. Take it out and try to load
it in your PET. It may take a
couple of tries. Once it is loaded
save it on a new tape. Throw the
faulty tape away or you may be
tempted to use it again.

If your key tops seem to be
wearing fast, coat the tops of
each key with clear nail polish be-
fore they wear too badly.

If you have any problems or
questions, hardware or software,
please write to me at 1929 North-
port Dr., Room 6, Madison WI
53704. I also look forward to
your ideas and suggestions for
this column.

PET-
POURRI

(from page 10)

first two letters are the only sig-
nificant letters to the PET.) Later
in the program I use variables
SCREEN NOW and SCREEN-
OLD. The PET cannot distinguish
between them but they help us
keep track of our program.

Lines 100 to 170 draw a border
line around your screen. This is
nice for the user to see where the
sides are and will be used again in
line 610 to make sure the ball
doesn't run off the screen. Note:
As you go across the top and bot-
tom, your position increases by I;
but as you go down, your posi-
tion increases by 40. Thus the side
walls are multiplied by 40 as I go
down.

Lines 300 to 320 get the direc-
tion to move. Note: We GET DI$.
If you input GET DI, the PET ex-
pects a number. If you then hit
any other key (such as a T), you
get the cryptic message REDO
FROM START. Once we have
the string variable we convert it to
a numeric variable in line 310.
The VAL command returns the
VALUE of the string. The value
of letters and nonnumeric charac-
ters is always O. Thus line 320 tells
the PET to GET another charac-
ter if the value is O. Yes, the num-
ber 0 has the value of 0 too, but
we are looking only for the num-
bers 1-9.

Line 400 is the ON ... GO-
SUB command. It works like this:

ON A GOSUB I, 2, 3

The value of A determines where
the PET will go next. If A is I, it
goes to the line number immedi-
ately following the word GOSUB.
If A is 2, it goes to the second line
number listed after the word
GOSUB. If the value of A is not
an integer, the fractional part
(right of the decimal point) is
eliminated. Thus 2.458 is seen as
2. To make line 400 easier to fol-
low, I use GOSUB 1000 if DI is I,
2000 if DI is 2 and so on through
9000 if DI is 9.

ADJUST is the variable used to
update our current position on
the screen. Line 40 puts us in the

302 POKE59467,I6 :POKE59466,9 :POKE59464,222
304 FOR NOTE = I TO 15: NEXT NOTE
306 POKE59467,O :POKE59466,O :POKE59464,O

Example 1.

COMPUTER
\ ICLINIC I \

(from page 18)

cently obtained a control board
and SA400 mini-drive from S. D.
Computer Products. They sup-
plied CP 1M-and as an extra,
E-BASlC for no charge. I have a
TDL monitor board so 1 had to
drop the disk ROM down to
EOOOH.

However, I now have a soft-
ware-exchange problem. To get
software from full-size disks, I
have to load it into memory and
copy it out on tape from a com-
puter store, then load it into my
system by a reversal 0 f the pro-
cess. Could somebody knowl-
edgeable about the 1771 chip
write software to enable one to
read CP 1M from a hard-sectored
disk system? Meanwhile, I would
like to set up an exchange group
for software for the S. D. Sales
super floppy . Please send your
name, address and software
available, if any, so that I can
compose a list to be returned to
each user.

John J. Momohan
215 Passaic Ave. #4-J

Passaic NJ 07055

RULISHER'8
REMARKS

(from page 8)

write 'em and Instant Software
will sell 'em. Please make sure
that your programs are ready for
publishing, not just in rough
draft. They should be checked
and rechecked. It is too late to de-
bug things after the first ten thou-
sand have been shipped.

Now It's Color?

Anyone who has seen a Com-
pucolor exhibited at a show knows
what a grabber a full-color com-
puter display can be. This is true
of the Apple, too, though its use
of color appears to be a bit more
limited than Compucolor's.

In our development work on
Apple programs we see the spec-
tacular improvement in some
programs when they are rendered
in color. The Golf program is fun

in black and white, but it is much
more exciting in color.

When you consider the appli-
cations for color in a business en-
vironment, it seems unavoidable
that all systems will have to go
full color in the near future. Two
years from now we may consider
black and white displays as old
fashioned as black and white tele-
vision.

As we get into this new dimen-
sion we'll find more uses for it. I
can certainly imagine an accounts-
receivable display where 90-day
accounts are in red, 6O-day in
orange, 30-day in yellow, less
than 30-day in green, etc. It
would give a fast visual apprecia-
tion of the aging of accounts.

The same idea could be applied
to an inventory display, with
back-ordered items in red, over-
age items in blue, etc. The normal
black and white terminal has just
two colors you can use: gray and
white, with gray usually being
used to indicate a protected field.
With color you could easily show
protected fields, important infor-
mation, unimportant and more.

It is my understanding that we
will be seeing more and more
color in our systems ... our
larger-selling systems.

NEW
PRODUCTS
(from page 14)

want. It requires Level II and
mini disk and 16K RAM. Costs
$20.

Inventory-A machine-lan-
guage program to enter your in-
ventory listing complete with all
related information for fast re-
trieval. You can create, save, re-
trieve, modify and sort any type
of information. It requires Level
I 4K RAM or Level II 4K RAM.
Price is $20.

File Handler System-Sets up
a high-level filing system for in-
put or retrieval and adding any
kind of data that fits the program
you are writing. You must add
the input and output lines to fit
your program to give you large-
computer, file-handling capabili-
ties. Requires Level II 16K RAM
and mini disk. Program price is
$29.95.

EPROM Programmer

The EP-2A-79 EPROM Pro-
grammer spans eight microcorn-
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puters and programs IK, 2K and
4K EPROMs. Software for pro-
gramming and verifying program-
ming is available for the 6800,
8080, Z-80, 8085, 6502 (KIM-I),
F-8, 1802 and 2650 based micro-
computers.
Packaged in a sloping panel

aluminum case, the unit connects
to the microcomputer. with a
14-pin ribbon cable through I 112
I/O ports. Software requires ap-
proximately 256 bytes of RAM
and includes instructions on how
to relocate. Personality modules
that plug into the front panel-
mounted socket are available for
programming the 2708, 2716,
TMS 2716, 2732, TMS 2708 and
TMS 2532 EPROMs. Power re-
quirements are 115V ac 50/60 Hz
at 15Watts.
The EP-2A-79 is priced at

$145, which includes one set of
software. Personality modules
are priced at $15, except the per-
sonality modules for the 2732 and
TMS 2532, which are $25.

Optimal Technology, Inc.,
Blue Wood 127, Earlysville VA
22~36.

x-v Plotter Unit

Sylvanhills Laboratory, Inc.,

The EP-2A-79.

has introduced a new X-Y plotter
unit. This unit includes a plotter,
drawing surface, electronics and
power supply completely assem-
bled and ready for interface to
any eight-bit TTL parallel port.
The pen holder accepts any
writing instrument or stylus 7-11
mm diameter; it is encoded for
O.OI-inch/pulse, but 0.005-inch is
optional. Pen- travel speed is
2.5 inches/see maximum with 24
volt supply. A BASIC 8080 soft-
ware program is included in the
owner's manual.
Applications include architec-

tural, mechanical and schematic
drawings; PC board artwork; po-
sitioning. of small objects; com-
puter-generated art; games; and
many others. Two models of the
unit, with plotter, console and
power supply, are available:
Unit-I-ll x 17 inches drawing
area, $1049, and Unit-2- 17 x
22 inches drawing area, $1249.
Plotters are also available in kit
form with console and power
supply priced separately.
The plot driver software is now

available as ASCII source files on
paper tape, CP/M small disk for-
mats. TEl and Cromemco small
disk formats are also available.
Both the BASIC and assembler
source are provided and come
with more comments to guide you
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Sylvanhills' Plotter.
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Bridge Challenger on the PET.

in making source modifications.
Sylvanhills Laboratory, Inc.,

PO Box 646, Pittsburg KS.

Bridge for PET, TRS-80, Apple

No longer do you need four
people to play bridge. With the
Bridge Challenger program from
Personal Software, PO Box 136,
Cambridge MA 02138, you and
the dummy can play four-person
Contract Bridge against the com-
puter. The program, designed for
8K PETs, 16K Level II TRS-80s
and 16K Apples, will deal hands
at random or according to your
criterion for high card points,
and you can save hands on cas-
sette and reload them for later
play. You can review tricks,
rotate hands East-West, shuffle
only the defense hands or replay
hands when the cards are known.
Bridge Challenger is priced at
$14.95.

Line Printer from Heath

The WH-14 Line Printer is de-
signed for use with the H8 and
HIlA computer systems (and

others) using a standard serial in-
terface. It prints standard 96-
character ASCII set (upper and
lowercase) on a 5 x7 dot matrix
print head with a maximum in-
stantaneous print speed of 135
characters per second. Line
spacing is six lines per inch (eight
lines per inch software-selectable)
with selectable line length of 80,
96 or 132 characters. Baud rate is
also selectable from 110-9600.
The WH-14 uses 0.5 inch wide

nylon inked ribbon on 2 inch
spools. Adjustable width sprocket
feed allows the use of edge-
punched fan-fold paper forms
from 2.5 inches to 9.5 inches wide
having a maximum thickness of
0.006 inch.
The WH-14 connects to the H8

or HilA computer via a standard
RS-232C serial interface of 20
mA current loop. Handshaking is
provided by reverse data channel
or busy control signal. A 25-pin
male EIA connector is provided
for hookup, and a paper rack is
included at no extra cost. A kit
version (the H14) of the WH-14
will be available in the near
future. Assembled and tested, the
WH-14 costs $895.
Heath Company, Department

350-820, Benton Harbor MI
49022.

....~

The H14.



control. The #401 costs $750; the
#402 is $900.
The General Ledger 101 oper-

ates on Wang T and PCS II
models with various disk units.
The package features all neces-
sary accounting reports and audit
trail and user selection to format
the financial statements to meet
internal or customer needs. For-
mat control is provided for Bal-
ance Sheets, P & L and Change in
Financial Position, which may
contain up to eight columns of
data.
Special reports may be designed

and obtained through the systems
report writer feature. GIL 101
will process multi-divisional de-
partmental companies and pro-
vide appropriate reports, as well
as summarize journal entries for
posting andlor reporting. The
software product requires 8K to
16K memory and dual mini or
floppy diskettes or hard disk with
a single floppy available. GIL
101 costs $850.

The Byte Board.

Protect Your TRS-80

Now you can dust-proof your
TRS-80 system with colorful
fabric dust covers from August
Automation, 42 West St.,
Westboro MA 01581.
Static is not a problem for these

covers. All are machine-washable
and pre-shrunk. Color options
are red, maroon, green or gold
velour; blue or brown corduroy;
and blue denim. $19.95 for each
3-piece set.

EPROM Module
from Data Vector

The Byte Board is a new
EPROM module for the S-100
bus from Data Vector Corpora-
tion, PO Box 3141, Burbank CA
91504. The unit accepts up to six-
teen 2708 EPROMs, incorporates
a Power-On Jump capability,
provides for wait state generation
for slow memories and possesses
extreme addressing flexibility.
Each EPROM is individually

addressable on any IK boundary
and may be placed anywhere in
the computer's address space, ir-
respective of where any of the
other EPROMs are placed; un-
used EPROM locations do not
take up memory address space.
Additionally, all user selectable
options are clearly silk-screened
onto the board, allowing the state
of all options, including the ad-
dress assigned to each EPROM,
to be read directly from the board
without referring to the manual.
The module is solder masked to

minimize solder bridges during
assembly, is fully socketed, has
two spare IC pads for circuitry
and comes with a 20-page owner's
manual.
The Byte Board, without

EPROMs, may be purchased as-
sembled and tested for $99 or in

kit form for $69. Fully loaded
with 16 EPROMs, the module is
$243 assembled or $213 in kit
form. EPROMs may be pur-
chased separately.

Cassette Control Unit

As TRS-80 owners know only
too well, the small plugs and
jacks that are standard equip-
ment on cassette tape recorders
were never designed for the con-
stant use they must endure as part
of a microcomputer system. In
addition, the continual plugging
and unplugging required to use
the rewind and fast-forward
functions is tiresome and not very
elegant. The Micro-Mega Cas-
sette Control Unit puts the solu-
tions to these and other problems
into one tiny box.

With the Micro-Mega inserted
between your TRS-80 and its cas-
sette recorder, you'll never again
have to unplug the "remote"
cable to rewind a program tape.
A single switch on the unit gives
you complete manual control
over the recorder.

Businessl Accounting Packages

Two new business and account-
ing program packages for Wang
computer users are now available
from Data Train, Inc., 840 NW
6th St., Grants Pass OR 97526.

DTI Payroll #401 and #402 are
designed to run on Wang dual
mini, dual floppy and hard disk
systems containing a minimum of
one flexible disk drive with 8 to
16K memory.
The Payroll product has been

field tested by practicing accoun-
tants and businesses and designed
with the beginning computer user
in mind; an accountant back-
ground is not necessary for oper-
ation, and training time isminimal
with the provided reference man-
uals. Features include user selec-
tion of storage devices, easy user
support of all tax tables, concise
accounting, departmental and la-
bor reports and special reports
under user design and format

DTI General Ledger program.

The Micro-Mega also features
a built-in speaker (with volume
control) that allows you to moni-
tor the data on your tapes, greatly
simplifying the task of finding the
beginning or end of a program.
This function of the Micro-Mega
is especially useful if you store
more than one program on each
side of a cassette and your
recorder lacks a tape counter.
The monitor may be switched off
when it's not needed.
As a final plus, the Micro-

Mega reduces the TRS-80's 60 Hz
hum problem by the simple expe-
dient of terminating the "ear"
cable ground connection inside
the unit's case. This practice elim-
inates one of the ground loops
that contribute to the hum prob-
lem. The Micro-Mega is ruggedly
constructed and can be plugged
into your TRS-80 system without
modification to either the com-
puter or the recorder.
Micro-Mega, PO Box 6265,

Arlington VA 22206.

8080 Checkers

Sharpen up your checkers-
playing skill with a challenging
new program from TCD Incor-
porated, PO Box 58742, Houston
TX 77058. 8080 Checkers can be
set to play at two different levels
of difficulty (four or six moves
ahead) for both the beginner and
the advanced player. At level four
the program will respond in less
than four seconds, and at level six
the program will typically respond
in less than 60 seconds and rarely
more than 120 seconds.
The program will run on an

8080/Z-80 computer with 12K
RAM and a memory-mapping
display such as the SOL, VDM-I
or TRS-80. The software is dis-
tributed on CUTS cassette tape
(orged at 0) and on North Star
diskette (orged at 2AOOH).Prices
are $19.50 and $24.50.

DTI Payroll program.
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A Block-Structured Language
for Microcomputers

You think that there's no viable alternative to BASIC? You haven't heard about XPLO.

Larry Fish
123 E. Arkansas
Denver CO 80210

Eversince BASIC was intro-
duced as a microcomputer

language, there has been con-
siderable discussion about an
alternative high-level language.
A number of languages have
been suggested as alterna-
tives; however, none of these
languages is really suited to
the needs of small systems.
XPLO is the first viable alterna-
tive language for microcom-
puters.

Briefly, XPLO is a block-
structured high-level language
designed specifically for eight-
bit microprocessors. It is five to
ten times faster than the fast-
est BASIC. It is a compiled lan-
guage and yet requires only
16K to 24K of memory, without
a disk. But most important of
all, it is available now.

Why Block Structured?

Block-structured languages
were designed to solve prob-
lems that develop in conven-
tional languages. If you have
ever written a long BASIC pro-
gram, you have probably en-
countered these problems.

.'BEGIN'
MI~f\Ef.,NUMDER;
'WHILE' GUESS-INCORRECT 'DO'

, BEGIN'

'END'

INPUTGUESS;
TESTGLIESS;

'END' ;

Program A.

.' l"'I'WCEDLJf:(E'
'BEGIN'

MAI\[ANUI1HEf( ;

NUMBER:=RANDOM(100);
'END';

Program B.

'F"I'WCEDUF([ , INPUTGUESS;
'BEGIN'

GUESS:"'INf"UT(O) ;
'f::ND' ;
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Program C.

1. Complexity. As a program
grows in length, its complexity
grows geometrically. In lan-
guages where any routine can
call any other routine, pro-
grams tend to become complex
webs of subroutine calls. Block
structure solves this problem
by organizing the program into
clean, logical blocks. As a
block-structured programgrows,
it becomes longer but not more
complex.

Block structure helps the
programmer deal with com-
plexity in another way. The
human mind can only grasp a
certain amount of information
at one time. The easiest way to
deal with any program is to
break it down into simple, easy-
to-understand steps. Even a
complex program can be writ-
ten easily by breaking it down
into small modules. Hereagain,
block structure naturally orga-
nizes programs into small,
easily understood blocks.

2. Collision of Variables. As
a program grows in size, more
and more variables are used to
store data or carry information.
With more variables, it be-
comes easy for the pro-
grammer to lose track of what
each variable is doing in each
subroutine. Eventually, vari-
ables collide and you find that
your Star Trek program is going
out to lunch because the vari-
able that holds the Enterprise's
shield power is being eaten by
the Klingon navigation routine.

In block-structured lan-
guages, the programmer has
complete control of each vari-
able. Block-structured lan-
guages allow each variable to
be defined either locally or

globally. This means that vari-
ables can be set up to be active
only inside certain routines or
active for all routines.
To make things clearer, let's

write a small program in XPLO.
Because of the structure of the
language, we can begin by de-
scribing the task in plain
English. The program we will
write is a simple guessing
game in which the computer
selects a number between 1
and 100and we try to guess the
number. After each guess, the
program will tell us whether we
are high or low. Here are the
steps the program goes
through:

1. Think of a number.
2. Get a guess from the key-
board.
3. Test the guess against
the computer's number.
4. Do steps 2 and 3 until the
guess is correct.

The steps translated into
XPLO are shown in Program A.
Notice that the program is al-
most word-for-word the same
as the step-by-step description
of the task. First we MAKEA-
NUMBER, and WHILE the
GUESSESare INCORRECTwe
INPUT a GUESSand TEST the
GUESS.BEGINs and ENDs are
used to divide the program up
into logical blocks. This part of
the program has two logical
blocks, one inside the other.
Obviously, there must be

more to this program, since
XPLO doesn't yet know how to
make a number, input a guess
or test the guess. Eachof these
operations is a subroutine to
the main program. In XPLO,
subroutines are called proce-
dures. We are now going to



,F"I:WCEDURE' TE~;TGUESS ;
'BEGIN'

'BE:GIN'
'IF' NUMBER=GUE:SS 'THE:N'

'END'
'EL~:;E.'

Cf,LF(();
'END' ;

TEXT (<),"CCmf(f:::CTI I " :> ;

TI:,:Y:'"1.;

'IF' NUMBER:GUESS 'THEN'
TEXT(<), "TOO HIGH')
'ELSE' TEXT(O,"TOO LOW'),

Program D.

write each procedure as a com-
plete program block (see Pro-
gram B).

This procedure generates a
random number and puts that
number in the variable NUM-
BER. Program C gets a number
from input device number zero
and stores it in the variable
GUESS. In XPLO, as many as
ten different input and output
devices can be called directly
from the program. This allows
XPLO to read and write data

side a procedure block, the
variables would have been ac-
tive only within the procedure.

Block-structured programs
can be thought of as a series of
boxes. Each box has only one
entrance and only one exit. The
program enters at BEGIN and
exits through END. Each box
can contain sub-boxes, execut-
able statements or calls to pro-
cedures (see Fig. 1).

Our proqrarn consists of four
boxes: three subroutines and a

directly to disks, printers, CRTs, main program box. Each block
etc.

Program D is a bit more com-
plicated, but it is still easy. to
understand. If the computer's
NUMBER is equal to our
GUESS, then we execute one
block of code; if they are not
equal, then we execute another
block. If the numbers are equal,
we tell the user that the guess
is correct; if they are not equal,
we test if the guess is high or
low and tell the user.

The Program

There are two new constructs
in the final version of the pro-
gram (see program listing).
CODE allows the programmer
to assign names to XPLO func-
tions. For example, the word
RANDOM calls the random
number function. The pro-
grammer need only use those
functions necessary to the task
and can assign names that add
clarity and readability to the
program.

INTEGER assigns a name
and memory space for each of
the variables, Because of the
way in which the variables have
been set up in this program,
each of the variables can be
used by any procedure. If we
had defined the variables in-

is a simple, complete opera-
tion. Programs are built a brick
at a time from these elementary
blocks. Even the most compli-
cated programs, such as as-
semblers and compilers, can be
constructed from simple
blocks.

Notice that the main proce-
dure is the last block in the pro-
gram. Reading an XPLO pro-
gram starts at the bottom to get
the main sweep of the program
and works up to the details in
the subroutines.

I
MAKENUMBER r-
INPUTGUESS

~

TEST GUESS r- --
MAIN PROGRAM ..--

,-W::cH""'L,,,-E ""DO'-- __ ~I r-r-

Fig. 1.

Now we can go back and fill
in some of the details of the lan-
guage. One of the most lrnpor-

. tant qualities of a computer
language is the way in which it
deals with data. XPLO uses
three techniques for efficiently
dealing with data. These tech-
niques are scope, dynamic core
allocation and parameter
passing.

Scope

In this way, some variables
can be active in only one or two
procedures, while others are
active for all procedures, It is
even possible to have several
different variables with the
same name and different areas
of activity. If more than one
variable with the same name is
active, the most local variable
has precedence.

Scope defines the area in Dynamic core allocation is a
which a variable is active. In logical extension of the idea of

Dynamic COfe Allocation

many languages, the user has
no control over the scope of a
variable's activity. For exam-
ple, in BASIC once a variable is
created, it remains active for
the entire program. In XPLO the
scope of a variable is controlled
by where the variable is de-
fined. Variables are active only
within their own block or within
procedures nested inside that
block.

scope. Whenever XPLO com-
pletes the execution of a sub-
routine block, certain variables
local to that block are no longer
needed by the program. When a
variable is no longer active,
XPLO returns the unused space
to the user's memory pool for
use by other routines.

In contrast, variables created
in BASIC take up memory
space throughout a program's

'END'
Program listing.

TEXT«),'GUESS: ");
INPUTGUESS;
TE~;TGUES~; ,

'CODE' CRLF=9,RANDOM=1,INPUT=10,TEXT=121
'INTEGER' GUESS,NUMBER,INCORRECT,TRY;

'PROCEDURE' TESTGUESSI
'BEGIN'

'IF' NUMBER=GUESS 'THEN'

'PROCEDURE' MAKEANUMBER,
,BEGIN'

NUMBER:=RANDOM(100)1
'END' ;

'PROCEDURE' INPUTGUESSI
'BEGIN'

GLJE~:;fi:'"INPUT (0) ;
lEND";

'BEGIN'
TEXT «)" "COI:":":::CT!I ' ) I
TI','1:==:1.'

'END'
'EL!:;E

'IF' NUMBER<GUEfiS 'THEN'
TEXT«),"TOO HIGH")

CI:,LF«();
'END' ;

'ELfiE' TEXT«(),"TOO LOW");

'BEGIN'
If'~COI',I~FCr :'=0;
TF:Y:",}NCDI:,RECT:;
t1Ai\EANI..J~1BERI
'WHILE' TRY=INCDRRECT 'DO'

'BEGIN'

'END',
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A complete program develop-
ment system is available for
Apple II, KIM-1 and TIM sys-
tems. The basic package is $45
for KIM and TIM versions and
$35 for the Apple II version. A
detailed user's manual is also
available for $17.25. Packages
for other processors will be
available in the near future. The
packages operate in 16K to 32K
of memory depending on the
system. They include a com-
pact, versatile editor that allows
program creation and compila-
tion to be entirely core resident.

The basic package consists
of a memory image cassette or
paper tape of the interpreter,
compiler and editor. The user's
manual is a detailed, step-by-
step introduction to the lan-
guage. It contains over 60
pages of concise description
and example programs. It is
clearly written so that even a
novice can master XPLO.

The Apple II package con-
tains a complete set of func-
tions to drive the high and low
resolution graphics, the game
paddles and the speaker. A
cross-referenced assembly Iist-
ing for the interpreter and edi-
tor is available as a separate
package.

KIM and TIM packages are
available from The 6502 Pro-
gram Exchange, 2920 Moana,
Reno NV 89509. The Apple II
package is available from P. J.
R. Boyle, 1337 Adams, Denver
CO 80220 .•

execution. The variable space
in a BASIC program is always
the sum total of all of the vari-
ables used in the program.
XPLO programs use an abso-'
lute minimum of variable
space.

interpreter written in machine
language. 12L is very close to
machine language. It contains
28 op codes that are easily im-
plemented in any machine lan-
guage. Thus, XPLO can be run
on any machine by writing the
relatively simple interpreter for
the particular CPU.

12L interpreters run about 2K
in length. Since all device-spe-
cific 1/0 is contained within the
interpreter, the exact same
compiler can run on all ma-
chines. Once an interpreter is
written for a particular CPU, the
user need only load the com-
piler to have the complete
XPLO language running on his
system.

XPLO is ideally suited to
high-speed tasks such as real-
time graphics. Arcade-type
video games complete with
sound effects are easily gen-
erated in XPLO. Assemblers,
editors and operating systems
can also be written in XPLO.
XPLO could even be used to
father a new language in the
same way ALGOL fathered
XPLO. A compiler for the new
language could be written in
XPLO and then each new com-
piler would be written in the
new language.

OR and NOT are available in
XPLO. The Booleans are set up
so that they operate upon in-
dividual bits. For example, the
statement "X: = Y&4" indicates
that Y is ANDed with the numer-
ical value 4. Since 4 is the bi-
nary number 0100, this opera-
tion masks off all bits except
bit three.

The ability to operate on in-
dividual bits gives XPLO the
flexibility to link directly with
machine-level operations. This
enables the programmer to
blast PROMs, read 1/0 ports
and operate joysticks directly
from the high-level language.

Passlnq Parameters

Passing parameters is the
way in which one routine com-
municates data to another. In
many conventional languages,
the data is sent from one rou-
tine to another by placing it in a
variable and calling the routine.
The programmer must know in
advance which variable names
are used by the receiving rou-
tine.

In XPLO, information being
sent to another routine is sim-
ply tacked on to the end of the
call. For example,

XPLO in XPLO

One of the most interesting
things about XPLO is that the
compiler is written in XPLO.
This means that the compiler
can compile itself and that new
features can be added to the
language by editing XPLO and
compiling the new compiler.
Thus each new version of the
language is brought to life by
the old version. Where did the
first version of the compiler
come from? The first version of
the compiler was written in
ALGOL.

TEST(X,Y,Z);

calls a procedure named TEST
and sends the variables X, Y
and Z. When the call reaches
the procedure, the values of X,
Y and Z are placed into the first
three variable names defined in
that procedure. If the first three
variables defined in TEST are A,
Band C, then the value of X will
be passed to A; Y will go into B
and Z into C. This technique
makes each subroutine a clean
and completely independent
operation.

Portability

The XPLO compiler trans-
lates the source program into
an intermediate language
called 12L. The 12L code is inter-
preted and executed in an 12L

Availability

XPLO was written specifical-
ly for microprocessor systems
by Peter Boyle. At the present
time, 12L interpreters exist for
the 6502, Z-80 and the PDP-10.

Booleans

The Boolean operators AND,

Jl COMPUTER BOARDS
~",\ CPU.WITH SERIAL .PORT<.,. . 8080A * * * S-100

~" SINGLE BOARD
Now it's easy - with a CPU Board which
includes an on-board serial port. This 2 MHz
CPU Board talks directly to your terminal
by 20 ma current loop or RS-232. Baud rate
selectable from 110 to 9600.

ASSEMBLED AND TESTED ... ONLY - $195

~",,\ AUDIO CASSETTE INTERFACE
<.~.WITH 3 PARALLEL I/O PORTS1-" S-100 * * * SINGLE BOARD
Your best choice for mass storage. This
board includes 3 parallel 8 bit ports, a tape
motor control (on-off) and a driver for ex·
ternal data I/O monitor lamp. The 3 PIO
port common handshake signal lines are
independent of data lines.

ASSEMBLED AND TESTED ... ONLY - $195

The BEST of

• GENERAL LEDGER-For home busmesses, sole proprio
etorsnlps. small corpurations-$19.95 plus $1.50 s&h, reo
quires 8K min. user memory

• CHECKING ACCOUNT-For personal bank accounts-
$19.95 ptus $1.50 s&h. requires 8K min. user memory

• RENT ACCOUNTS-Records on rental properties-$16.95
plus $1.50 s&h

• LEGAL OIARY--For Attorneys (Client Accounts) $16.95
plus $1.50 s&h

• TRUST ACCOUNTS····For Attorneys (Client Accounts)
$16.90 plus $1.50 s&h

Volume I

contains most of the articles from the
first year of

~ ~ (!,S (3(!) the 6502 journal.

Since back issues are no longer available,
this is the only way for you to obtain
this important material about the KIM,
APPLE, PET and other 6502 based
systems.

Programs include 2 PerCom "Pilon-30" record cas-
settes-money back guarantee
HUSTLER Series 1 for PET(tm) are now available in

Britain and Europe through:

PETSOFT
PO Box 9, Newbury Berks. RG13 1PB, England

"The BEST of MICRO Volume I"
(Oct/Nov 1977 through Aug/Sep 1978)
$6.00 at your local computer store.
By mail: $7.00 surface, $10.00 air.OUR 20th YEAR OF ELECTRONIC EXCEllENCE=nu.:

I-_I_IINC. 461 Laboratory Road____ Oak Ridge, TN 37830
6154824041

Specify which computer is used.

vN13 All mail orders must be pre-paid.POBox 3 - Chelmsford, MassO/8U -6171256-3649
Subscription: S6.00 for six issues in U.S.A. Foreign,
write far rates. COMPUTERS OI'lE V .oe818'

InQuiries
111'1itsd 4211 Waialae Ave

~_...;.. Honolulu. HI9b816 (608)737·2933

#306 Kahala Office Tower

\.~iiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;'
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DATA-SCREEN® TERMINAL
A NEW LOW COST, MICROPROCESSOR

CONTROLLED CRT TERMINAL

QUALITY - APPEARANCE
ECONOMY

ONLY $995.00 (QTY 1)
DELIVERED CONT. USA

90 DAY WARRANTY GUARANTEES YOU
YOUR EQUIPMENT WORKS PROPERLY

1 YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY
A T SPECIAL RA TES

t/ Our Specifications Before You Buy

Go First Class

DISPLAY SPECIFICATIONS INTERFACE

SCREEN CAPACITY. CHARACTERS .. 2000

CHARACTERS PER LI NE

VIEWING AREA

CHARACTER SIZE

. 80

........... 25
P4 phosphor (white)

12 inches 130.4 em)

........ 54 square inches (137.1 em)

0.20" high x .08" wide 15.08
mm high x 2.03 mm wide)

60 Hz (50 Hz available)

NUMBER OF LINES

SCREEN

TUBE SIZEIOIAGONALI

REFRESH RATE ..

SCAN METHOD ..

CHARACTER GENERATION.

Raster

5 x 7 character in an 8

CURSOR ..

x 10 dot matrix

BI inking block

MEMORY
TYPE

CAPACITY

. . . . . . . . . Random Access Memory

. . . . 2000 characters

OPERATOR CONTROLS

POWER ON/OFF SWITCH

BRIGHTNESS CONTROL

On rear of unit

. . . On rear of uni t

POWER REOUIREMENTS

Model 501 - 115 volts, 60 Hz, 100 watts nominal
Model 502 - 230 volts, 50 Hz, 100 watts nominal

DATA FORMAT

DATA BITS.

DATA BIT 8 ... , ..•..•..
PARITY.

7 serial, asynchronous

1,0 or deleted
Odd, even or deleted
with error displayed as
OLE

STOP BITS

DATA TRANSFER RATE

lor 2

50, 75, 110, 134,5, 150,
300, 600, 1200, 1800,
2000, 2400, 3600, 4800,
7200,9600 BAUD

STANDARD FEATURES

DATA ENTRY

. Operator or software
selectable

. .. Half or full duplex (switch
selectable)

.......•...... Top or bottom line

... Switch selectable

INVERSE VIDEO·

TRANSMIT MODES

END OF LINE BELL

CURSOR POSITIONING x-Y

CURSOR ADDRESS. . ..... Load and read

DISPLAYABLE CHARACTERS ..... 126 !including space)

CURSOR CONTROLS . Up, down, left, right,
home, return

AUTOMATIC ROLL-UP Switch selectable

AUTO CARRIAGE RETURN
AND LINE FEED

MONITOR MODE

. Switch selectable

... Special "Monitor" Mode
allows display of control codes
(first two columns) of ASCII
Code Chart).NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR

DEALER NETWORK IS NOW BEING SET UP - YOUR
INQUIRY IS INVITED

3S SALES, INC.

OLDEST INDEPENDENT
COMMERCIAL CRT TERMINAL

MANUFACTURER

Tulsa, OK 74145P.O. Box 45944
918 - 622-1058,/S71
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Computer 1/0 IV

Input-output is not a FIFO (fast-inlfast-out) subject. Here's liD installment number 4.
Peter A. Stark
PO Box 209
Mt. Kisco NY 10549

InOctober 1978 we started our
discussion of computer input

and output (1/0) circuits. To be-
gin with, we looked at the ex-
ternal connections to a com-
puter-serial and parallel
ports, serial ASCII character
coding, current loop and RS-
232C connections and hand-
shaking with a parallel port. In
December we examined the
port circuitry itself and saw
how the port connected to the
microprocessor.

This month we continue bur
discussion by looking at some
specialized 110 ICS and also by
describing the function of inter-
rupts.

Introduction

As we broke off in December,
left you with a small home-

work problem-how would you
connect something such as a
seven-segment LED display to
the processor? That happens
to be an appropriate introduc-
tion to this month's topic.

Actually, the way the prob-
lem was worded left several un-
answered questions: what kind
of LED? .. decoded? ... how
many digits? .. latched? ...
multiplexed? Let's start by dis-
cussing the choices.

A single LED is just a gallium·
arsenide-phosphide diode that
happens to emit light when it is
forward-biased. This requires a
current of around 10-20 mA and
produces a voltage drop across
the diode of about 2 volts. You
have already used such diodes
in many experiments. The sev-
en-segment LED readout is
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simply a combination of seven
such LEOs in a special pack-
age, arranged in such a way
that lighting up different com-
binations of the seven LEOs
displays a number.

Fig. 1 shows a Fairchild FND
70 common-cathode LED. As
shown in Fig. 1a, the seven
LEOs are arranged in a figure-
eight pattern, with each line
called a segment. they are
labeled a through g, as shown
in Fig. 1b; most seven-segment
readouts also include an eighth
LED for use as a decimal point,
or dp.

The FND 70 is housed in a
10-pin dual in-line package
(DIP), with the pins identified as
in Fig. 1c. To permit the use of
just ten pins rather than 16, all
of the diode cathodes are con-
nected together. For this rea-
son the FND 70 is called a com-
mon-cathode readout.

Fig. 2 shows the pin-out of
another popular readout, the
Monsanto MAN-1 or Litronix
DL-10. As you can see, not only
are the pins different, but also
this time it is the anodes that
are connected together; hence
this is a common-anode read-
out.

Common-cathode and com-
mon-anode readouts are not in-
terchangeable in a given cir-
cuit, since they must be con-
nected and driven differently.
With the common-cathode read-
out, the cathodes must be con-
nected to a common negative
or ground voltage, while the an-
odes are connected to a post-
tive voltage through resistors.
With the common-anode read-
out, the situation is reversed.

Fig. 3 shows two common
ways of controlling the seg-
ments of common-cathode dis-
plays. In Fig. 3a, each segment

is in series with a resistor,
which determines how much
current flows, and a transistor,
which turns the current on or
off. When a transistor is biased
off, no current can flow through
that LED segment, and it is
therefore off. When the transis-
tor is biased on, current flows

through the LED to light it up.
Although NPN transistors are

shown here, they could just as
well be replaced by PNP tran-
sistors. Although there are no
7400-series TTL ICs designed to
control the segments in this
way, there is a 75491 MOS-to-
LED quad segment driver IC
that has been specifically de-
signed for interfacing a MOS
calculator IC to an LED display.

Fig. 3b shows a common way
of controlling a common-cath-
ode LED readout directly from
TTL circuitry. This time, each
LED gets power directly from
the + 5 volt line through a resis-
tor. It is therefore lit up except
when the shunt transistor is
turned on; when this occurs,
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the transistor shorts the LED
diode and shunts the diode cur-
rent to ground. This prevents
any current from reaching the
diode. The 7448 BCD-to-seven-
segment decoder that you used
in Experiment #17 is used this
way.

In contrast, the circuitry for a
common-anode readout is sim-
pler. As shown in Fig. 4, each
segment is connected in series
with a resistor and transistor.
Turning the transistor on and
off controls the LED. This is a
common approach taken by the
7447 BCD-to-seven-segment de-
coder.

How would We connect such
an LED to a computer output
pan? Any of the circuits of
Figs. 3 or 4 Could be connected
to an output port, much like
that of Fig. 4 in December's
Klassroom. (Be careful to put
1k to 10k series resistors in
series with the transistor bases
to prevent burning them out!)
The only difference in the cir-
cuits is that in Fig. 3b a high
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Fig. 1. A typical common-cathode seven-segment LED, the FND
70.



output from the port would turn
a segment off, while in the
other two circuits a high would
turn a segment on. The comput-
er program would have to take
that into account.

Such a circuit would give the
computer complete control of
every segment. Not only could
the digits 0 through 9 be lit up,
but letters such as A, H or d
would, too. On the other hand,
we use up an entire port for just
one display digit. (The only part

also want to use the decimal
points). Now we need eight
ports for direct control, or four
ports if we use separate decod-
ers such as the 7447 or 7448.

Assuming that we want di-
rect control over each segment,
we now need eight address de-
coders, 64 flip-flops to latch
each bit, 64 control transistors,
64 current·limiting resistors
and several hundred connec-
tions. This is no longer an easy
interface to wire! It's a problem

of the port that we don't need is that every calculator designer
the handshaking part.) More- faces.
over, the computer program
must now be able to translate
whatever digit it wants to dls-
play into the appropriate corn-
bination of segmenfs.

There is another way to do
the connection-through a 7447
or 7448 BCD-to·seven-segment
decoder. You should recall that
the 7448 had only four inputs,
through which we entered a
four-bit number in binary coded
decimal (binary for the digits 0
through 9). The 7448 then in
turn controlled the seven seg-
ments of an LED.

If we connected such a de-
coder between the output port
and the LED, we would need
only four bits from the port to
control one LED. In this way, an
eight-bit output port could pro-
vide two four-bit numbers to
two,7448 decoders, and thus
control two LEOs. This gives us
more for each port but sacri-
fices the ability to display let-
ters or other characters.

An Eight-Digit Readout

Let's assume that we would
like to provide an eight-digit
readout for our computer. This
involves eight readouts for a
total of 56 segments (64 if you

PIN SEGMENT

dp

10

II

13

3,9,14 COM

Fig. 2. Pin-out of the MAN-1
and OL-10.

This is where a technique
called multiplexing comes to
the rescue. We have run across
the word before- it means
sharing a single data path for
different pieces of data. In this
case, we share two address de-
coders, 16 flip-flops, 16 transis-
tors and only eight current-
limiting resistors among all the
displays.

It is done with time division
multiplexing, that is, using the
same circuitry for different
digits at different times. Basi-
cally, the circuitry lights up
only one of the eight digits at a
time; each digit is displayed for
a short time and then turned
off, so that the next digit can be
shown. Thus the digits are flick-
ering on and off at a high rate,
but this happens so fast that
the human eye is fooled into
thinking that all eight digits are
on all the time.

Now we need two sets of
transistors-one to control all
the segments and the other to
turn entire digits on and off.
Fig. 5 shows a scheme for doing
this for common-cathode LEOs
such as the FND 70. Although
only three readouts are shown
because of lack of space, eight
or even more can be used.

As Fig. 5 shows, all like-seg·
ment anodes of all the LED
readouts are connected to-
gether and driven by one tran-
sistor. The eight transistors at
the top then feed the seven seg-
ments and the decimal points.
They are connected to one out-
put port, which we call here
Port A, through eight 4.7k base
resistors. When the port out-
puts a positive level on a given
bit, the corresponding transis-
tor goes on and lights up its

+5V
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Fig. 3. Controlling common-cathode LEOs.

(8) SHUNT CONTROL

segment.

For best operation, each
transistor should have its own
100 Ohm current-limiting resis-
tor in series with the collector
or emitter, but we've taken the
shortcut of putting in just one
in series with the + 5 volt
supply.

At the bottom, we see that
the common cathodes of each
LED display go to ground
through another set of transis-
tors. A given digit will go on
only if its digit drive transistor
is on; these transistors are con-
trolled by a second output port,
called Port B on the diagram.
Each transistor goes on if the
corresponding bit output from
Port B goes high. If this port
has eight output bits, then up to
eight transistors (and digits)
can be controlled by it, though
only three are shown in Fig. 5.

To show how such a system
would work, let's suppose that
a 4 is to be displayed on LED 2.
The computer would output a
high to segments b, c, f and g
on Port A and a high to the digit
select transistor for LED 2 from
Port B. Although all of the LEOs
would be getting power for seg-
ments b, c, f and g, no current
could flow through LEOs 1 and
3 since their cathodes are not
grounded.

This system allows the com-
puter to control up to eight LED
displays through just two ports
and to display all possible com-
binations of segments, not just
the digits 0 through 9. In fact,
this system can also display
the hexadecimal digits A, b, C,
d, E and F, although the band d
must be in lowercase and there
can be some confusion be-
tween the b and number 6.

But to display an entire eight-

+5V

Fig. 4. Controlling common-
anode LEOs.

digit number, the computer
must constantly send out new
data, one digit at a time, to re-
fresh the display fast enough
so that to the eye it will look
continuously on. This can take
up quite a lot of the processor's
time, not just in deciding which
segments to light and sending
out the port data, but also in
keeping tabs on when to turn
off one digit and turn on the
next.

With this as an introduction,
we're finally ready to go on to
more 110 circuitry.

Specialized I/O Chips

To drive the LED output inter-
face of Fig. 5, we needed two
output ports. Although in this
case we didn't need any hand-
shaking circuits, most other ap-
plications would need them as
well. As we saw in the last
Klassroom, the circuitry to pro-
vide two complete ports with
handshaking can involve a sub-
stantial number of ICs. For this
reason a number of specialized
ICs provide this function on one
chip.

Probably the simplest is In-
tel's 8212 8-Bit InputlOutput
Port, part of the 8080 family,
shown in Fig. 6. (It is also avail-
able under the number 74S412.)
As you can see, it has eight
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data inputs to eight type-D flip-
flops; the flip-flop outputs go to
three-state buffers, which then
feed the data outputs. Finally,
there are some fairly simple
control circuits.

This IC can be used as either
an input port or an output port.
For input, the 8212 inputs
would come from an external
device, and the data outputs
would connect to the proces-
sor's data bus. For use as an
output port, the 8212 inputs
would connect to the data bus,
and the outputs would feed the
external device. The MD, or
MoDe, pin determines which
way the 8212 will be used.

Most of the 8212 pins are fair-
ly simple to understand. When
the CLR pin is grounded, all the
flip-flops in the IC are cleared.
This will most likely be done
when the computer system is
first turned on. The DS1 and
DS2 pins are device selects,
similar to the chip selects on
memory ICs. In order to use the
8212, the processor wou Id have
to make DS1 low and DS2 high.
In most 8080 systems, the DS1
pin would go to the I/OR signal
(or MEMR if memory-mapped
1/0 were being used), while DS2
would come from the port's ad-
dress decoder.

The INT (INTerrupt) signal is
an output back to the proces-
sor, which we'll talk about later
on.

First, let's suppose that we
want to use the 8212 as an input
port; to do this, we ground the

.5V

PORT A
SEGMENT
SELECT
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I

PORT 8
DIGIT 2
SELECT

3

MD pin, which puts the 8212
into the input mode. The STB or
STroBe pin would now go to the
input device and probably be
connected to its DATA READY
line. Each time there is data to
be sent to the computer, the de-
vice (card reader, tape reader or
whatever) would put a pulse on
the STB pin, which would read
the data into the flip-flops.
When this happens, the INT sig-
nal goes on (low, because of
the bar over the INT), and this
tells the processor that there is
data waiting in the flip-flop
latches.

When the processor is ready
to read this data, it selects the
8212 by making DS1 low and
DS2 high. As a result, the 8212
enables the three-state buffers
and sends the flip-flop data to
the data bus. This action also
turns off the INT signal; more
on th is later.

The operation of this IC is dif-
ferent when it is used as an out-
put port. To do this, we connect
the data inputs to the proces-
sor data bus, connect the MD
mode pin to + 5 volts and take
the output to the output device
from the eight data output pins.
When the MD signal is high, the
three-state buffers are always
turned on, so that the flip-flop
data is always being sent out to
the data outputs.

Now when the processor
wants to output data, it simply
puts it on the data bus and se-
lects the 8212 with the DS1 and
DS2 inputs. As soon as this

happens, the data Js latched
into the flip-flops and sent to
the outputs through the buf-
fers.

The 8212 is only an example,
and a simple one at that, of
some of the sophisticated 1/0
chips available from micropro-
cessor manufacturers. For in-
stance, National Semiconduc-
tor has the DP8301 Micropro-
cessor Interface Latch Element
(MILE), which also provides a
Single 1/0 port, but its port can
be bidirectional. Furthermore,
the MILE has more extensive
handshaking circuitry.

Another popular parallel 1/0
device is the MC6821 Peripher-
al Interface Adapter (PIA) from
Motorola. Th is device was earl i-
er available under the number
MC6820 and is also made by
MOS Technology under the
number MCS6520. It not only
provides full handshaking, but
also has two ports in one pack-
age. This IC would be a perfect
match for our eight-digit LED
display.

Look at Fig. 7 for the block
diagram of the PIA. On the left,
we have the connections to the
processor; on the right are the
two 1/0 ports.

On the processor side, the
eight data pins go straight to
the data bus. R/W, 02 and
RESET go straight to the pro-
cessor control signals. CSO,
CS1 and CS2 are three chip en-
able signals that have to be
high, high and low, respective-
ly, and go to address decoding
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Fig. 5. Connecting several LED readouts to two output ports.

circuits. Using three separate
chip selects in this combina-
tion makes address decoding
simpler; with incomplete ad-
dress decoding these three
may be able to do the entire job
by looking at three bits. Even
with full decoding, having three
inputs makes it easier to split
the decoding circuitry into sev-
eral smaller sections.

IRQA and IRQB are Interrupt
ReQuest pins that we'll discuss
shortly.

That leaves RSO and RS1;
they determine whether data
bus information is data or con-
trol signals and whether it ap-
plies to Port A or Port B. In ac-
tual use, they usually connect
to the two least significant bits
of the address bus. Usually the
14 most significant bits are de-
coded by the decoders, and the
last two go to RSO and RS1 in
such a way that there are four
addresses for the PIA, depend-
ing on the state of these two
bits. (This is why we mentioned
in our last article that the SWTP
computer used four addresses
per 1/0 device.)

The MC6821 is actually quite
a complex IC. Not only does it
have two separate ports, but
within each port some bits can
be used for output while others
are for input. As a result, we
could split the ports up to give
15 output bits and one input, or
any combination.

There are also various op-
tions for the handshaki ng lines,
which make the PIA suitable for
hundreds of different jobs. Ear-
ly Motorola and SWTP systems
even used the PIA for serial
data 1/0. Moreover, these func-
tions can be changed during ex-
ecution of a program, since the
PIA is programmable. This
means that control information
fed from the processor to the
PIA over the data bus selects
the operating mode of the de-
vice. This is why four addresses
are needed for the two ports-
two are for data and the other
two for control.

Since you are probably not
going to use the 6821, it doesn't
pay to go into great detail about
it. Let's just say that such an IC
could, with just a bit of extra ad-
dress decoding, make an excel-
lent driver for the LED display
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we started with in this install-
ment.

Most microprocessor manu-
facturers make their own ver-
sions of the PIA. Intel's equiva-
lent is the 8255 Programmable
Peripheral Interface (PPI); Inter-
sil makes the IM6101 Parallel
Interface Element (PIE); and
Zilog makes the Z-80 Parallel
110 Interface (Pia). It is a useful
device for interfacing every-
thing from keyboards to
printers.

Interrupts

Twice so far we have men-
tioned the idea of interrupts, in
the form of INT and IRQ signals
that come out of some of the
parallel port ICs and go to the
processor. What are they?

An interrupt is simply a sig-
nal generated by an 110 device
or its interface that goes back
to the processor and interrupts
its normal operation. It forces
the microprocessor to pause in
its normal work and pay atten-
tion to the 110 device.

To give you some idea of the
importance of interrupts, let's
talk about two subjects we
have already covered.

In Klassroom No. 15, we dis-
cussed an interface for a paper
tape reader. We developed a
memory-mapped circuit that
used address 8004 for data and
address 8005 for handshaking
control signals. Specifically,
we used address 8005 to test
whether a character had been
read by the reader. We gave a
typical program that went like

this:

STEP 1: INPUT FROM ADDRESS 8005
STEP 2: IF NOT READY, RETURN TO

STEP 1
STEP 3: INPUT DATA FROM ADDRESS

8004
STEP 4: WRITE TO ADDRESS 8005
STEP 5: CONTINUE

We mentioned that steps
and 2 comprised a wait loop,
and that the processor would
Simply repeat those two steps
until a character had been read.

If the tape reader is slow,
there might be a fairly long
wait. In fact, during the readinq
of a long tape it is entirely pos-
sible that the microprocessor
spends 99 percent of its time
waiting. Wouldn't it be nice if
this time could be used produc-
tively, rather than being
wasted?

In simple systems, we could
make use of this time simply by
changing step 2 to go do some-
thing else and return sometime
later. But the problem remains
-how long can you do some-
thing else before coming back?
If you return too soon, you
waste time. If you wait too long,
you may miss the next tape
character altogether. What we
really need is some way to go
off, do something else and
leave it up to the tape reader to
call the processor when it is
finally ready. This is exactly
what is accomplished by an
interrupt.

Let's think about another ex-
ample. At the beginning of this
month's installment, we devel-
oped an LED output display
that drove up to eight seven-

segment LED readouts with
just two output ports. But we
mentioned that the multiplex-
ing technique we were using re-
quired us to turn the LEOs off
and on very fast so that to the
eye they would all appear con-
tinuously on, even though only
one was on at anyone time.

A good speed for this is each
LED display flashing on at least
30 or 40 times per second. With
eight digits, we must switch
LEOs at least 240-320 times per
second to avoid visible flicker.
A repetition rate of 500 or 1000
per second would be somewhat
better. Now comes an interest-
ing question-how does the
processor know when it's time
to switch?

The most obvious way is to
provide a wait loop in a pro-
gram, which provides a one or
two millisecond delay. Every
millisecond or two the program
would finish the loop and go on
to light up the next display. This
is a perfectly good way to do it
and has been used in many sys-
tems. But again, the disadvan-
tage is that while all this is
going on, the microprocessor
can't do anything else. Although
it could jump out of the loop to
do something else, there is no
guarantee that it would return
back in time.

The problem is again easily
fixed by using an interrupt sys-
tem. In this case, we build an
external oscillator that pro-
vides a pulse every millisecond
or two to the processor's inter-
rupt input. Regardless of what
the processor is doing, this ex-
ternal input will stop it and
cause it to update (refresh) the
LED display. This oscillator is
called a real-time clock, since it
synchronizes the processor to
the real time. It's exactly what
the Heath H8 computer does to
make sure that its LED display
is fully functional even when
the computer is working on
some other program.

While we're at it, we can use
the real-time clock oscillator to
keep track of the actual time.
Each time the clock interrupts
the processor, we add one to an
internal counter. At any time,
the count in that counter tells
how many clock pulses oc-
curred since the counting
started. If the oscillator fre-
quency is precisely controlled,
the computer can calculate the
exact time from this number of
counts. This is how many com-
puters tell time and provide the
time and date printouts you
often see on program runs.

But back to interrupts. In its
simplest form, the interrupt
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system simply consists of an
extra microprocessor pin la-
beled INT, IRQ or something
like that. INT, of course, stands
for INTerrupt, while IRQstands
for Interrupt ReQuest. When
some external device puts a
signal on this pin (called an in-
terrupt request), the processor
stops whatever it's doing and
instead goes to perform some
other program. (At this point we
say that the interrupt has been
granted.)

This new program is usually
called an Interrupt Service Sub-
routine (ISS).When the ISSpro-
gram is done, the processor will
return to the job it was doing
when it was interrupted. But
most interrupt systems are a lit-
tle more complicated.

First of all, there must be
some way for the processor to
prevent interrupts from occur-
ring whenever some very sensi-
tive work is being done that
should not be interrupted. This
is usually handled with an inter-
nallnterrupt Enableor Interrupt
Mask flip-flop, which can be
controlled by the program and
whose output is gated with the
interrupt request signal to pre-
vent it from getting through at
certain times.

Second, it is important for
the processor to know where it
was and what it was doing
when it was interrupted, so that
it can pick up where it left off
when the interrupt is done. This
information is called program
status and has to be saved
somewhere. Information as to
where the main program was
when interrupted is generally
saved automatically by the mi-
croprocessor in the same way
as subroutine return addresses
are; other program status data
may also besaved by the micro-
processor hardware or may
have to be handled by software
as part of the ISS program.
Third, in a reasonably sized

system, an interrupt may be
caused by different events. It's
necessary to give the proces-
sor some way of finding out
what caused it so it can take
the proper action.

lnterrupts in the 6800

The Motorola 6800 micropro-
cessor has one of the simpler
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interrupt systems around, so
let's spend some time looking
at it. Fig. 8 shows a simplified
diagram of the interrupt inputs.

There are two interrupt pins,
labeled IRQ(Interrupt ReQuest)
and NMI (Non-Maskable Inter-
rupt). Also used is one of the'
bits in an internal register called
the Condition Code (CC) regis-
ter, which is ANDed with the
IRQ input as shown.
The IRQ input can only work

when the I bit in the CC register
is a 0, since only then will the
low level on the IRQpin and the

CONDITION CODE REGISTER

I I III I I I

even though the processor may
have masked the IRQ input.

One example is a power-fail
circuit that detects a falling
power supply voltage. In this
case, an NMI interrupt might be
generated to stop the proces-
sor and force it into an emer-
gency ISS, which will store all
data onto disk or other auxiliary
memory in time to save all data
before the power goes com-
pletely off. Eventhough the pro-
cessor may be in the midst of
an important task and doesn't
want interrupts, such a power-
fail interrupt may be more im-
portant still and has to get
through.

When an interrupt occurs,
the processor stores the pro-
gram status-the contents of
all internal registers-in mem-
ory in an area called the stack.
Next, it turns on the I bit in the
CC register so that any other
IRQ interrupts will not be able
to get through to cause further
interrupts. Finally, it looks in
the top eight locations of mem-
ory for the address of the ISSto
which it should go in response
to the interrupt.

Within the top eight loca-
tions (which are usually ROM
memory), there are four stored
addresses; one of these is for
the IRQ interrupt and another is
for the NMI interrupt.

For example, in the SWTBUG
ROM, which is supplied with
the SWTP 6800 computer sys-
tem, the top eight memory loca-
tions have the following four
addresses:

INT
RQST

Locations Address Used for

FFF8·FFF9 EOOO IRQ
FFFA-FFFB E18B SWI
FFFC-FFFD E1A7 NMI
FFFE·FFFF EODO RESET

Two of these addresses are
for the normal IRQ and NMI in-
terrupts, one for doing a reset
and one for an instruction
called SWI, or SoftWare Inter-
rupt. (These addresses were
picked by the designers of this
particular computer and are not
part of the 6800 microproces-
sor. Other computers using the
same 6800 IC would generally
use different addresses.)
When an interrupt occurs,

the processor will pick which-
ever address applies to the
source of the interrupt and go

MC6S0a

Fig. 8. Interrupt masking in the
6800 mtcroprocessor.

low level from the I bit open up
the AND gate to generate an in-
ternal interrupt request signal.
Hence the IRQ interrupt can be
turned off (i.e" masked) by
making the I bit in the CC regis-
ter a 1, This is how a program
can prevent interrupts from oc-
curring at certain times.

On the other hand, the NMI
input goes straight through to
the internal interrupt request
line. Whenever it is grounded,
an interrupt request is generat-
ed internally and the processor
immediately interrupts. To
avoid the processor interrupt-
ing over and over if this pin is
held grounded too long, the
NMI pin responds only to the
falling edge of an input. Thus
only one interrupt will occur
even if the NMI pin stays low for
a long time.
The reason for these two in-

terrupt inputs is that they are
intended for different pur-
poses. The IRQ input is the one
normally used for 1/0 equip-
ment; the NMI input is intended
for special or emergency situa-
tions that require an interrupt

to that address for the begin-
ning of the ISS.

For instance, on an IRQinter-
rupt the 6800 will go to an ISSat
location EOOO;on an NMI inter-
rupt it will go to another ISSat
location E1A7.This means that
there can be different ISS pro-
grams, one for each kind of in-
terrupt. In this way the proces-
sor can get to the required pro-
gram faster than if it had to go
to just one ISS and then deter-
mine, by program, which input
caused it.

A group of addresses such
as this, placed together and
used by the processor as a
table in which it "looks up" an
address as it needs it, is often
called a "jump table" or "trans-
fer vector." In this case, we say
that the different interrupts are
"vectored" to different ISS rou-
tines, depending on their origin.

The idea behind vectoring in-
terrupts is that the processor
will be able to respond faster to
an interrupt if it does not have
to go through a long routine
first to find where the interrupt
came from.

Actually, the interrupt sys-
tem in the 6800 processor is not
really vectored, despite every-
thing we have said so far.

In most cases, there will be
more than one interrupt source.
In addition to a real-time clock,
there might also be interrupts
coming from each of the 1/0 de-
vices. There might be anywhere
from one to as many as ten or
20 devices in the system that
could ask for an interrupt. But
all of the interrupt sources (ex-
cept for one) will be ORed to-
gether into the IRQpin and will
therefore cause one particular
ISS to be run. The only excep-
tion might be the power-fail in-
terrupt, which would beall by it-
self on the NMI input. So the ISS
would still have to go through
the effort of finding out what
really caused the interrupt in
the first place. More on vec-
toring shortly.

In the general case, we could
list the things an ISS would
have to do:

1. Mask further interrupts so
the ISS cannot get interrupted
by something else. (This is al-
most always done by the pro-
cessor hardware, rather than



by the ISS program.)
2. Save the status of the in-

terrupted program so that it
can later be continued without
any loss of data. (In the 6800
this is also done by the hard-
ware.)

3. Find out what caused the
interrupt.

4. Run the appropriate pro-
gram to take care of that inter-
rupt.

5. Possibly check whether
something else is going on that
is also asking for an interrupt
and return to step 3 if there is.

6. Unmask the interrupt sys-
tem, get the status of the inter-
rupted program back and re-
turn back to doing it.

Step 3 is needed because of
the lack of sufficient hardware
vectoring. Finding out what
caused the interrupt is simple
but possibly lengthy. It's done
simply by checking all the DATA
READY, DATA ACCEPTED and
other handshaking lines to all
the 110 devices to find one
which indicates that some de-
vice needs help. This is called
polling the device status bits.

Polling 110 devices to find the
source of an interrupt is a per-
fectly acceptable idea in a
smaller computer system or in
one that does not operate at
great speed. The problem is
that in any sizable system that
has programming complicated
enough that several 110 devices
are used at tHe same time, in-
terrupts may be coming so
close together, from different
sources, that a substantial
amount of time is taken up by
the ISS programs looking to
see where they came from. This
can become especially trouble-
some if some of the 110 devices
require fast response.

To get an idea of the prob-
lem, let's talk about a typical
case: A small business system
has several keyboard/CRT ter-
minals used by order clerks, as
well as a high-speed tape drive
that records these orders. Let's
assume that the approach is to
accept orders from the termi-
nals, do Some simple checking
on them to make sure there are
no errors and store the data in
the computer memory until an
entire order for a given custom-

er is finished. Then the comput-
er turns on the tape and, at high
speed, writes the entire order
on tape.

Let's assume that a typical
order consists of 1000 charac-
ters of data and that the tape
operates at 10,000 characters
per second; this works out to
100 microseconds (us) per char-
acter. Then the order will take
1/10 second to be written to
tape. This is a short time but
still long enough so that if the
computer were to devote itself
completely to the tape for that
tenth of a second, it might miss
a few characters coming in
from the terminals.

Hence the computer cannot
be completely tied up with the
tape drive. Instead, it will have
to be programmed so that the
tape drive will interrupt the pro-
cessor once every 100 us and
ask for a character. Let's as-
sume that for every tape inter-
rupt, the processor needs 20 us
just for general overhead-sav-
ing and restoring program
status and so on-another 40
us to figure out where the inter-
rupt came from and another 20
to send out the next character
to the tape. The entire proce-
dure then takes 80 us, so the
processor will always be tied
up 80 us, free for 20, tied up for
80 and so on.

OK, but now let's remember
that there is a batch of CRT ter-
minals connected here too.
These will also generate an in-
terrupt at times. Let's assume
that the same thing exists here
-20 us for overhead, 40 us to
find out where the interrupt
comes from and another 20 us
to take care of it, for a total of
80.

The first thing you notice is
that there isn't enough time be-
tween tape interrupts to take
care of a terminal interrupt; you
only have 20 us of free time be-
tween characters and need 80.

Although this sounds like
quite a problem, there are three
fairly simple ways to get around
it. At least they are simple once
you see what they are. The first,
of course, is hardware vector-
ing to a specific ISS for each in-
terrupt. In this way it may be
possible to cut the total re-
sponse time from 80 us to per-

haps 40 or 50. (There may still
be some additional overhead
involved with the vectoring, so
we may not be able to get all the
way down to 40.) This means we
will have to add some more
hardware to the processor.
Even so, it may not be good
enough, because if we cut the
time down to 50 us or just
under, we will have just barely
enough time to do both a tape
and a terminal interrupt in the
space of just 100 us.

Another idea is to forget
about vectoring but set up
some sort of a priority scheme
so that the handshaking lines
of fast 110 equipment will be ex-
amined first. In this way these
devices will get faster service
from the processor. By rewriting
the ISS, we may be able to
check the flags in such a way
that it only takes 10 us to identi-
fy a tape interrupt, while it still
takes 40 us to find the terminal
interrupt. This doesn't help us
much here, but it does at least
solve the problem of what hap-
pens if two interrupts just hap-
pen to come at the same time-
the tape interrupt will be found
and taken care of tlrst.

There is a third solution-set
up the system so that the tape
can interrupt the processor
even if it is already busy with a
CRT terminal interrupt. But
watch out-don't ever let the
CRT terminal interrupt the pro-
cessor while it is taking care of
the tape or you will lose a char-
acter. This again brings up the
idea of a priority-more impor-
tant devices (such as tape) can
interrupt less important de-
vices (such as terminals).

Although the 6800 does not
provide interrupt vectoring for
normal 110 interrupts, vectoring
can be provided by the addition
of some external hardware. In
most larger computer systems
all three of the above tricks are
used: hardware vectoring, a
priority scheme and allowing
interrupts to interrupt each
other.

The way it then usually works
out is that there is more than
one ISS routine. In some cases,
there may be one ISS routine
for each different 110 device; in
other cases several devices
may share the same ISS. In any

case, there is the same priority
scheme so that important inter-
rupts-those from devices that
need fast response-get taken
care of first, and faster devices
can interrupt slower ones.

The interrupts are then divid-
ed into levels: a level 7 interrupt
is taken care of first, followed
by level 6, etc. For instance,
fast 110 devices such as disks
or tapes might be on level 7;
slow devices such as terminals
might be on level 1; and console
switches (such as a STOP
switch) might be on level O. The
latter would only be taken care
of when everything else has
been done. (On the 6800, level 7
is considered the highest priori-
ty and level 0 the lowest; on
other computer systems it's
often reversed with level 0 the
highest and 7 the lowest.)

This is actually an interest-
ing concept. Many larger com-
puters have a STOP button on
the front panel, which can be
used to stop their operation.
But this button does not really
connect to the control circuitry.
This is because accidentally
stopping the computer while it
is in the middle of a program
can cause a lot of grief.

To prevent this from happen-
ing, the STOP button merely
generates an interrupt on the
lowest level. It is then up to the
interrupt servicing programs,
which are part of the software
called the operating system or
monitor, to decide whether it is
really safe to stop or not. For in-
stance, in our example above it
would not be advisable to stop
the whole computer while it
was writing on tape, since there
would then be some incom-
plete information on the tape.

The Background Program

Let's look at our order entry
example some more. Since an
order is written on" tape only
after it has been completely en-
tered from a CRT terminal, we
can see that with just a few ter-
minals there may" be many
times when the computer is
[ust sitting there waiting for
data to arrive from the termi-
nals, with nothing else to do.
Why not put this time to good
use?

Let's think of something else
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Fig. 9. A timing diagram showing interrupts interrupting each other.

for the computer to do in its
free time. How about a program
to read employee data and pay-
roll information from punched
cards and print paychecks?
Since we already have the tape
on level 7 and the terminals on
level 1, let's connect the card
reader to level 4 and the printer
to level 3. Finally, the payroll
program (which isn't very im-
portant) will be classified even
less important than level 0_

Now we have everything
ordered like this:

Level 7 Tape
Level 6
Level 5
Level 4 Card reader
Level 3 Printer
Level 2
Level 1 CRT terminals
Level 0
Last: Payroll program

This shows us the most impor-
tant actions at the top and the
least important at the bottom.

Notice that we now appear to
have two tasks going on at the
same time: the order entry task
and the payroll task.

The order entry would nor-
mally be called "interactive"
because it interacts with the
order clerks. On the other hand,
the payroll program runs all by
itself and is given to the com-
puter as a batch of program
cards, so it would be called
"batch." Another pair of catch-
words often used by data pro-
cessing people is "foreground"
and "background." The payroll
program, which runs all the
time that the computer isn't
needed for something more lm-
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portant, would be the back-
ground program. The order tak-
ing, which takes over when
data comes from the terminals,
is the foreground (because it
gets in front of the back-
ground).

Multiprogramming

Now we have a fairly com-
plex process, with interrupts in-
terrupting the background pro-
gram and interrupting each
other. This can be quite compli-
cated, but a timing diagram
such as Fig. 9 can help us see
what is going on.

Refer to the circled letters in
Fig. 9 as you read this descrip-
tion. Let's assume that the
main (background) program is
initially running and that a tape
interrupt comes first at A:

A. Tape interrupt interrupts
main program.
B. Tape ISS finishes, and
main program continues.
C. CRT terminal interrupt
interrupts main program.
D. Tape interrupt interrupts
CRT ISS (100 us after the
previous tape interrupt).
E. Tape ISS finishes, and
CRT ISS continues.
F. CRT ISS finishes, and
main program continues.
G., Tape interrupt again
stops main program.
H. CRT interrupt comes but
can't interrupt tape, so
rlbthing happens.
I. Printer interrupt comes,
but still nothing happens.
J. Tape ISS finally finishes,

so the next highest level
interrupt takes over and

printer ISS starts.
K. Printer ISS isn't done yet,

but tape interrupt starts the
tape ISS.
L. Tape ISS finishes, so
printer ISS continues.
M. Printer ISS finally fin-
ishes, so CRT terminal ISS
can start.

N. Tape interrupts CRT ter-
minallSS.
O. Terminal ISS resumes
when the tape is done.
P. Main program finally
continues at end of terminal
ISS.

As you can see, when a pair
of background-foreground pro-
grams runs at the same time
(which is called multi-pro-
gramming), things can get fair-
ly complicated. Both the hard-
ware and the software have to
be well designed to prevent
things from going wrong.

Setting Up a Priority

Let's get back to that priority
idea. Remember that this is a
two-sided issue. We want a pri-
ority set up so that more impor-
tant devices will be identified
first, but we also want it so that
a more important interrupt will
be accepted while the proces-
sor is busy taking care of a less
important one. The priority can
be handled either by software
or by hardware; let's look at the
software approach first.

Remember that when an in-
terrupt is granted and the pro-

cessor jumps to an ISS, it turns
off (masks) the interrupt sys-
tem so that no further inter-
rupts can occur. If the tape in-
terrupt service routine doesn't
turn off the mask, then it simply
cannot be interrupted by a ter-
minal. But if the CRT terminal's
interrupt service routine does
turn off the mask, then the tape
interrupt will interrupt it.

In this way we set up a priori-
ty, but we still have to be care-
ful that the tape interrupt
doesn't break into the terminal
ISS at times when something
crucial is going on. In most ISS
programs, there will still be
some times when the interrupt
is masked to avoid critical tim-
ing or other important parts
being interfered with.

Another way to take care of
the problem is with hardware. If
two interrupt requests occur at
the same time, the hardware
will only let the tape interrupt
go through. Once the processor
is busy with a tape interrupt,
the hardware will simply not let
other interrupts get to the IRQ
pin; it will hold them off until
the tape interrupt service is
completed.

The MC6828 PIC

As we mentioned before, the
basic 6800 does not have any
hardware for setting up priori-
ties or for vectoring several in-
terrupts. Although this can be
done with software to some ex-
tent, Motorola has recognized
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Fig. 10. The MC6828 Priority Interrupt Controller (PIC).



the need for a hardware solu-
tion and developed a special IC
just for this purpose: the
MC6828 Priority Interrupt Con-
troller (PIC) shown in Fig. 10.

The MC6828 has eight inter-
rupt inputs called INO through
IN?, which go into its priority
logic. When an interrupt re-
quest arrives on these inputs
from an 1/0 device, if it is on a
high enough level the MC6828
sends it on to the 6800 on the
IRQ line. As you remember,
the 6800 responds to an IRQ
interrupt by going to locations
FFF8-FFF9 in ROM for a vec-
tored address of an ISS to
jump to. But this read from lo-
cations FFF8 and FFF9 goes

~
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on the address bus.
As you can see, four bits of

the address bus have to go

through the MC6828 to get to
the ROM. The 6828 recognizes
this address and changes it. It
sends to the ROM a different
address, which depends on
which interrupt request it re-
ceived. In other words, the 6828
does its own vectoring and
chooses one of eight new ad-
dresses, one for each possible
interrupt source.

For example, on a level 0 in-
terrupt the 6828 changes the
addresses from FFF8-FF=F9 to
FFE8-FFE9; on a level 1 inter-
rupt it changes the addresses
from FFF8-FFF9 to FFEA-FFEB,

. .. $14.95
. $29.95

,.....K14
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and so on. This allows the pro-
grammer to put a completely
different set of transfer vectors
into ROM and split up the one
IRQ interrupt into up to eight
separate IN interrupts, each
with its own vector.

How does the 6828 mask out
lower-level interrupts? There is
a way for the 6800 to tell the
6828 which level interrupt it is
currently working on: by writing
to a certain memory address.
When this is done, the 6828
simply screens all incoming in-
terrupts and prevents lower-
level interrupts from interrupt-
ing higher level ones. All in all,
it's a simple solution to a com-
plex problem.
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The other inputs to the 6828
are fairly obvious; there are
chip selects CSO and CS1,
which go to address decoders,
an R/IN Signal that tells the
6828 whether the 6800 is read-
ing or writing and, of course. a
q)2clock Signal.

Conclusion

We have seen all the things
that an interrupt system needs
to work and have looked at how
the 6800 microprocessor does
them. Next time we will see how
the 8080 and Z-80 processors
handle interrupts and will look
at still another I/O method, the
direct memory access. or DMA.
See you then!.
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Michael A. Feldman
Faye A. Dion
34 Little River Lane
Middletown CT 06457

Computerized Climate Control

When Jack Frost started to nip and their wintertime heating bills began to soar, these two
New Englanders devised a practical solution: they put an Elf in the thermostat.

Here's an application many of
us have thought and talked
about but very few have ectuet-
Iy implemented ... much less,
sat down and wrote about. We
think you'll enjoy, and appreci-
ate, Mike and Faye's efforts.
Those of you who tackle this
project using a different micro
as the controller should also
generate an article and share
your frustrations and rewards
with the rest of us. By the way,
Faye and Mike mentioned that
there isn't a BASIC available for
the 1802. Not quite true. Tom

Pittman, Itty Bitty Computers,
PO Box 23189, San Jose CA
95153, offers a Tiny BASIC for
the 1802 (available only in
paper tape-$5).-Editors.

For two programmers living
in the same house, the idea

of a personal computer for
amusement as well as for more
practical household applica-
tions, such as finance control,
is, quite naturally, an appealing
one.

But after returning home

from work once too often to dis-
cover that one of us had forgot-
ten to turn down one or more of
the eight thermostats control-
ling the various zones of our
electric heating system, we
found the idea of computer-
controlled heat downright com-
pelling. As temperatures plum-
meted and our electric bill
soared, we were delighted to
discover, for our purposes, the
Elf-II computer, marketed by
Netronics, Inc.

Built around RCA's COSMAC
microprocessor, the Elf has 256
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Fig. 1. The heat-control circuit. The top portion generates interrupts from the 60 Hz ac line, while the
bottom part of the circuit acts as a simple output port interfaced to some power resistors.
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bytes RAM, a hex keyboard and
two seven-segment LEDs. It is a
minimal system, but quite ap-
propriate for our Single-task ap-
plication.

Our search for a small home
computer began with the mar-
keting thrust from manufactur-
ers of hardware in the $500 to
$1500 range. The systems were
tempting, but too powerful for
our simple control require-
ments. Most had BASIC, cas-
sette interfaces, minimal oper-
ating systems and room for ex-
pansion. Of course, we could
have become full-fledged hob-
byists with one of these big
micros, but since single-task-
ing is the rule in personal com-
puting, we probably would have
frozen as one or the other
zapped Klingons or hunted the
Wumpus.

Next we investigated single-
board systems such as the Im-
sai controller, the KIM-1 and
the Intercept Jr. All were attrac-
tive, but still too powerful (the
KIM comes with 1/0 ports, ROM
monitor, cassette and key-
board interfaces and 1K RAM,
for example), and still too ex-
pensive ($250 to $300 range).

The COSMAC chip is begin-
ning to receive attention in hob-
by circles. It now has a BASIC-
Tiny-and it boasts an instruc-
tion set that is ideal for writing
control programs. It uses an
8-bit byte (remember we have
eight thermostats in our house),
and can address up to 65K like
most of the chips on the mar-



The circuitry needed to control the heat fits on a small PC board.
The board was assembled using wire-wrap tectmiques.

ket. But unlike most other chips,
it is a CMOSdevice.
CMOS(complementarymetal-

oxide semiconductor) logic has
several advantages over the
older logic farntlles. It uses
ultralow power, typically mea-
sured in microwatts (uW), and
is relatively noise tree, It is also
very flexible in widely varying
voltage-supply situations. The
disadvantage of using CMOS is
that the individual chips tend to
cost more and are slower than
their TTL counterparts.

The System

Once the Elf kit was assem-
bled, the next step was a ther-
mostat interface for our heat-
control system. The key to in-
terfacing a 5volt computer with
the 240 V ac power that runs
through an electric heat ther-
mostat is isolating the two
components as much as possi-
ble, A thermostat turns heat on
and off in response to room
temperature, If.it can be fooled
into thinking that the room is
hot, it will turn the heat off,
Therefore, a computer-con-
trolled heat source located
near the thermostat does the
trick,

as necessary,
So far, the system appears to

be fail-safe. If any part of the
electronics fails, the thermo-
stats revert to normal opera-
tion, However, poor program-
ming of the computer could re-
sult in a continuously powered
resistor that would prevent the
heat from ever switching on,
With eight years' programming
experience between us, we
hope this never happens (of
course, we would never admit it
even if it did),

The Hardware

Since neither of us knows
much about hardware, the cir-
cuit developed by trial and error
with big assists from Kilobaud
Klassroom and Don Lancaster's
excellent book CMOS Cook-
book, There are two parts to the
circuit: The first generates in-
terrupts (forcing the COSMAC
to branch to its interrupt ser-
vice routine, which accumu-
lates time); the second part
acts as an output device to con-
trol the power to the resistors.

To generate interrupts, a 60
Hz siqnal is taken off the
power-supply transformer and
fed into a CD4050buffer with a

The simplest source of heat, feedback resistor, This acts as
known to all electronics experi- a Schmitt trigger and converts
menters, is a resistor, A 10
Ohm, 2 Watt power resistor
wired directly to the thermo-
stat's metal plate serves to turn
our heat off when power is ap-
plled, When the resistor is not
powered, the thermostat re-
sponds normally to room tem-
peratures, switching on or off

the sinusoidal ac into a square
wave, (ASchmitt trigger is a de-
vice that turns on at a certain
voltage and turns off at a lower
voltage, The area between the
two voltages is termed hyster-
esis, Schmitt triggers are used
primarily to square up sloping
wavetorrns.) The output of the
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No . exit
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Fig, 2, The heat-control system software,
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Schmitt trigger is fed into the
interrupt flip-flop (% CD4013),
and brings the INT line high un-
til the COSMAC acknowledges
the interrupt.

The rest of the hardware is
devoted to controlling the
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Fig. 3. Flowchart for thermostat control routines.

tors into the base of power tran-
sistors, causing the transistors
to switch on. One side of each
power resistor is connected to
a transistor's collector, and the
other side is attached to a 5 volt
line.

The Elf's power supply was
not hefty enough to control
more than two or three transis-
tors, so we attached a simple,
unregulated 6 volt supply to
supplement the resistors.

a seven-day schedule of events
so that given day-of-week and
time-of-day information, the
computer can decide whether
or not to power the thermostat
interfaces. Our storage limit
was 256 bytes.

In order to decipher day-of-
week and time-of-day informa-
tion, the computer must have
its own mechanism for calcu-
lating or accumulating the
passage of time. We originally
planned to use software loops
for timing but, after days of ex-
perimentation, could not
achieve the accuracy needed

The Software

The heat-control program re-
quirements were simple: devise

Each power resistor is mounted directly on the
thermostat. Heat-sink compound was used to
assure a good thermal connection.

for real-time control.
To attain that level of

accuracy, each side of all
branches must have equal ex-
ecution times, and the com-
puter's timing crystal must be
trimmed to a frequency that is a
divisor of one second, a job that
requires test equipment and a
great deal of patience, neither
of which we had. A 60-cycle ac
line works just as well, if not
better.

A simple divide-by-four cir-
cuit that brings the line down to
15 Hz is connected to the
COSMAC's interrupt line. The
interrupt-service routine
counts fifteen interrupts for
each second, and 360 seconds
for each six-minute interval.

Because we chose to ac-
cumulate time in a one-byte
area to conserve storage, we
were limited to six-minute inter-
vals with which to build a daily
schedule of events. The 1440
minutes of one day, divided by
256 (or hex FF, the maximum
content of one byte), calculates
to an interval slightly under six
minutes. We rounded to six
minutes and numbered the in-
tervals in each day from hex 00
to hex FO where hex 00 is mid-
night.

An in-memory table keeps
the heat-control schedule.

The power resistor is completely hidden by the
plastic cover of the thermostat.
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Each entry in the table consists
of three bytes. The first byte
contains the dispatching time,
that is, the time at which a
change in the heating is to
occur.
The secorid byte in the table

contains the instructions for
each thermostat for that par-
ticular time. Each bit in this
byte corresponds to a different
room. If the bit is on, the power
resistor for that room will heat
up, and the heat will go off. If
the bit is off, the heat will go on.
The third byte in the table is
similar to the first byte except
that it is used for the weekend,
rather than the weekday.
The program logic is simple.

Each entry in the table is com-
pared to the time-of-day infor-
mation, which is kept in one of
COSMAC's 16 general-purpose
registers and updated by the in-
terrupt-service routine. If the
time of day matches the entry,
the day-of-week register, also
maintained by the interrupt-
service routine, is examined. If
it is a weekday, the second byte
of the table entry is output.
Otherwise, the third byte, the
weekend byte, is output. The
program continuously scans

r-------,
I I
I HAVE 15 L
I INTERRUPTS t---

L~~~R~~~_J
NO

Fig. 4. Flowchart for interrupt
routine.



the table in a loop.

Conclusion

The final justification for a
computerized heat-control sys-
tem should be the realization of
electric-bill savings. But so far,
our satisfaction with our sys-
tem has been mostly psycho-
logical. The Elf heating system
is our first horne-cornputlnq ap-
plication and we couldn't be
happier, although calculating
exact savings on our bill has
been difficult. Our 1978 heating
bill showed a 25 percent drop in
kilowatt-hour usage compared
to the same period in 1977, but
the winter of '77 was colder
than that of '78.

The computer turns on the
heat an hour before we get out
of bed, turns it off while we are
away at work, turns it back on
an hour before we get home
and off again when we go to
bed. No longer is it a cold shock
to push the blankets aside in
the morning and climb out of
bed.

When we come home from
work in the evening, the kitchen
is warm and inviting, and as we
cook dinner, our den is being
heated. While our various pets
and houseplants may shiver a
bit during the day when the
heat is off and we are away, we
are warmer now at a lesser
cost..

Pet®Games
1) WORLD'S BESTSTAR-TREK! $12.95

Klingonli! Phasors [forward and rear)! Torps!
Baaes! Stars I Hyperspace! Sensors! Thrills!
Chills! VICTORY! Defeat! Goad01' Scotty!
••••• A Real-Time Real-Physics Game! •••••

2) BEATTHEMARKETI 512.95
Parlay your stake into a million! Go wild with
your credit card! Sell short! Stick it in the bank!
Mideast war! Banks fail!! GoBANKRUPT!

3) Arcsd.styleBLOCKADE! 512.95
Exciting Real-tima action for two players! The
Famous Scientific American LIFE! BEAUTIFUL!
Uses the PETto its fullest advantage! Includes
super-convenient EDITORI
BOUNCEI A Real-time missile deflection game
for ana or [altarnating) two_

All of the above came with QUEENIE!, Modified
[they breed like rabbits) KINGDOM, GIRL-KICKING-
CATI! and Real-time PATTERNS!

GETTHEWHOLEKABOODLEON TWO
CASSETTESFOR524.95

"-~DADJSl-"
RELIABLE SOFTWARE '" 041

1614 NORMAN WAY MADISON WI. 53705
SATISFACTIONORYOURMONEY BACK!

sav~mere than 20'/0 !
NORTH STAR HORIZON
The smartest computer at the smartest price.
Horizon-1 kit, list $1599. $1279

Assembled & tested, list $1899. $1519
Horizon-2 (2 drives) kit, list $1999 ..... $1599

Assembled & tested, list $2349. . $1879
Datapoint Terminal, list $814. $650
Printec-1OO-cpsPrinter, 15" paper, 100 characters
per second, tractor feed, interfaced for North
Star, list over $3000 . . $1500
Yes, you can get a complete North Star business
system for only $3429
plus shipping.
2 interconnecting cables. . . . $50

or free schematic to make your own for less
than $10 worth of material. NC res add 4% tax.

We have business software, too. These printers
do IBM quality work. Only 60 available, so hurry.
You can make money with this complete
business system. Sample printout, SASE.

AMERICAN
SQUARE

CQM~UTERS ",A66

The entire system is mounted in the laundry room. The excellent
resistance to power-supply problems exhibited by CMOS devices
is illustrated by the computer's being plugged into the same outlet
as the washing machine,

PARENTS AND TEAC!:IERS let your PET do t he
instructing on any subject.

i·aves can use the PE1(no programming knowledge
necessary). to instruct the children. You can
study these pr-ogr-ams while Laar-n l ng da t.a r i res .

COMPUTER TUTOR
CASSE·l'TE CONTAINS:

(1) All-Purpose TUTOR pr'og ram

(2) Auto-Promptlng !:ntr:y Dat.a pro5.l:ar::r

(3) sample qul z on Dat'l Tape

Dccumena t.Lcn , lvoz-ks hee t , Lk s t.Lng

Menu se Lec t fcn of up to rour subject display
pages and 26 multlple choice questions. All
ln upper and lower case. Requires 3K PET

COfolPUTER TUTOR 9 .95
2 programs & data
file on cass e t t ee postpaid

KIVETT DR -JAMESTOWN NC 27282
L-----(919) 883-1105 ...J

* COMPUTERTUTOR1s a product of B

***
f----' »e::::=:x~"

Dr. Daley
PRESENTS

~

n The~~e~ list
U has over 60

~

different tapes.
Write for it or
ask your PET

~

dealer if he has ~
DR. DALEY'S

Software

~

425 Grove Ave. ~
Berrien Springs, MI
Ph. (616) 471-5514 ",043

Sun. to Thurs. noon to 9 PM eastern time

the finest in
software for

;/ Reader Service-see page 179

TRS-80 SOFTWARE
SORT I-In-memory numeric only sort, 4K Level I BASIC
* Handles multi-field records * Sorts on 2 fields * Ascending
or descending seq. * Can be used as subr. * On tape
wi documentation $9.95.

SORT II-In-memory alphanumeric sort. 16K Level II
BASIC * Handles KB, Tape, and/or Video 110 * Sorts on up
to 5 fields * Ascending or descending seq." Handles variable
length records * On tape wi documentation $19.95.

BLACKJACK SIMULATOR-4K Level I or 16K Level II
BASIC program allows you with a min. knowledge of
BASIC to write simple routines to test or develop your
"svstem" to beat BJ. Simulator plays thousands of hands ofBi and keeps vV/L statistics. Package includes statistical
summary program to analyze data. On tape w/documenta-
tion $19.95.

(~theast~ICROWARE)
BOX 6153, ",N16

SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13217

RADIO SHACK/TRS-80
16K MEMORY PACKAGE

This package includes all that is neces-
sary for a very easy expansion of the
memory 4K to 16K bytes. All you have
to do simply is: take the 4K Chips
out and plug in new chips in the same
sockets. No soldering! Simple, easy-to-
follow instructions! User-tested, Kit con-
tains eight 250nS Dynamic RAM Chips,
2 plug-in DIP Shunts and a complete
set of instructions. Expansion Unit Own-
ers can fill empty sockets with 16K
or 32K RAM. It is easy! It is fun! It is
a smart way to save money!

No. 786-R 16K RAM Package $129.95
No. 786-Z 32K RAM Package $238.50

DELTRONIKS~ ",28

P. 0, Box 29363 :::=:
Atlanta Ga 30359

~ (404) 458-4690 --'
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David Price
3901 Victoria Lane
Midlothian VA 23113

Music, Maestro!

In music, the letters A and D designate notes on the scale; a signifies a measure of a note's
duration. The ADa is a computer-controlled synthesizer system from ALF Products.

Imagine this scenario: You
have just arrived home from

work. Immediately after eating
dinner, you run to your com-
puter and load a rather hefty
program into it. You then
switch on a second peripher-
al-a computer controlled syn-
thesizer that has been inter-
faced with your system.

You start the program run-
ning. Suddenly, a nearby speak-

er comes to life, rendinq the
ether with your electronic ver-
sion of Beethoven's Symphony
NO.4.
Ah, yes-the Glorious Fourth.

Where there used to be strings
and reeds, there are now DACs,
oscillators and filters; but the
music itself remains the same.
The myriad waveforms rise and
subside, creating a virtuoso
performance.
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You have spent weeks work-
ing on this piece, writing and re-
writing, until each rhythm line,
each individual timbre blends
perfectly with the others to
form a harmonious whole.

You plan to make a tape of it
for posterity, and someday per-
haps you will cut your first LP.
After that, who knows? Maybe
you'll go on a concert tour, play-
ing to throngs of devoted fans.

But now, you are simply
going to sit back and listen-
and enjoy.

General
What exactly was that sec-

ond peripheral? Does it evenex-
ist? It does indeed: It is the ALF
AD8, a powerful new synthesiz-
er system designed to be con-
trolled directly by a computer.

Most conventional instru-
ments generate sound through
mechanical means, such as air
passing through a tube or a
string being plucked. Synthe-
sizers (such as the AD8)are en-
dowed with incredible versatil-
ity because they consist entire-
ly of electronic circuitry, which
is more readily controllable
than a mechanical device.

Applications
Basically, you can use the

AD8 anywhere you would use
any other synthesizer. I would
like to suggel>tthe following as
possible applications.

Composition. Many compos-
ers (and would-be composers)
do not actually play an instru-
ment; a device such as the AD8
would virtually put an entire or-
chestra at their disposal. And

unlike conventional instru-
ments, which take years to
master, an AD8-based com-
puter synthesis system is rel-
atively easy to learn to
program.

Exactly how long does it take
to orchestrate a piece of
music? Philip Tubb, president
of ALF, says, "Our tests show
that a typical song (after a little
practice) can be taken from
sheet music and turned into a
perfected song in about an
hour per minute of real-time
playing; and this includes
debugging."

Various tools are available
with which to ease this pro-
cess. In particular, current AD8
software (all of which is
8080-based) includes several
loaders, drivers and a
relocating assembler. Also
planned are a high-level
language designed to facilitate
the creation of computer music
and a library of songs.

Another area of interest is
computerized composition. A
great deal of work has already
been dorie in this field (the
famed Illiac IV pieces are the
first that come to mind), but I do
not propose to show how these
efforts might be applied to
microcomputers. Nevertheless,
it is an interesting thought.

Live performance. One par-
ticular difficulty with onstage
synthesizers is the problem of
changing the sound parame-
ters. Patch cords, matrix
switches, punched cards and
similar controls take time to
change. By connecting an
organ keyboard and several
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Fig. 1. AD8 control board block diagram.

controls to your external com-
puter system, you can use the
normal playing method. The
controls can still be used to
alter sound parameters as on a
regular synthesizer. For signifi-
cant changes in the sound
characteristics, where normal-
ly all parameters would have to
be changed with time-consum-
ing adjustments, the computer
can change all parameters to
preprogrammed settings. Any
or all adjustments can be
changed instantly.

For example, one rotary con-
trol can be used to select the

Or, have the computer playing
the notes while you adjust the
sound parameters live. You can
have more than one channel
playing the notes you press,
with each channel having a dif-
ferent waveform (to sound like
different instruments) or some
delayed for an echo or reverb
effect. The speed of the com-
puter allows endless variations
of control.

Studio recording. Although
synthesizers have found great
success in live performance,
they are infinitely more com-
fortable within the realm of the

different sounds needed recording studio. This is be-
throughout a performance. By
simply changing that one con-
trol, the computer can change
as many parameters as
necessary to shift from the pre-
vious sound to the new one_
This can even be done between
notes in a song. You can also
make the simple changes man-
ually as you go, just as you
would on any synthesizer.

The AD8 with all eight syn-
thesis boards is essentially
eight separate synthesizers,
each with its own set of sound
parameters, including wave-
form and envelope. A couple of
channels (synthesis boards,
each of which is monophonic)
could do a preprogrammed
background (either a single
repeating note sequence or a
whole melody with no repeats,
entered in advance by playing it
on the keyboard) while you use
the other channels for live per-
formance with the keyboard.

cause conventional syn-
thesizers are monophonic
devices, and hence can only
produce polyphonic music
through sound-on-sound and
multitrack recording techniques.

The AD8 overcomes this lim-
itation because its octophonic
capabilities allow the piece to
be recorded in stereo immedi-
ately after being proqrarnrned.
And the two-waveform-mem-
ories-per-board feature makes
it possible to simulate an in-
finite number of tracks, as long
as no more than eight are
played simultaneously.

Because the AD8 is based on
a modular, cornputer-llka bus,
the hobbyist user can start with
a minimum configuration and
expand incrementally from
there until he finally has an in-
strument comparable to one of
those mammoth "studio" syn-
thesizers.

The basic system consists of

Photo 1. Control board. Large ICs are the 6502microprocessor and
6820 I/O port.

four components: a controller
board, a power supply, a back-
plane board and one or more
synthesis boards.

functions; the other connects
to the phono jacks on the rear
panel, providing right- and left-
channel stereo outputs.

Provisions are made for an
orderly power-up sequence.
Upon power-up (or whenever
the Reset switch is depressed),
a signal is sent to all boards via
bus line POC (Power-On Clear).
Then the microprocessor sends
initialization parameters to all
devices. The reset function can
also be activated from the host
computer. Along with RESET,
the computer can also issue
the following commands to the

Controller Board

The AD8 controller board
(see Fig. 1 and Photo 1) handles
all communications with the
host computer. It uses an on-
board MOS Technology 6502
microprocessor with 128 bytes
of RAM and 1536 bytes (1.5K) of
PROM.

Two Molex KK-100 connec-
tors are utilized. One of them
acommodates the front-panel

ALF Products, Inc. (AD8 synthesizers)
128 South Taft
Lakewood CO 80228
PAIA Electronics, Inc. (Low-cost synthesizer kits)
1020 West Wilshire Blvd.
Oklahoma City OK 73116
Aries, Inc. (Aries System 300 synthesizer)
119 Foster St.
Peabody MA 01960
Electronic Music Laboratories, Inc. (Electrocomp synthesizers)
PO Box H
Vernon CT 06066
ARP Instruments, Inc. (ARP synthesizers)
320 Needham St.
Newton MA 02164
Moog MUSic, lnc. (Moog synthesizers)
PO Box 131
Williamsville NY 14221
Computer Music Journal
clo People's Computer Company
Box E
Menlo Park CA 94025
Eteotronotes Magazine
203 Snyder Hill Road
Ithaca NY 01960

Table 1. Addresses worth having.
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Photo 2. Synthesis Board. Portion to the right of bottom edge con-
nector is the analog section (note the many resistors and other
discrete components in this section), which is separated from the
digital section (to the left) by a ground trace on the circuit side of
the board (not shown). Top octave note bus is at top left; AD8 Bus
at bottom. Small Molex connectors at top are used for options
and connection to accessories or external synthesizers.

controller:
MASTER CLOCK. Sets the

number of clock cycles to
count before issuing an inter-
rupt to the computer.

SWITCHES/STEP.Allows the
front-panel switches to be read.
Also allows a specified number
of steps to be executed (similar
to a "single-step" mode).

MEMORY. Allows a byte of
the 6502's memory to be read or
written.

DISPLAY. Allows a function
being monitored on any of the
three front-panel displays to be
modified.

TIMING. Used with the SE·
QUENCE command.

SEQUENCE. Indicates the
memory address (for the 6502)
where a set of commands is
stored. These commands will
be executed after the number
of clock cycles specified by the
TIMING command.

JUMP. Causes the 6502 to
jump to the specified address.

ADDRESS. Specifies the

Fig.2a.

NOISE~

~W
Fig.2b.
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memory address to be ac-
cessed by the MEMORY com-
mand.

AUX IN

MOVE.Copies one waveform
memory onto another.

MODE. Allows LOW-PASS
FILTER andlor CYCLE com-
mands to be generated auto-
matically upon receipt of a
PITCH command.

In addition to processing
commands from the computer,
the controller also scans ac-
cessories. Commands can be
issued by any accessory con-
nected to the AD8 bus, and they
will be treated as if they were
sent by the computer itself.

Synthesis B9ard
The AD8 synthesis board

(see Fig. 2 and Photo 2) has a
range of 96 notes (eight oc-
taves). It allows complete soft-
ware control over pitch, vol-
ume, attack, decay, sustain,
waveform, stereo location and
low-pass filtering.
The AD8 can handle up to

eight synthesis boards. Since
each board is capable of pro-
ducing one tone at a time, an

STROBE ---

DATA ---

14/
_________________________ J !
_________________________ J

Fig. 2. AD8 synthesis board block diagram.

eight-board system is actually
an octophonic synthesizer.
(Photo 3 shows a complete
eight-board system.)

Each synthesis board con-
tains two waveform memories.
Each memory contains 64
bytes that define one cycle of
the waveform. The user defines
the wave by specifying the
amplitude of the wave (on a
scale from 0 to 255)at 64evenly
spaced points.

Why two waveform mem-
ories? Well, suppose you had a
square wave stored and you
wanted to switch to a sine wave
in midstream (as in Fig. 2a).
With two memories, you could
do this by programming them
with a square wave and a sine
wave, respectively, and then
changing the WAVEFORM SE-
LECT value (see below). If you
had only one memory, you
would have to reprogram the
waveform as it was being
played (see Fig. 2b).

Using the controller-board

STROBE----,
I

---, I
I I
I I

ADDRESS DATA

.. !!
I I ~ I
PROGRAM

--~
_"'-.., PLAY 8

WAVEFORM
GENERATOR
RAM

RIGHT AUDIO

LEFT AUDIO

- SINGLE ---+

~ MULTIPLE
--- •....••>
----./

AUDIO CONTROL
LINES LINES



frequency outputs, the synthe-
sis board has a frequency
range from about 27 Hz to 6600
Hz. This is equivalent to the
pitch range of a standard
piano. There are 96 notes, all
equally tempered and tuned to
A = 440. The ADB provides an
additional eight notes beyond
the highest of a piano, however.
By defining more than one cy-
cle in memory, even higher fre-
quencies can be produced (al-
beit with decreased waveform
accuracy).

The following synthesis
board commands are available.

VOLUME. Selected on a
scale from 0 to 255.

LOCATION. Two bits of
stereo location control allow
the tone to be output on either,
neither or both stereo channels.

PITCH. One bit selects "rest"
or "play" mode. Three bits
select the octave, and four bits
select one of 16 frequency in-
puts. The controller board pro-
vides only 12frequencies, since
there are normally only 12
notes per octave. The remain-
ing four can be supplied by the
user, if desired.

AITACK, DECAY, SUSTAIN
and CYCLE (see Fig. 3). Upon
receipt of the CYCLE com-
mand, the loudness of the tone
is set to zero and raised to the
VOLUME level at the rate speci-
fied by the ATTACK value.
Then, it is lowered to the SUS-
TAIN level at the rate specified
by the DECAY value. An addi-
tional factor in defining the
envelope is the "release" value.
This is the rate at which the
loudness is decreased from the

sustain level back to zero. If a
release value is desired,
another phase must be added:
After completion of the normal
ADS cycle, the decay rate is
reset to the desired release
rate, and the sustain value is
reset to zero. 256 different at-
tack rates are available, rang-
ing from 4 ms to 1.3 seconds.
The sustain level is specified as
a percentage of the volume
level on a scale from 0 to 255.
There are also 256 different
decay values, ranging from 3
ms to 7.B seconds.

LOW-PASS FILTER. The low-
pass filter reduces the loud-
ness of frequencies higher than
a specified level (see Fig. 4).
The user may select from 16cut-
off frequencies. The MODE con-
troller command allows a new
low-pass-filter value to be set
automatically as the pitch is
changed. The filter used in the
ADB is a two-pole Butterworth.

WAVEFORM SELECT. Se-
lects which of the two mem-
ories will be "active" (the one
used to produce the tone).

The audio output of the syn-
thesis board is sent to a Molex
KK-100 connector at the top of
the board, where it is normally
jumpered to another line on the
same connector. From there, it
runs through the stereo loca-
tion circuitry, and is then rout-
ed to the phono jacks on the
rear panel.

The jumper may be removed
from the connector, allowing
the user to intercept the signal
and send it to an accessory de-
vice, such as an external
(Moog-type) synthesizer.

Fig. 3. The ABCOs of AOSR. (A) At the beginning of the note, the
loudness of the tone rises to the volume level at the rate specified
by the attack value. (B) The loudness then falls to the sustain level
at the rate specified by the decay value. (C) Loudness remains at
the sustain level. (D) The sustain level is reset to zero, and the
decay rate is reset to the desired release rate. Loudness falls from
the old sustain level to zero at the rate specified by the new decay
(i.e., release) value.

Photo 3. A08 full system with control board, eight synthesis
boards, and backplane board. (Shown in prototype S-100 card
frame.)

Interface
The ADB and the host com-

puter communicate via a spe-
cial 10-bit interface, christened
SIMP (Standard Interface for
Micro-Peripherals). Eight of the
ten lines are used to transmit
the byte-sized data word; the re-
maining two bits indicate
which "channel" is being
utilized.

There are four channels: the
function channel, the wave-
form channel, the request
channel and the data channel.
When a byte is transmitted to
the function, waveform or re-
quest channel, the controller
stores that value as the Current
Process 10.
ADB commands are encoded

in the form XXY (octal), where
XX is the command code, andl
is the synthesis board whose
parameters are being ac-
cessed. For example, to reset
the volume level of board #2,
the computer would first send a
102, to the function channel.
This would indicate volume
(10..':0and board #2 (XX2). The
value 102, would then become
the Current Process 10.

When a byte is transmitted to
the data channel, that byte is
treated as a parameter for the
Current Process 10 (in this
case, the data byte would in-
dicate the new volume level for
board #2).

The waveform channel is
used to indicate the waveform

CUTOFF
AMPLITUDE FREQUENCY

I
I
I
I
I
I
I___ •.__ .1.. _
i FREOUENCY
I RESPONSE
I

o

Fig. 4. A low-pass filter passes
any frequency lower than the
cutoff frequency. Frequencies
higher than the cutoff frequen-
cy are reduced proportionally in
amplitude.

memory element to be sent
next over the data channel. An
auto-increment feature allows
consecutive elements to be
transmitted after specifying
only the first address.

The request channel allows
the computer to interrogate the
ADB. For example, sending a
102, over the request channel
would cause the ADB to return
the current volume value of
board #2 over the data channel.

An S-100-compatible SIMP
interface is available from ALF.
If yours is not an S-100 main-
frame, a home-brew SIMP inter-
face can be constructed from a
pair of M6B20s (details avail-
able from ALF). The 25 SIMP
lines are defined as follows:

100-107: Eight lines from the
ADB to the computer. 100 is the
least significant bit (LSB).

ICO-IC1:Two lines that define
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the channel number of the in-
put byte. ICOis the LSB.

IDA: Pulled low by the ADS
when input data is present, and
returned to its normal (high)
state after a negative transition
of lAC.

lAC: A negative transition is
created by the computer to indi-
cate that the input data has
been received.
The following lines are iden-

tical to thei r cou nterparts
above, except that data flows
.from the computer to the ADS:

000-007
OCO-OC1
ODA
OAC

The twenty-fifth line is
GROUND.

Lines IDA, lAC, ODA and
OAC above are used to provide
readylbusy signals. IDA indi-
cates that input is present. lAC
indicates that the input has
been received (by the compu-
ter). ODA indicates that output
is present. OAC indicates that
the output has been received
(by the AD8).

SIMP connects to the AD8
controller board via the DB-25P
connector on the rear panel.
The maximum recommended
cable length is three meters.
Since the ADSunit is generally
positioned directly beside the
host computer, however, this
shouldn't be of any conse-
quence to most users.

Configuration

The AD8 backplane board is
designed to accommodate up
to 14 individual boards. It is
similar to the 5-100 backplane
in that it uses two rows of
50-conductor connectors, with
.125 inch spacing, for a total of
100 lines.
At the front of the board, con-

nections are provided for the
front panel. Provisions are
made on the rear for running
cables to an additional back-
plane. Extender backplanes
provide only 13 slots, however,
because one slot is occupied
by a driver board.

Each backplane has its own
power supply. Power connec-
tions to the backplane board
are through Molex KK-156con-
nectors. A six-conductor con-
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Photo 4. S-100 memory board. Shown in 5-1-1 backplane board.
Allows standard S-100 memories (with no wait states) to be used
for waveform and routine storage. Shown with Imsai 4K memory
board.

nector allows a maximum of 28
Amps at + 8 V, and four Amps
at + 16 V and -16 V. A seven-
conductor connector provides
six conductors for ground and
one conductor for a 120 Hz
clock input from the secondary
of the + 8 V transformer.

It is possible to use 5-100
memory boards with the AD8
bus by plugging a special
adapter into the backplane
(Photo 4) and then plugging the
board itself into the adapter.
(Warning: The memories must
have no wait states.)

Two front panel options, a
blank front panel or a full front
panel, are available. The blank
front panel contains only two
switches: Power and Reset.
The full front panel includes
both of these, plus the following:

Run/Step. Allows the music
to be run through a predeter-
mined number of steps at a

time.
Rate. Allows the rate to be

varied from as slow as one-
fourth to as fast as quadruple
the normal rate.

Mixing. An eight-channel
mixer. Allows the volume of
each channel to be individually
adjusted.

Display. Selects the parame-
ters to be monitored by the
three status displays.

Disable. Allows the Reset,
Rate, or RunlStep switches to
be disabled.
The full front panel also pro-

vides the following indicators:
Power-On Clear. Also in-

dicates a Reset operation.
Disable. Indicates that the

Reset, Rate, and RunlStep
switches have been disabled.

Output. Monitors the output of
the eight synthesizerchannels.

Status Displays (3).Each has
eight data LEOs and one LED

Fig. 5. Standard system configuration.

that flashes when the data is
updated.
The AD8 does not contain its

own amplifier. Instead, the
audio outputs from the phono
jacks should be connected to
the user's stereo system.

Hobbyist System

Up to this point, I have been
describing the "professional"
version of the AD8 (shown in
Fig. 5 and Photo 3). However,
there is also a substantially
less expensive hobbyist-orient-
ed AD8system. No quality com-
promises are made in the hob-
byist version. There are no dif-
ferences in terms of perfor-
mance, either; in fact, the syn-
thesis board is identical in both
systems (with not-worth-men-
tioning minor differences).

The hobbyist system differs
from the professional system in
the following respects:

1. SIMP is not used. Instead,
the controller board is inserted
directly into a slot of the S-100
bus. It is addressed as a 2K
memory, and controlled by the
computer through this memory.
Any 2K boundary may be used
(switch-selectable).

2. It does not have its own
power supply. Instead, it uses
the computer's.

3. It does not use a back-
plane; the boards are con-
nected by ribbon cables.

4. It is not compatible with
the standard AD8 bus. It uses,
instead, two separate buses:
the AD8 Micro-Bus and the
Note bus.

5. If the host computer uses a
2 MHzclock and brings this sig-
nal out through line 49 (CLOCK),
then the top octave generator
can be driven directly by it.
Otherwise, the user must pur-
chase the crystal oscillator op-
tion.
6. Accessory devices cannot

issue commands.
7. Although functionally

identical, the synthesis board
is slightly different internally
from that of the professional
system.

Coda

Now that you know that sec-
ond peripheral exists, the com-
puter-composition scenario
could become a reality .•



Special
Introductory

Price:$395

TRS-80
Read thisad
andsave
over
$100!

Introducing the
Vista vaoMini Disk System
o 23% MORE STORAGE CAPACITY - Increases your usable storage capac-

ity 23% from 55,000 to 67,800 bytes on drive one.
o FASTER DRIVE - Electronically equal to the TRS-80 Mini-Disk System, but

up to 8 times faster (Track-to-track access in 5ms for the V80 versus 40ms
for TRS-80).

o DOES NOT VOID TRS·80 WARRANTY - V80 also has gO-day warranty.
o HERE'S WHAT YOU GET:

Minifloppy disk drive/Power Supply/Regulator board/Compact case
o DOUBLE DENSITY FOR DOUBLE STORAGE - The V80 will work with the

Vista double-density expansion unit when available.
o SHIPPED TO YOU READY TO RUN - Simply take it out of the box, plug it

in and you're ready to run.
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Please send me V80 unit(s). @ $395.
This is my: 0 1st 0 2nd 0 3rd 0 4th disk drive. (If this is your 1st drive, you need a connecting cable at $29.95.)
Check here for cable: 0
(In California, add 6 % sales tax.)

I've enclosed: 0 Check 0 Money Order
Please charge to: 0 Master Charge 0 Visa Card No. _

Card Expiration Date Signature _
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Address ~ _
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Adrian R. Thornton
6404 Overton Rd.
Louisville KY 40228

Madam Dupre's
House of the Zodiac

"What's your sign?" Are you tired of hearing that
inane question posed everywhere you go? Try spring-
ing this "horoscope" on the next person who asks.

fWN

WELCOME TO MADAM DUPRE'S 'HOUSE OF THE ZODIAC'
TELL ME YOUR DIRTHDAY AND I WILL PRESENT YOUR HOROSCOPE
ENTER YOUR BIRTH MONTH AND DAY AS 4 DIGITS (MMDD): 0912

YOU R S I G N I S
VJf~GD

YOU ARE THE LOGICAL TYPE AND HATE DISORDER. THIS NITPICKING IS
SICKENING TO YOUR FRIENDS. YOU ARE COLD AND UNEMOTIONAL AND
SOMETIMES EALL ASLEEP WHILE MAKING LOVE. VIRGOS MAKE GOOD BUS
DF~IVEF<S •
END AT LINE 8040
*
fWN

WELCOME TO MADAM DUPRE'S 'HOUSE OE THE ZODIAC'
TELL ME YOUR BIRTHDAY AND I WILL PRESENT YOUR HOROSCOPE
ENTER YOUR BIRTH MONTH AND DAY AS 4 DIGITS (MMDD): 1228

YOU R S I G N I S
CAP R I COR N

YOU ARE CONSERVATIVE AND AFRAID OF TAKING RISKS. YOU DON'T
DO MUCH OF ANYTHING AND ARE LAZY. THERE HAS NEVER BEEN A
CAPRICORN OF ANY IMPORTANCE. CAPRICORNS SHOULD AVOID STANDING
STILL TOO LONG AS THEY TEND TO TAKE ROOT AND DEeOME TREES.
END AT LINE 12040
*

Sample runs.
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Every third person you meet
seems to want to know

your "sign" and, whether re-
quested to or not, proceeds to
tell you what kind of person you
are and why you both are or are
not compatible.

Having the following pro-
gram you can just smile, lead
himlher to your terminal and let
Madam Dupre determine your
friend's horoscope. Based on
the user's birth date, the pro-
gram generates a humorous,
sarcastic and surprisingly ac-
curate horoscope appropriate
to the user's "sign."

The program itself is simple
and concise. The idea is based
on a clever spoof of horo-
scopes whose author(s) I have
been unable to determine but
gladly give credit to for inspiring
this program.

The program was written on
a Heathkit H8 computer with
16K of memory using Heath's
Extended Benton Harbor Cas-
sette BASIC.•



00010
00020
00030
00040
00050
00060
00070
00080
00090
00100
00110
001.20
00130
00140
00150
00160
00170
00180
00190
00200
00210
()O220
00230
00240
00250
()0260
0()270
()O280
00290
00:100
()O:l:I.O
00320
00330
00340
00350
00360
00370
00380
()0390
00400
00410
00420
00970
009BO
()0990
01000
OlOI0
01020
01030
01040
01()70
01080
01090
02000
02010
02020
02030
02040
02050
02970
0;!980
02990
03000
03010
03020
03030
03040
0:5970
03980
03990

I
./>.
CD

REM ***************************** HOROSCOPE *******************************REM
REM ADAPTED TO BASIC BY ADRIAN R, THORNTON -- AUG" 1978
REM
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
REM
PRINT :PRINT 'WELCOME TO MADAM DUPRE'S 'HOUSE OF THE ZODIAC"
PRINT 'TELL ME YOUR BIRTHDAY AND I WILL PRESENT YOUR HOROSCOPE'
PRINT :INPUT 'ENTER YOUR BIRTH MONTH AND DAY AS 4 DIGITS (MMDD): ';8
REM
IF B(0101 OR B)1231 THEN PRINT 'INVALID DATE ENTRY, TRY AGAIN,':GoTo 150
IF B(0120 THEN S=12:GoSUB 340:GoTo 12000
IF 8(0219 THEN S=I:GoSUB 340:GoTo 1000
IF B(0321 THEN S=2:GoSUB 340:GOTO 2()00
IF 8(0420 THEN S-3:GoSUB 340:GoTO 3000
IF B(0521 THEN S=4:GOSUB 340:GoTO 4000
IF B(0621 THEN S=S:GOSUB 340:GOTO 5000
IF B(0723 THEN S=6:GOSUB 340:GOTO 6000
IF B(0823 THEN S-7:GoSUB 340:GoTO 7000
IF B(0923 THEN S-8:GOSUB 340:GOTO 8000
IF B(1023 THEN S=9:GOSUB 340:GOTO 90()0
IF B(1122 THEN S-10:GOSU8 340:00TO 1000()
IF 8<1222 THEN 5-1.1IG05UB 340lGOTO 110()()
S-12:GOSUB 340:GOTO 12000
f'EM
REM PRINT PLAYER'S SIGN SUBROUTINE
REM
PRINT :F'RINT
FOR 1=1 TO S
READ SII:READ S2.
NEXT I
PRINT TAB(19);'Y 0 U R S I G N I S'
PRINT TAB«80-LEN(SI'»/2-9);Sl'
PRINT TAB«BO-LEN(S2'»/2-9);S21
PRINT
RETURN
REM

04000 PIUNT 'YOU ARE PRACTICAL AND PERSISTENT, YOU HAVE A DoGOED DETERMINATION'
04010 PRINT 'AND WORK LIKE HELL, MOST PEOPLE THINK YOU ARE STUBBORN AND BulL'
04020 PRINT 'HEADED, YOU ARE A COMMUNIST,'
04030 PRINT
04040 END
04970 '<EM
04980 REM GEMINI SUBROUTINE
()4990 REM
05000 PRINT 'YOU ARE A QUICK AND INTELLIGENT ~HINKER, PEOPLE LIKE YOU'
05010 PRINT 'BECAUSE YOU ARE BISEXUAL, HOWEVER. YOU ARE INCLINED TO EXPECT'
05020 PRINT 'TOO MUCH FOR TOO LITTLE, THIS MEANS YOU ARE CHEAP, GEMINIS ARE'
05030 PRINT "KNOWN FOR COMMITTING INCEST,'
05040 END
0,;970 "EM
05980 REM CANCER SUB"OUTINE
0~'990 REM
06000 PRINT 'YOU ARE SYMPATHETIC AND UNDERSTANDING OF OTHER PEOPLE'S PROBLEMS,'
06010 PRINT 'THEY THINK YOU ARE A SUCKER, YOU ARE ALWAYS PUTTING THINGS OFF,'
06020 PRINT 'THAT'S WHY YOU'LL NEVER MAKE ANYTHING OF YOURSELF, MOST WELFARE'
06030 PRINT 'RECIPIENTS ARE CANCER PEOPLE,'
06040 END
06970 REM
06980 REM LEO SUBROUTINE
()6990 REM
07000 PRINT 'YOU CONSIDER YOURSD_F A BORN LEADER, OTHERS THINK YOU ARE PUSHY,'
07010 PRINT ~MOST LEO PEOPLE ARE BULLIES. YOU ARE VAIN AND DISLIKE HONEST-
07020 PRINT 'CRITICISM, YOUR ARROGANCE IS DISGUSTING, LEO PEOPLE ARE KNOWN'
07030 PRINT 'THIEVES,'
07040 END
07970 f~Ef"1
07980 REM VIRGO SUBROUTINE
07990 F!EM
08000 PRINT "YOU ARE THE LOGICAL TYPE AND HATE DISORDER, THIS NITPICKING IS'
08010 PRINT "SICKENING TO YOUR FRIENDS, YOU ARE COLD AND UNEMOTIONAL AND'
08020 PRINT 'SOMETIMES FALL ASLEEP WHILE MAKING LOVE, VIRGOS MAKE GOOD BUS'
08030 PRINT 'DRIVERS,'
08040 END
08970 REM
08980 REM LIBRA SUBROUTINE
08990 REM
09000 PRINT 'YOU ARE THE ARTISTIC TYPE AND HAVE A DIFFICULT TIME WITH REALITY,'
09010 PRINT 'IF YOU ARE A MAN YOU MORE THAN LIKELY ARE QWEER, CHANCES FOR'
09020 PRINT "EMPLOYMENT AND MONETARY GAINS ARE EXCELLENT, MOST LIBRA WOMEN'
09030 PRINT 'ARE GOOD PROSTITUTES, ALL LIBRAS DIE OF VENERIAL DISEASE,'
09()40 END
09970 REM
09980 REM SCORF)IO SUBROUTINE
09990 REM
10000 PRINT 'YOU'RE SHREWD IN BUSINESS AND CONNOT BE TRUSTED, YOU SHALL'
l0010 PRINT 'ACHIEVE THE PINNACLE OF SUCCESS BECAUSE OF YOUR TOTAL LACK OF'
10020 PRINT "ETHICS, MOST SCORPIO PEOPLE ARE MURDERED,'
10030 PRINT
10040 END
109'70 REM
10980 REM SAGITTARIUS SUBROUTINE
10990 REM
11000 ~~INT 'YOU ARE OPTOMISTIC AND ENTHUSIASTIC, YOU HAVE A RECKLESS'
11010 PRINT 'TENDENCY TO RELY ON LUCK SINCE YOU LACK TALENT, THE MAJORITY'
11.020 PRINT 'OF SAGITTARIANS ARE DRUNKS OR DOPE FIENDS, PEOPLE LAUGH AT'
11030 PRINT 'YOU A GREAT DEAL,'
:ll040 END
11970 I'!EM
11980 REM CAPRICORN SUBROUTINE
11990 f~EM
L2000 PRINT "YOU ARE CONSERVATIVE AND AFRAID OF l'AKING RISKS. YOU DON/T"
12010 PRINT 'DO MUCH OF ANYTHING AND ARE LAZY, THERE HAS NEVER BEEN A'
12020 PRINT "CAPRICORN OF ANY IMPORTANCE, CAPRICORNS SHOULD AVOID STANDING'
12030 PRINT 'STILL TOO LONG AS THEY TEND TO TAKE ROOT AND BECOME TREES,'
l20AO END

'A QUA R I 'U S',' - - .- - - - -','P I seE S','-
"A IRE S','- - - - -","T A U R U 5','- - -
"G E M I N 1",'- - - - - _',"C A NeE R","- -
"L E 0','- ','V I R G 0','- - - - -'
'L I B R A",'·- - - .--','S COR F' I D',"-'
'S A G I T TAR I U S','- - - - - -
'C A P R I COR N','- - -

REM AQUARIUS SUBROUTINE
REM
PRINT 'YOU HAVE AN INVENTIVE MIND AND ARE INCLINED TO BE PROGRESSIVE,"
PRINT 'YOU LIE A GREAT DEAL, ON THE OTHER HAND YOU ARE INCLINED TO BE'
PRINT 'CARELESS AND IMPRACTICAL CAUSING YOU TO MAKE THE SAME MISTAKES'
PRINT 'OVER AND OVER AGAIN, PEOPLE THINK YOU ARE STUPID,'
END
REM
REM PISCES SUBROUTINE
REM
PRINT 'YOU HAVE A VIVID IMAGINATION AND OFTEN THINK YOU ARE BEING'
PRINT 'FOLLOWED BY THE 'CIA' OR 'FBI', YOU HAVE MINOR INFLUENCE OVER'
PRINT 'YOUR ASSOCIATES AND PEOPLE RESENT YOU FOR YOUR FLAUNTING OF YOUR'
PRINT 'POWER, YOU LACK CONFIDENCE AND ARE GENERALLY A COWARD,'
PRINT 'PISCES PEOPLE DO TERRIBLE THINGS TO SMALL ANIMALS,'
~D
REM
REM AIRES SUBROUTINE
REM
PRINT 'YOU ARE THE PIONEER TYPE AND HOLD MDST PEOPLE IN CONTEMPT,'
PRINT 'YOU ARE QUICK TEMPERED, IMPATIENT AND SCORN FULL OF ADVICE,'
PRINT 'YOU ARE NOT VERY NICE,'
PRINT
END
REM
REM TAURUS SUBROUTINE
REM

Program listing,



It's There- But Where?

This article simplifies data storage and retrieval techniques, and describes some tricks.

S. J. Mathis, Jr.
1363 Birch Hill Rd.
Mountainside NJ 07092

The biggest difference be-
. tween programming a

micro and programming a
larger computer is normally the
amount of memory you have at
your disposal. This means you
have to try to find ways to be
reasonably efficient when
you're using memory space.

This article describes some
of the tricks you can use to
store fairly complex informa-
tion in a limited space. The
techniques are general and ap-
ply to any microcomputer. To
keep things simple we will gen-
erally stick with BASIC, assum-
ing most people will use that or
can easily translate it to their
own machine language. Start-
ing with arrays, we'll work OlH

way through some variations,
then have a look at ragged
tables (defined after arrays)
and, finally, try some simple list
structures.

Arrays

An array is simply a table

1,1 1,2 1,3 1,4

2,1 2,2 2,3 2,4

3,1 3,2 3,3 3,4

4,1 4,2 4,3 4,4

Fig. 1a. An array on paper.

where information is kept. It
may contain one or more di-
mensions but doesn't present
any special problems until it
has more than one dimension.
It's not much trouble to store in-
formation in a single-dimen-
sional array; just set aside
some space in memory and
keep track of the starting point
of the array. For example, if we
wanted to store 16 items and
later access the fourth one, in
BASIC we would establish an
array (DIM S(16)) and retrieve
the fourth element (S(4)), since
the language itself keeps track
of where things are.

Even if your BASIC doesn't
have arrays, you can use a spe-
cial function to access memory
space, as described in Tom
Pittman's article ("Tiny BASIC,"
p. 34) in the Jan. 1977 issue of
Kilobaud. In terms of absolute
memory locations, we might re-
serve 16 spaces, 0001 through
0016 (in decimal), for example,
and, after storing our data, we
would get the fourth item back
by accessing 0001 + 3.

It's a little easier to store and
retrieve things by referencing
0000 + I, where I is the number
of the item we want, or, for the
fourth item, 0000 + 4. Remem-
ber that 0000 is not part of the
array. In most BASICs, arrays
start with S(1), not S(O),so we'll
stick with S(1) as the first entry
for our examples.

Two-dimensional arrays are
a little more interesting. Now
we have to keep track of both
rows of columns. In BASIC, all
we do is DIM A(4,4) and refer to
A(2,3) to get to a particular spot
in the array.

In machine language or as-
sembly code, we reserve the
same 16 spaces, but we need a
formula to find our way to an
entry in the array. The formula
depends on how we want to
store the array-by rows or by
columns. Suppose we store it
by rows. Then our array, shown
in Fig. 1a, will look like Fig. 1bin
memory. You can see that the
first index refers to the row and
the second to the column. If we
stored it by columns, it would
look like Fig. 1c in memory.

Some of the entries are in the
same location, but most are
placed differently. The one for
(2,3) is in the seventh spot when
we store by rows and in the
tenth spot when we store by
columns. The storage-location
formula for an entry is not ditfi-
cult. If we are storing by rows,
we need to know how many col-
umns are in the array. If there
are C columns, then the loca-
tion of the (I,J) entry in the array
will be found in storage loca-
tion C*(I-1) + J; in BASIC you
would use

100 LETL=(1-1).C+,)

and then refer to the 0000 + L
position in the array.

~, 1

Fig. 1b. An array stored by rows.
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Fig. 1c. An array stored by columns.

By analogy, you should be
able to work out the formula for
the case where the array is
stored by columns. Try it. Why
do you need both? Well, you
probably don't, but sometimes
you'll be working with data in
rows and sometimes in col-
umns, and when you're loading
the data into your array, you
don't want to stop to compute
an entry point for each point for
each piece of data. You simply
want to dump it in, row by row
or column by column, however
you happen to get it. Usually
you'll find that one way is better
for the particular job at hand,
and that you will use both ways.

We occasionally need arrays
of more than two dimensions.
One place that they are handy
is in sorting or categorizing
data. If you wanted to divide a
group of people into short and
tall, fat and thin, male and fe-
male, and blond and brunette
... all at the same time, you
cou Id set up a 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 array
to hold your counts and then
answer questions as to how
many short, thin, female
blondes were in the group.

The formula for finding the
entry location for such an array
is an extension of the two-
dimensional case. Suppose we
have an array with dimensions
P, Q, Rand S, stored row-wise,
and we want to find location
A(I,J,K,L) in storage. Row-wise
in higher-dimensional arrays
means that the rightmost index
varies fastest or first-or, in
other words, you cycle all the
way through the index on the
right before you increment the
index on the left of it.

A 3 x 3 x 3 row-wise array is
stored as (1,1,1), (1,1,2), (1,1,3),
(1,2,1), (1,2,2) ... and so on up
to (3,3,2), (3,3,3). To extend the



formula, you subtract one from
the last index on the right, mul-
tiply the whole thing by the new
dimension size and add the
new index variable to the result.
For example, for an array of two
dimensions (P,Q),we would use

100 LET N=(1-1).Q+J

For one of three dimensions
(P,Q,R), we would use the
above, followed by

110 LETN=(N-1).R+K

And for our four-dimensional
array, we use both lines, fol-
lowed by

120 LETN=(N-1).S+L

It's not hard to see why the
first one works; the (I -1)*Q

100 FORI=1T04
110 FORJ=1T05
120 LETA(I,J)= 0
130 NEXTJ
140 NEXT I

Fig. 2a. Initializing a two-
dimensional array.

100 FORL=1T020
110 LETA(L)=O
120 NEXTL

Fig. 2b. Another way to ini-
tialize the array.

term moves you past the rows
you don't want, then the J term
gets you over to the right col-
umn. If you simplify the second
formula by substituting the
first line into the second and
then multiplying out the terms,
you should be able to see what
is going on there, too. If the first
index is planes, the second
rows and the third columns,
then the (I -1)*Q* R term will
get you to the right plane, the
(J -1)*R term will skip the un-
wanted rows and the K will pick
the right column for you.

The last set of lines do the
sa.mething, except it's a little
ha.rdto describe geometrically.
You could say that the first
term moves you the right cube,
the second to the proper plane,
the third picks the row and the
last gets the column. It should
be obvious that you can store
multidimensional arrays coI-

umn-wise also, with the left-
most index changing fastest.
The equations for column-wise
arrays are extended in a similar
manner.
As you can see, the amount

of storage in a four-dimensional
array is the product of its four
dimensions, so it's not likely we
will run into useful arrays that
are much bigger than this, un-
less each dimension is very
small. In any case, if your inter-
preter can handle a single di-
rnenslon, then the formulae
above will allow us to work with
as many dimensions as our
memory can afford.
There are times when you

might want to use a single-
dirnenslonal array in BASIC,
even though you are working
with two-dimensional data. For
example, in order to set all the
entries in a four-by-five data ar-
ray to zero, we would normally
use the statements shown in
Fig. 2a, but it would take two
less statements to use the rou-
tine in Fig. 2b. Since most
BASIC interpreters don't let
you refer to the same array with
either one or two indices, we
have to pick one way and stick
with it.

I'm suggesting that you con-
sider using the second way
when moot of your operations
are with the entire array, and
then use the formula given
abovewhen you need to refer to
a particular point inside the ar-
ray. This also applies if most of
your operations are with whole
rows of the array. You can set
the array up by rows and oper-
ate directly on them. To set the
second row to 2, you would use
Fig. 3a or, if you were working
on row I, where I is a variable,
you would use Fig. 3b.

If you're working mostly with
columns, you'll want to set up
the array column-wise. Finally,
if you're set up row-wise, but
you want to run down a column,
you can still do it without calcu-
lating each entry point. Sup-
pose you want the second col-
umn set to X, then you can use
the statements shown in Fig. 4.

The 2 is the important num-
ber since it picks out the right
column, and if you're not sure
what the last entry in the col-
umn is, just put in the last entry

in the array-in this case 20-
and it will still work. Most
BASICscan STEPin FORloops;
if yours doesn't, you can set up
a loop or compute each entry
explicitly.

Ragged Tables

A ragged table is an array
with a different number of col-
umns in each row. You should

100 FOR L=6TO 10
110 LETA(L)=2
120 NEXTL

Fig. 3a. Setting the second
row to 2.

100 LETM=(I-1)'5
110 FORJ = 1TO 5
120 LET L=M+J
130 LETA(L)= 2
140 NEXTJ

Fig. 3b. Setting row I to 2.

realize that everything we say
about ragged tables will also
apply to column-wise informa-
tion, so that we can concen-
trate on row-wise examples
only.

If we were dealing with a
short table, we could just set
the array dimensions wide
enough to hold the longest row
and proceed as before. How-
ever, one of the Irishman's
many laws is that no matter
how much memory space you
have, you're bound to run into
programs that need a couple
more bytes of space.

Facing a ragged table and its
empty space at the ends of
most of its rows should give
you ideas. In this case the trick
is to keep track of where each
row starts in another array,
which we will call pointers,
since they will point to each
row. You don't get something
for nothing, as you'll need a
byte or so to store each pointer.
So whether or not you can save
space this way depends on how
much total blank space you
have at the end of your rows
that are shorter than the
longest row. Usually you will
come out ahead.

Let's look at an example.
Suppose we have a list of
names that we want to keep in
memory, as in a mailing list, for
example. In a full array the
names appear as in Fig. 5a, but
in a ragged table we need only
what is shown in Fig. 5b. To
store this in memory, we make
it look like Fig. 5c, where the
second array contains the
pointers to the start of each
name in the data array, assum-
ing each character is stored in
a single location. You will see
that the fifth pointer is needed
to retrieve the last name.
To use the table we access it

through the pointer array. The
end of the name is found by
subtracting one from the next
pointer in the pointer array. For
example, suppose we wanted
to copy the third name in the
table. We note that the third
pointer is 14 and the fourth is
20. This means the third name
is found in locations 14through
19,which you can Seeis true.
Well, that's fine, you say, but

I wanted my list in alphabetic
order, and I was going to sort it
before I used it, so it looks like
I'll have to use a full array be-
cause I'll be shifting the names
around from row to row. Nope.
If we sort it, we aren't going to
move the names around any-
way; we'll just sort the pointers,

100 FOR L = 2 TO 17STEP5
110 LETA(L)=X
120 NEXT L

Fig. 4. Setting the second
column to X.

To do this We must under-
stand that we are taking ad-
vantage of the position ill the
pointer array to' find our data.
To sort the data, all we need is
another array that points to the
pointers. We can't juggle the
pointers themselves because
we're using pairs of them to
find the start and the end of our
names.We could sort the point-
ers if we kept track of the start
and end of each name, or the
start and length of each name,
but that would take another ar-
ray of locations anyway, so we
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can't save any space by doing it
that way.

The array of pointers is
shown in Fig. 6a. If we want to
put KERN between JONES and
LANCER, we sort the position
array so that we end up with the
arrangement shown in Fig. 6b.
This isn't an article about sort-
ing, so you can figure out your
own WaY to do it. One way is to
keep interchanging pairs until
everything is in order.

Now that the list is in order, if
we want the third entry, we go
first to the position array,
where we see that the third
entry is a four: This tells us to
look at the fourth position in
the pointer array (and the one
after it to get the end of the
name); you'll find that we ac-
cess 20, 21, 22 and 23 to obtain
KERN from our list. Notice how
the extra pointer helps make
life simpler when we are ac-
cessing the pointers.

You might think you could
save one more location in mem-
ory by dropping the one in the
first pointer location, but the
extra programming needed to
check for it after you sort the
position array is going to use
more space than the one loca-
tion you save. You may not
need it if you aren't doing any
sorting, but you might as well
keep it, too, unless you are
really desperate.

Pointers

Position in list

Fig. 6a. Original pointer array.

Pointers

Positions in list

Fig. 6b. Sorted pointer array.

Lists

In programming, a list is
something more than the series
of items you're going to buy at
the supermarket. A list is a par-
ticular type of information
structure. The difference be-
tween a list and an array is that
you can add and remove items
from a list without moving the
old iterns, while still keeping
everything in order.

If we had a shopping list in
alphabetical order and we
wanted to add eggs between
donuts and frankfurters, we
would probably copy the list
over. In memory, this is what we
would do if our items were
stored in an array, moving
everything down after frank:
furters so that we could stick in
eggs.

If our data were stored in a
sequential access memory-
such as a cassette tape-we
would be forced to do this.
However, since we are working

H A R R I S 0 N

J 0 N E S

L A N C E R

K E R N

Fig. 5a. Complete table.

H A R R I S I 0 I Nl
J 0 N E S

L A N C E RI
K E R N

Fig. 5b. Ragged table.

with random access memory
here, we can set up our data in
another way. The basic idea is
related to what we did when we
were sorting our ragged tables.
In this case we will keep a
pointer with every data entry.

Our purpose here is not so
much to save space in storing
the actual data entries, but to
make it easy to change the
data. This should shorten our
programs that use the data,
conserving space in another
way. We will also see an ex-
ample where a itst structure will
reduce the amount of storage
we need directly. Lists are
usually called linked-lists to
distinguish them from arrays.
There is almost always some
kind of order or direction as-
sociated with a list.

A Simple example should
help. In Fig. 7 each box is a lo-
cation in memory, and the ad-
jacent box is an adjacent loca-
tion in memory that contains a
painter to the next item in the
list. The pointers are the links in
the list. Traditionally, we use a
ground symbol to indicate the
end of the list. The data kept in
the pointer box is just an ad-
dress in memory or a location in
an array.

For example, if B is in loca-
tion 21, and D is in location 27,
then the pointer that goes with
B will be kept in location 22,
and the value stored in it will be
27, the address of D. The data
items are not next to each other
because they don't have to be.
They can be anywhere in the
available space.

Fig. 7. A list with tour data
items.

Fig. 8. List with item C added.

Fig. 9. The list with item B
removed.

To add item C to this list
while maintaining alphabetical
order, we scan down the list
until we find where it goes,
move the pointer with B so that
it points to C and reconnect the
list by making C's pointer point
to D (see Fig. 8). Theitems that
were in the list haven't moved;
in fact, the only thing that
changed in the original data
was the pointer next to B.

Suppose we wanted to re-
move B from the list. All we do
is scan down until we find the
pointer that points to Band
change it so that it points to
what B's pointer is pointing to
(see Fig. 9). You can see that we
didn't have to throw B away,
nor did we have to bother with
its pointer.

This works fine as long as (1)
we have plenty of space, (2) we
have a way to recover space
later or (3) we never remove
items from our list. Usually this
is not the case, so we will want
to keep track of our available
space, which will also be orga-
nized as a list. When we drop B
we have to put its space back
into our list of available space.
This means our memory will be
divided into two lists at all
times-one for the data items
and one for the space that will
be available to expand and con-
tract our data list.

Data: H A R R ISO N J 0 I N I E I S I LAN C E R K ERN
5 10 15 20 25

Poi nters: L-..C---1..._9--.J1_1_4-11_2_°-L1_2--..J4 I
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Fig. 5c. Ragged table in memory with pointer array.



DATA:

AVAILABLE:

Fig. 10a. The data list and available space list.

""'~ ~
AVAILABLE L-L:::J~ <b

Fig. 10b. The lists after item C is added in its place.

DATA:

AVAILABLE:

Fig. 10c. The lists after item B is removed.

We need to keep track of
where each list starts, so we
store a pointer to the head of
each list, called a header. If our
total space in memory was only
enough for eight data items,
plus the headers, our two lists
would appear as shown in Fig.
10a at the start. When we add-
ed C it would change to Fig.
10b, and when we removed Bit
would change to Fig. 10c.

The diagrams show graph-
ically what is happening to the
lists, but to be more exact, we
need to develop some routines

and the pointers into even loca-
tions. We'll use L(1) for the
header that stores the address
of the first piece of data, L(2) for
the available list header and a
minus one for the ground syrn-
bol that shows we are at the
end of the list.

At the start of the program,
our list will probably contain no
data, and all locations will be
available. We initialize the list
with the routine shown in Fig.
11. The L(1) data header is
grounded, since there is no
data in the list yet, and the

that operate on lists. First, we available storage is strung to-
need to think about what a list get her so that each pointer is
looks like in memory, rather
than in the simple diagrams
above. In BASIC, a list would be
kept in an array.

We'll put both the data list
and the available list in array L,
which will be made big enough
to hold all the data that will be
present at anyone time. The
data will go into odd locations,

pointing to its neighbor.
The next step will be to add

some data to the list and as-
sume for the moment that the
data is arriving in order, so that
all we have to do is find the end
of the list and put the data
there. To do this, we first check
L(1) to see if it is empty, and if it
is we quit searching. Other-

10 DIM L(18)
15 REM GROUND THE DATA HEADER
20 LET L(1) = - 1
25 REM SET THE AVAIL HEADER TO FIRST AVAIL LOCATION
30 LET L(2) = 3
35 REM CONNECT THE AVAIL LIST
40 FOR I =4 TO 16 STEP 2
50 LET L(I) = I + 1
60 NEXT I
65 REM GROUND THE AVAIL LIST
70 LET L(18) = -1
75 REM FROM HERE GO TO FIRST PROGRAM STATEMENT

Fig. 11. List initialization routine.

wise, it will be pointing to a lo-
cation in the array. We then
check the pointer with the next
data location to see if it is
grounded and then repeat this
until we find the end of the list.
Fig. 12 illustrates the BASIC
routine to find the end of the
list.

You should make sure you
understand what is going on in
Fig. 12 since we will be using
similar techniques in all our
llst-processlnq routines. State-
ment 110 initiatizee, statement
120 tests, and exists if the test
is met. If the test fails, then L(E)
holds a pointer that is the ad-
dress of the next piece of data
in the list. Statement 130 com-
putes the address of the pointer
that goes with this next piece of
data and then transfers the val-
ue of this pointer back into E,
so that we can return up to
statement 120 to repeat the
test and eventually find our way
out to statement 150.

It's important to remember
that when you know the ad-
dress of a piece of data, the ad-
dress of the next piece of data
in the list will be found right
next to the location of the first
piece, and that all you have to
do to get the pointer for it is to
add one to the first location
number.

Now that we have found the
tail end of the data list, we add
our new data to the list. To do
this, we remove the first avail-
able space from the available
list and put it into the data list,
being careful to update the
pointers in both lists. This is
shown in Fig. 13.

If your BASIC can handle
computation within subscripts
or subscripted subcripts, you
can condense the program
above. At the end of the routine,
E still contains the address of
the end of the data list, so you
could repeat this routine im-
mediately if you were adding
more than one data item to the
list.

Next we need a routine to re-
move an item from the data list
and recover the storage loca-
tion for the available list. To do
this, we must know the location
of the pointer that points to the
item we are going to remove.
Let's assume it's in R. Fig. 14
shows the routine in BASIC. As
before, R is set to the location
containing the pointer to the
next item on the list, to make it
easy to remove the following
item, too.

Finally, we need a routine to
insert an item into the data list.
It is like the first routine, except
there is another pointer to take
care of. Assume that I is the 10-

100 REM SUBROUTINE TO FIND END OF LIST
110 LETE=1
120 IF L(E) = -1 THEN 150
130 LET E = L(E) + 1
140 GOTO 120
150 REM EXIT HERE WITH E SET TO LOCATION OF END OF LIST
160 RETURN

Fig. 12. Routine to find end of list.

200 REM SUBROUTINE TO ADD DATA TO LIST AT E
201 REM DATA TO BE STORED IS IN VARIABLE 'D'
205 REM STORE THE DATA
210 LET P = L(2)
220 LET L(P) = D
225 REM CONNECT THE NEW DATA TO THE DATA LIST
230 LET L(E) = P
235 REM SAVE THE POINTER
240 LET E = P + 1
245 REM RESTORE THE AVAIL HEADER
250 LET L(2) = L(E)
255 REM GROUND THE DATA LIST
260 LET L(E) = - 1
270 RETURN

Fig. 13. Routine to add data to the list.
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300 REM SUBROUTINE TO REMOVE AN ITEM FROM LIST
301 REM USES R FOR THE ADDRESS OF THE DATA ITEM
302 REM USES T AS A TEMPORARY VARIABLE
305 REM REMOVE THE DATA ITEM & STORE IT IN D
310 LET P = L(R)
320 LET D = L(P)
325 REM MOVE THE POINTER FROM THE DATA BACK TO R

330 LETT=P+1
340 LET L(P) = L(T)
345 REM CONNECT THE VACANT SPOT TO THE AVAIL LIST

350 LET L(T) = L(2)
355 REM RESTORE THE AVAIL HEADER

360 LET L(2) = P
370 RETURN

Fig. 14. Routine to remove an item from a list.

400 REM SUBROUTINE TO INSERT ITEM IN LIST
401 REM USES I FOR THE POINTER WHICH WILL CHANGE
402 REM USES T AS A TEMPORARY VARIABLE
405 REM STORE DATA IN FIRST AVAIL SPACE
410 LET P = L(2)
420 LET L(P) = D
425 REM SAVE THE POINTER IN POSITION I

430 LET T = L(I)
435 REM CONNECT THE FRONT OF THE DATA LIST TO THE NEW DATA
440 LET L(I) = P
445 REM RESET THE POINTER
450 LET I = P + 1
455 REM RESTORE THE AVAIL HEADER
460 LET L(2) = L(I)

465 REM CONNECT NEW DATA TO THE TAIL OF THE DATA LIST
470 LET L(I) = T
480 RETURN

Fig. 15. Routine to insert an item in the list.

cation of the pointer to the data
item that is going to follow the
one we want to insert. The rou-
tine we use is shown in Fig. 15.
As in the other routines, the
variable I is left set to the loca-
tion of the pointer to the next
data item, which makes it easy
to insert more than one item at
a time into the list.

Would this routine work if we
were inserting at the end of the
list? The answer is yes. So we
really don't need the first rou-
tine, unless all our insertions
will be at the end of the list-
which sometimes happens-as
in a FIFO (first-in/first-out)
queue, for example.

This brings out an important
point, namely, that the most
frequent cause of programming
errors when we're working with
lists seems to be that we forget
that lists can be empty, and the
pointer that we expect to be
pointing to a data location
might actually contain a ground,
so that when we access the ar-
ray, we find ourselves jumping
outside the array entirely. This
happens when we run out of
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space in the available list. In
the insertion routine, for exam-
ple, we should test P after
statement 410 to see if it is a
ground and jump to an error
message if it is.

The only thing we need now
is a routine to find items in the
list. You can see that it is the
same sort of thing we used to
find the end of the list, except
the test is made on the data
item instead of the pointer, and
the pointer to the data item is
what we save.

Suppose we're looking for a
D, then in BASIC we would use
the routine in Fig. 16. You
should notice what happens if
the item isn't found in the list. A
good exercise is to rewrite the
routine so that it prints every
item on the list, since it will
come in handy when you start
debugging.

Other Kinds of Lists

There are many different
kinds of lists. The ones we've
been looking at are the sim-
plest. Sometimes it is neces-
sary to be able to scan the list

500 REM SUBROUTINE TO FIND AN ITEM IN THE LIST
501 REM SEARCHING FOR ITEM 'D', STORES POINTER FOUND IN P
502 REM USES T AS A TEMPORARY VARIABLE
503 REM USES F AS A FLAG TO SHOW SUCCESSFUL SEARCH

510 LETF=1
520 LET P = 1
525 REM STORE NEXT POINTER IN T

530 LET T = L(P)
535 REM CHECK T FOR END OF LIST

540 IFT= -1 THEN 580
545 REM TEST FOR ITEM
550 IF L(T) = D THEN 590
555 REM GET NEXT POINTER & TRY AGAIN

560 LET P = T + 1
570 GO TO 530
580 LET F =0
585 REM SET F TO 0 BEFORE EXITING IF END OF LIST HIT BEFORE
586 REM ITEM FOUND, OTHERWISE EXIT WITH F STILL SET TO 1
587 REM AND P SET TO LOCATION OF POINTER DESIRED
590 RETURN

Fig. 16. Routine to find an item in the list.

in both directions. To do this we
keep a back pointer as well as a
forward pointer with each data
item. Inserting and removing
items is about the same, except
that we have another set of
pointers to keep track of, and
there is a header at each end of
the list to maintain. This is
called a doubly linked list. The
diagram form is shown in Fig.
17.

Another type is the circular
list, which has no end. The
pointer that normally would be
grounded is made to point to
the front of the list. Once you
start scanning a circular list
you'll keep going, so you had
better be sure that the item
you're looking for is on the list.

Instead of a header, you
could keep a pointer set to your
current position in the list. Al-
ternately, you can keep a
header as a member of the list,
so that the list will never be
empty, and you won't need spe-
cial programming to handle the
case where the list disappears.
This also solves the problem of
scanning for an item that
you're not sure is on the list,
since you can start and stop at

the header. Fig. 18 shows a cir-
cular list.

If you have more than one list
at work, you'll probably put
them in the same array, drawing
on the same available list. Sim-
ulation routines are heavy
users of lists, and they will typi-
cally keep a list for each queue
that forms but operate with a
single available space list. The
timing routine, which controls
what happens next in a simula-
tion, is another common appli-
cation for a linked list.

Our ability to point to data
that is used in several places
can save us space, just as the
use of subroutines avoids
repeating parts of a program.
The other way to save memory
is to skip over what you don't
need.

This brings us to an example
of a situation where you can
save space with a list. Suppose
you had a rather large array
with only a few entries in it. In-
stead of saving the entire array,
you could just keep a list of
each entry and where it was lo-
cated in the array. If all the
items are the same, or mostly
the same, it makes things

Fig. 17. A doubly linked list.

Fig. 18. A circular list.



even simpler.
Assume, for example, that

you had a 100 x 100 array that
contained nearly all zeros, but
had a few ones scattered
around it. To store this directly
in memory as an array will re-
quire more storage space than
most of us can afford, but it still
may be possible to store it as a
list. First, we would create a list
that showed the rows that had
ones in them, and then a list for

full array. It should be obvious
that this only works when you
have a very sparsely populated
data array. In the worst case,
you would need a row header
for each column element, or
five locations to store enough
information to find each num-
ber in the array, and you'll come
out ahead as long as 80 percent
of your array is empty.

If the data entries are dif-
ferent, then it takes as many as

each row that shows which col- six locations for each number

TRS·SO TRS·SO TRS·SO

BELLS and WHISTLES

umns were present in the array.
The structure is shown in Fig.
19, which shows that row three,
column 16 (3,16) has a one in it
and also positions (7,7), (7,32),
(7,33) and (91,4).

You can see that the vertical
list of each row data element
contains the header informa-
tion for the column data, along
with a pointer to the next piece
of row data. The column ele-
ments contain just the column
number and a pointer to the
next column element.

So far, we have used only 20
storage locations instead of
the 10,000 required to hold the

in the array, since we need to
keep the data value itself along
with the column number and
the pointer kept in the column
lists. For big arrays with few en-
tries, this will still be worthwhile.

Related Techniques

Linked lists have other rela-
tives, such as stacks, queues
and trees. The techniques used
in working with them are much
the same.

Storing the array above by
rows and then by columns is
really an example of a simple
tree structure. We could have
stored the array in a simple list

Fig. 19. A large array stored as
a linked list.

by using our formula for com-
puting the index position and
then doing all our operations
with the array via the formula.
The tree makes it a little easier
to get at the values in the array,
since you may avoid scanning
some of them when you are
looking for something.

Depending on how you plan
to use the array, you may want
to set it up differently than is
shown above. For example, if
the entries are different and
you will be scanning the whole
array when you are looking for
things, then it helps to have the

column lists linked back to the
row headers as in a circular list,
or perhaps to the next row
header so as to link every ele-
ment in the array in sequence.

Another way would be to
store each value along with its
row and column numbers and a
pointer to the next value, which
only takes four locations per
entry instead of six and would
be a list instead of a tree. It
would make scanning the
whole thing easier but scanning
a single row much harder, so
again, how you set it up de-
pends on how you're going to
use it.

As you can see, there are
many possibilities. If you would
like to investigate further,
check your local college library
for a copy of Donald E. Knuth's
The Art of Computer Pro-
gramming, Volume 1, Funda-
mental Algorithms (Chapter 2
-"Information Structures"),
Addison-Wesley, Reading MA,
1968. Besides material on other
information structures, there is
a wealth of details on arrays,
tables and lists .•

TONE/aD

Now, you can interface your TRS-80 (Level II BASIC) to the "Real World"
with Factory Assembled, Tested and Guaranteed TELESIS Products.

VAR/ao
To order your TELESIS VAR/80

or TONE/80 contact your
distributor or send directly to

TELESIS LABORATORY.

1/0 Interface Unit
$109.95 ppd*

e 8 outputs (2 with relays)
e 8 inputs (2 with opto-coupler)
elnterconnecting cable, power
supply

e Application hints and software

Use your Master Charge
or Visa.

Or just send along a
Money Order

COD orders accepted
*Prices include shipping within the
U.S. Ohio residents please include

additional 4% Sales Tax.

Programmable Tone
Generator

$89.95 ppd*
e129 different tones
e Volume control, built-in speaker,

interconnecting cable, power
supply

e Software package-programs
for tunes, wolf whistles, sirens
and more

e Notes on adding sound effects
to gamesTTELESIS LABORA TORY v'"

100 R&D Drive, P.O. Box 1843 Chillicothe, OH 45601
V Reader Service-see page 179 55



Ronald G. Parsons
9001 Laurel Grove Dr.
Austin TX 78758

Disk Power!

Which disk is for you? That's a tough question, and it doesn't have any simple answers.
Here's a vote for Processor Technology's Helios /I and PTODS.

Making a selection for a floppy-disk system is definitely not an
easy thing to do ... there is a multitude of parameters to consider.
Needless to say, the reason we bring you articles such as the fol-
lowing is to help make that selection process a little easier. If
you're really serious about doing an extensive comparison of stan-
dard-sized disk drives, controllers and software, let us recommend
that you part with $14 and invest in a copy of Selecting A Floppy
Disk System from Center for the Study of the Future, 4110 N.E.
Alameda, Portland OR 97212. Very comprehensive and very
thorough. It should definitely be available, either as reference or
on the bookshelves, in every computer store in the country.-Eds.

Just a few more changes to
that long assembly-lan-

guage program and it will be
done. Load the tape into the
cassette player; wait a seem-
ingly interminable five minutes
while the source file and the
assembler are read in. Make the
changes. Now assemble it ...
good, no errors. The changes
were only minor, so let's try run-
ning it-then we'll save it back
on tape. Execute ... Zap! ...
there went all of memory, over-
written by a program run amok.
Five more minutes to read in
the source and assembler files
again.

Well, it finally happened! I
made the decision to get a
floppy-disk system for my 8080
system-a SOL-20. But which
one? What size-full or
mini? What manufacturer's
drive? But most important
-what system software is
available or furnished? A few
quick calculations of the num-
ber of bytes I wanted available
on line showed I needed a full-
size floppy-disk system. Two
drives would be needed so
backup copies of the disks
could be made.

The National Computer Con-
ference in Dallas in June 1977
had a large personal-com put-
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ing exhibit that afforded visi-
tors the opportunity to inspect
several different systems. An
advance copy of the external
specifications of Processor
Technology's disk-operating
system, PTDOS, was given to
me by Gary Ingrahm, Processor
Tech's president. It seemed to
have all the features I needed.
Their disk hardware, the Helios
II Disk Memory System, was on
display, but not yet available
for delivery. The only other disk-
operating system (DOS) that
seemed to come close to meet-
ing my needs was CPIM from
Digital Research. Comparisons
of CP/M and PTDOS are made
throughout this article.
The Helios II system and

PTDOS came out on top after
my evaluation. In addition,
PTDOShad a clean interface to
SOLOS, the operating system
on my SOL-20 and its built-in
video display system.

In the following sections, I
will describe the Hellos II sys-
tem and PTDOS, and present
some examples of uses of the
system.

The Helios Hardware

The Helios II Disk Memory
System consists of a PerSci
270 dual, full-size floppy-disk

drive, a cabinet containing a
power supply and an indicator
panel, a controller board and a
formatter board. The controller
board plugs into the S-100 bus
and is connected to the drive
with a six-foot ribbon cable.
The formatter board can be
plugged into the S-100 bus but
obtains only power from the
bus. The formatter and control-
ler are connected to each other
by another ribbon cable.

The PerSci dual drive is
unique in several ways: Both
drives use a single motor to
spin the diskettes; they also
use a common head-position-
ing linear, or voice-coil, motor.
The use of a single drive motor
and axle results in a dual drive
no larger than most single
drives.

The linear motor is used to
position the read-write head to
the different tracks on the disk-
ette. Most floppy drives use a
stepping motor and a drive
screw to move the head from
track to track. It takes from five
to ten ms to move the head in or
out one track. Thus, up to 760
ms may be required to position
the head from track zero to
track 76. The PerSci voice-coil
head positioner can move a
single track in ten ms and can
move from one track to any
other in no more than 100 ms.

The average access time to
find an arbitrary sector on a
diskette is about 116 ms com-
pared to about 250 ms for most
other drives. The PerSci drive
does not require cooling since
the average operating power is
only 28 Watts.

The cabinet of the Hellos II
encloses the PerSci drive and

contains a power supply for the
drive, a fan to provide filtered,
positive-pressure air circula-
tion to help keep dust out of the
drive, and an indicator panel
with LED lights to show the
status of the drive. The cabinet
has enough room (and mount-
ing holes) for a second PerSci
270 dual drive. An intriguing
assortment of back-panel cut-
outs hints at the future possi-
bility of adding a backplane to
the cabinet for expansion or an
all-i n-one-cabi net com puter
and disk system.

The controller board is the in-
terface between the S-100 bus
(and the rest of the computer)
and the disk drive. The control-
ler board runs very hot and re-
quires additional forced-air
cooling. The functions of the
controller include translating
OUT instructions from the soft-
ware into control signals for the
disk drive, providing status sig-
nals available by using an IN in-
struction, buffering data to and
from the disk and memory and
controlling DMA (more on DMA
later).

The formatter board creates
the necessary timing signals to
maintain the required format of
the information on the disk.
Each sector's data must be ac-
curately positioned with re-
spect to the sector timing holes
on the diskette.

Besides the data in each sec-
tor, other information is pres-
ent to indicate the amount of
data in the sector, the location
of the previous and next sec-
tors, CRC data (cyclical redun-
dancy check, an error-detection
scheme), etc. The formatting of



The author's Helios/SOL System (Photo by Jane Steig Parsons).

this information is handled by
the formatter board. All signals
to and from the formatter go to
the controller board. The for-
matter board may occupy a slot
in the S-100bus backplane, but,
if so, it obtains only +8 V
power from the bus. A separate
connector is provided to supply
power to the torrnatter if it is
not placed in the backplane.

When data is to be trans-
ferred to or from the disk, the
controller requests control of
the bus by bringing the bus line
PHOLD to a logic-low state.
When the 8080 processor is fin-
ished with the instruction in
progress, it suspends opera-
tion and brings the hold ac-
knowledge line, PHLDA, high.
As long as PHOLD is held low,
all processing by the 8080 will
be suspended. The controller
has control of the bus and
transfers data directly to or
from memory without involving
the processor. This process is
called DMA (direct memory
access).

DMA is done in bursts of
about 20 Jls moving about 12
bytes. The processor then reo
gains control for about 370 Jls.

This process repeats until an
entire block is transferred. The
entire DMA transfer may last
for as long as 130 ms depend·
ing on the block length. The
transformation to and from bit
parallel (bus) to bit serial (disk)

is done on the controller by a
FIFO buffer.

During DMA, the controller
must place signals on the bus
so memory devices will func-
tion properly. Usually this is not
a problem with static memory
boards since they need only a
few bus signals, besides the
address and data lines, to func-
tion properly. Dynamic memory
boards can be a different story.
Many manufacturers of dynam-
ic memory boards or DMA con-
trollers make their own as-
sumptions about the bus
signals.

Each memory location in
dynamic memory must be re-
freshed (read or written) every
millisecond or so. If it is not,
memory contents may be lost.
A dynamic memory board moni-
tors the bus signals and
chooses times to do refresh
when it will not interfere with
other memory access on the
board. If, during DMA, the con-
troller does not place the ex-
pected signals on the bus, re-
fresh may not occur. Not all
dynamic memory boards will
work with DMA. If you're going
to use dynamic memory, be
sure to test it on your system
before buying the memory.

PerSci has two options for
the Model 270drive that are not
included in the one furnished
with the Helios. One option
allows the controller to eject

either diskette by remote con-
trol; the other provides a sensor
to detect whether the write-
protect notch is covered on the
diskette inserted in the drive.
Write protection is available
under software control, but on-
ly on an individual file or on the
entire system. It would be nice
to be able to write-protect an in-
dividual diskette.

The PTOOS Software

PTDOSis a complex, easy-to-
use, sophisticated, file-oriented
operating system provided with
the Helios II system. The sys-
tem requires a minimum of 12K
bytes of memory from 9000 to
BFFF hex for the resident por-
tion of the DOS, including 8C8
hex bytes for file buffers. Addi-
tional memory is required at
100hex to execute certain com-
mands. A minimum usable con-
figuration would probably be
8K at 0 and 12Kat 9000hex. Ad-
ditional memory at 0 would al-
low larger work space for edi-
tors, assemblers, BASIC, etc.,
while an additional 2K to 4K
just below 9000 hex would pro-
vide additional space for file
buffers or space for device
drivers.

Fig. 1 compares these mem-
ory requirements to those for
CP/M.A 16KCP/Msystem hasa
user transient area of 2800 hex
bytes and has a single 80-hex-
byte file buffer. A 16K PTDOS

system has a user transient
area of 1000hex bytes, but 8CB
hex bytes available for file buf-
fers. A user transient area is
memory available to the user
for executing certain com-
mands and for storing and run-
ning programs.
Thus, for equivalent buffer-

ing, PTDOSrequires about 1000
hex (4K) more memory than
CP/M.As we shall see later, this
additional memory brings with
it additional function and capa-
bllity, To understand the file
buffer requirements, we must
understand the file block struc-
ture, which will be discussed
later.

Most disk operating systems
for hobbyist computers provide
user commands by which the
user can execute and manipu-
late files. Someelementary sys-
tems provide eight to ten sim-
ple commands executed by a
single letter such as K for kill-
ing or deleting a file from the
disk. More complete systems
provide a lot of commands,
each called by an English word
or abbreviation. A summary of
the commands provided by
CP/M and PTDOS is given in
Fig. 2. These commands are
usually typed on the console
and may be in either uppercase
or lowercase.

In PTDOS,each file is given a
name of one to eight characters
which must be unique on adisk-
ette. If a diskette is inserted in a
drive other than the default unit
(usually unit zero), a slash and
the unit number must be ap-
pended to the file name, e.g.,
LETTER/1or MEMO/1.
As an example of a PTDOS

command, the COPYcommand
creates a copy of an existing
file.

COPY FSDISP,FSDISP/1

takes the contents of the file
FSDISPon the default unit (say
unit zero) and copies them to a
file of the same name on unit
one. If a file of that name does
not exist on unit one, a new file
will be created. If such a file
does exist, the old contents of
the file will be replaced.

COPYTEMP,TESTFILE

copies the current contents of
file TEMP to the file TESTFILE
on the same unit.
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A file may be deleted (erased)
from a diskette by the PTOOS
command KILL.

KILL TEMP,FSOISP/1

deletes the files TEMP (on unit
zero) and FSOISP (on unit one).
The space on the diskette for-
merly occupied by these files is
made available for later reuse
by other files.

Most PTOOS commands per-
form a complete operation on a
file or set of files. In other
words, a file may be created if
nonexistent, opened (made
ready for processing), read or
written, end-filed (the physical
end of the file is marked and
any following information is
discarded), and closed (buffers
emptied and the file name re-
moved from the list of active
files). An operating system
primitive, on the other hand, is
a function provided by the oper-
ating system that can be called
from an assembly-language
program. A summary of the op-
erating system primitives avail-
able with CP/M and PTOOS is
given in Fig. 3.

A command (file name) typed
on the console causes a file of
that name to be read into mem-
ory and, perhaps, executed.
The executing program calls on
a series of operating system
primitives to perform its com-
plete task. A user-written pro-
gram working with disk files
also makes operating system
primitive calls. In fact, the only
difference between a standard
PTOOS command and a user-
written program is the person
who writes the program.

Should an error occur, such

CP/M

~ ?
4

FOOS RESIDENT

3

CONSOLE COMMAND PROCESSOR

2

TRANSIENT PROGRAM AREA

I
BUFFER

8
Fee's, SYSTEM PARAMETERS

0

OOH
OH

as an attempt to write on a
write-protected file or a request
to open a nonexistent file, a
jump is made to a user-written
routine-this will process the
error.
There are three levels of er-

rors: very serious (disk surface
bad, controller error, etc.),
moderate (out of memory, non-
existent file) and warning (end-
of-file). The operating system is
normally set to handle very
serious and moderate-level er-
rors; the user program handles
warning-level errors. The user
program can, however, set a
system parameter to allow the
program to handle either or
both the very serious or moder-
ate-level errors. A utility pro-
gram is provided to print
English text error messages or
user-provided text when the er-
ror return code is passed to the
utility.

Besides the PTOOS operat-
ing system itself, several other
programs are provided on the
same diskette. There are two
text editors for creating' and
modifying text files, such as
assembler source code or
BASIC programs. One of the
editors is video oriented, and a
16-line page of a file is dis-
played on the screen. The file
can be scrolled forward and
backward a line or a page at a
time. The text can be modified
under cursor control. The usual
features such as character (or
line) add, change or delete, as
well as string search and block
move, are provided. The other
editor may be used with any
output device.

An assembler that assembles

PlODS

eOOH

.7

C

PlODS RESIDENT

BUFFERS

j
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L. <

I I

TRANSIENT PROGRAM AR fA
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Fig. 1. Memory utilization by CP/M and PTDOS.

source files from disk and
places the object code back on
a disk file is provided. Memory
is used only to hold the symbol
table. A COPY pseudo-instruc-
tion is available in the assem-
bler to copy source files into
the input stream of the assem-
bler at the point of the COPY
command. With this instruc-
tion, several files can be
assembled together. Condi-
tional statements can be in-
cluded in the source so that
sections of code can be includ-
ed or excluded based on the
values of specified variables.

Two higher-level languages
are provided-Oisk BASIC/5
and FOCAL. The BASIC is simi-
lar to Processor Technology's
cassette BASIC/5 but without
the on-screen editing feature or
the ability to read or write data
files. Source files can be saved
or retrieved from the disk.
BASIC/5 on the disk is a limited
version of BASIC, so don't ex-
pect to do much serious work
with it; you'll have to get their
Extended Disk BASIC to do that.

A dynamic debugger is in-
cluded-in two identical ver-
sions, except that one runs at
3000 hex and the other at 5000
hex. Breakpoints can be set
and registers inspected and
modified while your program
being debugged is running.
Memory can be inspected or
modified in hex, character or in-
struction format. Dumping
memory in instruction format
produces disassembled code.

A macro command facility is
provided. This allows the user
to set up a file containing an
often used series of com-
mands. For example, suppose
we create a file named STATUS
and the file contains:

FREE?
NFILES?
FSDISP
$STOP

Giving the command DO
STATUS causes each of the
files, FREE?, NFILES?, and
FSDISP, to be loaded and ex-

on the system disk.

The Documentation

The documentation for the
hardware was quite complete
except for the "Theory of Oper-
ation" chapter. As originally re-
ceived, the chapter consisted
of two charts of signal lines. A
phone call revealed that the
chapter wou Id be provided
later. (Why is documentation
always the poor cousin of com-
puter hardware and software?)

I've seen an advance copy of
that chapter and it is very com-
plete-down to an explanation
of nearly every gate and logic
block. The schematic diagram
for the controller suffers from
having too much on a single
page. I would have preferred
several sheets, each contain-
ing a logical section of the con-
troller, much like the schemat-
ics for the SOL computer.
The documentation for

PTDOS is also good but could
certainly use an extensive in-
dex. Just about everything is
there, although sometimes it's
a little hard to find. Once the
documentation is understood,
the commands and system
calls are quite easy to use.

=roos Files

All user information on a
PTDOS disk is organized in
files. To the user, a file is just a
sequence of bytes having a be-
ginning and an end. When a file
is created, a name is assigned
by the user to the file. Certain
other characteristics may be
assigned by the user at that
time or the system will assign a
set of default characteristics.
For a PTDOS file, these charac-
teristics include a file type, a
blocksize, and a set of protec-
tion attributes, besides the file
name.
The file name consists of one

to eight letters, numbers, and
certain special characters such
as $, : or ? The file name must
be unique on a diskette. The file
type is a single character op-
tionally preceded by the letter I,

ecuted. The line $STOP returns which signifies that the file is
control to the normal input
mode on the console.

Of course, Processor Tech's
Star Trek garl~e, TREK80, is in-

executable code. Other than
that, the file type is arbitrary
but can be used to classify
files- T for text files, S for

eluded as one or the programs source files, $ for DO files, etc.



the $988 Surprise
If you haven't looked carefully
at the Level-II 16K TRS-80,
you're in for a big surprise!
Level-II BASIC gives TRS-80
advanced features like com-
prehensive string handling,
multi-dimension arrays,
multi-letter variable names,
named cassette files, full edit-
ing, integer arithmetic,
single (6-digit) and double
(16-digit) precision arithme-
tic, formatted printing,
memory-mapped video (print
directly at any of 1024 screen
positions), 128x48 video
graphics (may be intermixed
with text), error trapping, auto
line numbering, TRACE,
PEEK and POKE ... to name
just a few. Because Level-II is
in ROM, TRS-80 powers-up
ready to go with the full 16K
RAM available for your use.

This means TRS-80's memory
is equivalent to a 28K RAM-
based system.
New for 1979- TRS-80's
numeric (calculator) keypad
included on every 16K com-
puter, and available as an
add-on for present owners.

TRS-80's modular design
allows easy expansion. Add
up to 48K RAM, Expansion
Interface, printers, 1 to 4
Mini-Disks, RS232C, tele-
phone acoustic couplers,
Voice Synthesizer, dual cas-
sette recorders, our System
Desk and Printer Stand. Sur-
prisingly, these are not prom-
ises of things to come, but real
products being delivered right
now. Software from games to
General Ledger are available,
with more cassette and disk
software being added
monthly,

• • •
Radio Shack's 58 years of con-
sumer electronics leadership,
our 50 regional repair centers
(growing to 100 this year), our
new Radio Shack computer
centers, and our NYSE-listed
billion-dollar parent, Tandy
Corporation, insure that cus-
tomer support is always avail-
able right where it should
be-locally.

So if you haven't seriously
looked at TRS-80 yet, ask
your local Radio Shack for our
new 20-page fact-filled catalog
and be prepared for a $988
surprise. Surprising power-
features-price-support!
Level-II 16K systems include
everything pictured, plus the
manual. Better to be surprised
now ... before you choose
the wrong microcomputer
system.

V Reader Service-see page 179

16K Available RAM
12K Level-Il BASIC in ROM
·FUll~Siie1YPewriler Keyboard
U.L.Listed, Portable
Complete .. ~Plug in and Use
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CP/M PTDOS

ASM file[,parms]

PIP [command line]

SYSGEN
DUMP file
ED file

• DIR file
STAT

• SAVE nblocks file
• ERA file

• TYPE file

• REN new=old

LOAD file
SUBMIT file,[parms]
DDT

ASSM ifile,[lfile],[bfile],[S=opt],[efile][,sfile] See text
• BLDUTIL file[,parms] Add or delete util1ty files on file
• CLOSE Nn[,#m]... Close indicated files (See OPEN)

CONFIGR [/u,]password Change or inspect disk parameters
COPY ifile,ofile[,parms] Copy and/or concatenate files

O=ofile,ifl1e, ...
• CREATE file[,filetype[,blocksize]] Create file with given type and blocksize

DISKCOPY /from,/to Copy diskette contents
DUMP file[,from-addr[,to-addr]] Dumps file in hex (PTDOS also gives ASCII)
EDIT ifile[,ofile] Text editors
EDT3

• ENDF Nn[,#m]... Put end file at current position (See SPACE and OPEN)
• EXEC addr[,parms] Execute program at addr. Program may read parms

EXTRACT file[,parms] Display image file block length
FILES parms List files from directory

• FREE? Prints the amount of space remaining on disk
GET parms Retrieves files saved by SAVE

• IMAGE file,addr-range[,start-addr] Write a file containing an image of memory
KILL file[,file]... Removes files from disk
OPEN file[,parms] Opens a file for processing
OPEN? Lists all open files by number
OUT V or OUT P Sets output drivers to video (V) or serial (P)
PRINT parms Prints ASCII file
RANDOM file Creates an index for random accessing

(not needed for CP/M)
Transfer a file to memory
Change the file's attributes
Recover "lost" sectors on disk after errors
Rename old file to new name
Change file's type
Renumber a line-numbered file
Archive files to a save file
Position an indexed file to specified byte or block
Specifies various system parameters
Set input file for Command Interpreter
Set output file for Command Interpreter
Position file forward or backward
List system parameters from disk or memory
Transfer memory to file
Sets memory below system to specified value
Converts Intel hex file output of assembler to binary
Execute commands on file with parameter replacement
Dynamic debugging program

• READ file[,addr-range]
• REATR file[,parms]

RECOVER [/u]
• RENAME old,new[,old,new] ...
• RETYPE file,type

RNUM file[,parms]
SAVE parms
SEEK file,parms
SET parms

• SETIN file
• SETOUT file
• SPACE file,parms

SYST parms
• WRITE file,addr-range

ZIP hex-number

• Commands do not execute 1n or disturb transient area.

DO filer ,parrns]
DEBUG

Commen t a

Fig. 2. Summary of user commands available with CP/M and PTDOS.

The blocksize of the file de-
termines the size of the physi-
cal blocks of a file on the disk
but does not in any way affect
the logical structure of the file.
The blocksize can be from one
to 4095 bytes. Certain sizes pro-
duce more efficient use of the
diskette surface.

The protection attributes can
be set by the user so the file can
or cannot be read, written,
killed, displayed by the FILES
command, have its name
changed or have its disk struc-
ture changed.

The way a PTOOS file is
stored on the diskette is un-
usual. The usual hard-sectored
disk format has one block of
128 data bytes in each sector.
The beginning of each sector is
determined by one of the 32
sector holes on the diskette
itself. The Hellos formatter ig·
nores every other sector hole
so that there are 16 double sec-
tors on each of the 77 tracks.

A block one sector in length
contains 256 bytes of data. Of
course, each block has, in addl-
tion, control bytes used only by
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the operating system. If the
blocksize of the file is greater
than 256 bytes, the format of

. the-file is extended by writing in
the space between sectors so
that the physical blocks are
longer than one sector. By
using two sectors, enough
space is saved on the track to
add 64 bytes between the sec-
tors so that two sectors can
hold 256 + 64 + 256 = 576
bytes.

For each additional sector,
an additional 64 bytes is
gained. A file with blocksize of
4095 requires 13 sectors, sav-
ing 767 bytes. The remaining
three sectors on the track could
be used for a file of blocksize
896 (380 hex). If every file had a
blocksize of 4095 or 896 (which
would not be practical), the
theoretical capacity of the disk-
ette would be 77 x (4095 + 896)
= 384,307 bytes. A diskette tor-
matted in the standard way
could contain 77 x (32 x 128) =
315,392 bytes. A soft-sectored
diskette has a capacity of
256,256 bytes. The combination
of multiple sectors and user-

defined blocksize increases the
capacity of the diskette over
that provided by the standard
format.

This method of formatting is
called "firm" sectoring by Pro-
cessor Technology since it uses
a combination of techniques
used by hard-sectored and soft-
sectored disk formatters. The
disadvantage is that the disk-
ettes written by PTOOS and
Helios are usable only on other
Helios systems. The disk tor-
mat written by CPIM can be the
standard format of 77 tracks
with 26 sectors each contain-
ing 128 bytes.

Will the nonstandard format
be a hindrance? Only if you
wish to get disk files from
others or trade files with non-
Helios users. Perhaps a signifi·
cant amount of software will
become available on PTOOS
diskettes. At present, CPIM is
almost a de facto standard.
You must answer for yourself
whether this is a problem.

Using PTOOS

PTOOS is bootstrapped into

memory by a short (51 hex byte)
bootstrap program. This boot-
strap can be loaded into memo
ory from cassette or, better, put
into ROM in your system. The
bootstrap program loads a file
from disk track zero, sector
zero,· into memory and ex·
ecutes it. This new file then
loads the resident part of
PTOOS into its memory space
(9000 to BFFF hex) and trans-
fers control to the command ln-
terpreter.

In this process, a file named
START.UP is executed as a DO
file. As supplied, the PTOOS
diskette contains a START.UP
file that displays the system
parameters (disk name, disk
date, space available for but-
fers, etc.). The user may add,
change or delete items on this
file as he sees fit. For example,
operating instructions could be
placed on this file to help lnex-
perienced users get started.

After bootstrapping the oper-
ating system, the next step is
creating and editing a file.
There are two text editors on
the system disk. The one I
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Finance: PresentValue of a Future Sum-Simple Interest for Days-Future Value of a Present Sum-Amortization Schedule-Interest
Rate: Compound Interest- Interest Rate: Installment Loan-Days BetweenDates-Term of an Installment Loan- PresentValue of a
Seriesof Payments-Real Estate Capital Investment-Nominal and EffectiveInterest Rates-Internal Rate of Return-Future Value of
Regular Deposits- Regular Depositsfor Future Value- DepreciationAmount: Rate; SalvageValue; Schedule-Bond Present Value-
BondYieldto Maturity-Sale-Cost-Margin-Day of the Week-Moving Ad.
Education: Multiplication& Division-Add-Subtract-Fraction & Decimal-States & Capitals-States & Order ofEntry-States & Ab-
breviation- Inventors& Inventions- WorldCapitals& Countries- UrbanAreas& Population- Authors& Books- Presidents& Order-
States& LargestCity-Basenum.
Graphics:Left Right- RandomAd-Graphic- B1ocks-Fireside-Snow-Step Ad-Step Ad2- Launch- Ratrace- War Game- Weird
- Herring- Blinker-Snoopy.
Home:MessageBoard-Expense Account-Nutrition-Mileage-Remember-Phone Codes-Night CheckOff-Drunkometer-Perpet-
ual Calendar-Babysitter-Calculator-Bartender-Christmas List- VacationCheckOff-Conversion.
Games: Speedy-Odd One-R. Roulette-Star Blazer-Search-Spyship- Tiger Shark-Jumble 2-Sting Ray-Stars-Sketch-Flipper
-Scissors-Horse-Doomsday-Craps-Jumble I-Mem. Quiz Letters-Mem. Quiz Numbers-Wheel of Fortune-Decision-Un-
jumble-Fifteen- Towers-Life-Star Trek- RaceTrack-Count-Roachrace-Gypsy.

The Library 100 is the best buy in software history! We do have one problem, though. Some people cannot believe that we can
give you so much for only $49.50. We suggest that if you don't believe it, you ask your friends who have purchased this software
package or go to your local computer store and ask to see it.

The Library 100 is a collection of 100 original, quality programs, plus a new, easy programming language for your TRS·80,
Tiny PILOT (TPILOT).

It took us 37 pages in our manual just to say a little about each program, so we cannot describe them all here. We did list
them. How many can you use?

You've read the announcements in Kilobaud and Creative Computing. It is here and it is real. A value in excess of $500.00 for
only $49.50 plus $2.00 postage and handling (plus 4% for Georgia residents),

Watch for future software announcements. Hardware? Calculator? Business systems? Write and tell us what you want next.

Mail: $49.50 + $2.00 P & H + 4% if shipped to
Georgia.

Call:
See:

24-hour order service (404) 939-6031.
Your local computer store or Radio
Shack Associate Store.

The Bottom Shelf, Inc.
P.O. Box 49104
Atlanta, Georgia 30359

V ReaderService-see page 179
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ConunentsCP/M PTDOS Function

yes yes Read console
yes yes Write console
yes user Read reader
yes user Write punch
no source Read cassette
no source Write cassette
yes no Read string
yes no Write string
yes yes Character available
yes yes Create file
yes yes Open file
yes yes Close file
no yes Close all
yes not needed Search for file
yes not needed Search for next
yes yes Delete file
yes yes Read block

no yes Delimited read
yes yes Write block

no yes Delimited write
no yes Read single byte
no yes Write single byte
no yes Move file cursor
no yes Delimited move
no yes End file
yes yes Set unit
yes no Interrogate disks
yes no Interrogate drive
yes not needed Set buffer address

not needed yes Indexed seek

not needed yes Build index
yes yes Change file name
yes yes Change file type
no yes Change file attributes
not needed yes Information request
no yes Return
no yes Abort and return
no yes Return/Set trap
no yes Short reset
no yes Error utility

ASCII character
ASCII character
PTDOS: user written utility
PTDOS: user written utility
PTDOS: source provided
PTDOS: source provided
ASCII string
ASCII string
Console input available
Allows specification of file type and blocksize (PTDOS only)
CP/M: address of file control block (FCB) must be passed
PTDOS: file name passed
Close all open files
Fill FCB with information for named file
Fill FCB for next file matching file name
Delete file from directory and free sectors for future reuse
CP/M: 128 bytes always read
PTDOS: user specifies number of bytes read

(may be 1 to 65535 independent of blocksize)
Stop read when specified hex character found
CP/M: 128 bytes always written
PTDOS: user specifies number of bytes written

(may be 1 to 65535 independent of blocksize)
Stop write when specified hex character is found

May be moved forward or backward. Disk I/O may take place
May be moved forward or backward to specified hex character
Puts end file at current position and truncated all following data
Selects the default disk unit
Find Which disks are online
Find disk number of default disk
PTDOS: buffer address handled by system

(can be user specified when file is opened)
Direct seek to block or byte
CP/M: can randomly access files at the block level
PTDOS: can randomly access indexed files at the byte or block level

(block only beyond 65535 bytes)
PTDOS: create or update the index of an indexed file

Obtain file type, attributes, blocksize, ID number, etc.
Return to Command Interpreter
Return with error processing
Subsequent returns will go to specified address
Minor abnormal return
Prints English error messages

Fig. 3. Operating system primitives available with CP/M and PTOOS.

usually use is oriented to the
video display of the SOL or
VDM board. It allows editing
ASCII text files with or without
line numbers. ALS-8 format
files are also supported. If the
file to be edited does not exist,
the editor, with your permis-
sion, will create the file.

The text displayed on the
screen can be scrolled forward
or backward a page (16Iines) or
a line at a time. The cursor can
be moved anywhere on the dis-
played page, and text modifica-
tions can bemade at that point.
Lines or characters can be
added or deleted without retyp-
ing any of the text. Blocks of
lines can be moved from point
to point ... a very easy text
editor to use!

The assembler supplied with
the system can assemble files
with or without line numbers or
files in ALS-8format. Memory is
used only to hold the assembler
object code and the symbol
table (seven bytes per symbol)
of the program being assem-

bled. Thus, large files can be as-
sembled with minimal memory.
A COPY pseudo-instruction

can be embedded within the
source text to cause the con-
tents of a file to be placed in
line in the source text at that
point. Source text of tens of
thousands of characters can
easily be edited and assembled
by the COPYpseudo-instruction.
The output listing can be dis-

played on the video screen,
written to a file or suppressed.
The symbol table or cross-refer-
ence table can be handled in
the same way. The object code
can be directed to a file or sup-
pressed. There are various out-
put format options for line num-
bers, page width and page
length.

supply and indicator-panel
printed-circuit boards. Another
three hours were required for
mechanical assembly of the
disk drive and cabinet. No prob-
lems were encountered with
the Helios after assembly ex-
cept for a bad chip on the for-
matter board.

A disk test program that has
several automatic test proce-
dures is provided on cassette.
In case the automatic tests in-
dicate any errors, the manual
has a long, detailed procedure
for testing the many functions
of the formatter and controller
board. The tests are driven by a
test program on the cassette.
The test procedure requires a
triggered, dual-trace scope.
These tests enabled me to dis-
cover the bad chip quickly.

The controller board runs
very hot. I had to cut holes in
the back panel of my SOL and
add an extra cooling fan (I
added two for good measure);
the native COOlingof the SOL
just wouldn't do it.

Conclusion

My pocketbook is certainly
thinner, but the usefulness and
enjoyment of my SOL system
has been increased manyfold.
My family now uses the cas-
sette recorder without argu-
ment. The PerSci drive used is
one of the best on the market.
The controller and formatter,
being on two boards, take up an
extra slot in the SOL's limited
backplane, but I hope to move
the formatter outboard soon.
My subjective evaluation is that
the system is very good. It was
subjected to quite heavy use
just before Christmas typing a
couple hundred envelopes and
three-page letters. It was often
operating 16 hours a day.

The PTDOSsoftware is what
really separates this system
from others of its class. As a
software development system,
the editor, assembler and DO
processor complement each
other nicely. Good job, Proces-
sor Technology!.

Building a Helios Kit

My Helios was built from a kit
and required nine hours to com-
plete. About six hours were re-
quired for soldering sockets,
components and jumpers on
the controller, formatter, power
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Introducing
the simple

TRS-80 Up-grade

Fast, easy, guaranteed
expansion to 16K
at less than half the
price of Radio Shack.

Only$140

Ithaca Audio makes
it simple

No false starts and finding you need
some little item or special tool. Our Kit
contains all the parts: 8 prime dynamic
RAMs and a complete set of preprogrammed
jumpers. No matter which model you have
(even if you later purchase Level II software),
you're covered.

Complete Instructions
Our easy-to-follow directions cut instal-

lation time to just minutes. You can do it
yourself-with no soldering! All you need is
a household screwdriver.

1000/0 Guarantee
Like our kit, simple: if a part ever fails, we

replace it, FREE. For technical assistance call or write to:

ITHACA
AUDIO
Phone: 607/273-3271
P.O. Box 91 Ithaca, New York 14850

Available now
Order from your favorite retailer. If by

chance he hasn't stocked them yet we'll ship
him your Kit right away.

Available off-the-shelf at these fine computer dealers. © 1978 Ithaca Audio

AL: BIRMINGHAM: Computer Center. (205) 942-8567. HUNTSVILLE: Computerland. (205) 539-1200. CA: BERKELEY: Byte Shop. (415) 845-6366. EL CERRITO: Computerland.
(415) 233-5010. HAYWARD: Computerland. (415) 538-8080. LOS ALTOS: Computerland. (415) 941-8154. MARINA DEL REY: Base 2. (213) 822-4499. MT. VIEW: Digital Deli. (415)
961-2670. SAN FRANCISCO: Computerland. (415) 538-1592. SAN JOSE: Electronic Systems. (408) 226-4064. SAN RAFAEL: Computer Demo Room Inc .•(415) 457-9311. WALNUT
CREEK: Cornputertand, (415) 935-6502. DE: NEWARK: Computerland. (303) 738-9656. FL:FT. LAUDERDALE: Computer Age. (305) 791-8080. POMPANO BEACH: Computer Age.
(305) 496-4999. TAMPA: Micro-computer Systems. (813) 879-4301. IL: NILES: Computerland. (312) 967-1714. OAK LAWN: Computerland. (312) 422-8080. PEORIA: Computerland.
(309) 688-6252. KS: OVERLAND PARK: Personal Computer Center. (913) 649-5942. WICHITA: Computer Systems Design. (316) 265-1120. KY: LOUISVILLE: Computerland. (502)
425-8308. MA: CAMBRIDGE: Computer Shop. (617) 661-2670. MD: ROCKVILLE: Cornputerland. (301) 948-7676. MI: ANN ARBOR: Newman Computer Exchange. (313) 994-
3200. ROYAL OAK: Computer Mart. (313) 576-0900. NJ: ANDOVER: Atlantic Microsystems. (201) 549-0189. BUDD LAKE: Computer Lab of New Jersey. (201) 691-1984. CLARK:
S-1OO. (201) 382-1318. ISELIN: Computer Mart (201) 283-0600. SUCCASUNNA: Computer Hut. (201) 584-4977. NY: BUFFALO: Cornputerland. (716) 836-6511. ITHACA: Computer-
land of Ithaca. (607) 277-4888. JOHNSON CITY: Micro World. (607) 798-9800. NEW YORK CITY: Computer Mart of New York. (212) 686-7923. SYRACUSE: Computer Shop of
Syracuse Inc .• (315) 446-1284. OH: CINCINNATt: Digital Design. (513) 561-6733. DAYTON: Computer Solutions. (513) 223-2348. OK: OKLAHOMA CITY: Micronics. (405) 942-
8152. PA: FRAZER: Personal Computer Corp .•(215) 647-8463. STATE COLLEGE: Microcomputer Products Inc .•(814) 238-77". TN: KNOXVILLE: Eastern Microcomputer. (615)
584-8365. TX: AUSTIN: Computerland. (512) 452-5701. DALLAS: KA Electronic Sales. (214) 634-7870. GARLAND: Digital Research Corp .• (214) 271-2461. HOUSTON: Houston
Computer Mart. (713) 649-4188. UT: OREM: Johnson Computer Electronics. (801) 224-5361. VA: ALEXANDRIA: Computers Plus. (703) 751-5656. ARLINGTON: Arlington
Electronics Wholesalers. (703) 524-2412. VT: ESSEX JUNCTION: Computer Mart of Vermont. (802) 879-1683. CANADA: ONTARIO: MISSISSAUGA: Arisia Microsystems. (416)
274-6033. TORONTO: Computer Mart Ltd .. (416) 484-9708. WINNIPEG: Patrick Computer Systems Inc .. (204) 774-1655. WEST GERMANY: MUNICH: ABC Computer Shop.
Schellingstrasse 33. 8000 Munchen 40 Microcomputer Shop. Toelzerstr. 8. D-815 Holzkirchen. tSRAEL: HAIFA: Microcomputer Eng Ltd .•Haifa 31-070.
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Inventory Control
with the TRS·SO

You may have a large inventory, but you don't need a huge system to handle it.

John A. Yost, Jr.
1041 Hughes Shop Ad.
Westminster MD 21157

Inthe last few months, I have
had several requests for an

inventory control program to
run on the Radio Shack TRS-80.
At first, this seemed too formi-
dable a task for Level I BASIC
and only 4K of RAM. However, it
is possible if you are willing to
work with a few restrictions.

The resulting program allows
the user several methods to dis-
play his inventory, to update in-
dividual items and to save the
information on the cassette
tape. To accomplish this there
are six commands available to
the user.

UPDATE: This allows addition,
deletion and changes to be
made to specified items.
REPORT: Prints all nonzero
items on the screen and stops
at the end of each screen until
ENTER is pressed.
LIST: Requests a range of item
numbers to be printed and then

~ 64

prints them using the REPORT
routine.
PUT: Writes the item array to
the cassette tape.
GET: Reads the item array
from the cassette tape.
ITEM NUMBER: Prints a spe-
cific item on the screen.

These functions can be simpli-
fied or eliminated to make more
memory available for the item
array.

Overcoming Memory
Restrictions

The main problem is how to
squeeze many items into limit-
ed memory. First, use the
item's [lumber as an index into
an array. This restricts item
number format, since it must be
numeric and fall within the
range of the array. Now all we
have to store are quantity and
cost.

The problem here is twofold.
There is only one array with one
dimension available. Multiple
dimensions could have been
programmed if it were not for
memory restrictions. Each ar-
ray element requires four bytes
of memory. At eight bytes for
each item, memory goes fast,
so what I have done is combine
the quantity and cost into one
6-digit number, which is the
number of significant digits we
have to work with.

This was accomplished by
assigning the quantity to the
two high-order digits and the
cost to the four low-order
digits. This restricts the quanti-
ty and cost to integers in the
range of 0-99 and 0-9999, re-
spectively. If a dollar-and-cents
cost field is required, the cost
can be scaled in the pack and
unpack routines by either multi-
plying or dividing by 100. Obvi-
ously, this will restrict the cost
to a range of 0 to $99.99, and
items less than ten cents will
display in scientific notation.

Packing the quantity and
cost is a simple matter. First
the quantity is multiplied by
10,000 to force it into the high-
order positions. Then, the cost
is added to it. For example, if
the input quantity were 15 and
the cost $19.95 (input as 1995),
the calculation would be as
shown in Example 1.

Separating the quantity and
cost is more complicated. The
quantity is the integer portion
of the array item divided by
10,000. Assuming the array
item, A(I), is 151995, the un-
packing is shown in Example 2.

The program as presented
occupies 2407 bytes of mem-
ory, which leaves 1176 bytes for
array storage on a 4K machine.
This means that only 293 items
(1176/4-1) can be controlled. On

a 16K machine 3365 items can
be controlled. Another version
of the program allows for about
700 items in 4K of RAM.

Speeding Up

The cassette storage pre-
sented a problem at first. When
a large number of items were
stored, an extensive amount of
time (approximately 30 minutes
for 400 items) was required for
reading and writing the tape. A
method of blocking the individ-
ual items has been devised;
that is, eight items are written
with each print. The method
may seem a bit awkward, but it
works fine'. Now, writing 400
items takes slightly less than
five minutes. Quite a savings in
time and tape.

Special Features

There are several features of
the Level I BASIC used that
may need further explanation.
When executing a line contain-
ing an IF statement, the remain-
der of the line is skipped if the
comparison is false; the CLS in-
struction clears the screen.
When used as the object of an
IF statement, the· becomes a
logical AND operator, and the

'TRS-80 User Group Newslet-
ter; Vol. 1, No.3, p. 6.



(Quantity times 10000) plus cost
(15 times 10000) plus 1995

150000 plus 1995
151995

Example 1.

+ becomes a logical OR
operator.

I used one other feature that
leaves me uneasy.This feature
allows variables to be used as
numeric input. The input vari-
able will be assigned the value
of the input Variable.

For example, line 110 gives
values to several variables.
Line 210 asks for you to input a
numeric value. If you should in-
put an R or REPORT, variable A
will have a value of -1, the
value of variable R.

This seems fine at first. How-
ever, a problem may occur
when an invalid. letter is input.
The value of that variable will
be placed in A and could possi-
bly get you into a routine that
you don't want to be in.

If you should get into an un-
wanted routine, for any reason,
all you have to do is hit BREAK
and restart the program at line
200 using the RUN 200 com-
mand. Tfiis feature allows you
to start a program at any line
just by specifying the appropri-
ate line number.

Line Functions

Lines 100-120. The variables
corresponding to the input
commands are set to their ap-
propriate values. Then the com-
mand list is displayed on the
screen.

Lines 200-290. Provides for
command input. When a com-
. mand is entered, it is evaluated.
If no match is found, the com-
mand list is again displayed on
the screen; otherwise, the re-
quired routine is performed.

Lines 300-340. Lists the re-
quested item on the screen af-

ter decoding the array entry.
Lines 400-490. Update rou-

tine. Here an item number,
quantity and cost are input. If
all inputs are zero, the update
routine will end. A range check
is then made of the input vari-
ables. If any fall outside' the
range, an error message is dis-
played and another item is re-
quested. The quantity and cost
are then packed together and
stored in the array position as
indicated by the item number.
Another item is then requested.

Lines 500-590. Prints all non-
zero items on the screen. Vari-
ables Band E hold the begin-
ning and ending values to be
used in the report loop. A head-
ing is printed. The array is then
scanned for nonzero entries.
The array entry is decoded and
printed on the screen. After
15 lines are listed, printing is
stopped until ENTER is pressed.
The paging routine does this
work (lines 9300-9340).

Lines 600-630. Prints a par-
ticular range of items. The first
and last item numbers are re-
quested. Control is then trans-
ferred to the report routine
(lines 500-590) to do the actual
printing.

Lines 700-750. Writes the
item array to tape.

Lines 800-850. Reads the
item array from tape.

Lines 9000-9090. Prints the
commands on the screen.

Lines 9100-9110. Decodes
the array item and computes
total cost.

Lines 9300-9340. Paging rou-
tine. After ENTER is pressed,
indicating that you are ready
for the next page, the screen is
cleared and a new heading is
printed.

This program is presented
not as a practical solution to in-
ventory control, but to demon-
strate what can be done on a
minimal system. Some of the
techniques used may be help-
ful in other programs .•

Quantity = integer portion of A(I) divided by 10000
Cost = A(I) minus quantity times 10000
Quantity = INT(151995110000)= 15
Cost = 151995 -15.10000 = 1995

Example 2. Program listing.

0100 REM ••••• INITIALIZE •••••
0110 N=O:U=O:R= -1:L= -2:P= -3:G=-4
0120 GOS.90OD
0200 REM ••••• MAIN CONTROL
0210 IN."COMMAND";A
0215 IF A>N T.P."ITEM # OUT OF RANGE":G.200
0220 IF A>OT.GOS.300:G.200
0230 IF A = U T.GOS.400:G.200
0240 IF A = RT.GOS.500:G.200
0250 IF A = L T.GOS.600:G.200
0260 IF A = PT.GOS.700:G.200
0270 IF A = G T.GOS.800:G.200
0280 GOS.9000

. 0290 G.200
0300 REM ••••• PRINT REQUESTED ITEM
0310 1= A:GOS.9100
0320 P."ITEM # ";A;" QTY ON HAND = ";Q;" COST", ";C;
0330 P." TOTAL=";T
0340 RET.
0400 REM ••••• UPDATE ROUTINE
0410 P."ENTER ALL ZEROS TO END UPDATE"
0420 IN."ENTER ITEM #, QTY,COST";I,Q,C
0430 IF (I = O)'(Q = O)'(C = 0) T.G.490
0440 IF (1<1)T.P."INVALID ITEM #":G.420
0450 IF (Q<O)+ (Q>99) T.P."INVALID QTY":G.420
0460 (C<O)+ (C>9999) T.P."INVALID COST":G.420
0465 IF I>NT.F.B = N + 1TOI:A(B) = O:N.B:N = I
0470 A(I) = (Q'10000) + C
0480 G.420
0490 RET.
0500 REM REPORT ROUTINE
0510 B=1:E=N
0520 GOS.9320
0530 F. I = BTOE
0540 IF A(I) '" 0 T.580
0550 IF X>14 T.GOS.9300
0560 GOS.9100:X = X + 1
0570 P.TAB(5);I;TAB(15);Q;TAB(23);C;TAB(32);T
0580 N.I
0590 RET.
0600 REM ••••• LIST ROUTINE
0610 IN."ENTER RANGE TO BE PRINTED";B,E
0615 IF (B<1) +(B>N)T.P."INVALID BEGIN NUMBER":G.610
0616 IF (E<B) +(E>N)T.P."INVALID END NUMBER":G.610
0620 GOS.520
0630 RET.
0700 REM ••••• WRITE TAPE ROUTINE
0710 CLS:P."LOAD TAPE TO BE WRITTEN TO"
0720 IN."PRESS ENTER WHEN READY";A$:P."WRITING TAPE"
0725 E= INT(NI8)·8:P.#N
0730 F.I = 1TOE STEP 8
0732 D = A(I):F = A(I + 1):H = A(I + 2):K = A(I + 3):M = A(I + 4):Z= A(I + 5):0 = A(I + 6)
0733 S = A(I + 7)
0735 P.#D;",";F;",";H;",";K;",";M;",";Z;",";O;",";S
0737 N.I:F.I = E + 1TON:P.#A(I):N.1
0740 P."DATA SAVED" .
0750 RET.
0800 REM ••••• READ TAPE ROUTINE
0810 CLS:P.:P."LOAD TAPE TO BE READ"
0820 IN."PRESS ENTER WHEN READY";A$
0825 IN.#N:E = INT(NI8)'8
0830 F.I = 1TOE STEP 8
0832 IN.#D,F,H,K,M,Z,O,S
0833 A(I) = D:A(I + 1)= F:A(I +2)= H:A(I + 3) = K:A(I +4) = M:A(I + 5)=Z:A(I +6) =0
0835 A(I + 7) = S
0837 N.I:F.I = E + 1TON:IN.#A(I):N.1
0840 P."DATA LOADED"
0850 RET.
9000 REM •••••
9010 CLS

PRINT COMMANDS ROUTINE

9020 P."· •• - • COM MAN D S • •• ."
9030 P."'UPDATE' OR 'U': TO UPDATE ITEMS"
9040 P."'REPORT' OR 'R': TO PRINT ALL ITEMS"
9050 P."'L1ST' OR 'L': TO PRINT A RANGE OF ITEMS"
9060 P."'PUT' OR 'P': TO WRITE ITEMS TO TAPE"
9070 P."'GET' OR 'G': TO READ ITEMS FROM TAPE"
9080 P."ITEM NUMBER : TO LIST A PARTICULAR ITEM"
9090 P.:P.:RET.
9100 REM ••••• DECODE QTY AND COST ROUTINE
9110 Q = INT(A(I)110000):C= A(I) - (Q'10000):T = Q·C:RET.
9300 REM ••••• PAGING ROUTINE
9310 IN."PRESS ENTER FOR NEXT PAGE";A$
9320 CLS
9330 P." ITEM #";TAB(15);"QTY";TAB(23);"COST";TAB(32);"TOTAL"
9340 X=1:RET.
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Onward with the
COSMAC Elf!

Ready to expand your minimum memory Elf into a full-blown 64K system? Whether it's all
the way to 64K, or just another 256 bytes, you'll find the following guidelines invaluable.

Jeff Duntemann
6208 N. Campbell Ave.
Chicago IL 60659

A recent tally showed that
RCA's COSMACmicropro-

cessor was the fifth most popu-
lar chip among hobbyists. Con-
sidering the tiny handf~1 of
commercial COSMAC comput-
ers available, it's a good bet
that most COSMAC machines
in hobbyists' hands are hand-
built, from scratch, following
the COSMACElf series in Popu-
lar Electronics ("Build the
COSMAC Elf," by Joseph Weis-
becker, August, September
1976;March, July 1977).
The Elf used only one page of

RAM. Although the writer will
attest that this is plenty of
room for a beginner to get lost
in, Elf owners soon get an itch
to expand their memory sys-
tems. Going from a single
256-byte page of RAM to many
is not simply a matter of plug-
ging in the chips. If you're con-
sidering adding memory to your
Elf, read on-this article may
save you some headaches.

Memory Address Multiplexing

There's a reason the original
Elf had only one 256-byte page
of memory. The CDP 1802 rc
has only eight memory address
pins. Since 28 == 256, the chip
has just enough pins to ad-
dress 256 bytes of memory di-
rectly. A simple system like the
Elf can accept this and do very
well without any additional
fooling around. Programs writ-
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ten for 256-byte systems are
simpler, too.

Addressing more memory re-
quires memory address multi-
plexing. This is jargon for a
neat trick RCA uses to put a
16-bit address on eight memory
address pins. First, the 16 bits,
called AOthrough A15,are split
into two 8-bit groups. A8
through A15 are called the
higher-order bits, and they ap-
pear on the memory address
pins first. The Elf does not use
these in its unexpanded form.

While these bits are present
on the pins, a timing pulse
called TPA appears on its own
pin. If you wish to use the
higher-order bits, you must set
them in a latch (like the CD4042)
external to the 1802IC.TheTPA
pulse strobes the latch and
saves the higher-order bits.
These bits themvanish from the
memory address pins, to be
replaced immediately by AO
through A7, called the lower-
order address bits. These are
the eight bits used by all COS-
MAC computers to select in-
dividual bytes within a 256-byte
page of memory.
The higher-order bits are

used to select. an individual
memory page out of several
pages in a syStem. Not all of
these bits are used in most
multi page systems. Only the
first higher-order bit (A8) is
needed to select one page out
of a two-page system. The first
two higher-order bits will select
one page in a four-page system,
and so on. Using all eight
higher-order bits would enable
you to select a single page out
of 256 pages of memory. That

would be a COSMAC "full
galion," 65,536 bytes of mem-
ory, and probably a little more
than you could afford this
payday.
To review: In COSMAC ex-

panded memory systems, the
higher-order bits (as many as
necessary) are used to select
one page out of many pages of
memory. The lower-order bits
(all eight) are used to select a
single byte within a 256-byte
page.

Expansion Hardware Kinks

Expanding memory using
2101-type RAM is not difficult.
In fact, it's a good deal easier
than using 2102-type RAM.
Each memory page consists of
two 2101RAMchips. To expand
memory, wire up as many pairs
of 2101s as you desire in paral-
lel with the original page. MOS
inputs are open circuits, and
may be freely wired in parallel
("wired-OR," in the jargon). The
output pins of the 2101 are Tri-
state, and are driven to an
open-circuit state when not
needed. The various timing

pulses from the 1802 ensure
that only one set of outputs is
turned on at anyone time, so it
is alright to wire outputs in
parallel as well.
The only 2101 pin that must

be treated specially is pin 19.
This is the chip-select pin. A
low on this pin selects the chip.
A high "floats" all the outputs
in a high-impedance state and
ignores all commands on the
control pins. It places the chip
in a sort of electronic limbo in
which it is essentially cut out of
the memory system. The idea
behind an expanded memory
system is to keep all 2101chips
in limbo except for the two that
make up the selected memory
page.

Connect the two pin 19swith-
in each memory page together,
but keep each page's pin 19s
separate. This lead from each
page will be the page-select
lead. There are two good page-
select logic methods for ex-
panded COSMAC systems. I've
sketched them out in Figs. 1
and 2.

For a two-page system, one-

+5 v

PAGE 00
(ORIGINAL ELF PAGE)

EXCEPT FOR PIN 19'5
ALL PAGE 01 CONNECTIONS
ARE PARALLELED WITH
THOSE OF PAGE 00

PAGE 0 I

Fig. 1. Two-page system.
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PAGE 00 PAGE 01

Fig. 2. Multipage system.

fourth of a CD4042 quad latch
IC will do all the latching and
decoding you will need. Eachof
the 4042's latch sections has
two outputs. One output re-
peats the input, and the other
inverts the input. Connected as
in Fig. 1, the Q and Q outputs
will always be different, assur-
ing that only one memory page
of the two will be selected at
anyone time. Make sure that
the other three D inputs to the
4042are grounded. The unused
outputs may be left open, as is
the rule with all CMOS ICs.

For a larger memory system
with up to 16 pages of memory,
use the configuration shown in
Fig. 2. The CMOS CD4515 IC
contains both a four-bit latch
and a four-to-16 line decoder. At
every TPA pulse, A8-A11, the
first four higher-order memory
address bits, are saved in the
latch and decoded to select
one page out of the system. On-
ly one of the 16 output pins of
the 4515will be low at any given
time. The others will be held
high. One page-select lead
goes to each 4515output, start-
ing with output O. The operation
should be pretty obvious.

This second system is not a
16-or-nothing choice. You may
use it with as little as two pages
of memory and add pages at
any time, up to the maximum
16.The unused outputs may be
left open.

If you decide to expand to
more than about eight pages,
it's a good idea to buffer your
memory address lines. This ln-
volves following each of the
1802's memory address out-
puts with one section of a

play to your computer. The
same buffers will drive both the
address display and all the
memory you want to add. For
the price of two 4050s it's a
worthwhile addition to your
computer.
While you're adding memory

to your computer, you might
want to consider using CMOS
RAM instead of current-hungry
2101s.You have your choice of
RCA's CDP 1822and the 5101,
wh ich is offered by several
manufacturers and very well
described in Don Lancaster's
CMOS Cookbook. Both these
chips are pln-tor-pln compati-
ble with the 2101, and can be
plugged into the same sockets
you wired up for 2101RAM.The
reduction of power consump-
tion using CMOSRAM is shock-
ing: on the order of 1/10 to 1/40,
depending on processor clock
speed.

One final advantage is that
CMOSRAM can be made "non-
volatile" (able to hold programs
when system power is off) by
adding a switch, some diodes
and a small battery. I will only
add that any 2101 pin-compati-
ble CMOS RAM IC will work as
well as the CDP1822in that cir-
cuit. The 5101 is much less ex-
pensive and a good deal more
widely available.

A COSMAC Memory
Address Display

I'm sure you've had those
hair-pulling times when you
load a laboriously long pro-
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gram in through the toggle
switches, flip RUN up and ...
nothing. Has the program
stopped in its tracks? ... got·
ten caught in an endless loop?
You have no way of knowing
which instructions the com-
puter is executing-if indeed it
is executing any at all. Those
are the times when a memory
address display really earns its
keep.
The circuit in Fig. 3 will dis-

play the address of the byte the
computer is currently fetching,
anywhere within the 65K mem-
ory address range of the
CDP1802.It also keeps track of
your "plaCe" while you're tog-
gling in a long program. If
you've ever lost count while
toggling in 12NOP instructions
in a row you will appreciate that
feature.

The Texas Instruments
TIL311 display device contains
a latch, decoder, constant-
current LEDdriver and LEDdot-
matrix display. It creates more
natural arid pleasing hexadeci-
mal digits than seven-segment
displays, especially for the
alphabetic hex characters. It is
expensive, but if you shop
around you can usually find
them for less than $8 apiece.
The circuit given in Fig. 3

covers all 65K of memory that
the 1802 can address. For a
single-page system the last two
digits will suffice. Unless you
have more than 16 pages of
memory you need only the last
three. In any case, to use the

seo

MA7

MA6

MA5

MA4

MA3

MA2

MAl

Fig. 3. COSMAC memory address display.

PAGE 02 PAGE 03 PAGE OF

CD4050 hex driver, and using
the driver outputs as you would
the memory address outputs.
Each driver output can supply a
good deal more current than
the individual outputs from the
1802 IC itself.
You might question how a

CMOS input, which is actually
an open circuit, can require an
input current. Each CMOS or
MOS (in this case) input is ac-
tually a very tiny capacitor.
When a capacitor goes from an
uncharged to a charged state,
it draws a very brief surge of
current. When a MOS input
goes from a logic low to a logic
high, it charges and draws a
tiny current pulse. For one or a
handful of MOS inputs this cur-
rent is insignificant, but for a
large number of inputs it adds
up. If the current becomes large
enough, the driving output is
loaded too heavily and slows
down.

In the case of memory ad-
dress lines, this can cause pro-
gram execution problems and
possibly overheat the 1802.
CD4050drivers have the "guts"
to charge a large number of
MOS inputs quickly, while pre-
senting only one CMOS input to
the 1802'smemory address out-
puts. Loading down your mem-
ory address lines is not a good
idea if you expect your system
to run at any respectable
speed. COSMAC is the fastest
non-bipolar processor around,
passing even the great l-80 by
two whole megahertz ... why
waste it?

Buffering the address lines is
also essential if you ever want
to add a memory address dls-
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TIL311 you must buffer your
memory address lines. Also
bear in mind that each TIL311
draws more than 100 milliamps
from your power supply.

Using a memory address dis-
play is not just as simple as
looking at it. Your computer ex-
ecutes close to 100,000 instruc-
tions per second; the digits go
by rather quickly. If you start
your computer running and the

displays read some number
"cleanly," that is, without any
extra LED dots lit, the program
has stopped, and the displayed
digit gives the address of the
last instruction fetched.

In most cases you will see
some strange pattern of dots
that looks like several numbers
overlaid upon one another.
That is exactly what you see.
The computer is looping, and

~
00 90 81 82 113
04 F8 IE III
07 F8 FF 7\2
Oil E2
OB 7B
OC 3F OC
OE 37 OE
10 83
11 39 19
13 F'9 80
15 7l\
16 51
17 30 IE
10 F9 90
10 51
lC 70
In 13
IE XX
IF 52
20 64 22
22 30 DC

Set high -o r-de r bytes (, Rh. 0 to 00
Point Rl.D to synthetic op code location
Put FF in R2.D
X=2
Turn Q on
\\lai t for Input pressed
Wait for Input released
Put R3.0 in D
If Q=O go to '1(19)
o OR 80 = 0
TUrn Q off
Store 0 at H(R(I»
Go to ,1(IE)
o OR 90 = 0
Store D at M(R(l»
Turn Q on
Increment R3
Put Register X.X in D (synth. op code)
Store D at H(R (2»)
Output register contents to hex display
Go to r1 (OC)

Program 1.

M1I

00 90 B2 83 B5 86
05 F8 FE 112
08 F8 12 7\3
DB F8 31 liS
DE F8 41 M
11 03
12 D5 81
14 D5 7\1
16 6C
17 311 22
19 F8 10 7\0
ic DO
10 91 83 81 113
21 03
22 F6
23 3B 2.~
25 05
26 El 64
28 30 25
211 05
28 El
zc 51
20 64
2E 30 2A
30 03

31 D6
32 FE FE FE FE
36 AD
37 06
38 80 Fl
3A 52
38 64 22
3D 30 30
3F 02
40 D5

41 E2
42 Fe 01
44 FA OF
46 52
47 62 22
49 3D 41
48 78
4e F8 09 84
4.- 24
50 94
51 3A 4F
53 7A
54 35 54
56 30 3F

Initialize hiqh-order registers
Set stack address in ~2.0
Set MAIN program counter in R3.0
Set BSUS program counter in RS.D
Set HSUS program counter in R6.0
P=3. Start Ml\.IN
P=S. Call BSUR & put byte in Rl.l
P=5. Call BSUD & put byte in RI.O
Read t.oqq Le s r put byte in 0
Go to M(22) if 0,.0
Re-point RO.O at M(ID)p=o
Put contents of Rl into R3
P=3. Jump to keyboard-selected address
Shift D 1 bit right
Go to H(2A) if DF=O
P=5. Call BSUB Fe put byte in D
X=l. Display M(R(I) on hex readouts
Loop and display next memory location
P=5. Call BSUB & put byte in D
X=1
Store 0 at M{R{l»
Display M{R(l) on hex readouts
Loop and store another byte at next location
P=3. (Return from BSUS)

BSUB
P=6. Call HSUB & put nibble in 0
Shift D four bits left
Store 0 temporarily in RO.D
P=6. Call HSUB & put nibble in 0
Combine nibbles via OR function
Store 0 at M(R(2»
Display byte and decrement R2
Return
Put M(R(2» into 0
P=5. (Return from HSUB)

sstrn
X=2
IIdd 01 to 0
D AND OF = D
Store 0 at H(R(2»
Output D to encoder chip & decrement R2
Loop again if no key is pressed
Turn Q on
Load 09 into R4.l
Decrement R4
Load R4.! into D
Loop aqain until R4.1=O
Turn Q off
Wait until key is released
Go to '1(3F)

Program 2 (EHOPS-6SK).
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the displays are showing the
addresses of all instructions
within the loop, so quickly that
the eye sees them as one. In
some cases you may be able to
puzzle out some of the numbers
for very short loops: "1" atop
('2," for example.

For longer loops, rapidly flip
RUN up arid down. Each time
you stop the program, the dis-
plays will randomly read one
address within the loop. Do this
often enough, and all ad-
dresses in the loop should
show up at least once. If you
keep track of the number of
times a particular address
comes up, you might be able to
track loops within the loops by
spotting where in the program
the computer seems to be
spending an inordinate amount
of time.

With a little practice, you'll
find that an address display is
the most cost-effective debug-
ging device you can add to your
computer.

may suddenly start trying to ex-
ecute instructions in a memory
page that doesn't even exist!
Your pointers can easily end up
pointing to the Twilight Zone.

Even short programs in multi-
page systems need to be modi-
fied. Many COSMAC users
operate under the severely
mistaken notion that all
general-purpose registers reset
to 0000 when power is applied.
Not true! Only RO has any
power-on reset provision. The
other 15 registers, after power-
up, may contain any sort of gar-
bage at all and usually do.

To prove it, turn your power
off and on again, and load Pro-
gram 1. After flipping RUN up,
nothing will happen until you
press INPUT. Then the data
display will show the contents
of RO.O.Push INPUT again, and
the display will show RO.1.The
Q light will come on, indicating
that the display is of a higher-
order register byte. A third
press of INPUT will show R1.0,
and so on.

You can step through the
1802's entire complement of
registers by successively
pressing INPUT. Each time the
Q lamp lights, the display is a
higher-order byte. You will see
that the registers contain a
great deal of trash after
power-up.

For short programs, the easy
way to preset your higher-order
register bytes is by making use
of RO's power-on reset func-
tion. As the first order of busi-
ness in a program, bring RO.1
into 0 and copy it into as many
higher-order registers as you in-
tend to use to hold any sort of
memory address:

90 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5

etc. This will put 00 into your
higher-order register halves
and prevent pointer problems.
Of course, if you're using an
operati,ng system and locating
programs in some other mem-
ory page, set the higher-order
halves of your pointer registers
to the proper page:

F801 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5

for a program running in page
01. Note that this method uses
immediate data and cannot use
RO'spower-on reset.
The simplest way to keep all

Beware the Rest
of That Register!

People who expand the Elf's
memory sys.tem beyond its
single page soon discover that
programs written with only a
Single page in mind work
strangely, if at all, on multipage
systems. Like most everything
else about the COSMAC archi-
tecture, it all comes down to
the. general-purpose registers,
and to the way they address
memory.

In the basic single-page Elf,
program counters, data
pointers, stack pointers or any
stored memory address need
only be eight bits long and may
be stored in the lower half of a
general-purpose register. The
upper half may contain
nothing, or anything at all, and
still be ignored because the up-
per half of a register contains
the higher-order bits of a mem-
ory address. These function on-
ly to select the proper memory
page in a multipage system,
and in the Elf the single page is
selected all the time.

As soon as you add even one
additional page of memory you
must watch what is in the upper
halves of your registers. If you
don't, your program counter



this straight is to train yourself
to think in terms of 16-bit mem-
ory addresses rather than the
Elf's 8-bit addresses. Don't
think of the two halves of your
general-purpose registers as
separate and independent enti-
ties. For static-byte storage,
sure, but it takes both halves of
a register to hold an address.
Your data pointers may no
longer look like 08 or FF. They
must resemble 03COor 0199 or
OOFF.Once you break yourself
of the 8-bit Elf habit, the whole
thing will begin to seem natural
and inevitable.

Perhaps the hardest part of
expanding your memory sys-
tem will be rewriting all your
software with expanded data
pointers and program counters.
To save you a little work (and to
provide an example of how to
go about it), I've rewritten the
EHOPS operating system to
run with expanded memory.
Call it EHOPS-65K. It can
handle any amount of memory
COSMACcan address.

Take a close look at Program
2. Notice that the higher-order

register halves are immediately
set to 00. Also notice that it
calls BSUB twice for each start-
ing address, storing the start-
ing address in both halves of R1
(MA 0012-0014).

Thus, when you flip RUN up
you must tap two bytes into the
hex keypad, regardless of what
function you select with the
toggle switches. The first byte
you tap in will be the higher-
order byte of the starting ad-
dress, followed by the lower-
order byte. After the starting
address is entered, you may
use EHOPS-65K exactly the
same as you would use EHOPS-
256.

EHOPS-256uses a trick that
doesn't work in expanded mem-
ory systems, and it merits a
closer look as an example of
how not to do things. In order to
run a program that has been
located elsewhere in memory,
EHOPS-256simply asked for a
one-byte starting address,
stored it in R1.0,and then made
the jump to the program by
copying R1.0 into the current
program counter, R3.0. Recall

that the number in a program
counter is the address of where
the computer is "at" in execut-
ing instructions.

In an expanded memory sys-
tem, you cannot completely
change a two-byte program
counter with only one instruc-
tion. You must change it a byte
at a time, and as soon as you
change either half of your cur-
rent program counter, your pro-
gram instantly vanishes to
begin running in some other
area of memory, leaving behind
the other half of the change
routine like an abandoned child.

EHOPS-65K does not alter
the current program counter.
To run a program in another
area of memory, it temporarily
drops out of program counter
R3 into RO,quickly copies the
contents of R1(the starting ad-
dress) into both halves of R3,
and then assumes R3 as pro-
gram counter once again. This
immediately sends program ex-
ecution to the starting address
tapped in on the keypad.

Note that in order to accom-
plish this trick RO must be

specially repointed to "pick
up" the program precisely
where the program "aban-
dons" R3.All in all, the method
is awkward and uses a lot of op
code to execute a simple jump.
To sum up, don't tamper with

the current program counter.
As soon as your system grows
beyond a single page of mem-
ory, such tricks instantly
become disasters.

Now, as an exercise, rewrite
ETOPS-256to run in an expand-
ed memory system.

And Don't Overlook the Obvious

You might also wish to avoid
a mistake made by the writer
during an ambitious expansion
of his COSMAC system. He in-
dustriously added nine pages
of 2101 RAM, plus a four-digit
memory address display using
TlL311s. The moment he hit the
"on" switch, the power supply
regulator vanished in a puff of
smoke. Usea thermally protect-
ed regulator, or at least a fuse,
and coping with COSMAC ex-
pansion won't be that hard
at all..

LEARN TO PROGRAM WITH THE 6502

MICROCOMPUTER
PROGRAMMING:

$330

• MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAMMING:6502
ByRodnay Zaks, ref C202 $9.95

Thistext will teach you how to program with the 6502. from ground zero if
necessary:arithmetic,input-output,includingpollingand interrupts.addressing
techniques.Completely self-contained,it can be usedby the novice to learn
programming or by anyone who wants to learn about basic techniques,
usingthe6502.

(The author has taught programming to more than 1000 persons).

• 6502 APPLICATIONS BOOK
(For SYMand KIM), ref D302 $12.95

A seriesof practical (hardware and software)applications for a 6502 board
(SYMpreferredor KIM)whichcan be usedasexperiments,or implementedat
minimalcost.Examplesare: morsegenerator, electronic piano, digital clock,
homealarmsystem,trafficcontroller.

• WITH SYM-MICROCOMPUTER BOARD
(COMPLETE SELF-STUDY)
C202 + D302 + SYMBoard + cassette
(shipping add'l)-----------------

/ NAME

I COMPANY
/ ADDRESS . . _
/ CITY STATE/ZIP _

/
0 C201 DC207 DC200 DC202 00302 Other _
o Payment enclosed 0 C.O.D.

/ ADD $1.50/BOOK FORFASTSHIPPING

/
0/542/

/

_______ POSITION _

o charge my 0 Visa 0 Master charge 0 American Express
o Number_. __ ~ Exp date _
Signature 0 Send catalog.

o FREE CATALOG! ORDER FORM 0

V Reader Service-see page 179

TO ORDER
eBY PHONE: call {4151848-8233 8
BankAmericard/Mastercharge accepted SYBEX
eSHIPPING: no charge when payment
included.
ADD: $1.50/book for fast shipping.

eTAX: in California, add sales tax.
eOVERSEAS: 2020 Milvla51.
SYBEX-EUROPE,313 rue Lecourbe, Berkeley,
75015· PARIS, France Tel:{118282502 Calif 94704

(Dept K)
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Duane Amundson
1214 Aloha Lane
Clearwater FL 33515

Build a $50 TVT!
Most of us want to have video displays for our microcomputers. The following design puts
everything that you need on one small board.

Many rnic ro processo r-
based systems produce

data that is best displayed on a
CRT.We are going to discuss a
circuit that generates a corn-
posite video signal to drive a

video monitor or TV set and
can be built for about $50!
The signal, when injected in-

to the video amplifier of a TV
set, displays a page of 16
32-character lines for a total of
512characters. Its memory has
a capacity of 1024characters,
or two pages. Either page can
be selected for display. The
characters can be entered
either directly from a keyboard
or microprocessor that pro-

duces ASCII characters. The
circuit includes a cursor
generator to simplify editing
the displayed data.

It also includes an
MCM6571A character genera-
tor, which produces a com-
plete upper and lowercase
English and lowercase Greek
character set plus many
special symbols. The
MCM6571A is directly inter-
changeable with most of the

Duane Amundson is senior
engineering aide at the ECI
Division of E-Systems, St.
Petersburg FL.
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6570 series, thus allowing
other character sets, such as
German or Japanese, to be
used. The memory output is
made available to allow a
microprocessor to read the
data displayed on the screen.
The vertical and horizontal
sync pulses are brought out to
allow greater flexibility in con-
necting the circuit to a TV set.
If built from standard TTL ICs,
the circuit requires a total in-
put power of about 5 W. If low-
power TTL is used, the power
requirement can be reduced to
about 3 W.

Theory of Operation

As shown in Fig. 1, the cir-
cuit can be logically divided in-
to seven sections: horizontal,
vertical, write, selector, cursor,
memory and video.
The horizontal section con-

tains the master clock. This is
divided to produce horizontal-
sync and blanking signals. The
vertical section further divides
the output of the horizontal
section to produce the vertical-
sync and blanking signals. The
combined horizontal and ver-
tical sections produce a 9-bit
address, which defines the
location in the memory of the
character position being
scanned by the CRT.The write
section controls the writing of
the new characters Into the
memory. The selector section
determines which address is



characters that have been
entered and produces the 13,19

video output signal required to
display these characters on a
CRT. The video section com-
bines the video signal from the
memory, the cursor signal from
the cursor section and the
horizontal and vertical sync
and blanking to produce the
composite video output signal
that drives the video monitor or
TV set.

sent to the memory, the read
address produced by the
horizontal and vertical sec-
tions, or the write address pro-
duced by the write section. The
cursor section produces a
signal that appears on the CRT
as a line under the character
position into which the write
section will direct the next new
character to be written. The
memory section stores the

Construction
The circuit can be built with

a printed circuit board, wire-
wrap sockets or point-to-point

wiring. I used a printed circuit
board (see Fig. 2a) because it
results in a much neater and
easier way to repair the final
product, as can be seen in the
photo of the front and back of
the PCB. The components on
the PCB are identified in Fig.

parts are installed. If any
printed wires are broken or
shorting to adjacent wires, it is
easier to repair them at this
time. To keep the board size at
a conveniently small 6 X 8.7
inches, the wires and parts
must be close together. Each

2b. The parts list gives a more
complete description of each
part. If a little discretion is
used in purchasing parts, the
circuit can be constructed for a
total cost of about $50. If a
PCB is used, it should be very
carefully inspected before any
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Fig. 1. Overall block diagram.

Fig. 2a. PC board artwork. (Fig, is 80 percent of artwork's full size.)
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solder connection should be in-
spected as it is made to see
that no solder bridges are
formed.

The holes for the jumper
wires and all other com-
ponents except the crystal
should be drilled with a #70
drill bit. The crystal pins re-
quire a #55 drill bit, and #22 or
#24 wire can be used for the
jumpers, using insulating tub-
ing where necessary to prevent
their touching each other. The
photo shows where to use in-
sulating sleeving. Since the
2102s and the 6571A are MOS
devices and may be damaged
by a static charge, it is safer to

install these last, taking
reasonable care to prevent
static buildup. Unless the 7400
series ICs have all been tested
or are known to be good, I
recommend checking each one
with an ohmmeter from Vcc to
ground. On most of the TTl
ICs, this is from pins 14 to 7;
however, 7473s are pins 4 to 11,
7493s are pins 5 to 10, and the
remaining 74193s, 7485s,
74157s and 74165 are pins 16 to
8. It is much easier to locate a
shorted IC at this time than
after it has been soldered into
the PCB with 39 other ICs.

After all the parts have been
carefully soldered in place and

the finished board has been in-
spected for bad solder connec-
tions, it is ready to use. Inter-
face the board as shown in Fig.
3. The board shown is designed
for a 30-pin edge connector
with .156 inch pin spacing. This
allows for two ground pins at
each end of the connector. The
00-06 lines bring the 7-bit
ASCII code from the keyboard
to the TV readout board. The
07 signal is a positive strobe
pulse generated by the
keyboard to indicate that a key
has been pressed and the
ASCII code has been set up on
the DO-D6 lines and is ready to
be read. The cursor control

5V IA
SUPPLY 6 8~F

~.~"..:~~~~~~::I I~"'--9-3-!l-C-O-AX--'--,A~ ."CO
SUPPLY o i£~ AMP

L---~-~--:=(':2~cj,3~'~5_-=I3~I~'~I5~I~6~17~18~19~2~O~2~1~22~23~2~'~2~52~6_~~29~'3~O-.LI~ _

+~------,

+ t-----t-.

12V
IOmA
SUPPLY -1----_--I--1GNO

Fig. 2b. Parts location and identification.

KEYBOARD

MODIFIED TV SET

OVA-I
TV READOUT BOARD
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Fig. 3. Power supply, keyboard and TV set connections.

lines can each be connected to
a key on the keyboard or a
push-button switch, but must
be held low when the key is not
pressed and high when the key
is pressed. The high state
could be a short pulse.

The composite video is best
connected to the TV video
amplifier circuit with a 93 Ohm
coax line terminated with a 100
Ohm resistor, although a
twisted pair of wires could be
used. When first turned on, the
board should fill the TV screen
with a random set of
characters. Many keyboards
have a rubout key that pro-
duces a home command and
writes a solid rectangle in the
upper left corner of the screen.
If the circuit does not do
everything it should, the
description of each part of the
circuit board in the circuit
analysis will help locate the
problem.

Circuit Analysis

With an oscilloscope, it is
possible to isolate any trouble
in the circuit. The numbered
blocks in Fig. 1 and Figs. 4
through 10 indicate the pin
numbers of the PCB edge con-
necter. The character
generator requires -3 V and
+12 V in addition to +5 V. All
other ICs require only the +5 V
supply. Except for U11 pin 1
and Q1, all signals on the
board are either a logic low or a
logic high, or alternating be-
tween these two states. A logic
low is any voltage less than .8
V. A logic high is any voltage
between 2.0 and 5.0 V. If an
oscilloscope is not available, a
2k VOM meter can provide
useful troubleshooting infor-
mation. It can distinguish be-
tween a low, high or alter-
nating condition. However, it
may not distinguish between
an alternating condition and a
faulty IC.

The horizontal section is
shown in Fig. 4. ClK1 is a 6.048
MHz square wave, which is
used by the character-bit shift
register. ClK2 is a 1.512 MHz
square wave, which is used by
the writelcount shift register.
ClK3 is a 756 kHz square wave
used by the character-bit shift
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register and the cursor-delay
shift register. AOthrough A4 is
the horizontal part of the read
address. This is sent to the
selector and the cursor
generator. AO-A4 are all
square-wave signals: AO= 378
kHz; Ai = 189 kHz; A2 = 94.5
kHz; A3 = 47250Hz;A4 = 23625
Hz.
The 6048 kHz oscillator con-

Sisting of U31ab, R6, R7 and
the crystal is the master clock,
which provides a stable
reference frequency for the en-
tire board. U30, U34b and U32
are the horizontal part of the
frequency dividing chain. U35a
and U31f generate a reset
Signal at pulse 384. Therefore,
aD, ·which is pin 11 of U32,
which is theoutput of the last
stage of the horizontal divide
chain; has a frequency of
15750Hz (60480007 384).There
are eight ClK1 cycles for each
change of state of AO,the least
significant bit of the address.
This means that each
character position is eight bits,
or 1.32 "s,' wide. Therefore,
each horizontal scan requires
48 (384 7 8) character posi-
tions. These are defined by
AO-A4plus aD.

Because only positions 0-31
are displayed and 32-47 are
blanked, aD is not required as
part of the address. At the start
of each character, the
character code is loaded from
the memory into the shift
register, U11, at the same time
that the address is changed.
Because a short time must
elapse before the output of the.
memory changes, the
character displayed in a
character position will be the
one stored at the immediately
preceding address. Therefore,
the blanking circuit, which con-
sists of U31e and U29, must
blank at 33 and unblank at 1 in
order to display addresses
0-31.

U31 d, U33 an d U35cd
generate the horizontal sync
pulse and VClK (which is sim-
ply an inverted sync pulse). The
sync pulse starts at 37 and
ends at 43, making it six
characters, or 7.9"s, wide. This
makes the front porch four
characters, or 5.3 "s, and the
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Fig. 4. Logic diagram of horizontal circuits.
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back porch six characters, or
7.9 "s, wide. The width of the
blanking signal, 16 characters,
is 21.2"s.
The vertical section is shown

in Fig; 5.
RO, R1, R2, R3 are the

numbers of tHe horizontal row
of the character being
displayed, and A5, A6, 'A7, A8
are the line numbers. This see-
tton requires VelK as the input
to the first counter. U36 and
U37ac make up a divlde-by-ta
counter that generates the
character scan address for the
character generator and s~ans
0-12 on lines FI0-R3. Adding

Fig. 5. Logic diagram of vertical circuits.

U34a, U38, U37b, U39a makes
the overall counter divide by
262. This part of the couhter
generates the line' number for
the memory on lines A5-A8.
The counter counts line
numbers 0-19. Lines 0-15 are
displayed and 16-19 are
blanked. This makes the ver-
tical frequency 60.11 Hz (15750
7262).

R(Jis a low for 63.5 "s and
high for 63.5 "s, except that
every sixth low will be 126,,5.
R1 is low for 127 ,,5 and then
high for 127 "s, except that
every third low will be 190.5"s.
R2 is low for 254 "s, high for

U39

t-------'19 d 8 VERTICAL
BLANKING

254"s, low for 254 "s, and then
high for 63.5 iAs. R3 is low for
508,,5 and then high for 317.5
"s. A5 is low for 825"s and high
for 825"s. A6 is low for 1651"s
and high for 1651"s. A7 is low
for 3302 "s and high for 3302
"s, except that every third high
is 825 "s. A8 is low for 9905 "s
and high for 6603 "s. QD, the
next binary digit, is low for 12.4
ms (15 lines) and high for 4.1
ms (5 lines). This becomes the
vertical blanking Signal. These
signals repeat regularly for 260
rows, at which point two extra
rows are inserted to make the
total 262. U40 and U39bef pro-
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duce a low output during count
17 for 825 /'s, the vertical sync
pulse.

The write clock, shown in
Fig. 6, acts as a register to
store the current write address,
the memory location into
which the next character will
be written, and generates the
write signal that loads the
character into that memory
location. The current write ad-
dress appears on lines BO
through B8 and Y9. There are
seven ways in which this ad-
dress may be chanced.

1. If all seven input lines,
00-06, are set high, U1 pro-
duces a low output that resets
the counters to zero. This is the

WRITE 80 BI 82 83 .4

Fig. 6. Write circuits logic diagram.

address of the upper left cor-
ner of the display.
2. If the 07 line is set high, U27;
the shift register, will generate
two pulses. The first is the
write pulse, which is 661 ns
long. This is followed, after a
661 ns wait, by a 661 ns count
pulse that appears fit pin 10 of
U2-7.The count pulse-advances
the write clock by one
character position.
3. If the "right" input is
momentarily set high, the write
clock is advanced by one
character position.
4. If the "left" input is rnornen-
tarily set high, the write clock
is backed up by one character
position.
5. If the. "down" input is

Completely assembled boerc;

momentarily set high, the write
clock is advanced by one line.
6. If the "up" input is momen-
tarily set high, the write clock
ls backed up by one line.
7. If the "page" input is
momentarily set high, the write
clock is advanced by one page.
If the display is on page two, it
will advance to page one.

The data selector circuits
are shown in Fig. 7. There are
19 input lines and nine output
lines. Lines AO-A8 are the in-
puts for the read address from
the horizontal and vertical
sweep circuits. Lines BO-B8are
the inputs for the write address
from the write clock. Lines

88
87
86
85

A8
A7
A6
A5

84

07

A4

83
82
81
80

A3
A2
AI
AO

85868788

YO-Y8 are the outputs that
deliver the selected address to
the memory. The last input is
the select line, the 07 line.
When 07 is set high, indicating
that a character is about to be
written, the write address is
selected and sent to the
memory. When 07 is low the
read address is selected.

The cursor generator, shown
in Fig. 8, is used to generate a
video signal that appears on
the CRT as a line under the
character position into which
the next character entered will
be vvritten. U15, U18 and U17
make up a 9-bit comparator.
The output lines will all be high
only when the. read address is

s
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Fig. 7. Selector circuits.
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equal to the write address. U16
combines the four lines from
the comparators with the R3
and R2 lines to produce a low
output only when the read ad-
dress equals the write address
and the CRT is scanning the
bottom row of the character.
The cursor signal out of U16 is
then delayed by one character
position by shift register U19to
compensate for the fact that
the character being displayed
is the character from the
memory location immediately
preceding the current read ad-
dress. This is the result of the
delay of about 500 ns between
the time the read address is
changed and the output of the
memory changes.

The memory, shown in Fig. 9,
is used to store the 1024
characters that make up the
two pages. The 7-bit ASCII
character codes on lines 00-06
are continually presented to
the memory input lines.
However, the character is not
written into the memory until

- 3V

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

1,2

the write line is set low. When
this occurs, the character is
written into the memory at the
address present on lines YO-Y9.
The memory output is con-
tinually presented to the

character generator, U10, and
the output buffer, U3.

The character code present
on these output lines is the
character stored at the loca-
tion defined by the address on

lines YO-Y9. The MCM6571A
character generator, U10, ac-
cepts the character code on
lines MO-M6and the character
scan row number on lines
RO-R3 and sends the ap-
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Fig. 8. Cursor control circuits.
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signal, thus preventing the loss
of characters.

U41 can be added to the PC
board to the left of U28 and
below U19 (see Fig. 12). Its in-
stallation requires cutting only
the line coming from pin 20 of
the edge connector. U41 is in-
serted in this line so that the
D7 signal must pass through it
before going into the rest of
the circuit. The jumper wires re-
quired to connect U41 to the
circuit can be easily located by
comparing Fig. 1 with Figs. 11
and 12. The photos are also
helpful..

U2' present, U39c will be high.
Then U20c can produce a black
or white level as required by
the video and blanking signals.
A white level is about 3.5 V out
(open circuit), and a black level
is about 1.1 V out.

ViDEo
CURSOR - _

HO"R.BlANK -----~:_L~
VERT BLANK ---------"j

D7-----~
HOR.SYNC --.---~~~

VERT. SYNC --+-.----'4

COMPOSITE
VIDEO
OUTPUT

A Correction to the TV Readout
Circuit.

It was intended that the shift
register U27 would generate
the write and count pulses at a
rate determined by CLK2
whenever the D7 line was set
high. However, if the transition
of D7 from low to high occurs
at exactly the Same time as the
transition of CLK2, the shift
register U27 will not generate
the write and count pulses.
When this happens, that
character will not be written in-
to the memory. This occurred
about three or four times out of
100 characters.
This loss of characters was

completely eliminated by the
addition of the strobe syn-
chronizer, shown in Fig. 11. It
consists of a single IC, U41, a
D-type flip-flop. This serves to
synchronize the D7 transitions
with the CLK2 signal so that
the Signal sent to shift register
U27 always changes state just
after a transition of the CLK2

Fig. 10. Video output circuits.
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01f"--- PIN 9 AND Ut3 PIN 2, 12,13 AND
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SN74?4
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FROM PIN 20
OF CONNECTOR

NC" CK2

12 D2 NC

Fig. 11. Strobe synchronizer.

propriate seven bits to the shift
register, U11. The 756 kHz shift
register load pulses are a dif-
ferentiated square wave riding
on a de bias of 3.4 V. The RC
time constant is about 0.07 !-'s.
When the shift register load in-
put is momentarily set low, it
loads these seven bits, plus an
eig hth zero bit (for character
spacing), in parallel and begins
sending them out on the video
line-one bit for each low-to-
high transition of the shift-
register clock input.
The video section is shown

in Fig. 10. U21b combines the
video and cursor signals so
that a low from either one pro-
duces a high output, which
represents a white level on the
CRT. U28 and U20c combine
the video signal from U21c, the
horizontal sync, the vertical
sync, the horizontal blanking,
the vertical blanking and write
blanking (D7). A high out of
U20c represents a white level
on the CRT. This results only
when all inputs to U28 are high.

The presence of a sync or
blanking pulse (low state) pro-
duces a high out of U28, which
represents a black level on the
CRT. U35b and U39c combine
the sync lines. The presence of
either a horizontal or a vertical
sync produces a low out of
U39c. This can occur only dur-
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ing a blanking pulse. 01 and its
associated resistors combine
the video and the blanking
Signals with the sync signal to
give three-level composite
video output signal.

During the sync pulses, both
U20c and U39c will be low,
resulting in zero output
Voltage. If a sync pulse is not

Fig. 12. Mods for installing
strobe synchronizer.

C1
C2,C4,C6
C3, C7
C5
01
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5, R6, R7
U1, U16, U28, U40
U2, U4, U5, U6, U7, U8, U9
U3, U20, U31, U39
U10
U11
U12, U14
U13, U18, U21, U29, U35
U15, U17
U19, U27
U22, U24
U23
U25, U37
U26, U34
U30, U32, U36, U38
U33
X1
XTAL
PCB

100pf
.01uf
1.0uf
120uf
2N2222A
1K
2.2K
220
47
470
SN7430
MCM21L02-1
SN7404
MCM6571A
SN74165
SN74157
SN7400
SN7485
SN7495A
SN74193
SN7402
SN7410
SN7473
SN7493
SN7420

10V
20V
20V
10V

%W
%W
%W
%W
%W

8-input NAND
1024-bit static memory
hex inverter
character generator (16K ROM)
8-bit shift register
quad 2-line-to-1-line selector
quad 2-input NAND
4-bit magnitude comparator
4-bit shift register
4-bit upldown counter
quad 2-input NOR
triple 3-input NAND
dual J-K flip-flop
4-bit cou nter
dual 4-input NAND
24-pin socket for U10 (if desired)
6048 kHz crystal
printed circuit board DVA-1

Table 1. Parts list.
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Percom's LFD·400 Floppy Disk System

If your microcomputer is not based on the 5-100 bus, but, rather is based on the 55-50, don't
feel half-human. This system gives maximum utility-and not at a giant-sized price.

Robert R. Wier
1208 Mistletoe Dr.
Fort Worth TX 76110

For those hobbyists who
own a microcomputer in

which the bus structure is not
S·100, the announcement of a
new product for their bus is a
particularly noteworthy event.
So, when the Percom Data
Company announced a floppy-
disk system based on the SS·50
bus, which is characterized by
the SWTP M6800 computer sys-
tem, considerable interest was
shown by a number of South-
west owners at the local com-
puter club. Harold Mauch of
Percom was invited to speak

and he gave an interesting talk
on his design philosophy con-
cerning the new disk system. I
was impressed with the fea-
tures of the unit he described
and acquired one in short order.

The LFD-400 minimum con-
figuration, which I purchased,
consists of a Shugart SA-400
minidisk drive, a controller
board that plugs into one of the
"large" slots on the SS-50 bus
and associated power supply,
cables and cabinet. On the con-
troller board is a prepro-
grammed 2708 EPROM that
contains MINI-DOS', Percom's
minimal disk-operating system.
The controller board also con-
tains space for another 2K of

EPROM with a view toward a
more comprehensive DOS
(disk-operating system) for
future expansion.

Of course, you could store
any program you wanted to re-
tain permanently in the 2708s.
Special voltage regulators are
included for the + 12 V line,
which is somewhat marginal in
the original M6800 system. An
inactivity time-out is included
that shuts off the drive motor if
the disk is not accessed for a
period of time in order to pre-
serve motor life in the drive. A
proprietary circuit is included
to counteract interior track "bit
shifting" effects and increase
reliability. The price class is
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The LFD-400 system consisting of controller board, drive, power supply, cables and cabinet.

$600 assembled and tested.
My decision in purchasing

this particular ttoppy-dtsk sys-
tem was rooted in two consider-
ations:

1. My system at the time
only contained 4K of RAM.
2. Low cost was essential.

You may, perhaps, wonder
why I purchased a floppy disk
before I added more memory.
Well, on my system the pro-
gramming consists largely of
real-time applications (such as
ham radioteletype). This means
that languages such as BASIC
are not generally suitable since
software timing loops are em-
ployed and the programs must
execute fast; this may be diffi-
cu It with an interpreter such as
BASIC. Also, the chief (and
only) programmer (me) likes to
program in assembly language
and has not found 4K to be very
limiting.

Directory or Do-lt-Yourself?

One of the problems with
many disk systems, though, is
that the DOS requires a certain
amount of RAM in which to
function. This will typically run
from 8 to 16K, which obviously
rules out their use with a 4K
system such as mine. However,
the minimal Percom system re-
quires only 32 bytes, plus what-
ever amount of space your pro-
gram occupies. This is accom-
plished by having the DOS in
the 2708 EPROM on the control-
ler board, while the first 32
bytes of memory are used for
calculated quantities such as
checksums and so forth.

Of course, there is a trade-off
involved with this small appe-
tite for memory. The disk-oper-
ating system is quite restricted
in comparison to some of the



full DOS's appearing in other
floppy systems. But there are
several reasons (besides low-
memory requirements and
small price) that a home user
can live with the functions pro-
vided by MINI-DOS.

At the most basic level the
LFD-400 is used as essentially
a cassette replacement. MINI·
DOS allows data to be easily
saved and retrieved from the
disk as specified by the user.
The organization is such that
the disk appears to be 350 con-
tiguous sectors, and there is no
need to worry about specific
track numbers. There is no
directory on the disk itself,
since the user writes down on
paper the addresses for the
saved data on the disk (indeed,
as he probably does for cas-
sette). I've found the K&E Fie/d
Book, which is about 5 by 7
inches with ruled, columnar
paper, to be ideal.

While at first the use of the
"manual" method may seem
like heresy to those connected
with computing in a profession-
al capacity, there exist some
valid reasons for using it.

1. A directory takes up
space on the disk that could be
used for data. Since the object
is to provide a disk system of
maximum utility at minimum
cost, why not have the user
take over this responsibility
(i.e., trade user time for hard-
ware/software cost)?

2. A directory occupies a
critical posltlon of importance
in the disk system. It will be ac-
cessed frequently, since every
time a file is to be found, the
directory must be read. Note
also that since the directory is
heavily used, it is also the most
prone to damage. Should the
directory be unusable through
damage or misuse, the pro-
grammer cannot easily find out
which files are present and
where they are stored. Recovery
from this situation could be
most frustrating. In contrast, a
manual directory is probably
less subject to catastrophiC
destruction, although the user
may be tardy in updating en-
tries (although this only hap-
pened to me once-I learn
fast!).

3. A directory must be read

into memory in order to search
it for file names and locations.
The longer the directory is, the
more RAM is required to hold it
during a search.

On the other hand, if you do
want more sophistication, Per-
com offers MINI-DOS+'. MINI-
DOS + is an extension of MINI-
DOS that does keep a disk di-
rectory and allows up to 31
named files per disk. The
names may be such that they
indicate a write-protected file
so that you cannot easily de-
stroy a file by accident.

A number of convenient com-
mands are available for listing
the directory and running a pro-
gram by a command such as
RUN BASIC. This causes the
program to be loaded and a
jump executed to the first in-
struction in one operation. Like
MINI-DOS, MINI·DOS + is coli-
tained in EPROM, so that the
additional RAM required is
minimized.

If future expansion were
planned, a minimal system
such as the LFD-400 could easi-
ly be integrated into the overall
configuration. If full-sized 8
inch disk drives were acquired,
with their improved access
speeds and data capacity (and,
of course, greatly increased
cost), the LFD-400 could con-
tain the DOS for the large
drives.

Operation

After I acquired an LFD-400, I
took it home-then in the coun-
try-and plugged it into my
SWTP system. Living 100 miles
from anywhere necessitated a
high-reliability factor, since run-
ning down to the nearest com-
puter store involved a tour-hour
drive. That was the reason
(along with low initial cost) for
selecting the M6800 in the first
place. The Shugart SA-40 drive
is widely used proven reliable.

When power was first ap-
plied to the LFD·400, lights lit
and the drive responded when
the RESET button on the com-
puter was pressed. Entry into
MINI-DOS is accomplished
through the Z command if you
have SWTBUG2 or a jump in-
struction otherwise (your SS-50
system should have some type
of MIKBUG' equivalent

No, not Kingdom of the Spiders. Power supplies assembled and
ready for testing.

(SWTBUG, SMARTBUG4, etc.)
since MINI·DOS uses some of
the MIKBUG I/O routines).

With MINI-DOS, to load data
from the disk into memory,
simply specify which sector to
start with and whether you
want the data loaded back into
the same position in RAM that
it was saved from. Optionally,
you may specify to load into a
different location. MINI-DOS
will then load data starting with
the sector specified and con-
tinue loading until an end-of-
file marker is sensed in the data
on the disk.

Saving data is almost as
simple. You specify the mem-
ory starting and ending addres-
ses and the sector on the disk
to start with. MINI-DOS will
then tell you how many sectors
were used, and you enter the
ending sector number into your
"manual" directory.

Since Percom supplies
patches to use with some of the
better known M6800 programs,
I decided to try to load one as a
test. I received an error mes-
sage from MINI-DOS saying
there was no disk in the drive. I
pulled the disk out, put it back
in and received the same error
again. Unless I've been breath-
ing soldering iron fumes too
long, there is a disk in the drive.
Well, back to the instruction
book.

The write-protect slot in the
disk should be toward the LED.
Success! Nothing like putting
the disk in upside down to con-

fuse the issue (and the drive).
Fortunately, the Shugart drive
was forgiving of my ignorance,
and no data was lost. The disks
used are the easily available
ten-sector, hard-sectored "one-
sided" mini·diskettes. ~ach
disk will carry about 90K bytes
and costs about $4.

Improvements

As I became familiar with the
operation of the LFD·400, some
previous problems with I/O es·
sentially disappeared. In my
own personal computing sys-
tem, I've noticed that with the
addition of certain pieces of
hardware, the utility of the
system is greatly improved. In
fact, the improvements in the
ease of use and in the ability to
successfully tackle large soft-
ware projects have been so dra-
matic that they might be called
"breakthrough" points.

The first of these occurred
with the transition from the use
of paper-tape I/O to the use of
magnetic-tape cassette. This
improvement could be charac-
terized as an improvement in
the physical aspect of program
storage, what with the elimina-
tion of the tiresome handling of
paper tape, which is fragile, oily
and prone to read errors.

Another dramatic improve-
ment happened with the addi-
tion of the LFD-400. In this case
the dramatic improvement oc-
cured in the temporal sense,
with I/O times being cut to a
small fraction of those existing
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Harold Mauch of Percom at the keyboard. A three-drive version of
the LFD-400 is underneath the M6800 computer to the right of the
ADM 3A.

with cassette tape. This is the
reason that a floppy disk ap-
pears much closer to an exten-
sion of your system's RAM than
to your serial storage capacity.
Some of these improvements
are nonobvious.

For example, the first time
any assembly-language pro-
gram is run it will most likely go
off into never- never land and
destroy itself, thereby erasing
the evidence of what caused
the malfunction in the first
place. The only way to debug
something like this is to load
the program in again and set
breakpoints at (you hope) logi-
cal places in the execution se-
quence so you can ascertain

which part of the program is
suicidal. If you pursue this
method with a long program on
paper tape or even cassette,
you spend more time loading
the program than debugging it.

Not so with the floppy disk. If
the program bombs itself, you
simply load it back into memory
in a few seconds and set the
breakpoint earlier. Computing
is less complicated and more
rewarding when you use the
floppy disk. Another nice thing
is that when patches are put
into a program, each succes-
sive version of the patched pro-
gram may be easily saved so
that if one patch creates more
problems than it solves (a not

infrequent occurrence), you
simply load the program saved
one patch previously and try
something different.

Certain classes of programs
require the use of a floppy or
some similar media for practl-
cal use. Any program that re-
quires a previously built data
base benefits greatly from the
increased access speed of a
floppy disk. Things such as text
editors and mailing-label pro-
grams may use tape, but they
are so much easier to work with
if the data is readily accessible.

Also, some game programs
benefit from ready storage. For
example, you might wish to
save a Star Trek game to re-
sume playing later. Or, in many
artificial intelligence programs,
it is necessary to save the pro-
gram's "knowledge" or it will
be necessary to teach it all over
again the next time it is loaded.

MINI-DOS is supplied with a
source (assembly) listing so
that if you are inclined to write
your own disk routines, you
may know where to access the
save and load portions of MINI-
DOS in EPROM and thereby sig-
nificantly decrease the 1/0
memory requirement and com-
plexity of your programs. The
LFD-400 is simple enough for
the novice to use (indeed, prob-
ably more so than some of the
more advanced DOS's), but the
hardware is sufficiently "vis-
ible" to the expert so that he
may easily go and program

device control.

Harold Mauch calls this
"feeling close to the bytes."
There is a certain feeling of sat-
isfaction in being able to make
the disk arm move back and
forth successfully if you've
never done it before.

An active user's group is
forming, and Percom is sending
out a newsletter containing
contributions concerning vari-
ous topics on the LFD-400. For
those who wish a configuration
beyond MINI-DOS +, more ad-
vanced DOS's are being devel-
oped. The controller board can
support up to three drives.
Patches are available for
BASIC to allow chaining of files
from one disk to another, there-
by allowing quite large pro-
grams to be executed through
overlaying.

Anyone using the SS-50 bus
would do well to consider the
LFD-400. It provides maximum
utility at a minimum price. If
you are interested in obtaining
a floppy-disk system that
doesn't cost an arm and a leg,
the Percom LFD-400 clearly
merits serious consideration .•

1. MINI-DOS and MINI-DOS +
are trademarks of Percom Data
Company.
2. SWTBUG is a trademark of
SWTP.
3. MIKBUG is a trademark of
Motorola, Inc.
4. SMARTBUG is a trademark
of Smoke Signal Broadcasting.
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Tom Pittman
PO Box 23189
San Jose CA 95153

Anyone interested in software character generation should read "Dots." Part 1 deals with
the program logic and philosophy of operation-and gives you a chance to make $50.

Many of the early graphics·
display systems for mi-

crocomputers (the Cromemco
Dazzler comes immediately to
mind) had fairly coarse resolu-
tion and did not come with
bui It-in character generators.
Software-generated text char-
acters come out relatively
large, and not many will fit on a
screen at once. Rumors of new
video-graphics systems with
much higher resolution (using,
of course, much more memory)
abound, but these may still
need software character
generators.

My recent experience with an
extreme case of low resolution
with software character gener-
ation may be of some help to
those with similar problems.
And I think that the techniques
explained in this article will
also help those who are trying
to get more text on a screen
with otherwise reasonable res-
olution.

The article is divided into two
parts. Part 1 deals with the pro-
gram logic and the philosophy
of operation and will be valu-
able to anyonewho is interested
in the concept, whatever micro-
processor he uses. Part 2 will
deal with the specific routines
to implement a software char-
acter generator in the RCA
1802,where the need for this al-
gorithm is most acute.

Determining Character Size

When Netronics Research in
Connecticut asked me to pre-
pare a version of Tiny BASIC to
run on the Elf II, an inexpensive
1802-based computer, the re-
quirement also included putting
the ASCII output on the video
display, which is an integral
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part of the computer. Unfortu-
nately, the video interface is
low resolution, with only 64
pixels (picture elements) in the
horizontal direction. The dis-
play circuit is capable of 128-
pixel resolution in the vertical
direction, but RCA (who manu-
factures the video display chip)
generally recommends a soft-
ware fix-up that results in ap-
proximately square pixels in a
64 x 32 grid. This is what I had
to put text on.
One possibility is to force

everything into three pixels
wide. This runs into a conflict in
the representation of "M," "W,"
"H" and "N." With two full-
length vertical bars on the out-
side, there are only five posi-
tions for a single dot in the mid-
dle, which may each be as-
signed to one letter, as shown
in Fig. 1a.This gives a recogniz-
able, albeit odd, representation
for all letters. Other possibili-
ties for "M" and "W" in a 3 x 5
cell are shown in Fig. 1b.

A uniform cell width of four
pixels is not even to be consid-
ered, since there are too many
characters that are symmetri-
cal about a single vertical
element.

I chose a different approach.
I observed that many charac-
ters can be quite satisfactorily
represented in a width smaller
than three pixels. Most notable
are the punctuation symbols !
. , ( ) , : and so on. But also
some letters are tolerable in
narrower widths. More signifi-
cantly, spaces need not be a
whole character wide if we
allow variable spacing.

Once I opened this can of
worms, most of the size prob-
lems went (wriggled?) away. I
would represent each charac-

ter in the minimum width cell to
make it recognizable. "M" and
"W" would take five pixels (cell
width 6); most letters and all
digits would be three pixels
wide (cell width 4); spaces,
periods and colons would be
one pixel wide (cell width 2);
and some of the other charac-
ters might be two or four pixels
wide. While I could have fit the
numeral "1" into one or two pix-
els, I chose not to, so that it
would be easier to get even col-
umns of numbers.
Since this was to be done in

software, I decided there was
no reason to restrict myself to a
height of five pixels. Aesthetics
required that all characters oc-
cupy a uniform-height cell (six
pixels including line spacing),
but if I did not go to excess, I
could allow descenders on
some of the characters. This
helped make the "Q" more
readable and avoided the dis-
gusting appearance of a com-
ma resting halfway up the line.
A 5 x 7 dot matrix was out of

the question. It would require a
minimum character cell of six
pixels wide by eight high, of
which I could fit four rows of
ten characters on a line. With
all the gripes I hear about
16x 32, 4 x 10 would be unac-
ceptable. Besides, a typical
Tiny BASIC program line aver-
ages 17characters. I decided to
analyze what actually con-
stitutes a minimum character
cell.

The characters, "E," "B,"
"3," "B,ll "S," "5" and so on,
with three distinct horizontal
members, require a minimum
cell height of five pixels: three
for the horizontal members and
two blank pixels to separate
them. This is clearly a minimum

for these characters, and there
are enough of them that it is not
reasonable to consider them to
be exceptions. There are a few
special characters such as "$,"
"%" and "@" that could be
considered to have more than
three distinct horizontal mem-
bers, but I chose to compro-
mise on the grounds of their in-
frequent use.
There is a great number of

characters with two distinct
vertical members, but only two
("M" and "W") have three. The
existence of these two has his-
torically forced the industry to
consider five pixels the mini-
mumwidth. But since five pixels
was already demonstrably un-
acceptable, I sought another
solution.

Having elected to support
descenders, I proceeded to
lowercase, which was an easy
next step. Even as I write this
article I am struggling with a
(older) text-processing system
that displays only uppercase
on the screen (though lower-
case is stored in the buffer). As
more and more computers are
used in text-processing appli-
cations, more and more we will
see the need for full uppercase
and lowercase text.

Alas! This required a few
more compromises, though for-
tunately not like those of ter-
minal manufacturers who dis-
play lowercase without de-
scenders. In my opinion, the
use of a reduced-size capital is
an inexcusable substitute for a
lowercase "p," and I did not
even consider lowercase an op-
tion worth persuing until I had
already allowed descenders.

The problem had to do with
the number of distinct horizon-
tal elements in certain of the



lowercase letters. The worst
problems were "e," "a" and
"z." Bysetting the normal (capi-
tals) cell height to six, these
lowercase letters were obliged
to fit into three vertical pixels.

Our Roman alphabet normal-
ly uses a three-horizontal-ele-
ment representation for the let-
ter "a" (as you see in this maga-
zine), but certain Gothic and
italic fonts have a two-element
representation, so I used that
instead. Fig. 2a illustrates the
font choice and the representa-
tion chosen.

The letter "z" is infrequently
used, so I compromised on its
shape: full-width top and bot-
tom horizontal elements define
the letter outlines, and a single
pixel connecting them in the
center represents (but does not
look much like) the diagonal
bar.This is illustrated in Fig. 2b.
The hardest problem was to

represent the most common
letter, "e." I fudged. It does not
look a lot like an "e," but once
you get used to it, it is not too
bad. In this particular represen-
tation its outline approximates
the outline of a lowercase "e."
This is illustrated in fig. 2c.

The whole set of 94 ASCII
graphics, plus space and DEL,
is shown in Fig. 4. You will
notice a few oddities, for which
I offer no excuse other than the
constraints of the project.

Let's face it: How can you
make a recognizable amper-
sand ("&") only five pixels high?
And there was no way I could
make an asterisk ("''') come
out anything but a blob if I put
more than four arms on it. So it
looks like a raised "x." The dol-
lar sign ("$") looks better from a
distance.

The Back Space

The next problem to face is
the back space. If each charac-
ter is a different width, how do
you know how far to back up?
... or how much to erase from
the display buffer? Rather than
trying to define a special com-
mand to erase the character
pointed to, I elected to let the
back-space character also
erase the character backed up
over. Separate cursor controls
can give a nondestructive posi-
tioning capability.

II··· I I II
H M Nu w

Fig. 1a. Five letters with two vertical bars connected by a single
dot.

II..I n
M

Fig. 1b. Alternative representations for M and W in a 3 x 5 matrix.

w

Besides that, either the gen-
erator program must clear out
the space it is going to put the
next character in or it must as-
sume it is already clear. The lat-
ter case is easier to implement
because scrolling will generally
clear the new line.

I admit that ease of imple-
mentation is a crummy reason
for making a program design
choice, but in this case the abil-
ity to overstrike seemed to be a
good option to leave open (for
possible APL implementations).

But the question remained:
how far to back up and erase? I
settled on separately stacked
pointers to the last character.
The program maintains a lit-

tle stack of numbers encoding
the low three bits of the hori-
zontal position (pixel number)
of the left edge of each charac-
ter. There is no logical reason
why I could not have saved the
whole horizontal position. It
simply turned out that the low
three bits were separately con-
trolled, and three bits were
enough. No character is more
than six pixels wide, so if the
saved pointer is greater than
the current position, subtract
another 8.

The reason the low three bits
are separated is that in this
hardware each eight pixels on
one line are packed into a
Single byte. Thus the word
pointer was in an address field
(two bytes), and the bit position
within the selected byte was in
a separate byte. It is strictly a
matter of convenience, but I
think it may have improved per-
formance by minimizing the
packing and unpacking of the
pointer.

It behooves a stack not to
grow too large. Therefore, I
(rather arbitrarily) dump the
stack whenever a cursor-
chang ing control character
(other than back space, of
course) is processed. This also
saves me the bother of stack-
ing a full cursor position. Car-
riage returns, line feeds and
form feeds all reset the stack to
Empty.
Then, just in case the user is

dumb enough to type exces-
sively long lines with no car-
riage returns, I arranged the
stack to overflow into the dis-
play buffer. Gotcha! If the stack
overflows, the user starts to
see little pieces of trash at the
top of the display. If the abuse
continues, the stack is forced
to a reset when it reaches a
page boundary.

Ideally, I suppose, a circular
buffer could have been used.
Then the last n characters
could be backed up, regardless
of how long ago the last car-
riage return occurred. The prob-
lem is to pick a reasonable n.

Storing The Characters

Another problem to be re-
solved was the representation
of the dot matrix information in
the program memory. That the
buffer memory was organized
as eight horizontal pixels to a
byte dictated that each charac-
ter would be stored as six rows
of dots, one row to a byte. Six
bytes times 96 characters is
576, which seems like a lot of
memory. Many of the charac-
ters have common features,
and with a few hours of juggling
and packing I was able to fit all
96 characters into 143 bytes.

This requires a second table
in ASCII sequence to point into
this table and to identify which
part of the byte the character is
sitting in and how big it is. This
can be accomplished with two
bytes per entry, for a total of
192+ 143(335)bytes to store all
the characters.

Now that I think about it, I am
not so sure that the extra com-
plication in the program did not
use up most of the 241 bytes I
saved in the tables. Fig. 3 illus-
trates a small part of the char-
acter table.

Each entry of the pointer
table is, as I said, two bytes.
There is no particular reason
for ordering them one way or
the other, but for convenience I
will refer to the ordering of my
program. The first byte con-
tains two fields. The leftmost
five bits are a mask to serve the
double purpose of signifying
the size of the character and to
be used to isolate it from the
neighboring bits in the dot
table.

I could have used a three-bit
numerical value here, but then
the program would have had to
generate the mask. This saves
a step. The low three bits indi-
cate the position of the dots for
this character within their re-
spective bytes. It is a count of
how much to the right the char-
acter is shifted from a left-
justified position.

Fig. 2a. Roman and italic mi-
nuscule "A." with dots repre-
sentation in a 3 x 3 matrix.

Fig. 2b. Dots representation of
minuscule "Z" in a 3 x 3matrix.

Fig. 2c. Approximation to mi-
nuscule "E" by dots in a 3 x 3
matrix.
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ARE YOU ON FREQUENCY?

MODEL 3600A .5PPM 17° - 37°C

$19995 • AUTO ZERO BLANKING
• AUTO DECIMAL POINT
• INCLUDES ANTENNA

SAVE SHOP COSTS WHEN ADJUSTING XTALS
MEET YOUR QSO ON FREQUENCY EVERY TIME

The 3600A and 3550W Frequency Counters represent a
significant new advancement, utilizing the latest LSI Design
... which reflects DSl's ongoing dedication to excellence
in instrumentation, for the professional service technician
and amateur radio operator. Before you buy a DSI instru-
ment you know what the specifications are. We publish
complete and meaningful specifications which state accu-
racy over temperature and sensitivity at frequencies you
need. And we guarantee those specifications in writing.

MODEL 3550W TCXO

$14995 • INCLUDES INTERNAL BATTERY HOLDER
• SAME AS 3600A LESS OVEN
• SEE SPECIFICATIONS BELOW

MODEL 3700 .2PPM 0° -400'C

$26995 • AUTO ZERO BLANKING
• AUTO DECIMAL POINT
• INCLUDES ANTENNA

PORTABLE! TAKE IT TO THE MOUNTAINS OR
USE IT MOBILE - TAKE ITWITH YOU ON FIELD DAY

ALL NEW! ALL UNPARALLELED DSI QUALITY! The model
3700 700MHz frequency counter features ...• 2 PPM 0° to
40° C proportional oven time base ... Built in battery trickle
charger less batteries ... Combined in a rugged (.125" thick)
aluminum cabinet makes the 3700 ideal for the communi-
cations industry, professional service technicians, and
sophisticated amateur radio operators.

3600A OWNERS: Update your 3600A frequency counter to
a 3700 includes .... 2 PPM proportional oven, rugged .125"
thick aluminum cabinet, order 3600-A - 3700. Unit must be
returned to DSI factory for modification.

DSI - GUARANTEED SPECIFICATIONS - MADE IN USA
Accuracy Number Size

Model Frequency Over @ @ @ of of Power Size
Range Temperature 146MHz 220MHz 450MHz Readouts Readouts Requirements

3700 50Hz - 700MHz Proportional Oven 10MV 10MV 50MV 8 .5 Inch 115 VAC or 3"H x 8"W x 6"0.2 PPM 0° - 40°C 8.2 - 14.5VOC

3600A 50Hz - 600MHz Oven 10MV 10MV 50MV 8 .5 Inch 115VAC or 2Vs"H x 8"W x 5"0.5 PPM 17° - 37° C 8.2 - 14.5VOC

3550W 50Hz - 550MHz 1 PPM 65° - 85°F 25MV 25MV 75MV 8 .5 Inch 115VAC or 2Vs"H x 8"W x 5"0
8.2 - 14.5VOC

• NO EXTRA COSTS •
- ALL UNITS ARE FACTORY ASSEMBLED, TESTED AND CARRY A FULL 1 YEAR WARRANTY -

FREE Shipping anywhere in U.S.A. and Canada.
All other countries, add 10%.

Strongest warranty in the counter field. :
Satisfaction Guaranteed.. ............................................

See Your Dealer or
Call Toll Free: (800) 854-2049
DSI INSTRUMENTS, INC.

California Residents, Call Collect: (714) 565-8402
VISA. MC • AMERICAN EXPRESS. CHECK. MONEY ORDER. COD

7914 RONSON ROAD, #G, SAN DIEGO, CA 92111

Model 3700 $269.95

3600A - 3700 Factory Update (3600A Only)
lncludes Labor & Re-Calibration $ 99.95

Model 3600A $199.95

Model 3550W $149.95

Option 03 20-Hr. Rechargeable
Battery Pack $ 29.95



MODEL 'C1000 10Hz to 1GHz
• INCLUDES BATTERY PACK
• AUTO ZERO BLANKING
• AUTO DECIMAL POINT
• 10MHz TIME BASE

Accuracy ... that's the operational key to this rugged ad-
vanced design Model C1000 1GHz frequency counter ... a
significant achievement from' DSI. That's because you get
. .. .1 PPM 0° to 40°C proportional oven time base ... Built
in 25DB preamplifier with a 60DB adjustable attenuator ...
x10 & x100 audio scaler which yields .01 Hz resolution from
10Hz to 10KHz equivalent to 10 sec. & 100 sec.Gate Time ...
Selectable .1 & 1 sec. time base and 50 ohms or 1 meg ohm.
input impedance ... Built-in battery charging circuit with a
Rapid or Trickle Charge Selector ... Color keyed high quality
push button operation ... All combined in a rugged black
anodized (.125" thick) aluminum cabinet. The model C-1000
reflects DSI's on going dedication to excellence in
instrumentation for the professional service technician,
engineer, or the communication industry.

MODEL C700 50Hz to 700MHz
• INCLUDES BATTERY PACK
• AUTO ZERO BLANKING
• AUTO DECIMAL POINT
• 10MHz TIME BASE

ALL NEW! All UNPARALLELED DSI QUALITY! The model
C 700 700 MHz frequency counter features. .. .2 PPM.
0° to 40° C proportional oven time base ... 25db preamplifier
with a 60db adjustable attenuator. Built in battery charger
with a rapid or trickle charge selector ... Combined in a
rugged (.125" thick) aluminum cabinet makes the C700
ideal for the communication industry and professional serv-
ice technician.

3600A OWNERS: Up date your .3600A frequency counter to
a C 700 includes, new back board, .2PPM proportional oven,
25db preamplifier, rugged .125" thick aluminum cabinet,
order 3600A-700. Unit must be returned to DSI factory for
modification.

DSI - GUARANTEED SPECIFICATIONS - FACTORY ASSEMBLED - MADE IN USA
Proportional Oven 50Hz 75MHz 500MHz Number Size

Frequency Accuracy Over To To To Of Of Power
Model Range Temperature 75MHz 500MHz 1GHz Digits Digits Requirements Size

C700 50Hz to 700MHz .2PPM 0° to 40° C 50MV 10MV NA 8 .5 Inch 115 VAC-BATT 3"H x 8"W x 6"0
8 to 15VOC

Cl000 10Hz to 1GHz .1PPM 0° to 40°C 20MV lMV >50MV 9 .5 Inch 115VAC-BATT 4"H x 10"W x 7%,'0
8 to 15VOC

- All Units Are Factory Assembled, Tested And Carry A Full 5 Year Limited Warranty -
Model C 700 $369.95

3600A-700 Factory Update (3600A only)
Includes Labor & Re-Calibration $199.95

..... F:~.E;~ .
Strongest warranty in the counter field. :

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Call Toll Free: (800) 854-2049
DSI INSTRUMENTS, INC.

California Residents, Call Collect: (714) 565-8402
VISA. MC • AMERICAN EXPRESS· CHECK. MONEY ORDER. COD

7914 RONSON ROAD, #G, SAN DIEGO, CA 92111

Model C 1000

Opt. 01 1.3 GHz (C1 000 only)

$499.95

$ 99.95

Opt. 02 .05 PPM 10MHz Double Oven
0° to50°CTimeBase(C1000only) $129.95

Ant. 210 Telescopic Ant.lBNC Adapter $11.95



Referring to Fig. 3, you notice
that the "3" is three pixels wide
and that it is shifted one posi-
tion to the right of the leftmost
bit in the bytes; its mask byte is
therefore "11100,001," or E1
hex. The "8" in the same bytes
begins three bits to the right of
leftmost, so its mask byte is
"11100,011," or E3 hex.

Apostrophe (') uses two of
the lower dots in the "3" (one of

which is also common to "8")
and is only two pixels wide,
starting two over from the left
edge; its hex code is C2 for a bi-
nary pattern" 11000,010."

The second byte in the point-
er table entry is a relative offset
from the beginning of the dot
table. It points to the bottom
byte of the six bytes required
for the character. The next five
bytes are successively the rows

above this bottom row.

The reason I chose to start at
the bottom is that the cursor
normally sits at the bottom of
the character cell, so that is a
natural place to begin storing
bits in the buffer. But there is
again no logical reason why it
could not have gone the other
way. Tables 1 and 2 list the con-
tents of the poi nter and dot
tables, respectively.

Space-saving Tips

One oddity of this program
relates to the particular imple-
mentation and is not an essen-
tial ingredient. Because there
are so few pixels for charac-
ters, I allowed the program to
cut a character and split it be-
tween lines. It looks a little
strange, but it does squeeze an-
other half character onto the
line (on the average). I think if I

ASCII HEX TABLE HEX MASK POSN POINTER ASCII

$

%

&

+

/

o
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

<

?

@

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
2A
2B
2C
2D
2E
2F
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
3A
3B
3C
3D
3E
3F
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
4A
4B
4C
4D
4E

8608
820A
E508
F823
E435
E55A
F423
C200
Clll
C211
E03C
E547
C307
C441
8407
E529
Ell1
E243
E44F
EI03
EOID
E042
E249
E073
E303
E049
8304
C335
E541
E503
E51?
E05A
E079
E12F
E56D
E417
E217
E560
E534
E24F
EDB
E117
E155
E060
E343
F96D
F41D

10000 6
10000 2
11100 5
11111 0
11100 4
11100 5
11110 4
11000 2

11000 1
11000 2
11100 0
11100 5
11000 3
11000 4
10000
11100 5
11100 1
11100 2
11100 4
11100 1
11100 b
11100 0
11100 2
11100 0
11100 3
11100 0
10000 3
11000 3
11100
11100 5
11100 5
11100 0
11100 0
11100 1
11100
11100
11100 2
11100 5
11100 5
11100 2
11100 ;)
11100 1
11100 1
11100 0

11100 3
11111 1
11110

8

10
8

35
53
90
35
o

17
17
60
71
7

65

41
17
67
79
3

29
66
73

115

73

53
65
3

23
90

121
47

109
23
23
96
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79
59
23
85
96
67
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29
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o
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R

S

T
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e
f

9
h
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m
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x

y
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Table 1. Pointer endjnes« table.

4F
50'
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
SA
5B
5C
5D
5E
5F
60

E017
E573
EOOB
E53B
E029
E066
E21D
E379
FB2E
E260
E273
E035
C017
E329
C117
E200
E507
C300
E184
E07F
E27F
E30C
E512
E566

11100 0
llIao 5
11100 0
11100 5
11100 0
11100 0
11100 2

11100
11111
11100
11100 2
11100 0
11000 0
11100 3
11000 1
11100 2
11100
11000
11100 1
11100 0
11100
11100 3
11100 5
11100 5
HI00 0
11100 3
10000 1
11000 a
11100 5
10000
11111
11100 3
11100 '>

11100
11100 1
11000
1110·) 5
11100 2
11100 4
11100 2
11111 0
11100 0
11100 5
11100 4
11100 0
10000 0
11100 2
11100 5
11110
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11
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When Microsoft put Level II BASt~ on
TRS-80, you got a glimpse of Its full
potential.

Now Microsoft Introduces':
., ., •.""., 'Cf,j""·,',,

and TRS-80 wi II never be the same!

Plus
TRS-80 FORTRAN includes the finest
:Z;"'80~develo.pmer:1tsQ.ftware available:

Z-80 Macro Assembler, versatile Text Editor,
and Linking Loader.

Total price: Only $350.00

TO: Microsoft, 10800 NE Eighth, Suite 819, Bellevue, WA 98004

o Send me free TRS-80 FORTRAN overvIew.

o Send me TRS-80 FORTRAN and Z-80 development soft-
w.re for 5350.00.

o Check enclosed 0 Master Charge 0 VISA
Card Number Exp. Date _

Cardholder's Signature _

Name _

Address _

City State
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Fig. 3. Detail from dots table showing overlap of "3," "8" and
apostrophe.

were to do a text editor using
this algorithm, I would arrange
for pushing the character onto
the next line.

A better approach, if you as-
sume reasonable-length text
lines (on a screen more than 64
pixels wide), might be to let the
screen be a "window" on the
file, which may be slid around
both in the vertical and horizon-
tal directions. Either solution
requires some careful fore-
thought.

Another Iittle space-saver I
put in also relates to the line
breaks. Each character cell as
shown in Fig. 4 is to be aug-
mented by one column of blank
pixels on its right for character
separation. But if a character
ends exactly on the rightmost
pixel of the screen, the line
break will provide that neces-
sary separation. In this case
there is not much point in in-
serting the blank at the begin-
ning of the next line, so I don't.
It is not much of a savings, but
it helps.
The result of all these mach-

inations is an average of 18
characters per line in Tiny
BASIC (by actual count). I
would expect slightly better
than that for ordinary (caps and
lowercase) text.

Program Logic

The program to do all this is
desiqned as a subroutine. It is
called with the character to be
displayed in the accumulator.
The subroutine analyzes the
character to determine whether
it is a control character or not,

90

then takes appropriate action.
The subroutine cleaves logi-

cally into two parts with a little
housekeeping at the entry and
exit. The two parts process the
control functions (carriage re-
turn, line feed, back space,
form feed and cursor blink) and
the displayable characters, re-
spectively. Much of the house-
keeping is specific to the 1802
CPU architecture and register
conventions, and I will get into
those details in the second half
of this article. For now I will as-
sume that the necessary point-
ers are readily available (in
registers or directly accessible
RAM).
Other housekeeping func-

tions include discriminating be-
tween the various control
characters to be processed and
ignoring the rest (i.e., return
without taking any action) and
separating out the text charac-
ters.

On exit, some of the control
functions and all displayed
characters are capable of run-
ning off the bottom of the
screen. In this case the display
must be scrolled up and the
bottom line blanked.
The' carriage-return and line-

feed control functions simply
adjust the position of the cur-
sor. For use with Tiny BASIC it
is desirable to make these func-
tions emulate their teletype-
writer equivalents.

In other words, a carriage re-
turn returns the cursor position
to the left margin on the current
line; a line feed moves the cur-
sor down six pixels (one text

line) but does not change its
horizontal position, For text-
processing applications, the
line feed might be ignored and
the carriage return might effect
the composition of the two
functions.
The form-feed control func-

tion is used to clear the screen
and place the cursor in the up-
per left corner. Since the char-
acter to be displayed is built on
the screen above the cursor,
this requires that the form-feed
command be followed by a line
feed. Otherwise, the character
is generated outside the buffer
space.

In my program the form-feed
service routine falls through
the carriage-return routines; so
if the composite action carriage
return is implemented (by delet-
ing a branch), the effective line
feed will be included with the
form feed as well.
Two control codes are used

to blink the pixel that the cursor
points to. This may not be as
elegant as a whole underscore
or a full character cell, but it
was easy. I also did not have to
decide how wide to make it: It is
one pixel wide. One control (I
use character 00 = NUL) blanks
that pixel; the other (using code
01=SOH)turns it on. These are
also handy for plotting.
The back-space control func-

tion is the most complicated. If
the back-space stack is empty

there is no information about
how far to back up and nothing
more is done. The next concern
is whether the bit pointer (i.e.,
the low three bits of the hori-
zontal cursor position) saved in
the stack represents the same
byte as the present position of
the cursor.

If not, then two clearing
steps are required: one for the
current column of six bytes and
one for the column to the left.
On the other hand, if both point-
ers are in the same word, only
one set of six bytes needs
clearing.
The back-space command

notes the new cursor position,
which is the same as the cursor
position saved in the stack, and
clears everything in its byte to
the right. If the character was
split across two bytes, the sec-
ond (right hand) byte would be
completely cleared on the as-
sumption that it had no other
text than the piece of character
being erased. This latter part is
done first, since the cursor al-
ready points to this block of six
bytes.
Clearing the partial byte is a

little tricky. First a mask is
created with ones in its more
significant bits and zeros in its
less significant bits. The zeros
correspond exactly to the pix-
els of the character to be
erased. Each of the six bytes in
turn is ANOed with thisrnask.

REFERENCE DATA

0 00 00 80 80 E8 97 A8 97
8 68 40 40 20 40 AD B6 AD

16 44 04 20 56 DO 57 20 00
24 F4 AA A9 AA F4 00 39 E9-32 AB AD 29 00 55 FA 54 F8
40 54 00 CO 24 4A 91 60 OA
48 55 75 51 51 20 14 EC 86
56 4C 27 E4 00 15 15 BE 55
64 B6 00 01 c2 3C 02 91 FO
72 10 02 57 2A 70 AO 58 00
80 DE 68 A4 62 1C 06 23 55
88 15 18 10 51 04 22 Ai 44
96 00 AF AC 06 AC AF 00 42

104 42 5F 52 F9 10 00 46 45
112 56 60 46 00 94 94 56 20
120 EE 00 68 94 B4 B4 54 00
128 OF AS OF 80 80 35 55 3A
136 00 00 56 AA AB 00 00 00

Table 2. Dots table.





Fig. 4. Dot matrix pattern for 96 characters.
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2
MASKO SHIFT RELATIVE POSITION I

0

If DOT TABLE

1
0: < < <0:0:0:01 /SHIFTED MASK
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-:::,,<
INITIALLY. CURSOR
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TO

I I [INSERT BLANK COLUMNI FOR SPACING

Because I already had a co-
routine to alternately shift a
predetermined number of
places and then to bump the
byte pointer up one pixel row, I
used this routine here to re-
create the mask for each byte.
On an 8080 or l-80 I suppose I
might have coded it in line,
using the double add instruc-
tion to bump the pointer up and
creating the mask only once.

There is one hazard to watch
for in the back spacing across a
pair of bytes. That is the possi-
bility that you are back spacing
over a character split between
lines. In such a case the vertical
cursor position must be adjust-
ed also. This is tricky only inso-
far as you fail to notice that (at
least in the 1861 display buffer)
the next byte to the left is one
pixel row up; five more pixel
rows must be subtracted to get
the previous text line.

Transfer of Characters

Processing the display char-
acters involves a few steps: The
ASCII code is doubled and used
to index into the pointer table.
The second byte of the selected
table entry is then used to index
into the dot table, which points

BYTE ADDRESS

NALLY.
RSOR POINTS
THIS PIXEL

CURSOR

not specify a starting address
(except initially). When you do a
co-call, the co-routine is started
up wherever it left off. When it
finishes its task, it does another

INITIAL CURSOR

co-call to return to where the
"main" routine left off.

In this particular situation
the only advantage of coding
the functions up as a co-routine
was to save time and space. In
the 1802 a co-call costs only
one byte of code and one fetch-
execute cycle. In the 8080 the
same result could be easily
achieved with RST (restart) in-
structions or even with ordi-
nary, plain-vanilla subroutine
call instructions (JSRor BSR in
the S800 or 6502). It is not often
that a program really needs the
peculjar capability of co-rou-
tines.

Anyway, the first co-call
shifts the byte the correct
amount and direction. On reo
turn it is stored into the buffer
using a logical OR to preserve
previous contents. The second
co-call then bumps the vertical
part of the cursor position, so
that it points to the next byte
up. The sixth time through, the
cursor pointer is restored to its
original position and the carry
is cleared to indicate that the
loop is complete.

Now it is possible that what
has been stored was not the
whole character. It might have
to be split across bytes, and

I:
116 I::::
115
114

~8113
112

POSITION TABLE ENTRY
III
110

II > »> I I I t 109 I 109 ,
108

MASK BIT BYTE POSITION
107f21 pPPOSITION

OT TABLE

10: I: I: I: I: I :0:01
SHIFTED MASK

FIRST SHIFT-6-1'5 (RIGHT)

SECONDSHIFT· 8-5- 3 LEFT (-3)

21 ,Em ~,
...J,

~~:<--i~
:!:!{j

,I I

I

I I 6
J

Fig. 6. Transfer of character with byte split.
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Fig. 5. Transfer of character to display buffer.

to the first (or bottom) row of
the character.

Meanwhile, the bit mask is
shifted to the right by the
amount indicated in the low
three bits of the mask-position
byte of the position table entry.
This positions it to select out
the dots for the desired charac-
ter and to zero the excess bits.
Then the difference is comput-
ed between the table position
of the character and the cursor
position where it is to go. This
difference represents how
much it needs shifting and
which direction.

If the character in the dot
table occupies the same rela-
tive position in the byte as the
place where it is to go in the dis-
play, no shift is necessary.
Otherwise, it may need shifting
up to seven bit positions either
left or right. The signed shift
amount is saved so that it may
be applied to each of the six
bytes of the character. The pro-
cess is illustrated in Fig. 5.

As I mentioned in connection
with the back-space command,
I use a special co-routine to al-
ternately shift the byte and
bump the pointer. A co-routine
is like a subroutine, but you do
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Fig. 7. Overall flow.

loop only stored the left
part of the character into the
display buffer. The only way to
tell for sure is to shift the mask
the same number of bits, then
see if any bits come off the end.
You cannot depend on any

bits coming off the end when
the character itself is shifted
because the particular byte you
look at may have zeros shifted
off. But after the mask is
shifted, if there are any bits lost
off the end, at least one of them
will be in the carry. This is be-

cause we require that there be
no holes in the mask.

If the character is indeed
split, the dots pointer, which we
had been incrementing along
as we fetched the six bytes of
this character, must be backed
up. In the 6502 you might use
the Post-indirect Indexed ad-
dressing mode to access the
dot table. Backing up the point-
er then becomes as easy as
clearing Y. The byte pointer
part of the cursor must be ad-
vanced to the next byte, and if

Fig. 8. Control codes.



Fig. 10. Back space.

that crosses a line boundary,
the vertical part of the cursor
pointer must also be advanced
(down five pixels).

We know that the shift count-
er was positive (to the right) in
order to result in a character
split. This is obvious because a
character in the dot table is
necessarily wholly contained in
its byte, and any shift to the left
must still leave it wholly within
the byte (otherwise, it would
overlap with the previous char-
acter to the left, which would be

Fig. 9. Scrolling.

a bug).
To get the rest of the charac-

ter it is necessary to shift it left
by eight's complement of the
previous right shift. This is il-
lustrated in Fig. 6 with an "M."
There are two more bits avai1-

able in the first byte (the bit
pointer of the cursor is 6)so the
first cycle shifts right 5 (the dif-
ference between 6, the cursor
position, and 1, the position of
the "M" in the dot table). The
mask, 01111100, loses three
bits when shifted right, so the
second byte processing hap-
pens. The eight's complement
of 5 is 3, so we need to shift left
3 bits. This is equivalent to
shifting right 5 then left 8
(assuming no bits are lost in the
process).

After the second time
through the loop, the mask
shifting step would again
return a "bits are lost" re-
sponse, except that the left-
shift routine anticipates the
problem and always clears the
carry. This prevents an infinite
loop on split characters.

Finally, after the whole char-
acter has been stored into the
buffer, the (shifted) mask is
shifted to the right one bit at a
time while counting the shifts
to find the right edge of the
stored character. One is added
to the negative (eight's comple-
ment again) of this count, and
we look again to be sure the re-
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suit is not zero (or 8, which is
the same thing in eight's com-
plement) or one. If so, the byte-
pointer part of the cursor still
needs incrementing.

One last step is required be-
fore exiting to the scrolling
test. The new bit pointer must
be pushed into the backup
stack. It is not critical whether
the pointer is pushed at the
beginning of the routine or at
the end (as I do it), but the back-
space command processor
must know which.

In the shift subroutine (co-
routine in my code) I not only
shift the byte by the requisite
amount, but I also check for the
cursor lying outside the display
buffer area. If the cursor is out-
side the display buffer, the bits
are returned zero so that the
OR/store operation will not
modify memory.

Since the shift count and its
sign occupy only four of the
eight bits in a byte, I use the
other four bits to count the
number of rows. When the row
count reaches six, the byte
pointer must be bumped down
five rows instead of up one row.

A Challenge

Now you have a notion about
the general logic of the driver
part of this program. Figs. 7-13
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Fig. 11. Disp/ay character generation.

contain flowcharts to aid your
understanding. The actual pro-
gram also has a keyboard input
routine that blinks the cursor
and the hardware-specific in-
terrupt service routine for the
1861. These are discussed in
more detail in the second half
of this article. Those of you
without specific interest in the
world's most powerful 8-bit mi-
croprocessor can jump ship at
this port.

Before you go, let me put a

challenge to you: I am con-
vinced that the 1802both runs
faster (when normalized for
memory cycle time) and uses
less memory than any other
8-bitter. If you disagree with
me, write (and debug!) a func-
tionally equivalent program for
your favorite (8-bit) CPU.

I have not spent any signifi-
cant effort optimizing either
parameter (time or space) in my
program, but I think it would be
worth $50out of my own pocket

to the first person who can
showa 10percent improvement
in program efficiency as mea-
sured by the product of the
number of bytes of code times
the average number of memory
cycle equivalents (as a mea-
sure of speed: three 8080clock
cycles is one memory cycle; in
the 6800 and 6502 memory
cycles at the clock rate; in the
1802 it is eight clock cycles).
The part of the program to be

measured is that which I have
described so far, consisting of
a callable subroutine to encode
uppercase and lowercase ASCII
into a memory buffer (64 pixels
wide by 42 high), with its re-
quired subroutines and tables.
You do not have to use my pro-
gram logic, but you do have to
produce the same results (in-
cluding control characters).

I will personally reply to any
serious entries mailed to me,
but I reserve the right to require
evidence that the program runs
correctly before awarding the
prize. For reference, the 1802
program you are trying to beat
is 826 bytes (including tables),
and average execution time is
1375 memory cycles (formula:
N = H + D x 95% + C x 4% +
Bx1%+Sx5%). The byte-
cycle product is therefore 1.13
million. Anything under a mil-
lion is a clear winner.
We'll take a look at my code

for the 1802next month in Part
2 of this article .•

Fig. 12. Shift co-routine. Fig. 13. Count co-routine.



SAVE OVER .0%

IMSAI VDP-40 $3849.00
North Star Horizon I, 32K
assembled,paraliel & serialports , $2149.00
North Star Horizon II, 32K
assembled,parallel & serial ports , $2549.00
Okidata 110wiRS232& Tractor , $1699.00
Centronics779w/Tractor , $1099.00
Hazeltine 1400 , $ 749.00
Hazeltine 1500.... .. .. $1099.00
Thinker Toys Double Disk Drive $1599.00

Add 1Vz % for shipping: New York residents add
7% sales tax. Checks and Money Orders ac-
cepted. Visa & MasterCharge-glve number & ex-
piratlon date.

SEND FOR OUR FREE MICRO BOOK LIST

MEMORY PRICE CUT!!
16K bytes$99, lor TRS-80,

APPLE, EXIDY, S-IOO,
8K bytes$40 lor PET, S-IOO

16K MEMORY Kit $99, 8 RAM chips (250ns. 4116)
jumper DIPS and simple instructions (specify your
computer)
8K MEMORY Kit lor Expandopet or Expandoram $40,
8 RAM chips (250ns. MK4115)

S·100 MEMORY BOARD KITS AT DISCOUNT
SD Systems Expandoram Kits complete-fully sock-
eted with no RAM chips-$139.00, add 8K byte tncre-
ments (8 4115 RAM chips) at $40.00 each for up to
32K byte. Or add 16K byte increments (8 4116 RAM
chips) at $99.00 each for up to 64K bytes. Add $65.00
for assembled and tested. Call or write for our free
catalog on other S·100 products including Integrand
mainframes and disk covers.
DISKETTES, VERBATIM 5" rns-eo. APPLE, NORTHSTAR. etc.
(specify) 3.60 ea.; VerbaUm 8" $3.90 ea.
DISK DRIVES: forTRS·60, Shugart SA400 complete with case and
power supply $399; SA400 drive only $290; SABOOR drive only $495

~

-THE CPLJSHOP~
Dept K 39 Pleasant St.

U Charlestown MA02129
••..cloa - «17)242-3350
Add Ireight charge 01 $2.50 lor all orders.

CheckiMClVlsa welcome: MA residents add 5% tax.

New Jersey's
largest

computer
store

Data General Micro-Nova Mini-Computers'·
Apple II Computers and Accessories RCA

VIP and Chess Playing Computers Business
Applications and Timesharing Services

Printers, and other peripherals Wide
variety of software for Apple II. Pet, and TR8-80

Introductory courses in Extended BASIC

~petronlc
computer
store ~T49

806 Route 17 North
Ramsey, New Jersey 07446

(Next to Hobby House)

Monday - Saturday 10-6; Tuesday 10-9
(201) 825-1300

KIMTMBUS IS A WINNER!
AIMTM, VIMTM, (SYM)TM, KIMTM OWNERS
(and any other KIMTM bus users) buy the
best 8K board available anywhere:

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL-HDE 8K
RAM-S169! 3 for S465.001

Industrial/commercial grade quality: 100 hour high temp burn-

~~~I!~~it~o:ter~e~~~~~03°~Fca~~bl(~8~J~rAF6~Lt~~~t~~a~~~ot
boards cost 25-75% more). When you expand your system, expand
with the bus optimized for 8 bit CPU's, the Commodore/Mos

~~6~~~~YXt;~:i,g~~,~~~o~~~~~~v:rUG~~~~ds,b~DSl,~~~~ko~;u~:
ertet, RNS, and others!

ply f~~MK~M~~~roU~:~$~~'~:c~~~~:e~g:~~~~?o~~1i~r~6E~~g:
fg~1~~n~~~~;~~9.~~~~~~~i~~S~~stS~~g~~f~,~,~t9~ge5~o~~~~
"Programming a Microcomputer: 6502" $S.95:'SPECIAL PACKAGE
~2~~r; KIM-1, power supply. BOTH books listed above, ALL for

HOE FILE ORIENTED OISK SYSTEM (FODS) FOR KIM BUS
COMPUTERS Make your KIM (or relative) the best 6502 develop-
ment system available at any price. Expand with HOE's full size
floppy system with FODS/Editor/Assembler. 2 pass assembler,
powerful editor compatible with AAESCO files KIM bus interface
card: fast 6502 controller handles data transfer at maximum IBM
Single density speed for excellent reliability: power supply for 4
drives: patches to Johnson Computer/Microsoft BASIC. 45 day
delivery. Single drive-$1995 dual drive $2750

Shipping extra unless order prepaId with cashier's check All
items assembled, tested, guaranteed at least 90 days.

PLAINSMANMtCROSYSTEMS (div. 5CCorporation)
P.O.Box 1712,Auburn AL 36830, (205)745·7735
3803 Pepperell Parkway, Opelika
Dealers for 051, COMMODORE. COMPUCOLOR,

ALTOS ~P43

(iiiiii-ATTENTION .••••iiiiiI
NORTH STAR USERS

DISPLAY - SENSE BOARDS
"FRUGAL PRONT-PANEL" DISPLAY-SENSE BOARD
• S·'00MMtenMK:fJandhogr~AJd
• On·Bt»f'd DATA, ADDRESS MId STATUS l.ED's
• SENSE Swllches Address 10 Z5fS l.oc.tlons
• All Displ.ys, Switches, .nd RESET R.mot.ble
• Complete Kit!!!!!; Bere so.rd UL.!2

"FRUGAL 'RONT·PANEL" R.MOTE BINARY PANEL
• FfN FfWlt ,._1 Mount"'" at l.Eo's endSwitches
• Oct.t G~d Blnery l.ED F~I. Cont.lns 30 LED's
• IIse with DOt DtS,.LA Y·SENSE BOARD or with YOUI'Own Design
• Complete Kit wl'h l.ED's, Switch ••• nd Dip C.bles $64.95
• Less LEO's .nd C.b/es~; Sere Boerd $21.95--

"COMPUTER CANOPY" DUST COVERS
"COMPUTER CANOPY" DUST COVERS
LOWER PRICaSI NEW COYERS I
• Ideel tfN Home, omce 01 School. Protects Ag.fnsl DUSI, Dirt.
• A'rrectl~e, He.vy Duty Upholstery Vinyl. Te.ortUl'ed W./nu' ColDr.
• Other Colors Optlon.1 Add $1.00. For TRS·.O, A"PLE II:!!.!:.!§
• Ff:wH·., H· I 1, Horizon, Inlegrend .000: ~
• For,.ET, ADM.3, H·9, ACT /Vb, Heze/tlne 15001151011520:!.!..!:.!!

Add $1.75 for Shipping: $T.OO Addlrlo",/ for COD's; Texens Add 5" T.x.

MIC, VISA, M.O .•• COD Welcome. Shipped from Stoc/l. to 3 We.III.

Digital Dynamics, Inc.
Oept.K ~D37
PostOffice Box27243
SanAntonio,TX 78227 .)

• ARIAN: 8080/Z·80 Operating System, Assembler, Text
EditOr"'DebUgger, Dynamic File Capabilities. Save & load
Source/OBJ. Files to Disk. Resident and· Custom Corn-
mands. Truly a powerful, yet easy to use Operating System

= = =»$50.00

• INVESTMENT PACK: Stocks, Bonds, etc. Statisticat
Analysis, Portlolio Management. Options, much more.

= = =» $30.00

• FAMILY PACK: Programs for home and family. Includes
Mail list, Phone list, Recipe Analysis, Home Budget,
much mote.

= = =» $30.00

• ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING COURSE, Level
.', beginners. Tired of not understanding Assem. Lang.
programs? Get this course and begin writing your own code.

= = =» $30.00

• TES TEXT FORMATTING SYSTEM: A complete word pro-
cessor for the North Star system. Runs on virtually any ter-
minal. Appends to and from disc. Easy to use.

• ===»$75.00
RDA DATA SYSTEM: A complete data base manager,
unlimited crcss-reterenctnq. very fast access time (less
than 0.5 sec.). = = = »$45.00

(Illinois residents add 5% sales tax)

IUPf~/Off~~S61

PEtTM)SOFTWARE

ff (512) 231·2012 /I

PARENTSAND TEACHERS let yo!.!!" PET do the
1nstruct1ng, on any subject.

vtvee elm use the PET(no programm1nl) knowledge
necessary). to lnstruct the chlldren. You can
study these programs whlle learn\.ng dlltA. f1les.

COMPUTER TUTOR
CA.SSETTE CONTAINS I

(1) A.ll-Purpose TUTOR: progr>.l.m

(2) Auto-Prompt1n~ '~ntry I:nh. program

0) sa.mple qu Lz on [)at"" Tape

Documenatlon, Worksheet, L1st1ng

Menu selection of up to rcur subject display
pa.ges and 26 multiple choice questions. All
ln upper and lower case. Requ1res 8K PET

~o:~~~m;U~~llta 9.95
flle on cassettee postpaid

Short Cassettes for Personal Computers

List $1.00 10 for $7.50 50 for $32.50

~C87

Call (714)
979-9920

Floppy Kit (5100)
SA 801 floppy (8") & cont $599

• Add On Floppy Drives
SA 80011 (8'1 floppy. . . . ... $469
SA 400 mini floppy. . .. $285
Pertec FD 200.. . .. .. . . ... $285
Pertec FD 514....... .. $479

• Centronics 779 printer.. .. $999
Centronics P1.. . ..... $399
Centronics 7oo/w tractor. .. $1475

Miscellaneous
Tarbeli Controlier Kit $185
CP/M Operating System/Manuals. $89
8" Verbatim Diskettes...... . .. $3.99
5" Diskettes. . $3.39
16k RAM chips $9.75
Pwr Supply cabinet (mini floppy) $79

I MICROSElTE CO. \
777 Palomar Ave.. Sunnyvale, CA 94086 •

•

Duplication Services
Microsette also offers professional
duplication services for Commo-
dore PET and Radio Shack TRS-80
Level I and Level II cassettes. Our
service provides mastering, quality
control, all material including two-
piece box, affixing of your labels or
supplying our blank labels and ship-
ping. Prices start at $1.00 each in
100 quantity.

MICROSETIE CO. ~ M67
777 Palomar Ave.. Sunnyvale, CA 94086 egg- COMpq~,~p~~~~~,~~,b~S;~~OLOGY

2080 South Grand, Grand Centre, Santa Ana, CA 92705

97V" Reader Service-see page 179



Specifications:
S-100 compatible. MFM
encoding, 35 tracks with ten
512-byte sectors per track.
179,200 bytes on double
density SA-400 and North Star
BASIC, DOS, and Monitor
included.

For further information, write
for full color catalog or contact
your local computer store.

density, so existing single density disk-
ettes can still be used. Single density
SA-400 drives previously purchased
with North Star systems can also be
used.
Pricing
HORIZON with one double density
SA-400 minifloppy (180K bytes), 16K
RAM, Z80A processor and serial I/O
port: $1599 kit, $1899 assembled.
MICRO DISKSYSTEM with one double
density SA-400 minifloppy, controller
board and power regulation: $699 kit,
$799 assembled. (Cabinet and power
supply $39 extra each.)

NORTH STAR * COMPUTERS
2547 Ninth Street
Berkeley, California 94710
(415) 549-0858

New from North star
DOuble Density Performance at
Single Density Prices

---=:ol::ii~~
(--1:""'''''' 8"'\:1 ,.. co. ,.:..>" ,

The new HORIZON computer and
Micro Disk System now record in dou-
ble density! That means each new
Shugart SA-400 minifloppy disk drive
accesses 18QK bytes of on-line infor-
mation. All double density HORIZON
computers and Micro Disk Systems
have a redesigned controller which
allows the use of quadruple capacity
disk drives as they become available in
early 1979. A three-drive North Star
System with quadruple capacity disk
drives will access over a megabyte of
on-line information. But, best of all
there's no price increase for double
density models.
North Star BASIC and DOS have been
upgraded to accommodate the in-
creased capacity and yet run existing
programs with little or no change. The
new disk system also supports single

•
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The Apple Speaks • • Softly•

An inexpensive talking Apple ... no, you're not in Wonderland.

Robert J. Bishop
1143W.Badillo #E
Covina CA 91722

The Apple II computer is
really a remarkable ma-

chine. It comes complete and
ready to use; all you add is your
own TV set or video monitor.
The Apple even has a built-in
speaker for "beeping" at you
when you make a mistake in
your program. But since the
speaker is software accessible,
it can be used for more than
just producing simple beeps. In
fact, there are programs around
that use the speaker for every-
thing from playing music to
generating phaser sounds

when you shoot at Klingons.
Also built into the standard

Apple II is all the hardware re-
quired for saving and loading
programs to and from cassette
tape. The monitor firmware in-
cludes routines that read and
write a series of square waves
that contain the bits to be
transferred between the com-
puter's memory and your tape
recorder.
Then one day it hit me. If the

«Apple can read a series of
square waves from the tape,
might it not be possible for it to
read other waveforms, too? Of
course, since the data seen
coming in through the cassette
port can only be binary (signal
high or signal low), any compli-
cated waveform will still appear

08f113
08133
0805
138138
08{3R
t1813C
1j813F

RD6Ben
f:50f1RDf,0C!3
450@
113F9
80.:;003
'iC0f.i0;:;

TABLE
0S0f·j
CBJf3
C86(3
0808
0Sf!5

001800213002.0
00413
005B
0060007(3
13I38~:J
Hf}9t}
131130
131j..l3
13:1.20
OB§
!3HfJ
0158
016(;

: APPLE-II VOICE
: OIGITIZm DEN!)

TEt1P . Ct 13131313
SPKF.: . Ct cml3
TAPE .u C0613
t'1HW LCfi TAPE

STR *TP1P
LOOP LCtf{ TAPE

EOF: *TEi1P
8Ft lOOP
5TR SPKR
Jt1P t1AW

. EN

Program listing.

to be a series of square waves
(see Fig. 1). However, there
might still be enough of the fun-
damental information retained
after digitization to allow for a
crude reconstruction of the in-
put signal when played .back
through the built-in speaker. It
was certainly worth a try!

To test the concept I wrote
the short program that accom-
panies this article. All it does is
sample the cassette input port
(location $C060)until it detects
a change in the input signal
level (bit 7).When the input sig-
nal makes a transition, the pro-
gram toggles the speaker (loca-
tion $C030) to reflect the
change.

I could hardly wait to try it
out. I grabbed a blank tape,
stuck it into my cassette re-
corder and said something like,
"Testing, one, two, three." I re-
wound the tape and then played
it into the computer.

Much to my surprise it ac-
tually worked! I could hear my
voice coming through the
Apple's speaker! Of course, the
fidelity left a lot to bedesired; it
reminded me of the way that a
tiny transistor radio sounds
when you turn the volume up

ANALOG
INPUT

too high. But it was, neverthe-
less, surprisingly intelligible ..
As a next step, it was fairly

easy to modify the program to
store the digitized results in
memory and then later play it
through the speaker, thus
creating a kipd of "digital tape
recorder."
What other applications are

there for this technique? Well,
like computing in general, what
you can do is limited only by
your imagination. Some ideas
include:

• A program that pronounces
ASCII characters as they are
printed on the screen.
• Speech recognition experi-
ments.
.A kaleidoscopic display
whose motion is c~ntrolled by
input music.
• Frequency analyzer.
• All kinds of neat what-cha-
mi-call-its.

In closing, I might just men-
tion that there are several com-
panies selling voice recognition
and synthesis hardware for
hundreds of bucks. (Some of
these arl( even made for the
Apple!) Yl{ell,now you can do it
yourself ... in software._

I I
DIGITIZED r--- 1,--1OUTPUT

I
r-- I I -

Fig. 1. Correspondence between the input and output Signals of
the digitizer.
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Super Mastermind

Super Mastermind is a challenging two-player game of logic, deduction and intuition.

Tom Cardoso
258 Taylor Ave.
Glen Ellyn IL 60137

There is a myriad of two-
player games converted for

use on computers (probably
because you can be assured a
computer won't complain or
cheat and will tirelessly play
game after game for as long as
the player can hold up). Super
Mastermind is out another of
these games-but oh, what a
challenge!

Mastermind is an enticing
game of deduction where a five-
color code is hidden by the
code-rnaker=-tn this case, the
computer. The object of the
game is to break the code-to
identify the exact colors
chosen for the code and deter-
mine their precise order. The
computer chooses the five-unit
code at random from up to nine
colors and hides them in a row.
As the code-breaker, you have
12 attempts to establish which
five (of the nine) were chosen by
the computer and how they are
placed in the row. After each
five-digit guess, the computer
gives you a white marker for
each correct color and a black
marker if a correct color and its
precise location in the row have
been properly identified. By
logically analyzing the markers
after each guess, you will even-
tually be able to identify the
code.

100

This program, written for
SOL BASIC5, is intended for
use with a SOL-20 computer
with SOLOS personality mod-
ule. The simplified nature of
BASIC5, however, should per-
mit easy conversion to other
forms of BASIC. The program
will run in 14K of memory, in-
cluding about 6.5K allocated
for BASIC5.

Because SOL BASIC5 does
not have string-handling capa-
bilities, it is necessary to use
numbers as. replacements for
colors. Consequently, the com-
puter generates the color code
through a series of five one-
digit numbers (from 1 to 9). The
object of the game remains the
same, however-to break the
code. This program plays iden-
tical to the store-bought table
version that uses colored
marbles or chips. In this case,
the numbers are simply inter-
preted as colors.

A unique feature of this pro-
gram, which can be utilized by
other programs requiring ran-
dom-number generation, is its
own random-number genera-
tor. Why not use the internal
generator residing in BASIC5?
Well, you could, except that
every time BASIC is initialized it
causes the same sequence of
random numbers to be generat-
ed. Soon a player would tire of
knowing that the first and all
subsequent games have the
same sequence of numbers.
The codes generated will follow
the same sequence every time

the game is loaded into the
computer. With this generator,
the player has the option of
changing the game sequence
simply by inputting any seven-
digit decimal. This seed is then
used to generate the 'random
numbers in determining the
code. As long as the seed is dif-

ferent for each series of games,
the sequence generated will be
different. That way you will not
be able to guess in advance
what the code is.

Another feature of this pro-
gram is the ability to choose
the number of colors used to
make the code. A beginning
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97 PRINT "There are 32768 combi nal.i on s possible with 8 "co Lor s";"
98 PRINT "Ther e are 59049 ccnb ine t i ons possible with 9 'colors'."
99 PRINT: INPUT "How lTlan':::t "co l or s ' do sou wish to pla~ wi lh? (5 t o 9) ",.J9
100 IF J9<5 THEN 94
101 IF J9>9 THEN 94
102 PRINT: PRINT "Your code will consist of "co l or-s ' frolll 1 l.o" ;,J9
103 PRINT: PRINT "Le t Rle di ssLas the Sanle board ••• '"; FOR >:9=1 TO 2000: NEXT
105 REM CLEAR GAME BOARD VARIABLES
1(16 A=O: 9=0: C=(): D=(): E=O: F=0: G=(J: H=0: 1=0: ,J=(q t;;= : L=0 Al:::() Bl=O
107 Cl=O: 111=0: El=O: Kl=O: L1=O: M1=(): Nl=O: 01=0: f'l=O 01=0 Rl=O 31=0
108 A2=0: B2=0: C2:::0: [12=0: E2=0: t;;2=0: L2==O: M2=O: N2=O 02=0 P2=O Q2=O
109 R2=0: S2=0: A3=0: B3=(>: C3=0: D3=(j: E3=0: K3=O: L3=O M3=O N3=O 03=0
110 P3=O: 03=0: R3=0: 53=/): A4=(j: B4=0: C4=0: [14=0: [4=0 K4=O L4=0 M4=0
111 N4=O: 04=0: P4=0: Q4=0: R4=O: S4=(1! A5=O: B5=0: C5::::0 D5;.:;O E5=O t\s=o
112 L5=0: M5=0: N5=0: 05=0: P5=O: Q5=0: R5=O: 55=0: A6=O B6=(i C6:;;(J [16=0
113 E6=0: K6=0: L6=(j: M6=0: N6=O: 06=0: P6=0: G6=(I: R6=O 36=0
114 S=O: T=O: U=O: V=0: W=O: K9=,J9tl: GOTO 140
119 REM RANIIOM NUMBER GENEF:ATOF: SUBROUTINE
120 W9=S9*997: W8=W9- INT< W9): S9=W8: RETURN
139 REM GENERATE CODE
140 GOSUB 120: A=INT< W8*t(9): IF A=O THEN 140
142 GOSUB 120: B=INT( W8*K9): IF B=0 THEN 142
144 GOSUB 120: C=INT<W8*K9): IF C=O THEN 144
146 GOSUB 120: [i=INH W8*t(9): IF 11=0 THEN 146
148 GOSUB 120: E=INT< W8*K9): IF E=O THEN 148
150 GOTD 229
220 INPUT "GUESS ? •• ".K7.L7,M7,N7.07
221 IF K7>9 THEN 227
222 IF L7>9 THEN 227
223 IF M7)9 THEN 227
224 IF N7>9 THEN 227
225 IF 07>9 THEN 227
226 RETU!':N
227 PRINT" liON' T FORGET THE COMMAS )!": GOlD 220
229 GOSUB 2000: K=(): L=O: GOSUB 220! Al=t\7: Bl=L7: Cl=M7: Dl:;;N7: El=07
230 M=Mtl: F=Al: G=Bl: H=Cl: I=DJ: J=El: G05UB 3000: F'1=0;: Gl=L
265 IF 1(=5 THEN 3500
280 GOSUB 2000: 1(=0: L=O: G05UB 220: Kl=t':7: L1=L7: Ml=M7: Nl=N7: 01=07
290 M=Mtl: F=I(I: G=U: H=Ml: I=Nl: ,J=OI: GOSUB 3000: Rl'"I,: SI=L
295 IF K=5 THEN 35(10
34() GOSUB 2000! 1';=0: L=O: GOSUB 220: A2=t<7: B2=L7; C2=M:n D2=rU; E2=07
350 M=Mt 1: F=A2: G=B2: H=C2: I=[l2: J=E2: GOSUE( 300(1 t F'2::::1\; Q2=L
355 IF t\::;;5 THEN 35(1(J
400 GOSUB 2()OO: t\=O: L=O: GOSUB 22(): K2:::t,7: L2=L7: M2=i'i7: N2=N7: 02=07
<10 M=Mt1: F=K2: G=L2: H=MZ: I=N2: ,1=02: GOE;UB 30%: ,':2°1.,: S2=L
420 IF 1(=5 THEN 3500
-460 GOSUB 2000: K=O! L=(J: GOSUB 220: A3=K7: B3::::L7; C3=t-17; D3::::N7; E3:.::07
47() M=Mtl: F=A3: G=B3: H=C3: I=D3: J=E3: GOSUB 3000: F'3:::i"<: CiJ:;;:L
'SO IF K=5 THEN 3500
500 GOSUB 2')0(1: t;;=O: L:;;(): GOSUB 220:~ K3=tiJ; L3:.::L? ~ M~5;;::M/: N3:::N7: 03;;::07
510 M=Mt1: F=K3: G=L3: H=M3! I::rB! j=03t GOSUB 3;)()(!: f<3:.::t(: S3:::L
520 IF t,;;5 THEN 35(JO
580 GOSUR 2000! t\={): L=(J: GOSUB 22(i: A4;;::t.]: B4::::L7~ C4;;::M/; Ii4:::i'{/ ~ t.4::-~u/
590 M=Mt 1: F::;A4: G::;B4: H=C4: 1=[14: ,}=E4: GOSUP ::);)0(;: ~'4;;::t.,; G4:::L
600 IF K=5 THEN 3500
640 GOSUB 2(100: K=(}: L::~): GOSl.!f.{ 22(,: K4=K7: L4=Ll: M4=M;;r: N4::rU: 04=U?
650 M=Mt1: F=K4: G=L4: H:::M4: I;;tH"! ,J=04: GOSUl:< 3(iOO! R4=K: S4=L
660 IF K=5 THEN 3500
700 GOSUl< 2000: t<=(1: L=(): GOSUB 220: A5;;::K7: B5=L/; C:~:::Nl; D5:::1i7; E5=G/
710 M=M+l: F=A5: G:;;B5! H:;;C5: I=D5! ,J=E5~ GOSUl:: 3000: ~'~~.:;t<:U5;:::L
720 IF K=5 THEN 3500
760 GOSUl! 20(10: t,=(l: L=(): GOSUB 220: K:j:::!7: L5=L?: tl:;;:::i'1? t W:i:::i~7: u5;.:;u/
770 M=M+l: F=K5! G:;;L5! H=M5: I=N5! ,J=O:~: GOSUB 300(i; ~:~i::::t(: S5=L
7S0 IF 1(=5 THEN 3500
800 G05UB 2(J()(J: t(=(J: L=O ~ GOSUB 22() ~ Ati=K7: B6:;;L? t C6::::("1/ ~ Ii6=N/:
81G M;;M+1: F=A6: G=B6: H=C6: I=D6: ,]=E6: GOSUB 3(}(lO: P6:.:[;;~ G6=L
820 IF K;;5 THEN 3500
880 GOSUB 2(J(1(.\ t K=O: L:;;O: GOSUB 220: K6:::t\/! L6=Ll: M6=~i7 ~ N6:;;;NI";

890 M::::t'l+l: F::::t,6: G=l6: H=M6: I=N6: J=06: GOSUB 3()OO: F;:6:::h: S6=L
895 IF K=5 THEN 350(J
900 GOTO 4500
1999 REM GENERATE DISPLAY BOAF:[I
2000 PRINT "&K": PRINT TAB( 4- ),11*** Super t1asl.er"lilind ***"
2010 PRINT "I? ?: '; ? ? ::::"
2020 PRINT TAB05J."t of BlacK t of Whiles"
2030 FOR f'=1 TO 34: PRINT "N"; NEXT: PRINl
2040 PRINT "l ";AU" : ";Bl;H : 11,(1;" : ",[lH"

E6-Gi"

06:;;0/"

...•.
~ ",El, "

2050 PRINT TAB(39).F'l.TAB( 54 ),01
2060 PRINT ": "jKU" : "jLU11

2070 PRINT TAB( 39 )'Rl.TAB( 54 ),SI
2080 PRINT ": "jA2jJl : "jB2jJl
2090 PRINT TAB( 39 ),P2.TAB( 54 ),Q2
2100 PRINT II: II;K2;U : UjL2;11"'
2110 PRINT TAB( 39 )'R2, TAB( 54 ),52
2120 PRINT ": ";A3;" : ";B3;"
2130 PRINT TAB( 39 ).F'3.TAB( 54 ),03
2140 PRINT ": ";K3;" : "iL3i"
2150 PRINT TAB(39)'R3.TAB(54),53
2160 F'RINT ": "iA4;" : "iM;"
2170 PRINT TAB09 )'F'4.TAB( 54 ).Q4
2180 PRINT ": ";~Ai" : ";L4i"
2190 PRINT TAB09J.R4.TAB(54).S4
2200 PRINT II: niA5;" : II,B5,II
2210 PRINT TAB( 39 ),P5.TAB( 54 ).05
2220 PRINl III "1t,5j" : "iL5;1I
2230 PRINT TAB09 ).R5.TAB( 54 ).85
2240 PRINT "I ",A6;" : ";B6;"
2250 PRINT TAB(9)'F'6,TAB(54),Q6
2260 PRINT III ";t,6;11 : "jL6,'1
2270 PRINT TAB(39)'R6.TAB(54),S6
2280 RETURN
2999 REM GUESS ANALYSIS FOR 'BLACK' OF: 'WHiTE'
3000 S=A: T=B: U=C: 1j=[I: W=E
3110 IF F=S THEN K=t(+l: 8=0: F=10
3120 IF G=T THEN t,=Hl: T=O: G=10
3130 IF H=U THEN t,=KtJ: U=O: H=10
3140 IF I=IJ THEN t,=K+1: \}=Q: I=10
3150 IF J=W THEN t,=K+1: w=o: J=10
3160 IF F=T THEN L=L+l: T=O: F=10
3170 IF F=U THEN L=Ltl: U=(): F=10
3180 IF F=V THEN l.=t+t : V=0: F=lO
3190 IF F=W THEN L=L+l: W=O: F=10
3200 IF G=S THEN L=Ltl: 3=(!; GolO
321(! IF G=U THEN .LoL+l: U=(!: G=10
3220 IF G=V THEN L=L+J: ')=(i: G=j(!
3230 IF G=W THEN L=L+l: W=(l: G=10
3240 IF H=S THEN L=L+l: S;:::O: H=il)
3250 IF H=T THEN L=L+l: To(); H=iO
3260 IF H=V THEN L=L+l: ,)=(>: H=I(l
3270 IF H=W THEN L=L+l: W=0: H=lO
3280 IF I=S THEN LoU1: 3=0: 1=10
3290 IF I=T THEN L=L+l: 1=0: 1=10
3300 IF I=U THEN L=L+1: Uo(): 1=10
3310 IF I=W THEN l.=Ltl: W=(;: 1=1\'
3320 IF ,)=5 THEN L:;;L+l: 3:::(): ,J=i()
3330 IF J=T THEN L=L+J: T=(,: ,)=1(,
334(J IF J=U THEN t=t+t: U=(); ,J:;;;l(".

3350 IF ,J=V THEN L=L+l: V=(>; ,.1=1(;
3360 RETURN
34'19 REM GENEf':ATE WINNEf: BDAf:D WITH COIlE D1Sf'LAY
350(l PRINT lI&t,lI; F'F:INT TAB( 4-), "l** Super t1aster-lilind
3~;1(l PRINT "1 iliA," : ";B," : "ie;:" ";i!,1i
3520 PRINT TAB( 35 ),IIConsr-t';t.ulc:t.ions!! You"
353() FOR P=l TO 34: PRINT "-"II j: f~En
354(J PRINT TAB( 35 )," ItIUS t. be 3 GEi",l I U~~! ! 0; ~ GUSUB 21)40

***"

";Ml,1f II iN1," " ;01;"

";C2; " /I ,[12, II I' ,E2,"

";M2,1I II jN2;" 11,02, II

II ;C3;" ";lt3j II II ;E3,"

" ;M3,1I II ;N3;1I 11;03,"

II ,C4, II "; [14; 11 11;E4;"

II ;M4; II ";(44;11 '1 ;04,"

II ,C5,II II ,[15,11 II ,E5, II

" jM5;:1I 11 jN5, II II ;05;"

II ;C6, II ",[16; n II ;£6;"

II IM6;" ",N6, n ";061 "

";E; "

3550 PRINT "Your aver-ase for 11,(,);" s':::riles is "fi:Z1X;M/N;" se e s s e s 1..0 Wifl!"';~;~
3560 HWUT 11[10 !:IOU care t.o pIc:';:: C::fl':::,l.hcr- s sne? O;:::NO, l;;::YES 11,F
3570 IF F'=1 THEN N=Ntl: GOlD 'i4
358() IF Pil THEN 3560
3585 REM F:E3ET GAME A~'EF:AGE FOF: NEW FLAYtf:
359(1 PRINT 1I~.t\II: PRINT: PF:INT : HWUT 'I[loes s.onecne else wanl t.o F-"12':::? Q:::NO, l:::YES
3600 IF P=1 THEN 7
3610 lF F'>1 THEN 3590
362(J PF:INT : PRINT: PF:INT : F'F:INT 'JTHANt;;S A LOT FUF: H1E GAME••• HOPE YOU HAIl FUN": END
4;99 REM GENERATE LOSER BOARI' WITH CODE 11lSf-'LAY
;500 PF:INT "&t:;IJ: F'RINT TAB(4),":t:*:t: Super liaster-rilind ***"
4505 PF:INT II: lirA;" : ",B;IJ : ",C," ";1;,1' ",[j";:; :",
-4510 PRINT TAB(35),JJSorr"':::, sou ccu Jdn"L"
,520 FOR f'=1 TO 34: f'F:INT ""';: NUl
4530 PRINT TAB(35),JJGuile se t i t , Trs agc:in."~ GOSUB 2040
4535 INPUT "[10 ':IOU c sre to pla~ another- =:Bll!f/! ():::rW, 1:::YES ",F'
,540 IF f'=1 THEN N=I: M=O: GOTO ~'4
,545 IF f'>1 THEN 4535
4550 GOTO 3590
.560 END

1J,p



This is the game of SUPER MASTERMIND.
Do YOU want the rules? O=NO, l=YES 0

In order to prevent a series of ~affies from plaYin~
identically to the last series, YOU may wish to chan~e
the seuuence by enterin~ a random, uneven seven di~it decimal.
If no chan~e in the seQuence is desired, enter O. 0

There are 3125 combinations possible with 5 'colors'.
There are 7776 combinations possible with 6 'colors'.
There are 16807 combinations possible with 7 'eoloTs'.
There are 3~768 combinations possible with 8 'colors'.
'fhere are 59049 combinations possible with 9 'colors'.

How many 'colors' do YOU wish to play with? (5 to 9) 9

Your code will consist of 'colors' from 1 to 9

Let me Sene rate the game •••
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player may want to start with
just five or six different com-
binations. (The number of pos-
sible combinations is signif·
icantly lower with five than
when all nine are chosen for
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play.) There are 3125 possible
combinations when five colors
are used, but 59,049 combina-
tions when nine are used!
Always remember that in any
code a color can be chosen

THE BASIC HANDBOOK
TELLS ALL.

From the author of the widely acclaimedTRS-80
Users/Learners Manual comes the BASIC Handbook.
It TELLS ALL you need to know about 250BASIC
statements, commands, functions and operators.

Can't understand those BASIC programs that
appear in magazines? Can't get that favorite
program to run on your computer? The BASIC
book TELLSALL.

"The Handbook" includes TRS-80(I & II), PET,
Apple, DEC,OSI, SWTP.,HP,
Altair, Imsai and over 50
morel 360 Easy-to-read pages
packed with facts and tips.

102

vCl09

Send $14.95 + $1.35 P&H
(eA + 6%) to: ,.
COMPUSOFT Publishing
8662 Dent Drive . K1
San Diego, CA 92119
(Or write for flyer)
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525 Video helps fill the software gap With
these hlgn Quality graphics software pack-
ages onApple·11compatible cassettes: Low
speed duplication. exclusive use of Integer
Bastc and machine language Insure
compatibility

u 112 4K Color Package - 10 low reso!u-
tioo graphics programs including many
Interactive ones - 695
it 1 14 16K Color Package - Incluoes a low
resotuuon package of 15 programs and a
pacvaqe of 10 high resolution graphiCS
programs These are so much prettier than
Apples demos - 1095
c 118 16K Graoh.csEditor - Uses Apples
povverful shape routines to assemble vector
tables and store shapes Into flies for recall
and -ote-ect.cn - 1395
t: -:~4 & :: 11 8 Include plans for qracrucs
cor-trot box to replace game paddles
Please Include S 1 00 per order for shiPPing
DC res.ce-it s add 501( tax

.1&. 930 F Street NW u810'YIlt" Wash,ngton DC 20004
·:'App;f' 1'.<; a trade'Tlan., 01 AppitOComputer5
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9 CONGRATULATIONS' ! YOU
.---------------------------------- MUS" BE A GENIUS!!

'") 3 B 7 9 "" 1
'.J :, 8 9 7 " I , 2
B ., 9 'I ,," 3
8 ,J 1 9 9 III' ,.1

() 0 () 0 () "" ()
o 0 0 () 0 "" 0
() 0 () 0 () "" ()
() 0 () 0 (): : : : ()
o 0 0 0 () ,," ()
() 0 0 0 0 ,," 0
() 0 0 () () "" ()
() 0 () () () "" ()

fOUR AVERAGE FOR 1 GAMES IS 4.0 GUESSES TO WIN!
DO YOU CARE TO PLAY ANOTHER GAME? O=NO. I-fES ()

2
o
o
()

()

o
o
o
()

()

Sample run.

DOES SOMEONE ELSE WANT TO PLAY? O-NO. i-YES 0

more than once. In fact, all five
choices in the code can be the
same color!

For those who do not wish to
take the time to enter this pro-
gram manually, CUTS format

cassette tapes are avai lable
from the author for $4.95, first-
class postage paid. Comments
and suggestions are always
welcome. Good thinking and
best of fun .•

Software available for F-8, 6800, 8080,
8085, Z-80, 6502, KIM-I, 1802.

The EP-2A·79 will program the 2704, 2708,
TMS 2708, 2758, 2716, TMS 2516, TMS 2716,
TMS 2532, and 2732. PROM type is selected by
a personality module which plugs into the front
of the progrqmmer. Power requirements are 115
VAe, 50/60 HZ at 15 watts. It is supplied with a
36·inch ribbon cable (14 pin plus) for connecting
to microcomputer. Requires 1 Y, I/O parts.
Assembled and tested $145. Plus $15.25 for
each personality module. Specify software.

OPTIMAL TECHNOLOGY, INC.
Blue Wood 127, Earlysville, Va. 22936

Phone 804-973-5482 1"'010



INTRODUCING
DUAL DRIVE MINIFLOPPY FOR PET!

A FULL RANGE
OF PERIPHERALS
TO COMPLETELY
SUPPORTYOUR PET

PROFESSIONAL A TOTALLY+ SOFTWARE = INTEGRATED
SUPPORT PET*SYSTEM

NOW THE DISKDRIVER DUAL DRIVE DISK SYSTEM
CAN ADD TOTAL SYSTEM CAPABILITIES TO PET!

* DUAL MINI FLOPPY DRIVE (5.5") WITH 100K PER DISK SIDE FOR TOTAL 200K ON LINE.
* EXPANDABLE IN MARCHfAPRIL 1979 TO 400K ON LINE VIA DOUBLE DENSITY FORMAT.
* DISKMON·DISK OPERATING SYSTEM (DOS) IS RESIDENT IN PROM VIA DISK CONTROLLER BOARD THAT PLUGS

DIRECTLY INTO THE INTERNAL EXPANDAPET MEMORY BOARD.·
* DISKMON COMMANDS EXIST SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH THE BASIC LANGUAGE COMMANDS.
* DISKMON ADDS 16 COMMANDS TO BASIC INCLUDING DISK DATA FILE COMMANDS.
* DESIGNED FOR COMMERCIAL SPEED REQUIREMENTS - READS AN ENTIRE TRACK AT A TIME.
* DISK DRIVES ARE AUTOMATICALLY TURNED OFF BETWEEN COMMANDS FOR LESS WEAR.
* EXCELLENT DOCUMENTATION AND FULL SOFTWARE SUPPORT VIA FUTURE SOFTWARE.
* DISKMON AUTOMATICALLY SUPPORTS COMMERCIAL TYPE PRINTER (CENTRONICS MODELS) VIA PARALLEL PORT.
* DISKDRIVER COMES COMPLETE WITH ATTRACTIVE BEIGE CABINET, BUILT IN POWER SUPPLY, DISK CONTROLLER

BOARD, ALL PLUG COMPATIBLE WITH YOUR PET (DISKDRIVER REQUIRES THE EXPANDAPET) ,* NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME YOUR PET CAN BE UTILIZED AS A COMPLETE, TOTAL SYSTEM.
* APPLICATIONIDEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE AVAILABLE * BUSINESS PACKAGES IN MARCHfAPRIL.
* FULL PRODUCT (HARDWARE & SOFTWARE) SUPPORT FROM COMPUTHINK AND DEALERS.

THE DISK DRIVER,
DOS, AND EXPANDAPET
ARE ALL PRODUCTS OF

COMPUTHINK

EASTERN U.S. & EUROPEANI '1=t :( ~ ~ NEW ENGLAND ELECTRONICS

.' SPRIN~~:L~,D~!S~~: 01103

413 739-9626

DKH642-1
EXPMEM
PRT200
PRT202
PRT100
NPK101

ASG200
ASM789D
LNK456D
EDT392D
DUG078
DKL067
FOR112
PLM118
FUTURE

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE PRODUCT DIRECTORY
DISKDRIVER DUAL DRIVE MINIFLOPPY SYSTEM (200K ON LINE STORAGE)........ ., $1295
EXPANDAPET MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD (SPECIFY 16K, 24K, 32K) 16K MODEL $ 425
CENTRONICS COMMERCIAL PRINTER (MODEL 779-1) WITH FRICTION FEED $1245
CENTRONICS COMMERCIAL PRINTER (MODEL 779-2) WITH TRACTOR FEED...... . $1345
AXIOM HOBBYIST PRINTER (ELECTROSTATIC 5.5" WIDE pAPER) APPROX $ 450
NEECO PERIPHERAL KEYBOARD (TYPEWRITER TYPE) AVAILABLE JAN $ 140

PET ASSEMBLER PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE (SHOWS HOW TO TAP INTO BASIC) $19.95
PET ASSEMBLER 6502 PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE (ON DISK-WITH MANUAL) $49.95
AUTOLINK PROFESSIONAL LINKING LOADER SOFTWARE (ON DISK-WITH MANUAL) $49.95
ASSEMBLER-EDITOR, ASSEMBLER SOURCE PROGRAM EDITOR (ON DISK-WITH MANUAL) $49.95
DISKMON USER'S GUIDE (PROVIDED WITH SYSTEM-CAN BE PURCHASED SEPARATELY) $ 9.95
DISKMON (DOS) ASSEMBLER LISTING IN MANUAL FORM $19.95
FORTRAN COMPILER FOR DISKDRIVER SYSTEM (AVAILABLE JAN./FEB.) $69.95
PROFESSIONAL PLM COMPILER FOR DISK DRIVER (AVAILABLE JAN./FEB.) $49.95
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL PACKAGES STARTING IN JAN./FEB .

• NOTE PET IS A TRADEMARK OF COMMODORE AND IS SOLD ONLY BY AUTHORIZED DEALERS.

WESTERN U.S. & CANADA

COMPUTHINK
3260 ALPINE ROAD

MENLO PARK, CA., 94025
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Sherman P. Wantz
424 NW Lakeview Drive
Sebring FL 33870

TRS·80 Level II
Reference Manual Index

Level II users who can't "find it" in the manual will find this index invaluable.

A
A(Cancel and re-start)
@

Abbreviations
ABS
AND
Arithmetic operators
Arrays
ASC
ASCII Codes
ATN
AUTO
B
Backspace
BAD
Base conversions
Break
BREAK IN
C
C(Change)
CDBL
CHR$
CINT
CLEAR

CLOAD
CLOAD?
CLS
Codes
Comma
Command mode
CONT
Control codes
COS
CSAVE
CSNG

o
D(Delete)
D(Double precision)
DATA
Data conversion
DEFDBL
DEFINT
DEFSNG
DEFSTR
DELETE
Derived functions
DIM
E
E(Save changes and exit)
E(Single precision-exponent)
EDIT
Edit mode
ELSE
END
ENTER
ERL
ERR/2+1
Error codes
Error messages
Execute mode
EXP
Expansion interface

104

Pages
88,102
11,24,99,104
15,99
69,111
13,14,49,82-84,101
12
12,63-68
55,110
119,120
69,111
17,101

86,99,102
19
127
11,17,19,22,99
39

89,103
69,111
14,56,110
70,111
10,18,20,37,38,99,
101,106
18
18
14,74,109
93
23-25,103
17,35
19,39,101
119
70,111
18,19
70,111

89,103
12,100
30-32,54,104
48
36,37,95,106
35,36,95,106
36,95,106
37,53,95,106
19,20,101
125
12,37,38,64,95,106

88,102
100
20,85,101
10,85-90,102
46-48,109
38,39,107
9,10,86,99,102
74,112
75,112
44,108,115
14,116,117
35,99
70,111
91

EXTRA IGNORED

F
FIX
FOR TO STEP
FRE

G
Glossary
GOSUB
GOTO
Graphics
Graphics codes
H
H(Hack and insert)
I
1(lnsert)
IF
INKEY$
INP
INPUT
INPUT#
Input/output
INSTRING
INT
K
K(Search and kill)
L
L(List line)
Leading blank
LEFT$
LEN
LET
LIST
LLiST
Loading cassettes
LOG
Logical operators
LPRINT
M
MEM
Memory map
Memory size
MID$
Mini-disks
Monitor mode
N
NEW
NEXT
NOT
o
ON ERROR GOTO
ON GOSUB
ON GOTO
Operating modes
OR
Order of operations
OUT
P

PEEK
POINT
POKE
POS

30

70,111
42-44,108
57,110

16
40,95,107
39,40,95,107
14
120

89,103

88,102
13,46,47,109
57,110
76,112
29,30,104
32,33,54,104
23,94,103
61
71,111

90,103

87,102
23
58,110
58,110
38,107
20,101
92
8
71,111
13,82
92

76,112
121,122
9,79
58,110
93
10

14,20,102
42-45,108
13,14,49,82-84,101

44,45,75,108
41,107
40,41,107
9
13,14,49,82-84,101
14
76,109

77,112
14,74,112
77,78,109
78,112

PRINT
PRINT@
PRINT#
Print trailing sign
PRINT USING
Program statements

a
Q(Cancel and exit)

R
RANDOM
READ
Recorder
REDO
Relational operators
REM
Reserved words
RESET
RESTORE
RESUME
RETURN
RIGHT$
RND
RUN

S
S(Search)
Saving memory space
Semicolon
SET
SGN
SIN
Space bar
Space compression codes
SQR
STOP
STR$
String operations
String operators
STRING$
SYSTEM
T
TAB
TAN
THEN
Trailing blank
TROFF
TRON
Type conversion
Type declaration character

U
User programs
USR
V
VAL
Variable names
Variable types
VARPTR
Video display worksheet

X
X(End of line and insert)
Z
Zones

19,23,103
24,104
32,33,104
105
25-27,104
35

10,88,102

71,108
30-32,104
5,6
29
13,101
46,108
11,113
14,74,109
32,104
45,108
40,107
59,110
71,111
10,20,102

90,103
95
23,24,103
14,73,109
41,72,111
72,112
86,102
120
72,112
19,39,107
59,110
55
13,100
59,60,110
21,102

24,104
72,112
47,48,109
23
21,102
21,102
48,49
12

129-135
79,80,112

60,110
11
11
80-82,112
123

87,102

24



Symbols
Single precision
First letter of string
Double precision
Numeric field
String
Doliar sign placement
Integer
String length
Substitute for "REM"
Multiply
Line number already used
Prompt for monitor mode
Fill blanks
Dollar sign placement
Statement delimiter
Equal to
Equal to or less than
Equal to or greater than
Subtract
Negation
Print trailing sign
Escape (edit mode)
Exponentiate
Exponential format
Freeze Display
Backspace/erase
Delete line
Move cursor to next tab
Convert to 32 characters/line
Line feed
Add
Print leading sign
Concatenate strings
Semicolon
Less than
Less than or equal to
Does not equal
Prompt
Greater than
Greater than or equal to
Does not equal
Comma
Current line
Decimal point
Substitute for PRINT
INPUT prompt
Prompt-more data needed
Divide

Learning to use the TRS-80
Level II BASIC's vocabulary

is a lot like trying to master a
foreign language. The difficulty
involved in learning the many
commands, statements, func-
tions, etc., available in Level II
BASIC is compounded by the
absence of an index in the refer-
ence manual that Radio Shack
provides.

The table of contents found
in the manual is of little use to
the novice programmer since it
directs the user to chapters
that explain the major pro-
gramming concepts such as
strings, arrays, arithmetic func-
tions, etc. But what do you do
when the word "REDO" ap-
pears on the TRS-80 monitor's
screen? Or what response is ex-
pected when a double question
mark appears?

Fortunately, the answers to
these and hundreds of other
questions are in the reference
manual. The trick is to find
them. This index will help you
dojustthat.

TRS-80 computer terminal key-
board reading from left to right
and downward, row by row.

To make the index useful,
you must number the pages of
your Level II reference manual.
Mark the first printed sheet of
the book (not the inside cover)
as page one. Page 1 should be
the sheet entitled "This Refer-
ence Manual and You."

Number the pages of the
manual consecutively (includ-
ing all blank pages) until you
reach the page facing the rear
cover. This final page-a blank
sheet-should be numbered
"136." Place numbers (prefer-
ably in ink) in the upper or lower
corners of each page-or in
both places if you wish. Even-
numbered pages should appear
on your left-side sheets and
odd-numbered pages should be
on your right.

Here are a few benchmark
page numbers to use to be cer-
tain that your numbered pages
agree with those used in this
index:

12,100
26-28,105
12,28,50,100
25,105
12,100
26,105
12,100
26,27,105
15,46,99
12,14,49,100,101
17
21
25,28,105
26,105
10,99
13,14,54,100
100
100
12,49,100,101
14,26,101
105
87,102
12,14,100,101
105
24,99
10,86,99,102
10,99
10,99
10,14,99
10,99
12,14,49,100,101
26,105
13,100
23,24,103
13,14,54,100
13,14,54,100
13,14,54,100
9,17
13,14,54,100
13,14,54,100
100
23-25,103
15,20,99
105
15,28,99
29
29
12,14,100,101

#
#
$
$$
%
%%

'?

**$

=<
=>

t(shift)
t
tttt
@(shift)

-(shift)

-(Shift)

•
+
+
+

<
<=
<>
>-
>
>=
X

Chapter 11Generall nformation
Chapter 51Arrays
Chapter 91Editing
Chapter 111SavingTime
Appendix SIError Codes
Appendix HIUser Programs

page 9
page 53
page 85
page 95

page 115
page 129

Find It Fast

In addition to providing an al-
phabetical listing of Level II
BASIC commands, statements,
functions, etc., the index in-
cludes a list of symbols (char-
acter codes) and indicates
where, in the manual, explana
tions of their uses may be
found. The symbols are listed in
the order you find them on the

?
Now, place appropriate page
numbers opposite each line
entry found in the table of con-
tents (page 3).

A final step, needed to maxi-
mize the use of your manual, in-
volves writing "For Error Codes,

??

see page 115" on page one.
Mark pages 115/116 with a
paper clip to make them easier

to locate. You will be referring
to those pages frequently, so
make it easy on yourself..

NEW SOFTWARE FOR:

TRS·80 PET APPLE

If you enjoyed Microchess, you'll love Bulls. Hits'". A
NEW game of logic and luck developed by Michael
O'Toole for the TRS-80 Level I and Level II, Apple or
Pet. Please specify computer model ... Only $14.95.
Programs and cassettes 100% guaranteed. 30 day
money back guarantee if not completely satisfied.
Dealer inquiries invited.

Hitch up your horse sense, wind up your wits, load the computer, and
get ready to play Bulls. Hits'". It means spellbinding, sophisticated,
stimulating fun for the entire family. One, two players, or partners will
be at odds trying to beat each other or the computer. The action is fast
and furious. Completely interactive ... Enjoy.

ORDERS: SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

the COMPUTER BUS :~113 P.o. BOX 397B GRAND RIVER, OHIO 44045

105V' ReaderService-see page 179



Lewis Tamopol
164 S. Kingsley Dr.
Los Angeles CA 90004

The Care and Feeding
of Cassette Tapes

Part 1 of this article (in December) served as an entree to cassette tape. Now that you've
digested that, it's time to serve the second course: handling techniques and splicing.

ever do want to record on a de-
tabbed cassette again, simply
seal the necessary hole with
cellophane tape. There are two
tabs that can be removed; each
corresponds to only one side of
the tape. The correct tab is in
the upper left corner as you
look at the front of the cassette
(see Fig. 1).

Inthe first part of this series,
we determined what kind of

cassette to use. Now we will
look at proper tape care, splic-
ing and more. Let's start with a
not-so-hypothetical situation.

and while you're gone, one of
your children grabs the
machine, runs outside to show
it to some friends and starts re-
cording-right over your pro-
gram. You can easily prevent
this tragedy from ever occur-
ring by removing a tab insert
from the back of the cassette.

Every cassette recorder I've
seen has a small metal or plas-
tic sensing device to check if
the erase tab has been re-
moved. If it has, you won't be
able to record, only play. If you

Could This Happen to You?

You're a married person with
kids that like to touch things,
especially cassette recorders.
It took you a week to debug a
new program, and you've just
finished transferring it to cas-
sette. You get up for a rest stop;

Some Rules

Modern magnetic tape coat-
ings can retain the intelligence
placed on them during the re-

,
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cording process for an infinite
amount of time. Age has no
weakening effect on what has
been recorded; and it is essen-
tially permanent until you erase
it, either deliberately or ac-
cidentally.

Although the impressed sig-
nal will not deteriorate, the
physical properties of the cas-
sette tape can be damaged. As
a rule, all problems involved
with cassette tape are predom-
inantly physical in nature. So it
is very important that the tape
be handled properly to prevent
damage or accidental erasure
from occurring. And it is very
easy. Here are some rules to
follow.

1. Never lay your cassette on
your TVT or on any other TV. If
you're a ham operator, don't set
your headphones on your cas-
sette recorder when there is a
tape in it while it's moving. Mov-
ing a tape past a magnet (such
as the ones in headphones) is a
perfect way to erase some of it.

2. To prevent ashes from con-
taminating your cassettes,
don't smoke around them. Hot
ashes can ruin a good cassette.
The same, of course, goes for
food and drink. Liquids also
can do your machine in.

3. Try to keep your cassette
tapes in a covered area to pre-
vent dust buildup. Dust and dirt
can cause the oxide particles to



slowly wear off; and they can
prevent good tape-to-head con-
tact.

4. Don't leave your cassettes
in the sun or a car glove com-
partment. Extreme heat build-
up might weaken the backing,
causing stretching, and some-
times causing the plastic case

CORRECT TAB
TO PUNCH OUT
IS LOCATED
HERE

j

must, anyway, to protect the
cassette case from any physl-
cal damage. At the airport, your
luggage must be exposed to
X-rays for weapons' conceal-
ment; but never fear-even
severe x-rays have no effect on
magnetic tape. And if you're in-
terested, your cassette tapes

/

SIDE A

Fig. 1. The correct tab to remove to prevent erasure.

to melt. If your cassettes are
heated by the sun, set them in a
cool place. Do not play them
now. Wait until they cool down
or you might stretch them be·
yond repair.
Tape will allow for low-

temperature extremes. (Tem-
peratures as low as -40· Fmight
be encountered in the cargo
hold of an aircraft.) Again,
allow the tape to achieve
equilibrium by waiting for it to
reach room temperature and
humidity.

If the cassette should be-
come damaged by adverse
weather conditions (or you step
on it) and you can salvage the
tape, there is a fix-it kit sold at
hi-fi and electronics-parts
stores that contains a new cas-
sette case and splicing tabs.
(Seethe section on splicing for
details.)

Believe It or Don't

Here are some interesting
facts about erasure. Experi-
ments by 3M Company, one of
the largest tape manufactur-
ers, have determined that if
even a strong magnetic source
is at least three or more inches
away from the tape, accidental
erasure will not occur. There-
fore, if you mail any cassette
tapes, surround them by at
least three inches of packing
material. Sturdy packing is a

will stand up to nuclear radia-
tion up to 200,000times greater
than that which would cause
death in 50 percent of the
exposed humans.

I also want to make a com-
ment about oxide wear. Unless
you purchase poor-quality cas-
settes, oxide wear is so mini-
mal as to be almost nonexis-
tent. Sure, after 500 plays it's
measurable with super-preci-
sion measuring instruments;
and sure, nothing man makes
will last forever. However, con-
sidering the modern oxide coat-
ings and the equally well-
developed backings they're on,
I think the cassette tape of to-
day will far outlast the useful-
ness you assign to it. If things
should ever seem a little less
than perfect, you can always
make a copy, if you need to.

Splicing

Splicing a cassette tape is
considered an art. Whether it's
the kind of art you want to prac-
tice can be determined by your
needs.

If your machine eats the tape
and cuts it in half for some
reason (e.g., tensions on the
machine's take-up and supply
motors are unequal), you may
want to splice the two pieces
back together. You may want to
remove a crinkled section from
the tape that was eaten but not

cut. This is perfectly legitimate
as long as the crinkled piece is
space between programs.

Suppose you leave your cas-
sette in the glove compartment
all day. It doesn't even resem-
ble a cassette now, but the tape
inside is still salvageable (you
hope it is-it's worth a try to fix
it!). Once you get the hang of it,
splicing cassettes is easy.

For a professional-type job,
you should spend a few bucks
and buy a cassette-splicing kit.
One company sells a kit called
Cassette Saver under the busi-
ness name of Capitol Tape; it's
manufactured by Audio De-
vices, Inc., Glenbrook CT06906.
The kit contains a new plastic
cassette case (you will need
this only if the old case is
damaged), four splicing tabs, a
fancy name for splicing tape,
and an edit block, which is used
to hold the cassette tape in
place while you slice it with a

CLEANLY CUT
SPlICE\

ADHESIVE
TAPE

Fig. 2. Splicing the cassette
tape (notice the 45° angle).

razor blade. It sells for less than
four bucks; but for those of you
with the spirit, I will describe a
do-it-yourself method.

For any splice to be success-
ful, you must use splicing tape
-not electrical tape, cello-
phane tape or anything else.
You can buy it anywhere re-
cording tape is sold. Buy what-
ever thickness you like; you'll
have to cut it slightly narrower
than the cassette tape width.

Set up your two pieces of
tape, backing side facing up, as
in Fig. 2 (remove any crinkled
tape first). As the drawing in-
dicates, cleanly cut a 45-degree
angle in the two pieces of tape
you wish to join, butting them
so close together you can
barely see the crack where they
meet. Hold the pieces from
moving with adhesive tape. All
trimming should be done with a
razor blade. Make sure you cut
at 45 degrees and not perpen-
dicularly; otherwise, there will

be a noise at the splice point
when it moves past the play-
back head.

Next, narrow down a V2 inch
piece of splicing tape for the
repair and set it gently onto the
splice using your fingers or the
razor blade. When it's on cor-
rectly, there will be no protrud-
ing edges (see Fig. 3). Rub it
with your fingernail or a cotton
swab for a good permanent
splice. You are done.
Your tapes should never

need a splice job, and you will
be able to file the above infor-
mation with other important
things you have learned in the
past, such as the population of
New Guinea.

Almost to the End

Cassettes will play better in a
clean machine. Take a cotton
swab, dip it in rubbing alcohol
and clean your tape heads,
capstan, pinch roller and any-
thing else in the path of the
tape. Do it once a month. In the
meantime, throwaway your old
cassettes. They don't contain
today's miracle ingredients.

Aside from suggesting that
you not allow your pet kan-
garoo to chew on your cas-
settes, I think anything else
comes under the heading of
common sense. I hope you
have gained some insight into

INCORRECT SPLICE

CORRECT SPll CE

Fig. 3. Incorrect splice (top);
correct splice (bottom).

the care and feeding of cas-
settes. And may the bird of
paradise chirp sweet programs
in your ear.•
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TRS - 80
SOFTWARE * TRS - 80

HARDWARE SMALL
@W~~§
YSTEM

RSM-1S: A MACHINE LANGUAGE MONITOR FOR 4K TRS-80'S - $23.95

22 commands which interact directLy with the Z-SO processor in your TRS-BO.
Examine your ROM's, test your RAM, enter and execute machine Language
programs, read and write machine language tapes, and much more! A SYMBOLIC
DUMPcommand disassembLes object code and displays it as ZiLog standard Z-80
mnemonics! Memory may be displayed in HEX or two ASCII formats, and can be
EDITED, MOVED, EXCHANGED, VERIFIED, FILLED, ZEROED, TESTED, or SEARCHED for'
one or two-byte codes. Memory commands dump continuousLy or one Line at a
time! LEVEL-I and II 4K TRS-SO' s ,

RSM-2: AN ADVANCED MONITOR FOR 16K TRS-80'S - $26.95

All the features of our popular RSM-1S, pLus read and write SYSTEM tapes,
enter Z-SO BREAKPOINTS and PRINT using our TRS232 or the expansion
interface! Lo ads at the top of 16K LEVEL lor II, and includes DISK read
and write commands for future expansion!

RSM-2D: 3 MONITORS FOR 'fRS-80 DISK SYSTEMS - $29.95

RSM-2D contains 3 versions of RSM-2 on a single disk to Load into the top of
16K, 32:K or 48K TRS-SO's with disk systems. with RSM-2D you can read your
TRSDOS into memory using our DISK read command ••print disassembled listings
using our SYMBOLIC dump and printer output commands, then modify and
re-write to disk using our DISK write command!

BASIC-1 - LEVEL-1 BASIC FOR LEVEL-II TRS-80'S - $15.95

Loads into the top 4K of 16K TRS-80's and uses any LEVEL-I BASIC program or
DATA tape (up to 12K in Length) without conversion! Loads from tape or disk
(furnished on tape). Go back and forth between LEVEL I and II w it hout
reLoading. All LEVEL-I abbreviations and functions supported!

AIR RAID: A REAL-TIME TRS-80 SHOOTING GALLERY! - $14.95

A high speed machine language game where large and smalL airplanes fly
across the screen at different altitudes. A ground based missi Le launcher
is pointed and fired from the keyboard. Aircraft expLode dramatically when
hit, sometimes destroying other nearby planes! Score is tallied for each
hit or miss, and the highest score is saved to be challenged by other
players. AIR RAID provides hours of fun for you, and is a super
demonstration program for entertaining friends! 4K LEVEL I and II.

* CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 6 PER CENT SALES TAX *

•.•••.551

DCV-1: CONVERT SYSTEM PROGRAMS TO DISK FILES -$9.95

RSt·' monitors ••The Electric Pencil, Air Raid, RSL-1, ESP-1, T-BUG, or nearly
any SYSTE101tape shorter than 5K (21K if you have 32K of memory) can now be
executed from disk, even if it interferes with TRSDOS! DCV-1 loads system
tapes into high memory and adds a bt oc k-move routine. TAPEDISK 1S then used
to create a disk file. When accessed from disk, the program loads into high
memory, moves itself to its correct address" then jumps there and executes!
A super accessory for disk systems!

WORD PROCESSING fOR THE TRS-80 - $99.95

SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE has adapted THE ELECTRIC PENCIL to the TRS-80! All
standard ELECTRIC PENCIL text editing and printing features, PLUS
transparent cursor, two-key roLLover .• and repeating keyboard. Uppercase
only, or add lowercase entry and dispLay with minor modification. PRINT
with RS-232 and 20-miL printers using our TRS232' or use the expansion
interface. LEVEL-lor II 16K computers. THE ELECTRIC PENCIL is a superior
word processor for home or business use!

TRS232 PRINTER INTERFACE - '$49.95 (+$2.00 shipping)

A fully assembled self-contained software-driven output port for printing
from LEVEL-II, DISK BASIC or machine language programs! Diablo, r e t e t yoe ,
TI Si lent or any RS-232 or 20-mi l current loop printer may be used. The
TRS232 is furnished with cassette software and works either with or without
the expansion interface! THE ELECTRIC PENCIL and RSM-2/2D use the TRS232,
thus vord processing, BASIC, and machine language app l t ca t ion s are all
supported!

RSL-1: THE GAr"lEOF LIFE IN MACHINELANGUAGE- $14.95

Enter any pattern with unique repeating keyboard! Save your patterns on
tape (4 patterns furnished). PLay LIFE, a game of birth, growth and death
of a colony of cells. FAST - abou t 1 second per generation! Hours of
fascination, and a super demonstration program!

OTHER TRS-SO PRODUCTS

ESP-1: 29.95 Editor, assembler, and monitor using INTEL 8080 mnemonics.
LST-1: 8.00 A disassembled Listing of LEVEL-1 8ASIC with some comments •• CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 6 PER CENT SALES TAX

.!!!!
91320 * i"-' * SMALL SYSTEM HARDWARE * P.O. 80X 366 I< NEWBURYPARK,. CALIF. 91310 *

Julius Caesar tried,
Genghis Khan tried,

Napoleon tried too.
It's your turn.

* SfilALLSYSTEM SOFTWARE * P.O. BOX 366 * NEWBURYPARK, CAUF.

• • now,
We can't guarantee that you'll control the world with a Mullen Controller
Board kit; but this S-100 peripheral can control disco lights, automatic cat

feeders, time lapse photography experiments, environmental heating systems,
and a whole lot more. 8 opto-isolator inputs respond to external

stimuli ... your computer decisions based on this information ... and
interfaces to the outside world through 8 on-board computer controlled

switches, suitable for driving low power loads or triggering Mullen 500 Watt
power modules.

Interested? We thought you would be. So, we've prepared an information
packet available at finer computer stores across the nation ... or, circle the

reader information number.

Just what the world needs: products to make your computer useful.

MULLENComputer Products
BOX 6214, HAYWARD, CA 94545
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;&"OI'dc1lble (OIIIPufe.10.
There are many personal computers in the market, from the low-priced to the very expensive ones. But, when it
comes to BOTH price and quality, none can compete with the ACFA-8. However, rather than tiring you with a
lot of words that sometimes don't give the true picture, why don't we let you read the specifications, and have

you be your own judge?

THE HARDWARE [STANDARD FEATURES)
• Motorola 6808 CPU (software compatible with the
6800).

.8K BASIC floating point on cassette.

.16K of RAM, expandable to 48K ON-BOARD (no
ugly-looking plug-in boards).

• Colorgraphics
(Motorola 6847 Video Generator, Motorola 6846P3
Color ROM, Motorola 1372 RF modulator, for direct
hookup to standard TV, 4K of separate display
RAM).

• ASCII Keyboard (GRI 756).
• Kansas City Standard cassette interface.
• TTY-RS/232 Interface. (90 days)
• MODEM interface capability (additional chips re-
quired).

• Floppy disk interface capability (additional chips
required).

• Motorola assembled power supply (± 5 V @ 4 A, ±
12 V @ 0.700 A).

• %-inch thick high impact beautifully styled plastic
case.

THE TRAINING MANUAL (can be bought separately)
A 230-page comprehensive manual, describing
numbering sysems, digital electronics, CPUs and
memories, BASIC programming.
THE WARRANTY
1 year agai nst defective parts.
THE SERVICE
$20.00 for full repair of inoperative kits (plus ship-
ping). This price does not include damaged parts by
fault of customer (charged extra).

You will undoubtedly think that you have to pay many hundreds of dollars for this system. And yet, the retail
price for the whole package is ONLY $595.00.

Why not send the coupon today, and order an ACFA-8. If you don't like what it does, you can return it within 15
days from the purchase date and get your money back. You simply can't go wrong!

Delivery 4-6 weeks after receipt of order.

o Send me my ACFA-8 kit for $595 (assembled units at $695). o Send me the training manual at $29.95.

NAME: _
ADDRESS: _

DEALERINQUIRIES INVITED

ACFA, INC.• 130 MAIN STREET • ANNAPOLIS MD 21401
vA72 • TEL. (301] 263-6333
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Phil Hughes
PO Box 2847
Olympia WA 98507

Text/Document Preparation
Made Easy

For 6800 users who, in effect, type with their elbows, this program, rooe, is a remedy.

lDOC is a textldocument
program developed for

producing formatted printed
listings from a file created with
editor. Why do you want to do
that? you ask. This capability is
useful for writing letters and ar-
ticles (particularly if you are a
lousy typist). This article was
edited using editor and printed
using TDOCbefore submission.
The formatting is handled by

two types of commands: One
type, which I will call internal
control directives, is imbedded
in the text and controls such
things as new line and new
page. The other commands are
entered when TDOC is execut-
ed and control such entities as
line length, lines per page and
page numbering. The internal

control directives are listed in
Table 1, and the execution
directives are listed in Table 2.

I have implemented TDOCon
an SWTP 6800 system using
cassette tape for fi Ie storage
and a Selectric printer as out-
put device. There is nothing
sacred about this hardware
configuration since I got the
basic idea from the DOC pro-
cessor on a Univac 1100/42
supercomputer.

Internally TDOC consists of
the following major blocks: ex-
ecution command interpreter,
text processor, Selectric print
interface and cassette input
routines.
The external command inter-

preter accepts input from the
user and sets up data used by

Internal control directives appear as the first character of a
text line.

o Following text is to appear on a new line.
P Following text is to appear on a new page.
S Following text is to be single spaced.
D Following text is to be double spaced.

All other characters are ignored.
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Table 1. Internal control directives.

the text processor. Entering the
start command (carriage re-
turn) causes the execution
command interpreter to trans-
fer control to the text pro-
cessor. Control will return
when the specified number of
pages (from the P command)
has been printed.
The text processor reads the

cassette tape file using CGET.
Using the established line
length and page length, it
builds output lines and sends
them to the printer. Each time a
carriage return is encountered
the next character is assumed
to be an internal control direc-
tive and is analyzed. When a
page is full, the stop count is
decremented. If the stop count

Lnn
Pnn
Snn
R
Hheading

is zero, control is returned to
the execution command inter-
preter. Otherwise, the paper is
advanced, the heading and
page number are printed, if re-
quested, and processing con-
tinues.
The Selectric print interface

is designed to communicate
with a device in Selectric code
using an 8-bit parallel port. If
you are using a different print-
er, the Selectric handler can be
replaced with any other printer
handler. The entry points are as
follows:
SINIT -initialize the output

port.
SOUT-output the character in

A accumulator.
SDATA-output the string

Set line length to nn characters.
Set lines per page to nn.
Stop print after nn pages.
Reset pointers.
Define heading (terminated by carriage
return).
Define heading with page numbering.
Start or continue.

Nheading
[CR)

Note: [CR) denotes the ASCII carriage return character.

Table 2. Execution directives.



o This file is designed to test all
the capabilities of TDOC Version 1.2.

DThe following text is double spaced in order
to use more space and also to verify that
the D command works properly.

S This text is back to single space. This
will verify that the S command will undo
the work of the D command.

o This stuff starts on a new line.
o This is also on a new line.
P Finally, this is on a new page.

Example 1. Editor output.

SETUP WITH L30 S05 P20

This file is designed to test
all the capabilities of TDOC
Version 1.2.

The following text is double

spaced in order to use more

space and also to verify that

the D command works properly.
This text is back to single
space. This will verify that
the S command will undo the
work of the D command.
This stuff starts on a new
line.
This is also on a new line.

SETUP WITH L30 S05 P20

Finally, this is on a new
page.

Example 2. TOOC output.

pointed to by X. Terminated
by EOT.

CR-output a carriage return.
SOUT20-output A accumula-

tor as 2 decimal digits.

The cassette input routines
read the editor format cassette
and remove the control charac-
ters. Two entry points are pro-
vided: CINIT -resets buffer
pointer for reset command;
CGET -gets next input charac-
ter. If the buffer is empty on a
CGET call, the reader is started
and then stopped after a block

is read. CGET then returns the
first character of the block to
the user. On all subsequent
calls (until the buffer is empty
again), CGET returns the next
character in the buffer.

Using TOOC is easy. The
hardest part for me was getting
used to typing both uppercase
and lowercase characters on
my terminal. This really had
nothing to do with TOOC ex-
cept that I finally had a use for
my lowercase characters.
Essentially, you just enter the
text you want to print, inserting
the control information in the
first character position of each
line. For normal text, such as
the body of a letter, this is a
blank. If you want to force
something to start on a new
line, enter a 0 in position 1. For
example, to start a new para-
graph you would enter 0 in posi-
tion 1, followed by the number
of spaces you wish to indent
and the text.

The 0 and S commands per-
form the same function as the 0
in position 1, but also set
double- or single-spacing
mode. For example, if a 0 oc-
curs in position 1, all text will be
double-spaced until an S is en-
countered in position 1_ Save
the edited text as you would
any source program file and
load TOOC. TOOC will prompt
with a > when it is ready for
commands.

The H command enters a
heading of up to 40 characters.
This heading will be printed at
the top of each page. The N
command is equivalent to the H
command except page num-
bers are also printed on the
heading line.

The Land P commands de-
termine the page size. L sets
the maximum line length. When
TOOC is executing it builds the
line up to the length set by the L
command without breaking a
word. In other words, it builds a
line of the length specified by L

Symbol

INEEE
OUTEEE
POATA
EPLFC

CPIA
SPIA
EXIT

Usage

Input 1 character from control port.
Output 1 character to control port.
Output data to control port (EOT delimiter).
Number of lines feeds to perform to get from
the bottom of current page to the top of next.
Address of cassette tape PIA.
Address of selectric PIA.
Return address to operating system.

Table 3. TOOC configuration dependent parameters.

then backs up until it finds a
blank. All of the characters
following the blank are printed
on the next line.

The P command sets the
number of lines per page. Once
this number is reached, TOOC
advances the paper to the next
page, prints any requested
headings and then continues
processing text.

The S command sets a stop
after a specific number of
pages. If you are printing on
something other than con-
tinuous forms, setting S to 1
will cause TOOC to stop after
every page so a new sheet of
paper can be inserted.

The R command resets the
buffer pointers and page count-
er. This is useful after you have
done your first page and realize
you are printing the wrong tape.

The last command is the
start or continue command. I
chose the carriage return char-
acter for this command be-
cause it is possible that the
control terminal would also be
the printer. Carriage return is a
non printing character on all
systems. If your control ter-

minal is also your printer you
could change the prompt char-
acter to a bell character (if you
have a bell).

Example 1 shows some test
data used to verify that TOOC
was working properly. Example
2 shows what was produced by
TOOC using Example 1 as in-
put. The following execution
commands were entered:

L30
S05
P20
HSETUP WITH L30 S05 P20

Table 3 shows the configura-
tion-dependent symbols and
their meaning. Note that to be
compatible with other SWTP
software the cold start address
is hex 100 and the restart ad-
dress is hex 103.

If you get TOOC up and run-
ning and are looking for some
features to add, consider the
following suggestions: justifi-
cation of the right margin;
automatic hyphenation; index
and table of contents; center
text line; and automatic correc-
tion of spelling errors. This
should be enough new features
for now .•

00001
00002
00003
00004
00005
00006
00007
0000 U
00009
00010
00011
00012
00013
00014
00015 0020
00016 0020
00017 0021

00018 0022
00019 0023
00020 0024
00021 0025
00022 0026
00023 0027
00024 0028
00025 0029
00026 002A
00027 0028

Program listing.

NAM TDoe
OPT NOr.
OPT a
OPT
OPT NOS

E1AC INJ:::}:;E E\lU $E1AC
E 1 Ul OUTEEE EQU SE1Dl
E07}:; PDATA EQU SE07E
0004 EPLFC EQU 4 END PAG!:: LF COUNT
8004 CPIA EQU $8004
BO 18 SPIA EQU $8018

* DIRECT CELLS
ORG $20

40 SAVCPL FCB 64
3C SAVLPP FCB 60
01 SAVSTP FCB
00 CFLAG FCB
64 CLINE FCB 100
01 STLJN FCB
00 DSFLG FCB
00 CCNUM FCB
01 PBS FCB
04 E.:PFOC FCB
00 PAGE FCB
00 SBFLAG Fes

CHANACTERS PER LINE
LINES PER PAGE
STOP PAGE COUNT
a-START,l-CONT
CURRENT LINE ,.
O-NOT START OF LINE
DOUBLE SPACE rLAG
CURRENT CHARACTER If
PAGES BEFORE STOP
END PAGE LF COUNT
CURRENT PAGE If
1 "SKIP BLANKS
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RADIO SHACK COMPUTER OWNERS

TRS·80 MONTHLY
NEWSLETTER

00028 002e 00
00029 0020 0002
00030 002F' 0002
00031 0031 0002
00032 0033 0002
00033 0035 0002
00034 0037 0002
00035 0039 0002
00036

EQFFLG FC B
TSAVX RMB
CSAVX RHB
NLPTR RMB
SAVX RMB
CDPTR RMB
LPTR RMB
LSAVX RMB

00037 0100 ORG
000)8 0100 7E 0243 JMP
00039 0103 7E 0249 JMP
00040 0106 7E 2EOO EXIT JMP
00041 0120
00042
00043
00044 0120 20
00045 0148 04
00046 0149 50
00047 014E 04
00048
00049 014F 0080
00050 OleF 0064
00051 0233 44
00052 023E 04
00053 023F DoDA
00054 0241 3£
00055 0242 04
00056
00057 0243
00058 0243 CE 0233
00059 0246 BD E07E
00060
00061 0249
00062 0249 CE 023F
00063 024C BD E07E
00064 024F SO E1AC
00065 0252 81 4C
00066 0254 27 56
00067 0256 81 50
00068 0258 27 4A
00069 025A 81 48
00070 02se 27 50
00071 025E 81 53
00072 0260 27 75
00073 0262 81 52
00074 0264 27 DE
00075 0266 81 4E
00076 0268 27 40
00077 02GA 81 00
00078 026C 27 DB
00079 026E 81 58
00080 0270 26 D7
00081 0272 20 40
00082
00083 0274
00084 0274 7F 0023
00085 0277 20 DO
00086
00087 0279
00088 0279 96 22
00009 0278 97 28
00090 0270 96 23
00091 027F 26 20
00092
00093 0281 86 64
00094 0283 97 24
00095 0285 97 25
00096 0287 CE OlCF
00097 0281\ OF 37
00098 028C SF
00099 028D 07 27
00100 028F 07 28
00101 0291 07 2C
00102 0293 D7 26
00103
00104 0295 BD 0400
00105 0298 BO 050A
00106 029B 7c 0023
00107 029~ 7E 03B~
00108 02Al
00109
00110 02A1 7E 03BA
00111
00112
00113 02A4
00114 02A4 SO 020F
00115 02A7 97 21
00116 02A9 7E 0249
00117

• DATA
HlI,SG FCC

PMSG FCC

ORG

$100
START
CLOOP
.$2EOO
$120

EOF FLAG

Cia SAVE X
NEW LINE PTR
X SAVE FOR SIO
CASSETTE DATA POINTER
LBUF PTR
LPUT SAVE X

RETURN TO 0 .•S.

• CASSETTE SUFFER
CASBUF RMB 128
LBDF RMS 100 LINE BUFFER
STMSG Fce /Doe - V1.2 /

FCB $04
PMTMSG FOB $OOOA

FCC /';/
FCB $04

FCB
40,
$04 EOT
/PAGE /
$04 EOT

START EQU
LOX 'STMSG
JSR PDATA

• INTERPRET CONTROL COMMANDS FROM TERMINAL
CLOOP EQD CONTROL LOOP

LOX # PHTMSG

• RESET
RESET EQU

CLR CFLAG

FCB

JSR
JSR
CMP A
BEQ
Ct-,PA
BEQ
CMF A
8EQ
CMP A
BEQ
CMF A
BEQ
CMP A
BEQ
CHP A

BEQ
CMF A
BNE
BRA

POATA
INEEE
#' L
CPL

.' PLPP
#'H
HEAD
#'S
STOFS
# 'R
RESET
# 'N
NHEAD
#$OD
RUN
# 'x
CLOOP
EOFR

BRA CLOOP
• START/CONTINUE
RUN EQU

LOA A SAVS'l'P
P8S

EOFR

• SAVE HEADING
NHEAD EQU

HEAD

CFLAG
CONT

LOA A # 1 a 0
STA A CLINE
STA A STLIN
LDX ttLaDF
STX L}'TR
CLR B
STA B CCNDM
STA B SBl"LAG
STA B EOFt'LG
STA a DSFLG

• INITIALI~ATION
JSR 51tH T
JSR CINIT
INC CFLAG
JHP
EQU

HSTRT

• PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
• BUSINESS
• GAMBLING. GAMES
• EDUCATION
• PERSONAL FINANCE
• BEGINNER'S CORNER
• NEW PRODUCTS
• SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
• MARKET PLACE
• QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
• PROGRAM PRINTOUTS
.... AND MORE

FREE *
WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM (Cassette or Disk)

For Writing Letters, Text, Mailing Lists, Files, Etc.
With Each New Subscription Or Renewal

..................................................................

Box 149 New City, New York 10956

HOUR24 ORDER
LINE

(914) 425-1535

STA A
LOA A
BNE

• START

CONT
• REAL PRINT LOOP

JMP HSTRT

• SET LINES PER PAGE

GET20
LPP EQU

JSR
STA A SAVLPP
JMP CLOOP

00118 • SET CHARS PER LINE
00119 02AC CPL EQU
00120 02AC BO 02DF JSR GET20
00121 02AF 97 20 STA A SAVCPL
00122 0281 7E 0249 JMP CLOOP
00123
00124 02S4
00125 02B4 7E 0106
00126
00127
00128 0287
00129 0287 86 01
00130 02B9 97 2A
00131 02BB
00132 02B8 CE 0120
00133 02BE C6 28
00134 02CO BD E1AC Hl00
00135 02C3 81 00
00136 02C5 27 08
00137 02c7 A7 00
00138 02C9 08
00 139 02CA SA
00140 02CB 2E F3

vC114
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ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $24

TWO YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $48 _

SAMPLE OF LATEST ISSUE $4 _

START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH ISSUE _
(#1 - July 1978 • #7 - January 1979)

NEW SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL _

CREDIT CARD NUMBER EXP. DATE _

SIGNATURE _

NAME _

ADDRESS _

SEND FOR FREESOFTWARE CATALOG (INCLUDING
LISTINGS OF HUNDREDS OF TRS-BO PROGRAMS
AVAILABLE ON CASSEnE AND DISKEnE).
* This offer valid on orders placed after Dec. I, 1978
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EQU
JMP EXIT

LOA A #1
5TA A. PAGE
EQU

LOX *HN5G
LOA B 140
JSR INEEE
CMP A *$00
BEQ HEND
STA A O,X
INX
DEC B
SGT Hl00

GET COMMAND
LINE LENGTH?

PAGE LENGTH

HEADING?

SET STOPS

RESET

PAGE NUMBER

RUN?

EXIT
TRY AGAIN

RESET CaNT FLAG
GET NEXT COMMAND

PAGES BEFORE STOP
START/CONT?

CLEAR
CURR CHAR
& 5..B. FLAG
CLEAP. EOF FLAG
CLEAR DOUBLE SPACE

SELECTRIC
CASSETTE
SET CONTINUE FLAG
FORCE HOG

CONTINUE

2 DIGIT DEC

CR?
YES
51'ORE CHAR

40 CHARS?



00141 02CO 27 00
00142 OleF 86 20
00143 0201 A7 00
00144 0203 ·08
00145 0204 SA
00146 0205 20 F6
00147
00148
00149 0207
00150 0207 Bo 020F
00151 02DA 97 22
00152 020C
00153 a20e 7E 0249
00154
00155
00156 020F
00157 02DF DO E1AC
00158 02E2 80 30
00159 02E4 48·
00160 02ES 16
00161 02E6 48
0016~ 02E7 48
00163 02E8 1B

00164 02E9 16
00165 02Eh BO E1AC
00166 02EO 80 30
00167 02EF 18
00168 02FO 39
00169
00170 02Fl
00171 02Fl 86 6.
00172 02F3 97 24
00173 02E'5 20 45
00174
00175
00176 02F 7
00177 02F? 7D 002e
00178 02Fl\ 26 B8
00179 02FC 80 0513
Daleo 02FF 81 11\
00181 0301 26 as
00182 0303 7C 002e
00163 0306 20 34
00184 0308
00185 o ao s 81 00
00186 OlGA 26 06
00187 a30e 97 25
00188 030E 86 20
00189 0310 20 34
00190 0312 81 20
00191 0314 2D E1
00192 0316 70 0025
00193 0319 27 2B
00194 OJ1S 7F 0025
00195 031E 81 20
00196 0320 27 D5
00197 0322 81 50
00198 0324 27 CB
00199 0326 81 44
00200 0328 26 05
00201 0321\ 7C 0026
00202 0320 20 00
00203 032F 81 53
00204 0331 2& 05
00205 0333 7F 002&
00206 0336 20 04
00207 0336
00206 0338 81 30
00209 033A 26 BE
00210 033c
00211 033c 86 04
00212 033E BO 03EF
00213 0341 4F
00214 0342 SF
00215 0343 7E 0371
00216 0346
00217 0346 81 20
00218 0)48 26 as
00219 034A 70 002B
00220 0340 26 A8
00221 034F'
00222 034F 7F 002B
00223 0352 BO 03EF
00224 0355 06 20
00225 0357 DO 27
00226 0)59 2D 02
00227 035B 20 9A
00228
00229 0350
00230 0350 SF
00231 035E DE 37
00232 0360 09
00233 0361 A6 00
00234 0363 81 20
00235 0365 27 03
00236 0367 5c
00237 036B 20 F6
0023B 036A
00239 036A 86 04
00240 036C A7 00
00241 036E OB
00242 0)6F OF 31
00243 0371
00244 0371 97 2B
00245 0373 CE OlCF
00246 0376 OF 37
00247 037B BO 0401
q0248 037B BD 0408
00249 037E 7F 0027
00250 0381 5D
00251 0382 27 DE
00252 0384 7F 002s
00253

HBLUP BE~ XCL
HEND LDA A i I

STA A D,X
INX
DEC B
BRA HBLUP

* SET PAGE STOPS
STOPS EQU

JSR GET20
STA A SAVSTP

XCL EQU
JMP CLOOP

* GET 2 DECIMAL DIGITS
GET20 EQU

JSR INEEE
SUB A #$30
ASL A

PLINC EQU

LOA A # 10a
STA A CLINE
BRA NXL

TAB
ASL A
ASL A
ABA
TAB
JSR INEEE
SUB A #$30
ABA
RTS

TENS
TO DECH;AL
>10

UNITS
TO DEC
+ TENS

• GET NEXT TEXT CHhRACTER
GETNXT EQU

PLOOO

PLODS

PL010

PL020

PL03D

m:L

PL 10 0

PL120

BNE
TST
BNE
EQU
CLR
JSR
LOA B

TST
BNE
JSl<.
CMP A
BNE
!NC
BRA
EQU
CMP A

EOFFLe;
EOFR
CGET
#$1A
PLOOS
EOFFLG
NXL

DID ~"E GET EOF
YES
GET NEXT CHARACTER
EOF?
NO
YES-SET EOF FLAG
PRINT LAST LINE

CR?

ShT STLIN

OTHER CONTROL?
IGNORE
START OF LINE?
NO
CLEAR SL FLAG
NOR:-1AL TEXT?
YES
PAGINATE?

DOUBLE SPlI.CE?
NO
YES-SET FLAG
AND DO NtXT LINE
SINGLE SPACE?
NO
YES-CLEAR FLAG
AND DO NEXT LINE

NEW LINE?
INVALID

EuT

SB1'LAG
HOVE COUI'\T

BLANK?
No
SKIP BLANKS?
YES

CLEAR SKIP FLAG
SAVE CHAR IN LBUF
CHAR PER LINE
LINE FULL?
YES

BAC KU P COU NT

NEXT LOC IN LBUF
BACKUP
GET CHAR
BLANK?
YES
BUMP BACKUP COUNT
TRY AGAIN

EOT
SAVE
NEXT LINE ADDRESS

STX NLPTR SAVE
LIF200 EQU

STA A SB~'LAG SET SBE'LAG
LDX jLBUF BUFFER START
STX LPTR RESET
JSR SDATA PRINT ·LINE
JSR CR
CLR CCNUM RESET CHAR COUNT
TST B
BEQ LIF300 NO DATA TO MOVE
CLR SBFLAG NOT START OF LINE

* MOVE TO START OF LBUF

BNE
#$00
PL010
STLIN
# '
PL100
#$20
GETNXT
STLIN
PL100
STLIN
# '
GF.TNXT
#'p
PLINC
#' 0
PL020
DSFLG

STA A
LOA A
BRA
CHP A
BLT
TST
BE~
CLR
CMP A

BEQ
Cl>'lPA
BEQ
01.P A

BNE
II"lC
BRA NXL
crr A #' S

PL030
OSFLG
NXL

r
JPC PRODUCTS FOR

6800 COMPUTERS

Br-.E
CLR
BRA
EQL
CMP A
B14£

EQu
LDA A
JSH
CLR A
CLR B
JtlP
BColl

#' 0
G£TNXT

#4
LPtJT

LU 20U

CHP A # '
PL120
SBF LAG
GETNXT

SWTPC and MSI.,J

SBFLAG
LPUT
SAVCPL

SUB B CCNUM
SLT LINFUL
BRA GETNXT

* LI NE FULL
LINF'UL EQU

CLR B
LOX LPTR

LIF020 DEX
LDA A O,X
CrIP A #'
BEQ LIE'lOO
INC B
BRA LIF02D

LIF100 EQU
LOA A #$04
STA A O,X
INX

TC-3 CASSETTE INTERFACE - 49.95
-F AST 4800 Baud Loads 4K in 8 Seconds!
-RELIABLE - Error Rate Less Than 1 in 106 BYTES.
-CONVENIENT - Plugs Directly Into The
Motherboard.
-PLUS - Read and Write Kansas City Standard
Format at 300 Baud.

CFM/3 SOFTWARE - 14.95--- ••••••.
-CASSETTE OPERATING SYSTEM for the TC-3
cassette interface. 2K memory required.

-FILE MANAGER supports named files, load, save,
run, find, list, move, dir., etc.

-PATCHES for BASIC, ASSEMBLER and EDITOR
support named files through the file manager.

-OPTIONAL CFM/3 on cassette - 6.95 additional.

CK -7 REAL TIME CLOCK - 49.95- ••••••.

-A TRUE CLOCK, not a timer, keeps time
continuously without servicing by the computer.
Provides hours, minutes, seconds.

-INTERRlWTS can be programmed to occur on the
hour, minute or second.

-OPTIONAL power supply allows clock to run with
computer power turned off - 4.95.

COMINGSOON--------~
-AD-16 DATA ACQUISITION BOARD
16 Channels; Programmable Gain

Available About Feb. 1, 1979

"-'Designed By Professional~ For Outstanding Performance~

P.O. BOX 5615
ALBUQUERQUE.N.M.~l§

~
.; J12

TEH\h: Ca~h. \Ie IIr \"1"';\
II)I) sr.en I'LH "-IT
FOH ,III1'I'I"I,C ,~ ILl "l,1I1.1"\~
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00254 0387 DE 31 LOX NLPTR
00255 0389 A6 00 LIF250 LOA A O,X
00256 038B 08 INX
00257 a3se BD 03EF JSR LPUT
00258 038F 5A OEC B
00259 0390 26 F7 BNE LIF2S0
00260 0392 LIF300 EQU
00261 0392 7c 0024 INC CLINE
00262 0395 70 0026 TST DSFLG
00263 0398 27 06 BEQ LIF400
00264 039A 7C 0024 INC CLi~E
00265 039D SO 0408
00266
00267 03AO
00268 03AO 06 21
00269 03A2 DO 24
00270 03A4 2B 03
00271 03A6 7E 02F7
00272 03A9
00273 03A9 96 28
00274 03A8 4A
00275 03AC 26 03
00276 03AE 7E 0249
00277 03B1 97 28
00278
00279 0383 C6 04
00280 03e5 80 51
00281 03e7 SA
00282 03s8 2A FB
00283 038A
00284 03BA OF 20
00285 a3se CE 0120
00286 OJBF SO 0401
00287 03C2 96 2A
00288 03C4 27 lC
00289 03C6 06 20
00290 03ea CO 28
00291 03eA 2B 16
00292 03CC 86 20
00293 03eE so 0420
00294 0301 5A
00295 0302 21\ Fa
00296 0304 CE 0149
00297 0307 SO 0401
00298 030A 96 2A
00299 C30e BO 0438
00)00 03DF 7C 002A
00)01 03E2 80 24
00)02 03E4 80 22
00303 03E6 DE 20
00304 03E8 86 01
00)05 03EA 97 24
00306 03Ee 7E 02F?
00307
00308
00309 03EF
00310 03EF OF 39
00311 03F1 DE 37
00312 03F3 A7 00
00313 03FS 08
00314 03F6 OF 37
00315 03F8 DE 39
00316 03FA 7C 0027
00317 03FO 39
00318
00319
00320
00321
00322 03FE 80 20
00323 0400 08
00324
00325 0401
00326 0401 A6 00
00327 0403 81 04
00328 0405 26 F7
00329 0407 39
00330
00331 0408
00332 0408 86 00
00333 040A 80 14
00334 040C 39
00335
00336 0400 86 FF
00337 040F B7 8018
00338 0412 86 2E
00339 0414 B7 8019
00340 0417 86 2C
00341 0419 B7 8018

00349 0422 70 8019 SWAIT
00350 0425 2A FB
00351 0427 CE 045~
00352 042A B7 042E
00353 042E
00354 0420 A6 00
00355 042F B7 8018
00356 0432 B6 8018
00357 0435 DE 33
00358 0437 39
00359
00360 0438
00361 0438 37
00j62 0439 36
00363 043A C6 2F
00364 043C
00365 043C 5C
00366 0430 80 OA
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JSR CR
* PACE! FULL?
LIF400 EQU

LOA B SAVLPP
SUB B CLINE
8MI NXTPGE
JMP GETNXT

NXTPGE EQU
LOA A PBS
DEC A
BNE NOS TOP
JMP CLOOP

NOS TOP STA ~ PSS
* LF TO NEXT PAGE

LOA B #EPLFC
LFLUP BSR CR

DEC B
BPL LFLUP

HSTRT EQU
STX TSAVX
LOX #HHSG
JSR SOATA
LOA Po. PAGE
BEQ NOPGN
LOA B SAVCPL
SUB B #40
BHI NOPGN

SPLUP LOA A If'
JSR SOUT
DEC B
BPL SPLUP
LDX #PMSG
JSR SDATA
LOA A PAGE
JSR SOUT20
INC PAGE

NOPGN BSR CR
BSR CR
LOX TSAVX
LOA A #1
S'l'AA CLINE
JMP GETNXT

DOUBLE SPACE?
NO
YES

PAGE FULL?
YES
NO

NEXT PAGE NUMBER

LINE LENGTH
-HOG LENGTH
NO ROOM FOR PAGE #

PAGE

OUT 2 DIGITS

* PUT NEXT CHAR IN LINE BUFFER
LPt;T EQU

STX LSAVX
LOX LPTR
STA A O,X
INX
STX LPTR
LOX LSAVX
INC
RTS

CCNUl-t

* SELECTRIC PRINT
SDATAl BSR SPRINT

INX

SDATA EQU
LOA A O,X
CMP A 114
BNE SOATAl
RTS

CR EQU
LOA A 1$00
BSR SPRINT
RTS

SINIT LOA A fSFF
STA A SPIA
LOA A 1$2E
STA A SPIA+l
LbA A 1$2C
STA A SPIA

SPIA

SAVX
SPIA+l
SWAIT
#ASCCOR

IINX
STA A
EQU
LOA A
STA A
LOA A
LOX
RTS

IINX
*+1
O,X
SPIA
SPIA
SAVX

CHAR COUNT

PRINT CR

* OUTPUT A AS 2 DECIMAL DIGITS
SOUT2D EQU

PSH B

SL100

PSH A
LOA B
EQU
INC B
SUB A "0

1$2F

00367 043F 2A FB
00368 0441 17
00369 0442 BO 0420
00370 0445 CO 30
00371 0447 58
00372 0448 17
00373 0449 58
00374 044A 58
00375 044B 1B
00376 044C 17
00377 0440 32
00378 044E 10
00379 044F 88 30
00380 0451 SO 0420
00381 0454 33
00382 0455 39
00383
00384
00385
00386 0072
00387 0456
00388 0456 72
00389 045F OC
00390 0460 1C
00391 0461 72
00392 0463 2C
00393 0464 72
00394 046E 72
00395 0476 sc
00396 0477 7F
00397 047E 70
00398 0482 03
00399 0486 38
00400 048A 39
00401 048E 33
00402 0492 43
00403 0496 76
00404 049A 5B
00405 049E '58
00406 04A2 59
00407 04A6 4A
00408 041\A 5E
00409 04AE 5F
00410 04B2 72
00411 0486 72
00412 04BA 18
00413 04BE 18
00414 04C2 19
00415 D4C6 OA
00416 04CA lE
00417 04CE lF
00418 0402 72
00419
00420
00421
00422 0406
00423 04D6 86 11
00424 0408 BO El01
00425 04D8 86 3c
00426 0400 B7 8007

BPL SL100
T8A
JSR SOUT
SUB B #$30
ASL B
TBA
ASL B
ASL B
ABA
TBA
PUL A
SBA
ADD A #$30
JSR SOUT
PUL B
RTS

EQU
ASCCOR EQU

$72 CENT SIGN
ASCII TO SELECTRIC TABLE

FCB z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z
FeB SDC TAB
FCB $1C LF
FC8
FCB

z,z
$2C CR

FCB z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z
Fce z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z
FCB $3C SP
Fes $7F,S6A,S77,S79,S7A,$FB,S2A!· # $ \
FCB $70,$78,$73,$46 * +
FCB $03,$00,$26,$09 /
FCB $38,$3F,$36,S37 1 2 3
FCB $39,$3A,$32,$3B 5 6 7
FCB $33,$30,$48,$08 8 9 I

FCB $43,$06,$66,$49 I ?
FeB $76,$63,$50,$53 @ ABC
FCB $5B,S5A,$47,$4F D E F G
FCB $S8,S62,$4E,$52 H I J K
FCB $59,$6F,$56,$69 LM N 0
FeB $4A,$42,$6B,$68 P Q R S
FCB $5£,$57,$67,$60 T U V W
FCB $5F,$48,$71,$6E X Y Z [
FCB Z,$2E,S40,Z ¢) ~ ¢
FCB Z,$23,$10,$13 ¢ a b
FCB $lB,$lA,$07,$OF d e 9
FCB $18,$22,$0£,$12 h i k
FCB $19,$2F,$16,$29 1 m
FCB $OA,$02,$2B,$28 P q r 5
FeB $1£,$17,$27,$20 t u v w
FCB SlF,$08,$31,Z x y z
FCB z,z,z,z

* CASSETTE INPUT ROUTINES

CREAO EQU
LOA A #S11
JSR OUTEEE
LOA A #$3C
STA A CPIA+3

READ 128 BYTE BLOCK

00427 * LOOK FOR S9
00428 04EO BD E1AC RDAOR JSR INEEE
00429 04E3 81 53 eMP A liS
00430 04E5 26 F9 BNE ROADR
00431 04E7 BO E1AC JSR INEEE
00432 04£A 81 39 CMP A #'9
00433 04EC 26 F2 BNE ROADR
00434 * GET DATA
00435 04EE 37 PSH B
00436 04EF SF CLR B
00437 04FO BD E1AC ROCHR JSR INEEE
00438 04F3 A7 00 STA A O,X
00439 04F5 08 INX
00440 04F6 5C INC B
00441 04F7 C1 80 CNP B #S80

00464 051A Be 01CF CPX
00465 051D 27 05 BEQ
00466 051F OF 35 STX
00467 0521 DE 2F LOX
00468 0523 39 RTS
00469 0524 CE 014F CBf!PTY LOX
00470 0527 OF 35 STX
00471 0529 36 PSH A
00472 052A 80 AA BSR
00473 052C 32 PUL A

00442 04F9 26 FS
00443 04FB BO E1AC
00444
00445 04FI::86 13
00446 0500 BD E1Dl
00447 0503 86 34
00448 0505 B7 8007
00449 0508 33
00450 0509 39
00451
00452 050A
00453 OSOA CE 014F
00454 0500 OF 35
00455 050F BO 0406
00456 0512 39
00457
00458
00459 0513
00460 0513 OF 2F
00461 0515 DE 35
00462 0517 A6 00
00463 0519 08

00474 0520 39
00475
00476 A048
00477 A048 0100
00478
TOTAL EkRORS 00000

GET NEXT CHARBNE ROCHl?
JSR INEEE

* STOP READER
LDA A # $'3
JSR OUTEEE
LDA A #$34
STA A CPIA+)
PUL B
RTS

* RESET CASSETTE DATA POINTER
eIN IT EQU

LDX
STX

#CASBUF

00342 041C B6 801S LOA A
00343 041F 39 RTS
00344
00345
00346 0420 SOUT EQU
00347 0420 SPRINT EQU
00348 0420 OF 33 STX

TST
BPL
LOX

CDPTR
JSR CREAD
RTS

* GET CHARACTER FRON CASSETTE
CGET EQU

STX CSAVX
LOX CDPTR
LOA A
INX

O,X

#CASBUF+12B
CBMPTY
CDPTF:.
CSAVX

#CASBUF
CDPTR

CREAD FILL BUFFER

RTS

ORG
FOB
END

$A048
$0100



INTRODUCING
- -~ - - - ~. ~. - ,- - - - - - ~--

DUAL DRIVE MINIFLOPPY FOR PET!

-
'" PET

"DUAL MINI FLOPPY DRIVE WITH 100K PER DISK SIDE FOR TOTAL 200K ON LINE.
"DESIGNED FOR COMMERCIAL SPEED REQUIREMENTS "FAST LOADING SPEED.
"DISKMONTM (DOS) AUTOMATICALLY REORGANIZES FREE DISK SPACE .AFTER
SAVE OR ERASE.
"DISKMON IS RESIDENT IN ROM VIA DISK CONTROLLER BOARD PLUGGED INTO
EXPANDAPET. "

"DISKMON ADDS 16 COMMANDS TO BASIC INCLUDING DISK DATA FILES.
"DISKMON COMMANDS SUPPORT COMMERC'IAL PRINTER OFF PARALLEL
PORT SUCH AS CENTRONICS 779.

"FULL DISK SOFTWARE SUPPORT" FORTRAN & PLM COMPILERS THIS JANUARY.
"90 DAY MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY ON HARDWARE"READY TO USE ON
DELIVERY. WITH FULL INSTRUCTIONS AND UTILITY DISKETTE.

"CALL OR WRITE FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION" INITIAL QUANTITIES LIMITED.
"THIS SYSTEM IS FULLY SUPPORTED BY SOFTWARE FROM THE MANUFACTURER.
"ORDERS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED FOR DECEMBER & JANUARY DELIVERY.

!

/~! ?F§-:::::{0%-~;'7. A-

.. .. $19.95
.. $49.95

DKH641 IS A PRODUCT OF COMPUTHINK

DKH642 -DUAL DRIVE SYSTEM, COMPLETE WITH DISKMON.
DKL067 -DISKMON ASSEMBLER LISTING/DOS.
ASM789T -PET ASSEMBLER ON CASSETTE.
ASM789D -PET ASSEMBLER ON DISKETTE (5.5 inch).
LNK456 -AUTOLINK LINKING LOADER ON DISKETTE ..
FOR300 -FORTRAN COMPILER ON DISKETTE (JAN'79).
PLM400 -PLM COMPILER ON DISKETTE (JAN'79). . $49.95

* * * BUSINESS PACKAGES STARTING IN 1st.QUARTER '1979* * *
"THIS SYSTEM REQUIRES EXPANDAPET MEMORY (MINIMUM 16K-SEE BELOW)

. . $1295.00
. ... $19.95

DEALER
INQUIRIES
INVITED

. $49.95
........... $69.95

PET .COMPUTER
. - - - - . ~ ~ -

WHY NOT BUY FROM THE BEST?
IF YOU
HAVEN'T
BOUGHT
A PET
YET, CALL
FOR OUR
PET INFO
PACKAGE

PRICES SHOWN ABOVE IN·
CLUDE EXPANDAPET. PME
MEMORIES WILL HAVE HIGHER
PRICING.

EXPANDAPETTM INTERNAL MEMORY
EXPANSION UNIT

ORDERS ARE NOW BEING $139 95ACCEPTED FOR DEC/JAN
CUSTOMER DELIVERIES. •

NPK-101 IS A PRODUCT OF NEW ENGLAND ELECTRONICS.

DEALER
INQUIRIES
INVITED

"MOUNTS EASILY INSIDE YOUR PET
"EASY TO INSTALL (15 MINUTES)
"NO DEGRADATION OF PET SYSTEM
"USES LOW POWER DYNAMIC RAMS
"90 DAY PART&LABOR, 1 YR·RAMS.
"30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
"MOUNTING SLOTS FOR 4 BOARDS.
"CALUWRITE FOR ADDITIONAL INFO
"DEALER INQUIRES INVITED.

"COMMERCIAL QUALITY KEYBOARD WITH METAL ENCLOSURE.
"BASIC TYPEWRITER DESIGN FOR TOUCHTYPISTS.
"SINGLE KEY FUNCTIONS FOR ALL CURSOR CONTROLS.
SHIFT/RUN, INSERT, CLEAR SCREEN/HOME CURSOR, MORE.
"FUNCTIONS SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH PET'S KEYBOARD.
"PLUGS DIRECTLY INTO PET'S LOGIC BOARD.
"DOES NOT USE USER OR IEEE·488 PORTS.
"NPK·101 IS FULLY TESTED & READY TO USE.
"ATTACHES DIRECTLY TO FRONT OF PET'S FRAME.
"CAN BE USED AS A REMOTE TERMINAL (SPECIAL ORDER).
"30 DAYS TRIAL PERIOD" 90 DAY WARRANTY.
"CALL OR WRITE FOR FULL SPECS-INITIAL aTY LIMITED.

EXPANDAPET PRICES

16K (+ 8K PET; 24K) $425
24K (+8K PET = 32K) $525
32K (+8K PET = 40K) $615

OPTIONAL PLUG-IN BOARDS 32K UNIT ALLOWS 8K OF
SERIAL I/O BOARD _.. _$75 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
S-100 1/0 BOARD $75 SUBROUTINES ACCESSED
4K EPROM BOARD $50 VIA THE USR COMMAND.
EXPANDAPET IS A PRODUCT OF COMPUTHINK

ECANNOTLIST ALLOF OUR SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE PRODUCTS
LLOR WRITE FOR OUR*FREE*SOFTWARE/HARDWARE DIRECTORY

(413) 739-9626
•
.. ." ~ ACCEPTED, ADD 3%

...., SERVICE CHARGE.

V Reader Service-see page 179 115



Simpler Interest

When you're calculating mortgage payments, a simpler way can be a better way.

100 PRI NT "SIMPLER INTEREST"
110 PRINT "BY ROD HALLEN TOMBSTONE, ARIZONA 18 DEC 77"
120 PRINT

130 INPUT "BALANCE? $",B
140 PRJNT
150 INPUT "INTEREST RATE t",l
160 PR INT
170 INPUT "PAYMENT s". P
180 PRINT
190 INPUT "MONTHS ?", A
200 PRINT
210 PRINT IIMONTHn,"PAYMENT",uPRINCIPAL",lIrNTEREST",uNEW BALANCE"

220 PRINT t2t

BO Z·'

240 FOR M-lTOA
250 X-B'(I/100)/12
260 Y-P-X

270 Z'Z+X
280 IF B<-P THEN GOTO 330
290 B·B-Y
300 PRINT M,P,Y,X,B
310 NEXT M
320 GOTO 350
330 PRINT "LOAN PAID OFF IN";M;"MONTHS WITH THE FINAL"

340 PRINT "MONTHS PAYMENT BEING $"; B
350 PRINT "TOTAL INTEREST PAID $"; Z
360 END

Program listing for "Simpler Interest." It is written in Processor
Technology's BASIC 5but might need some modifications to fit
your BASIC. Line 220 causes BASIC 5 to print numbers to two
decimal places; leave it out if it doesn't work. If you're not
allowed to input "BALANCE, B," then make line 130 PRINT
"BALANCE" and line 135 INPUT B. Ditto for the rest of the IN-
PUTs. When entering figures such as $45,000, do not type the $
or the comma. Interest is entered without the %. 7.5% would be
typed 7.5. Some BASICs will require LET in statements on lines
230, 250, 260, 270 and 290. All of this can be shortened con-
siderably if you can place more than one statement on a line.
This is OK with BASIC 5, but I find it easier to rewrite and
change my program if I stick to one statement per line.
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Rod Hallen
Road Runner Ranch
PO Box 73
Tombstone AZ 85638

terest" will ask for the old bal-
ance, annual interest rate,
amount of the payment and
how many months you want
printed out. It will then compute
and display (or print hard copy)
the month number, paymerit,
principal, interest, new balance
and the total interest paid. If
you enter the balance of Jan-
uary tst and ask for 12 months,
you'll have a complete picture
for the next year.

If the balance reaches zero
within the requested time peri-
od, the total months to payoff
and the amount of the last
month's payment will be

It used to be that I'd get a
receipt back each month

after I made my mortgage pay-
ment. Listed on it would be the
amount of myoid balance, pay-
ment made, principal, interest
and new balance. Then the title
company put in a computer,
and now I get an annual report
each January and that's all.

Here is an opportunity for my
computer to give me what the
company's won't. "Simpler In-

BALANCE • $987.50

SIMPLER INtEREST
BY ROD HALLEN TOMBSTONE, ARIZONA 18 DEC 77

MONTH PAYMENT PRINCIPAL INTEREST NEU 8ALANCE

1 45.67 38.68 6.99 948.82
2 -45.67 38.9.5 6.72 9S9.88
3 45.67 39.23 6.44 87S.65
4 45.67 39.5 6.17 831. 15

45 ;67 39.78 5.89 791.36
45.67 4S.S6 5.61 751.3
45.67 4S.35 5.32 719.95

8 45.67 40.63 5.04 67B.32
9 45.67 40.92 4.75 629.4
1S 45.67 41.21 4.46 588.18
11 45.67 41.5 4.17 546.68
12 45.67 41.8 3.87 504.88

TOTAL INTEREST PAID 65·.42

Fig. 1. This is a 12-month run on a typical loan. The balance on
January t st was $987.50, the interest rate is 8.5% and the
monthly payment is $45.67. At the end of the year we still owe
$504.88 and during the year we paid $65.42 in interest.

INTEREST RATE' 7.8.5

MONTHS ?12



shown. By entering a very large
number for the month's input,
the program will run until
payoff. This way you always
know where you stand.

If you are allowed to increase

your payments without penalty,
it is interesting to see how
much interest you can save and
how much quicker your loan is
paid off by adding $5 or $10 a
month to your payment..

SIMPLER INTEREST
BY ROD HALLEN TOMBSTONE, ARIZONA 18 DEe 77

BALANCE? $987.5e

INTEREST RATE? 1.8.5

PAYMENT? $95.23

MONTHS '12

MONTH PAYMENT PRINCIPAL INTEREST NEW BALANCE

95.23 88.24 6.99 899.26
95.23 88.86 6.37 810.4
95.23 89.49 5.74 720.91
95.23 90.12 5.11 630.79
95.23 90.76 4.47 540.03

6 95.23 91.4 3.83 448.62
7 95.23 92.85 3.18 356.5l
8 95.23 92.7 2.53 263.87
9 95.23 93.36 1.87 17tL51
10 95.23 94.02 1.21 76.49

LOAN PAID OFF IN llMONTHS ~ITH THE FINAL
MONTHS PAYMENT BEING $ 76.49
TOTAL INTEREST PAID $ 41.83

Fig. 2. This run is similar to Fig. 1 except that this loan would
be paid off within the period of months that was entered.

Give your
computer

its
freedom of speech

Give your computer its "Freedom of Speech" with the COMPlJTALKER
CT-1 Speech Synthesizer. Under software control, sounds are defined
in real time. These pcrameters, transmitted from your computer at
high speed, enables the Model CT-1 to produce highly intelligible
and quite natural sounding speech. In fact. you can even give your
computer its own character and dialect.

Only COMPUTALKER gives you a choice of two different software-
controlled sounds ... CTEDITParameter Editor for natural sounding
speech (standard) or the optional easy to program CSR1 SynthesiS-
by-rule program for the "computer' sound.

Model CT-1 Synthesizer. . . $395
CSR1 Software. . . . . .. . $ 35
Software Package II . . . . . . . . . . . $ 30
Calif. residents add 6% soles tax

Software is available on CPM 8", North Star 51/4", Micropolis, CUTS,
CUTS for SOL Tarbell, MITS ACR. Paper Tape

DEALERS:GIVE YOUR CUSTOMERS THEIR "FREEDOM OF SPEECH"
WRITEOR CALL FOR COMPLETE DEALER INFORMATION

COMPUTALKER
CONSULTANTS ,.....C36

1730 21 st St.. Suite A
Santa Monica, CA 90404
(213) 392-5230

TI®%®[?[?
20%OFF

YOUR OWN TRS-80 SYSTEM
AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS

TRS-80
Model
Levelll·4K
Level II-16K
Expansion Interface

List Price
$698.00
$988.00
$299.00

Our Price
$628.20
$889.20
$269.10

COMPATIBLE PERIPHERALS
Item List Price Our Price

Mini-Disk System
1st Drive w/DOS $499.00 $395.00
Additional Drives $489.00 $385.00

Line Printer
Anadex DP-8000 $1299.00 $1075.00
Centron ics 779 $1299.00 $975.00
Centron ics 779 $1399.00 $1100.00

w/pin feed

16K Memory Kit $290.00 $98.00

SUPPLIES
Diskettes. . $4.95 ea.e 3 for $12.00e 10 for $37.50
C-l0 Cassettes ········ 5 for $4.50e 25 for $18.75
Paper (8W'x 11" forms: 3500 per carton) ... $19.95

Master Charge and VISA accepted ,.....V19

V R DATA CORPORATION
777 Henderson Boulevard, Folcroft, PA 19032

(215) 583-5101

V ReaderService-see page 179 117



I Basic and
Intermediate
Lunar Lander

I Cave Exploring
Yacht
Concentration
by F'ankRowlp.i!

Space
Trek II I Air Flight

~!,!!,"~Iation

*1mpMfor TR5-80"
'Instant Micro Programs Level I on one side-Level lion the other

Instant SoftwareMlnc

• AIR FLIGHT SIMULATION by Dwight W.
Meyer (for the TAS-8O™) Your mission is to take off and land your
aircraft without crashing. You're flying blind on instruments only.
The flight starts with a full tank of fuel giving you approximately 50
miles of range. The computer constantly updates your air speed,
compass heading and altitude. As you grow more sure of yourself in
the pilot seat, you can fly a course against a map or do acrobatic
maneuvers. $7.95. Order no. 0017R.

• BASIC LUNAR LANDER/INTER-
MEDIATE LUNAR LANDER (for
TAS-80TM) Your automatic landing system has malfunctioned and
you are forced to make a manual landing. Taking control at 15,000
feet, the pilot's successrequires precise manipulation of the lunar
lander's retro-rockets. After mastering the basic game, the able
commander will be taxed by the difficult intermediate program.
$7.95. Order no. 0001R.

• SPACE TREK II (for the TRS-80™)
This Space Trek game will challenge the most skillful and careful
player. As commander of the Enterprise, you must defend the
galaxy against enemy Klingon warships using your arsenal of
phasers and photon torpedoes to best advantage. The Enterprise is
also equipped with impulse power for moving within the quadrant,
and warp power for jumping from quadrant to quadrant. $7.95.
Order no. 0OO2R.

• ELECTRONICSI by Rick Morel (for the TRS·80™I
With this group of five programs you will be able to design coils for
radio circuits, calculate the component values for tuned circuits,
design preamplifiers using the LM-381 IC and timer circuits, either
monos table or astable using the 555 timer IC.

Coils can be desiqned with the use of tables or special calcu-
lators, but they are difficult to use. This package has a coil design-
ing program which is simple to use and the computer does all the
work.

There is also a program for designing tuned circuits, audio or
radio frequency-fixed or variable frequency.

The LM-381 program draws the circuit diagram and gives you the
component values for your needs. II will calculate any unknown
values for you. The two 555 programs do the same, giving you the
diagrams for either one-shot timers or astable timing systems
(clocks). It will do all the calculations for you, providing times or
component values.

These programs are not only helpful around any workshop or lab,
they also are wonderful for teaching the fundamentals of elec-
tronics to newcomers. $7.95. Order no. OOOBA.

~Levell only
• CAVE EXPLORING/YACHT/CON·
CENTRA TION three games by Frank Rowlett (for Ihe
TRS·eOTM)CaveExploring is a gameof trial, error, and exploration
in which you search the inner chambersof a large cave looking lor
treasure while trying to avoid the dangerous creatures that guard
the goods. Yacht is a two-player game based on the dice game of
Yahtzee.The computer tosses the dice for you and automatically
keepsscore. Concentration is a computer version of the televtslon
game. Two players compete in trying to match the prizes hidden
behind the twenty-five numbered squares that appear on the
screen.$7.95.Order no. 0010A.

©tnstant Software Inc. 1978®1978

• GOLF/CROSS·OUT by Wilford Niepraschk and
David Dillehay (for the TRS-80™). Playing golf on a computer? You
bet and frustrating, too. You have your choice of seven clubs-
three irons, three woods, a chip and a putter. The program has 18
different fairways, each diabolically designed. You have to pick the
right club and angle for hitting the ball or else you end up in the
woods or a trap. The green calls for putting skill. The program has
excellent graphics and you'll have a ball golf ball. CROSS-OUT is
the old peg puzzle, but in computer form. You have to jump pegs,
removing each one jumped. The idea is to end up with but one peg.
and that one in the middle hole. The program will rate your skill at
the end of each try. $7.95. Order no. 0009R.

• HAM PACKAGE I by Rick Morel and D. A. Lien
(for the TRS-80™). This group of eight programs (we like togive you
plenty) will be of frequent help to any experimenter or ham operator.
OHM'S LAW CALCULATIONS SERIES CAPACITANCES
FREQUENCY VS REACTANCE PARALLEL CAPACIT ANCES
SERtES RESISTANCES DIPOLE DESIGN
PARALLEL RESISTANCES YAGI DEStGN

These programs draw the circuits or antennas involved and let
you fill in the pertinent data, giving you the dimensions, etc.

This series of programs is not only an excellent way to learn the
fundamentals of electronics and the handling of simple formulas.
they will also be of constant use in any workshop or hamshack
$7.95. Order no. 0007R.

~MOlt TYCOON by Dwight W. Meyer (for the TRS-
80 ) In this 011 Tycoon game you get to compete against a friend
for the honor of being the wealthiest tycoon in the oil Industry
Throughout the game you invest in research and development, ex-
plore for oil and drill with the hope of a successful strike. Not every
well drilled will produce oil, and you have to rely on a geologiSt's
report and your own instincts to come up with a gusher. There are
also oil spills and blowouts to further complicate your rise to
riches. $7.95. Order no. 0023R.

• BEGINNER'SBACKGAMMON/KENO
-by Fred SChild (for the TRS-aoTM).You will never be in need
of a backgammon companion again! Schild's program is designed
for the newcomer to the game, but the computer's steady play will
challenge the careless expert. KENO is a popular Las Vegas gambling
game. As in many games of chance, the odds are against you, but when
you win you can win big. $7.95.Order no. COJ4R.

Peterborough, New Hampshire 03458 603-924-3873



I Personal
Weight Control
and Biorhythms
by Microcosm

I Casino I
Blackjack/Roulette
byCha!les M Sluafl

'Instant Micro Programs

• DOW lONES, byBober! Knez (torthe PETTM) Oow
Jones is a Char,enging stock-market game for up to six players
Players engage in the daily routine of buying and selling stock.
while the computer flashes news bulletins that affect the market for
better and worse. To increase the complexity of the game there is a
high influence option that, when used, causes prices to change
with each player's transactions. There is so much going on in this
game you may feel like getting a lillie advice from a broker from
time 10 time, and when you do. the computer is ready to assist you
with a broker's prediction. $7.95. Order no. 0026P.

• PERSONAL WEIGHT CONTROL/
BIORHYTHMS-by Microcosm (tortnePETTM) Here's
a program that wilt tel you cnen any morvrduats biorhythm cycle.
showing physical. emotional. and intellectual highS and lows. If
your neighbors find out you've got it. they will never leave you In

peace. PERSONAL WEIGHT CONTROL IS a must for tne diet-
conscious. Once your ideal weight has been determined. the oro.
gram will calculate the correct daily caloric Intake necessary to
reach your goal over a certain time period, $7.95. Order no. 0005P

• MORTGAGE WITH PREPAYMENT
OPTION/FINANCIER-bY M'"ocosm (fo' Ihe
PETTM) Before you go to the bank. calculate your mortgage pay
ment schedule and find out what you can afford. You will learn how
much prepayments save. and can easily compare the true costs 01
variations in interest. FINANCIER is actually three programs In one
and is guaranteed to make you a Hnanc.a! wizard. In part I you'H
learn to tell which investments will payoff, Part II calculates annual
depreciation schedules. providlr,g rates. amounts. and salvage
values. which IS great when tax time rolls around. The linat section
figures costs of borrowmp. payment terms. and remaining
balances on loans of all sizes. $7,95. Order no. 0006P

• CASINO I by Charles M. Stuart (for the PETTM). There
are blackjack games galore. but not many of them are so depend-
able that you can use them to prepare to make your fortune at
Vegas. This blackjack program is not only lun to play, it is also
tutorial and allows you to play every combination which you could
play at the MGM Grand Hotel in Las Vegas

There are several systems which will beat the house at blackjack,
but before you go investing your cash in a get rich quick attempt. try
out your system on Ihis program and see how it does in actual pr ac-
ttce

Roulette programs are more difficult to find, yet this is another
very popular casino game-and one you' II want to get some ex·
pertence with before you venture to go up against the professionals
at Vegas. Remember thai there are a lot of people who have worked
out systems to beat the house at these games and they make a
comfortable living going to Vegas every now and then to rebuild
their fortunes.

This roulette program is tutorial and gives you the odds on each
type of bet

All you need is the expertise and a little luck to go along with It
and you'll pay lor your computer in no time. $7.95. Order no. 0014P

• CASINO II byCharles M. Stuart nor Ihe PErIM). Yes,
there are a lot of craps programs around-so why should you buy
this one? The big difference is that this one is not just a crap game,
it is also a tutorial program which will give you the odds on every
type of bet so you can steer clear ct the idiot bets that tmprovertsh
the unwary. Did you know that there are bets which give the house
as lillie as 0.8% advantage? It takes precious little luck to over-
come such a slight edge-but you have to know where to find these
bets before you can use them

If you use this program to get experienced with craps you should
be able to walk away from any craps table a winner. Once you know
what bets to make and are abted thereby to take the best advantage
of lucky streaks, betting lightly to wait through the lean times, you'll
have quite an edge.

This program uses the exact rules used at the MGM Grand Hotel
in Las Vegas, so you'll be playing under actual gambling house con
dtttons. You should be able not only to pay for the program, but also
for your computer system the next time you go to Vegas or Atlantic
City. $7.95. Order no. 001SP.

Instant SoftwareMlnc.
Peterborough, New Hampshire 03458 603-924-3873

Cut along dotted line and mail today
or call during business hours-800-258-5473

*lmPfor APPLE

*1mpT; ass!st for the
s BUSinessman

_4 tape set only $29.95_

Send me the following Instant Software:

I Golf
tlyW,iI'edN,ep'aschk

• GOLF, by Wilford Nlepraschk (lor the APPLETM)This ver-
sion of a computer golf game may soon rival its outdoor counter-
part in popularity. It has an eighteen hole course with some pretty
trtcky fairways lined with trees, sand traps and water hazards.
Players select !rom nine available clubs the club that can get them
closest to the lIag. Players also choose the angle of their stroke, but
the computer is programmed to give them an occasional slice just
to keep things interesting. $7.95. Order no. 0018A.

I Business!'.~£!<ageI

Quantity Order No. Program name Unit Cost Total cost

Shipping $1.00

Total order

o Check 0 Money Order 0 VISA
o MasterCharge Expiration date _
Card No. _

DAMEX

Name: _

Address, ---------------

City State __ Zip _

Signed _

Instant Software Inc. Dept. K26
Peterborough N H 03458

• BUSINESS PACKAGE I, Th,Sm.IIB,,'"'''
Accounting System by AW. Brown (tor the TRS·80TM).ISit possible
to keep the books of a small business on such a simple and rnex-
pensive computer system as the Radio Shack IRS-SO? Indeed it is
... and with the least expensive model: Level I and 4K of
memory .. , that's au this series of programs requires. With The
Small BUSinessAccounting System you will be able to run off a list
of your assets when you wish. You will be able to run a triat balance
and profil and loss statement at will .. rather than having to wait
until the end of the year for your accountant to work this out. $29.95,
Order no. Q013R.



Ronald W. Anderson
3540 Sturbridge Ct.
Ann Arbor MI 48105

Learn BASIC-
with BASIC

Computerware has a 3-part cassette course in BASIC that makes learning the language easy.

Learn BASIC," from Comput-
erware Software Services,

is a.three-part cassette course
on the BASIC language. It is de-
signed specifically around
SWTP 8K BASIC version 2.0

Part 1

The idea of using a micro-
computer for teaching, specifi-
cally to teach programming, in-
trigues me. When I received
part 1, I had some difficulty
loading it. I tried a second cas-
sette player that I had handy,
and had instant success.
(Strangely, the two players are
the same make and model.)

Each part of the course is
divided into four lessons. Part 1
could be called "Basic BASIC."
Lesson 1 starts with a descrip-
tion of program statements and
the statement format (i.e., the
use and meaning of line num-
bers, etc.). The statements or
instructions PRINT, RUN and
END are introduced. PRINT is
discussed with regard to print-
ing strings and evaluating nu-
merical expressions. Next, pro-
gram editing is discussed, fol-
lowed by the LIST command
and print formatting using the
semicolon and comma, as well
as the TAB command.

Lesson 2describes the math-
ematical operators, use of pa-
rentheses, scientific notation,
the LET statement, the concept
of variables and the INPUT
statement.
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The Computerware cassette course.

Lesson 3 covers branching,
IF THEN and GOTO, and the
comparison symbols.

Lesson 4 includes the FOR-
NEXT, STEP, READ and DATA
statements.

Taken together, these four
lessons provide an excellent in-
troduction to BASIC. There are
several example programs, and
the lessons are interspersed
with truelfalse and multiple-
choice questions. Wrong
answers cause the part of the
lesson containing the answer
to be repeated until the correct
answer is given.

A good set of printed notes
on the lessons with supplemen-

tary material is provided. This
part of the course is useful for a
computer hobbyist to teach
other family members a little
about BASIC. My ten-year-old,
who is interested in the com-
puter to the extent of playing
games, was able to work
through the first lesson without
coaching in a reasonable
amount of time, and the lesson
held her interest throughout.

Part 2

Here, for me, is where the
lessons go into the goodies of
BASIC. Without repeating a
lesson-by-lesson list, this part
covers:

String variables
DIMension statements
Subscripted variables
PORT command
Subroutines via GOSUB and

RETURN
PEEK and POKE
Applications such as tables
The ASCII interface functions

LEN, ASC,CHR$, VAL
Miscellaneous functions INT,

RND, DEF FN, POS

If you are a hobbyist like me,
without any formal training in
BASIC or other high-level lan-
guages, you will begin to see
some of the power of BASIC.
For example, the ASCII func-
tions are very useful.

If you have an SWTP CT-1024
terminal and try to PRINT
"(control P)";"(control V)" to
home up the cursor and erase
the screen, you'll find this
works fine; but when you try to
list the program, it homes up
and clears the screen in the
middle of your listing. You will
find that PRINT CHR$(16);
CHR$(22)will perform the same
function and list perfectly.

Should you want to home up
and clear on an ADM-3, use
PRINT CHR$(26). You will find
out how to use STR$, LEN, and
TAB, and, with a little ingenuity,
will be able to center a text
string (even a string input by
the program, of variable length).

You will also learn how to
"right justify" printout of the



ming and in the process have
become quite familiar with
MIKBUG. The part describing
subroutines in MIKBUG is
good, but a few examples
would help there, too.

All in all, I'd say they are
worth the price.'

Part 1 Understanding BASIC
Part 2 Extended BASIC
Part 3 More BASIC and MIKBUG

Computerware
830 First St.
Encinitas CA 92024.
*Editor's note (December 1978):
Computerware's latest catalog
lists "Learn BASIC Package"
as a whole, price $39.95, avail-
able on tape or disk. Disk users
should specify SWTP or Smoke
Signal Broadcasting.

ing fun and easy. The informa-
tion alone is worth the price,
but I do have a few negative
comments.

The lessons are proqresslve-
Iy shorter; some of the latter
ones are about 30 percent
shorter than the first. I found it
difficult to load the cassettes,
though once I found the right
combination of recorder and
gain setting, trrey loaded tlaw-
lessly. There is an error in one
of the examples on scientific
notation. See if you can catch it!

In part 3 I would have pre-
ferred more descriptions of the
techniques, and less of the
basics of MIKBUG, but then,
I've been doing considerable
machine-language proqr arn-

is brief, but again, the notes are
helpful. A little knowledge of
assembly-language program-
ming is necessary to under-
stand this part of the lessons.

results of dollar calculations so
that the dollars and cents line
up in columns, regardless of
the number of digits in the dol-
lars amount. By using these
functions, I found that I could
print a result to five significant
figures, regardless of the post-
tion of the decimal point.

Comments

Until I received my SWTP 8K
BASIC, I had not been exposed
to a full BASIC. The SWTP
manual adequately describes
the functions and commands,
but does not give one clue as to
now or why they are used in a
program. None of the text-
books I found at the local corn-
puter stores discuss any of the
functions covered in the
course.

Sure, the programs are a gim·
mick, but they make the learn-

Part 3

Believe it or not, you can,
without any additional hard-
ware, read and write data to
cassette under Program Con-
trol. Lesson 9 tells how, and it is
not difficult. Lessons 10
through 12 cover the operation
of MIKBUG, including the use
of some of its subroutines 'in
your programs. This treatment

_----TRS-80 OWNERS!----.,
CASSETTE SOFTWARE FOR TRS·80

~:~~i-r~:stl~r:;g~:gn~to~r;;g~r~~~~Oc~~a~pe~~~~a~~.:::r~
feature if our program bombs. User manual & Z80
reference manual included. This is a separate package
and cannot be combined with other programs for qtv. dis-
counts. Please specify if for 4K or 16K ram and for level I
or Level II. $8.95 + .50 postage & handling

#182S-Teletype Interface-Machine language program
to send & receive Baudot TTY at 60 or 100 wpm using
~~~~~Oi·S~j~~~~!ea~~U~\~d~~ire5 2 common I(s, 2 op-

• ATTENTION •APPLE II OWNERS
Southeastern Software announces
ready to run programs on tape for
your computer. . .

Send $5.95 plus 50¢ postage and
handling for demo tape and sample
newsletter' designed for Apple II
owners.

Demo tape includes 1 game and 2
general interest programs. Spedfy
if you want tape to run in BASIC,
Applesoft or Applesoft II.

SOUTHE:AST€RN SOnWARE
s 7270 Culpepper Drive o/S52

New Orleans, LA 70126

TIS
WORKBOOKS FOR THE COMMODORE PET 2001

Getting Started with Your PET WB-1 $4.00'
Covers the fundamentals of PET BASIC: calculator,
and program mode, data input and output. data
representation, program storage on the cassette.

PET String and Array Handling WB-2 $3.95
Covers string and substring search, concatenation,
replacement and manipulation.

PET Graphics WB-3 $4.95
Covers use of cursor control and special graphics
symbols to draw plots, histograms, and sketches.

PET Cassette 1/0 WB-4 $4.95
Covers OPEN, CLOSE. string and numeric data files.

Miscellaneous PET Features WB-5 $3.95
Covers the clock, random number generator, upper
and lowercase alphabetic characters, saving memory
space, etc.

~

Don't be "lion" around!
Order NOW! Send check or
money order today to:

TIS
P.O. Box 921
Los Alamos, N.M. 87544

Y'" T 41 Money back guarantee.

#0102·AII·Star Baseball
#031~Craps/Reverse

#1402-Nim/8atnum
#1305·Math Educator

#1812·Real·Time Lander #2321·Wumpus
#1920·Star Trek.(4K or 16K Levell or 16K Level II only)
#0612-File Locator #1518-0riental Rings
#0218·Biorhythm

Order by Cat. No. and Name. All programs run In
minimum 4K Level I or Level II except as noted. If order-
ing for Level II, eddv-H" after Cat. No. and "Level II"
after name. Level I will be shipped unless specified!
Prices: $7.95 ea., $13.95 for 2, $23.95 for 4, 6 or more $5.00
ea. Please include $.50 for each programfor postage &
handling. Check, Money Order, Visa or Master Charge
only. No C.O.D.

In the works-Available soon will be a series "Small
Business programs for the 32K System using mini-discs
and line printer. We'll keep you posted.

o/E29Esstoo-Deetoo Products
L.. P.o. Box6128 Shreveport,LA 71106 ---...I

'68' MICRO
JOURNALTM* The only ALL 6800 Com-
puter Magazine.----.--------,.CHARTER
SUBSCRIPTION SPECIAL

1-Year $10.50 2 Years $18.50
3 Years $26.50

OK, PLEASE ENTER MY
SUBSCRIPTION

Bill my: M/C 0 - VISA 0
Card #
Expiration Date
For 0 1-Yr. 0 2 Yrs. 0 3 Yrs.
Enclosed: $
Name
Street
City
State Zip___

'68' MICRO JOURNALTM
3018 Hamill Road
HIXSON, TN 37343

~"' .

QUALITY SURPLUS

- -
SURPLUS ELECTRONICS

" - ~-
" ~..,-" ","

5100 CORE MEMORY: Ampex minicomputer memory new in original
box, tested, guaranteed, full documentation. 8K $150, 16K $325. Proven
simple S·100 interlace design $10 with order.
NOVA 1200 CoRE: For Data General Nova 1200, 1210,1220 and DeC
116. Used, 'tested. guaranteed, 4Kx16 DCC $100, DGC $125. Also
limited quantity of ncn-wcrkrna (not core pad) boards at $60 each.
PORTABLE ASCII TERMINALS: Attache case, hard copy, normal TTY
paper. w/acoustic coupler & RS232, Data Products "Porlacom" $550 to
$650 depending on options. Beautiful. Request brochure.
NEW TELETYPES: Add quality hard copy 10 your CRT based system,
R033s (3300·1AE) $425. ASR33s (3320·4JC) paper tape punch, reader,
etc. $1100. Both types brand new in box, 20ma, w/stand.
POWER SUPPLIES: EMI 5V@14A, ·16V@3A.+16V@1.5A new $65.
LAMBDA 5V@4A $28, 5V@9A $45, 5V@31A $65. NORTH 5V@5A,
22V@7A new $40. Most voltages very adjustable. Dozens of other types
.in stock, see our catalog. or call.
ASCII KEYBOARDS: Mtcroswrtcn model 33 TTY equivalent ne•••••$50.
Same w/numeric pad, used $50. Clare Pendar full 128 char upper &
lower case $61. All fully documented.
ACOUSTIC COUPLERS: GE TOM 114 $75, 0-300 baud, 20ma/RS232.
small, guar. 41 pg. manual. UPS rnct. Big, cheap vemltrcn, 110 baud,
complete. "as-is", $35 FOB. MODEMS: Mil 87 onq-only $75, MI188 orig·
ans $135, both 0-300 baud. 20 ma/RS232. user dOCS., guar. UPS incl
DOCUMENTATION: We pride ourselves on gOOddocumentation. Most
items come with full ecnemaucs.mamtenance and "how-to-use" notes.
CATALOG: Our current catalog describes these items and many others
in great detail. Write, call or circle the reader service number lor a copy
via ttrst class mail.
TERMS: UPS included except terminals, TTYs and heavy power
supplies. COD add $1. Master Charge add 4%. NJ add sales tax.
Everything guaranteed. Immediate shipment or immediate refund.

ASCIIASCII

IBM SELECTRIC ®
BASED ilo TERMINAL

WITH ASCII CONVERSION
INSTALLED $645.00

_ Tape Drives _ Cable
_ Cassette Drives _ Wire
_ Power Supplies 12V15A,12V25A,
5V35A Others, _ Displays
_ Cabinets _ XFMRS • Heat
Sinks _ Printers _ Components
Many other items
Write for free catalog
WORLDWIDE ELECT. INC. o/W16
130 Northeastern Blvd.
Nashua, NH 03060
Phone orders accepted using VISA
or MC. Toll Free 1·800-258·1036
In N.H. 603·889-7661

ELECTRAVALUE INDUSTRIAL .,.",lh;09 euaranteec
P.o. BOX lS7-K ~r~ Phone Orders &
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950 , Questions are Welcome

(201) 267-1117
o/E18 ,j

121,., Reader Service-see page 179



John R. Ellis
150 Bry-Lynn Drive
West Melbourne FL 32901

Use Flowcharts to Communicate

The term "go with the flow" connotes conformity. However, even nonconformists should
read and follow, along with the rest of us, the guidelines presented in this article.

One feature that sets man
apart from the remainder

of the animal kingdom is his
ability to represent his
thoughts in symbols. This abil-
ity constitutes one half of the
process we refer to as commu-
nication.

For communication to be
successful, it must include
three elements: the transmitter,
a set of commonly understood
symbols and the receiver. The
transmitter uses symbols from
the set to represent his ideas. If
the receiver can translate those
symbols back to the original
ideas, the communication will
be successful. For most of our
everyday communications, we
select symbols (either written
or spoken) from a set called the
English language. In fact, I am
communicating with you right

now through the symbols
(words) printed on this page.

Much of the responsibility
for successful communication
lies with the transmitter. It is
his responsibility to consider
the receiver and select symbols
that will be meaningful to him.
You've seen this demonstrated
by adults talking to young
children.

Unfortunately, among adults
the goal of successfully ex-
changing ideas is often over-
shadowed by the desire to im-
press the receiver with the
transmitter's knowledge of
symbols that fall outside the re-
ceiver's experience. In techni-
cal discussions, this becomes

plains a patient's ailment in
Latin terms. Although techni-
cally accurate, the words are
meaningless unless the patient
has had medical training.

An interesting extension of
this occurs when the transmit-
ter invents his own new sym-
bols and injects them into the
technical communication. The
poor receiver cannot differenti-
ate between the invented and
commonly accepted symbols.
A comic example of this is the
car mecHanic who throws a lit-
tle double-talk into his descrip-
tion of the car's problem to jus-
tify the high repair bill because
he knows the attractive young
owner doesn't know the differ-

extremely easy if the receiver is ence between a cross-ventilated
not trained in the same field as aspirator and a connecting rod
the transmitter. A familiar ex- . anyway.
ample is the doctor who ex- On occasion, the transmitter

Two examples of flowcharting templates that conform to the ANSI standard. Note that most you find
do have the ANSI symbols.
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just doesn't know the common-
ly accepted symbols and re-
sorts to invention in pure des-
peration. The computer indus-
try has a wide variety of sym-
bols, many of which are finding
widespread use by hobby com-
puterists.

It appears, however, that one
set of symbols in particular has
not been made adequately avail-
able to hobby computerists. I
refer to the Flowchart symbols.
While reading through the back
issues of some magazines, I
was amazed by the ingenuity of
some authors in creating new
symbols or assigning new
meanings to commonly defined
symbols.

Flowcharts and
the Hobby Computerist

Flowcharting is particularly
important for the hobby com-
puterist who writes for a maga-
zine such as Kilobaud. The
good author will recognize that
readers with equipment differ-
ent from his are interested in
what he has done. If he wraps
his whole article around his
machine language or particular
dialect of BASIC, he will fail to
communicate with much of his
interested audience.

A good representation of the
program logic in flowcharts
can allow implementation on
most any machine. To ensure

~ widespread understanding of
", his flowcharts, the author

should use symbols with com-
monly accepted meanings.
What I propose is that all Kilo-
baud authors accept a single
standard, one that is widely fol-
lowed in the computer industry,

The standard I refer to is the
American National Standard
Flowchart Symbols and Their
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Fig. 1. Input/output function symbols.
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Usage in Information Process-
ing, X3.5-1970 (commonly re-
ferred to as ANSI X3.5). There
is a variety of flowcharting tem-
plates available with these
symbols, two of which are
shown in the accompanying
photo. The one I particularly
like has an IBM logo (number
GX20-8020-1), as it is cut from
plastic imprinted with a cross-
hatch grid that allows easy
alignment.

The following is a discussion
of the ANSI X3.5 standard, par-
ticularly as it applies to the
hobbyist.

ANSIX3.5-
General Information

Flowchart symbols are used
to represent functions, or op-
erations, and are interconnect-
ed to depict the logical relation-
ship among those functions.
The four basic functions identi-
fied in ANSI X3.5 are input/out-
put, processing, flow direction
and annotation. For each of
these there is a basic symbol
that can represent any function
of that type. However, there are
also specialized symbols com-
monly used in place of the
basic symbol to convey addi-
tional information about the
function.

The symbols are combined
with a brief narrative descrip-
tion of the specific operation in
its application. This informa-
tion is usually written in the
symbol.

InputlOutput Symbols

Fig. 1 shows some of the
inputloutput function symbols

given in ANSI X3.5. The basic
110symbol (top left) is used to
represent any inputloutput op-
eration whereby information is
read into, or written out of, the
computer.
The on-line storage symbol is

used to represent an 110opera-
tion that stores or retrieves
data to or from a device under
control of the computer. This
includes a device such as a
floppy disk. A cassette tape
unit would qualify as an on-line
storage device only if the pro-
cessor could control such func-
tions as starting, stopping and
rewinding the unit under its
own control. The off-line stor-
age symbol is used to represent
data storage with an off-line
storage device. This includes
paper tape, most cassette tape
systems, etc.

110operations with a specific
device can be represented with
a symbol assigned to that de-
vice. The ones I've included are
for: punched-card devices
(reader or punch), rnaqnetlc-

Flow
to Left

t tFlow to Right

o
Flow Flow
Down Up

Connector

Fig. 3. Flow direction symbols.

Terminal

tape units (including cassettes),
punched paper-tape units
(readeror punch)and magnetic-
disk units (including floppies).
The representation of hard
copy and terminals is divided
between two symbols depend-
ing on the application. This in-
cludes such devices as line
printers, CRT terminals, plot-
ters or teleprinters.

If the information is dis-
played for use by the operator
at the time of the processing
(e.g., to prompt him that the
program is ready for a newcom-
mand, as in many programmed
games), then that output is
represented as being to the dis-
play symbol. If the output is for
useoff-line (a little difficult with
a CRT!), then the document
symbol should be used (for pro-
gram listings, etc.). Console
keypads, terminal keyboards,
etc., are represented as a man-
ual input.

When the 110 operation is
over a telecommunications
link, as is becoming increasing-
ly popular with the hobbyist,
based on recent articles, the
communications symbol is
used. Rules provided below for
indicating flow direction also

[J <> D D
Basic Process Decision Predefined Auxiliary

Process Operation

V -. f2J ZMerge Extract

Sort Collate

Fig. 2. Processinq function symbols.

++
Crossing
Flowlines

Flowline
Junction

apply to this symbol.

Processing Symbols

The most common process-
ing function symbols are
shown in Fig. 2.The basic sym-
bol for a "process" may be
used for any processing func-
tion. It is probably the most
commonly used symbol as it
depicts the majority of opera-
tions that any program must
perform. However, in practice it
is considered bad form to use
the basic symbol in place of
one of the more specific sym-
bols for decisions or subrou-
tine calls.

The decision symbol is used
to represent an operation that
results in selecting one from a
number of paths to be followed
to the next function. Normally,
this symbol has a question in it
with the answers shown on the
outgoing lines corresponding
to the appropriate paths.

The predefined process sym-
bol is used to represent a
named process (such as a sub-
routine) that is defined else-
where. Execution of this pro-
cess is generally a subroutine
call (transfer of control to the
named procedure) with the out-
going line indicating the return
point. The auxiliary operation
symbol represents a function
that is performed off-line with
equipment not under direct
control of the processor.
The remaining group of pro-

cessing symbols are particular-

----------c
Fig. 4. Annotation symbol.
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Commodore

PET
Radio Shack

TRB-BD
You can find out what our customers already know-Personal
Software consistently offers great software products. Check out the
programs below-they each reoresentmeny man-months of expert
programming effort. We're sure you'll be pleased with the results.

MICROCHESS 1.5 by Peter Jennings for 4K Level I and II TRS-80s:
In Z-80 machine language, easily loaded from cassette using the
CLOAD command (TBUG is not needed). Uses standard algebraic
chess notation to describe moves. Checks every move for legality.
Handles castling and en passant captures. You can play white or
black, set up and play from special board situations, or even watch
the computer play against itself! With 3 levels of play ..... $19.95

BRIDGE CHALLENGER by George Dulsinan for 8K PETs and 16K
Level II TRS-80s: You and the dummy play four person Contract
Bridge against the computer. The program will deal hands at random
or according to your criterion for high card points. You can review
tricks, swap sides or replay hands when the cards are known. No
longer do you need four people to playl $14.95
6502 ASSEMBLER IN BASIC by Dan Fylstra for 8K PETs: Accepts all
standard 6502 instruction mnemonics, pseudo-ops and addressing
modes. Evaluates binary, octal, hex, decimal, and character
constants, symbols and expressions. Assembles object programs
anywhere in memory. Includes one and two pass versions of the
assembler, text editor and disassembler, with a 30 page manual and
PET machine language programming hints $24.95
ORDERS: Check, money order or VISA/Master Charge accepted;
programs and cassettes guaranteed. If you have questions, please
call us at 617-783-0694. If you know what you want and have your
VISA/Master Charge card ready, just pick up the telephone and

DIAL TOLL FREE
1-800 ...325-6400 •VISA'

24 hrs In Missouri dial 1-800-342-6600 7 days
Or you can mail your order to the address below. OUR CA TALOG
describes many other great software products, including an
ASTROLOG Y program, a FOOTBALL game, a GRAPHICS utility
package and many others. For your free copy, send a letter giving
your PET or TRS-80 serial number, memory size, and your most
wanted software product.

Personal Software:"~39
P.o. Box 136-K10, Cambridge, MA 02138
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Fig. 5. Cross-reterence Labels.

OUTCQNNECTOR
ON PAGE I

INCQNNECTOR
ON PAGE 2

on a single page, a pair of con-
nector symbols may be used to
represent the continuity of
flow. Flow will be shown as
entering the first connector
symbol, which will have a refer·
ence identifier. Flow will con-
tinue out of the second connec-

Flow Direction Symbols tor symbol with the same iden-

Flow is represented by lines tifier. This can also be imple-

Iy useful in the design of busl-
ness or word-processing sys-
tems. They apply to the opera-
tions related to data sets (files,
etc.): merge two sets, extract
one set from another, sort a set
or collate two or more sets,

drawn between symbols. Nor-
mal flow is from left to right and
from top to bottom. When these
basic directions are violated,
an arrowhead must be used to
show the correct flow direction.
The arroWhead may also be
used with the normal flow di-
rection lines to increase clarity.
Fig. 3 illustrates these legal
flowlines.

Flowlines may cross when
there is no interrelation be-
tween the flow paths. Two or
more incoming flowlines may
join to a single outgoing flow-
line. This is referred to as a
junction. Every flowline enter-
ing or leaving a junction should
incorporate an arrowhead near
the junction. Examples of
crossing flowlines and a junc-
tion of flowlines are also shown
in Fig. 3.

When it is not practical to
draw a line directly between
two symbols because of pos-
sible confusion from using long
lines or due to the lack of room

mented as a junction where
several flows enter a common
point.

The terminal symbol is used
to represent a terminal point in
the flowchart, such as the start,
the end, an interrupt or a halt.
When used to indicate the start
point, the program or subrou-
tine name is often given in the
terminal symbol.

Annotation Symbol

A comment, or further ex-
planation of a function (such as
describing the operation to be
performed by a subroutine call),
can be added to the flowchart
using the annotation symbol
shown in Fig. 4. The broken line
runs to the appropriate symbol
in the flowchart. Experience
has shown that liberal use of
this symbol greatly enhances
the understanding of the flow-
chart.

Cross-Reference Labels

It often becomes necessary

", Reader Service-see page 179

Fig. 6. Mainline-calling sequence for example.



SUBR TO CONvERT
BINARY VALUE TO
ASCII DECIMAL
AND STORE FOR
OUTPUT

FIRST PARAMETER:
BINARY VALUE
(IS BITS)

SECOND PAR AM:
START ADDRESS
FOR STORAGE OF
6 ASCII CHARS.

LOOP COUNTER.
CONVERT MAX
OF 5 DIGITS

YES ~~¥AJ,1GVNE .foALUE.
------- ASCII FOR "-"

AND COMPLEMENT
VALUE.

POSITIVE VALUE.
- -- SET SIGN TO

ASCll FOR ~+~

CONVERT USING
REMAINDERS ON
DIVISION BY to,
LEAST TO MOST
SIGNIFICANT DIGITS

Fig. 7a. Example of flowchart for subroutine to convert a binary
number to ASCII for decimal equivalent.

to relate a point in a program
listing to the corresponding
point in a flowchart. Placing
any symbolic labels used by the
program (rnnernon!c labels
from assembly language or
BASIC line numbers) to the up-
per left of the function symbol,
as shown in Fig. 5, at that cor-
responding point in the pro-
gram flowchart allows easy
cross-references between these
two documents.

Interconnector symbols can
create a problem when they
lead off the current page, and
many pages are involved in
searching for the continuation
point. It would be handy if the
connector told you where to
look for its counterpart. The ex-
ample shown in Fig. 5 illus-
trates the proper procedure.
The page of the paired connec-
tor is given above and to the left
of the connector.

Style

Although these rules may ap-
pear quite rigid, they are sus-

ceptible to individual pro-
grammers' styles. The number
of arrowheads (only when re-
quired versus on every
flowline), the use of connectors
on a single page in place of
longer flowlines, the number of
annotations used, etc., will re-
flect the individual pro-
grammer's idea of what he
thinks looks good or best con-
veys his meanings.

Another practice that I have
found helpful for both coding a
program (to ensure all paths
are covered) and understand-
ing a program already coded is
to run all symbols down single-
line columns that correspond
with the order in the program
code. Again, this is matter of
the programmer's preference
as ANSI X3.5 does not address
page layout.

An Example

Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate flow-
charts drawn by the ANSI X3.5
standards. (Note that '~#" pre-
ceding a number indicates that

V' ReaderService-see page 179 ~P4" 125



Western 1/0 presents
a fully-intelligent IBM Selectric Terminal

for only $1,250 !
That's right. An expertly-

refurbished, heavy-duty, IBM
2970 I/O complete with
everything you need for
attachment to your home or
small business computer. The
only Selectric of its kind with
complete terminal features and
the only one anyone can offer
you at this price!

Look what you get:
• Full RS-232C serial ASCII

interface.
• MC6800 processor-based

terminal w/1 K static RAM
(additional 1K optional).

• Full terminal controls in-
cluding escape, control, rubout
(delete), break and repeat.

• Selectable baud rates of
9600, 4800, 2400, 1200, 300,
and 110.

• Built-in diagnostics.
• Total integration within the

standard typewriter housing.
• 15" typewriter platen fully

converted to use 10-pitch
correspondence elements.

• Full 90-day warranty on
controller electronics, 30-days
on total machine.

• Complete factory testing
before shipment.

• Controller kit availability
(write for information).

• Printer-only model availa-
bility w/parallel ASCII interface.

Name _
Address

I City State ZIP _

I
I
I
I
I

: Sendcheck, money orderor Visa/MasterCharge number. NoCOOs.Personal
I checks require 3-4 weeks clearance. UPS, PPor common carrier shipped
I collect. Send inquiries to: Western 110, 8337 E. San Miguel, Scottsdale,
I AZ 85253 (602) 947-0070. (Arizona residents add 5%.)

: I V/S4'IIIBI Clip and mail coupon today!L .J

Sendme: DCommunications terminalw I baud rate, $1,250.
DExtra 1K RAM, $50. 0 Printer terminal, $900. 0 Master Charge
o Visa# Exp.Oate _

CONVERSION
COMPLETE, MOVE
CHARACTERS TO
OUTPUT BUFFER

the value is hexadecimal.) The
mainline sequence shown in
Fig.6 includes a call to the sub-
routine BTOD. This subroutine
is depicted in Fig. 7. It will con-
vert a binary value to up to five
digits of the decimal equivalent.
The decimal digits are stored
as ASCII characters in memory
locations specified by the
calling routine, presumably an
output buffer.

The logic described in this
example could be applied to
any machine. When the actual
coding takes place, some
minor changes to the flow-
chart, such as adding program
labels to the appropriate points
in the diagram, could be made.

HAVE CONVERTED
MOST SIGNI FICA NT
DIGIT, FILL IN
WITH LEADING
SPACES

Summary

As computer hobbyists adopt
the -techniques employed by
their professional counter-
parts, I hope to see the ac-
ceptance of good flowcharting
to convey information about a
program's logic in a machine-
independent manner. I consider
"good" flowcharts as those

126

Fig. Zb. Continuation of example flowchart.
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that are easily understood by
all whomight look at them. Cer-
tainly those to be published
should conform to a generally
accepted standard, such as
ANSI X3.5.

I have not attempted to cover
the entire standard. Instead, I
have discussed those points
that most probably apply to
programs developed by Kilo-
baud readers. The complete
standard can be consulted for
more information, if necessary.
However, after ten years in the
field, I cannot recall using sym-
bols not covered here.
One way to encourage ac-

ceptance of this standard
would be for computer journals
to require compliance for all
material they print. This would
also put the proper techniques
on display for beginners to pick
up-just as a child learns to
speak: by constant exposure!
With everyone using the same
symbols, receivers (readers)
will be better assured of good
communications from the
transmitters (writers) .•



NE & ASSOCIATES, INC.

The'World Leaders •In Microprocessor Books
Program Books Written in BASIC

Payroll with Cost Accounting
Accounts Payable and

Accounts Receivable
General t.edqer-

Thesebooks feature complete. quality applications
software for small-to-medium sized businesses.
Eachbook includes fully documented program list-
ings. sample printed reports. installation instruc-
tions and user's manual. Written in an extended
Wang BASIC Iwrite to ask us about our CP/M
CBASICversion and other conversions). 375 pages
each.

Payroll
AP & AR
G. ledger

#09-8
#13-6
#20-9

$15.00
$15.00
$15.00

Programming for Logic Design

8080 Programming for Logic Design
6800 Programming for Logic Design
Z80 Programming for Logic Design

These books describe the meeting ground of pro-
grammers and logic designers; written for both.
they provide detailed examples to illustrate effec-
tive usage of microprocessors in traditional digital
applications. 300 pages each.

8080 PFlD
6800 PFlD
Z80 PFLD

$8.50
$8.50
$8.50

An Introduction to Microcomputers

Volume 0 - The Beginner's Book

If you're not familiar with computers. but would
like to be. then this is the book for you. Computer
logic and terminology are introduced in a language
the beginner can understand. Computer software.
hardware and component parts are described. and
simple explanations given for how they work. Text
is supplemented with creative illustrations and
numerous photographs. 300 pages. #08-X $7.95

Volume 1 - Basic Concepts

A must for anyone in the computer field. this best
selling text explains hardware and programming
concepts common to all microprocessors. Its
universal appeal is reflected by its having the
greatest yearly sales volume of any computer text.
350 pages. #02-2 $8.50

Volume 2 - Some Real Microprocessors
Volume 3 - Some Real Support Devices
and update subscriptions

Some Common BASIC Programs

76 short practical programs. most of which can be
used on any microcomputer with any version of
BASIC. Complete with program descriptions. list-
ings. remarks and examples. 200 pages.
#06-3 $8.50

Assembly Language Programming

8080A/8085
Assembly Language Programming

6800 Assembly Language Programming
Z80 Assemblv Language Programming
6502 Assembly Language Programming

These books describe how to program a
microcomputer using assembly language. They
discuss classical programming techniques. and
contain simplified programming examples relevant
to todav's microcomputer applications. 400 pages
each.

8080A/8085 ALP
6800 ALP
Z80 ALP
6502 ALP

#10-1
#12-8

$8.50
$8.50

#21-7. available soon (see
not yet available below)

t:f\ OSBORNE & ASSOCIATES, INC.
P.O. Box 2036, Berkeley. CA 94702
630 Bancroft Way. Berkeley. CA 94710
(415) 548-2805 • TWX 910-366-7277

#04-7
#05-5
#11-X

Attention:
Oept 010A

Books:

o

NAME

ADDRESS

STATECITY

These two books provide complete descriptions of
virtually every microprocessor and most support
devices. There are no other books like these; they
provide detailed part descriptions from an inde-
pendent source.

To cope with the rapid evolution of micro-
processor products, each volume has its own
series of six bimonthly updates. allowing you to re-
main current with all parts as soon as they are
really available. Update subscriptions sold sepa-
rately.

These two books replace the 1977 edition of
Volume II - Some Real Products. Volume 2. 1400
pages; Volume 3. 700 pages; printed loose leaf.
Binders sold separately.

Volume 2w/obinder #15-2
Volume 2 binder #16 ..0
Volume 3 w/o binder #18-7
Volume 3 binder #19-5
Volume 2 update only
Volume 3 update only
Volume 2 and 3 updates

$25.00
$ 5.00
$15.00
$ 5.00
$25.00/yr.
$25.00/yr.
$40.00/yr.

PHONE

Please notify me when available:
tJ l80 Assembly Language Programming
0, 6502 Assembly Language Programming

SHIPPING (Shipping for large orders to be arranged)
vor. 2 and Vol. 3 update subscrtptions., '

o All foreign orders $4.00 per 6-issue subscription for airmail
o No charge in the U.S. - 4th class mail ONLY
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DO YOU WANT AN Intelligent E-Prom PROGRAMMER

WITH MULTIPLE PERSONALITIES FOR UNDER $ 200.00?
!. THENBE Smart ANDPLUGoURttDumb" PROGRAMMER Ii

INTO YOUR COMPUTER!
PROGRAM 2708,27S8,TMS2716,TMS2S16,INT2716+SV,TMS2S32,INT2S32,
REQUIRES TWO PARALLEL 1/0 PORTS,
USES ZERO INSERTION FORCE SOCKET,
SELF CONTAINED-NO ADDITIONAL POWER SUPPLIES NEEDED,
E-PROM PROGRAMMER PRICE-$179,9SI f~r~:::ESPECIFY co:=~~~;f19.95 I

EXPANSION MOTHERBOARD PRICE-$99,9S
I/O BOARD PRICE-$79,9S
E-PROM BOARD PRICE-$49,9S
ASSEMBLER/MONITOR PRICE-$29,9S
HARDCOPY INTERFACE PRICE-$S9,9S

~ ~:::: 20MA, CURRENT LOOP::::
~: RS-232C INTERFACE PRICE-$74.95 )]

~ ALL OF OUR PRODUCTS ARE ASSEMBLED AND TESTED! ~

I PET ~~n~~:~~;!~~~:~~'~~~8L~::~7::~$99. 95 i
~ ~
m: HARDCOPY INTERF ACE::H:::: ~ 20MA, CURRENT LOOP PRICE-$S9,9S::::
~ j

~. #~""'- Rs-mc INTERFACE PRICE-$74.95.~
ill! ELE~HICS vG24 ASSEMBLER/MONITOR PRlcE-$29,9s:!11
~ ~:::: G PA ELECTRON ICS CABLES FOR E-PROM:::::::: PROGRAMMER PRICE-$9, 9S::::
I ~~~L:~~I~AAVE~4611 i
~ 3
~ (41S)6S4-3898 ~
;nlHllilllillllllilllliHHiiiiiiiilliHllllilliillilliilliilliHHiiiHiiiiiHiiHiiillillillHllilHHiiiHHHiiiiiilHHHiiiiHHHHHliiilHHlHHHHHHHHHiigililiilililggidn

TRS-80
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Dear Mr. Uter:
No need to settle for second
best any longer. Now you can
produce "hard-copy" print-
outs on a Selectric II, and do it
at a low COSt!
You really Should

i

IF YOU OWN A TRS 80~ .
(jEL'[TrrA.Il~IN!JPUT's''''y"fiIf''Ju ST A
CABLE LENGTH AWAY FROM A
"HARD
Word Processing System!

C0 PY" ( Typewriter Quality: )
clean, clear, high-fidelity

... just a simple hook-up with the supplied cables
and your SELECTRA-PRINT is ready to run.

For Word Processing on a TRS-80. for example.
just command "LPRINT" and SELECTRA-PRINT
automatically outputs clear. clean, high-fidelity.
hard copy. .. and of-course you can use it to
print-out any other information you might need.

SPECIAL NOTE:
SELECTRA-PRINT is a Selectric II typewriter and
although it has been modified for computer
print-out. it may still be used as a standard
office typewriter.

PRICE: $1,850.00* *TRS-80 Version $1925.00

OPTIONS:
Dual Pitch
Correction Feature
Noise Reduction Feature
RS-232 Interface

S125.00
$125.00
$50.00

$195.00

* SELECTRA-PRINT is VERSATILE!
SELECTRA-PRINT is compatible with most micro-
and mini-computers including PET • Apple •
Heath HB • IMSAI • Cromemco • Alpha Micro-
systems • Space Byte • North Star Horizon •
SWTP. Vector Graphic. Sol. Polymorphic.
Digital Group. Ohio Scientific. Altair. Sorcerer
Xitan • Rex. KIM. EXORcisor ....

"From now on, PRINT-OUT
takes on a new meaning"

",M30

micro
computer
.devices

mcd

inc. "!l1I trDept. K1

960 E. Orangethorpe, Bldg. F
Anaheim, California 92801 •• -------
Telephone (714) 992·2270

"Innovators to the Microcomputer Industry"
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Tired of trying to figure out how to make North Star BASICdo what you want?

Waiting to see if you can learn to program before buying a computer?

Need someone to "translate" the user's manuals for you?

Totally confused and frustrated?

The solution is • The User's Guide
to

North Star BASIC

Theessential book for anyone working with North Star BASIC.

Ask for it at your local computer store. Dealers contact:~,~
~flTEAACT~UE

, ~/i~}lJJJ.lJ
COmpUTERS .,128'\~sr

Interactive Computers
7620Dashwood
Houston, Texa~77036
(713)772-5257

ANNOUNCING!
The .979 Atlanta HamFestival

and
Georgia State ARRL Convention

June .6-.7, .979

• GIANT covered FleamarketiSwapshop!
• More than 50 Forums/Meetings!
• 15,000 sq. ft. Air Conditioned Exhibit Hall
• Parking for thousands of cars!

• 140 Major Exhibits!
• Special MICROPROCESSOR Section!
• Programs for Ladies & Children!
• Activities Galore!

The Best Ramlest in the World!
FOR EXHIBITOR INFORMATION WRITE: BOX ~7SS3, ATLANTA, GA. 303~7
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CAR
CLOCK
The UN-KIT. only
5 solder connections
Here's a super looking. rugged and accurate auto
ctock.wtuch is a snap to build and install. Clock
movement is completely assembled-you only solder
3 wires and 2 switches. takes about 15 minutes'
Display is bright green with automatic brightness
control photocell-assures you of a highly readable
display. day or night. Comes in a satin finish an-
odized aluminum case which can be attached 5
different ways using 2 sided tape Choice of silver,
black or gold case (specify).
DC-3 kit. 12 hour format
DC-3 wired and tested
110V AC adapter

$22.95
$29.95
$5.95

Under dash
car clock
12/24 hour clock in a beau-
tiful plastic case features: 6
jumbo RED LEOS. high accuracy (1min /mo.). easy 3
wire hookup, display blanks with ignition. and super
instructions, Optional dimmer automatically adjusts
display to ambient light level
DC·11 clock with mtg. bracket S27.95
DM-1 dimmer adapter 2.50

OP-AMP SPECIAL
741 mini dip
B1-FET mini dip. 741 type

12/$2.00
10/52.00

FM MINI MIKE KIT

VIDEO TERMINAL
A completely self-contained, stand alone video ter-
minal card. Requires only an ASCII keyboard and TV
set to become a complete terminal unit. Two units
available, common features are: single 5V supply,
XTAL controlled sync and baud rates (to 9600).
complete computer and keyboard control of cursor.
Parity error control and display. Accepts and gener-
ates serial ASCII plus parallel keyboard input. The
3216 is 32 char. by 16 lines, 2 pages with memory
dump feature. The 6416 is 64 char. by 16 lines. with
scrolling, upper and lower case (optional) and has
RS-232 and 20ma loop interfaces on board. Kits
include sockets and complete documentation.
RE 3216. terminal card 5149.95
RE 6416. terminal card 189.95
Lower Case option. 6416 only 13.95
Power Supply Kit 14.95
VideolRF Modulator. VD-1 .6.95
Assembled. tested units. add 60.00

A super high performance FM
wireless mike kit! Transmits a stable
signal up to 300 yards with excep-
tional audio quality by means of its
built in electret mike. Kil includes
case, mike, on-off switch. antenna.
battery and super instructions. This
is the finest unit available

FM-3 kit $12.95
FM-3 wired and tested 16.95

.,"-""''''CLOCK KITS

_ 0"8•••••"••
. your Best Deal

Try your hand at building the finest loo~ing
clock on the market. Its satin finish anodized

aluminum case looks great anywhere. while six .4"
LED 'digits provide a highly readable display, This is a
complete kit. no extras needed. and it only takes 1-2
hours to assemble. Your choice of case colors:
silver. gold. bronze. black. blue (specify)
Clock kit. 12/24 hour. DC-5 522.95
Clock with 10 min. 10 timer. 12/24 hour.

DC·10 27.95
Alarm clock. 12 hour only:OC-8 24.95
12V DC car clock. DC-7 27.95
For wired and tested clocks add $10.00 to kit Price

CALENDAR ALARM CLOCK
The..CIOCkthat's got it all: ~-.5" LEDs. 12/24 hour,

. snooze, 24 hour alarm. 4 year calendar. battery
backup. and lots more. The super 7001 chip is used.
Size: 5x4x2 inches
Complete kit. less case (not available)
DC-9 $34.95

PRESCALER
Extend the range of your
counter to 600 mHz. Works
with any counter. Includes 2
transistor pre-amp to give super sens. typically 20
mv at 150 mHz. Specity » 10 or ..;..100 ratio.
PS-1 B. 600 mHz prescaler
PS-1 BK, 600 mHz orescaler kit

30 Watt 2 mtr PWR AMP
Simple Class C power amp features 8 times power
gain. 1W in for 8 out, 2 in for 15 out, 4 W in for 30 out.
Max. output of 35 W. incredible value. complete with
all parts, less case and T-A relay,
PA-1. 30 W pwr amp kit
TR-1. RF sensed T-R relay kit

Converts any TV to video monitor.
Super stable. tunable over ch. 4-6
Runs on 5-15V. accepts std. video
signal. Best unit on the market!
Complete kit. VO-1 $6.95

TONE DECODER~
A complete
tone decoder on
a single PC board.
Features: 400-5000
Hz adjustable range via
20 turn pot, voltage regulation. 567
IC.Useful for touch-lone decoding.
tone burst detection. FSK.etc. Can
also be used as a stable tone en-
coder. Runs on 5 to 12 volts
Complete kit. TO-1 $5.95

Transmits up to 300' &
to any FM broadcast
radio. uses any type of
mike. Runs on 3 to 9V. ~
Type f;M-2 has added sen- ~
sitive mike preamp stage.
FM-1 kit S2.95 FM-2 kit $4.95

COLOR ORGAN/MUSIC LIGHTS
See music come alive! 3 different
lights flicker with music. One light
for lows. one for the mid-range and
one for the highs. Each channel
individuauy adjustable. and drives
up to 300W.Great for parties. band
music. nite clubs and more.
Complete kit. ML-1 S7.95

LED BLiNKY KIT
Agreat attention gelter which alter-
natety.tlashes 2 jumbo LEOs. Use
for name badges. buttons. warning
panel lights. anything! Runs on 3 to
15 volts

I

WHISPER LIGHT KIT
An interesting kit. small mike picks
up sounds and converts them to
light. The louder the sound the
brighter the light. Completely selt-
contained. includes mike. runs on
110VAC.controls up to 300 watts.

V"R8

POWER SUPPLY KIT
Complete' triple requ- I ~

~~~~~ ~~~~~I~U~P~Y t~ro;8 ~
volts at 200ma and + SVat 1
Amp Excellent load regulation.
good filtering and small size. Less
transformers. requires 6.3V (II 1 A
and 24 VCT.
Complete kit. PS-3LT $6.95

SIREN KIT
Produces upward and downward
wail characteristic of a police siren
5Wpeak audio output. runson 3-15
volts. uses 3-45 ohm speaker

kit. SM·3 52.95
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ASCII SELECTRIC

SPECIAL SALE Printer. Mechanism: Heavy
$875.00 ~~~ input/output, Seroes

Used Working
and Clean

TESTED WITH
NEW
ASCII

ELECTRONICS
Factory
Reconditioned
$1075.00

DATEL SELECTRIC (IBM Selectric Mechanism)

Weight: 120 IbS. Dimen-
sions: 29"Hx35"Wx33"D.

Print Speed: (14.8 charac-
ters per second)

Platen: 15" wide, pin feed
or form feed device option-
al (132 print positions).

Parallel output only-15
characters per second ac-
cepts '7 bit ASC II parallel
w/str obe & prints on Selec-
tric. The unit still works as
a typewriter .in off-line
mode. '

NOVATION DC3102A

5pecifications:
.Size: 21"Wx21"Dx8"H.
• Power Input 115 Volt
Hz

.1nferface: RS232

.Weight: 54 IbS. (Shipping
weight 65 Ibs.)

.15" Carriage
• 15 CPS

$395.00
$495.00
,$695.00 Used

"As Is" Complete
Working
Reconditioned $395

SHUGART
MINI-FLOPPY DRIVE

Used
Working

TI 990/4
Single Board 16 Bit Micro

Computer

NEW $250.00

NEW PRICE

$325.00 ea.

Model SA-400
$150.00

USED MODEM5 & COUPLERS
NOVATION TCI02 (Acoustic) $45.00
AJ 233 (Acoustic) .............•..... $25.00
CF 318 (Hard Wire) $25.00

RS232 Connection
300 Baud

FLAT PACK ACOUSTICAL
MODEM PICK-UP

Useable with most modem
chips/kits
Used - $17.50 (w/prtnts)

ORDERING INFORMATION:
We ship the same day we receive a certified check or money order.
Texas residents add 5% sales tax. Please call if you have a question.
Write for our CATALOG of many parts, terminals, printers, etc.
All items subject to availability. Your money returned if we are out
of stock.

SHIPPING INFORMATION:
Modems: $2.00 each; 2 for $4.00 UPS.
Large Items & Parts: Specify Freight or Air Freight Collect
Foreign Orders: Add appropriate freight or postage.
We now take Master Charge and Visa orders, Specify full number,
bank number and expiration date.

ATTENTION TRS-80 & APPLE USERS

A PRINTER FOR YOUR COMPUTER
$99500

TERMS: VISA, MASTERCHARGE,
Cashier Check or Money Order.
C.O.D. with 10% down.
Shipping Via Air or Truck collect.

3 S SALES
P.O. l?OX45944
TULSA, OK 74145
918/622-1058
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• Ready to plug into your

MODEL 3S-80 for TRS-80
Ready to plug into your
expansion interface.

computer

• Very high quality print

MODEL 3S-PP
for computers with 8 bit serial
port.

• Completely refurbished
IBM 731 I/O
Selectric terminal
in a new table

MODEL 3S-SS
for computers with RS-232
port.

• Upper & lower case
removable type ball

$109500 for
MODEL3S-AA
Includes RS-232 card for Apple"
Specify model number on order.

• Special I/O interface

• Heavy duty re-mfg. IBM
power supply
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SPINTERMT.M.
FASTER THAN THE DEVILI at 55 characters per second.

More characters-up to 128 on an interchangeable print thimble.

Longer life with a print thimble that givesover 30,000,000 impressions.

Quieter at 60 dB with hinged covers on, and 67 dB with covers off.

We started with the revolutionary NEC Spinwriter*, added proportional spacing, and BEHOLD! ...
a complete input/output word processing printer!

All this, plus many standard features enable the SPINTERM to outperform other printers in this range
of capabilities.

Ribbon and thimble changes are fast and
easy.

For instance, the forms length control provides 99 choices of
lines. You can select 6 or 8 lines per inch. You have 6 baud
rates at 110, 150, 200, 300, 600 and 1200. Industry standard
RS-232 interfaces contain a built-in self test. The quality of
print can't be beat for it's uniform impression, even through an
original and 5 copies. The numeric keypad is standard, along
with full ASCII keyboard. You have a choice of ribbon styles,
each in a snap-on cartridge. And we can supply an optional full
word processing software package.

We've barely scratched the surface of outstanding features
which are standard on the SPINTE RM. So write us, or call your
dealer for complete details.

INPUT/OUTPUT UNLIMITED, INC.
13762 Victory Boulevard

Van Nuys, California 91401
* . (213) 997·7791Trademark of NEe Information Systems, Inc.
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John B. Palmer
Box 23
Boonville CA 95415

A Joystick Interface
for Your Altair

A joystick can add a new dimension to the interactive games you play with your Altair.

One of my reasons for buy-
ing a video display module

for my Altair 8800B was to play
video graphic games. After a
few minor problems, I wrote a
version of Pong in 8K BASIC.

The ninth grade class loved it
until they found out that a key·
board is a poor substitute for a
joystick. Students were com-
plaining, "How do you make it

go up? Hey, it won't stop now!
How come my side won't work
when he holds down his key?" I
tried to explain that you must
not hold down a key during the
other person's turn. Then some-
body said, "I got one at home
that works better than that."

So, in the eyes of the ninth
graders, my wonderful micro-
computer was no better than a

mere video game because it
didn't have joysticks. That did it
... I wanted a good, cheap joy-
stick interface right away. I
ordered a pair of joysticks from
one of the mail-order firms, and
they arrived in good shape and
looked very good.

The YOM showed that the
potentiometers were about
100k Ohms each. There was a

Wire-wrapping the Vector 8800 board. (Photos by John Yawn)
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"dead spot" in the middle and
at either end, so the action of
each joypot was not going to be
very smooth. These units were
intended for low-cost four-
channel audio devices. Still, the
price was right.

I went ahead and built a low-
cost interface. The end result is
a system that is more versatile
than most home video games.

The circuit in Fig. 1 requires
six integrated circuits and
about 32 bytes of software sup-
port. I wrote a BASIC game that
reads the joysticks by the USR
function.

The fact that I enjoy building
things was not my motivation
for a home-brew design. It was
really a question of cost. You
can now buy a video for under
$30, yet a joystick interface for
the Altair 100-pin bus is about
$200! The big expense is the
precision analog-to-digital con-
version. That is fine for com-
mercial use; for my needs, it
was just out of sight.

A study of recent magazine
articles was not very encour-
aging, until I ran upon an article
by Stephen Wozniak of the Ap-
ple Computer Company. He has
the right idea. Precise voltage-
to-binary conversion is not real-
ly needed for a video game. He
shows how the 555 timer will
convert a variable resistance,
the joypot, into a positive pulse
that will vary in duration in pro-
portion to the resistance. A 555



wrap socket. So the way I see it,
the two 555s count only as one
IC. That is why I said only six
ICs. No other interface or 1/0
board is needed. The parts list
must include a perfboard or
Vector board, about a half-
dozen resistors and maybe ten
.1 uF capacitors. Part values
are not critical.

Software takes the place of
some of the hardware. About 32
bytes of 8080 machine code ac-
complish the rest of the analog-
to-binary conversion. If a byte
of memory is worth three cents,
then I have used 96 cents of
memory. Doing the whole con-
version in hardware alone
would cost many dollars. In
view of my present capital
reserve for new computer pur-
chases, it was not hard to make
a choice.

The circuit is on a Vector 8800
wire-wrap board. If you have to
buy one just for this project, be
prepared to part with $20. I
already had one because my
last project left plenty of room
for another circuit.

I recommend the wire-wrap
board over perf board or etched
board. A perf board circuit can
be very unstable electrically
unless you use plenty of by-
pass capacitors and heavy bus
wire for both ground and 5 volt
power supply connections.

timer can give a pulse as short
as a microsecond or as long as
several seconds. Being a high-
impedance device, it works well
with the 100k pots. The 555 is
TTL compatible both for input
and output.

Of course, you cannot just tie
four 555s to the data bus. You
will need some kind of inter-
face. Not wishing to tie up the
few 1/0 cards I have, I chose to
build a complete interface for
the timers with provision to ex-
pand later. It is very simple, has
no frills and works quite well.

Fig.1 shows a 74125Tri-state
bus driver. It becomes active
when pins 1, 4, 10 and 13 are
held in the low state (almost
zero volts). Otherwise, it is in
the high-impedance state,
which means that it acts as
though it isn't there.

Other good devices that
might be used for this include
the 8T97 and the 24-pin 8212.
Both are more expensive. A
very good alternative is the
74LS367, .now selling for under
$1. It has six gates instead of
the four of the 74125. The pin
connections are different; only
four of the eight Data In lines
are used in the basic design.

Use either four 555 timers or
two 565 dual timers. Again,
note the different pin-outs. I put
two 555s into one 16-pin wire-

The finished joystick interface is on the right side of the board (a
home-brew parallel input port is on the left).

Etched circuit overcomes the
stability problem but has the
drawback of being rather per-
manent. In case of a mistake it
is much harder to unsolder than
to unwrap.

By the way, if you do buy a
Vector board, read the instruc-
tions the first time you try it.
You may forget that the pin
numbers are mirror-image re-
verse on the back side of the
board. Here are some things
you might do if you don't pay at-
tention to Vector's detailed
suggest ions.

1. Wire several sockets back-
wards.
2. Short out the 7805 you in-
stalled on the back side.

3. Vaporize shorted traces on
the motherboard!
4. Wipe out almost everything!
I will not admit which of the
above actually happened to
me. Don't let this stop you if
you are new at home construc-
tion. Just be careful.

Software Theory

After I was sure that the cir-
cuit was wired properly, I tried a
simple test program. Starting
at location 300 octal, I toggled
in the program listed in Pro-
gram A. I used octal notation
because I make fewer mistakes
in translating octal to binary
than hex to binary.

A sense switch is used to
select which of the four analog
inputs is to be counted. So I put
up A8, and the data lights (on
the front panel) then display a
binary count that goes up or
down with the vertical position
to the right-hand joystick. This
is only a test program.

Before I have moved the joy-
stick to its full vertical position,
the data lights have gone past
255. An overflow has occurred
in register B. No matter. A bet-
ter software routine will take
care of this. Right now, I know
that the joystick is working.

Next, try the other three in-
puts-put either A9, A10or A11
up. I find two are not working. A
recheck of the pots shows I
reversed a couple of wires.

The next step is a BASIC pro-
gram (Program B) and a USR
routine in machine code to play
a video game. BASIC reads the
DATA and POKEs it into con-
secutive memory locations at

7404

7420

"'=>
'"o
o
<>;

45 S OUT

Fig. 1. Joystick interface logic diagram.
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Finished board installed in Altair 8080B. White DIP socket is to
connect joybox.

the top of my 16,383byte mem-
ory. Finally, a patch is made in-
to the place deep within BASIC
where the USR function is
called.

The rest of the BASIC listing,
line 1000 onward, is a game
that I call "Star Chase." Posi-
tions for the Enterprise, repre-
sented by *, and the Klingon,
represented by #, are calculat-
ed from values returned by the
joystick routine and the 555
timers.

I have Mits 8K Altair BASIC
revision 4.0, which returns the
joystick values in registers A
and B with "hi-byte" in A, "10-
byte" in B. Registers A and B
are used as a pair. Now, you
and I know that A and B are not
a register pair in the 8080, but
this version of BASIC doesn't
know that! Check your BASIC
user's manual.

Not only are there variations
between brand X BASIC and
brand Y, but also the same sup-
plier may make radical changes
in the internal structure of his
BASIC next week! So before
you attempt to use this pro-
gram, check your user's man-
ual carefully.

Lacking a BASIC with the
PLOTfeature, I wrote the game
for the VDM-1 video display by
using the POKE and PEEK
features. Normally the VDM-1is
located at CCOOthrough CFFF.
To POKE and PEEK into that
part of memory I had to use
negative numbers.
The program first prints the

rules, then clears all variables
and assigns values to the most
frequently used variables first.
This is to reduce lookup time.
Each character is put onto the
screen at locations computed

Split-Octal Data Instruction

000·300 333 IN 377 ;get bit from sense sw.
301 377

302 137 MOV E,A ;put it in reg E.
303 006 MVI B ;zero reg B.
304 000
305 323 OUT 60 ;out to port 48
306 060 ;will trigger timers
307 004 INR B ;add one to B.
310 333 IN 60 ;input from port 48
311 060 ;to get timer status.
312 243 ANA E ;Iogically AND A with E.
313 302 JN2 ;jump if not zero. timer
314 307 ;which corresponds to the
315 000 ;bit in E has not reset.
316 170 MOV A,B ;ready to display.
317 323 OUT 377 ;display count on front
320 377 ;panel of 8800B.
321 303 JMP ;go back and do it all
322 300 ;over again from start.

323 000

Program A. Joystick interface test program.
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Joystick detail.

by adding the value from the
joystick to the starting location
of the VDM-1.

A check is made to see if the
spaceship has changed posi-
tion. If so, its previous location
must be an ASCII blank to simu-
late motion. If a spacecraft
tries to occupy the same space
as a binary star, then the star
pair is destroyed. Whenever the
Enterprise figure and the Klin-
gon figure are in the same
place at the same time, the
game ends.
To make the game more in-

teresting, "black holes" will
cause either figure to vanish for
a few seconds only to reappear
somewhere else. In the rules,
"Spack" gives his logical ex-
planation for this.

Now, let's examine how the
machine-language routine
works on either the 8080 or
Z-80.The general idea can also
be used with the 6800or 6502 if
you have a good imagination.
USRcalls the routine placed in
the top of the memory. It, in
turn, calls a routine deep inside
of BASIC that returns a 16-bit
Signed integer. Next, an OUTin-
struction sends all zeros to port
48, which is the joystick inter-
face. This sets all of the timers.
The time formula for anyone of
the timers to reset is: Time =
1.1 * capacity * resistance;
time is microseconds, capacity

is microfarads.
The program keeps increas-

ing the value in register B until
either the desired timer resets
or register B overflows. The
routine returns to the caller
after first calling a program
that will store the values of
registers A and B.

How does th,e program tell
which timer has reset? The
value in the E register is a
"mask" that makes the selec-
tion. For example, if timer 3 is
desired, then E must have the
value of four (i.e., only bit two is
high). Register D has a value to
scale down the count. This can
be used for various functions,
such as correcting variations in
the time constant of the timers.
You might think it easier to

just change the values of the
capacitors. You can spend a lot
of time trying to find the value
that works best for each joy pot.

Line 1410 of the BASIC pro-
gram "Star Chase" has con-
stants used for the vertical
position of the spaceships.
Why is E1 given the value of
9729? Divide 9729 by 256 and
you have38with a remainder of
1.So,when BASICexecutes the
expression USR(E1),the D reg-
ister has a value of 38 and the E
register has a value of 1.When
K4 is used instead, the values
are 38 and 4, respectively. The
VDM-1 board has only 16 vert i-
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BUSINESS SOFTWARE fOR
MICROCOMPUTERS

Osborne & Associates is publishing its business systems in book form.
These systems represent five years of development and testing by
O&A programmers, and the books include more than a year's worth of
extensive and detailed documentation. .

What systems are we selling?

PAYROLL WITH COST ACCOUNTING-available now
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABlE-
available now

3) GENERAL LEDGER -orders now being accepted

Eachbook sells for $15.00, and includes source listings inWang BASIC,
program and system documentation, and user's manual. Each is a

complete package by itself, or all three may be implemented together to form a complete system with interdepen-
dent files.

And if Wang BASICwon't work, or you don't know programming, or you'd rather not key in thousands of words of
source code, take a look at the list of consultants who have adopted O&A programs, converted them to run on
many popular systems, and are waiting to hear from you.

CP/M CBASIC: GOOD NEWS
FOR CONSULTANTS. COMPUTER STORES AND SOFTWARE HOUSES

Osborne & Associates is converting its business software from Wang BASIC - as it was originally published - to CP/MCBASIC, which runs on
many floppy disk-based microcomputer svstems, We will only sell the CP/M magnetic surface to consultants, computer stores and software
houses. Osborne & Associates prefers to write and sell books, not customize the programs or answer the end user's questions. The disk for each
book sells for $250.00. Once you buy the floppy disk you can copy it, resell it. change it or use it. We place no restriction on the magnetic sur-
face; we copyright only the printed word in our books. CBASIC Payroll is available now. All three systems are scheduled to be available by early'
1979; call or write for the exact availability of each system.

If you are an end user interested in the CBASIC programs, write or call us. We will put you in touch with your closest dealer.

DIGITAL GROUP:
John Musgrove
MUSGROVE ENGINEERING
9547 Kindletree Drive
Houston, TX 77040
(713) 466-3486

MITS 4.1 BASIC:
William K. Haines
ANACOM GENERAL CORPORATION
1160 E. Ash Avenue
Fullerton. CA 92631
(714) 992-0223

Alan P. Hald
BYTE SHOP OF ARIZONA
'813 N. Scottsdale Road
Tempe. AZ 85281
(602) 967-1428

TRS-SO:
Don french
TANDY COMPUTERS
700 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth. TX 76102
(817) 390-3011

DIGITAL GROUP ZSO. Oasis SASIC: NORTH STAR:
Charles Finn
THE SYSTEMS GROUP
2993 BOring Ridge Drive
Decatur. GA 30034
(404) 289-8969

IBM 5110:
Mark Sherman
DATA WORKS
35 E. Wacker Drive, Suite 1843
Chicago. Il 60601
(312) 726-2572

MICROSOFT disk BASIC:
Dan Kindred
GNAT COMPUTERS. INC.
7895 Convoy Court
San Diego. CA 92111
(714) 560-0433

CP/M CBASIC:
OSBORNE & ASSOCIATES. INC.
630 Bancroft Way
Berkeley. CA 94710
(415) 548-2805

MICROPOLIS. PROCESSOR
TECH. NORTHSTAR:
David Price
DAP SYSTEMS
390 1 Victoria lane
Midlothian. VA 23113

Wang BASIC on floppy disk:
Richard Armour
ATLANTIC COMPUTER & CONSULTING
1104 Sparrow Road
Chesapeake. VA 23325
(804) 764-3412

TRS-SO:
Jim Smith
READY CORPORATION
2502 Call. Madras
Pleasanton. CA 94566
(415) 462-4381

tf\ OSBORNE & ASSOCIATES, INC.
P.O. Box 2036, Berkeley, CA 94702
630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94710
(415) 548-2805 TWX 910-366-7277

Attention:
Dept.D10B

SHIPPING tShlpplnq for large orders to be arranqedl
o All foreign orders $3.00 per book for airmail
o $0.35 per bOok 4th class lallow 2-3 weeks in the V.S')
o $0.75 per book UPS in the U.S.lallow 10 days)
o $1.50 per book special rush shipment by air in the U.s.

STATE
Please send the following information:
o Becoming an O&A dealer
o School discounts
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cal positions but has 64 hori-
zontal. A value of 38 in register
o ensures that the character
will not go off the screen. But
for horizontal movement, a
value of 8 is passed to 0 to give
64 movements across the
screen.

Now then, if you happen to
have the very same version of
BASIC and you have an 8080A
running at 2 MHz, there is no
need to worry about any of the
software theory ... just copy
the program. Make sure mem-
ory size is less than or equal to
16,350.However, if you have a
different setup, don't get too in-
volved with the theory present-
ed above. It won't work for you
anyhow. I like to be helpful!

At this point you might feel
that it would be better to do the
whole program in assembly lan-
guage and not try to marry
BASIC to a machine-language
routine. As for me, I am satis-
fied with the program written in
BASIC. It is easy to modify if
you want to try something else.

Construction Details

In wiring up the joybox, run a
1k resistor from the wiper of
one pair of pots to one of the
stator lugs. If you find that the
pots appear to work backwards
(making things go upwhen they
should go down), you don't
have to rewire the whole thing.
Just move the resistor over to
the opposite stator lug. I have
put the pots in parallel so that
the effective resistance of each
pair is 50k Ohms. This helps a
little to overcome the ir-
regularities.

An optional SPST push but-
ton is used for reset. If you
press the push button, the cor-
responding timer will never
reset. Software will wait several
milliseconds and then return
with a zero value for that chan-
nel. The addition of two simple
push buttons is almost like
adding two more inputs.
To mount the two joysticks, I

used a common aluminum box,
available in most parts stores.
Two four-conductor ribbon
cables were taped toqether to
make a cheap eight conductor.
Three wires are common, one is
+ 5 volts and the other four run
from the timers to their respec-
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224 DATA CD~38~07106#7013EI~0,03
232 DATA 3~,7A,3D,C2,EA,3r,00,0~
24~ DATA ~4.CA.FA.3F.DB.70.A3.C2
248 DATA E9,3F,Ar,G3,ES,0D,00,00
3~0 REM START AT HEX 3FE0'63*256+224
310 M~63*256+224
320 FOR N-M TO M+31
330 READ HS:GOSUB 400
340 PRINT N.DD
350 POKE N.DD:NE~T N
360 REM PUT ADR IN USR
370 POKE 73.224
380 POKE 74.53
390 GaTO 490
400 XS-RIGHTS(HS.l)
410 GOSUB 450:DD-X
420 XS=LEFTS(HS.l)
430 GOSUB 450:DD-16*X+DD
440 RETURN
450 X=VAL(~S)
460 IF XS="0" THEN RETURN
470 IF X=0 THEN X'ASC(XS)-55
480 RETURN
490 REM USR PROGRAM FOR JOYSTICK
50~ REM FOR ALTAIR 8K BASIC REV 4.0
1000 REM GAME OF STAR CHASE FOR VDM-l
1010 REM REQUIRES JOYSTICKS AND USR ROUTINE
1~20 REM REV 1.0 JUN 76 JB PA~M~R
1030 PRINT:PRINT." 5 TAR C HAS E"
1040
1050
1060
107~
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
115~
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
131~
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060

PRINT
PRINT" BETA 107 IS A VERY DENSE AND RARE CLUSTER OF PERFECT"
PRINT"BINARY PAIRS OF MICRO-STARS. rxz FEDERATION OF P~ANETS"
PRINT"HAS DECLARED THIS AREA OFf LIMITS TO ALL SHIPS."
PRINT"TRAVEL AT SUB-WARP VELOCITY INTO TrlE GRAVITATION FIELD"
PRINT"Of A BINARY MICRO PAIR WOULD PRECIPITATE ITS DESTRUCTION"
PRINT" MICRO-STARS CONTAIN LARGE AMOUNTS OF RARE ELEMENTS."
PRINT"STARFLEET HAS LEARNED OF A KLINGON PLAN TO INVADE THE"
PRINT"AREA. TrlEY WILL CAUSE WIDESPREAD DESTRUCTION."
PRINT" YOUR MISSION: CAPTURE TrlE ALIEN VESSEL AND MINIMIZE"
PRINT"DESTRUCTION OF TrlE MICRO STARS. REMEMBER THAT YOUR"
PRINT"OWN SHIP WILL DESTROY A BINARY MICRO PAIR IF YOU PASS"
PRINT"INTO THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD AT SUB-WARP VELOCITY."
PRINT" ONE MORE THING. BETA 107 ALSO CONTAINS BLACK HOLES."
PRINT"THESE WILL APPEAR TO THE SHIP'S SENSORS AS SINGLE"
PRINT"STARS. BUT THEY HAVE A GRAVITATION FORCE THAT WILL"
PRINT"PULL ANY OBJECT INTO THE BLACK ZONE. BE CAREFUL."
PRINT" STARFLEET OUT."
PRINT
PRINT"SPOCK: CAPTAIN. ABOUT TriOSE BLACK rlOLES. BETA 107 HAS"
PRINT"ONLY BINARY PAIRS OF MICRO-STARS AND THE BLACK HOLES"
PRINT"WrlICH DISPLAY AS SINGLE STARS. LOGICALLY THEN."
PRINT"ANY STAR ••HICH IS NOT A MEMBER OF A BINARY PAIR"
PRINT"11UST BE A BLACK HOLE. UPON ENTERING THE BLACK ZONE"
PRINT"WE WILL LOSE ALL CONTACT. I HAVE PROGRAMMED T'IE SHIP' 5"
PRINT"COMPUTER TO AUTOMATI CALLY ENGAGE FULL EMERGENCY POWER."
PRINT"WE WILL THEN BE LOCKED IN ORBIT AROUND THE BLACK rlOLE:'
PRINT"INSIDE THE BLACK ZONE. THE SO-CALLED AREA OF DARKNESS."
PRINT"TO ESCAPE FROM THE BLACK ZONE ITIS ONLY NECESSARY TO"
PRINT"CHART A COURSE AWAY FROM OUR LAST KNOWN LOCATION"
PRINT"AND JUST WAIT UNTIL WE BREAK FREE."
PRINT" AND I MIGrlT ADD. CAPTAIN. TrlAT IT WOULD BE FUTILE"
PRINT"TO SPECIFy FULL POWER. INASMUCrI AS THE SI-IIPWILL"
PRINT"ALREADY BE USING FULL POWER TO BREAK FREE. TO DO"
PRINT"SO WOULD CAUSE US TO GO SrlOOTING ACRO SS THE"
PRINT"GALAXY TrlE INSTANT WE BREAK FREE.":FOR N=~ TO 999:NEXT N
CLEAR,OUT 200.0:E9=-13312:K9=E9:E0=E9:K0-E9
El=9729:K4=9732
V=-114:HM=-13426
E2=2050:K8'2056
W=64:E=42:K=35:B=32
X=46:F=0:D=I:G=0:S=58
S9=0:M--13312:M9--12288
FOR N-M TO 119 STEP 2:POKE N.B:POKE N+D.B
IF RNO(I)<.1 THEN POKE N.S:IF RND(I)<.1 THEN POKE N.X
NE~T
E9'(USR(EI)+V)*W+USR(E2)+HM
IF E~<>E9 THEN POKE E0,8
IF PEEK(E9)=X THEN F=20
IF F THEN F=f-O,GOTO 1560
If PEEK(E9)=S THEN 59=59+0
POKE E9.E.E0=E9
K9=(USR(K4)+V)*W+USR(K8)+HM
IF K,,<>K9 THEN POKE K0.•8
If PEEK(K9)=~ THEN G=20
IF G THEN G=G-O.GOTO 1620
IF PEEK(K9)'S THEN 59=59+0
POKE K9 .•KIK0'=K9
IF K9<>E9 THEN 1500
FOR N-33 TO 47,FOR N0=e TO 19:NEXT NO
POKE E9.N,NEXT N:POKE E9.E
PRINT "TrlE KLINGON HAS BEEN CAPTURED ""
PRINT "STARfLEET REPORTS "59" STAR SYSTEMS DESTROYED"
N=INT(S9/7l+1
ON N GOTO 1700.1710.1720.1730
PRINT "YOU REALLY BLEW IT 1,":GOTO 1740
PRINT "VERY EXCELLENT WORK. CAPTAIN '"
PRINT "STARFLEET IS SATISFIED WITH YOUR MISSION":GOTO 1740
PRINT "YOU DID A FAIR JOB. BUT-"
PRINT "YOUR NEXT ASSIGNMENT WILL BE ON ALTAIR 2"
INPUT "ANOTrlER TRY ";VS
IF LEFT$(YS .•1)<>"N" THEN 1400
END
PRINT "O<128,g-1,2,4,OR S'"
INPUT"D ..E";O .•E
A=USR(0*256+E)
INPUT"CHANGE PO 51nON"; RS
B-USR(D.256+E)
PRINT A;B;S-A
GOTO 2010 Program B. "Star Chase" listing (for VDM-1 and joysticks).



tive joy pots. Shielded cable
might reduce some of the in-
teraction between timers, but it
seems to work OK as is.

Adjustments

After the minor errors, the
joysticks worked with no prob-
lem. I have neither fully decod-
ed the I/O port nor made use of
the PWR signal on the Altair
bus. To dale this has not
caused any problem. The major
weakness is only in the resis-
tance elements of the joy-
sticks. To overcome this prob-
lem make the following "ad-
justment": Tell the players
beforehand that there is a
strange, unpredictable gravita-
tional distortion in the midst of
the Beta 107 star cluster that
has been programmed into the
computer simulation. This has
proved to be very effective. But
if you need joysticks for a com-
mercial application, pay quite a
bit more and get highly linear
elements.

The routine at line 2000 is not
part of the game program. It is
used to fine-tune the software
to correct any variations in
hardware. It will input a test
value for register 0 and the
mask bit in E.

As an example, put right ver-
tical full up. Enter 38,1 and hit
return. Put right vertical full
down, then type any letter to
the next input statement and
hit return. BASIC now gives the
first, last and difference for the
up and down positions of chan-
nel one. For vertical movement
on the VDM-1 video display you
want just 16 positions, or else
the spaceship will go off the
screen altogether. Normally
the joysticks never return a zero
value, so bias is needed. This is
the variable V in line 1420.

Variables E1 and K4 are ver-
tical-calling constants: E1 =
256 • 0 + 1; K4 = 256 •0 + 4.

Do the same for the horizon-
tal movements. There are 64
positions across the screen.
Now USR must return values
that differ by 64 for extreme left
or right positions. Again, the
minimum value will be the bias.
Add the bias value to M to get
constant HM in line 1420.

Line 1430 has constants for
horizontal movements: E2 =

256 • 0 + 2; K8 = 256 • 0 + 8.
Once determined, these

values do not have to be
changed. Really, they are not at
all critical. Improper values will
put the spaceships off the

screen or give very funny
responses. Avoid' using BASIC
to make calculations within the
program. Being an interpreter,
it goes rather slowly when
doing a lot of calculations.

Using joybox with VDM-1 display.

Two joysticks mounted in aluminum box.

Notice the values for M and
M9. This is how the top and bot-
tom of the VDM-1 memory is
identified by Mits BASIC.
Change these if your VDM-1 is
not in the usual memory loca-
tion. Some other constants are
ASCII values for stars or
spaceships.

Triumphant Return

Now back to the school with
the joysticks! Everybody loved
it. My Altair is now a hero; and it
also provides a very good exer-
cise in eye-and-hand coordina-
tion. You must tell this to the
principal if he drops in and asks
what your class is doing this
period.

Now what the game lacks in
intellectual interest is compen-
sated by the excitement it gen-
erates. The players are told that
a capture is made only by slow
movements. Otherwise, a fast
movement is a "warp," and the
player goes right through an
object without disturbing it.

The joystick software can be
made more simple or more
complex as the user wishes.
Most video games today do not
allow very slow or very fast
movements at the player's op-
tion. If that is all you want,
forget about the joysticks and
just use Simple on-off switches.
With the joysticks, the player
has much more control.

What are some of the future
uses of a joystick/video display
system? I have a fantasy of a
cockpit simulation of the flight
of an airplane. What are your
ideas?
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Attack on the Pack!

Sherm Wantz's handy index/article on page 104 tells you how to "get inside" the TRS-80
manual. Here's an article that tells you what exactly is inside the TRS-80 power pack.

David F. Miller
7462 Lawler Ave.
Niles IL 60648

Ifyou've been wondering (as I
had) exactly what is inside

the TRS-80 power-pack cube,
then this article should beof in-
terest to you! Actually, it was
more than just passing curiosi-
ty that drove me to brutally tear
apart the plastic housing for
the power pack (which is the
only way I can think of to gain
access to the working innards).

My pack, after being on for a
while, had (past tense) an ex-
tremely distracting transformer
lamination buzz that eventually
became intolerable. I had heard
that other TRS-80 owners had
experienced blown fuses (yes,
the line fuse is inside the sealed
power pack) because many

Photo 1. Front view of the
completed power pack.
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units were produced without
Sio-Blo-type fuses, and the
standard lag fuses were prone
to blow on initial power-up.
Knowing my luck, I suspected
that my pack most likely did not
have a Sio-Blo fuse and that
sooner or later I would be
tearing (literally) into it. I was
right.
The schematic diagram (Fig.

1) of the TRS-80power pack is
basically self-explanatory and
should be of some interest to
most users. The only additions
I made are those shown in the
primary circuit (originally it was
simply a pigtail fuse and an ac
line cord).

If you decide to take the route
that I did, check the wiring on
your pack to make sure no pro-
duction changes were made in
color coding, etc. Mine has

been remounted in an LMB No.
C.R.-422 box (4 x 2% x 2%
inches) along with the external-

Iy accessible fuse holder and
main on-off switch visible in the
front view of Photo 1. Photos 2

Photo 2. Inside wiring view of the completed power pack.
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Fig. 1. Modified TRS-80power pack.



and 3 show inside and end
views of the power pack.

The single main switch al-
lows me to turn off the primary
power to everything (power
pack, video display and cas-
sette recorder), or I can leave
the computer itself on and sim-
ply shut down the video displa~
with its own power switch if I
want to leave a program run-
ning but not actually displaying
(which I often do). The General
Electric 6RS20SP4B4 shown
across the transformer primary
is a thyrector diode pack that
dissipates harmful transients
that might come down the ac
line from time to time.

My source for this device has

been EDI (Electronic Distribu-
tors, lnc., 4900 N. Elston Ave-
nue, Chicago IL 60630, (312)
283-4800)-if you are unable to
obtain one locally. The thyrec-
tor isn't necessary, but I con-
sider it inexpensive insurance
against possible transient
damage.

The power-pack changes
shown in this article are surely
no engineering miracle, but
they do provide more operating
ease and certainly more rea-
sonable access to the individ-
ual components of the pack. If
you take your time in dissecting
the original pack, you should
have little difficulty in finishing
this project in one evening.•

Photo 3. End view of the completed power-pack wiring. Note the
transformer at the very rear of the photo.

DAM
DATA ~
ACQUISITION by Ib!J ~:rJir:>
MODULES Ib!J

YOUR
NOW YOUR COMPUTER CAN LISTEN TO THE
REAL WORLD. YOU GET 16 8 BIT ANALOG
INPUTS WITH OUR AIM16.

MEASURE - RECORD - CONTROL

• TEMPERATURE
• DIRECTION
• PRESSURE
• LIGHT LEVELS
• db• POLLUTION CONTROLS
• DARKROOMS
• HUMIDITY
• LIGHT
• JOYSTICKS

• ENERGY CONSERVATION EQUIPMENT
• GREENHOUSES

SPEED
WEATHER STATIONS

• NOISE POLLUTION
• pH

EARTHOUAKETREMORS
VELOCITY
ACCELERATION

• GAMES

COMPUTER
AIM161 STARTER SET

1· AIM161 16 ANALOG INPUTS
8 BITS - 100 MICROSEC

1· POWl POWER MODU LE

1· ICON INPUT CONNECTOR - 20 PINS
SOLDER EYELETS

1· OCON OUTPUT CONNECTOR 18 PINS
SOLDER EYELETS•1•. .w,,<M,1 '189.00

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER
~
~

150 POCONO ROAD· BROOKFIELD, CONNECTICUT 06804' v" Ci07

(203) 775·9659

APPLE
OWNERS
Star Base Aries

ISDG,specialists in apple software, are
pleased to announce the availability of
the first of many realistic, real time
simulations utilizing high resolution
graphics. True to the laws of orbital
mechanics, this program simulates
the acquisition of and docking with a
rotating space station.
The program is available in tape

($15.00) and disc ($18.00). The tape
version requires 16K of ram. Forward
check or money order to:

ISDG Inc.
312 Highgate Avenue vl33

Buffalo, New York 14215
(N.Y. State residents add 7% sales tax)

ALLOW 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

Jl COMPUTER BOARDS
.",' CPUWITHSERIAL PORT~"4' • 8080A ••• si 00

~ SINGLE BOARD
Now it's easy - with a CPU Board which
includes an on-board serial port. This 2 MHz
CPU Board talks directly to your terminal
by 20 ma current loop or RS·232. Baud rate
selectable from 110 to 9600.

ASSEMBLED AND TESTED ... ONLY - $195

_"", AUDIO CASSETTEINTERFACE
<.~.WITH 3 PARALLEL I/O PORTS

~" S·100· •• SINGLE BOARD
Your best choice for mass storage. This
board includes 3 parallel 8 bit ports, a tape
motor control (on-off) and a driver for ex-
ternal data I/O monitor lamp. The 3 PIO
port common handshake signal lines are
independent of data lines.

ASSEMBLED AND TESTED ... ONLY - $195

OUR 20th YEAR OF ELECTRONIC EXCEllENCE=n.c;
1

__ '_' I_IINC. 461 Laboratory Road
••- Oak Ridge,TN 37830

6154824041

vN13

V Reader Service-see page 179

161 Almeria Ave., Coral Gables
FL 33134 • Phone (305) 576-7666

L..kd.JI >"T47

I .---.I
Tp8"S -118t8 [J()p~()P8ti()"

APPLE OWNERS
NEW SOFTWARE AVAILABLE
APA09....Label Print......... . $10.00
AD 106.. Mailing List System. . $50.00
AD 102.. File Use Tutorial. $15.00
APA04 .. Finances.. .. .........• , $15.00
APA07 .. Check Book $20.00
AE 105.. Super Math......... . $18.00
AE 108.. Metrics Conversion. . $20.00
AE 106.. Memory Aide...... . $18.00
AG 116.. Horse Race. .. .. .. . $18.00
AG 103.. Keyboard Organ.. . $18.00

ORDERING INFORMATION ...
Floppy Disk add $8.00. Add $2.00 for shipping &
handling. Florida residents add 4% tax. Send
check, money order or credit card to Rey lnterna-
tional Inc., Dept. K118, 161 Almeria Ave., Coral
Gables, FL 33134 Tel. (305) 576·7666.
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DISK ASSEMBLERand
DISK EDITOR

Both programs read and write disk files; file size not
limited by memory. Assembler will assemble up to
ten source files at a time; permits modular pro-
gramming with programs easily relocated by
reassembling at the desired address. Editor does
not use line numbers; it searches for strings. Lines
may be inserted, deleted and displayed. Large disk
source files allow programs to be fully commented.

ASSEMBLER/EDITOR on disk
with users manual. ..$30

COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN
906 N. Main Wichita, KS 67214

DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED

NOW A SOLUTION
TO YOUR I/O HEADACHE#33

The DE 1000 Terminal is a low cost stand alone video terminal that

operates quietly and maintenance free. It will allow you to display on

a monitor or modified T.V. 16 lines of 64 characters. The

characters can be any of the 96 ASCII alphanurnerics, and any of

the 32 spacial characters. In addition to upper-lower case

capability it has a scroll up feature and full X-V cursor control. All

that is required from your microcomputer is 300 baud, RS 232 or

20 mA current loop, serial data. And if that is not enough the price

is only $275.00 in kit or $350.00 assembled. plus $5.00shipping

and handling. To order phone or write:

OTTO ELECTRONICS
P.O.Box 3066

Princeton, N.J. 08540
609/44B-9165

,....09

MC, BAC. COD accepted N..J. residents add 50/0 sales tax.
Dealer Inquiries invited.
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_--- LEVEL IV ---._
32020 Cheboygan ,....L19

Westland, Mich. 48185 (313) 326-0386
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL USE OF THE TRS-80™·

BUSINESS PROGRAMS
General Ledger
Single Entry type, permits you to keep track of your incoming and outgOing checks $99.00
Mailing Lister
Permits you to keep your clients all in one file and select up to 5 different types of mailings to send
out. Both tables and clients journal. 2 types of sorts, zip and name.. . .... $49.00
Inventory Control
Giving you printouts of in-stock, and cost breakdown of orders. Also keeps track of vendors, min.
orders and more.. . ... $99.00
All of the above programs are on disk and come with full instructions. All programs are user orien-
tated, so you don't have to be a programmer.

Micro Chess
~nings. The best computer game for the TAS-80™ ..
Space Battle

~ar Trek but better. This may be the most-wanted game for the TAS-80TM. A graphic war
game in Levelll. This copyrighted game is available in Levell. This is the original one written by Rick
Papo.. . .... $10.00
Final Approach
Aircraft simulator. In lull graphics brings this jet plane down to the ground, but watch out for the small
problems that come up, like a cabin fire and more. Levell and Level II on one tape $10.00
Galaxy Target

Shoal down the alien machine but don't lose all your power. Bonus game on the back side, both Level

114K.. . .... $10.00

. ... 519.95

Renumber
Renumber your Level II programs. Gives you a printout lathe screen or line printer, atso.. . .. $20.00
ASCII Compare
Compares two dillerent ASCII stored program files. Producing a third file of the differences. Great
when version two or your program doesn't work and you forgot whal you changed $5.00
Nawllst
Display ASCII Flies to screen or printer (60 lines per page). If file is basic program, it will break each
line to individual instructions.. . ... $5.00
Where Was It
Examines an ASCII file (program) for key words you select (up to 100 different). Useful for conversions
from one basic to another.. . $5.00
Leyell Relocated in leyell! RAM
Have the best of both worlds. A Levett machine and a Levell! in the same machine without avoiding
your warranty. Cassette or dtsk.. . .. 520.00

All the above Utilities programs are sold on disk (disk $5.00 extra)

Hardwa,@
Memory for TRS·80TM 4116's Full Instructions and Dip Shunts
TRS·80TM Schematic for Keyboard ....
TRS·80™ Interface Schematic ...
Diskette .. Each

....... $109.00
" ....•.•. •..•.• .•.. .._ .. $5.00
. ..• .•.•... .•......•. . .... $5.00

..... $5.00
Diskette ... Box of 10. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . $45_00
TRS·80™ Keyboard and MonltorJlnterface cever.. . 515.00

•
••• __ p;,;le,::.s:,:eF,.)dRd75c Postage per Order. Michigan Residents add 4% Sales Tax.

MORE INFORMATION ON ANY PROGRAM JUST WRIITE. •••

14625

TRS •80 OWNERS
When you get tired of backgammon and space treck you'll

want to put your computer to more serious uses. Perhaps we
can help.

Our business is the generation of well-written,
well-documented scientific software. Our first offering is a
reliable, accurate general purpose matrix inversion program
which can be used as a stand alone mainline or can be folded
into your own program (source languages are level1and level
1I basic). The level I routine is tightly packed and both allow
the inverse to be built up over the original matrix to conserve
memory if you desire. A.1 0x 10 runs about 45 sec. A 16K
machine can handle a 60x60 array. The distribution medium
is cassette. The price is $9.95 prepaid with order. (N. Y.
residents add 7% sales tax.)

Other programs are now in preparation. Watch our ads or
drop us a line if you have a specific requirement.

'0IGNIFICANT 00n"WARE
,....573

Box9274
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

V' Reader Service-see page 179



RECYCLE(D)
COMPUTERS...............................................

BUY -1:l SELL -1:l SWAP

Hardware & Software
NEW PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENTS

Mailed 1st Class every 3 Weeks

I yr. (18 issues) 1:: $3.75...............................................
ON LINE ~",@-."

1"'02
O.l~r l\rrrlr. fJII~llStlcr

TX AND Y V'X2

PLOTTER
IEEE-488 INTERFACEFOR THE PE T OR H.P.
BUSS USER
OR FROM TTL PORT

DIRECT TO PLOTTER

• DIGITAL STEP RESOLUTION .015"
• ALPHA - NUMERIC SOFTWARE

KIT IS $195,-

ASSEMBLED- TESTED $ 249,

~O~ X&y
~~~c.~ ENTERPRISES
'> P.O. BOX 796

HUNTSVILLE.AL.35804

24696 Santa Cruz Hwy .• Los Ga.tos. CA 95030
lot! 'I~r "'•.." 10 DUO••••"". ON}'''''' ,,,,.. If ~ "'''lllt 10 YOU~ 10 IIV A ..

SOL-20
SOFTWARE

from ESV Computer Service
ProcessorTec 'I( Q~V

DIAGNOSTICS II: Checks user RAM (addresses are keyboard selectible by operator), video RAM, SOLOS or Boot-
load RAM, audio interface, and personality module. Features hard-copy printout of video displays using TAB key, and
selectibte output ports. Cassette tape comes with SOLOS version on one side & Boatload (BOOTL) on the other for use
with either cassette or Hefos SOL Systems . . . $50. on cassette

DISASSEMBLER: Allows conversion of machine language programs to assembly language. Features operator
selectible output ports for hard-copy printer or video display and audio cassette storage of disassembled text. Permits
modification to be made fa custom use or possible relocation. Symbol table may be anywhere in RAM and is assigned
by the operator during initialization. Line numbers and labels are automatically assigned by the disassembler during
construction of the asserrbly language program. Special characters will be displayed in the line number's most sig-
nificant digit to flag the need to divide the machine code for 2 or more passes when the line number exceeds 9999. Tape
storage (if selected) is done byte-by-byte (text) for use with assemblers other than ALS-8 or Software #1.

. $30. on cassette

MAILBOX: A mailing list program designed 10 work on your Helios Disk system. Fealures online ediling for data
entry, operator may select serial or parallel drivers (included on diskette) for hard copy, pre-sorted mailing labels (by zip
codes as required by postal regulations for bulk mailing), label search, modification of single line should address or
name need changes, file status check to determine amount and percentage of "dead space" and number of names in
file, file compression to remove data in the same size file, generate separate diskette to increase data storage, will
dump files to either 2 or 4 columns on printer: and is operator seleetible ' $45. on Henes diskette

DROIDS: An action game where you play the computer. Try to escape Droids by hiding behind fences. Features
static practice mode for skill development and real time attack mode with selectible difficulty factors

. $19.50 on cassette

ALS·8 UTILITIES adds cassette 1/0 operalions 10 ALS-6. In-
cluded are seven custom tape commands and five clear
memory commands. Source program on cassette will
assemble into 12C (hex) byes.
EC-OOI Source program on cassettelape . . $15.00

SOFTPAC #1 cassette use; BasiclS on any Sol·20/S0LOS
wilh 16K of RAM. Included are four games, STAR, BLACK·
JACK, CRAPS, and WAR.
EC-002 BasiclS programs on cassette tape . $18.00

BLOCKADE is an action game tor two players on the same key-
board. Build, wall as you trove and trap your opponent. Gel
sound effects through an AM radio or the Music System.
Machine language program runs in 6K of RAM
EC-003 Machine language jYogram on cassette .... $14.00

SOL·20 DIAGNOSTIC checf<s user RAM. system RAM,
SOLOS, keyboard, video, and cassette interface. This
machine language program requires 6K of RAM.
EC·004 Machine language program on cassette. . $45.00

CALENDAR & TIME has a calendar for whatever monlh and
year you want. Also included is a time program which displays
hours, minutes, and secoms on the screen. These 8asic/5

~c~go~mBSa~icj~i~~o~~~rri! :C~ssette tape .. $10.00

DIRECT REDUCTION LOAN provides amortizalion schedule

rg[e~e~~r~algf~ afs~~oa~c~rat~~i~~~ o~~~~ i~fr~~~i~:~\o~f~~

~~~bc6~g~~j~~~rogram on cassette tape ... $10.00

ACCOUNTS RECEIVA8LE uses cassette oata files 10 keep cus-
tomer information on cassette tape. Functions include update,
report. search, and enter rew records. 20K of RAM and 2
cassette recorders are required to run this Extended Cassette
Basic Program.
EC-007 Basic program on cassette tape . $25.00

SMARTMOUTHED BLACKJACK uses Las Vegas rules includ-
ing splil hands, double oown, and insurance bets. The
humorous wise-cracks of !he dealer keep the attention of the
player for hours. This Exterded Cassette Basic program re-

~~~6363Ja~igfp~0~~am on cassette tape .. $19.50

BIORHYTHM cassette produces complete plot or a simple lisl
of critical days. Output can be directed to any pseudo port.
Extended Cassette Basic ...ersion requires 24K. Basic/5
version requires 16K. Any mmber of days can be forecast.
EC·009 BasiclS program on cassette tape $19.50
EC-010 Exlended Cassette Basic program cassette . $19.50

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
All items shipped from stock. First generation recordings.

One Year Warranty I
All above items on 1200 baud CUTS cassette.

All orders COO or prepaid. Albw 3% for freight if prepaid. Texas residents add 5% sales lax. Wrile for calalog. Dealerships available.

926 N. Collins. Arlington, TX 76011 • (817) 469-1502

", Reader Service-see page 179

OUR VISIBLE MEMORY ADDS FUNCTION
AND FUN TO YOUR 6502

This DOT MATRIX display board doubles as an BK MEMORY.
You can use it as a display, memory expansion or both with
graphic and text display software available. You get resolution
graphics with no wait states, no snow, and no processor
overhead. x.rooe ASSEMBLED and TESTED $240.00, BARE
BOARD $40.00 K·1008·1 GRAPHIC/TEXT UTILITY SOFTWARE
LISTING $20.00.

As a dot matrix formatted 200 high by 320 wide, it allows high
resolution patterns to be displayed and evaluated. It enhances
system performance for data acquisition displays, math equa-
tion plolting, etc.

For charts and graphs, it is valuable in the educational,
research and business fields. Shown to the right is a single
period of a complex frequency waveform and its frequency
spectrum chart.

For text display, dot matrix is the ultimate. Any character set
the user desires is possible. Even subscript and superscript in
the same column, ami-mixed text and graphics. The improved
man-machine interface for an unskilled operator increases pro-
ductivity.

Graphics allows you to program games with much more ac-
curate representation of your game because YOUDETERMINE
THE SHAPES on the display, not a ROM character generator.
Our LIFE program allows tremendous creativity in creating
complex colonies for observation of generation growth and
decay.

~r:~~p:~~~~el~~~~~~~Uft~f ~~~ :ynS~~~~(~I~~~jM,f~r~):
The K·l006 requires only the processor card and its power sup-
ply to function as a memory. Add a monitor and you have

~:~:!c~.lato~ ~;~e~i~I~~'i:~~i~~~6E5 ~~~doFTI~;~~~~~~:'~~
Music Systems (with advanced software), K·1020 Regulated
Wire Wrap card, K·1012 10/COMM/PROM/270B Programmer
card, K-1016 16K Memory, all sold assembled and tested or as
bare boards. Write for technical information, prices and terms.

Overseas orders-include $3.00 for shipping.

Micro Technology Unlimited
V'M44

P.o. Box 4596 Manchester NH 03108
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8K
BASIC
for

KIM-1
The famous high speed Microsoft BASIC

is now available for KIM-1. The 9-digit
accuracy version is available on cassette or
paper tape.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

$99.00
$2.00 shipping and handling

JOHNSON
COMPUTER
P.o. BOX523

MEDINA,OHIO 44256

,....J4

(216)725-4560

theULTIMATE in
CHEAP VIDEO

BOOK &KIT
ONLY $42.95

Don Lancaster s "Cheap
unlimited options, including:
* Scrolling· Full performance cursor.* Line/Character formats of 16/32, 24/80, 32/64 ....

or almost anything.
* Graphics-up to 256X 256 B&W; 96 X 128 COLOR

(requires l.ow-cost option modules)
* Works with 6502, 6800 and other micros.

SPECIAL OFFER: Buy the Kit (upper case alpha-
numeric option included) & get the Book at 1/2 price.

,....P9 IIIiA ElECTRONICS,OEPT.2-K, 1020 W.WILSHIREBLVO.. OKLAHOMA.CITY.OK73116

I'm Sold, PLEASE RUSH ..... ( ) SEND FREE CATALOG

f~~ O(§}(O)
SOFTWARE!

I',,-- •......
'-- ,/

f~MY
~

canned
software

YES: QUALITY SOFTWARE FOR THE TRS-80 IS
NOW WRITTEN a AVAILABLE. BCC IS PLEASED
TO BE ABLE TO PRESENT SOME VERY FINE
SOFTW ARE NOW WITH EVEN MORE AVAIL.
ABLE IN THE VERY NEAR FUTURE. ALSO WE
DEVELOP CUSTOM DESIGNED SOFTWARE FOR
YOUR EVERY NEED. WRITE US FOR A FREE
PRICE QUOTE.

( ) TVT-65J8 Kit & Cheap Video Cookbook - $42.95 (enclosed)
( ) TVT -65/8 Kit only (book required for assembly) -$39.95

narne: _
address: _

city: state: zip: _

!..~!~~T.!'~I!!~S __ D!~T:..2..:!_.:.!~2~!:..'!I~s.!'~R!_B:~,;;_0!~~~~~~~Y.:.~~~~!.6 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~

~ FOR SOFTWARE THINK BCC ~

o EXPENSE REPORTING SYSTEM
LEVEL II 16K $22.95
Keeps track of up to 50 Expense
Categories for a full year. Gives
monthly, quarterly, and annual
totals of expenses. For the
small business or home use.

o BACKGAMMON
LEVEL I or II 16K $19.95
PLAY AGAINST THE COMPUTER & LOSE!
The computer plays a darned good
game. With Level II you can even
bet!

o SPACETREK -80
LEVEL I or II 16K $9.95
Play a strange game of blowing-up
stars to find starbases. Watch
out for those antimatter mines!
Tune-in on your AM radio for
strange sound effects.

~ FOR SUPPLIES THINK BCC ~

o C20 CASSETTES
The same high-density, calendered
tape we use for our own programs.

1-12 $1.5gea. 13-24 $1.2gea.
25+ ' $1. 19ea .

o CODING PADS
BASIC LANGUAGE CODING PADS $.70
50 sheets of 20 lines per sheet
and 64 characters per line.

SCREEN FORMAT PADS $1.00
50 sheets per pad

ORDERNOW!All programs comeon quality cassettes. Programsare available
on diskette for an additional charge of $7.00per order. NYS residents add 7%.

Check boxes of items being ordered:
# of items ordered__ Total amount enclosed__ (AII items must be
prepaid.)

@@!w(j'(j'!w~ ~@rruf,)!W~~orru@ce@(j'~@(j'®~o@rru
,....B35 %1friendly rd.

smithtown ny 11787 Dept. TRS _80
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Put this SORoe IQ 120 at the
end of your system for fast and
silent input/output.

$79500*

Put this T.1.810 printer at the
end of your system for fast and
reliable hard-copy output.

Put this TELETYPE 43 at the
end of your system for reliable
low-cost input/output.

*plus 2% handling.
Shipped freight collect. v-M73

Also DIABLO, LEAR/SIEGLER, DEe
Write or call for a free catalogue

as FORTRAN and BASIC must be translated into machine
language before a computer can understand them. With ELF
II you build a solid foundation in computers so you'll really
know what you're doing, no matter how complicated things
get.
Video output also makes ELF II unique among computers

selling for such a low price. Attached to your TV set, ELF II
becomes a fabulous home entertainment center. It's capable of
providing endless hours of fun for both adults and children of
all ages! ELF II can create graphics, alphanumeric displays
and fantastic video games. .
No additional hardware is required to connect ELF II to

your TV's video input. If you prefer to connect ELF II to your
antenna terminals instead, simply use a low cost RF modulator
(to order one, see coupon below).

ELF II's 5-card expansion bus (connectors not included)
allows you to expand ELF II as your needs for power grows. If
you're an engineer or hobbiest, you can also use ELF II as a
counter, alarm, lock, thermostat, timer or telephone dialer; or
for countless other applications.

ELF II Explodes Into A Giant!
Thanks to ongoing work by RCA and Netronics, ELF II
add-ons are among the most advanced anywhere. Plug in the
GIANT BOAR~ and you can record and play back programs,
edit and debug programs, communicate with remote devices
and make things happen in the outside world. Add Kluge Board
to get ELF II to solve special problems such as operating a
more complex-alarm system or controlling a printing press.
Add 4k RAM board and you can write longer programs, store
more information and solve more sophisticated problems.
Expanded, ELF II is perfect for engineering, business,

industrial, scientific and personal finance applications. No
other small computer anywhere near ELF II's low price is
backed by such an extensive research and development pro-
gram.
The ELF-BUG@> Monitor is an extremely recent break-

through that lets you debug programs with lightening speed
because the key to debugging is to know what's inside the
registers of the microprocessor and, instead of single stepping
through your program, the ELF-BUG@l Monitor, utilizing
break points, lets you display the entire contents of the regis-
ters on your TV screen at any point in your program. You find
out immediately what's going on and can make any necessary
changes. Programming is further simplified by displaying 24
bytes of RAM with full address, blinking cursor and auto
scrolling. A must for serious programmers!
Netronics will soon be introducing the ELF II Color

Graphics & Music System-more breakthroughs that ELF II
owners will be the first to enjoy!
Now BASIC Makes Programming ELF II Even Easierl

Like all computers, ELF II understands only "machine
language" -the language computers use to talk to each other.
But, to make life easier for you, we've developed ari ELF II
11nyBASIC. It talks to ELF II in machine language for you so
that you can program ELF II with simple words that can be
typed out on a keyboard such as PRINT, RUN and LOAD.

Stop reading
ELF II and our new.
master computers in no time at all! I I demonstrates all 91
commands an ReA 1802 can execute and the Short Course
quickly teaches you how to use each of the 1802's capabilities.

ELF II's video output lets you display an alphanumeric
readout or graphics on any TV screen or video monitor plus
enjoy the latest video games, including an exciting new
target/missile gun game that was specifically developed for
ELF I!.

But that's not all. Once you've mastered computer funda-
mentals, ELF II can give you POWER with add-ons that are
among the most advanced found anywhere. No wonder IEEE
chapters plus hundreds of universities and major corporations
have chosen the ELF II to introduce their students and per-
sonnel to microprocessor computing!

Learn The Skill That May Soon Be Far
More Important Than Your College Degreel

The ability to use a computer may soon be more important to
your earning power than a college degree. Without a knowl-
edge of computers, you are always at the mercy of others when
it comes to solving highly complex business, engineering, in-
dustrial and scientific problems. People who understand com-
puters can command MONEY and to get in on the action, you
must learn computers. Otherwise you'll be left behind.

ELF Ills The F-A-S- T Way To I:.earn
Computer Fundamentals!

Regardless of how minimal your computer background is now,
you can learn to program a computer in almost no time at all.
That's because Netronics has developed a special Short
Course on Microprocessor And Computer 'Programming in
non-technical language that leads you through everyone of the
RCA COSMAC 1802's capabilities so you'll understand
everything ELF II can do ... and how to get ELF II to do it.'

All 91 commands that an 1802 can execute are explained to
you, step-by-step. The text, written for Netronics by Tom
Pittman, is a tremendous advance over every .other program-
ming book in print.

Keyed specifically to the ELF II, it's loaded with "hands
on" illustrations. When you're finished, ELF II and the 1802
will no longer hold any mysteries to you.

In fact, not only will you be able to use a personal computer

~~a~~~I:: 1~~M:~~c?Ea~G~. ~~~'b~tr~~n~s ~t~c~~~n~k~~dti:~~dditi'~~bi~.U~ir~Itt~~~~!~~~fJfa~dc~u~~e~~~
TRONICS and PERSONAL COMPUTING and under- than "big name" computers that cost a lot more money.
stand the articles. With ELF II, you learn to write and run your own programs.

If you work with large computers, ELF II and our short You're never reduced to being a mere keypunch operator,
Course will help you to understand what makes them tick. working blindly with someone else's predeveloped software.

A Dynamite Package For Just $99,95! No matter what your specialty is, owning a computer which
. . you really know how to use is sure to make you a leader. ELF

WIth ELF II, you learn to use machine language-the funda- II is the fastest way there is to get into computers. Order from
mental language of all computers. Higher level languages such the coupon below!
r------------SENDTODAY!-----------__.
I NOWAVAILABLEFORELF/I- 0 Deluxe metal cabinet for ASCII NetronicsR&DLtd" KB v-N1SI
o Tom Pittman's Short Course On Mi- Keyboard, $19,95 plus $2.50 p&h. 333 Litchfield Road, ' Phone
croprocessor & Computer Programm- 0 ELF II 11ny BASIC on cassette New Milford, CT 06776 (203) 354-9375
ing teaches you just about everything tape. Commands include SAVE,
there is to know about ELF II or any LOAD, ±, <. +. ( ),26 variables A-Z, Yesl I want to run programs at home and
RCA 1802 computer. Written in non- LET, IF/THEN, INPUT, PRINT, have enclosed:O $99.95 plus $3 postage
technical language, it's a learning GOTO, GO SUB, RETURN, END, & handling for RCACOSMACELF II kit,
breakthroughforengineersandlaymen REM, CLEAR, LIST, RUN, PLOT, 0 $4.95 for power supply (required),
alike. $5,00 postpaid! PEEK, POKE. Comes fully docu- 0 $5 for RCA1802User's Manual. 0 $5
o Deluxe metal cabinet with plexiglas mented and includes alphanumeric for Short Course on Microprocessor &
dust cover for ELF II, $29.95 plus generator required to display al- Computer Programming.
$2.50 p&h. phanumeric characters directly on your 0 I want mine wired and tested with
o ELF II connects to the video input TV screen WIthout additional hard- power supply, RCA1802 User's Manual
of your TV set. If you prefer to use ware. Also plays tick-tack-toe plus a and ShortCoulle Included lor jull$149.95
your antenna terminals, order RF drawing game that uses ELF II's hex plus $3 p&hl
Modulator, $8,95 postpaid. herboard as a Joystick. 4k memory re- 0 I am also enclosing payment (including
o GIANT BOARD'" kit with cassette quired. S14.95 postpaid, postage & handling) for the items checked
110 RS 232-Crrry 110 8-bit P 110 0 Tom Pittman's Short Course on 11ny atthe left.
dec~ders for 14 separate' I/O instruc: BASIC for ELF II, $5 postpaid. Total Enclosed (Conn. res. add tax)
tions and a system monitor/editor, 0 Expansion Power Supply (required $ 0 Check here if
$39.95 plus $2 p&h. when adding 4k RAM). $34.95 plus $2 you are enclosing MoneyOrderor Cashier's
o Kluge (Prototype) Board accepts up p&h. Checkto expediteshipment.
to 36 IC's. $17,00 plus $1 p&h. 0 ELF-BUG@ Deluxe System Monitor USE YOUR0 VISA 0 Master Charge
o 4k Static RAM kit. Addressable to on cassette tape. Allows displaying the (InlOlbank# ---l
any 4k page to 64k. $89.95 plus $3 p&h. contents of all registers on your TV.t Account #
o Gold plated 86-pin connectors (one any POlOt 10 your program -.Also dis- Signature Exp.Date__
required for each plug-in board). $5,70 plays 24 bytes of memory WIth full ad- PHONEORDERSACCEPTED(203) 354-93751
postpaid. ~resses, blinking cursor-and auto scroll-
o Professional ASCII Keyboard kit mg. rA must for t~e senous program- Print 1
with 128 ASCII upperlIower case set, mer ".S14,95 postpaid. Name
96 printable characters, onboard regu- C~mmg Soon: A-D, D-A Converter, Address I
lator, parity, logic selection and choice Light J.>en, Controller Board, Color .
of 4 handshaking signals to mate with Graphics & MUSIC System ... and City I
almost any computer. $64.95 plus $2 more! State Zip

LL&;!. ~/~ !:!!~:!::e!!'!;!sl-__ DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED :J
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GRAPHICS STOCK ANALYSIS
NAVIGATION ASTRONOMY
NUMBER THEORY GAMES

Tarbell
Floppy Disc Interlace
Designed for Hobbyists and

••••••C!.••,,:.••••,C! Developers

• Plugs directly into your IMSAI or ALTAIR' and handles up
to 4 standard single drives in daisy-chain.

• Operates at standard 250K bits per second on normal disc
format capacity of 243K bytes.

• Works with modified CP1M Operating System and BASIC-E
Compiler.

• Hardware includes 4 extra IC slots, built-in phantom boot-
strap and on-board crystal clock. Uses WD 1771 LSI Chip.

• 6-month warranty and extensive documentation.
• PRICE: Kit $190 Assembled $265
"ALTAIR is a trademarkltradename of Pertec Computer Corp.

950 DOVLEN PLACE. SUITE B
CARSON. CA 90746

V'T11 (213) 538·4251 • (213) 538-2254

of CRT ref EIA RS-375
• Dimensions-11.375" high; 16.250" wide;

11.250" deep (exclude video input connector)
• Weight-6.5 KG (14.3 Ibs) net
AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

LEEDEX Corporation

THE
RECREATIONAL
PROGRAMMER

Users of computers and programmable calculators
enjoy this magazine! The articles are of
interest to hobbyists and professionals. The
programs are accompanied by explanations
written in clear, logical language. Our
authors are people who own and use machines
like yours!

"The Recreational Programmer" is issued bi-
monthly. It is available by subscription only
for twelve dollars per year (domestic), or
fifteen dollars per year (foreign ).

Subscriptions and articles may be sent to:

THE RECREATIONAL PROGRAMMER
V'R29 BOX 2571

KALAMAZOO MICHIGAN 49003

EXCELLENT CHOICE!

video
100
12" BLACK & WHITE
LOW COST VIDEO
MONITOR
$139.00 LIST

.Ideal for home, personal and business com-
puter systems

• 12" diagonal video monitor
• Composite video input
• Compatible with many computer systems
• Solid-state circuitry for a stable & sharp picture
• Video bandwidth-12 MHz ± 3 DB
• Input impedance-15 Ohms
• Resolution-650 lines Minimurri IN Central 80%
of CRT; 550 Lines Minimum beyond central 80%

V'L20

2300 East Higgins Road. Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007 • (312) 364-1180 • TLX: 25·4786

Generous dealer discount available
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WELCOME TO THE SOURCE
A Z80/8080 DISK BASED DISASSEMBLER

Example: tHE SOURCE produces the disk source file below from the following object
code:

21 flO 00 06 OA IE CD OF 01 2:5 10 F9 1::3 00 00 F5
1.1' I.F II' H' CD IF 0:1. FI CD 11" 01. 3E 20 lEI 04 E6
OF C6 30 C~.'i F.i::'.:; :':'iF OF 02 CO os 00 F1 1::1 C9

m<G
UlLO()O ruu
LBLOOI FrlI.I
U<LOO;> Flll.l
LBL003 EllU
LBL004 EI:HJ
Ll<I.OO~; EUU
FIH.OO/' EUU
LBLOO} [[11.1

LXI
Mt..)I

LBLoon: MUV
C"LF
INX
[r,.lNZ

LBL.009: PUSH

0100H
OOOOH
0002H
OOO~:;H
OOOAH
OOOFH
0020H
0030H
OOOOH
H,LBL007
B,LBL003
A~M
LBLO()9
H
LBL008
LBLOOO
PSW

"Trademark Digital Research, Inc.

THE SOURCE runs on either an BOBO,BOB5or
2-80 microcomputer under CP/M·, Object code
is transformed into a source file on disk ready to
be assembled or edited. 2-80 mnemonics
produced are switch selectable for either TOL's
Macro Assembler or MAC· (Zilog mnemonics:
inquire).Many other switch selectable options to
aid in disassembly.

THE SOURCE is distributed on a single density
8" floppy disk. (Write for other formats.)

,JMP

F~AR
RAR
RAF-:
RAr~
CAL.L.
POP
CALL
MVI
,IMPR

L.DLOI0: c<NI
ADI

UlLO:l1: PUSH
PUSH
MCIV
MVI
CALL
POP
POP
I:;:E·r

Lf<L.OI0
F'SW
LBLOI0
A,Lf.lL005
L.BLOl.l
LBL.004
L.BL006
B
I-I
E~A
C,LBL.OOI
LBL002
H
[<

M..JB V"M65

COMPUTER
ASSOCIATES
41 Meadow Dr,
Spencerport, New York 14559

THE SOURCE is $69.95 postpaid.
N. Y. residents add 7% sales tax.

L.BI...O:L?!
END DEALER INQUIRIES INVITEO

S800 'OWNERS
At last a real world fully addressable 88-50
control interface, Control robots, appliances,
organs, solar devices, etc. Applications limited
only by your imagination, Easy to use with ma-
chine language as well as basic. Fully buffered
board plugs directly onto mother board and re-
sponds to any address defined by user, 8 fast
relays latch data while 8 opto-isolators allow
handshaking capacity. Kit $98.00

Assembled and tested $125.00
EXTENDER BOARDS

Extend both the 30 and 50 pin buses in 8WTP
6800. Both for $19.95.

Visa & Master Charge· Ariz. Res. add 5% Sales Tax

WRITE FOR DETAILS

TRANSITION ENTERPRISES INC. V"T46

Star Route, Box 241, Buckeye, AZ 85326

MICROPOLIS SOFTWARE (MOD II)

WHY
Do you need the CCA

DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM?

BECAUSE
With this powerful system,

You're in control
•YOU decide on the files you need (Name & Address.

AIR, AlP, Payroll, Inventory, Customer Lists, etc.).

, YOU choose the names for the files and all
of the data fields in the files,

,YOU let the OMS assist you in maintaining
your files using YOUR field names, Records
can be added, updated, deleted, inspected,
or scanned for in any file,

,YOU let the OMS sort your files as needed,
•YOU select the report or mailing label format,

selecting title, fields, totaling, sub-totaling,
editing and more,

Stay in control!
Order the CCA Data Management System today!
Only $150,00 - Comprehensive Documentation

Dealer
Inquiries
Invited

Creative Computer Applications
2218 Glen Canyon Road

Altadena, CA 91001
(213) 798-4529

V"C98

The8100 bYBmD
. • ELECTRONICS

An S-100Bus Adapter/Motherboard
for the TR5-aO

plus awhole lot more!!!

• SERIAL AS232/20ma 1/0
• PARALLEL INPUT AND OUTPUT

"'"
• S-tOOBUS INTERFACE
• 6 SLOT MOTHERBOARD

• SPACE FOR 16K DYNAMIC RAM

• CAN USE LEFT OVER 4K CHIPS
• LOW COST- PRICES START AT $185"
• AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY

Th c 81110 nllows a Radio ~hack THoS·ill) compull" 10 hi:-
interf3a.'<Ito\hepopuJarS-IOOF!usformcmnryt·xpansiun
and l'XlImded )10 capab;litie~. Fur ('x<lmpl<:,. yuu ca" now
easily add more memory, floppy disc sy~tl·"1S. PROM
boards. printer interfaces. multi-purpcse L'O boards. At"
device contr[)ll,~rs. and a whole host of other varied periph-
erals

Th" 8100 h"s ;('<;0"'11built-m 6sl01 motherbl);,rd which
indudeM our unique card .I.'Uid•.•system which ke~ps th ••
boardJ; in lhdrplace...

The 8100 has support circuitry and soekcl>< furei.:-hl
16K dynamic RAM chips allowing you to expand the mem
ory ofyourTRS.80 by 16K with" u ! having 10 buy (my S·IIIO
HAMboMds

Ifyuupurcha""'(!ilnl'spanSlOnl1lt"", ••rykitf"rTRS-M()
ytoU c"uld t.., Il·fl with eruht 41\ RAM chips and n""'hcrt) to
put the·",! W••II. Ihey ("an 1..'0in the RAM sock ••L~ instt>ad!
Th;.\"s ril:ht. you can uSf-e;the·. 41\ tor 16K rhips and ud-
dress them unywhcreyuu like

Th ••fllOOhasafuli RS:l:l:.!!:lUUHlSf!rial interf"c<'whu's
f""lures include: HS;l:l<! m,d ;lO ma eurreru loop interface.
softwar ••proK"IJ"mahl c baud rate frum IX; to .'>6K hAud.
""fl,,·ar •• programlll"bl •• modem cUlltrol lines. "n hourd
DU·:l5 connector and much mo •.••

The· 8100 ,,1,;0 has all fl hit p"ralld input port and
an H bit pa.al),·1 uutput port. B(>\h "rl·latched. have both
pus,tive and ucgutlve strobeinputs and outpuL~'.U1d haw
ph'nty of drive cilpahility.

PRICES START AS LOW AS $185* (5-100 BUS INTERFACEONLY)

t~~!~,
V"H29

1429 Maple St.
San Mateo, CA

94402
(415) 573-7359

CALL OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE PRICING
INFORMATION AND MORE DETAILS

THE 8100 IS AVAILABLE FROM LEADING
COMPUTER DEALERS OR FACTORY DIRECT

OEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
-Exna S·l00 connectors, RAM support,
t/O circuitry optional
USA DOMESTIC PRICE ONLY.
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SHOULD it be a Heathkit" ?
Whether you are considering the purchase of your first
computer or an additional peripheral, you should know more
about Heatnkit® computer products. The Heath Company is
the only firm with a continuing commitment to supplying
personal computers in kit form. While small business
applications will also be addressed by Heat~ they will
not forsake the hobbyist.
That's why you should subscribe to Buss: The Independent
Newsletter of Heath Co. Computers. The independence of
Buss means a lot to all its readers. Since it is not a
company-controlled publication, Buss can deal with the
weaknesses, as well as with the strengths, of Heathkit®
products. Furthermore, it can share news of compatible
hardware and software from other vendors. You can be sure
you won't hear about competitive products through the
company-sponsored Heath User's Group. So why settle for a
HUG when you can have a Buss?
• Information on new products is presented to Buss

readers as it leaks out of Benton Harbor, not held
back to suit the marketing plans of the manufacturer.

• Buss features candid accounts of owners' experiences
with their computers and peripherals. This is far
more valuable than a magazine article based on the
opinions of a single reviewer.

• The discoveries of other Buss subscribers--often
made the hard way--can help you plan additions to
your system. Thus reading Buss may well save you
enough money to pay for the subscription several
times over.

The information in Buss travels by first class mail (by
airmail outside North America). Your subscription can be
on its way to you within a week. You have the choice bf
starting either with the latest issue or with available
back issues. Buss is a proven publication that keeps
getting better-:-8o send for it.
$7.49 for 12 issues (U.S. funds only. Outside North)
$10.95 for 18 issues (America: $9.49/12; $1).95/18 ) p'B43
Buss The Independent 'ews/ette,. of
)25-K Pennsylvania Ave., S.E. Hellth Co Co pute,.sWashington, DC 2000) • m

The~~j
Full-She Floppy Disk
Drive System

Our Price $2,195 (List Price $2495)
Fully Assembled and Tested

,; Two full-size 8" Shugart drives
• Power supply. interface, cables, cooling fan, strong aluminum
chassis, attractive wood cabinetry.

• Controller with Western Digital 1771B controller chip and on board
prom boot strap loader for CP/M"', which is the disk operating
system Software recommended and available separately from EAS
including assembler, text editor and debugger, and EAS's I/O
handlers (BIOS) together with
powerful utilities.

• Available with or without con-
troller.

• Capable of formatting diskettes

• 90 day parts and workmanship
warranty.

• S-100, Z-80, 8080 compatible.

• Storage capacity is a quarter of a million bytes per drive, a total of a
half a million bytes per system

• Shugart drives used in our systems have the most mechanical
reliability of any flexible disk drives on the market.

• Dealer inquiries are invited.

p'E38

Electro Analytic Systems, Inc.
PO Box 102. Ledgewood, NJ 07852
Phone: (201) 584-8284

'CP/M" isa trademarkof DigitalResearch,lnc.
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DATA1·K RESIDENT
ASSEMBLER/EDITOR
FOR THE
MOS TECHNOLOGY 6502
The DATA '·K resident assembler/editor is the new,
efficient approach to the assembly of microcomputer programs .
All assembler editor functions are performed entirely
within memory. In most cases there is no need for a special
computer system! Program with the DATA 1·K on the
system which will ultimately make use of the object code. This
not only lowers the initill cost of a development system but greatly
decreases the amount of time spent on program debugging.
The DATA t-K assembles fast-over 600 lines per minute-and uses
the standard MOS Technology Assembler Language. The DATA I·K
features a truly genera' purpose line oriented text editor with error correction and
paged output capability. The DATA 1-K is currently in use by: General Electric, Western
Electric, Eaton, Monitor Systems, the University of Cincinnati, and many others.
It is presently available on KIM·' format paper tape or cassette and it includes one year
warranty and update.
Price: $250.00

ALSO AVAILABLE IN CASSETU

Available from Johnson Computer, P.O. Box 523, Medina, OH 44256. Phone: (216) 725·4560.
Terms: Payment with order/add $2.00 shipping and handling/add $10.00 for cassette version.
Delivery: stock to 30 days.

JOHNSON
COMPUTER p. o. BOX 523 MEDINA.OHIO 44256 V J4

P.E.T. food
NOURISH YOUR HUNGRY P.E.T, WITH SELECTIONS
FROM CREATIVE SOFTWARE'S EXTENSIVE MENU!

DUAL JOYSTICK INTERFACE: This Creative Software interface
allows you to plug in two Atari™ joysticks (not included) with no
modifications to the P.E.T. Comes with two games and complete pro-
gramming instructions $45.00

JOYSTICKS:for above interface, price each.. . $12.50

BREAKOUT: NEW - Written in machine language for increased
speed and enjoyment. Uses either keyboard input or any CREATIVE
SOFTWARE joystick (single or dual). You get ten balls to knock out
three double layers of bricks. Positively addicting $10.00

LIFE: (By S. Bartonsmith) Possibly the finest personal computer
version of LIFE currently available, this program uses machine lan-
guage routines to display up to four new generations per second. User-
definable initial configuration, complete screen wraparound, and
introducing two original additions-"posts" and "holes." $20.00

TRAP and CRAPS (Joystick or keyboard input) .
HURKLE and ONE-QUEEN (Joystick or keyboard input)
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE Parts I and II .

$10.00
$10.00
$15.00

ORDERS: Send check, money order, Or VISA/Mastercharge (include
expiration date) and add the following shipping charges: 1-2 programs
(or dual joystick interface)-1.50. 3-4 programs-2.00. 5 or more pro-
grams-2.50. Extra joysticks, each-1.50. California residents add 6%
sales tax.

INFORMATION: More information on these and many other current-
ly available programs are available on a free flyer. Write directly to
Creative Software for a complete list.

Creative Software p'C97

P.O. BOX 4030, MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040

v' Reader Service-see page 179



DO
THESE

NUMBERS
MEAN

ANYTHING
TO

YOU
Wasatch delivers quality system components from stock

Assem.lTested
• 4K x 8 RAM $89.95
• 2K/4K x 8 PROM
• 8-SLOT MOTHER 50.00
• 80 LINE DIGITAL I/O

Kit
$79.95

79.95/129.95
40.00
59.95

PCB
$22.50
22.50
20.00
20.00

4K RAM

New 5V system components under development

• 8K x 8 EPROM (2716)
• 16/32 Channel, 8 Bit A-D
• 4 Channel, 8 Bit D-A

Wasatch also delivers prime semiconductor
memory at reasonable price, in addition to cus-
tom design services. W13

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

WASATCH SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS
25 South 300 East. SUite 215 • Salt Lake City Utah 84111

For orders under $25 add $2 stuppmg & handling / Utah residents add 5 sales tax

IF QUALITY IS FOREMOST IN YOUR REQUIREMENTS
WE ARE PROUD TO OFFER THE HIGHEST QUALITY

DISKETTE DRIVE FOR THE FAIREST PRICE
NEWMODEL 410, SINCH FLOPPY DISK DRIVES $495
TWO DRIVE SUB-SYSTEMS (less controller) $1555

INNOTRONICS CORPORATION!DEPT 0 V"122

BROOKS ROAD
LINCOLN, MASSACHUSETTS 01773

Tel. (617) 259-0600

~FLEE~~1(]rI 7f' ..1
,;-

A specially designed SF TACTICAL BATTLE GAME for
your PET or TRS-SO Computer.
Take command of a star fleet as you seek to drive your
opponent's spaceships from the skies. Rescue a crippled
battlecruiser near the planet Mardak. Lead a swarm of swift
fighters against an almost invulnerable enemy battle station.
Create your own battle scenarios based on your favorite SF
stories or from your own imagination. Missiles and torpedos
explode all about your ships while great energy beam pro-
jectors lock on target and batter against the ship's shields.
Will you or the enemy prevail!

STARFLEET ORION is a complete game system

- rule book - battle manual - casette
- ship control sheets - program listings

Includes 2 programs, 22 space ship types, and 12 play tested
scenarios. Game mechanics are extremely simple, but play
is exciting, challenging, and rich in detail. When order-
ing, specify Commodore PET (SK) or TRS-SO (level I!)
version.

Send check or money order for $16.95 to:

Automated Simulations V" A71

Department B
P_O. Box 4232
Mountain View, CA. 94040

California residents please add 6% sales tax

The largest publication devoted to the TRS-80 System

Radio Shack Computer Users

TRS 80 monthly
- newsletter

• Business • Software Exchange
• Personal Finance • Market Place
• Practical Applications • Questions and Answers
• Gambling-Games • Program Printouts
• Latest RADIO SHACK Developments

••.• and more

Major programs published monthly ... Complete income tax
program (long and short forms) _.. Inventory control ... Ex-
tensive mailing list and file program ... Payroll ... Stock
selection and indicators ... Horse selector for picking win-
ners ... Renumber program lines ... Chess ... Checkers .. _
Financial package ...

$24. Per Year -.-
IJI!H~IA'~~A~V"M64

I'P~~~IT~~II~~~~~~~~
Box 149K New City, New York 10956 (914) 425-1535

Send for FREE Software Catalogue (Including listings of
hundreds of TRS programs available on cassette and diskette).

~ Reader Service-see page 179 149



TRS - 80 Owners

I
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I

GALACTIC BLOCKADE RUNNER-an exciting. d.flerenl and sophisticated

space war gilme with interesting graphic dIsplays Plays belle' than many ot

IheSlarTreksoutlhere 11'4 T2/16 P A $995

SCI-FI GAME SAMPLER-includes 3 games-Space Monster, lunar Lander

and Space BatHf'). all with graphics Tl/4 T2'16 P $595

SOLARIA-a sophisticated fantilSy economic Simulation-you won't beueve

the complexity ot ttus one's output. T2/16 P $9,95

MICROCHESS- r')lay chess with your computer. Uses graphic display and

proyjdesvariouslevelsofdifllcul!y. T'I4 T2/4 P A $1995
BRIDGE CHALLENGER-why wait to get 3 otner people together to play?

Your computer's ready anytime. T2/16 P A $U 95

PILOT - The CAllanguage. ThIS version has more teetures than many of those

on the market including a bUlllm editor Tl/4 TV. $1495

MICRO-TAX 78-justln time 10 help you prep.re 'lour returns. Does form 1040

andschedulesA.B.C.SE.D&4797 T2/16 $1295

RENUMBER-. machine language program lor renumbenng your BASIC pro-

grams. one at your moat untul programmlnO tools. T2/4 $1495

PERSONAL FINANCE PACKAGE--J programs In ttus one CneCklno Ac-

count Budget Planner .nd tntereet Calculator Tl14 T2/4 $995

AIR RAID-a machine language. reat-ume. arcade Iype game ShoOI down

plane, as Ihey fly by. T1/4 T2/4 $14 95

RSN-2s-a machine language moouor for the TRS-80 Many many features

including a built in disassembler $26 95 Disk ver sron $2995

APPLETALKER- epeacn syntheSIS for 'lour APPLE cornputer ' $1595

APPLELISTENER- speech recoanmon tor 'lour APPLE computer A nice

companion program to the one above Jusllhlnk 01 what you can do' $1995

MANV MORE _ SEND FOR FREE CAT ALOG .- GIVE TVPE OF COMPUTER

T T~S·~() Level ,'.~lelll P Commodore rr.r A Apple II

a journal exclusively for you!

The SO-US Journal
(formerly 80-Northwest)

DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO THE TRS-80
microcomputer.
This fast growing Journal covers the whole
spectrum of Tandy's Dandy. Features
complete BASIC and Machine Language
program listings on BUSINESS, EDUCATION,
SCIENTIFIC, GAMES, FINANCIAL and
TUTORIALS. The JOURNAL is written so
you can understand it, in a plain straight-
forward manner. Check with any of the over
4000 TRS-80 owners who already have it.

Published bi-monthly, next issue will
be in themail on 1 March 79.

Send $16.00 for a one year subscription to:

so-us
PO Box 7112

Tacoma, Washington 98407
Call (206) 759·9642

15% 0F F I F YOU BUY 3 0 R M 0 R E !

w~~(IJ~Vv~~~~Civ~W~
219 WASHI NGTON AVE DEPT K
CHELSEA MA 02150 (617)884-7291 z.

I
~
I

'jJ1XI~ 11 v C94r.~"~rIii7@@~~(UJli§~O§li ~
~~~~~~~~~~~

TH E LEADER IN SMALL 6502SYSTEMS Olt:!l@
FIRST - with Software for the KIM-1:

PLEASE tm ($15) - games and demos was released in November
1976and over 1000copies have been sold.

FIRST - with a Power Supply designed for the KIM-1:
POWER PLUS tm ($40) - with nearly 1000 units delivered since
June 1977.

FIRST - with a Multi-purpose Expansion Board:
MEMORY PLUS tm ($245) - with 8K RAM, sockets for 8K
EPROM, EPROM Programmer and 6522 110 chip. Fully
assembled - hundreds sold since January 1978.

FIRST - in developing a comprehenSive, compatible series of
Hardware and Software modules for the KIM-1/SYM-1/AIM
65 family of microcomputers:
MOTHER PLUS tm ($80)- 6 slot buffered mother board.
VIDEO PLUS tm ($245)- UPPERllower case ASCII, up to 128 User

Programmable characters, Keyboard Interface, Programmable
Format up to 100x 24.

PROTO PLUS tm ($30) - Wire Wrap or Solder on 50 sq. in. board
with two sets of gold plated 44 pin fingers.

HELP tm Editor ($15) - Cassette Textl Source Editor.
HELP tm Mailing List ($15)- Create I Maintain on Cassette.
HELP tm Information Retrieval ($15)-Cassette Data Base.
MICRO-ADE ($25) - Assembler/Disassemblerl Editor.
MICROCHESS ($15)- Chess playing program.

FIRST - place to shop for a KIM-lISYM-1 or AIM 65.
Since we carry and support them all, we can help you get the
complete system best sulted fc your needs~
PO ••• :I - ••_C...,•• ,••"•••••••01.24 - .,7/2S.-:l.4S

--------------------------------------------- ----

••vE37 (or $3.00 for a sample issue)

MICRODESK©

The perfect home
fora personal or businesscornputer

MICRODESK $139.50
48" x 24" x 26", Shelves 23" x 23", One adjustable.
See it at your computer store or order it from:

COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN
906 N. Main Wichita, Kansas 67214

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

150 ", ReaderService-see page 179



KIMSI

The KIM to 8-100bus
Interface/Motherboard

• Combines the power of the 6502 with the flexibility of
the 5·100 bus

• Attaches to any unmodified KIM
• Complete interface logic and fully buffered motherboard

in one unit
• On-board regulation of power for KIM
• Eight slots of S-100 compatibility for additional RAM,

Video and I/O boards, PROM Programmers, Speech
processors.

.Indudes ail parts, socketsfor ICs, one 100pin connector,
and full Assembly/Operating documentation

• Kit $125, Assembled $165
•All units shipped from stock

FORETHOUGHT PRODUCTS- 87070 Dukhobar Rd. #H ~
Eugene, OR 97402 (503) 485-8575 ~.,.. F.

~D-TRS-BO- TRS-BO- TRS-BO- TRS-BO- TRS-BO- TRS-BO- TRS-BO- TRS-BO - TI

sQftYllare from ActQ service
1. l·80 DISASSEMBLER:

Shows the symbolic code for the machine instructions stored in the memory of your TRS-80. Displays ad-
dresses and machine code in hexadecimal, ASCII representation, and symbolic Instructions, with operands,
on video monitor or line printer. Decodes all Z·80 instructions! Zilog mnemonics used. Code can be
reassembled using the TRS-80 Editor/Assembler.

Level I or II. We have a version for all versions of the TRS-80 (please state which one you own).

2. DATA BASE MANAGEMENT:

This is a complete Data Base Management Program for the TRS-80 Disk System. It employs Five com-
mands: Find, Add, Change, video and Print. Youcan name your own headings for all fields and can store any
type of information for quick retrieval. An headings and data are kept on disk. Easy to use but professional.
Example of use: Store index of magazine articles so you don't have to nip through all of your computer
magazines to find an article.

Level II Disk Basic and one disk drive, 16K RAM, comes on cassette, for disk add $7.50.

.1 .10 KEY NUMERICAL KEY PAD.

Ribbon Cable plugs into keyboard or expansion interface. No modifications necessary.

4. COMPREHENSIVE MEMOny TEST:

Routines for all Level (( TRS-80s.

5. INVENTORY:

Usessequential files on disk to store inventory. You can list stock number, item name, location, how many,
cost per unit, number per case, cost pel"case, and next shipping date. Commands include: Check for item,
change item info, add new items, and print entire inventory to line printer. Can be used without line printer.
Easy to use, just load and run, type in your inventory and you are ready for quick retrieval of any item.

Level II disk drive and basic, 16K RAM.

6. LEVEL III B,\SIC ON CASSE1TE
7. T·BUG ON DISK

NOTE:

All programs came on cassette unless noted. If you want it on disk, please specify so and add $7.50 to your
order, or send a diskette with your order. All orders shipped same day. All programs guaranteed to run.

MASTER CHARGE & VISA WELCOME

$20.00

$39.00

$7.95

$20.00

$30.00
$20.00

~~W(!) ctCWJ[PQJU'la9 ~WA~(l
~(Ui1I}:t~ .,..A75

0000 (!)~~~ (!)~"
OO~~~t:h U'~ ~~aaiJ~ ~a~Q~QiJ~~ ~

You're gonna
LOVEthis!
16-K Apple II

wilh SUP 'R' MOD II & 1 Casselle

OUR USUAL S1195
GREATLOWPRICE! • ea.

LEAR-SIGLER
80M - 3A Assembled
$895. NO'll!$825. ea.

REG. $15995KIM-1 $179.95 ea.
KIM-1 Power Supply

REG. NO'll!$2995$39.95 ea.
HAZELTINE 1500
$1225. No'll\$1125. ea.
HAZELTINE 1400
$850. NOW!$775. ea.

APPLE II or TRS-80 LOW, LOW PRICEI

16-K MEMORYCHIPS 8for$99.
c:}f::/
Computer Corner
OF NEW JERSEY
240 WANAQUE AVE.
POMPTON LAKES, N.J. 07442

.,..C64

DEMO POLY 8813wilh32-K
EXCELLENT CoNo. and PRINT
ONLY ONEI INTERFACE
$4985 NO~\ $3985.

POLYSYSTEM 6(BRANDNEW!)
REG BELOW COST! ORDER NOW. $1100 ONLY 4 IN$1575. •ea. STOCK

9 InchSANYOVM-4209 Monitor
REG. 0'11\ $175$240. N •

VERBATIM 51f,," DISKETTES
$395 INPLASTIC

0'11\ MINIMUM CASEN ea. ORDER$10.

Master Charge,
Visa or Check.
AVAILABILITY:

STOCK TO 30 DAYS
OFFERENDSMARCH 14,1979

#-------------------------------------

22 START-AT-HOME
COMPUTER BUSINESSES
In "The Datasearch Guide to Low Capital,
Startup Computer Businesses"
CONSULTING. PROGRAMMING. SOFTWAREPACKAGES
• COM. FREELANCEWRITING. SEMINARS. TAPE/DISC
CLEANING • FIELD SERVICE • SYSTEMS HOUSES •
LEASING. SUPPLIES. PUBLISHING. TIME BROKERS.
HARDWARE DISTRIBUTORS • SALES AGENCIES •
HEADHUNTING • TEMPORARY SERVICES • USED
COMPUTERS. FINDER'S FEES. SCRAP COMPONENTS.
COMPUTER PRODUCTS AND SERVICESFOR THE HOME.
Plus -- Loads of ideas on moonlighting,
going full-time, image building, revenue
building, bidding, contracts, marketing,
professionalism, and more. No career
planning tool like it. Order now. If not
completely satisfied, return within 30
days for full immediate refund.

• 8'h x 11 ringbound • 156 pp. • $20.00

Phone Orders 901-382-0172

DATASEARCH .,..040
incorporated

5694 ShelbyOaks Dr., Suite 105, Dept. A, Memphis,TN 38134

Rush__ copies of "Low Capital Startup Compuler Businesses" at $20
per copy to me right away.

NAME/COMPANY _
ADDRESS _
CITY/STATE/Z.IP _

o Check Enclosed 0 Bankamericard 0 Master Charge

t/ Reader Service-see page 179 151



NORTH STAR USERS
Develop your own custom files for data
storage and retrieval without programming.
Print your own customized reports from the
data without programming with FLOW-
DATA'sUniversal General File System.Any
type of data from Addressesto Zoology.Files
and reports limited only by your imagina-
tion. NO PROGRAMMING SKILL RE-
QUIRED. $50.00 on North Star Disk.
AlsoAvailable-Turtle Driver- Northshare
Enhancements (2keyboards, 2 CRT)-Gen-
eral Ledger-Accounts Receivable and
Payable-Modem Drivers-Special Operat-
ing Systems-Games (Bowling, Kalah,
Crypto, ICBM and others)
Write:

--- ''=GlUD"T" .
4503 Seaway Drive
Lansing MI 48910 vF11

TRS·80
M' M CASSETTE

Icro- egaCONTROLUNIT
• Speed up your .cassette tape handling • Pinpoint
program locations on tape with an audible auxiliary
monitor • Get protection from recording and
playback glitches resulting from ground loops •
Eliminate the tedious plugging and unplugging of
recorder cables. The Micro-M1ca Cassette

II~d~~~niiou c;t ~~
manual control of the re-
corder at the flick of a
switch. Want to find the
beginning or end of a pro-
gram? Flick another switch,
and you'll hear it. All cables
remain plugged in all the
time.

The Micro-Mega Cassette Control Unit does a lot to

~!~~nA~~h~!~c:tt~eufert~~~·~ruo~eJ!~-~~,~nb~~l!r~~;h
snuggles between the keyboard and your recorder.
There is no need to move the recorder, and there no
longer are any 90 degree cable bends whipping around.
It's fast, neat and convenient-and it's a bargain!
CASSETTE CONTROL UNIT-$32.50

Micro-Mega vM54

P.O. BOX 6265 • ARLINGTON VA22206
(Virginia residentsadd 4% sales tax)

* APPLE
* CENTRONICS
* INTROL

* NORTHSTAR
* HEURISTICS
*VIM

S-O-F- T-W-A-R-E
* NORTHSTAR
*TRS-80

SERVICEDEPT,-CLASSES
-APPLE BYTE USERS GROUP-
Meets on 2nd.Saturday each month

-PROGRAMMERS GROUP-
Meets on 1st Saturday each month

* Send for our hardware catalog, flyers and
software list.
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TRS·SO s.. P.E.T. SOftWARE
AVAIlABLE NOW, FUNCTIONAL SOftWARE

for the Entrepreneur. Salesman or Market Trader

Three separate packages @$19.95/each in-
clude cassette and hard copy docurnenta-
tion.
I. ACCOUNTINGSYSTEM-Includes 2 programs: =rc-

gram #1 for ledger postings by account with auto-
matic 2nd entry made by the computer. Program
#2 for analysis of data file (balance sheet + in-
come/expense statement)

2. STOCKMARKETANALYSISSYSTEM-Includes 2 pro-
grams: Program #1 for establishing historical data
file. Utilizing technical market analysis techni·
ques. Program #2analizes historical data and cur-
rent data issuingJ?!n and ~signals.

3. STOCKMARKETFINANCIALSYSTEM-Includes 2 pro-
grams: Program #1 for data file control. Program
#2 offering 8 analysis option, looks at your stock
and option transactions.

Dislriblllcd by, STEVE SHAW P.E. "...$76
Software Consuilanl
P.O. Box 1707
Tampa. Florida 33601

ANNOUNCING
lCOMlUPRlSM?
CHECK THIS LITTLE
M UTA N T OUT I I I
Single board color graphics interface
for s -1 00 bus systems.
16K on board memory!!
16 colors always available!
27641 individual picture elements !
Every element programmable in any
color at any time!
Sequential memory mapping makes
programming easy!
Comes assembled and lested !

ONLY $250!
GET THE MOST FOR

YOUR MONEY vJ13

J.E.S. GRAPHICS
P.O. BOX 2752

TULSA, OK 74101
•• - [918]-742-7104

L~VEM~JTER
2650 jJP

MULTIPROCESSOR
Realtime control or development system.
Slave & Master Microprocessors share
S100 Memory & 110. Uses two identical
cards. each with the following features:

• Signetics 2650 ~P • Realtime Int
• KC Cassette Interface • Power Fail In.
• 20 MA/EIA Port • Power on Resetl Jump

1I0!300!1200 .42708 EROM Sockets
.8 Vectored Ints • Shared Memory or Split.
• Keyboard In. with Mailbox

Software: Signetics "PIPBUG", Signetics
"LITTLE ASSEMBLER", and REAL TIME CTL.

$269.00 assembled, $198.00 kit.
Send for specifications.

VICTORIA MICRO DIGITAL
401 Dundee Street
Victoria TX 77901

vV17

" Reader Service-see page 179

UNEXPLAINED
GLITCHES/CRASHES?
AC Power Line surges and hash could be the culprit! Our
Surge Suppressors and Hash Filters curb damaging surges

and disruptive hash. Send self-addressed, stamped enve-
lope for FREE Surge and Hash Cures flyer. SuppressorJ
Filter at your Dealer or direct.
SJF-KW-3 1000 watt line cord unit. ....... .... _.. $22.95
ELF/T-l0 10 amp wire-in unit. .. ... . . . . . . . . . _... $18.50

NEW!! ISOLA TOR. $49.95
3 filtered 3 prosockets reduce printer/pro-
cessor interaction 1 KW each socket; 1875
watt total load handling.

Phone Orders Welcome
11- . I-6I7-655-I532 •YIS4-, . . .

ELECTRONIC SPEClftLISTS
DEPT.KB vE36

J7J S. Main St., Natick MA OJ760

~flTECDlDA
CDmpUCDlDA

SALES. SOFTWARE
SERVICE. UPDATES

-BUY-SELL-SWAP-

WHOLESALE-to dealers
UPDATE-your machine to the latest disk con-
figuration
SERVICE-providing local and west coast service
for east coast firms
SOFTWARE-over 500 programs in our library
USERSGROUP-jOin to purchase low cost soft-
ware
MEMBERSHIP & BULLETINS-1 year-$25
PROGRAM EXCHANGE-5 to 10 programs for
each acceptable submission

S. P. ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
5250 Van Nuys Blvd.
Van Nuys CA 91401
Phone 213/788·8850

vS75

• •5·100 II Slot Uothers

Card Cage
For 8803 Motherboard

• Post Paid •
USA

Complete with Edge Guides
And Hardware

Dealer Discount Club Refund

vK15P.O. Box 954
Racine Wisconsin 53405• •



WEB * ASSOCIATES
LOW COST ACCESSOR IES

p.o. box 628
charleston sc

29402

for your

TBEEpTM_ TAKE ADVANTAGE OF LEVEL II ERROR
TRAP - SIGNAL FOR ENTRY PROMPT

• Software controlled. Clear distinctive tone. Requires
two word instruction. Plug in line with cassette AUX
cable. Doesn't interfere with cassette. Long life battery
included. Disk compatible. $18.95

-ALSO-

I GET UNST~K!
with

~~M

STOP YOUR CASSETTE WHEN IT SHOULD WITH nUR
PLUG-IN TBUFfTHCASSETTE INTERFACE BUF :A

Only $7.95 ea.

For more information circle •..•••W20
Send check or money order to:

WEB ASSOCIATES
P P.O. Box 60-0 Monrovia, CA 91016 6

(California Residents add 6% tax)

FREE CODING SHEETS

· Cut the time from initial coding to pro-
duction by allowing a better view of
program organization and coding errors.

· High quality BASIC coding sheets at a
price that encourages you to use them.

· Eye-ease brown grid and shading "keys"
each line for enhanced readability.

50-SY,"x 11" sheets to a pad.
1 pad lor $2.10 + .75 shipping
2 pads for $3.95 + 1.00 shipping
5 pads for $9.50 + 1.35 shipping

Mass. residents add 5% sales tax

Send check or moneyorder

C~ U COMPUTER
PACKAGES •.....C103
UNLIMITED

99 Reservoir St. Holden, MA 01520
(617) 829-2570 Div. of SCB Inc.

For FREE SAMPLE packet circle our number
on the reader service card or request direct.

TRS - 80
SPECIAL PROMOTION SALE
SAVE 10%, 15% or more on ALL

Computers, Peripherals, Software,
and ALL other fine Radio Shack®
products.
NO TAXES on out-of-state ship-

ments.
FREE Surface delivery in U.S.
WARRANTIES will be honored

by your local Radio Shack" store.
Offered exclusively by
Radio Shack"

Authorized Sales Center
1117 Conway

Mission, Texas 78572
(512) 585-2765

• ......P38 VISA' -

TRS-80-GLEVEL IT 16K,
8K GJ>ETT.M.* programs

MULTIPLE REGRESSION: mil, handlu 26 or more independentnriables. Analysisot
Yariann, Durbin·Walson,least 1quaresorRidgeeslimal.5,IIanslo rmalionofmiablt5,5uil-sclcstimation,
Ind much. muth more. . . . . . . . . . .. . $17.95

LINEAR PROGRAMMING: mily hndles 30 yariables and 30 consITainl!.. $15.95

PERT: (rilial Path determination, usily handles SIlOadifilies (arcs). . . $14.95

D.C. METRO AREA
TYSONS CORNER. VIRGINIA

THE
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

STORE C73

MICROCOMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS
HOME, SCHOOL & SMALL BUSINESS

FEATURING

Small Business Systems Complete with
Application Software Including

Word Processinq

DEALERS FOR
Commodore Pet
Processor Technology
Polymorphic
Crbmemco
Southwest Technical
Micro-computer
Busjness Systems, Inc.

Lear Siegler
Diablo
Texas Instruments
DEC
North Star
Anderson Jacobson
Books & Magazines

TRANSPORTATION ALGORITHM: proouctionapplications.. .. $12.95

HEURISTIC LINE BALANCING: determination 01Itation Ilyouf •.••. $11.95

All programs are extensively documented and enable the user
to edit, save, and recall data .

•Program specifications may vary slightly.

Check or Money Order. S.C. Residents 4% Sales Tax

1984 Chain Bridge Rd.
Mclean. VA.

703-821 -8333

ytes
ooks.
argalns

MARKETLINE SYSTEMS, Inc.
2337 Philmont Ave. ......M17

Huntingdon Valley, Pa. 19006
215/947-6670· 800/523-5355

llu.·j nehip Systems
•...••M49

The M9900 CPU brings the most powerful single-
chip processor available today-the TI TMS9900-
to the S-100 bus and supports it with powerful
software. Included with the CPU board are Disc
Operating System, BASI C, Assembler, Linking
Loader, Text Editor, and Interactive Debug. The
powerful Pascal compiler is only $150 more.

Move up to a 16 bit machine and the power of
Pascal without losing the economy and selection
of the S-100 bus - move up to the M9900 CPU.

M9900 CPU-16 BIT MINI for the S-IOOBUSwith PASCAL

Kit $550 Assembled $700
t/ Reader Service-see page 179

16 Saint Jude Road
Mill Valley, Ca. 94941

(415) 383-1545

Documentation $20
153



Kilobaud Classified
Kilobaud Classified advertisements are intended for use by persons desiring to

buy, sell or trade used computer equipment or software. No commercial ads are ac-
cepted.

Two sizes of ads are available. The $5 box allows up to 5 lines of about 37
characters per line, including spaces and punctuation. The $10 box allows up to 10
lines. Minimize use of capital letters to save space. No special layouts allowed. Pay-
ment is required in advance with ad copy. We cannot bill or accept credit.

Advertising text and payment must reach us 60 days in advance of publication
(i.e., copy for March issue, mailed in February, must be here by Jan. 1).The publisher
reserves the right to refuse questionable or not applicable advertisements. Mail
copy with payment to: Kilobaud Classified, Kilobaud, Peterborough NH 03458. Do
not include any other material with your ad as it may be delayed.

TRS-80/POLY /PET software: Bomber,
Biortm, Lander use graphics, fits 4K, on
tape-$9.90. Request FREE catalog. (Speci-
fy computer type.) G. F., Jester Cntr-W58,
Austin TX 78784.

We had replacement panels made for our
Altair 88005. They're blue against a white
background and really look nice! We'll sell
the extras for $19 each. D.L. Tibbetts, 520
Schoolhouse Ln., Willow Grove PA 19090.

TRS-80 Software: Business programs writ-
ten in 16K Level II. Available for cassette or
disk files. Send for list & prices. L. Owens,
Rt. 6, Box 336A, Thomasville GA 31792.

Educational software and other useful pro-
grams on cassette for TRS-80, Levell I. De-
scriptions from Dr. S. Harter, Box 17222,
Tampa FL 33682.

Sophisticated 2~player football game on
cassette for TRS-80 Level II. Uses graphics
to draw field, move ball, etc. Dr. S. Harter,
Box 17222, Tampa FL 33682.

TRS-80 Owners! Tired of endlessly thumb-
ing through your Level II manual? Send $1
and SASE and receive a complete (and I do
mean complete) TRS-80 Level II Manualln-
dex. You won't believe how much time this
will save you; Everything is listed alphabeti-
cally. Send $1 to Dave Rose, 196 Governors
Drive, Forest Park GA 30050.

Heath H-8 system. 16K RAM; 2 cassettes;
parallel lIO; H-9 video display. all systems
tapes and many program tapes. Fully as-
sembled & working, $900. Also. Intertec
Data INTERTUBE video terminal RS-232,
24 x 80 upper/lowercase & graphics. New,
$650. 1 will trade all for a good RS-232 IBM
wide-platen Selectric 10 writer. Steve
Vicker, PO Box 1548, Panama City FL
32401. (904) 769-4492 M-Sat.

PET-200l-8 Music kit: Install the amp and
speaker in two hours. Drill only one hole
above fuse. Software and all hardware inc.
$14& $1 postage. Lou Ensten, Box 6, Twins-
burg OH 44087.

TRS-80 software on tape. Games and more
with documentation. Also some hardware
offerings. Send SASE for more info. Liberty
Ridge Homestead, RR I, Box 44B, Rockport
IN 47635.

Micro Users Tax Booklet 78 shows how to
slash taxes with deductions for micro. Many
illustrations and examples. $4.99. Micro'Tax
78 completes 1040, schds A, B, C, D and
others in minutes. Eliminates errors, missed
deductions, and saves time. 16K TRS-80
Level II. $9.99. Save $2; order both for
$12.98. Check or MO: George Clisham, PO
Box 1172, Duxbury MA 02332.

SOL 20 Software. Excellent applications in
home finance, education, games, etc. Man-
ual, cassette included. Low cost, guaranteed.
Catalogue, $1. G. Newby, 299 Dawlish Ave.,
Toronto Ontario Canada M4N 116.
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TRS-80 software on cassette or disk: mail,
inventory, word processor, data base, stock,
check, statistic, sort. Poi Pow, 96 Dothan
St., Arlington MA 02174.

TRS-80 Level II programs on cassette. 4K:
Lunar/Martian Lander with 3 degrees of
freedom ($8). 16K: Battle Klingons, Romu-
lans with Star Trek ($10); you name teams in
College/Pro Football ($12); shoot down at-
tacking aircraft in Carrier Battle ($6). R.
Fitzgerald, 3338 Sheila Lane #292, Dallas
TX 75220.

Micropolis software special: Investment
analysis package, $30; Horne/family pack-
age, $30; Game package, $15; Assembly lan-
guage prog. course for beginners, $30; Raw
accts.-receivable program ready to personal-
ize, $95. Order now. Phil Bell, 813
MacArthur Dr., Urbana IL 61801.

"Books of computer games in BASIC.
ENIGMAS-I ($8): Gone Fishing, Concen-
tration, Starship, Craps, Slot-Machine,
Sherlock Holmes, Tank Attack.
ENIGMAS-2 ($8): Number Guess, Mortar
Battle, In-Between, Shell Game, Safari,
Starship-2, Dice Roll, Puzzle. "Catalog and
test program Frog Race, $1. Available in
Standard BASIC, SWTP 8K BASIC or
Radio Shack TRS-80 BASIC. Please specify.
B. Erickson, PO Box 11099, Chicago IL
6061 I.

TRS-80 Owners. Iam interested in surveying
TRS-80 users. Write: Professor Bill Parks,
Chase-203, State University College, l300
Elmwood Ave., Buffalo NY 14222.

CIRCLE CHESS instruction book by
Alphonso, used in Circle Chess software
development, $5. Stanonis, Box 63, Des
Plaines IL 60017.

Educational games? SOLOMON HOUSE
offers the Game of the States. PET graphics
help make learning the names, spelling and
geography of the states of the union fun for
all ages. Information and list of available
programs free. For Game of the States pro-
gram tape and documentation send $4 to S.
M. Solomon, 276 Buckingham Ave., Mil-
ford CT 06460.

For Sale: Imsai 8080, up and running. Too
powerful for my needs. Extended MB,
3P&S, PROM/RAM start up, Tarbell intf.,
32K memory, Extended 12K BASIC, all
cables, manuals, software, etc. Also IBM
Selectric I/O writer, as is. M. B. Hogan,
150-55 87 Ave., Jamaica NY 11432.
739-7031, 754-6442 (9:30-5:30). Price:
$1999. With ASR-33 add $700.

For Sale: Heath H8, 16K, serial I/O bd,
video terminal, cass. rec., all software. Run-
ning perfectly. $1350. Dr. Jay Wechsler.
(609) 234-2175.

For Sale: Two SWTP 4K memory boards,
$55 ea. SWTP CT-1024 TVT with 16 x64
mod, $95. R. Stafford, 6799 McVey Blvd.,
Worthington OH 43085.

Honeywell 7600 Magnetic Tape System.
14 x 14 FM medium band records and repro-
duces. Make offer. D. Armstrong, 1584
Kingman Ave., San Jose CA 95128. (408)
374-4992.

Apple 11 Programs: Hi-res. drawing pro-
gram (draws and saves any shape), 16 & 20K,
$12; 16-color LIFE game, $6.50; astrology
program (ephemeris needed), $10; number
converter (bases 2-16), $5; graphics pak, $3.
Send for current list. M. Klassen, 140 Willow
Ave. #2, Fairfax CA 94930.

TRS-80 Level II users-Tired of searching
through your TRS-80 Level II manual for a
certain program command? My comprehen-
sive index lets you find out what you need to
know fast! Send $3.75 and stamped, self-ad-
dressed long envelope to Steven Benda, 503
East High sr., Toledo IA 52342.

TRS-80 Level II, 16K. Instant keyboard
graphics. Mach lang, less than 1K. Use in
any BASIC II prog to graphically display 96
ASCII chars, magnify up to 6X. Up and
lowercase & all spec char. Incl instr & 4
sample BASIC programs on tape. $12.95.
To: Ed Warshawer, Box 438, Oakhurst NJ
07755.

TRS-80 Level I, 4K-5 pop games. Scoring
and orig. graphics-all on 1 cassette, $7. C.
Zalnerunas, 3034 W. Columbus Ave.,
Chicago IL 60652.

Heathkit ET3400 Microcomputer/Trainer-
Motorola 6800 MPU, hex keyboard, read-
out, monitor, etc. Used with course EE3401
or as a single board computer. Like new,
$149. V. M. Faulkner, RR2, Box 294A,
Yorktown IN 47396. (317) 289-4138.

I wish to make contact with any reader or
other interested persons on the subject of
trend analysis in both commodities and
stocks. I have many years of successful ex-
perience and wish to exchange ideas, meth-
odology, programs, etc. Kindly contact Ed
Tenberg, Box 407, Little Neck NY 11363.

For Sale: SWTP CT-I024 with all options,
completely functional in Plexiglass case, full
documentation & extra keyboard mount:
$225, or best offer. MP-A processor board
missing MC6800, 6810, MCI41 I, 8097 &
8098. Assembled w/MIKBUG & sockets in
excellent condition: $60. Call or write: Kevin
Wells, 712 N. Palm Dr., Beverly Hills CA
90210. (213) 271-1606.

H8 Owners: Fill and dump memory from
your terminal in hex (instead of octal) using
"Hexmem." Uses first K of user RAM, in-
eluding stack. Easy to read format. $10 gets
you cassette with binary, source listing and
instructions. Specify del (7FH) or bs (08H)
for typo correction. Patrick Swayne, 290
Springdale, Sebastopol CA 95472.

Multiprogramming Operating System for
6800 uP. System operates in conjunction
with interrupt timer & maintains time of day.
Send $10 for documentation & source code.
Ed Joyce, 4603 Lyceum, San Antonio TX
78229.

CP-4 Control Data 9320 High Speed Printer,
good condition with manuals, $175. CPA
Remote Terminal Console with controls and
PS, $75. R. Ackerman, 2 Hillside St., Red
Bank NJ 07701.

Quality TRS-80 Programs. Business, Educa-
tional, Games, Ham Radio, Bridge, Inven-
tory, mailing list, Accounting, disassembler,
many more. Send SASE for information and
complete list to: Sandy Stange, Box 145,
Lithonia GA 30058.

Rockwell XPO-l Development system for
PPS-4/1 uPs. With optional assembler, p.S.,
IK RAM. Never used. $450. G. Hyman, 22
Cross Hill Ave., Yonkers NY 10703. (914)
968-9700.

KIM Users: Powerful Console Input Moni-
tor (CIM) lets you enter, edit and execute
programs from ASCII encoded kybd on
basic KIM. CIM modes are: Address, Pro-
gram, Text, Data, Increment, Decrement
and Execute. CIM was developed by an ex-
perienced EE and is fully supported for fu-
ture expansion. Complete user's manual in-
cludes interfacing ASCII kybd to KIM.
$16.50 ppd. Add $5 for CIM cassette. E. R.
Kittlaus, Box 2175, Seal Beach CA 90740.

For sale: ASR-33 TTY with modem and
stand, $650. Back issues of Kilobaud, Byte,
others. Send SASE for complete list. Lenny
Heath, Box 12545, Raleigh NC 27605. (919)
876-4168.

Quality Apple II Software-cassette & doc.
-Disk-compatible catalog prog. (e.g.,
author-title index or disk prog. index) can
fetch prog. names from D$CATALOG, $10;
Auto Save/Restore disk to backup tape; $5;
Graphic Blackjack, paddle-input, auto-play
mode, $10. Any 21$15. All 3/$18. George
W. Lee, 18803 S. Christina Ave., Cerritos
CA 90701.

TRS-80 quality Word Processor. Helps pre-
pare letters, memos, documents and even a
book. Level II, $25. DOS, $35. Poi Pow, 96
Dothan St., Arlington MA 02174.

TRS-80: Level II TLEG relocates your copy
of T-BUG. Cassettes: $5.95. Super TLEGS
moves with T -BUG so you can relocate at
any time to any part of RAM. Cassette:
$6 ..95. Either makes T-BUG a resident Z-80
monitor! Examine, modify formerly coinci-
dent programs. lOOOs of uses. Allen Gelder,
5914 California St., San Francisco CA
94121.

Psychiatry/Clinical Psychology hardware,
program library, current literature, reviews,
etc. Bimonthly newsletter MICRO-PSYCH,
26 Trumbull St., New Haven CT 06511.
$12/yr.

Netronics Elf Ii, giant board, 4K, power
supply, keyboard, modulator, tiny BASIC,
extras. $399. M. Otis, 1710 16th Ave., SE,
Aberdeen SD 57401.

Wanted: Kilobaud #14 February 1978. Will
pay $10 for a copy of issue #14 in good con-
dition. William L. Schrader, K5NM 1409
Espanola N.E., Albuquerque NM 87110.

PET Owners: Send for free catalog of PET
software. C.M.S, 5115 Menefee Drive,
Dallas TX 75227.

SYM-I SYM-I SYM-I SYM-I SYM-I
New in original box with warranty, $220. Bill
c., 13709 Peyton, Dallas TX 75240.
SYM-I SYM-I SYM-I SYM-I SYM-I

TRS-80 Users: Now play Kraps and Bakarat
on 4K Level I or Level II system (specify).
Guaranteed. Bonus game included. On cas-
sette, $5.50. K. S. Schlaht, PO Box 2175,
Seal Beach CA 90740.

PET 2001-8K. Hardly used. In warranty up
to 2/10/79. With 4 cassettes. For $699 only.
Call Sal~h at 914-226-4205. Evenings.

Apple II SSTV software. Display slow-scan
TV pictures in hi-res graphics. Software de-
modulated-just connect receiver audio to
Apple-nq hardware needed! Req. 15K. On
cassette with test pictures, $18. Listing only,
$12. C. H. Galfo, 602 Orange St., Char-
lottesville VA 22901.

1802 Elf IIUsers-Play Battlestar Galactica,
Slot Machine, Craps, Blackjack. $10 for all
four games on a single cassette with docu-
mentation. Each program requires 2K RAM
addressed 0000-07FF. Cylons dodge and at-
tack, wheels spin, dice tumble. Send money
order to: John Beringer, 2500 Teddy Dr.,
Apt. 29, Las Vegas NV 89102.



Guide to TRS-80 Information, 2nd Ed. Spe-
cial handbook/companion for TRS·80 user/
owners. Over 400 interesting items! Satisfac-
tion guaranteed! If not satisfied, return in 15
days for FULL refund! Available now! One:
$2.80 + $.50 P & H. 2 to 9: $2.75 ea. \0 to 50:
$1.90 ea. Ck or MO with name, address and
zip to: F. E. Huebner, Box 37206, Oak Park
M148237.

For Sale: PILOT for the TRS-80. This Tiny
PILOT is written in Level II BASIC and can
run in a 4K machine with enough room for
the average 50-line PILOT program, $25.
Business program for TRS-80, runs on 16K
disk BASIC TRS-80 with one disk. Mass in-
dexing system which allows up to 2000 items
to be stored on disk and retrieved instantly
with associated data, $50. I have modems for
any computer with a cassette recorder hook-
up, made especially for the TRS-80; it is 1/4
the price of Radio Shack model and can be
run on a 4K Level I system, $50. Write:
Sandy Sigal, 6851 Mammoth Ave., Van
Nuys CA 91405.

For Sale: TRS-80, Level 14K, complete
w/video, power pack, cassette recorder, key-
board, original carton. manuals and soft-
ware. Perfect condition, [ pay the freight.
$490. Mark Baiada, 271 Winding Lane, Cin-
naminson NJ 08077. Call collect: (609)
829-9310 after 6 PM.

Heath H8, 16K, (2)H8-5s, cassette, Ext.
BASIC; $900. Will sell parts individually.
Andy Thornburg, RR2, Thompsonville IL
62890. (618) 627-2166.

Cleaning My Bascrncnt=-Electronic com-
ponents, computer and test equipment must
go. Send stamped envelope for complete list.
Steve Sanislo, 42 Briarcliffe Rd., Glenolden
PA 19036.

Apple II ham radio software. Send & rev in
Morse, Baudot or ASCII. Variable size text
buffer; 3-field screen display; stored mes-
sages & more features. Uses on-board (game)
110. Req. 8K. On cassette, $18. C. H. Galfo,
602 Orange sr., Charlottesville VA 2290 I.

Increase Investment Income with your TRS-
80. Select stocks by identifying the outstand-
ing performers. Compare yield, price and
other key indicators of the 2000 stocks on the
NYSE. Two cassettes with 1978 high, low,
last, div., and PE ratio. $10 includes taped
data and listings of sample programs. Send
today to D. Lockard, 316 White Oak Lane,
Cary NC 27511.

For Sale: Merlin Video Interface, mono-
chrome 14" TV monitor, SWTP keyboard,
enclosure for same, IMSAI PIO-6 1/0
board, SSM Video board, Szerlip PROM
programmer, ICOM 3712 dual floppy-all
for S-IOO bus. For list send SASE to: Com-
puter, 2914 Glen Oaks Dr., Wichita KS
67216.

Smoke Signal Broadcasting & SWTP
owners: Software now available for Chief-
tain I& IImicrocomputer systems & SWTP
5" disk systems. Random accessing soft-
ware: AIR Inven, $370; AlP, $270; P/R,
$290; GIL, $290; FIA Tnven system, $200.
Application manuals are $20 each if pur-
chased separately. Steve Chavez, 2920 Car-
lisle N.E., Albuquerque NM 87110.

TRS-80/PET- Video Checkers. Play
checkers against your computer! Excellent
graphics. Complete documentation and cas-
selle-$14.95. Specify PET 8K or TRS-80
16K Level II. Just load and go! It's your
move! M. Mallon, 6914 Berquist Ave.,
Canoga Park CA 91307.

TRS-80 Level 11 software-PINOCHLE.
Play against the computer; $7.50. TREK2.
Star Trek game in 16K; $7.50. Blackj&",;"
Strategy. Teaches point-count system for
winning strategy; $10. All require 16K. On
tape. L. Kubicz, 2545 S. Pennington, Mesa
AZ 85202.

TRS-80 Level II, 4K Text EdilOf. Versatile
editing options make text composition a
breeze. Blinking cursor, full graphics, fast
machine language, tape t/O, screen print
and more. $9.95. Don Coon, 1228 Alpine,
DeWitt MI 48820.

CORRECTIONS
The last sentence of the last full paragraph on p. 65 of "Spelling
Bee" (December 1978) by David Moody should read: "The un-
numbered lines following 5700, 5800, 6500 and 8600 .... " not
"5400, 5800, 6500 and 6800."

William Colsher tells us that you should add 275 M = M + 1 and
that you should change line 340 to read GOTO 120 in "Lucas'
Puzzle" (November 1978, p. 98).

Jim Gross writes: "I was flattered to see my article, 'Loop the
Loop,' in the November 1978 issue. I am now ashamed to point
out that the code in Example 7, page 115, is incorrect. Here is a
listing of the program as it should be, and I apologize for any in-
convenience the error may have caused."

2 REMARK SQUARE ROOTS BY NEWTON'S METHOD
5 PRINT "WHAT VALUE DO YOU WANT THE SQUARE ROOT OF";

10 INPUT A
15 LETG=A
20 LET X = .5·(G + A/G)
21 PRINT "X IS NOW ";x
23 IF ABS (G/X -1)©.00001 THEN 30
25 LET G =x
27 GOTO 20
30 PRINT "MY BEST ESTIMATE OF THE SQUARE ROOT OF ";A;" IS ";X
31 PRINT
32 GOTO 5
OK
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CALENDAR
Blacksburg VA

A new and expanded series of four 3-day hands-on work-
shops on 8080/8085 design, microcomputer interfacinq, soft-
ware design and digital electronics is being given by the authors
of the popular Bugbooks. Participants have the option of re-
taining equipment used in these courses. Dates are March 19 to
28, 1979. For more information, contact Dr. Linda Leffel, C.E.C.,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg
VA 24061, (703) 961-5241.

Boston MA

Coming Friday, Saturday and Sunday, April 6, 7 and 8, The
Northeast Personal and Business Computer Show, Hynes
Auditorium, Prudential Center, Boston MA. For more informa-
tion, call or write: Show Manager, Northeast Personal and Busi-
ness Computer ShOW, PO Box 678, Brookline Village MA 02147,
(617) 522-4467.

Co.,.testl
Our "best article of the month" contest continues. Turn to

the reader-service card in the back of the magazine to vote.
Voted best article in the November 1978 issue was "Hey,

Kids! It's 'Mickey Modem'!" by Stephen Gibson (p. 52). Congrat-
ulations, Steve.

Next month, we'll announce the best article of the year.

From Belgium, Bruce Turrie writes to tell of some problems
with his "Swords and Sorcery" program (August 1978, p. 54).

"Statement 840 does nothing; the lines that used to be be-
tween 840 and 890 were removed during debugging. However,
since other statements do branch to 840, you must be careful
about removing it; perhaps 840 REM would be best. This is a
good example of what can happen to your code without hard
copy.

"Line 3115 should be C2 = C2 - 1.
"I find that the line which should be 8350 is shown as 8340;

that is, it should be 8350 PRINT "YOU'RE HIT!!!"
"Digits = 1 sets the number of digits to be printed to the right

of the decimal point to one. This is the minimum for my BASIC,
though I would have preferred integers."

Stuart Rowland writes again: "Thank you for printing my let-
ter in the November 1978 Kilobaud (p. 22). Unfortunately, the
published version contained some errors that would make it
unintelligible to a novice. In order to clarify the algorithms, I'd
like to rewrite them in a more English-like language.

"Let b(n), b(n -1), ... , b(1) be the bits in an n-bit number.
"Binary to Gray code algorithm: FOR i: = 2 TO n DO IF b(i) = 1

THEN complement b(i -1).
"Gray to binary code algorithm: FOR i: = n DOWNTO 2 DO IF

b(i) = 1 THEN complement b(i -1).
"Another error of lesser importance occurs on the top line of

column 3. The word transistor should be transition."
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SHOULD it be a Heathkit® ?
Whether you are considering the purchase of your first
computer or an additional peripheral, you should know more
about Heathkit® computer products. The Heath Company is
the only firm with a continuing commitment to supplying
personal computers in kit form. While small business
applications will also be addressed by Heath~ they will
not forsake the hobbyist.
That's why you should subscribe to Buss: The Independent
Newsletter of Heath Co. Computers. The independence of
Buss means a lot to all its readers. Since 'it is not a
company-controlled publication, Buss can deal with the
weaknesses, as well as with the strengths, of Heathkit®
products. Furthermore, it can share news of compatible
hardware and software from other vendors. You can be sure
you won't hear about competitive products through the
company-sponsored Heath User's Group. So why settle for a
HUG when you can have a Buss?
~ Information on new products is presented to Buss

readers as it leaks out of Benton Harbor, not held
back to suit the marketing plans of the manufacturer.

~ Buss features candid accounts of owners. experiences
with their computers and peripherals. This is far
more valuable than a magazine article based on the
opinions of a single reviewer.

~ The discoveries of other Buss subscribers--often
made the hard way--can he~ou plan additions to
your system. Thus reading Buss may well save you
enough money to pay for the subscription several
times over. '

The information in Buss travels by first class mail (by
airmail outside North America). Your subscription can be
on its way to you within a week. You have the choice of
starting either with the latest issue or with available
back issues. Buss is a proven publication that keeps
getting better~o send for it.
$7.49 for 12 issues ~U.S. funds only. Outside North)
$10.95 for 18 issues (America: $9.49/12; $13.95/18 ) •.••843
Buss The Independent Newsletter of
325-K Pennsylvania Ave., S .E.Heath Co C tersWashington, DC 20003 • ompu

••••R26

TRS-80
QUADRUPLE YOUR
TRS-80 MEMORY!

In just a few minutes with no soldering you can
conveniently convert your TRS-80memory from
4K to 16K Oytes.The conversionkit includeseight
high quality, fast 250nS ic RAMchips,two
pre-programmed dip shuntsand easy to follow
instructions.Thissimple memory expansion kit can
turn your TRS-80from a minimum size
machine to a powerful 16K (or 32K) computer
with room for the kind of programs you hove
always wonted to write and use. Save over
~100.00 from the manufacturer's price. Con also
be used for ExpansionUnit empty sockets.

No. TRS-1RAM Package - 5125.00

SUPPliES LIMITED - Aa NOW!!

R.5,H. ELEGRONICS
2383 Arapaho

ThousandOaks, CA Q2J6()

Jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.ATTENTION ---iiiiI

NORTH STAR USERS
• ARIAN: BOBO/Z·80 Operating System, Assembler: Text

~Debugger, Dynamic File Capabilities. Save & Load
Source/OBJ. Files to Disk. Resident and Custom Corn.
mands. Truly a powerful. yet easy to use Operating System

= = =» $50.00

• INVESTMENT PACK: Stocks, Bonds, etc. Statistical
Analysis, Portfolio Management. Options, much more

= = =» $30.00

• FAMILY PACK: Programs for home and family. Includes
Mail list. Phone list. Recipe Analysis. Home Budget.
much more

= = =» $30.00

• ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING COURSE: Level
*1, beginners. Tired of not understanding Assem. Lang
programs? Get this course and begin writing your own code

= = =» $30.00

• TFS TEXT FORMATTING SYSTEM: A complete word pro-
cessor for the North Star system. Runs on virtually any ter-
minal. Appends to and from disc. Easy to use.

• ===»$75.00
RDA DATA SYSTEM: A complete data base manager.
unlimited cross-referencing. very fast access time (less
than 0.5 sec.) = =- = »$45.00

(I/Iinois residents add 5% sales tax)
~ IS\IUP~~/Off ....S61
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LIST
$299.95
124.95
59.95
49.95
59.95
69.95
LIST

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ELECTRONIC CALCULA TORS
$269.95 T.1.·59, 960 STEP PROGRAMMABLE SCIENTIFIC
112.45 T.I.·58, 480 STEP PROGRAMMABLE SCIENTIFIC
53.95 T.1.·57, 150 STEP PROGRAMMABLE SCIENTIFIC
44.95 T.I.·55, 32 STEP PROGRAMMABLE SCIENTIFIC
53.95 T.I. PROGRAMMER, CONVERTS DECIMAL/OCTAL/HEX
62.95 T.I. MBA, SUPER PROGRAMMED FINANCIAL

HEWLETT·PACKARD ELECTRONIC CALCULA TORS
S'T5Q.OO $675.00
450.00 405.00
275.00 247.50
175.00 157.50
175.00 157.50
325.00 292.50
100.00 90.00
80.00 72.00
60.00 54.00
495.00 445.50
120.00 108.00
75.00 67.50 H.P.·37E, PREPROGRAMMED FINANCIAL

WE STOCK ALL HEWLETT·PACKARD CALCULATOR SOFWARE AND AC~ESS~RIES

H.P.·97, 224 STEP PROG SCIENTIFIC PRINTNISUAL
H.P.·67, 224 STEP PROG SCIENTIFIC
H.P.·19C, 98 STEP PROG SCIENTIFIC PRINTNISUAL
H.P.·29C, 98 STEP PROG SCIENTIFIC
H.P.·10 BASIC HAND HELD PRINTER/VISUAL
H.P••91, PREPROGRAMMED SCIENTIFIC PRINTNISUAL
H.P.·33E; 49 STEP PROG SCIENTIFIC
H.P.·32E, PREPROGRAMMED SCIENTIFIC WITH STAT
H.P.·31 E, PREPROGRAMMED SCIENTIFIC
H.P.·92. PREPROGRAMMED FINANCIAL PRINTNISUAL
H.P.•38E STEP PROGRAMMABLE SUPER FINANCIAL

SEND ME THE CALCULATOR(S) INDICATED BELOW, COMPLETE WITH INCLUDED AC-
CESSORIES, INSTRUCTIONS, AND MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY. I UNDERSTAND
THAT IF I AM NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED, I MAY RETURN ITWITHIN 10DAYS FORA
COMPLETE REFUND (LESS SHIPPING).

MODEL(S),~~~~~_QUANTITY ~~_AMOUNT ENCLOSED $

WE HONOR ~~_VISA __ .MASTERCHARGE ~~MONEY ORDERS _~_COD

ADD $2.00 FOR POSTAGE AND HANDLING. PLEASE ALLOW 10 DAYS FROM DATE OF
RECEIPT OF ORDER FOR DELIVERY. TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX.

CARD NUMBER

FULL NAME

STREET

EXPIRATION DATE

~~~~~~ __ ~~~~CALL ~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~.~_CITY ~STATE~----ZIP~~ __

t/ ReaderService-see page 179



Your source for factory prime, professional
quality equipment. Computers, add-on boards,
Ie's, sockets, resistors,supplies, tools, test

THEBESTFORBOTHWORLDS equipment, books, and more. Shop your buy list
Factory prime electronic equipment for both the at Hobby World. You'll find what you want, and at
discerning hobbyist and the professional a solid savings.

This month's specials. ----

16K MEMORY ADD-ON FOR TRS-80, APPLE,
& EXIDY SORCERER
With RAMs,jumpers, and instructions. Hobby World
price only $98. (Specify when ordering)

THE NEW ELENCO 3% DIGIT SOLID STATE
MULTIMETER
Tops in performance! Measures resistance to .01ohms
voltage to 100iJ-v,current to 1iJ-A.Our price only $75
assembled & tested. $60 kit.

16K STATIC RAM KIT, MODEL XVI.
IEEES-100 compatible, requires only +5 Volts.
450 ns. fully buffered. Bank switching capability,
Phantom Line, wait state, addressable in 4K
blocks. New from CALIFORNIACOMPUTER
SYSTEMS!Our Price only $265 kit, $27 Bare Board.

C-10 DATA CASSETTES
Perfect for TRS-80and all recorders operating under
KC or Tarbell standards. With positive tape path
control. Price only $2 each! 10for $17.50.

PROM PROGRAMMER
New from OAE! Pocket size, Read, program, verify,
duplicate. Plugs into any read only PROMsocket.
With features like Zero insertion force socket, cermet
trimmers, and 5' of connecting ribbon cable. Hobby
World price only $275.
Type # 1087programs 2708's and TMS2716's
Type # 1088programs Intel 2708's.

Hobby World
19355 Business Center Drive #6
Northridge. CA 91324
SEND ME A CATALOGI '" H25

Name

Address

City State

Order by mail. Just write. Or order by phone. Toll free outside
California.

TELEPHONE ORDERS I:MJ,tU'" •... ...
Inside Calif: 213886·9200
Oufside Calif: 800 423·5387

V' Reader Service-see page 179

The New
Hobby World
Catalog

PORTABLE PAPER TAPE READER
No moving parts, interfaces with all micropro-
cessorsvia an 8 bit parallel port. Complete with
precision optical sensorarray, high speed data
buffers, all required handshake logic, 4 status
LED's,flat ribbon interface cable and complete
instructions. Hobby World price only $74.00 kit,
$87.50 assembled and tested.

TRS-80 SOFTWARE
Order by Catalog Number.
CAT NO. TITLE LEVEL PRICE
1093 Sargon: Chess Program 2 $19.95
1040 Galactic Blockade Runner Y2 9.95
1041 StarTrek III 2 14.95
1043 Small BusinessBookkeeping Y2 14.95
1045 Bingo Y2 5.95
1036 SCI-FIGame Sampler Y2 5.95
1037 TheMagic Isle Y2 5.95
1038 Inventory (Modular) Y2 19.95
1047 Othello Y2 5.95
1048 Machine Language Monitor 2 23.95
1049 Micro TextEditor 2 5.95
1050 100Programs, Home, Business,

and Games 2 49.50
1051 Daily Biorhythm Program Y2 5.95

SEND ME THE FOLLOWING SPECIALS!

Item Quantity Price

Postage/Handling S1.50

Satisfaction 100%Guaranteed
California ReSidents add 6% Sales Tax
Charge My MC #

VISA
Signature _

Expiration _
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""Ge~~f~~;:~~~~~~:!~~e~'t~~"'fi'~st big
breakthrough in S-100 memory prices, the best-
selling ECONORAM™t 4K. Now, Morrow's Micro-
Stuff makes the only line of S-100 memory products
that goes all the way from8K boardstb full;':sIie
floppy disk systems:

And ,every one of the Morrow's MicroStuff
memory products kills its competition. In quality. In
features. In performance. And in price.

Ask anyone about Morrow memories. The 1978
Image Profile study of microsystem owners found
Morrow one of the four best-known names in
accessories.

Morrow memories are accessories after your facts.
Made by Morrow's Micrc-Stuff'and distributed exclusively
byThinkerToys~ you can find them at more than 150 COrTl-
.putershops throughout the U.S. Ask your nearest computer
store to order for you.

br order directly from Thinker Tovs'" 120110th St., Berkeley,
CA 94710. Call (415) 524-2101 10-4 Pacific Time. (Direct orders
include $7 handling for Discus I, other products add $3;
'Cal res. add tax.) ,

Morrow makes memory tor ~

~----c-1rIfuniIDlli@ir1r@~~'m



· ANNOUNCING ~.. .
DOUBLE/SINGtEDENSITY ;

DISCUS/2D
600K BYTE CAPACITY

$1149 COMPLETELY
ASSEMBLED

.. FORDETAILS ...GALL (4.15)..524~2104.................................•...•



ELECTRONIC

.:.-~::'::»:EJComputer Products
* DISK DRIVES *
851 - 5Y." $295.00

by Micro Peripherals, Inc. Opera-
tes in either single density (125KB,
unformatted) or double density
(250KB, unformatted) modes, up to
40 tracks, with a track-to-track
access time of only 5 ms.

SA801R $495.00

by Shugart. Single-sided 8" floppy
disk drive.

8" DISK DRIVE $395.00

by GSI/Siemans. Direct equivalent
of Shugart 801R.

OM 270(}'S $750.00

Includes SA801R, 10"x10"x16"
cabinet, power supply, data cable,
fan, AC line filter.

• TWO SIEMENS/GSI 8" FLOPPY
DRIVES

• POWER SUPPLY FOR ABOVE
• JADE/TARBELL DISK CONTROL

KIT IS100)
• CP/M OPERATING SYSTEM WITH

BASIC-E
• PACKAGE OF 10 BLANK

8" DISKETTES
Price iI purchased separalely:

51192.50
JADE SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL:

51050.00

•• VERBATIMT.M
FLOPPY DISKS

5Y. in. Minidiskettes
Soft sector, 10 sector, or 16 sector

$4.40 each or
box of 10 for $40.00

8 in. Standard Floppy Disks
Soft Sector

$4.75 each-l0 for $42.50

FLOPPY DISK INTERFACE
JADE FLOPPY DISK (Tarbe"
board)
Kit $175.00
Assembled & Tested $250.00
S.D. Computer Products "Versa
Floppy"
Kit $159.95
Assembled & Tested $189.95

MINISCOPES

"KANSAS CITY STANDARD"
TAPE INTERFACE

Part No. 111

Board $7.60; with parts $27.50
Rechargeablebetterles and charger
MeasuresDCVolts, AC VOlts,Ohms and RS-232/TTL INTER FACE
Current Part No. 232
Automatic polarity, decimal and overload Converts TTL to RS-232
Indication
No zero adlustmentand no lull.scaleohm. and RS-232 to TTL
adlu.t Board only $4.50;
~!t~~"'::~~ted - NICadbatte,les:alsoAC with parts $7.00

:;::r:~~~~ndl.PI.Y 10' oaay r••ding without RS-232/TTY INTERFACE

~~~~::;':::':;;~)'OW Part No. 600
r""''''optlon ...........................• '.50 Converts RS-232 to 20mA
l.oo••••.cuo. $20.00 current loop, and 20mA current
LM3A 3dlg 1% DC $134.00 loop to RS-232
LM3.5A 31-2dig .5% DC .. $ 158.50 Board only $4.50;

'0 '0'. 10m.g crobe . . S 27. LM40A 4 dig .1% DC ..... $ 209.00 $7 00t-L_ •••••'_h••••' c_._'''' •••in.;,g_c._••_ ....- __ •••••••__ ....;.S_.s.;,.~ LM4A 4 dig .03% DC .. " $ 250.00 t- __ ....;.W.;.;.;it.;.h..:p.;.a.;.r..,:t.;.s....:.;..;,.~ -I

LO,~!~_~ROBES :!r)
-~

• 15 megahertz bandwidth.
• External and internal trigger.
• Time Ba•• - 0.1 microl8Conds10

0.5 Sec/div - 21 ••ttings.
• Battery or line operation.
• Automatic and line aync mode •.
• Power consumption Ie•• than 15W
• Verticle Gain - 0.01 to 50 voitel
div-12 sattingl.

• Weight i. only 3 pounds.
MS-15 $ 318
MS·215 DualTraceVersion $435

With ~c".rtl ••bl. 84,t,ri•• & Ch.rg.r Unit

MODEl L'·1
11:o",I·h('l,1 I"~h" 1",,1.,. 1>,,,,'ldr, I"""m rraoJllI~ for "'KI,o le",-I, ro,
"1:"1'1.: 1)1"1.. tiT!. '" ("~I<'S. 'npul Im •••cI."e., IIMI.I~"J "I""~.
Minh••••", Det_hbk P,,".: ~" n~_ ,.. •• ,.,. ••••• 'npu' SI,•••,
(•.•.••••••,,~J): III ~11l •. Puh. D.t_to. (L.[D): 1111/11~I~""'I ""'"

~~,,!I~~~"~'I\·""I.P"I••"'''mor~1 t-ut-c 'I' 1C\"~llro"'!llul\ <lL'll',-ll'l!

MOD1LL'_~

L~*!~:!~::'r~~l~~1:~~H'~~!:~.;:~JT,·"iit~i~~.I~:~~~;.lJ~::
f.~\~.?l~,~~~~I~~,~~t~:;:~.~.~;:;,;i'::r,:~,,~,~·~n'.fI ••I•• M ••••••': "ul11<'or
ese M.d •• Lp·J La,le Pr.... :-<N,·;"rh S88.85

3-LEVEL GOLD
WIRE WRAP SOCKETS

14 PIN 39t each
16 PIN 43t each

100 for $30.00
Sockets are end and side stack-
able, closed entry.

Soldertail
10 for

Wire Wrap
10 for

EXPAND OR'S BLACK BOX PRIN
This 64-character ASCII impact printer
with 80-column capability is portable
and uses standard 81/2" paper and reg-
u lar typewriter ribbon. Base, cover
and parallel interface are included.
Assembled and complete with manual
and documentation. only $470.00

3690·12
CARD EXTENDER

Card Extender has 100contacts-50 per
side on .125 centers-Attached connectorts
compatible with 5·100 Bus Systems 525.00.
3690 6.5" 2214 pin. 158 clrs. Extenders $12.00

METERS

S-100 MOTHER BOARDS
JADE 6-SLOT
Kit
Assembled & Tested
Bare Board

$41.95
$56.95
$24.95

9-SLOT "LITTLE MOTHER"

Kit $85.00
Assembled & Tested $99.00
Bare Board $35.00

13-SLOT "QUIET MOTHER"
Kit $95.00
Assm. & Tested $110.00
Bare Board $40.00

22-SLOT "STREAKER"
Assm. & Tested $149.00

J.AX»:EI
VIDEO INTERFACE

5-100 Compatible Serial Inter-
face with Sockets Included.
Kit $117.95
Assembled & Tested $159.95
Bare Board w/manual $ 35.00

Z80A SPECIAL
4MHz Zilog CPU Chip"* $14.95"*

SEE OPPOSITE PAGE
FOR ORDERING
INSTRUCTIONS. ~

HI-.
Convert your T. V. set into a
Video Monitor
Kit $8.95

SYSTEMS

LIQUID CRYSTAL DIGITAL
CLOCK·CALEN OAR

• For Auto, Home, OWe.
• Small in size (2)(2Y!xYl)
• Push button for seconds release for date.
• CIOCk~ mount anywl'l.r. with either 3M doubt.

,Ided tapa or VELCRO, included.
• 2 MODELS AVAILABLE:
LCD·IOI, pen.bla mooel run. on ••II-<:ontllned
btllleri.,lor bell'f ,n.n. Yl.,.
L.CO-t02, fUns, on 12 Volt ,yltem and II bilck·
lighted.

·I.CD·l01orLCD·l02
yourcholc. $34.95••

$2.00

Protect Your Hardware From
Unauth orized Use:

~
Zilog

WITH 2 ;,EYS

Only $2.95 Each

J..A..:K:»E
PARALLEUSERIAL

INTERFACE

5-100 compatible 2 serial I/O
ports, 1 parallel I/b_

K.tJG-P/S $124.95

Assembled & Tested:
JG-P/SA $179.95

Bare Board w/Manuat $ 30.00

_ Plugboards
8800V

Universal Microcomputer/processor
plugboard, use wnh S-IOO bus Com
crete wtlh heat Sink & hardware S 3" x
10" x 1116

Gen. Purpose O.I.P.
Boards with Bus Pattern
for Solder or Wire Wrap.
Epoxy Glass 1/16" 44
pin con. spaced .156

3677 9.6" X 4.5"
$10.90

3677-2 6.5" X 4.5"
$9.74

8801-1 P pattern plugboards lor
IC's Epoxy Glass 1/16"
44pincon, spaced .156

3662 6.5" X 4.5"
$7.65

3662-2 9.6" X 4.5"
$11.45

Same as 8800V except plain, less power
buses & heat Sink

1·4 5·9 10·24
8800V 19.95 17.95 15.96
8801-1 14.95 1346 11.96

Hi·Oensity Dual-In-Line
Plugboard for Wire Wrap
with Power & Grd. Bus
Epoxy Glass 1116" 44
pin con soacen .156

3682 9.6" X 4.5"
$10.97

3682·2 6.5" X 4.5"
$9.81
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PLACE ORDERS TOLL FREE: 800/421-5809 Continental U.S.
800/262-1710 Inside California

16.95
20.00
25.00
17.95
20.00
11.95
16.95
25.00
12.95
20.00
21.00
10.00
23.00
49.95

4.00
6.60
6.60
11.25
16.95
29.95
29.95
35.00
30.00
8.65
11.00
9.25

12.00
28.75
8.75
2.50

1Rr.•$245
6502 . based single board
computer with keyboard/display,
KIM·l hardware compatible,
complete documentation.

KIMSI
INTERFACE/MOTHERBOARD

Makes S·100 cards plug-in
compatible with KIM!

Kit $125.00
Assembled &

Kit
Assembled & Tested
Bare Board

$100.00
$149.95
$ 30.00

TRS-80 *1PPkI
MEMORY EXPANSION KITS

. 4116'5
8 for $85.00

(16K xl, 200ns)
includes dip plugs and

instructions

"IMSAI"·TYPE CARD
GUIDE SPECIAL:
Regular Price 304 each

SPECIAL: 10 for $1.00!

Sate!
DYNAMIC RAM BOARDS
EXPANDABLE TO 64K

32K VERSION. KITS

Uses 4115 (8Kx1, 250ns) Dynamic
RAM's, can be expanded in .8K
increments up to 32K:

8K
16K
24K
32K

$159.00
$199.00
$249.00
$299.00

8.00
11.95
10.00
9.25

15.95
15.95
15.95
15.95
17.95

$165.00

J~X»E _SO
with provisions for ONBOARD
2708 and POWER ON JUMP

2MHz
Kit
Assembled & Tested

4MHz

$135.00
$185.00

$149.95
$199.95
$ 35·90

64K VERSION • KITS

BETSI
INTERFACE/MOTHERBOARD

Makes S·100 cards pluq-in
compatible with PET!

Kit $119.00

~:~:~b1ed & $159.00

Kit
Assembled & Tested
Bare Board

* STATIC RAM*
SPECIALS

2114's, low power (1024x4)
1·15 16·99 100 +

450ns 8.00 6.95 5.50
250ns 9.00 8.00 6.50

lMS4044/MM5257, low power
450ns 8.00 7.50 6.50
250ns 9.95 8.75 8.00

4200A (4Kx1, 200ns)
9.95 8.50 8.00

Uses 4116 (16Kx1, 200ns) Dynamic
RAM's, can be expanded in 16K
increments up to 64K:

16K
32K
48K
64K

$249.00
$369.00
$475.00
$575.00

EPROM BOARD KITS
EPM-1 (uses up to 4K .
of 1702) $59.95

JG8/16 (uses 2708 or
2716) $69.95

STATIC RAM
BOARDS

MICROPROCESSORS
F8
Z8012MHzI
Z80A 14MHzI
CDP1802CD
AM2901
6502
6800
6802
8008-1
8035
8035-8
8080A
8085
TM59900TL

8080A SUPPORT DEVICES
8212
8214
8216
8224 12MHz)
8224-414MHzl
8226
8228
8238
8243
8251
8253
8255
8257
8259
8275
8279

6800 PRODUCT
6810P
6820P
6821P
6828P
6834P
6844L
6845L
6846L1
6846P 1
6850P
6852P
6860P
6862P
6871 P
6875P
6880P

KIM SUPPORT DEVICES
6102
6502
6520
6522
6530-002
6530·003
6530-004
6530-005
6532

USRT
52350

UARTS
AY5-1013A
AY5-1014A
TR 16026
TMS6011
IM6402
IM6403

BAUD RATE GENERATORS
MC14411
14411 Crvs tal

CHARACTER GENERATORS
2513 Upper 1·12±'51
2513 Lower (-12±.5l
2513 Upper (Svof t l
2513 Lower (5 volt)
MCM6571 . Up Scan
MCM6571 A . Down Scan

FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER
1771 BOl
1791

KEYBOARD CHIPS
AY5·2376
AY5-3600
MM5740
PROM S
1702A
2708
271615+121TI
271615vl INTL
275815v)

DYNAMIC RAMS
416D/41161750ns)
2104/4096
21078-4
TMS4027/4096 1300ns)
MM5270
MM5280
STA TIC RAMS 1-24
21 L02 1450nsl 1.50
21L02 1250ns) 1.75
2101-1 2.95
2111·1 3.25
2112·1 2.95

J"..&.I:»E:
Computer Products

4901 W. ROSECRANS AVENUE
Department "K"
HAWTHORNE, CALIF. 90250

10.95

5.25
8.25
5.25
5.95
9.00
9.00

ZIP

V' Reader Service-see page 179

10.00
4.95

6.75
6.75
9.75

10.95
10.95
10.95

r""1'~'''B'I r.

~.~: ;.,-1:

39.95
49.95

13.75
13.75
18.00

8.00
9.95

25.00
60.00
23.40

12.50
4.00
3.95
4.00
4.50
3.60

25-99
1.20
1.50
2.60
3.00
2.65

•

Socket
Thj~ IWW type of zero insertion pressure dual in-line
package socket (liP DIP III is perfectly suited
for both hand test and burn-in requirements.

The liP DIP II socket has been designed for
rill' utmost simplicity in its mechanical action.
Coupled with a thoughtful system of ramps and
hl'Vt'b to guide the device leads into the contacts
results in a socket. into which.· the device can
literally he dropped. With till' nip of a locking lever
the socket is ready to operate with exceptionally
good clccmcat contact. Flip the lever again and the
device may be extracted witb zero pressure being
exerted on the leads by the socket contacts.

PRICES:
16 pin Zip Dip II
24 pin Zip Dip II
40 pin Zip Dip II

$5.50
$7.50
$10.25

v-J6

THE PIGGY IS COMING!

~

Cash, checks, money orders, and credit cards accepted. Add
freight charge of $2.50 for orders under 10 Ibs. and $1.00 service
charge for orders under $10.00_ Add 6% sales tax on all parts
delivered in California_ Discounts available at OEM quantities.

WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOG
All prices subject to change without notice.

JADE 8K
Kits: 450ns

250ns
$125.95
$149.75

Assembled & Tested:
450ns $139.75
250ns $169.75

Bare Board:

16K - Uses 2114's (low power)
Assembled & Tested:

RAM 16 (250ns) $375.00
RAM 16B (450ns) $325.00

16K with memory management
Assembled and Tested:

RAM 65 (250i'lS) $390.00
RAM 65B (450ns) $350.00

32K Static
Assembled & Tested:

250ns $795.00
450ns $725.00
250ns Kit $575.00
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SYM-l, 6502-BASED MICROCOMPUTER
• FULLY-ASSEMBLED AND COMPLETELY INTEGRATED SYSTEM that's

ready-to-use
• ALL LSI Ie'S ARE IN SOCKETS
• 28 DOUBLE-FUNCTION KEYPAD INCLUDING UP TO 24 "SPECIAL"

FUNCTIONS
• EASY-TO-VIEW 6-DIGIT HEX LED DISPLAY
• KIM-1 * HARDWARE COMPATIBILITY

The powerful 6502 8-Bit MICROPROCESSOR whose advanced
architectural features have made it one of the largest selling "micros"
on the market todoy.

• THREE ON-BOARD PROGRAMMABLE INTERVAL TIMERS available to
the user, expandable to five on-board.

• 4K BYTE.ROM RESIDENT MONITOR and Operating Programs.
• Single 5 Volt power supply is all that is required.
• 1K BYTES OF 2114 STATIC RAM onboard with sockets provided for

immediate expansion to 4K bytes onboard, with total memory expan-
sion to 65, 536 bytes.

• USER PROM/ROM: The system is equipped with 3 PROM/ROM ex-
pansion sockets for 2316/2332 ROMs or 2716 EPROMs

• ENHANCED SOFTWARE with simplified user interface
• STANDARD INTERFACES INCLUDE:

-Audio Cassette Recorder Interface with Remote Control (Two
modes: 135 Baud KIM-1 * compatible, Hi-Speed 1500 Baud)

-Full duplex 20mA Teletype Interface
-System Expansion Bus Interface
- TV Controller Board Interface
-CRT Compatible Interface (RS-232)

• APPLICATION PORT: 15 Bi-directional.TTL Lines for user applications
with expansion capability for added lines

• EXPANSION PORT FOR ADD-ON MODULES (51 I/O Lines included in
the basic system)

• SEPARATE POWER SUPPLY connector for easy disconnect of the d-e

Synertek has enhanced KIM-1 * software as well as the hardware. The
software has simplified the user interface. The basic SYM-l system is
programmed in machine language. Monitor status is easily accessible,
and the monitor gives the keypad user the same full functional capabili-
ty of the TTY user. The SYM-1 has everything the KIM-1 * has to offer,
plus so much more that we cannot begin to tell you here. So, if you want
to know more, the SYM-1 User Manual is available, separately.

SYM-l Complete w/manuals $269.00
SYM-1 User Manual Only 7.00
SYM-1 Expansion Kit 7S.00

Expansion includes 3K of 2114 RAM chips and 1-6522 I/O chip.
SYM-1 Manuals: The well organized documentotion package is com-
plete and easy-to-understand.
SYM-1 CAN GROW AS YOU GROW. Its the system to BUILD-ON. Ex-
pansion features that are soon to be offered:

8K Basic ROM
TV Interface Board

power
• AUDIBLE RESPONSE KEYPAD

QUALITY EXPANSION BOARDS DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR KIM-l, SYM-l & AIM 65

$159.00
349.00

These boards are set up for use with a regulated power supply such as the one below, but, provisions have been made so that you can add
onboard regulators for use with an unregulated power supply. But, because of unreliability, we do not recommend the use of onboard
regulators. All I.c.'s are socketed for ease of maintenance. All boards carry full 90-day warranty.
All products that we manufacture are designed to meet or exceed industrial standards. All components are first qualtiy and meet full
manufacturer's specifications. All this and an extended burn-in is done to reduce the normal percentage of field failures by up to 75%. To you,
this means the chance of inconvenience and lost time due to a failure is very rare; but, if it should happen, we guarantee a turn-around time of
less than forty-eight hours for repair.
Our money back guarantee: If, for any reason you wish to return any board that you have purchased directly from us within ten (10) days after
receipt, complete, in original condition, and in original shipping carton; we will give you a complete credit or refund less a $10.00 restocking
charge per board. .

VAK-1 8-SLOTMOTHERBOARD
This motherboard uses the KIM-4* bus structure. It provides eight (8)

expansion board sockets with rigid card cage. Separate jacks for audio
cassette, TTY and power supply are provided. Fully buffered bus.

VAK-1 Motherboard $129.0Q

VAK-2/4 16K STATIC RAM BOARD
This board using 2114 RAM s is configured in two (2) separately

addressable 8K blocks with individual write·protect switches.
VAK-2 16K RAM Board with only $239.00

8K of RAM (1'2 populated)
VAK-3 Complete set of chips to $175.00

expand above board to 16K
VAK-4 Fully populated 16K RAM $379.00

VAK-5 2708 EPROMPROGRAMMER
This board requires a +5 VDC and ± 12 VDC, but has a DC to DC

multiplyer so there is no need for an additional power supply. All
software is resident in on-board ROM, and has a zero-insertion socket.

VAK-5 2708 EPROMProgrammer $269.00

VAK-6 EPROMBOARD
This board will hold 8K of 2708 or 2758, or 16K of 2716 or 25 j 6

EPROMs. EPROMs not included.
VAK-6 EPROMBoard $129.00

VAK-7 COMPLETEFLOPPY-DISKSYSTEM(Feb. '79)

VAK-8 PROTYPINGBOARD
This board allows you to create your own interfaces to plug into the

motherboard. Etched circuitry is provided for regulators, address and
data bus drivers; with a large area for either wire-wrapped or soldered
IC circuitry.

VAK-8 Protyping Board $49.00

POWERSUPPLIES
ALL POWER SUPPLIES are totally enclosed with grounded enclosures for safety, AC power cord, and carry a full 2-year warranty.

FULLSYSTEMPOWERSUPPLY
KIM-1 * Custom P.S. provides 5 VDC @ 1.2 Amps
and +12 VDC@.l Amps

KCP-1 Power Supply
more.
Provides +5 VDC @ 10 Amps & +12 VDC @ 1 Amp SYM-1 Custom P.S. provides 5 VDC @ 1.4 Amps

VAK-EPS Power Supply $125.00 VCP-1 Power Supply
*KIM is a product of MOS Technology

This power supply will handle a microcomputer and up to 65K of our
VAK-4 RAM. ADDITIONAL FEATURES ARE: Over voltage Protection on 5
volts, fused, AC on/off switch. Equivalent to units selling for $225.00 or $41.50

$41.50

2967 W. Fairmount Avenue
Phoenix AZ. 85017

(602)265-7564INCORPORATED

ENTERPRISES
Prices in effect Nov. '78
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THE FIRST TO OFFER PRIME PRODUCTS TO THE HOBBYIST
AT FAIR PRICES NOW LOWERS PRICES EVEN FURTHER!

1.Proven Quality Factory tested products only, no re-tests
or fallouts. Guaranteed money back. We stand behind our products.

2. Same Day Shipment All prepaid orders with cashiers
check, money order or charge card will be shipped same day as received.

SUPPORT DEVICES MICROPROCESSORS STATIC RAM HEADQUARTERS

""A38

Hi PLOT LOW COST
DIGITAL PLOTTER

CHARACTER GEN
R032513-OO1 {5V1 UDper. 9.50
R0325130Q0S (SV) Lower .. 10.95
A032513·AOM3 (SV) Lower 14.95
MeM6S7! 10.75
MCM6S71A 10.75
MCM6S74 . . 14.50
MCM6S15 .,14.50

AM9511 Alitn. Processor S195.00
AM9S11 OMA Controller 71.95
AM9519Uniyersallnterrupl 24.95
3881 taeo Pia) 10.45
3QS1·4\4MHz) 14.95
3882 (l-BO crcj 10.45
3882-4 (4MHz) ..... 14.95
820Sn4S138 Decoder 2.95
82128blli/O 2.50
8214 PriQlllylnl. 4.95
8216 Bus Driver 2.50
8224 Olock Gen 2.95
8224·4 (4MHz) 9.75
8226 BusOrivel 3.95
8T26BusOriver .... 2.39

•••••••••••••••• :~~:~~:g::rol ~:~;
6251 Prog.I/O 6.95
82531n1. Timer. • 19.50
8255 Prog. I/O .. • 6.50
8257 Prog. DMA 19.50
8259 Prog. Inr 19.50
8275 CRT Conlroller.. 74.95
8279 Prog. Keyboard 19.95
681O-1128~8RAM 4.75
6820 PIA . ..6.50
6821 PIA. ..... .7.25
6828 Prionry In!....... . 11.95
6834-1512~8EJ)fom 12.95
6850 ACIA 7.20
6852 Serial Adapler.. .. 9.95
6845/HD46505CRTComr .39.95
6860 Modem .. 9.95
6862 Modularor... . 11.95
6871A 1.0MHz osc. ..25.95
6875..... 8.25
6880 Bus Dnver 2.39
1821 SCD lK RAM 25.00
1822 SCD 256 ~ 4 RAM 16,95
1824 CD 32 x 8 RAM 9.95
1852 CD 8 bilI/O 10.95
1856 CD 1/0 8.95
1857 CD I/O 8.95
6520 PIA 7.50
6522MuIT 9.25
6530-002 15.50

•
••••••••••••••••• 6530-003 . 15.506530{)Q4 15.50

6530·005. . . .. 15.50
3851 F8 Pr09.Srore .... 14.95
3853 F8 Memory 1/0 . 14.95

Z·80/Z·80A/8080 CPU BOARD* On board 2708 * 2708 included (450ns.)* Power on jump * completely socketed
Assembled and tested . ,$185.00
Kit.............. . $129.95
Bare PC Board $ 34.95* For .4MHz Speed Add $15.00
8080A Kit $ 99.95
8080A Assembled. . .. $149.95

5-100 32K (uses 2114)
ASSEMBLED Kit
450ns. 639.95 450ns. 539.95
250ns. 699.95 250n6. 599.95
Bare Board 49.95
Bare Board w(all partsless memo 99.95
WMC 18K (uses 2114)
ASSEMBLED KIT
450ns. 325.00 450ns. 279.00
250ns. 375.00 250ns. 299.00
Bare Board 29.95
LOGOSI8K
ASSEMBLED
450 ns. 149.95
250ns. 169.95

ACOUSTIC COUPLERS • MODEMS
We now stock complete AJ line.
A242A 300 Baud Coupler. . $325.00
AJ243 LA 36 Coupler. . . . .. . .$295.00
ADAC242 Refurb. Coupler $275.00
AD342 Orig./Ans. Coupler. $398.00

~g1rJ~J?~~~gfg66~PcfJl~~~~~gg
AJ12551200 Bd.VadicOrig/Ans $895.00
Plus more Anderson Jacobson Products

KIT
450ns.
250ns.

125.95
149.95

Bare PC Board w/Data $21.95
Now over 1 year successful field experience
"SpecialOffer" Buy (4)8K 45Ons.Kits $117.00

* RS 232* Plot Size 7" x 10"* Digitizer Avail. Soon* High Resolution* 2.4"/sec Plot Speed

NEW
EXIDY SORCERER
Complete expandable Z-80 based computer.
w/8K $895.00 w/16K $1150.00
w/32K $1395.00 stock
S-100 Expansion module.. . ... $299.00

List: $1085.00
OUR
PRICE $999.00

BYTE USER 8K EPROM BOARD* Power on Jump * Reset Jump
Assembled & Tested.. $94.95
Kit. . .$64.95
Bare PC Board $21.95
Special Offer: Buy 4 kits only $59.95 each

~~:~:~6~~~,'i<a~am:··:::.:::::: ::~~§g
EPM-1 4K 1702 .. $59.95
EPM-2 2708 or 2716 Eprom.. .. $69.95

NOTE: 2708·S only 55.95

RAMS DYN_
41161SKxl 14.95
41158Kx 1 6..95
4050 4K ~ 1 4.45
4060 4K~ 1 4.45
40964Kx 1 4.25
21044Kx 1.. 4.95
2107B·44Kx 1 ..... 4.25
5261 1.95
5262 1.95
5270 4.95
5280 4.95
1103 ... 1.95
4008L 4.95
TM$4070 16Kx 1 .19.95
4027·3 4.95
MCM6605 4K x 1 7.95
6002 1.50

SPECIAL KEYBOARD BUY
WHILE THEY LAST
"Clare Pender 63 Key ASCII
w/26 Pin & 34 Pin Output Conn." ... $54.95

IMS STATIC RAM BOARDS* Memory Mapping * Low Power* Phantom * 250 ns. or 450 ns.
Only available assembled & tested

250 ns. 450 ns.
$209.60 $189.00
$449.00 $~99.00
$869.00 $819.00

8K Static
16K Static
32K Static

TARBELL FLOPPY INTERFACE* S100 Compatibte * Uses CPM

.ts~~~gf~~:'~t~eb~red .*.~e.r~~~,.~~.u{~g9~~~
Kit...... .... .$179.95
Bare PC Board $ 39.95

NOTE: For CPM Add 570.00. Oocumenlation Add $20.00

Kit. .$159.95
....... $189.95
........ $115.00

$ 27 UARTSIUSRTS
TRI602B (5V. 121/) 3.95
AY51013(5V, 121/) 4.95

:~g~g~;Z:~~~l;~4:.~.~;
TMS6011 (5V. 121/) 5.50
IMM02 9.95
IM6403 . 9.95
2350 USRT .. 9.95
1671BAstros... .24.95
SALE TR1472B ••••••••8.85

EXPANDORAM MEMORY KITS·* Bank Selectable * Uses 4115 or 4116
200 ns.*Write Protect * Power 8VDC, ±16VDC* Phantom * Lowest Cost/Bit

Expand032 Kit(41151 Expand064 Kit(4116)
8K $189.95 16K $275.95
16K $249.95 32K $429.95
24K $325.00 48K $599.95
32K $399.95 64K $719.95

SHUGART DISK DRIVES
SA 400 5v.." Single Denstty.. . ... $295.00

8" Singte'Sided~. . . . . .. .. $495.00
Add on Mainframe inc. box,

cable, fan $1295.00
Dual. . . $1230.00

ATTENTtON TR5-80 USERS

Allows Pet to be
interfaced to
~~~~'ar S-100

Kit . ..... . $189.95
Assembled $269.95
For Low Cost 8 Slot Bus to expand
your Pet only. .. $'49.95 Kit

MOt. VOL4 Mecl oara .. 3.95
Mot Vol. 5 CMOS nata 2.95
Mot Vol. 6 Linear Data 3.95
Mol. Vol 9 Schottky TIL 295
Mot MPU Apphcat,ons 25.00
Mot MPU Prog. ReI. Manual. 3.95
Mot. Power Data 2.95
Mor Recl,l,erOata 295
Mot. Swnctunq Tran 2.95
MolZeners .. . 295
BasIC SollWare SRI Vet I or u 24.95
ease SoflWare SRI Vol III 3995
BaSIC Software SRI vet IV or V 9.95
BaSICSoftware SRI Vol VI. 4995
BaSICSoftware SRI Vet VII 3995
19781CMaster 4750

DISKETTES
5~MINI
• sen secro
.10Secror
* 16 Sec10'

$4.50 eecn $3.90/10
BAUD RATE GEN
MC\4411
4702
WO\94\NORTH STAR MINI

$495each $.<1.50110

• MOloret~Comlral,bIe Modules'
MEK 68000~ KI
91,006800 MPU Module
9110116510tMOI~e, ee
9Ii0216sIOlCa"IGage
91;()l8 sIor Mom),6d
9IOO4S\'1OtemPQ"o,e.Supo'Y
91ilOProiOlypeEoard
9M54KEpromI>JoouJe
91,20 16 POrt p;lr"lIeltlO
9(·26 8K SialIC R.~M
9t.26K 8K 51,,"e I~AMK"
9!30 btende, c.:"d
QE<lOMu",,,,,,,lu"e, P'O!I
9E50 8 POrt Cupte. Awn
Mo~43/86Cdt>"ector·,wlwnr-./1
AMI EYK 99' 680)~ub KII
AMI EYKJOOrl.ss,mbled

TV CHIPS
MM53201211V Synch.. . .. 7.95
MM5369Prescale' 3.95
LM IS89 Modulalor 395
CW300 Saw funcncn 1.50
MM571 00 Color TV Game 6.95
MMS7104 Clock 375
AY3850O-1 TV Game 595

5-100 MOTHERBOARD SPECIAL AY38600 Color TV Game 2495

8 slot expandable w/9 conn. ~~;:?~::/~~Ilo~iaon~v~~~ .. 2~.~;

reg $69.95, NOW $52.95 RFModulalorwithAudiO ..... 8.95••~~~~~~"Ii••~iI"Ii••••••••••IIA/DCONVERTERS
PeG PROGRAMMABLE 87008 bll Binary 13.50

CHARACTER GeNERATOR .. ::~:~~ ~ig~!~~I~~~~~~::.::::~~:~
The hottest verslon 01 STARWAAS eveueere 3.95 9400 von 10 rrec. Cony. . ... 7.25
from Objective Design. 3.50 87503·112 Digit BCD .13.95
S.loo It i 44.95 8038 Multifunction.. .3.95

. 24.95 1408l66bil 3.95
... 25.95 1408l88bil. .5.95

1195 DACOI AID 5.95

.9.95
......... 12.95

... . ?.95
.................•. 2.95

... 2.95
............... 4.50
.............. 4.95

e- STANDARO
* Hard
• SoU

$.4 50 each $4.10110

TV INTERFACES

v" Reader Service-see page 179

Z·80 ..
z·aOA .•....
F·8 (3850)
2650 .
CDI802
8080A
6080A·4MHz ..
SALE 80815.
800a·l
2901 ...
2901A •......
TMS 9900JL
CPI600
6502 .•...
6502A ..
IM6100
8800 •.
6802P .
8035_ .
8755 .
8748 ..

........... 118.8'
. ..... 24.95

16.95
.18.95

19.95
9.95

..•.... 19.95
.. 18.85

14.95
...... 16.95

24.95
69.95
39.95
11.50

. .•...... 19.95
29.95
16.95
24.95

............ 17.50
•.......... 49.95

......... 69.95

SOCKETS
8PmWN/ 32
14 PinWN/ 37
16 PinWNI 38
18PinWN/ .60
20 Pm WN/ .90
22 Pm WN/ .93
24 PlnW/W .85
28PinWrw 1.15
40 Pm wrw 1 49

8 p.nsrr.17
14 Pm SIT .20
16 Pin SIT .22
18 Pin SIT .31
20 Pin SfT .34
22 P,nSfT .35
24 PrnSfT .41
28 Pin SIT.49
40 Pin SIT .63

CONNECTORS
6PinSin\lleS/E 1.49
15/30DuaIS/E 1.95
18136DuaIS/E 2.35
22/44 Dual S/E 2.95
40/80W,W......... ..4.95
43/86 O~al WNlIS(T 6.50
501100 IMSAI w/W .. . 4.75
50/100 IM$AI S(T . 4.75
50/100 Allair w/WfSrr 5.95
IMSAI Card Guides. . .. 4/1.00

CTS DIPSWITCHES
CTS20&4 $1.75 CT$206-8 $1.95
CTS2O&5 $1.75 CTS20&9 $1.95
CTS20&6 $1.75 CTS2O&10$1.95
CTS20&7 $1.75

LIVERMORE BASIC
ON 65K AOM
THATS RIGHT ON ROM!!t

OUR PRICE oniy .. ~

KEYBOARDENCODERS

NAKEDPC BOARDSALE
Z·80CPU (Ithaca) $34.95
8080A CPU ... ..•...... ..34.95
8K Slatic RAM (Logos) 21.95
16KSta~cRAM(2114) 2fI.95
aax steee RAM (2114) •... 49.95
f)oppy I/O (Tarbell) 39.95
CasselleI/O (TarbeD) •.... 29.95
8K Eprom (2708) 21.95
1702 Eprom Board...... .30.DC
2708/2716 Eprom (Itnaca) .. 34.95
2708/2716EJ)fom(WMC). 30.00
Realtime Clock ... 34.95
ACPProloBd.(3MConn.) .. 27.95
vector 8800 ProIO...... .. 19.95
Vector880311 slOlMB .. 29.95
ACP E1ttender w/Conn 15.95
Video Interlace (SSM) 27.95
Parallel tmenece (SSM) 21.95
13 Slot MOlherBoard (WMC) 32.95
9 SIoI MOlherBoard (WMC) .. 29.95
8S1otMOIher(expandable) ... 34.95

An'W:NTION KIM USERS

FLOPPY DISK 1/0
1771-0\ 8"& Minilloppy .21.95
uPd372 Nee Floppy 49.95
1781 DualFlappy 39.95
1791 Dual Floppy .. . .. 99.00

An'W:NTION PI!T use ••s
8ETSI-ooo.--,""",IOS'OO I~OOM.lll1eo,oo
P€'ICoton.c1orM.ll,,,,,...,..( .•)Conn.<;Ior1

:::n".:'fk·;:';!.:i~E~!::!.VO
Video-auifer
(converts to Std. Video) 29.95

Petunia (Music Board) 29.95
Combo (Video & Pelunia) .. 49.95
Beeper (signals rape I~d) ... 24.95

~.95
14.95
9.95

ATTENTION APPLE II USERS

Apple II wI16K. $1045.00

~~~:~fl ~)I~ie'rlaC8::: 5:~:~
Aoppy Disk 11 495.00
Firmware Card 180.00
Video Monitor (B/WI....... 205.00
PrinterCenuonics Po, w/cont 695.00
Printer CenlrOt'lics P·l 475.00
F'rintarCenlr. 779w/eonl. .. 1445.00
Apple II Proto Board.. . .... 24.00
Parallel I/O Card laO.OO
Communicalions 1/0 Card 180.00
PR40 Prirrlerl/Ow/cassette 49.95
2716 Eprom Burnarw/adapl 99.95
Apple II to MFE tapa 1/0 197.50
CoresidentAssemblerCaSS 19.95

HeurislicS Robot Car 249.00
Heurislics 20A Speeehlab ..• 189.00
Daw Jones Siock Oucte F1\g 25.00
Al.A242 Coupler 325.00
1/01_0 transmil over exisling
w.nr>g.. 189.00A/T

All 51,,1'''''''''' FCM ur UPS. U,n,·"
""de. $100.00 .odd a'':, h",,(!lrny .",d
IIOU.'9". o.(!~ •• owe. SIOO.OO ~dd 2.S'k.
h.,,,dlol111 & j)O'I"9'" Ma<lc.ehM!I<,/S,,,,k
,"n~"c.H(t/C.OD ~ccelH,'d wI25'~, ,kl'o",
C"r,lor"'" RC1,d""l> .cid 6'r,.1.,~. Fo.e,y"
O.ci~".od(\ 8"X.h,,,,(\lonll. AIII)d'''pr"".'
I,octo<v ,,·51.'" 9U." .•••,c,'ci. S.,mcd"v
sl"I1""'''1. Acid 25 cc"ts for 0",.,
Retail pricing f!l~y vary f.rom Mall Order
~ic.ng. All pl'lcmg subJecl 10 change
wtlhOul notice.

1·24 25·99 100
21L02450ns. 1.30 1.25 1.15
21L02250ns 1.59 1.55 1.45
2102 1.25 1.15 1.10
2111 3.75 3.65 3.55
2"2-1 2.95 2.85 2.65
2t01-1 2.90 2.10 2.55
2114-25Ons. 9.95 7.95 1.25
2114.450ns 7.95 6.95 5.25
TMS 4044/5257 250ns. 9.95 8.95 7.95
TMS 4044/5257 450ns. 7.95 1.25 5.95
EMM4200A 9.75 8.75 1.95
EMM4402 1.95 7.25 6.25
EMM4804 12.50 11.50 9.95
5101C·E 7.95 7.95 7.25

~~d6~?10.~4~) :g~~ ig:~~ ~:~~
AMD9130/31 12.95 11.95 10.25
FSC 460/46416K CCD Only S18.95 Each
tl0l 195 '1.75 t.25
~2125/93425 (45 ns.J 7.95 735 7.25
6508 II' x I CMOS 1.95 7.95 7.25
6518 lK _ I CMOS 7.95 7.95 7.25
74S189 64 btt Ram 3.95 3.25 2.50
81551/0w/Ram 21.95

WAVEFORM GENI!RATORS
8038 FunclionGen.
MC4024 VCO
LM566VCO .
XR2206 Function Generalor

3.95
.•• 2.45

. ... 1.75
5.25

CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES
16K CCO - first lime offered FairChild 480 CCO
16K Memory (now you can experimet)t with CCD
le<:hn-ologyalareasonabieprH:e. 17 page Applica·
lion note suppliedwilh eachorde,.Quan\ily limited)

$18,95 eae!, (reg, 43.00)

CRYSTALS
Microproc:: ••• or Tim.b •••• TV O.m.

Frequency Prlc. Frequency. Pric.
I QMHz $5.85 6.0MHz s 4.95
1.8432 495 6144 4.95
20MHz !i85 6.5536 4.95
2.01MHz 2.95 10.0MHz 4.95
2097152MHz 5.85 13.0MHz 4.95
24576MHz 585 1431818 4.95
3.579545MHz 1 50 18.0MHz 4.95
4.CMHz 4.95 18.432MHz 5.95
4194304MHz 5.95 20.0MHz 4.95
4.91520MHz 5.~5 221184MHz 5.95
5.0MHl 4.95 21.0MHz 5.95
50668 <1.95 36.0MHz 5.95
5.7143MHz 5.95 48.0MHz 5.95

10CKC 12.95

DISPLAYS/OPTO
13.75
1375

OL 70417071CC/CA.3oo 1.25
FN0359CC.357 .95
FND 5OO/507ICC/CA .500 ... 1.35
FNDS03/510CC/CA.5OQ . 95
FNO 800/807 CC/CA .800 2.50
Bowmar 9 digil bubble .. 99
FSC 8024 4 digil CC .800 4.95
HP7340 HEX Display 19.95
HP 5082·7340 HEX ... . .. 19.95
HP 5002·7300 !:lEX. . 19.95
TIL 305 5x7 Array... . 5.~5
TIL 306, 308. 309.7 sag ..............•.... 8.95
TIL311 HEXdisplay..... ..12.95
MA 1003 12 auto clock 17.95
MA 1002, 10104 digit ctcck module 9.95
Bezelforabove... 4.95
NSN 3731374 dual CCICA .300 2.20
NSN 5831584 duar CC/CA .500 2.60
NSN 7831784 dvar CC/CA .700 3.00
4N25 cere lsotater 1.10
MeT 2 OPIO tsouter ..... .89
4N33 Darlinglon ISOL . 1.75
Red led·$.185Dia. 5/1.00
Green/Yellow .. .. . .. 4/1.00
HP 5082/773\ 7 Seq.. . ..... .90
MAN lOA... . ... 9:-9"5

MONTHLY SPECIALS
22 Pin SfT Sockets. . ..... 10
1488 or 1489 RS232 ......•...•....•........ 95
1408L8 . . 4/19.95
8T26. . 2.25
ICL 7208.......... . .. 13.95
ICl 7107 3'f.t~ig, NO.. ., 11.95
ICl8211 Volt. Ref...... • 1.95
LM 1811 Dual 2W Amp....... . ......•..... 1.95
LM390 Ball. Op. Audio Amp 1.75
LMI830Fluid Detector .•..•............ 1.95
LMI850 Ground FauIlIC .•..........•.... 1.75
lM1800 PLL FM Slereo.. . . 2.25
LMI820 AM Radio......... . 1.25
LM2917 Freq 10Voltage.. . . 2.25
MK5014 Calculator IC .. . •.....• 95
75451/52/53................. . ..•. 10/2.50
8T20 Bldirector one snct . .... . ... 3.49
MH0025 or MH0026 Mos Drlver .••..•.... 2.50
8223 PrOm.. . .. 2.95

r-NEW--'I 1978CATALOGUE I
~~D.E!!~~E.J

DISCOUNT COMPUTER
CORNER Oiscounl Comput.r

C ••h C,..dltCard

$' 045.00 $ 1 065.00
Contactsalltsd.sk
Contact sales desk

1495.00 1495.00
4599.00 4699.00
450.00 462.00
~.OO 551.00

5499.00 5561.00
475.00 487.00
525.00 539.00

1890.00 1925.00
1230.00 1266.00
495.00 512.00
299.00 319.00
7:;0.00 744.95
1439.00 1479M
599.00 617.00
829.95 865.00
895.00 945.00

119900 t23O.00
Contael saies oess,
59900 61700
275.00 288.00
999.00 999.00
139.95 139.95

It,500 1195.00
1675.00 1705.00
2705.00 2810.00
235.00 Same
199.00 Same
2(11.00 Same
299.00 Same
249.00 Same
375.00 Same
249.00 Same

Apple 1I/16K
Compucolor II
Exidy

i~r~~~28'40
TEl MC$122
Oonemco Z·2
Clomemco SYS III
Cenlronics P-I
ceot-cncs s-t
Tl810Prin1er
Pe'sc,277
$hugart800/801
Pettee FD200
MFE Dual 75\
Honeon I
Norm Star
ADM 3 Assem
scree 10 120
Telelype Model 43
AM100
Im,;a,w'/22sloiS
Ohver 2708i16 Prosram,
Houston Digilal Plotter
~llnywh's"e Modern •
Hazelt.ne 1500
Okidala 110 w(TF RS232
Okidata 22 w{TFRS232
MEK 6800 O~ 11.,1
KIM 16502
rnle":eJ)IJr!;itOO
rer-bruco 9900 K,I
RCA VIP Cusmac
RockweilAIM
Syner1ekVIM'l
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( timeuKitTM DELIVERS
32K STATIC MEMORIES

'Unklt: Sockets, bypass capacitors pre-soldered in place for easy one evening
assembly.
"CSC: Qualified under the Certified System Component program. These boards
are burned in for 200 hours minimum, serial numbered, guaranteed to run at 4 MHz
over the full commercial temperature range, and are immediately replaced if failure
occurs within 1 year of invoice date.

from
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Computenz e your stat.on wllh
MlcrotroniCS' M-65 Ham intertace
and included software You simply
plug the urut mtc your PET and
you're ready to display. Iransmrr
and receive either CW or Rny at

rates up to 100 WPM 1----------••

Hams! Add a
PET to your rig.

ASSEMBLED KITS

$99.95
SECOND CASSETTE

FOR PET-$99.95
This peripheral from Commodore
gives you the abuttvto use onatapa
deck for mput and one for output.
copyliles. ere

KIM-1

PET
$795 THE PET

CONNECTION
$29.95memory $795.00

Second Cassette onve $99.95

RS·232 Punter Adapter -

assembled board $98.50

With powersuppty. case &
connector $169.00

Beeper - PET conuoneo
'beep' $24.95

5240.00

S280.00

s 35.00

EXPANDAPET - Economical 16K
memory expanSlOfl tor the PET (In'
cludes I daughter board) $435.00

Without dauqhtar board $395.00
Networks Modem for PET

Attaches to OAA $320.00

Cabinet S 35.00

READER/PUNCH NEW ASCII INTERFACES
for Reader/Punch

30 Day cenverv on Inlerlaces8 LEVEL PAPER
TAPE/READER
PUNCH

Boards & Cables
Parallel $220
AS232 Serial $350

Board. caores Power Supply
Parallel $490
se-er $615

Beare. caeies Power Supply €ncIO$u.e
Par auet $575
Serial $780

LOW·COST PRINTER
FOR PET

ThiS IS a completely returtnstted
T('ltltype KSA·33 termlnol rCDdy to
attach to your PET"s Interlace to
vse as a omuer Hazeltine

1400

$179

The o"g'nal fully expandable s,ngle .lIIiIlIIiIlliil ••••llillllllliilllillil •••••liillilllliliiiboard com puler r
Assembled

with power supply

$209
EXPAND YOUR KIM SYSTEM'

KIMSI

KIM to S-100 aoa.c

Connector set

KIM4
E~pans'on board

$169

•
•
•

Now a 5th Generation
in Terminals:

Introductory Sale Price -
Immediate Delivery

• 24 x 80 display
• RS-232C interface
• 110 to 9600 Baud
• 12" CRT Monitor
• Remote screen control
• Uses 8048 microprocessor
• State-of-the-art design

A full capability terminal completely
assembled with a 90 day warranty
for less than you'd pay for a kit.

S1S

MICRO TECH. POWER SUPPLY
Assembled $34.95

KIM ENCLOSURE

16lnx64chr.displey.12Sprintable
characters. scttware UAAT (ASCII
or Baudot). 3 sertet interfeces &
ceesctte 110, true composite video,
TIl compatible. easy power eon-
necuon.

TC-71 SELECTRIC TERMINALS~:::-----
j~"."-~------2.~~-T?p.qualityprinting terminal

With RS-232. PTTC code. tn-
cludesdesk.130charhne
ASCII version employs 6802
lor code ccrwerstcn. See our
catalog lor details

ASCII
Relurblshed
Working
As-ts

$864
$e95
$495
$339

ASC!!:a~!~v~:A~~f!a~~19;C-7N~W$169
Acoustic Coupler lor use wnn "SCII TC-il $159

166

• Color graphics on your TV
• Music and sound synthesizer
• Buill·in ceaeeue tape drive
• large 53-key keyboald
• Two joysticks inCluded
• Edu·BASIC cassette Included
·80eOMicroprocessor
• 8K RAM. 2K ROM

II you can't decide between a
scphisticated ~Ideo game and a
home computer then the tnter-
act Model One is lor you. Hook it
10 your color TV /lnd you've gol
both! You can play one 01 the
games which are included free
or you can load Edu·BASIC and
write your own games.You can
save programs or data using
the built-in easaene tape drive.
Best of all you get over $294
worth 01 tree cassettes includ
Ing:

Blackjack - Wager video bucks

Compute·A·Color - Easy graphics
Hangman - The word game
Knockdown - A dice game

Maze - Computer maze



P.O. Box 4430M Santa Clara, CA 95054
will call only:(408) 988-1640

Ave.
Same day shipment. First line
parts only. Factory tested.
Guaranteed money back. Qual-
ity IC's and other components
at factory prices. .,-03

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

74DOTIL lM340T-1B 1.10 CD4511 .94
7400N .17 lM340T-24 1.10 CD451S 2.52
7402N .17 lM343H 4.50 C04516 1.10
7404N .19 LM37D 1.15 C04518 1.02
7409N .2J LM377 4.50 C04520 1.02
7410N .17 lM379 5.00 C04527 1.51
7414N .63 lM360N 1.00 CD4528 79
7420N .17 LM381 1.60 CD45S3 5.75
7422N 1.39 LM382 1.60 CD4566 2.25
7430N .20 lM703H .40 CD4583 4.50
7442N .50 LM709H .28 CD45B5 1.10
7445N .69 lM723HfH .50 CD40192 3.00
7447N .60 lM733N .61 74GOO .28
744BN .69 lM741CH .35 74004 .33
7450N .17 LM741N .25 74Cl0 .28
7474N .29 lM747HJN .52 74C14 2.10
747SN .49 LM748N .35 74C20 .28
7465N .88 LM1303N .82 74C30 .28
7489N 2.00 LM1304 1.10 74C48 1.95
7490N 43 LM1305 1.27 74C74 75
7492N .43 LM1J07 2.00 74C76 lAD
7493N .43 LMI310 2.75 74C9D 1.15
7495N .69 LM14S8 .47 74C93 1.40

QUEST Cosmac Super Elf Computer $106.95 74100N .90 lMI800 1.75 74CI54 3.00
74107N .29 LM1812 7.50 74C160 1.44

Compare features before you decide to buy any memory select, monitor select and single step. 74121N .34 lM1B69 3.00 74C175 1.35
74123N .59 lM2111 1.75 74C192 1.85

other computer. There is no other computer on Large, on board displays provide output and op- 74125N .39 lM2902 1.50 74C221 2.00
74145N .69 lM3900N .60 74C905 3,00

the market today that has all the desirable bene- tional high and low address. There is a 44 pin 7415DN .95 LM39D5 1.75 74C~6 75

fits olthe Super Elf for so little money. TheSuper standard connector for PC cards and a 50 pin 74151N .69 lM39D9N .61 74C914 1.95
74154N 1.00 MC1458V .50 74C922 5.50

Elf is a small single board computer that does connector lor the Quest Super Expansion Board. 74157N .69 NE540l 2.89 74C923 5.50
74161N .87 NE5SON .65 74C925 5,95

many big things. It is an excellent computer for Power supply and sockets for ali IC's are in- 74162N .87 NE555V .43 74C926 6.95

training and for learning programming with its eluded in the price plus a detailed 90 page instruc- 74163N .87 NE556A .79 74C927 6.95
74174N .S< NES6SA 1.00

machine language and yet it is easily expanded tion manual. 74175N .90 NE566V 1.50 lNTiRFACE
74190N 1.15 NE567V 1.20 .,,, .65

with additional memory, Tiny Basic, Ascii Many schools and universities are using the 74192N .87 NE570B 5.00 8096 .65
Keyboards, video character generation, etc. 74193N .85 NE571B 5.00 8097 .65

Super Elf as a course of study. OEM's use it for 74221N 1.55 78L05 .60 809B 65

The Super Elf includes a ROM monitor for pro- training and research and development. 74298N 1.65 78108 .60 8109 1.25
74365N .66 79105 .70 aT10 4.50

gram loading, editing and execution with SINGLE Remember, other computers only offer Super Elf 74366N .66 78M05 .85 8T13 3.00
74367N 66 75106 1.75 8T20 5,50

STEP for program debugging which is not in- features at additional cost or not at all. Compare 75491CN .50 8T23 3.10

cluded in others at the same price. With SINGLE "lSOOTIL 75492CN .55 8T24 3.50
before you buy. Super Elf Kit $106_95, High 74LSOON .25 75494CN .89 8T25 3.20

STEP you can see the microprocessor chip 74LS02N 25 8T26 1.69address option $8.95, Low address option 74lS04N .25 Ato D CONVERTER 8T28 2,75
operating with the unique Quest address and $9.95. Custom Hardwood Cabinet with drilled 74lS05N .25 80388 4.50 8T97 1.69

data bus displays before, during and after 74lS08N .25 8700GJ 13.95 8T98 1.69
and labelled front panel $24.95. NiCad Battery 74LS10N .25 8701CN 22.00

executing instructions. Also, CPUmode and in- 74lS13N .40 8750CJ 13.95 MOS/MEMORY RAMBackup Kit $4.95_ All kits and options also come 74lS14N .90 lDI30 9.95 2101-1 3.95
struction cycle are shown on several LEDindica- completely assembled and tested. 74lS20N 25 9400CJVlF 7.40 2102·1 95

tor lamps. 74l522N .25 ICl71 03 9.50 2102Al·4 1.60

Questdata, a 12 page monthly software publica- 74lS28N .41 Icm07 14.25 21F02 1.25

An RCA 1861 video graphics chip allows you to 74lS3ON .25 2104A-4 4.95
tion for 1802 computer users is available by sub- 74lS33N 39 CMOS 21078 4.95

connect to your own TVwith an inexpensive video 74lS3BN 30 CD34001Fair .50 2111-1 3.75
scription for $12.00 per year. 74lS74N' .35 C04000 .16 2112·2 3.95

modulator to do graphics and games. There is a 74LS75N .47 C04001 21 2114 8.50
74LS90N .51 CD4002 .21 4116 17.95speaker system included for writing your own Tiny Basic for ANY1802 System 74lS93N 51 C04006 1.10 25138 6.30

music or using many music programs already 74lS95N 1.89 C04OO7 .21 21l02·1 1.49

Cassette $10.00. On ROM Monitor $38.00. 74lS107N 35 CD4008 .21 MM5262 .40
written. The speaker amplifier may also be used 74lS112N 35 C04009 .39 MM5280 3.00

to drive relays for control purposes. Super Elfowners, 30% off. Object code listing or 74LS113N .35 C04OIO .39 MM5320 9.95
74lS132N .72 C0401' .21 MM5330 5.94

A 24 key HEX keyboard includes 16 HEX keys paper tape with manual $5.50. 74lS136N 35 C04012 .21 P04110-3 4,00

Original ELFKit Board $14.95. 74lS151N 87 C04013 36 PD411O-4 5.00

plus load. reset, run, input, memory protect, 74LS1S5N .87 C04014 .86 P5101l 13.95
74LS157N .67 CD40IS .86 4200A 9.95
74LS162N .91 C04016 .36 82525 2.90

Super Expansion Board with Cassette Interface $89.95 74LS163N .91 C04017 .94 91l02A 1.75
74lS174N 95 C04018 .94 HD0165-5 6.95
74lS190N 1.06 C04019 .21 MM57100 4.50

This is truly an astounding value! This board has simply by calling them up. Improvements and 74LS221N 1.95 CD4020 1.02 GIAY38SOD-l 9.95

been designed to allow you to decide how you revisions are easily done with the monitor. If you 74LS258N .67 CD4021 1.02 MCM5571A 9.95
74lS367N .89 C04022 .66 9368 350

want it optioned. The Super Expansion Board have the Super Expansion Board and Super C04023 .21 4100 10.00
UNEAR C04024 .75 416 16.00

comes with 4K 01low power RAM fully address- Monitor the monitor is up and running at the push CA3045 .00 C0402S .21

able anywhere in 64K with built-in memory pro- of a button. CA3046 .67 C04026 1.51
CA3081 1,80 C04027 .36 3.00

tect and a cassette interlace. Provisions have Other on board options include Parallel Input CA3082 1.90 C04028 .79 3.60
CA3089 2.95 C04029 1.02 4.80

been made for all other options on the same and Output Ports with full handshake. They lM301AN/AH .35 CD4030 .21 3.60
board and it fits neatly into the hardwood cabinet lM305H .87 C04035 1.02 3.90

allow easyconnection of an ASCII keyboard to the lM301N .35 CO-W40 1.02 4.00
alongside the Super Ell. The board includes slots input port. RS 232 and 20 ma Current Loop for lM30BN 89 C04042 .71 5.00

lM309H 1.15 C04043 .63 3.60for up to 6K of EPROM (270B, 275B, 2716 or TI teletype or other device are on board and if you lM309K .95 C04044 .63 2.10

2716) and is fully socketed ($12.00 value). lM311HJN .90 C04().116 1.67 14.45
need more memory there are two S-100 slots for lM31n/K 2.92 C04049 .36 7.95

EPROM can be used for the monitor and Tiny static RAM or video boards. A Godbout BK RAM lM318 1.35 C040SO .36 5.80
lM320K·5 1.20 C04051 1.13 8.95Basic or other purposes. board is available for $127.95. Parallel 110Ports lM323K·5 6.95 C04060 1.42 8.95
lM320K·12 1.35 CD4066 .71 7.25

A IK Super ROM Monitor $19.95 is available as $9.85, RS 232 $4.50, TTY 20 ma IIF $1.95, lM320K·15 1.35 CD4068 .40 3.90

an on board option in 2708 EPROMwhich has S-l DO$4.50. A 50 pin connector set with ribbon lM320T·5 1.60 C04069 .40 4.00
lM320r.a 1.60 C04070 .40 16.50

been preprogrammed with a program loader/ cable is available at $12.50 for easy connection lM320T·12 1.50 C040il .21 7.50
lM320T-15 1.60 C04072 .21 15.95

editor and error checking multi file cassette between the Super Elf and the Super Expansion lM324N 1.15 CD4073 .21 4.95

read/wrlte software, (relocatible cassette file) Board. lM339N 1.55 C04075 .21 3.75
lM340K-5 1.10 C04076 1.75 3.75

another exclusive from Quest. It includes register The Power Supply for the Super Expansion Board lM340K-B 1.10 C04078 .40 2.50
lM340K·12 1.10 C04081 .21

save and readout, video graphics driver with is a 5 amp supply with + Bv ± lBv + 12v - 5v. lM340K,'5 1.10 CD4082 .21 MICROPROCESSOR

blinking cursor and block move capability. The lM340K·24 1.10 C04116 .47 6600 17.50
Regulated voftaqes are +Sv & + 12v $29.95. lM340T·5 1.10 C04490 5.50 6802 24.95

Super Monitor is written with subroutines allow- Deluxe version includes the case at $39.95. lM340T-B 1.10 CD4507 1.00 1lO80Awithdata B.95
lM340T·12 1.10 C04508 4.25 6085 '27.00ing users to take advantage of monitor functions lM340T·IS 1.10 C04510 1.02 Z80 29.95

Auto Clock Kit $15.95 Digital Temperature Meter Kit Sinclair 3Y2 Digit Multimeter
DC clock wrth 4-.50" displays. Uses National Indoor and outdoor. Swrtches back and forth. Batt.!ACoper. 1mVand .1NA resolution. Resis-
MA-l012 module with alarm option. Includes Beautiful. 50" LED readouts. Nothing like it tance to 20 meg. 1% accuracy. Small, portable,
light dimmer, crystal timebasePCboards. Fully available. Needs no additional parts for com- completelyassem. in case.1yr. guarantee.Best
regulated, como. instructs. Add$3.95 for beau- plete, lull operation. Will measure -100° to value ever!
tiful dark case. Best value anywhere. +200°F, tenths of a degree, air or liquid.

Video Modulator Kit $8.95Very accurate. $39.95
Beautiful hardwood case w/bezel $11.75 Convert your TV set into a high quality monitor

without affecting normal usage. Complete kit
with full instructions.

60 Hz Crystal Time Base Kit $4.40
Convertsdigital clocks from ACline frequencyto
crystal time base. Outstandingaccuracy. Kn in-
cludes: PCboard, MM5369, crystal, resistors,
capacitors and trimmer.

Update
197BIC Update Master Manual $24.50. Com-
plete IC data selector, 2175 pg. Master refer-
ence guide. Over 42,000 cross references.
Free update service through 197B. Domestic
postage $3 50 Foreign $6 00

CT7015 direct drive chip displays and
time on .6" LEOS with AM-PM indicator.
Alarmldoze feature includes buzzer. Complete
with all parts, power supply and instructions,
Jess case

8212
8214
8216
8224
8228
8251
8253
8255
8257
8259
COPl802CO
COP1802D
COP1B61
6820
6B50
6502

ICSOCKETS
SolderTln Low Prom,
PIN lUP PIN IUP
8 .15 22 .30

14 .18 24 .35
16 .20 28 .42
18 .27 36 .58
20 .29 40 .57
3Ie"'l~rewrapgold.
14 ~n .25 16 pWJ .27
21MIHpinww .20

WIRE WRAP LEVEl 3
PIN PIN
\4 .25 24 .86
16 .27 281.00
18 .57 40 1.23

UART/F1FO
AY5·1013
AY5-1014
3341

PROM
1702A
N82S23
NB2S123
N82S126
N82$129
N82S131
N82S136
N82S137
2708
DM8577
8223
271611
2716 Intel

CRYSTALS
1 MHz
2M1O
4 M1h
5 MHz

10 MHz
18 MHz
20 MHz

MH,

1
3
2.
2.
2.
3.
5.
5.185 MHz
5.7143 MHz
6.5536 MHz
14,31818 MHz
1B.432 MHz
22.1184 MHz

CONNECTORS
44 pin edge 2.00

100 pin edge 4.50
100 pin edgeWW 4.50

KEYBOARDENCODERS
AVS·2376 512.50
AY5·3600 13.50
74C922 5.50
74C923 5.50
HDOI65-S e.ss
ICTulClips

1
Red .55
BlaCk .55

Keyer8Q43 14.50
comp. w/spec.lsock.

TRAMSISTORS
2N1B93
2N2222A
2N2369
2N2904A
2N2907A
2N3053
2N3638
2N3643
2N3904
2N3906
2N3055
2N4400
2N4401
2N4402
TIP31
TIP33A

2.90
8.00
2.00
2.90
5.35
850
10.00
9,25
19.50
19.50
19.95
25.00
12.95
9.95
12.95
12.50

CLOCKMODULES Complete alarm clocks
ready to hook up with transformer and
switches. Very compact with .SO' and
.84' dill~S.
MA1I1D2A,CorE.SO"
1n2P3Trandormlr
MAlOIOA, C or E .84'
102P2Tr!l1liormer
Speclaltrlndarmlflndlll
.wltth8lwh,n purch."d
w{module

MA1003 carmodule.3"
greennuor.dlsplay

pertype.012
piece pack

5pertype6.75
KEYBOARDS
56keyASCnke~rdkil $62.50

~~I1~e~S~~~~:Yboard kit ~~:~
Ful/yassembled 65.00 eneesore 14.95

"OS
Red T018 .15
Green. Orange. Yellow T018 .20
Jumbo Red .20
Green. Orange. YeliowJumbo .25
CllpliteLED Mounting CIIIII 81$1.25
(spedfyred. amber. green. yelow. dear)

CONTINENTAL SPECIALnES In slack~~~joto~n~I~~bF~:~~c;~ tei~~~~~5
OK WIRE WRAP TOOLS In ,Ioell
Portable Multlmeter $18.00
DIGITALTHERMOMETER $48.50

5.50 8atl. cper. General purpose or medical
7.50 32"-230·F. Disposable probe cover
6.95 :!:.2Q ac~ulacy. Camp. Assy. in

compact case
COMPUTER BOARD KITS
8K RAM Board Kit $134.95
4KEPROM Kit 114.95
I/080ardKit 44.50
Extender Soardw/connector 12.50
Video Inlerfaceboard kit 125.00
16K EPROM bGird kil w/o PROMS 74.50
16KSt3tic RAM board tit 395.00
~g:iO~~{O~~:P~ltOllk Kit $~~:~

SPECIALPROOUCTS
MM5865 Stopwatch Timer 9.00
PC board 7.50
Switches Mom. Pushbutton .27

3pos.slide .25
4.50 Encoder HOOl55-5 6.95
4.50 3 DigilUniverSlI
4.25 Counler Baird Kli
4.25 Operates 5--18 VoK DC to 5 MHzi:!~ zygleil;~I~;IEI~ :~h~~10:~~:= :=~~~i~ll00ALOCIIC $224.00

4.50 ModeJl0Trigger
1.20 Expander K~
1.95 Moc!ell50 Bus
4.50 Grabber KU
4.50 TRANSFORMERS
4.50 6V 300 ma 3.25
4.50 12 VoK 300 ma uanstormer 1.25
4.50 12.6V CT600 ml 3.75
4.50 12V 250 ma wall plug 2.95
4.50 12VCT250 ma waR plug 3.50
4,25 24V CT 400 ma 3.95
4.50 10V 1.2 amp wall plug 4.B5
4.50 18V6amp 12.95

DISPLAYlEDS
MANI
MAN3

3.95
2.95
3.50
3.75
3.75
3.75
8.75
8.75
12.50
2.90
2.90

22.50
48.00

S229.00

S369.00

10
.47
.47

CA .270 2.90
CC .125 .39

CAlCA.3001.00
CC.3001.25
CA.3OO 1.00

CAlCC.5001.90
CAlCC.500 1.95

CC.6OO1.95
CC.357.70

CCiCA .5001.35
CClCA.500 .90
CCiCA.BOO 2.20

.60

.80
1.75
1.75
1.00
.60
.39

950

8.115
2.25

11.95
2.25

40
.18
30
.20
.25
40
.25
25
.18
.18
.69 1
25
.75
.20
.60
1.00 1

Stopwatch Kit $26.95
Full six digit battery operated. 2-5 volts.
3.276B MHz crystal accuracy. Times to 59
min. 59 sec., 991/100 sec. Times std., split
and 7205 chip, all components minus

DE9P 1.50
DE9S 1.95
DA15P 2.10
DA15S 3.10

8K Static Kit
16K Static RAM Kit
24K Static RAM Kit
32K Dynamic RAM Kit
64K Dynamic RAM Kit
BKJ16KEprom Kit (less PROMS)
Video Interface Kit
Motherboard $39.

$127.00
265.00
423.00
449.00
945.00
$89.00

$139.00
Extender Board $8.99

2.95

15.95

4.50
250
2.50
250
3.00
3.00
3.00
2.50
2.50
3.00
2.50
3.50
500
5.00
6.00
6.00

- . .
TERMS: $5.00 min. order U.S. Funds. Calil residents add 6%tal. FREE: Send lor your copy 01 our NEW 1978

BankAmericard and Master Charge accepted. QUEST CATALOG. Include 28C stamp.
Shipping charges will be added on charge cards.
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DIODES/ZENERS SOCKETS/BRIDGES TRANSISTORS. LEDS. etc.
lN914 100v 10mA .05 8-pin pcb .20 ww .35 2N2222 NPN (2N2222 Plastic .10) .15

lN4005 600v lA .08 14-pin pcb .20 ww .40 2N2907 PNP .15
2N3906 PNP (Plastic - Unmarked) .10

lN4007 1000v lA .15 16-pin pcb .20 ww .40 2N3904 NPN (Plastic - Unmarked) .10
lN4148 75v 10mA .05 18-pin pcb .25 ww .75 2N3054 NPN .35
lN4733 5.1v 1 W Zener .25 22-pin pcb .35 ww .95 2N3055 NPN 15A 60v .50

lN753A 6.2v 500 mW Zener .25 24·pin pcb .35 ww .95 T1P125 PNP Darlington .95
LED Green, Red, Clear, Yellow .15

lN758A 10v " .25 28'pin pcb .45 ww 1.25 D.L.747 7 seg5/8" High com-anode 1.95
lN759A 12v " .25 40-pin pcb .50 ww 1.25 MAN72 7 segcom-anode (Red) 1.25
lN5243 13v .. .25 Molex pins .01 To-3 Sockets .25

MAN3610 ., segcom-anode (Orange) 1.25

lN5244B 14v .. .25
MAN82A 7 segcorn-anode (Yellow) 1.25

2 Amp Bridge 100-prv .95 MAN74A 7 segcom-cathode (Red) 1.50
lN5245B 15v .. .25 FND359 7 segcom-cathode (Red) 1.25

25 Amp Bridge 200-prv 1.95

CMOS - T T L -
4000 .15 7400 .10 7473 .25 74176 .85 74H72 .35 74S133 .40

4001 .15 7401 .15 7474 .30 74180 .55 74Hl0l .75 74S140 .55
4002 .20 7402 .15 7475 .35 74181 2.25 74Hl03 .55 74S151 .30
4004 3.95 7403 .15 7476 .40 74182 .75 74Hl06 .95 74S153 .35
4006 .95 7404 .10 7480 .55 74190 1.25 74S157 .75
4007 .20 7405 .25 7481 .75 74191 .95 74LOO .25 74S158 .30
4008 .75 7406 .25 7483 .75 74192 .75 74L02 .20 74S194 1.05
4009 .35 7407 .55 7485 .55 74193 .85 74L03 .25 74S257 (8123) 1.05
4010 .35 7408 .15 7486 .25 74194 .95 74L04 .30
4011 .20 7409 .15 7489 1.05 74195 .95 74L 10 .20 74 LSOO .20
4012 .20 7410 .15 7490 .45 74196 .95 74L20 .35 74LSOI .20
4013 .40 7411 .25 7491 .70 74197 .95 74L30 .45 74LS02 .20
4014 .75 7412 .25 7492 .45 74198 1.45 74L47 1.95 74LS04 .20
4015 .75 7413 .25 7493 .35 74221 1.00 74L51 .45 74LS05 .25
4016 .35 7414 .75 7494 .75 74367 .75 74L55 .65 74LS08 .25
4017 .75 7416 .25 7495 .60 74L72 .45 74LS09 .25
4018 .75 7417 .40 7496 .80 75108A .35 74L73 .40 74LS10 .25
4019 .35 7420 .15 74100 1.15 75491 .50 I 74L74 .45 74LSll .25
4020 .85 7426 .25 74107 .25 75492 .50 74L75 .55 74LS20 .20
4021 .75 7427 .25 74121 .35 74L93 .55 74LS21 .25
4022 .75 7430 .15 74122 .55 74L123 .85 74LS22 .25
4023 .20 7432 .20 74123 .35 74HOO .15 74LS32 .25
4024 .75 7437 .20 74125 .45 74HOI .20 74S00 .35 74LS37 .25
4025 .20 7438 .20 74126 .35 74H04 .20 74S02 .35 74LS38 .35
4026 1.95 7440 .20 74132 .75 74H05 .20 74S03 .25 74LS40 .30
4027 .35 7441 1.15 74141 .90 74H08 .35 74S04 .25 74LS42 .65
4028 .75 7442 .45 74150 .85 74Hl0 .35 74S05 .35 74LS51 .35
4030 .35 7443 .45 74151 .65 74Hl1 .25 74S08 .35 74LS74 .35
4033 1.50 7444 .45 74153 .75 74H15 .45 74S10 .35 74LS86 .35
4034 2.45 7445 .65 74154 .95 74H20 .25 74S11 .35 74LS90 .55
4035 .75 7446 .70

I
74156 .70 74H21 .25 74S20 .25 74LS93 .55

4040 .75 7447 .70 74157 .65 74H22 .40 74S40 .20 74LS107 .40

4041 .69 7448 .50 74161 .55 74H30 .20 74S50 .20 74LS123 1.00
4042 .65 7450 .25 74163 .85 74H40 .25 74S51 .25 74LS151 .75
4043 .50 7451 .25 74164 .60 74H50 .25 74S64 .15 74LS153 .75
4044 .65 7453 .20 74165 1.10 74H51 .25 74S74 .35 74LS157 .75
4046 1.25 7454 .25 74166 1.25 74H52 .15 74S112 .60 74LSI64 1.00
4049 .45 7460 .40 74175 .80 74H53J .25 74S114 .65 74LS193 .95
4050 .45 7470 .45 74H55 .20 74 LS367 .75
4066 .55 7472 .40 74 LS368 .65

4069/74C04 .25
4071 .25 MCT2 .95 LlNEARS, REGULATORS, etc.
4081 .30 8038 3.95 LM320T5 1.65 LM340K15 1.25 LM723 .40
4082 .30 LM201 .75 LM320T12 1.65 LM340K18 1.25 LM725N 2.50

MC 14409 14.50 LM301 .45 LM320T15 1.65 LM340K24 1.25 LM739 1.50
MC 14419 4.85 LM308 (Mini) .95 LM324N 1.25 78L05 .75 LM741 (8-14) .25

4511 .95 LM309H .65 LM339 .75 78L12 .75 LM747 1.10
74C151 1.90 LM309K (340K-5)85 7805 (340T5) .95 78L15 .75 LM1307 1.25

LM310 .85 LM340T12 .95 78M05 .75 LM1458 .65
9000 SERIES LM311D (Mini) .75 LM340T15 .95 LM373 2.95 LM3900 .50

9301 .85 95H03 1.10 LM318 (Mini) 1.75 LM340T18 .95 LM380(8-14 PIN) .95 LM75451 .65
9309 .35 9601 .20 LM320K5(7905)1.65 LM340T24 .95 LM709 (8,14 PIN).25 NE555 .35

9322 .65 9602 .45 LM320K12 1.65 LM340K12 1.25 LM711 .45 NE556 .85

MICRO'S, RAMS, CPU'S, NE565 .95

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
yo'I9 NE566 1.25

E-PROMS UNLIMITED NE567 .95
74S188 3.00 8214 8.95
1702A 4.50 8224 3.25
MM5314 3.00 8228 6.00 7889 Clairemont Mesa Boulevard, San Diego, California 92111
MM5316 3.50 8251 8.50 (714) 278-4394 tca« Res.) SPECIAL
2102-1 1.45 8255 8.50 DISCOUNTS
2102L-l 1.75 8T13 1.50 All orders shipped prepaid No minimum Total Order Deduct
2114 9.50 8T23 1.50 Open accounts invited COD orders accepted $35 - $99TR16028 3.95 8T24 2.00

10%

TMS 4044- 9.95 8T97 1.00 Discounts available at OEM Quantities California Residents add 6% Sales Tax $100 - $300 15%

21078-4 4.95 All IC's Prime/Guaranteed. All orders shipped same day received. $301 - $1000 20%

8080 8.95 2708 9.50 24 HourToll FreePhone1·800·854-2211 AmericanExpress/ BankAmericard/ Visa/ MasterCharge8212 2.95 Z80 PIO 8.50

-- -



° Ko11ntil/OeS12
tantalum ~apiICl
lorslor+5.+12.

8803

-!s.
MS·15

MINISCOPE

LM3A 3dig 1% DC ...
LM3.5A3V, dig .5% DC
LM40A4 dig .1% DC
LM4A4 dig .03% DC
Rechargeable batteries and
eluded
Measures DC Volts, AC Volts, Ohms and
Current
Automatic polarity, decimal and overload
indication
Measures DC Volts, AC Volts, Ohms and
Current
Automatic polarity, decimal and overload
indication
No zero adjustment and no tuft-scale ohms
adjust
Battery~perat~d - NiCad batteries; also AC
line operation.
Large LED display for easy reading without
interpolation
Size: 1.9"H x 2.7"W x 4"0
Parts & labor guaran1Hd 1 year
Tilt stand option. . . S 3.50
Leather case.. 520.00

• 15 megahertz bandwidth.
• External and internal trigger.
• Time base -.1 microsec. to 0.5 secrotv . 21 PROBE 1¢
• ~~iii;~S~r~i~:o~peralion. S PROBE ic with the
° Automatic & line sync modes. cvrcoase of SCOPE
• Power consumption < 15 watts. . and the MENTION of
° Vonlul Gain - .01 to50Vldlv, 12M1lhngsi3%. this MAGAZINE
° View,ng a.ea 1.1" ~ 1.35".
° Case sile 2.1"H ~ 6."'''W ~ 1.5"0. 3 pounds.· P""&Lot)O<ou"r.nIHdl~.'
·,0101.'0"">01>1_· L"I~.rnrl)"lngcas.

WRAPmmr
Sockets purchased in multiples of 50 per type may be combined for best price.

1-24 25-49 50-99 100-249 250-999 1K-5K
.41 .38 .35 .31 .27 .23
.39 .38 .36 .32 .29 .27
.43 .42 .39 .35 .32 .30

3 LEVEL
GOLD WIRE
SOCKETS

8 pin"
14 pin"
16 pin"

18 pin .63 .58 .54 .47 .42 .36
20 pin .80 .75 .70 .63 .58 .53
22 pin" .90 .85 .80 .70 .61 .57

24 pin .90 .84 .78 .68 .63 .58
28 pin 1.10 1.00 .90 .84 .76 .71
40 pin 1.50 1.40 1.30 1.20 1.04 .89

Profile. Tin Sockets and

RG81G 501100 Coni 125 ens. DIP R681·3 501100 Coni 125 ens.
SOLDER TAIL on .140 spaced rows PIERCED SOLDER EYELET

for All AIR motherboards GULD GOLD
plated $1.53

1·4 5·9 10·24
$5.00 $4.15 $4.50

Other Popular Edge Connectors
R644·G 22/44 Cont 156 errs. R644·3 22144 Cont 156 ens WIRE
PIERCED SOLDER EYLET WRAP taus GOLD
GOLD plated. 1·4 5·9 10·24

1-4 5·9 10·24 $4.00 $3.75 $3.50
$3.00 $2.15 $2.50

• For Auto, Home, Office
• Small in size (2x21hx1h)
• Push button lor seconds release for dale.
• Clocks mount anywhere with either 3M double-

sided tape or VELCRO, included.
• 2 MODELS AVAILABLE:

LCD· rut. portable model runs on sell-cont.lned
batteries lor better than a year.
LCD·l02, runs. on 12 Volt system and is beck-
lighted.

• lCO·l010.lCO·102
you' choice

lalt(lmouM,ngspilce's
° WifIng s,~e !JIow~. cen-

ponenlSldewreeooxy
\Ilin Wlt~ w~lle milrklnvt tor
wnponeniiocalrOns

• Gl0 eP<l~Y ;ta5Sboard w,lh 2ounc,
copper.solaerptaledand.038dlame·
Ie' notes lor te~dS

• Soider maskwIth solder wm(l(lWSOfi
etclltdtllcu,lsloiYiHdKtlOenloilshwi
tllClllts

• MoontSll'KeptacleswllhlOOconlacts(2
fowSIOfi 125 centersWlin 2!iO'Qwspacln9.
Vector pall number R681·2.ormounIS mrecep-

:~~I:::a'~:,~~lerconneCIIOn$IO smaller notner board ~==="...
: ~:;:·!~:~~~'~Eni~~7;~:i~~~.t:o,P~::0:6VI1 Price:

AMPSI Curoenlroillngs are per Mll·STQ-275,.,tn loot

MOTHER
BOARO FOR
S100 BUS
MICRO-
COMPUTERS

M icrocomputer 1processor
plugboard. use with 5-100 bus Com-
ptete wrtn heal smk & hardware. 5.3'" x
10" x 1/16"'
1-'

$19.95
5-9

$17.95

8801-1

10-24
$15.96

3682-2 6.5" x4.S·'
$9.81

Hi·Density Dual-In-Line
Plugboardfor WireWrap
with Power& Grd. Bus
EpoxyGlass 1/16" 44
pincon.spaced.156

3677 9.6" x 4.5"

$10.90
3677-26.5" x 4.5"

$9.74
Gen. Purpose D.I.P.
Boardswith Bus Pattern
for Solderor WireWrap.
EpoxyGlass 1/16" 44

.156

3690·12
CARD EXTENDER

Card Extender has,100 con-
tacts 50 per side on .125
centers-Attached connec-
tor-is compatible with
5·100 Bus Systems. $25.83
3690 6.5" 22144 pin .156
ctrs. Extenders .... $13.17

less power

1/16 JIm
.042 dia holes on

0.1 spacing for Ie's

PRICE
1-9 10·19

$1.56 $1.40
$3.69 $3.32

SIZE
4.5x6.5"
4.5x17"

14 - G3 100 for
$30.00

16-G3 100 for
$30.00

,::~&
~
PRICE: $11.95

or 3/'45"
~ SPECIAL
~14CS2100 for '14"
-,.'--: -"16CS2100for'16°Orr--n 14plnCS210for'2"D
~ 16 pin CS2 8 for '2""

These low cost DIP sockets wilt accept
both standard width plugs and chips.
For use with chips, the sockets oller a lOW
profile height of only .125" above the board.
These sockets are end stackable.

MA1003
CAR CLOCK

V@Ot 'l
WRAP POST \

for .042 dia. holes II
(all boards on this page) Ii~~~~~..100 .. $ 2.34 \

1000 . $14.35 1\
A·13 hand installing

1001. . .. S 2.94

24 PIN DIP PLUGS

WITH COVERS

~
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SOURCE SINK

OUTPurCURR£NTmA

AD584 Output Voltage vs. Smtc and Source Current

Pin Programmable Precision Voltage Reference
ANALOG DEVICES AD584JH offers pin-programmable
selection of four popular output voltages: 1O.OOOV,
7.560v, 5.000Vond 2.500V. Loser trimming results in the
most flexible monolithic precision reference available.
Strobe input allows unit to "turn off" for use in power
supply control. Output can sink or source current to great-
er than lOmA!
Maximum error over full temp range (O-70°c) is + 30mV.
Perfect for use in A-D converters, power supplie~,
calibrators, etc. 8 pin TO-5 metal con package.
AD584JH .•........••...•...••...........•..•• $6.95
Spec and Dato Sheets........................... .60

78P05SC 5V lOA TO-3 Reg •.......•.•.•..••.. $12.95
21 L02-4 (MM2102AN-4L 450n5) .....•.......• $ 1.44
Z80CPU I.e. .•..........•.......•••....... $20.00
Z80ACPU I.C •...•......•................• $28.00
Z80CTC I.e. .............•...........•.•.• $11.00
Z80ACTC I.e. •..•.•...•.•.....•...•...... $16.00
Z80PI0 I.C. . $11.00
Z80API0 I.C •............................ $16.00
25 PinRS-232connector Male................ $2.25
25 Pin RS-232 connector Female ..........•.. $3.35
DB-51226 Hood lor RS-232 connector $ 1.39
0-20418 Screw Lock ossembly $ 1.19
4801 4KXl Static RAM $8.95,8/ $60.00
4804 1KX4 Static RAM ...........•• $8.95,8/ $60.00

MICRO PROCESSOR COMPATIBLE A/D CONVERTERS
National Semi ADC3511 and 3711 are CMOS monolithic
A/D converters. Pluse modulation analog-ta-digital con-
version is used and requires no external precision com-
ponents except the reference voltage.

Single 5 volt operation. Operation with on isolated
supply allows conversion of either polarity. Sign is auto-
matically determined and indl ccted on the sign pin.

The ADC3511 and 3711 hove been designed to provide
address BCD data and are intended for use with micro
processors and other digital systems. BCD digits are
selected on demand via 2 Digit Select inputs. Digit
Select inputs ore latched. Start conversion input and
conversion complete output are included on both types.
FEATURES

· Single 5V Supply
.ADC3511 3t dlqits (0 to + 1999 counts)
.ADC3711 33/4 digits (0 to + 3999 counts)
·Addressed BCD Outputs -
· Easi Iy interfaced to mi era processor
•TTL compatible

ADC-3511 (3-1/2 dig;t) ....••.•.•....•..•.. $12.95
ADC-3711 (3-3/4 d;g;t) ....•......•........ $14.95
Spec lor both ports. . . . . . •. . . . . . . •. • . . . . . . . . . .80

POWER OPAMP
250mA output current capability. Operates on as
low as 3V. Input parameters are programmable for
system optimizing. Electronic shut down allows
output to float. Packaged in 8 pin mini-dip.
LMI3080N .•.•...••..•.•.•••••...... $1.94

Specs and applications...... .60

(jf)1BI-1EII

NANALOG
•••••OEVICES
High Precision

10 Volt IC Reference

High Precision lOVolt tC Reference
ANALOG DEVICES AD581J is monolithic I.C. which
produces a precise IOV (.:!: 13.5mV) with 12 to 4()V input.
Ideal for many A-D converter appli cations as well as
calibrators, power supplies, etc. 3 terminal package is as
easy to use as on ordinary regulator. Can be used as pre-
cision current source, can be buffered for very large
current outputs. Use as 2 terminal device produces a
precision zener •

AD581J (3 terminol TO-5) .......•............. $4.98
Specs and Application sheets... .•••.•••.••.••.• .60

i
Jumper Kits lor .025 Squcre Post"
All material for making jumpers for
quick circuit changes and proto-
typing. Use for breadboarding I

trouble shooting, field modifications.
Fits standard IC socket wire/wrap
posts. Excellent wiping action on
gold plated box contacts.
Kit contain 10 box contacts, heat

shrinkable sleeving, and 5 feet of wire plus instruction
sheet.
JCK-5101. ... (5 double iumpers)$2.75, 4 k;t,/SI0.00

uDP416 16K Dyncmlc RAM (2oonS) ......•. 8/ $144.00
uDP416 16K Dynomic RAM (30005) 8/ $128.00
6502 uProcessor· •.•............• ,", ..• , ... , $10.95

VECTOR
LMB
MOLEX (WALDOM)
OK TOOL
PANAVISE
PCP
POSITRONICS
HOWARD SAMS
H.H. SMITH
SPECO
TAB
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
THERMALLOY
UNGAR
WALDOM
WAHL
WELCON

Dozens of others-too many to (ist here and adding
more each issue.

TL497C SWITCHING REGUlAT.oR
Switching regulator chip con convert from one
voltage to another-either up or down! I Use
this one to get positive or negative 12V from
your +5V supply for those MOS parts. Starting
with anywhere from +4.5V to +12V you can
get from +30V down to -25V out. Adjustable
output at up to SOOmA. We are offering the
chip plus a miniature inductor needed for the
converter and spec sheet for only $9.50.
TL497C + lndvctoe+spec •.•••••.•••• $9.50

Two terminall.C. Temperature Transducer
ANALOG DEVICES AD590J is a two terminal device
producing an output current proportional to absolute
temperature. Loser triming produces + 9°C maximum error
without external calibration. Calibr~ion can reduce
maximum error to only + 2°C over -55° to +150°C range.
Sensitivity is luA/oK. Use with +4 to +30V supply as
input to digital meter in thermometer applications. Excell-
ent for remote applications due to the very high impedance.
Comes in TO-52 metal can,
AD590J •............................•....•..• $3.49
Specs and Application sheets .•.•••••••••.•• ,.,.. .SO

MC1413P (ULN2003A) Hex Dorlington ......•. $ 1.59
THM-6073B TO-220 Heat Sink ...........•. 5/$ 1.00
MCl4411 P Baud Rate generator $ll. 98
1.843 Crystal lor MCI4411 ..................• $ 4.95
MM571 09 Number Cruncher . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . .. $18.95
Hll F3 Opto-Fer Linear Isolotor ....•......... $ 1.95
CA3130E Bi MOS OP Amp .........••.......• $ 1.27
CA3140E B; MOS OP Amp $ .57
40673 Popular duol gate FET .•.......•........ $ 1.01
MM5865N Universe! Timer I.C ••.....•...•.. $ 9.75
CSC 500 MHz presccler . '" $59.95
Bond K 2800 3~ D;git DVM. . .. . .. . . .. $99.95
Bond K Dual Tracer Scope Model 1432 .•..... $750.00

(FOB Phoenix)

MK5102 (N)-5 Touch Tone Receiver I.C •...... $34.95
6000hm to 6000hm C. T. Xfmr $ 1. 95
3.579545 Color Burst Xtol •................•• $ 1.75

Tri-Tek is a Stocking Distributor for factory direct
lines of components, tools and equipment. Be sure
to get our big catalog!

ADEL
ANTRONICS
AP PRODUCTS
AVA
B&K PRECISION
CIRCUIT ASSEMBLY
CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORP.
DATAK
DIXON
EZ HOOK
EDSYN
GRI
HAYDEN
HUNTER
ICO RALLY
lEE
KEYSTONE

J·TfRMINAL VOLTAGEREGULATORS
TRI-TElCho.b.c_om<>ior "",.c. lor""7800 "nd 7900 ••••i••
3-t.,m;nol.-tlvloIOt1;n TO-2:lOpock0ge, Th••••"'IMEporh
0'. foctory fi"lq",,'ity!l A! ••••••prlc ••, yO<lcon'! olford 'e·
Inted Fall euts. Availoble in the Followingvoltage!, loll 2
dillit. indic<>!. yolt09.,

7805 (~_. __ ••• 11 ~__. 7905 79)5i: IlJUlf'4l.rlUl'l4 7906 7918
POS1TIVE7812 NEGATIVE 7908 7924

7815 7912
7818
782040Utput~,out

~Gnd Q:- '"
Input .. Gnd

PleoM «der regulator. by port numbers,
78XX (pos) 95¥, 51$4.50, 79XX (n8g) $1.10, 51$5

7,.TB'-TEII
~- 7808 North 27th Avenue V" T1

Phoenix, Arizona 85021
(602) 995·9352

Chuljtt c..,d telephone Ofdm ($20 min.) _. be
..::.pWd ~6:30 P.M. except _k'ncb.
Telephone (602)99509352. No collect gill plff".

C.O.O. NO ,,",c.' poll C.O.O.
u~s C.O.D. Add 95~ 10 ".de.

Anv ••Iu,,61 will t>oby c".ck ••,," c••dil~ouc".".

II w•• ~",,'d .,. '.mpo,.,II" " •.••"I "OC~ on onv it.m."
will De p!.c.d "n INck o'd.'. If ••••u"no' ''''pin JO
de~., yo" will b. nOllllO<l <>f.~. up.cted .~ipp;nu dOl.

:;~C;'''~:'~~:~d:i:~ d:'I~;~~';- p.id co,e1wi.~ w~ic" '0

T.,m •. Ch.ck, mo".v ClOd.,. c,.di. U,O. N•• JO do¥, t<>
••••dli, ••••.•cho"' •• nOooy ••nm.n ••gencle •.

C'.,_f"'_ ••••I•••••.•••,., ••, muot IN _do wllhin 6Odoy.
Of ".oIPI • IM'eol. C'.'m mun inclu~ !n~oiconum_.
"" ••& ""f-.:ll ••••••••.••.

Shipping and Handling
U.s ••nd CANADA ADO 5%
om••.counl.i •••ddlS%

A"V co" ••oond."c. nOl conn.c ••d wi.h YO", o'de'
", ••••"••••"." •••h••'."d ,nc!ud. SASE 10•••O!y

Cleim. I"••h""._ Oforrmoll"dmo•••,.' m••••be •.•••d•
wi."i" IO,,"yool.oc.ip.o' I>4Ckoll".

~,iU." ••"bj_.'oc""nll"whhou.no"eo Ill. S. DOLLARS ONLY

(MINIMUM ORDER U.S. SI0.001
(FOREIGN $15.00)

•
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COMPUTER
SPECIALS

... anti it's COLOR
"The Compucolor II"
... a personal colorgraphics system for the modern computer man ...

* Color Graphics 13" Color CRT J;J* Proven 8080A CPU System* 16K Extended Disk Basic* Up to 117* Key Keyboard* Up to 32K* RAM* Minidisk Drive 51.2K Bytes/Side *option

Model 3 w/8K, 72 Key Keyboard, RS232 $1495.00
Model 4 w/16K, 72 Key Keyboard, RS232 $1795.00
Model 5 w/32K, 72 Key Keyboard, RS232 $2395.00
Options: 101 Key Keyboard.. .. . .. . . Add $150.00

117 Key Keyboard Add $225.00
Formatted Diskettes 2/$19.95
Programmed Diskettes $19.95
Diskette Library Inc. Hangman, Othello, Math, Chess, Startrek,
Blackjack, Cubic TicTacToe, Finance Vol. I,Finance Vol. II,Bondsand .
Securities, Assembler, Text Editor, Personal Data Base.

$895 w/8K'

$1150 w/16K (Stock)

$1395 w/32K (Stock)
User programmable or use
cartridges. Combines the
desirable features of the PET,
APPLE and TRS-80 into a
complete expandable computer
system. If you are a comparisop
shopper send for comparison
chart.

EXIDY SORCERER™

KIM-1

* INCLUDES:
Keyboard & enclosure totally
assembled
90 day Warranty
MICROSOFT BASIC
Video & Cassette Cable
Complete Documentation** S100 Expansion

Module ..... Add $299.00** Cassette recorder
. Add $44.95** Sanyo 9" Monitor

.. ... Add $169.95

SYM-1
"The Ultimate in
Single Board Low-Cost
Computers" In Stock
Reg. $269.00
Now $249.00 \~~'f.* KIM-1 Compatible <::,-<.0* 4K ROM Monitor* 1K Bytes 2114 RAM* 65K Memory Expansion* User EPROM 2716** Power Supply

. .... Add $59.95** Cassette Recorder
........ Add $44.95** Sanyo 9" Monitor

.......... Add $' 69.95
School & group discounts
available.

Now only
$179.00

The KIM-1 6502 Standard
Computer System now available
off the shelf. Write for complete
details and software package.** Power Supply

.............. Add $59.95** Cassette Recorder
...... Add $44.95** Sanyo 9" Monitor
... Add $169.95

AIM
••E'M ff\O~\.
f\oct{"!.~'1'\O"~\.
,••'tEl'''

Singleboard Computer* On Board 20 column
alphanumeric printer* Alphanumeric 20 character
display* Terminal style Keyboard
54 Keys* 6502 based CPU

w/1 K RAM. . . . . . . ... $375.00
w/4K RAM. . .. $450.00
Assembler ROM ... Add $85.00
BASIC Interpreter in ROM
................. Add $100.00

RCA
COSMAC VIP

BALLY ARCADE
Z-80 based expandable to 48K
Color Display BASIC available in
ROM Cartridge $299 95
8K ROM 14K RAM •
Order Bally Cassettes @$19.95 ea. except 3001
@$24.95,2001 Zzap & Dodgem, 2002 SeaWolf & Missle, 2003 Attack
& Red Baron, 3001 Baseball,4001 Bingo Math & Speed Math, 4002
Letters & Crosswords, 5002 Blackjack & Poker

PRINTERS
OKIDATA Model 110 w/tractor w/RS232
................. .. $1675.00

OKIDATA Model 22 w/tractor w/RS232
............................... $2705.00

DECWRITER II w/RS232 10-30 cps
........ $1675.00

DIABLO 1620-3 w/lractor feed,
w/Keyboard. . . $3255.00

DIABLO 1610-3 w/tractor feed $2995.00
IPSI 1622-3 w/lractor feed
(diablo compatible). .. ... . $2995.00

IPSI 1612-3 w/tractor feed
(diablo compatible) $2820.00

Centronics 761 (KSR) $1595.00

iNEW LOW PRICE$249.00
Assembled
Regular price $299.95
w/Sanyo 9" Monitor

........ Add $169.95
"Now you can afford to
experiment using RCA's fine
1802 CMOS CPU."

NORTH STAR HORIZON
Now in stock North Star Z-80 based high-performance computer.
* Z-80 Processor* Motherboard* 2 Serial +1 Parallel Port* 16K RAM
Horizon I .. _. $1439_00 Kit
Horizon II.... $1799.00 Kit

Centronics Micro S-1 . $525.00
Centronics Micro P-1 . $475.00
Centronics 761 RO $1495.00
Centronics 779 w/tractor feed .. $1195.00
Teletype Model 43w/RS232 ... $1199.00
TI Model 745 w/upper & lowercs . $1975.00
TI Model 810. . . .. $1895.00

FLOPPY DISK'S
Shugart SA400 Minifloppy Disk Drive

..... $295.00
Shugart SA450 Dual Denslty Minifloppy

..... $375.00
Shugart SA800/801 Diskette
Storage Drive. . .. .... . . $495.00

Shugart SA850/851 Double-Sided
Drive. . $625.00

MFE Mayflower Model 751 Double
Density. . $730.00

Persci Model 277 Dual Diskette
Storage Drive.. . . .. $1230.00

Pertec FD200 Miniflop Disk Drive $299.00
Pertec Model 88 8" Drive. $495.00
Calcomp Model 143M Dual Density
Drive.. . .. $625.00

North Star MDS Minifloppy w/S-100
... $599.00

TERMINALS
SO ROC 10120 ..
LEAR ADM3 Assembled
LEAR ADM3 KIt.
SOROC 10 140 .

. $895.00
..... $829.95

$739.95
..$1495.00

Sanyo 9" Monitor. . . $159.95
Sanyo 15" Monitor.. .. $209.95
Motorola 12" Monitor wlo chassis. $219.95
Hazeltine 1400 . .. $750.00
Hazeltine 1500. $1095.00
Hazeltine 15 t O. $1295.00

KEYBOARDS
GEO Risk Model 756 ASCII 56 Key
Assembled. . ... $67.95

Metal case for Model 756.. .. $27.00
Clare Pender 62 Key ASCII w/26 Pin
and 34 Pin Connector
(new surplus supply limited).. . .. $54.95

63 Key Unencoded Keyboard. . $32.95
10 Key Hexpad Unencoded.. . $11.95

ADVANCED COMPUTER PRODUCTS DEPT K
P. 0, Box 17329 • Irvine, California 92713
1310 B E. Edinger • Santa Ana, California 92705
TWX/TELEX 910 5951565 • TEL (714) 558-8813

All prices FOB Santa Ana. Please add shipping/handling.
For credit card purchase contact for quotation. Complete
FREE 1979 Catalogue - send 25¢ for postage. Pricing
subject to change without notice.

V' ReaderService-see page 179 171



-.16
.18
18
.18
.18
.20
.19
.19
.20
.20
.18
.25
.25
.40
.70
.25
.25
.20
.19
39
.25
.19
.19
.25
.39
.20
.25
.25
.25
.25
.20
89
.49
75
75
.75
.69
.59
.79
.20
.20
.20
.20
.25
20

?'7~?O}Tl*.
SN7472N 29
SN7473N .35
SN7474N .35
SN7475N .49
SN7476N .35
$N7479N 5.00
SN74BON .50
SN7482N .99
SN7483N .59
SN7485N .79
$N7486N .35
SN7489N 1.75
SN7490N .45
SN7491N .59
SN7492N .43
SN7493N .43
SN7494N .65
SN7495N .65
SN7496N .65
SN7497N 3.00
SN74100N .89
SN74107N .35

SN74109N .59
SN74116N 1.95
SN74121N .35
SN74122N .39
SN74123N .49
SN74125N .49
SN74126N .49
SN74132N .75
SN74136N 75
SN74141N .79
SN74142N 2.95
SN74143N 2.95
SN74144N 2.95
SN74145N .79
SN74147N 1.95
SN74148N 1.29
SN7415DN .89
SN74151N .59
$N74152N .59
SN74153N .59
SN74154N .99
SN74155N .79
SN74156N .79
SN74157N .65

SN74160N
SN74161N
SN74162N
SN74163N
SN74164N
SN74165N
SN74166N
SN74167N
SN74170N
SN74172N
SN74173N
SN74174N
SN74175N
SN74176N
SN74177N
SN74179N
SN74180N
SN74181N
SN74182N
SN74184N
SN74185N
SN74186N
SN74188N
SN74190N
SN74191N
SN74192N
SN741SJN
SN74194N
SN74195N
SN74195N
SN74197N
SN74198N
SN74199N
SN74S200
SN74251N
SN74279N
SN74283N
SN74284N
SN74285N
SN74355N
SN74365N
SN74367N
SN74368N
SN74390N
SN74393N

ICM CHIPS
CMOS Precision Timer
CMOS LEO Stopwatch/Ilrner
Oscillator Controller
Seven Decade Counter
Clock Generator

TELEPHONE/KEYBOARD CHIPSJameco~
1!!~!!';I~!M±i

Digital Stopwatch Kit

Kits AY·5·9100
AY·5·9200
AY·5·9500
AY-5-237i5
H00165
74C922

Push Button Telephone Dialler

~riag~70~~a~:~erator
Keyboard Encoder 188 keySl
Keyboard Encoder 16 keys
Keyboard Encoder 16 keys

2N3005
2N3906
2N4013
2N4123
PN4249
PN4250
2N4400
2N4401
2N4402
2N4403
2N4409
2N50B5
2N5087
2N_
2N5089
2N5129
PN5134
PN5138
2N5139
2N5210
2N5449
2N5951

$14.95
14.95
4.95
14.95
7.95
9.95

.89

.'9
1.95
89

.89 • Use tnrersn 7205 Chip
I.~; .•.•..• • Plaled mru coubte-sided
1.95 P.C. Board

~:5~ ~ : i~~e~if~I~~ ~~~~ 59.59 sec. with .•Bright .300 ht. common cathode display
1.25 auto reset •.Uses MM5314 clock chip
.89 • Quartz crystal controlled • Switches lor hOUfS, minutes and hold Junctions
.79 •.. ~.... ~ • Three stopwatches in one: • Hours easily viewable to 20 feet
.79 •. • single event, split (cummulative) • Simulated walnut case

I:~~ I i~~t!i~.~~~stat~~nWt~q~:~~~ile~ming) : ~~50;~; ~6~~a~~~ration

I:~ Jim' Size: 4S x 2.15w
x .90w

: ~~~~d~~3:~~c:~~~~~nxts,._~~~ and wantranstormer

,:: JE900 $39.95 JE701 $19.95 m~:~~
1.95 Tl496CP
9.95 JE200 5v lamp power supply$14.95 JE2206B Function Generator $19.95 11C90

~.~~ t~J~E7~3~0;;C4~.d~i:9~it..:cfIO~C~k~k~it~__ i14~.:9:5=J:E~74..;,7;".,~Ju:m=b:o:6~.d::i:9i:t~c~IO~C;k:k:it=2:9:.9~51 ~~~lO
1.25 MK50240
.79 DISCRETE LEOS _ TIMEX T1001 OSOO26CH

:: .200' dla. LlUUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY U~~~20
.69 XC556R red 5/$1 .125"dia. FIELD EFFECT MM5330

.~~ ~~;~~~ ~~fI6~ :j~~ ~g~~~~~~en ~~~~ ••••• ZZl LD110/111
1.49 XC556C clear 4/$1 XC209Y yellow 4/$1 ., 0 to.'
::: XC22R ,2~:;dla. 51$1 XC526R .1~e~ dia. 5/$1 C- ~,+~.C-
1.79 XC22G green 4/$1 XC526G green 4/$1

2:~~ XC22Y .1~~I,~O;a. 4/$1 ~gg~~~~r~~~w :~~ 4 DIGIT _ .5" CHARACTERS

3.95 MV10B red 4/$1 ;~O~·E~ ;.~~~;~~;c;.~~TV GAME CHIP AND CRYSTAL

3.~~ MV50 .085; dla. 6/$1 XC111R .1~e~ dia. 5/$1 INCLUDES CONNECTOR i~~i~d:;~~~ea~~p~a~~ ~~;m~i~'~~~~r~~t!nc~:~a~tc. 7.95 s
:~~ INFR~e_REOLED ~~n~~~~rl~~ :~~~ ~~~~~;.~;:I~~~~!:e $~:i~
.69 1/4"1<1/4""/16"11a1 'XC111C clear 4/S1 XR205 $3.40 EXAR XR2242CP 1.50

~:~ ••••__ ....:5.:1$::.1 -;:~=:-::=~::-:::~---------_I~~m::~ m~~im
DISPLAY LEOS XR320 1.55 JE2206KA 14.95 XR2567 2.99

CD4000 .23 C/MOS CD4070 .55 TYPE ~~:~TYAnOde.red ~2~0 P~~~; ~:~ 6730 ~~:!~Allode-red:!: I ~~O PR~~ ~~5~~55 1:~~ ~~~~~Ke15:~~ ~~~~ ~j~
C04001 .23 C04071 .23 ~~ ~ 5 x 7 001 Matrix-red .300 4.95 MAN6740 common cemooe-rec-u.u. .560 .99 ~~~~CP:~ ~~~~~ ;:i~ ~~:~~~::g~g:: I.~~ ~g:~~:I:~: ~g:~H l:j~ ~~~ ~G ~:~~~ ~~~~::~~ .i~~ I:~~ ~~~ ~~~~ g~~~~~~~~~e~~;~edr I .~~~ .~~ ~~~~fg~L~~ ~~~~88~j~ ~~!~~~~:~~
gg:~~ :;~ gg:~~ I:~ gg::~ .~; ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~::~!f,~:.~~ 1:~~ ~t7~r80 g:~~~~~:ed_~;~e~ 1 :~~ ::: ~~~:~~CN i:~~ ~~~~~~~j~ ~~:~~1:;;
C04011 :;~ gg:~ 1.25 C04098 z:~ MAN74 ~:::~~I~:;;~d :i: 1.~ g~~~ g~~~~~~doed_~~~d .:'~ 1:* I-~X~R':.::48:::9'--,,.:'~.3;9=_~XR~2~24:::.0-::;3.;:;45"-:::::-::.:;X;::R4~7;;;4'~..;':::.4:::7~

gg:~~~ .~~ gg:~~ :~ ~gi::~ ~::~~ ~~~ ~~ g~~~~~~~~hdoe;:~~~~~w :i~~ ~: g~~~~g~~~~~ ~~~doed_~~~d .~~ 1.25 DIODES ~:~2 V~~SPIV~ AMP 1~~'.~
CD4014 1.39 C04044 89 MC14411 14.95 MAN3620 CommonAnode-orange .300 .99 DL746 common Allode-red :!: 1 .630 \.49 TYPE VOLTS W PRICE lN4003 200 PIV1 AMP 12/1.00
CD4015 1.19 C04046 1.79 MC14419 4.95 MAN3630 CommonAnode-orange :!: 1 .300 .99 DL747 CommonAnode-red .600 1.49 lN746 3.3 400m 4/1.00 lN4004 400 PIVI AMP 1211.00
C04016 .49 CD4047 2.50 MCI4433 19.95 MAN3640 Demmon Cathode-orange .300 99 DL749 Common Cathode-red :!: 1 .630 1.49 lN751 5.1 400m 411.00 lN4005 600 PIV1 AMP 10/1.00
CD4017 1.19 CD4048 1.35 MC14506 .75 MAN4610 common Anode-orange .300 99 DL750 Common Catliode-red 600 1.49 IN752 5.6 400m 4/1.00 lN4006 800 PIVI AMP IOf1.00
CD4018 .99 C04049 .49 MC14507 .99 MAN4640 common Cathode-orange 400 .99 DL33B Common cathode-reo .110 35 IN753 6.2 400m 411.00 lN4007 1000 PIV1 AMP 10/1.00
C04019 49 C04050 .49 MC14562 14.50 MAN4710 CommonMode-red 400 99 fN070 common Cathode 250 .69 1N754 6.8 400m 4/1.00 lN3600 50 200m 611.00
CD4020 1.19 C041l51 1.19 MC14583 3.50 MAN4730 CommonAnode·red:!: I .400 .99 FND358 common Catliode:!: I .357 .99 IN757 9.0 400m 4/1.00 lN4148 75 10m 15/1.00
C04021 1.39 CD4053 1.19 C04508 3.95 MAN4740 CommonCatnode-red .400 .99 FN0359 Common Catliode .357 .75 lN759 12.0 400m 4/1.00 lN41S4 35 10m 12/1.00
C04022 1.19 C04056 2.95 C04510 1.39 MAN4810 Common Anode·yellow .400 .99 FND503 Common Calliode(FND500) .500 .99 IN959 8.2 400m 4/1.00 IN4305 75 25m 15/1.00
CD4023 .23 CD4059 9.95 CD451I 1.29 MAN4B40 Common tathcce-yencw 400 .99 FN0507 CommonAnode (FND510) .500 .99 lN965 15 400m 4/1.00 lN4734 5.6 Iw 28
CD4024 .79 C04060 1.49 CD4515 2.95 MAN6610 Common Anode-orange-O.D. .560 .99 5082-7730 common socoe-reo 300 1.30 lN5232 5.6 500m 28 1N4735 5.2 tw 28
C04025 .23 CD4066 .79 C04518 1.29 MAN6630 CommonAnode-orange:!:1 .560 .99 HOSP·3400 CommonAllode-red .800 2.10 lN5234 6.2 soOm 28 lN4736 6.B Iw 28
C04026 2.25 C04Q68 .39 C04520 1.29 MAN6640 ccemcn Cathode,ofilllQe-O.O.. 560 .99 HOSP-3403 Common Catliode red .800 2.10 lN5235 6.8 500m 28 lN4738 8.2 Iw 28

I-;.;:CO;;;402::;7;".,_;;;.69:...._...:;C04:::

7
::06

4
;9":C:":O~O;:.4::,5--~7C!J~4C4;;;,5666;;;3_~'.';;;5-l ~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~ ~~:ed-~-r~~ag~e:!: 1 :~~ ::~ ~~~:~~~ : ~ ~~~'i.~ii~ii~-_~~g~ .~~~ i:::~i~~~!~1~·5 ~~~~ ~: ~~:;:!~~~: ::

74COO .39 2.49 MAN6680 CommonCatnode-uranpe .560 .99 5082-7304 Overrange cnaracter (:!:1) .600 15.00 lN5245 IS SOOm 28 lN1183 50 PIV35 AMP 1.50
74C02 39 74CI64 2.49 MAN6710 Common Anode·fed-D.O. 560 .99 5082-7340 4 x 7 SgL Digit-Hexadecimal 600 22.50 IN455 25 40m 611.00 INII84 100 PIV35 AMP 1.70
74G04 .39 74C85 2.49 74C173 2.60 IN458 ISO 7m 6/1.00 INllB5 150 PIV35 AMP 1.70

~!g~ .~: ~:: ::~ ~:~~~~~::~ ReA LINEAR CALCULATOR CLOCK CHIPS MOTOROLA ~~:~~ 18goPlv~oAmMP 1~:~"~i~i~~~ ~~~:~~~:~~ ~:~~
74CI4 1.95 74C95 1.95 74C195 2.49 GA3013T 2.15 CA3082N 2.00 CHIPS/DRIVERS MM5309 $4.95 MCI408L7 $4.95r=~7.:::-:~~::7.~:::;:':::::::-===:::::::--"::':~
74C20 .39 74CI07 1.25 74C922 5.95 CA2023T 2.56 CA3083N 1.60 MM57:15 S2.95 MM5311 4.95 MCI408L8 5.75 SeR AND FW 8RIDGE RECTIFIERS

::m dl mm l~ i:~~Hi =!~U!~!U~dl g~:: l~ ~~f;:l :!!~¥,~;~Ii ~38~ :~A~ ~~v ~~:(ZN1849)

•.•.:~::.~~,;.:__ oIi::~l-_•.••~:::.~:::;~:.:~ ••l••::",:__.::;~g;::~;",..._~:.:~;.~ g:~~~~~i:~~ g:~~~~ii:~~g~~:~ :~~~~;~~: ~:~~~g:~~~~4416) 3.95 ~NO~~~O_1 12A@ 50V ~RBRIDGEREC.

L
7M'M'06HG 1.75 L IN EAR LM710N .79 CAJ080T .85 CA3401N .49 93747 sag. ~~ill~!1998A :::~ ~g:~~~ ~:~ MOA980-3 12A@200VISTORfWS'R',ONG3'9D4"'C

.99 lM711N .39 CA308IN 2.00 CA3600N 3.50 C.A. LEOdriver CIOSBI .50 TRAN
t~~5NIH .~~ ~~;:~~~~: i:~~ ~~~~i~fH1.~ 1-24 25_4~C S~~10~RTAll LOW PROFILE (TIN) SOCKETS 1-24 25-49 50-100 ~~;:~~ 5f1:~~ ~~~~~~5

LM304H
'.
'0705 LM340T-5 1.25 LM739N 1.19 8 pin lP .$17 .16 .15 ••••• 22pinLP$.37 .36 .35 TlS97 6/1.00 2N3392

LM340T-6 1.25 LM74ICNfH .35 14 pill LP .20 .19 .18 ~ 24 pin LP .38 .37 36 TIS98 6/1.00 2N3398
t~~;~/H'~ t~~f~~2 :j~ ~~:~~~N :~: 1,6,',',.""LP

LP
.22 .21 .20 - 28 pin lP.45 .44 .43 40409 1.75 PN3567

LM30BCN/H 1.00 L 340T 5 125 LM748NIH .39 29 .28 .27 36 pin LP 60 .59 .58 40410 1.75 PN3568
LL~io09,HK 1.10 L~340T:i8 1:25 LLMM',345lO'CNN/H'."5,5 20 pin LP .34 .32 .30 SOLDERTAIL STANDARD (TIN) 40 pin LP .63 .62 '.:~ ;~~~~ 4/i:~5 ~~~36i38A

1.25 LM340T-241.25 14piST $27 25 24 __ 28pinST$.99.90 2N2219A 2/1.00

tm:~~:~ t~!f,~ in ~J)::~~!ll!:i~l~!lllll SOLDERTAll STAN~A~D IGot~1:: ~~ ~;: ~~ ~.~ ~z~~~i~PI""c l:~~~~~::
LM317K 6.50 LM377N 4.00 LM1556V 1.75 _ _ 24 pin SG $ .70 .53 .57 2N2369 5/1.00 MPS3705
~~ii:~N/H ~:~~ LM380N 1.25 MCI741SCP 3.00 8 pin SG $.30 .2.7 .24 28pinSG 1.10 1.00 .90 2N2369A 4/1.00 2N3706

t~;~~~:~.2 i:rs t~:~N ~:~it~L~~~:~i:~:~~ :~~ :~; :~~ ,.I, ~ ~:~~ ~:~~ ~::~ i:~: ~:2~~~9 ;:i:: ~~~~06

t~!l!::ilUl :m!~ Hi tm!~:(3401:l! ':::::: .::::: W:~~l~~~:V~~~:TS ::~::iS,: .:;:: l%l~;Plastic ;;!!! l:m~
~i~~~~~4 ::~; ~~~~~N ~:~ ~~~:~ I:~~ :~ ~~= :;; .~ .~~•• _ ~:::~:::~.:~ i:~ ~:~ ~~~~~5 5/i:~ ~~;!~~
t~i~~i:~·2 ::~~ ~~~:~~ U~ ~3:5B450N 4::~ ~: :!~~ .;; :~ :6~ 40 pin Yffl 1:75 1.55 1.40 2N3053 2/1.00 2N3903

t~::i.~i~:: ~i;;:~I;: ;::~i~~;i1/4 WATT RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS - 5% CAPACI!Ol! ~gp~~~~~;C9~~~
LM320T-18 1.25 NE556N .99 754S3CN .39 10 OHM 12 OHM 15 OHM 18 OHM 22 OHM 10 pI .05 04 .03 .00I,uF 05 "04""" .035

t~i~~~:~4 ~:~~ ~~~~~ ~:~~ ~~~~~~ .~~ ASST. 1 5 ea 27 OHM 33 OHM 39 OHM ,17OHM 56 OHM 50 pes $1. 75 ~~~i .~~~1 .~~ ·~~~rF .~~·~1:~~~
t~~~ 1.~ Z~fs:/H ~:~ ~~~~N ::~ ASST. 2 5 ea. 1:~ ~~~ 2~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~ ~~,~~ 50 PeS 1.75 1~~~: :~ ~ :~~:~~~~~:: :~~:~
LM34OK-5 1.35 NE566CN 1.75 7S494CN .89 470 pi .05 04 .035 t~F .12 .09 075
LM340K-6 1.35 NE567V/H 99 RC4136 1.25 470 OHM 560 OHM 680 OHM 820 OHM 100 VOLTMYLARFILMCAPACITORS
LM340K-8 1.35 NE570N 4.95 RC4151 5.95 ASST. 3 5ea 1.2K I,.'>K LBK 2.21( 2,7K 50 pes 1.75 001ml .12.10 .07 022mf .13 11 08
LM340K-12 1.35 LM703CN/H .69 RC4194 5.95 3,3K 3.9K -l.7K ~.6K 6.8K 0022 .12 10 .07 047mt .21.17 13

I-iL::iM3:,:4O::;K;':"15:...:.1.3:;;5::-_~LM;709N~/H::-:-==.19:-_~R";::':;::95f-..:.4.;;49~ ASST. 4 5 ea 8.2K 10K 12K 15K 18K 50 pes 1.75 .~~~ml .g ~~ :~~ ·~~~f ..~~ :~: .1~
~:~~ :~ 74lS00TIl ~:~g: :~: ASST. 5 5 ea ~~: ~~~ ~~: ,~~~ ~7K 50 pes 1135V +2ra- OI~:3EDT~NAlU~~i~~ellDl CAPA~~bORS.26 .21
74LS02 .23 74LS47 .59 74LS151 59 120K 1.75 15/35V ,26 .23 ,17 2.2i25V .31 27 .22
74LS03 .23 74LS51 .23 74LS155 .69 150K 180K 2201( 270K 330K .22/35V .28 .23 .17 3.3/25V .31 .27 .22
74LS04 .29 74LSS4 .23 74LSI57 .59 ASST. 6 5 ea 3901{ 4701{ 560K 680K 820K 50 PCS 1.75 .33!35V .28 .23 .17 4.7fJ.5V .32.28 .23

~:~~ :~ j:~~i ·i~ ~!~~~::~ tM 1.2M 1.5M L8M 2.2M 50 PCS 1.75 :~:~~~ ..~: ~ :g ~Osg55vV :~~ .~~ :~~
74LS09 .29 74LS74 35 74LS152 .89 ASST. 7 5 ea 2.7M J.3M 3.9M 4.7M 5.6M 1.0135V .28 23 17 15f25V .63 50 .40

;:t~i~ .~ ;:t~;~ ..~~ ~:~~~~!.:: ASST. SR Includes Resistor Assortments 1-7 (350 rcs: $9.95 ea. AXj~,I~~aTduREALUMIHUMELECTROLYTICC::d~~:Tl~~:

~:~~!.~ ~:~~:~~~:~i~~ 2'~: $5.00 Minimum Order - U.S. Funds Only Spec Sheets - 25i i~~:;g~ :~~:~~..:~ :!~~~~::~:~~.~~
74LSI5 29 74LSB5 .99 74LSI90 ·89 California Residents - Add 6% Sales Tax 1979 Catalog Available-Send 41~ stamp gi~~~ :1~.g .~~ ~:~~~~~ .;~ :~~ i~
74LS20 .23 74LS86 .35 74LSI91 89 J 10125V .15.1310 1.0f50V 16.14.11
74LS21 .29 74LS90 .49 74lS192 .89 PHONE 10/50V .16 .14 .12 4.7116V .15 .13 .10
74LS22 .29 74LS92 .59 74LSI93 .89 ameco 22J25V .17 .15 .12 4.7125V 15 .13 .10

iltmli mm7!i !j~m jf ..,._",'"",-"',n,,,',,',,".,,,_",. (4f~~~5~~~~97 m~~: ii II li l!iiliV 1ilill~:t;;~ :~ ~:~~~ '.;; 74LS260 .55 220/25V .32 .28 .25 lOO/16V 19 .15 .14
74LS40 .19 74L"23 .99 74LSZ79.59 MAIL ORDER ELECTRONICS _ WORLDWIDE 220150V.45 41 38 toeesv .24.ZO.18

74LS42 .69 ~:~~~~ .~: ~:~i~~ :;~ 1021 HOWARD AVENUE, SAN CARLOS, CA 94070 ~b~~~~~v .~~ :;6 .~~ ~~~jf~~ :~~ .~~ ..~~
74L"36 39 74LS670 1.95 ADVERTISED PRICES GOOD THRU FEBRUARY 2200/16V.1O .62 .55 41On5V .31.Z8.'

SN7400N
SN7~0IN
SN7402N
SN7403N
SN7404N
SN7405N
SN7406N
SN7407N
SN7408N
SN7409N
SN7410N
SN7411N
SN7412N
SN7413N
SN7414N
SN7416N
SN7417N
SN7420N
SN7421N
SN7422N
SN7423N
SN7425N
SN7426N
SN7427N
SN7429N
SN7430N
SN7432N
SN7437N
SN7438N
SN7439N
SN7440N
SN7441N
SN7442N
SN7443N
SN7444N
SN7445N
SN7446N
SN7447N
SN7448N
SN7450N
SN7451N
SN7453N
SN7454N
SN7459A
SN7460N

-,
I , o s ,J B

. --

6-Digit
Clock
Kit

ICM7045
ICM7205
ICM7207
ICM7208
ICM7209

MCM6571
MCM6574
MCM6575

NMOS REAO ONLY MEMORIES
128 X 9 X 7 ASCII Shifted with Greek
12B X 9 X 7 Math Symbol & Pictures
128 X 9 X 7 Alphanumeric Control
Character Generator

MISCELLANEOUS
Quad Low Noise bi-fet Qp Amp 2.49
Switching ReQulator 4.49

g\~fJ:~~mh~~s~feurlator 1~:~~
Hi-Speed Divide 10/11 Prescaler 11.95

~~~tg~~::~n~~oq~ g~~~-~:t~~tor 1~:~~
5Mhz 2-phase MOS clock driver 3.75
.2r red num. display wlinteg. logic chip 10.50
TV Camera Sync. ~enerator 14.95
4% Digit DPM Louie Block 5.95
3% Digit AID Con.;:.ve:::rt::.cer..:S::.cet~==,..cc25:c..0:..:0..:/S.::,e1

SN 76477lITRDNIX ISO·lIT 1
Photo Transistor Opto-Isolator
(Same as MCT 2 or 4N25)

2/99¢

SOUND GENERATOR
Generates Complex Sounds
Low Power - Programmable

3.95 each

20% Discount 100 pcs combined order 25% ·1000 pcs combined order

.'9
1.00

5/1.00
5/1.00
3/1.00
4fT.00
4/1.00
5/1.00
511.00
5/1.00
511.00
5/1.00
511.00
511.00
5/1.00
5/1.00
5/1.00

.55
1.00
2.25
1.00

511.00

24.95
19.95
7.SO
19.95
6.95

13.50
13.50
13.50

$1.95
1.95
50

1.95
'.95

4fl.00
4fl.00
4fl.00
3/1.00
6/1.00
411.00
4fl.00
4fl.00
4/1.00
411.00
4fl.oo
511.00
4/1.00
4/1.00
4f1.00
4/1.00
511.00
5f1.00
5/1.00
5/1.00
5/1.00
3/1.00
31.00

172



REMOTE CONTROL
TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER

DB 25 Series Cables
Part No.
DB25P-4-P
DB25P-4-S
DB25S-4-S

Cable Length Connectors Price
4 ft. 2-DP25P $15.95 ea.
4 Ft. I-DP25P/I-25S $16.95 ea
4 ft. 2-DP25S $17.95 ea.

Dip Jumpers
I ft. 1:14 Pin
I It 1-16 Pin
I ft. 1-24 Pin
I ft. 2-14 Pin
I ft. 2-16 Pin
I ft 2-24 Pin

DJ14-1
OJ16-1
DJ24-1
DJI4-1-14
DJI6-1-16
DJ24-1-24

$1.59 ea.
1.79 ea
2.79 ea.
2.79 ea.
3.19 ea.
4.95 ea.

NEW!! IN STOCK ...
~POWERACE

ALL-CIRCUIT
EVALUATORS WITH POWER

• 1660 sclderless. plug-in tie points,,,wlll hold up to 18 ••••....;==::...~~:?~=-:-::-::--:=-:=-'"":':-.;..;;=="-I
14-pin DIP's.

• Breadboard elements accept all DIP sizes ... including
Rll. on, TTl and CMOS devices. TO-S's and dis-
cretes with leads up to .032"dia.

• All connections lo/trom switches, indicators. power
supplies and meters are made via solderless, plug-In,
tie-point blocks on control panels.

• Interconnect with any solid 20 to 30 AWG wire.
• Breadboard elements are mounted on grouneJ plane-

s ... ideal for high-frequency and high-speed/low-noise
circuits.

• Short-circuit-proof fused power supplies
• Operate on 11010 130 VAC at 60 Hz
• Space-age compact styling and high-grade compo-

nents perrntt conventent. crqanlzec and quickprototyp-
ing

• All models are 7.5" wide 11.5" deep and 4.0" high
(rear) 0.75" high (Irani) and weigh approx. 2.5Ibs.

S2.95
S3.50
$1.75

---8D80A/8080A SUPPORTDEVICES---
8080A CPU $9.95 M-zeo User Manual
8212 8-Billnput/Output 3.25 M-COPI802 User Manual
8214 Priority Interrupt Conlrol 5.95 M-2650 User Manual
8216 Bi-Dlrectional Bus Driver 3.49
8224 Clock Generator/Driver 3.95 ROM'S
8226 Bus Driver 3.49 2513(2140) Character Generator{uppercase) $9.95

I 8228 System Controlier/~usOriver 5.95 2513(3021) Character Generator(lowercase) 9.95
8238 System Controller 5.95 2516 GharacterGenerator 10.95
8251 Prog. Comm. 110 (USART) 1.95 MM5230N 2048-BitRead Only Memory 1.95
8253 Prog.lntervalTimer 14.95
8255 Pro!1. Periph. 1/0 (PPI) 9.95 RAM'S
8257 Prog.DMAControl 19.95 1101 256Xl Static SI.49
8259 Prog.lnterruptControi 19.95 1103 1024Xl Dynamic .99
---6BOD{68DOSUPPORTOEVICES--- 2101(8101) 256X4 Static 3.95
MCSSOD MPU $14.95 2102 lD24XI Static 1.75
MC68D2CP MPU with CloCkand Ram 24.95 21LD2 1024Xl Static 1.95
MC6l!10API 128X8Static Ram 5.95 2111(8111) 256X4 Static 3.95
MC6l!21 Periph.lnter. Adapt (MC6820) 7.49 2112 256X4 StaticMOS 4.95
MC6828 Priority Interrupt Controller 12.95 2114 t024X4 Static 450ns 9.95
MC6l!30l8 lo24X8 8it ROM (MC68A3D-8) 14.95 2114L 1024X4 Static 450ns low power 10.95
MC6850 Asynchronous Comm. Adapter 7.95 2114·3 1024X4 Static300ns 10.95
MC6852 Synchronous 5erial Data Adapt. 9.95 2114L-3 1024X4 Static300ns low power 11.95
MCSS60 0·600 bps Digital MODEM 12.95 5101 256X4 Static 7.95
MC6862 2400 bps ModlJlator 14.95 5280{2107 4096Xl Dynamic 4.95
MC68BoA Quad a-state Bus. Trans. (Me8T26) 2.25 7489 16X4 Static 1.75

- MICROPROCESSORCH1PS-MISCElLANEOUS- 74S200 256Xl Static Tristate 4.95
93421 256XI Static 2.95

Z80(780C) CPU $19.95 UP0414 4K Dynamic 16 pin 4.95
Z8M(780-1) CPU 24.95 (MK4027)
COPI802 CPU 19.95 UP0416 16K Oynamic 16 pin 14.95
2650 MPU 19.95 (MK4116)
8035 8-Bit MPU w/clock, RAM, I/O lines 19.95 TMS4044· 4K Static 14.95psoas CPU 19.95 45NL
TMS990QJL 16-BiIMPU w/hardware, muhiply TMS4045 1024X4 stanc 14.95

& divide 49.95 2117 16.384Xt Oynamic350ns 9.95
SHIFT REGISTERS (house marked)

MM500H Oual25 Bit Oynnmlc 1.50 MM5262 2KXl Dynamic 4/1.00
MM503H Dual 50 Bit Dynamic .50
MM504H Dual 16 Bit Static .50
MM506H Dual 100 Bit Static .50 PROM'S
MM510H Oual64 Bit Accumu!ator .50 1702A 2048 FAMOS $5.95
MM5016H 5001512 Bit Dynamic B9 TMS2516 16K" EPRDM{lnteI2716) 49.95
2504T 1024 Dynamic 3.95 (2716) "Requires single +5V power supply
2518 Hex 32 BilStalic 4.95 TMS2532 4KX8 EPROM 89.95
2522 Dual t32 Bn Static 2.95 2708 8K EPROM 10.95
2524 512 Static .99 2716T.1 16K" EPAOM 29.95
2525 1024 Dynamic 2.95 "Requires 3 voltages, -5V, +5V, + 12V
2527 Dual 256 Bit Static 2.95 5203 2048 FAMOS 14.95
2528 Dual 250 suue 4.00 6301-1(7611)1024 Tnstata Bipclar 3.49
2529 Dual 240 Bit Sialic 4.00 6330-1(7602)256 Open C Bipolar 2.95
2532 Quad 80 Bit Static 2.95 82523 32X8 Open ccnectcr 3.95
2533 1024 Static 2.95 825115 4096 Bipolar 19.95
3341 Fifo 6.95 82S123 32X8 Tristate 3.95
74LS670 4X4RegisterFlle(TriState) 1.95 74186 512 TILOpenColle<:tor 9.95

UART'S 74188 256 TILOpenCollector 3.95
A-Y-5-1013 30K BAUD 5.95 74S287 1024 Static 2.95

1-24
S1:95ea

PART NO_ 25-49
~ $1T5ea

~
$1.49 ea

"Use as a warning Device or Audible Reminder"
• TUrns on and off with low power transistor, SeR or Ie
• Can be tlallery operated 6-28 volts
• Solid State - No moving parts.
• Panel mounts in 1.25" round hole
• Black Plastic case-includes MTG nut
• Operating Volts (DCI: 6 (Min) - 28 (Max)
• Current MA: 3 (Min) - 14 (Max)
.dBA: 68 (Min)-80(Ma)()
• Frequency: 2900Hz±500

• Uses LM 309K
• Heat sink provided
• P.C. board construction
• Provides a solid 1 amp @

5V
• Includes components,

hardware and instructions
• Sizes: 3-1/2" x 5" x 2" high

JE200

INSTRUMENT/CLOCK CASE
This case is an injection molded
unit that is ideal for uses such
as DVM. COUNTER, or CLOCK
cases. It has dimensions of 4 '12"
in length by 4" in width by
1-9/16" in height. It comes
complete with a red bezel.

$3.49 each

POWERACE 101 -General purpose model lor
prototyping all types of circuit.
#923101 $ 84.95
POWERACE102 -Complete digit prototyping lab
with built-In logic probe
#923102 $114.95
POWERACE 103 -Triple-output power supply
lor prototyping both linear and digil circuits.

The Pennywhlstle 103 is capable 01 recording to and Irorn audiotape without
critical speed requirements for the recorder and il is able to cornmunicate directlywith
another modern and terminal for telephone "hamming" and communications. In
addition,itisfreeolcriticaladjustmentsandisbuiltwitflnon·precision,readilyavailabl!l
parts.
Data Transmission Melhod .•• .Frequency-Shift )(eving, lull-duplex (half-duplex

selectable).
Maximum Oala Rate. .300 Baud.
Dala Formal. •.••..•...... Asyochronous5erial{returntomarklevelrequir&d

between each character).
Receive Channel Frequencies .. 2025 Hz for space; 2225 Hz lor mane
Transmit Channel Frequencies .•Switch selectable: Low (normal) •• 1070 space,

1270 mark; High" 025 space, 2225 mark.
Receive Sensitivily . .-46dbm accoustically coupled.
Transmit Level ...•.......... -15 dbm nominal. Adjustable from -S dbm

to -20dbm
Receive Frequency ToleraRce .. .Frequency reference automatically adjusts to

allow for operation between t800 Hz and 2400 Hz.
Digital Data Inter1ace ••....... EIA RS-232C Of 20 mA current loop (receiver is

cptcisolated and ncn-pblar].
.........• 120YAC, single phase,10 Watts

.••...•.•...•..••.•. A!I components mount on a i
circuit board. AU

16K Conversion Kit
Expand your 4K TRS-80 System to 16K. Kit
comes complete with:
• 8 each UPD416 (16K Dynamic Rams)
• Documentation for conversion
TRS-16K $115.00
Special Offer - Order both your TRS-16K and the
Sup'R' MOD II Interface kit together (retail value
$144.95) for only $139.95

COMPUTER CASSETTES
.6 EACH 15 MINUTE HIGH

QUALITY C-15 CASSEITES
• PLASTIC CASE INCLUDED
12 CASSEITE CAPACITY

• ADDITIONAL CASSEITES
AVAILABLE#C-15-$2.50

UHF Channel 33 TV Inlerface Unil Kilf~
~.

MOD II

Wide Band B/W or Color System* Converts TV to Video Display Tor
home computers, CCTV camera,
Apple II, works with Cromeco Daz-
zler. SOL-20, IRS-80, Challenger,
etc.

-!< MOD II is pretuned to Channel 33
(UHF).*" Includes coaxial cable and antenna
transformer.

9.95 Kit
100 MHz
8-Digit
Counter

Plug in your modem, computer

• 20 Hz-lOO MHz Ran!1e
• .S"LEO Display • Four power souces. i.e
• Crystal-controlled nrneoase bat1eries, 110 or 220V with
• Fully Automatic charger 12V wit~ auto
• Portable~completely lighteradapler and external

seu-comanec 7.2·10V powersupp!y.,,13.
ACCESSORIES FOR MAX 100:

~J PHONE
CaW\OQ, ameco V'J1 ORDERS

WELCOME

''''~."'~~",cr."",",,,,•.,. (415) 592-8097

MAlL ORDER ELECTRONICS - WORLDWIDE
1021 HOWARD AVENUE, SAN CARLOS, CA 94070

ADVERTISED PRICES RU FEBRUARY

.Overangereadmg
• 10 meq Input rrnpendence
• DC Accur3q t-, tYPical
Ranges: DC Voltage ~O'H'OOV
AC Voltage O·tOOOV
Freq Response SO·400HZ
eC/AC Current: O·I00mA
sesetance 0·10 megohm
Slle64-x44-x2-

Model 2800 Accessories:
$99.95 AC Adapter BC-28 S9.00

Par.tNo. ~ Output Price ccmes wun test Rechargeable
AC 250 117V 160Hz 12 VAC 250mA S3.95 leads. operallng manual Batteries BP-26 20.00 "Plug/Jack interface to any
AC 500 117V 160Hz 12 VAC 500mA $4.95 and spare tcse Carrying Case Le·2a 7.50 computer system reQuiringr-.:.;;..;;.::.;;-...;.:..:....;.;..;;.;;.;.;.;-.;.;;..;.;.;.;..;;;;=.;...-=;;.;;...- •...;..;..::~:::...--..:::::!,;;::-:::::;:....:::.-=::~:.::....1.::::.:.:.:..:.;:;:.----;;;;;;::..;:::..:;;..:::.:;;.;~ ~~~~i~ens~?"trol of cassette

Regulated Power Supply ~h:to~:~c~~t~~'sm~~i~~:
tape location with its internal
speaker and requires no

::~~~~~~rna~egft~:C~~gs~nr~
jng computer loading opera-
tionfrom cassette.

V Reader Service-see page 179

RS-232 CONTROL CENTER

prom programmer,
terminal, printer, etc.
and selectively control
data flow .

• Same Contour as "Pennywhistle 103"
• rotanv sen-ccntameo
• Includes 2 master ports and 3 slave ports.

.-, ,
, c •. .
, ,
"'''''~- ~--="""

This is a 63-key, terminal keyboard newly manufaclured

~~~~a~~~g~~~n~:i~~f~iWceb01~~~ ~~:~c~glr3-':;'"_-:.-,,-,':.'--.
x 4" base suits most application. IN STOCK

Hexadecimal
UnencDded

Keypad
19-key pad includes 1-10 keys.
ABCDEF and 2 optional keys and a
shift key. $10.95/each
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Birmingham AL
We've got it all. Business systems, personal
systems, software packages, custom pro-
gramming, peripherals and components. All
supported by our expert service force. The
Computer Center, tnc., 433 Valley Avenue,
Birmingham AL 35209, 942-8567.

Peoria AZ
Discount prices: North Star, Pertee disk drives,
Integrand mainframes, Godbout memories,
Tarbell disk controllers, TEl mainframes, Ver-
batim diskettes, custom hardware/software.
service, repairs & consulting. Thought Wurks,
10425 W. Seldon Ln., Peoria AZ 85345,
972-4065.

Los Angeles CA
Featuring: PolyMorphic, North Star, Imsai;
Cromcrnco. Extensys, Speechlab products
and Poly-B8 Users Group software exchange.
All products 10-20% off list. We won't be
undersold! A-A-A-A Discount Computer
How's, 1477 Barrington, Suite 17, los Angeles
CA 90025, 477-8478.

Palo Alto CA
Systems available for immediate delivery:
word processing; multiprogramming, multi-
user work in process; business; medical/dental
billing and accounts receivable. Software and
hardware guaranteed. Byte of Palo Alto, 2233
EI Camino Real, Palo Alto CA 94306, 327-8080.

Santa Barbara CA
North Star software available for the North
Star Micro-disk system. All software packs
come on diskette with manuals and will run in
a 24K system. Gene Christianson & Assoc., PO
Box 267, Santa Barbara CA 93102, 682-5693.

Denver CO
Experimenters' Paradise. Electronic and
mechanical components. Computer People,
Audio People, Hams, Robot Builders. Experi-
menters. Open six days a week. Gateway Elec-
tronics Corp., 2839 W. 44th Ave., Denver CO
80211,458-5444.

Hartford CT
Complete microcomputer systems for busi-
ness, professional and industrial applications.
Word processing and more. North Star, PET,
Teletype, Verbatim supplies software
packages. Multi-Business Computer Systems,
28 Marlborough Street, Portland CT 04680,
342-2747.

Chicago IL
Staffed by computer professionals. Largest
selection of books and magazines in the
Chicago area. Specialists in CP/M, Apple
Computer and Alpha rnicrosystems. Data
Domain of Schaumburg, Plaza de las Flores,
1612 E. Algonquin Rd., Schaumburg Il60195,
397-8700.

Naperville IL
Discount Prices: Creed Teletypes, optical
scanners, Solid State Music products, In-
tegrand mainframes, Vista floppy-disk sys-
tems, many other items, complete hardware
and software systems. Wilcox Enterprises,
25W178-39th 51., Naperville u 60540,
420-8601.

Prairie Village KS
Computer systems for small business applica-
tions, featuring production and inventory
control, accounts ree. & pay., financial plan-
ning & general ledger. 20 vrs. experience.
Data Management Enterprises, 4900 Somerset
Drive, Prairie Village KS 66207, 381-6823.

Grand Rapids MI
Full-line microcomputer store. Ohio Scien-
tific - Equinox- PolyMorphiC systems-
Digital Systems -Codbout- Dynabyte-
Thinker Toys-Meca-North Star. Micro
Computer World, 313 Michigan SI., N.E.,
Grand Rapids MI 49503, 451-8972.

SI. Paul MN
Ohio Scientific Authorized Dealer. Complete
business and personal computer systems
Store hours: Man-Sat 9-5. Custom software
design and programming. To take advantage
of our many years of computer experience
call. write or visit: Frisch Computer Systems,
Inc., 1415 Arcade St., 51. Paul MN 55106,
771·7569.

St. louis MO
Experimenters' Paradise. Electronic and
mechanical components. Computer People,
Audio People. Hams, Robot Builders, Experi-
menters. Open six days a week. Gateway Elec-
tronics Corp., 8123-25 Page Blvd., st. louis
MO 63130, 427-6116.

White Plains NY
Processor Technology, North Star HORIZON,
Apple II, Commodore PET and KIM; full line
of books, components and peripherals;
classes in our Seminar Room. The Computer
Corner, 200 Hamilton Avenue, White Plains
NY 10601, 949·3282.

Hickory NC
Turnkey microcomputer systems for profes-
sional, business and industrial applications,
featuring Imsai (and the fabulous VDp-80).
Custom software, expert service and sound
advice from DP specialists. Microcomputer
Services, 108-110 Arcade Building, Hickory
NC 28601, 328-3939.

Akron OH
We've got it all. Business systems Personal
systems. Software packages. Custom pro-
gramming. Terminals. Printers. Service and
books. I:asy freeway access. 11 AM to 7 PM
Monday-Saturday. The Basic Computer Shop,
Fairlawn Plaza, 2&71 West Market St., Akron
OH 44313, 867-0808.

York PA
Personal and small-business systems. Com-
ponents and peripherals. Books, magazines,
information. Hobbyists welcome. 1{2 block
from Business 83 at Iron Bridge. G.Y.c. Co., 51
Hamilton Ave., York PA 17404, 854-0481.

Memphis TN
Computerf ab of Memphis-Now open. Serv-
ing the mid-South with a complete line of the
most popular systems. Computerlab, 627
South Mendenhall Rd., Memphis TN 38117,
761·4743.

Houston TX
Bare boards. kits, small systems, multiuser
systems, custom hardware design, software
for business or hobby, nationwide consulting
available. Please call. Houston Computer
Mart, 8029 Gulf Freeway, Houston TX 77017,
649-4188.

Richland WA
Apple, North Star, Ohio Scientific. All prod-
ucts listed in Byte Shopper, classes. literature.
electronic parts, repair service. Custom de-
sign/consulting in both hardware and soft-
ware. Ye Olde Computer Shoppe, inc., 1301
George Washington Way, Richland WA
99352, 946-3330.

Hobbyists, Businessmen
U5e this Dealer Directory when
you need a computer store. These
dealers are actively looking to
supply your needs in the home and
business computer market.

Dealers: Listings are $15 per month in prepaid Quarterly payments, or one yearly payment of $150, also prepaid. Ads include 25 words describing

your products and services plus your company name, address and phone. (No area codes or merchandise prices, please.) Call Marcia at 603-924-3873

or write Kilobaud, Ad Department, Peterborough NH 03458.

Let us know 8 weeks in advance so that you won't miss
a single issue of Kilobaud.
Attach old label where indicated and print new address
in space provided. Also include your mailing label
whenever you write concerning your subscription. It
helps us serve you promptly.

M0 VING?-: IfYO~~Olabelhandy,pnntOLDadd''''h.,~

~ Name Call I
~ Address I
~ City State Zip I

I
Name ------ call 1
Address /

o Address change only
o Extend subscription
o Enter new subscription
o 1 year $18.00

o Payment enclosed
(1 extra BONUS issue)

o Bill me later

print NEW address here:
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, KBBOOK nOOK
e HOBBY COMPUTERS ARE HERE!-
BK7322-lf you want to come up to speed
on how computers work .. , hardware and
software ... this is an excellent book. It
starts with the fundamentals and explains
the circuits, the basics of programming,
along with a couple of TVT construction
projects, ASCII-Baudot, etc. This book has
the highest recommendations as a teach-
ing aid for newcomers. $4.95.*
eTHE NEW HOBBY COMPUTERS-
BK7340- This book takes it from where
"Hobby Computers Are Here!" leaves off,
with chapters on Large Scale Integration, ••••••
how to choose a microprocessor chip, an
introduction to programming, low cost I/O
for a computer, computer arithmetic,
checking memory boards, a Baudot moni-
tor/editor system, an audible logic probe
for finding those tough problems, a ham's
computer, a computer OSO machine, ..
and much, much more! $4.95*
elNTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCES-
SORS-BK1032-by Charles Rockwell of
MICROLOG is an ideal reference for the
individual desiring to understand the
hardware aspects of microprocessor sys-
tems. Describes the hardware details of
computer devices in terms the beginner
can understand, instead of treating the
micro chip as a "black box." Specific
systems are not described and program-
ming is only briefly discussed. $17.50 US
and Canada, $20 elsewhere. *
e BASIC NEW 2ND EDITION-BK1081-
by Bob Albrecht. Self-teaching guide to
the computer language you will need to
know for use with your microcomputer.
This is one of the easiest ways to learn
computer programming. $4.95.*
eSCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTRU-
MENTS' BASIC SOFTWARELIBRARY is a
complete do-it-yourself kit. Written in
everybody's BASIC immediately execut-
able in ANY computer with 4K, no other
peripherals needed. Volume I contains
business and recreational programs and
is 300 pages. Volume II is 260 pages and
contains math, engineering, statistics and
plotting programs, Volume III contains
money managing, advanced business pro-
grams such as billing, A/R, inventory,
payroll, etc. Volume IV contains general
purpose programs like loans, rates, retire-
ment, plus games: Poker, Enterprise (take
charge while Capt. Kirk is away), Football
and more! Volume V is filled with experi-
menter's programs including games, pic-
tures and misc. problems like "logic." Vol-
ume I-LB1002-& Volume II-LB1003-
$24.95* each, Volume 111-LB1004-
$39.95*, Volume IV-LB1005-& Volume
V-LB1006-$9.95* each, Volume VI-
LB1007-$49.95*, Volume VII-LB1008-
$39,95.*
e MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING
TECHNIQUES-BK1037-by Austin
Lesea & Rodnay Zaks will teach you how

* Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to:
Kilobaud Book Department e Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

For orders under $10.00, add $1.00 shipping and handling.

TO

MICIWLOG

to interconnect a complete system and in-
terface it to all the usual peripherals. It
covers hardware and software skills and
techniques, including the use and design
of model buses such as the IEEE 488 or
S100.$9.95*
eTTL COOKBOOK-BK1063-by Donald
Lancaster, Explains what TTL is, how it
works, and how to use it. Discusses prac-
tical applications, such as a digital count-
er and display system, events counter,
electronic stopwatch, digital voltmeter,
and a digital tachometer. $8.95,
e CMOS COOKBOOK-BK1011-by Don
Lancaster. Details the application of
CMOS, the low power logic family suitable
for most applications presently dominat-
ed by TTL. Required reading for every seri-
ous digital experimenter! $9.95.*
eTVT COOKBOOK-BK1064-by Don
Lancaster, describes the use of a stan-
dard television receiver as a microproces-
sor CRT terminal. Explains and describes
character generation, cursor control and
interface information in typical, easy-to-
understand Lancaster style. $9.95,
eTHE "COMPULATOR" BOOK-BUILD-
ING SUPERCALCULATORS & MINICOM-
PUTERHARDWARE WITH CALCULATOR
CHIPS-BK1012-by R. p, Haviland, pro-
vides ideas, design info and printed circuit
boards for calculator chip projects, mea-
sure time, tie in with a Teletype to create a
virtually infinite memory system, and
countless other functions, $7.95,*
e BASIC COMPUTERGAMES-BK1074-
Okay, so once you get your computer and
are running in BASIC, then what? Then
you need some programs in BASIC, that's
what. This book has 101 games for you,
from very Simple to real buggers. You get
the games, a description of the games,
the listing to put in your computer and a
.sarnple run to show you how they work.
Fun. Anyone game will be worth more
than the price of the book for the fun you
and your family will have with it. $7,50.*
e WHAT TO DOAFTERYOUHIT RETURN
-BK1071-PCC's first book of computer
games . , . 48 different computer games
you can play in BASIC, .. programs, de-
scriptions, many illustrations, Lunar Land-
ing, Hammurabi, King, Civel 2, Oubic 5,
Taxman, Star Trek, Crash, Market, etc.
$8.00,*
e KILOBAUDCODINGSHEETSKilobaud's
dozen or so programmers wouldn't try to
work without these handy scratch pads
which help prevent the little errors that can
cost hours and hours of programming
time. Available for programming is
Assembly/Machine Language (PD1001)
which has columns for address, instruc-
tion (3 bytes), source code (label, op code,
operand), and comments; and for BASIC
(PD1002) which is 72 columns wide. 50
sheets to a pad. $2.39.*

FORTOLL FREEORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473



KBBOOKnOOK
• HOWTO BUILDA MICROCOMPUTER-
AND REALLY UNDERSTAND IT-BK7325
-by SamCreason. The electronics hobby-
ist who wants to build his own microcom-
puter system now has a practical "How-
To" guidebook. Sam Creason's book is a
combination technical manual and pro-
gramming guide that takes the hobbyist
step-by-step through the design, construc-
tion, testing and debugging of a complete
microcomputer system. This book is must
reading for anyone desiring a true under-
standing of computer systems. $9.95.*
• PROGRAMMING IN PASCAL-BK1140
-by Peter Grogono. The computer pro-
gramming language PASCALwas the first
language to embody in a coherent way the
concepts of structured programming
which had been defined by Edsger Dijkstra
and C.A.R.Hoare. As such it is a landmark
in the development of programming lan-
guages. PASCAL was developed by
Niklaus Wirth in Zurich; it is derived from
the language ALGOL 60but is more power-
ful and easier to use. PASCAL is now wide-
ly accepted as a useful language that can
be efficiently implemented, and as an ex-
cellent teaching tool. $9.95.*
• MICROPROCESSORLEXICON-ACRO-
NYMS AND DEFINITIONS-BK1137-
Compiled by the staff of SYBEX is a conve-
nient reference in pocket size format. Sec-
tions include acronyms and definitions,
part numbers and their definitions, S-100
signals, RS232 signals, IEEE 499 signals,

SPECIAL
PRE.

PUBLICATION
OFFER

(orders will
be filled

on a
first-in,
first-out
basis)

microcomputer and microprocessors,
JETDSsummary (military) and a code con-
version table. $2.95.*
.INSTANT BASIC-BK1131-by Jerald
R. Brown. For the personal computer en-
thusiast or the user of DEC's BASIC PLUS
language, here, finally, is a new book to
teach you BASIC. It teaches BASIC to be-
ginners using interesting programming
ideas and applications that will be easily
understood by the home computer pro-
grammer. BASIC PLUS users know that
the two languages are very similar, so this
book can be used by them as well. This is
an "active participation" workbook, de-
signed to be used with your home com-
puter so you can learn by doing! $6.00.*
eYOUR HOME COMPUTER-BK1172-
by James White is an introduction to the
world of personal microcomputing. Writ-
ten in clear and understandable language,
this book tells you everything you want to
know about home computing and gives the
computer novice a painless introduction
to microcomputer technology and termi-
nology, beginning with what computers
are and how they work.

It provides information about home
computer kits, guidelines for selecting and
building your own microcomputer, how to
useyour home computer and what you can
do with it, lists of computer stores, clubs,
periodicals, and answers to many more of
your questions about microcomputers and
the jargon surrounding the personal com-
puting scene today. $6.00.*
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1978 kilobaud CBltlDERS
Keep your Kilobauds from being lost or
damaged in thesehandsomelyappointed binders
with rich blue covers and gold lettering. Each
binder holds 12 issues,making an EXCELLENT
REFERENCE HANDBOOK. Several binders
form a quality library you can be proud of.

Order yours today ... only $6.50 each ... 2 for
$12.00.

Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your
order on a separate piece of paper and mail to:

KILOBAUD BINDERS. PETERBOROUGH NH 03458
Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information

lloboud
MICROCOMPUTING

A92 ACFA, Inc.. . 109
A75 ACS Service... .151
A38 Advanced Computer Prod. 163, 171
A66 American Square Computers ... 41
A22 AP Products, Inc.. .18

Atlanta Hamfest.. . 130
A71 Automated Simulations 149
835 Bourrut Consulting Corp. . . 144
B33 The Bottom Shelf, Inc. . . .61
B43 Buss. . ... 148,156
C109 Compusoft Publishing.. .102
C36 Computalker Consultants 117
C113 The Computer Bus.. . 105
C64 Computer Corner of NJ.. . 151
C111 Computer Forum.. .152
C104 Computer Information Ex. . . . 82
Ga7 Computer Interface Tech. . . . 97
C103 Computer Packages, Unltd.. .153
C80 Computer Port. . . 143
C100 The Computer Store, tnc.. 94

Computer Sys. Design 142,150
C73 Computer Systems Store 153
C102 Computer Tutor. . .. 41,97
C94 The Computerist. 150
C81 Computers One. .. . 26
C86 Computrex. . 35
C114 Computronics, Inc.. . ... 112
C107 Connecticut microComputer. .. 141
C112 Consumer Computer Mkt., Inc ... 95
C108 The CPU Shop.: .97
C98 Creative Computer Appl. 147
C97 Creative Software. . . 14B
D41 Dad's Reliable Software.. 41
D43 Dr. oatey.. 41
D40 Datasearch.. . 151
D32 Data Vector Corp., . . 35
D2B Deltroniks.. .. 41
D37 Digital Dynamics, Inc 97

IS HARD COpy STORAGE A PROBLEM?

Kilobaud, as thick as it is, is more like a floppy when it
comes to standing on the bookshelf. Try the Kilobaud
Library Shelf Boxes, ... sturdy corrugated white dirt resis-
tant cardboard boxes which will keep them from flopping
around. We have self-sticking labels for the boxes, too, not
only for Kilobaud, but also for 73Magazine ... and for Per-
sonal Computing, Radio Electronics, Interface Age, and
Byte. Ask for whatever stickers you want with your box
order. Hams may want our labels for CQ, QST or Ham
Radio. They hold a full year of Kilobaud ... or 73. Your
magazine library is your prime reference, keep it handy and
keep it neat with these strong library shelf boxes ... One
box is $2.00, 2 boxes are $3.00 and eight boxes are $10.00.
Be sure to specify which labels we should send. Have your
credit card handy and call our toll-free order number
800-258-5473,or use the order card in the back of the
magazine and mail to:

KILOBAUD LIBRARY SHELF BOXESPeterborough, NH 03458

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
044 Digital Micro Systems. . . . .. 91
D20 Digital Research Corporation .. 165
D42 DSllnstruments.. .11, B6, B7
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E37 80 Northwest Journal. . . . 150
E18 Electravatue IndustriaL.. . .. 121
E38 Electro Analytic Systems, Inc 148
E36 Electronic Specialists, Inc 152
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F10 525 Video 102
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G4 Godbout Electronics 164
G24 GPA Electronics.. . .. 128
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011 Orcomp Data Systems. . . . 79
06 Osborne & Associates, Inc.127, 137
09 Otto Electronics 142
P9 PAIA.. . 144
P38 Pan American Electronics 153
P7 Percom Data Company, Ine.. . .. 3

Personal Computing Festival. ... 77
P39 Personal Software.. . .. 124
P43 Plainsman Micro Systems. . . . 97
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R28 Riverside Electronic Design,
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Our avian friends are helping us tell everybody that
two S-100 Floppy Disk Controllers are the newest
additions to the Teletek product family.

A state of the art device designed to assist the
O.E.M. and the hobbyist. The most capable
Floppy Disk Controller available anywhere.

• Single/double density, single/double
sided Floppy Disk Controller for mini or
maxi drives.

• Z-80A CPU EPROM & RAM on-board
can form the basis of a stand alone
system or can be added to existing·

..systems as a smart controller.
• Two RS-232C serial ports and one

parallel port.
e Compatible with Shugart, Calcomp~

Siemens and similar drives.
., CP/M@! and FAMOS@! compatible.
• On-board buffer for multiple sector read.
• Reset-jump and power-on-clear.

An exceptionally clean design providing many of the
same features of its big brother.

• Single/double density, single/double
sided Floppy Disk Controller for mini or
maxi drives.

• Compatible with Shugart, Calcomp~
Siemens and similar drives.

• CP/M@! and FAMOS@! compatible.
" • Bootstrap loader on-board ..

• On-board buffer, up to 8 sectors.

INTERESTED?
FOR MORE INFORMATION, ASK YOUR DEALER
OR CONTACT US DIRECTLY AT (916) 351-0535 .

TELETEK 11505B Douglas Rd.
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670



r All Systems Are Not
Created Equal


